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Announcements and News

• Mainframe Digital Badge Program
Our innovative Digital Badging Program is an essential part of the overall learning experience which validates the
achievement of new skills and competencies to ensure that each learner is recognized and awarded a credible and
verifiable digital credential that is highly regarded.

• Stay up-to-date with the Datacom CADRE Community
• Release Notes

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL helps you anticipate, prevent, and solve problems that you
encounter when you build and maintain large-scale COBOL programs. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL has
several facilities that help you develop, code, test, debug, maintain, and document all the COBOL programs for your
organization.

The Release Notes in the Datacom Core documentation provide a comprehensive list of new and base features.

• Share feedback about your Broadcom Mainframe products
We would love to hear about your experience with the Broadcom Mainframe Software products.
For customers on active maintenance, look for the email invitation we sent on October 13th.

• It is from "Broadcom Mainframe <feedback@broadcom.com>"
• The subject is "(Reminder) Share feedback about your Broadcom Mainframe products"

If you are unable to find the email, please contact donna.amaral@broadcom.com to share your feedback.
• Follow us on Social Media

The Broadcom Mainframe Software Division is launching its own channels on Twitter and LinkedIn. Through these
channels, we share information that provides value to our mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks,
analyst reports, and more. We cordially invite you to join us!

• We're interested in your feedback
Techdocs.broadcom.com now provides a comments area at the bottom of each page so that you can provide feedback
to the Technical Documentation team about the content. You must log in with your Broadcom customer ID to comment,
view comments, or reply. Your comment appears on the page with your first and last name. Please refer to Broadcom's
Terms of Use for more information. We look forward to hearing from you.
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Release Notes
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL helps you anticipate, prevent, and solve problems that you
encounter when you build and maintain large-scale COBOL programs. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL has several
facilities that help you develop, code, test, debug, maintain, and document all the COBOL programs for your organization.

The Release Notes in the Datacom Core documentation provide a comprehensive list of new and base features.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Release Notes section in the Core documentation.

Product Accessibility Features
We are committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with Datacom.

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

• Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

• High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

• Tones
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Defines tones when pressing certain keys.
• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

• Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

• Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

• Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

• Pointer Options
Let you do the following:
– Hide the pointer while typing
– Show the location of the pointer
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
– Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts:

Keyboard Description
Ctrl+X Cut
Ctrl+C Copy
Ctrl+K Find Next
Ctrl+F Find and Replace
Ctrl+V Paste
Ctrl+S Save
Ctrl+Shift+S Save All
Ctrl+D Delete Line
Ctrl+Right Next Word
Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down
End Line End

Product Names and Abbreviations
The following products are referenced throughout this site:
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• Datacom™/DB
• Datacom™ Datadictionary™

• Librarian
• Panvalet
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Getting Started
This section introduces each Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL component and explains how each can be used to meet
the programming needs of today. This section provides a basic understanding of how Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
can enhance your efficiency and productivity.

NOTE

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL was formerly known as MetaCOBOL+.

COBOL Benefits and Challenges
The COBOL language was designed to produce programs that are easy to read and easy to maintain. After decades
of use, COBOL remains the language of choice for most large-scale application programming. During the life of any
application program, changing technologies and user requirements mean that active programs must be modified and
maintained. However, circumstances can make an old and valuable program hard to fix.

• Programmers change jobs. Because the average programmer stays with a company for less than four years, the
programmer who wrote the original program might be gone.

• Even a programmer can forget. Programmers may work on many projects over time. Details of the program logic might
be forgotten after a few months.

• The Application Programmer might not be the maintenance programmer. In this case, the person who maintains
programs must learn someone else's approach to coding before doing any work.

• One program might require many programmers. Different approaches to designing and coding program modules might
yield unexpected conflicts when one module is modified.

This list highlights just a few of the potential problems that can occur in an organization with a long-term commitment to
COBOL. The programmers who create and maintain applications must use the same sets of tools and concepts to provide
consistent code that can be easily modified to meet new demands. The tools must be adaptable to new technologies
without sacrificing current needs.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL provides the environment and maximizes the investment in COBOL for your
organization.

Benefits of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL provides the following solutions and advantages for COBOL in your organization:

• COBOL Investment Maximization
• Development and Maintenance of COBOL Programs
• QL Support for COBOL Programs

COBOL Investment Maximization

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL provides extensions to the COBOL language that allow applications to grow. This
growth preserves your past investment while allowing these same applications to interact with the dictionaries and
databases of today in their current languages.

One systems programmer can create and implement an environment. You can build or maintain COBOL programs in
this environment, according to your requirements. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL This environment lets you do the
following:
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• Set and enforce site standards.
• Use provided toolkits to extend the limits of the COBOL language.
• Introduce editor extensions for TSO/ISPF.
• Perform continual quality assurance as you create and maintain your code.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL simplifies the development and maintenance of Datacom/DB, DB2, CICS, VSAM,
and conventional COBOL programs. It also reduces the time that you have to spend on initial program development,
testing, debugging, maintenance, and documentation. Its flexibility lets you modify and maintain existing COBOL code in
any manner that you choose. For example, you can use one set of standards for new programs, and another set for old
programs.

Development and Maintenance of COBOL Programs

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL makes it easy to develop and maintain Datacom/DB, DB2, CICS, VSAM, and
conventional COBOL programs. The development and maintenance system provides the following benefits:

• Complete, high-level support of all structured programming concepts. Coding, testing, debugging, maintaining, quality
assurance, and documenting are all simplified.

• Formatting tools to ensure program consistency, clarity, and standardization. These facilities let you customize and
tailor the COBOL programs for your site.

• Easy access to Datacom/DB databases.

SQL Support for COBOL Programs

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL product provides the following SQL support:

• Provides a way for COBOL applications to evolve and interact with the dictionaries and databases of current
technology. The key is the ability to extend COBOL to support SQL, and to define rules for handling these extensions.

• Supports the embedding of SQL statements in COBOL programs. Editor extensions are provided for SQL constructs to
help with the accurate coding of SQL constructs for both DB2 and Datacom/DB 8.0.

• Recognizes when the requirement for a DB2 precompile or Datacom/DB precompile is present. Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL automatically generates the necessary JCL step to satisfy this need.

• Macros let you generate SQL constructs (and any complex-repetitive code) as the result of an Application Programmer
specifying a high-level verb. For more information, see Getting Started with the Macro Facility.

• Protects your COBOL investment: past, present, and future.

Facilities and Features
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL helps you anticipate, prevent, and solve problems that you
encounter when you build and maintain large-scale COBOL programs. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL has several
facilities that help you develop, code, test, debug, maintain, and document all the COBOL programs for your organization.

• The Macro Facility is the foundation for all the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL program development and
maintenance tools. You can manipulate the COBOL language and the environment to meet the unique requirements of
your site.

• The Structured Programming (SP) Facility implements all the data structures and methodologies of the structured
programming discipline and helps you produce efficient code.

• The Datacom/DB Facility provides the following benefits:
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– Full integration with Datacom Datadictionary.
– A simple but powerful Data Manipulation Language (DML) to access Datacom/DB from COBOL programs.
– Supports set-at-a-time or record-at-a-time processing.

• The Panel Definition Facility (PDF/CICS) provides a total environment for creating and maintaining panel definitions
and for generating BMS map source.

• The Online Programming Language (OPL) is an extension of the COBOL programming language. OPL provides high-
level statements for CICS transaction processing in a syntax that is concise, easy to read, and easy to code.

Each facility stands alone, but you can use any or all of them during a single online session.

Get Started with the Macro Facility
The Macro Facility is the foundation for all the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL program development and maintenance
tools. The tasks that you perform with Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL are implemented all or in part with the Macro
Facility. With the Macro Facility, you can manipulate the COBOL language to suit the unique requirements of your
organization. For example, you can perform the following tasks with this facility:

• Make programs portable across operating environments.
• Create high-level interfaces to the database and the data communication systems that are not provided by Broadcom.
• Define specialized programming standards to enforce program efficiency, clarity, and portability.
• Perform complex program conversions, especially if the conversion task is too large to be effectively accomplished

manually or by off-the-shelf conversion aids.
• Develop an end-user application language. For example: an online banking language or a specialized report generator.
• Customize other Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL facilities.

The Macro Facility features a COBOL-oriented macro programming language that manipulates COBOL source code. The
Macro Facility provides great flexibility in processing COBOL input and output.

Basically, the macro language lets you replace a sequence of input COBOL words with another sequence of words. The
macro language does not require you to specify an input sequence word for word. You can specify the input symbolically.
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL recognizes the attribute of an input word. In other words, it can distinguish among
data names, literals, figurative constants, procedure-names, and so on. The macro language also provides selection and
repetition constructs.

By default, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL places output words in the same location in the program as the input
word they are replacing. A macro can override this rule by placing output, such as JCL, before or after the program or in
another COBOL division or section. The macro can also send its output to another file.

The following three-stage example shows how an effective macro can enhance COBOL and can save time. In this
example, a printing a record requires you to code the following statements:

ADD literal TO LINE-COUNT

IF LINE-COUNT IS GREATER THAN +56

  PERFORM PAGE-HEAD-ROUTINE.

WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM record-name

  AFTER ADVANCING literal LINES.

You can create the following macro:

SP   PRINT &1(S) BY &2(L) : 

     ADD &2 TO LINE-COUNT.

     IF LINE-COUNT IS GREATER THAN +56

       PERFORM PAGE-HEAD-ROUTINE. 
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     WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM &1

       AFTER ADVANCING &2 LINES.

Then, to print a record, you only have to code the following:

PRINT record-name BY literal.

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator processes macros and their COBOL input. You can input macros to
the Translator as records that precede your COBOL source. You can also load macros separately from a library as one or
more macro sets.

Get Started with Structured Programming
Structured programming is a discipline that helps programmers develop programs efficiently. A structured program
consists of single-entry, single-exit modules. A structured program uses selection and repetition control structures, and is
consistently formatted and documented.

In a program, each module performs a single and distinct function. Together, the modules of a program form a single
hierarchy. The top-most modules perform high-level tasks, and the bottom-most modules perform low-level tasks.

The modular approach has the following advantages:

• Modules can be implemented and tested separately.
• Because modules form a single hierarchy, you can readily determine the role of a module relative to other modules

in the program. The hierarchy also identifies the order in which modules are developed: starting from the high-level
modules and progressing to low-level modules. This technique is known as top-down development.

• A proper module has inputs and outputs that are easy to identify, because a module might have only one entrance and
one exit.

Properly structured programs contain statements that are taken from the sequence, selection, and repetition control
structures. The SP Facility, as opposed to standard COBOL, provides statements that adequately implement the selection
and repetition structures.

Consistent formatting and documentation of programs is an important task. Programs that conform to the standard
formatting rules are easier to read. More importantly, clear and complete documentation makes a program easier to
maintain.

What is the Structured Programming Facility?
The Structured Programming (SP) Facility provides tools that support the coding and the debugging COBOL programs.
The SP Facility COBOL language extensions facilitate structured programming. Other components format and document
SP programs automatically. The SP Facility supports the following structured programming principles:

• Top-down development
• Definitions of data structures local to a module
• Efficient methods for defining, testing, and modifying control variables
• True selection and repetition constructs
• Facilities for formatting and documenting programs.

SP programs are translated into standard COBOL by the SP Facility and then compiled by your COBOL compiler.
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL and the SP Facility are compatible with all IBM COBOL compilers, including VS
COBOL II.

The SP Facility enhances the COBOL language by providing true structured programming.
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Top-Down Development

The SP Facility aids top-down development in several ways. Using this facility ensures that the COBOL programs have
well-defined segments and a high degree of structure by providing for single-entry/single-exit modules. This approach
makes programs easier to develop, debug, and maintain.

The SP Facility includes statements that invoke subordinate modules and return control to the invoking module directly. It
has a FLAG statement that enables the explicit definition of control variables to true and false.

The SP Facility permits data to be defined locally within a module. This feature lets you define data in the Procedure
Division. Then, the data that is referenced by a module can be defined within the module itself, making the program more
readable.

The SP Facility also provides a facility for generating stubs (dummy modules) for uncoded modules that are referenced
in a program. This feature lets programmers practice top-down development by making it possible to compile a program,
even when a module invokes a subordinate module that has yet to be coded.

For more information about the statements for defining flags and local data, see Local Data Definitions and Control
Variables. For more information about defining and invoking modules, see Module Definition and Invocation.

Local Data Structure Definitions

Programs are easier to read and maintain when definitions of data structures that are local to one module are included in
that module instead of in the Data Division. The SP Facility START-DATA/END-DATA statement lets you define data in the
Procedure Division. You can define data that is referenced by a single module within the module itself. For example:

. . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION

. . .

POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK

    START DATA

    77  PREVIOUS-CUSTOMER PIC X(7) LOW-VALUES.

    01  CUSTOMER-AREA.

        02 CUSTOMER       PIC X(7).

        02 INVOICE-NO     PIC X(7).

        02 INVOICE-DATE   PIC X(6).

        02 INVOICE-AMT    PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3.

    END DATA

    IF CUSTOMER = PREVIOUS-CUSTOMER . . .

. . .

The POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK module contains the START DATA/END DATA statement. This statement defines
data that is only used inside the module. Using this construct means that maintenance programmers do not have to go to
the Data Division to check local data definitions.

Control Variables

The Structured Programming Facility provides a precise, consistent method for defining, testing, and modifying control
variables. Using this method, you can clearly distinguish between operations on control variables and operations on data.
For example:

. . . .

GET-NEXT-INVOICE.

    START DATA

    77  FLAG RECORDS-LEFT IS TRUE. 
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    END DATA

    READ INVOICE-RECORD 

    IF END

       SET-FALSE RECORDS-LEFT

    ENDIF

. . . .

The START DATA/END DATA statement sets a flag that is used inside the GET-NEXT-INVOICE module. Using this flag
means that programmers can set control variables without having to specify them as level 88 entries in the Data Division.
The flag also helps maintenance programmers check the program flow.

True Selection and Repetition Constructs

The repetition and selection constructs of the SP Facility implement two characteristics of structured programming:

• Repeating an operation
• Choosing one correct option among many. These constructs enable you to develop clear and concise COBOL

programs. The repetition construct is the LOOP statement, and the selection construct is the SELECT statement.

The LOOP Statement

The LOOP statement lets a program repeat an action several times. For example:

CLEAR-TABLE.

    SET X1 TO 1

    LOOP 10 TIMES

        MOVE SPACES TO TABLE-ENTRY (X1)

        MOVE ZEROS TO TABLE-AMOUNT (X1)

        SET X2 TO 1

        LOOP 5 TIMES

            MOVE ZEROS TO TABLE-UNITS (X1 X2)

            SET X2 UP BY 1

        ENDLOOP

    SET X1 UP BY 1

    ENDLOOP

In this example, nested loops are used to clear a table. In the outer loop, the first 10 occurrences of TABLE-ENTRY are
reset, including the elementary numeric item TABLE-AMOUNT.

The SELECT Statement

The SELECT statement lets a program choose one action from several options. For example:

SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR TRANSACTION-CODE 

  WHEN 'A'

    DO ADD-TRANSACTION 

  WHEN 'C'

    DO CHANGE-TRANSACTION 

  WHEN 'D'

    DO DELETE-TRANSACTION 

  WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED

    DO ERROR-TRANSACTION

ENDSELECT

In this SELECT example, the identifier TRANSACTION-CODE is tested:
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• If either the A, C, or D condition is true, the subordinate process is executed. Control passes to the statement that
follows the ENDSELECT. If more than one condition is true, only the first true condition subordinate process is
executed.

• If these three conditions are false, then the WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED condition is true. The subordinate process,
ERROR-TRANSACTION, is executed. Control then passes to the statement that follows ENDSELECT.

The SP Facility also has SELECT EVERY and SELECT LEADING constructs for flexibility and power.

Program Documentation

The SP Facility Structured Programming Documentor (SPD) and the High-Level Formatter (HLF) document and format
SP programs. These features provide a consistent level of program documentation and formatting. SPD creates a module
hierarchy report that shows the hierarchy of modules and a cross-referenced listing of where the modules are invoked.
HLF indents, continues, and breaks lines of COBOL and SP code, according to programmer or site defined formatting
rules.

The Module Hierarchy Report

The SP Facility creates a Module Hierarchy Report that shows the relationships between modules in a program. For
example:

01  AGED-TRIAL

  02  BEGIN-AGED-TRIAL

  02  GET-NEXT-INVOICE

  02  PROCESS-INVOICE

    03  POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK

      04  CUSTOMER-BREAK

    03  AGED-INVOICE

      04  POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK

  02  END-AGED-TRIAL

    03  CUSTOMER-BREAK

    03  FINAL-BREAK

The Module Where Invoked Report

The SP Facility creates the Module Where Invoked Report. This report is a cross-referenced listing that identifies each
module in a program, the line number on which the module is defined, and line numbers on which a reference to the
module occurs. For example:

                          DEFN    REFERENCES

AGED-INVOICE              001630  001450

AGED-TRIAL                001190  001490

BEGIN-AGED-TRIAL          001320  001230

CUSTOMER-BREAK            001920  001590

END-AGED-TRIAL            001480  001290

FINAL-BREAK               002110  001500

GET-NEXT-INVOICE          001370  001250

POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK    001530  001440

POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK       002210  001700

PROCESS-INVOICE           001430  001270

REPORT-AGED-INVOICE       001680  001460
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The SP Facility Compared to Conventional COBOL and VS COBOL II
The following tables list the characteristics of structured programming and the constructs that are used to support these
characteristics. These tables compare the support that is offered by the SP Facility, ANSI 68 or ANSI 74 COBOL, and VS
COBOL II.

Structured Programming Feature: Enforces Adherence to Structured Programming

Type of Support SP Facility ANSI 68 or 74  COBOL VS COBOL II

Mandatory single-entry single-
exit modules

Yes No No

Scope terminators required Yes No No
Provides for the formatting of
programs

Yes No No

Structured Programming Feature: Top-Down Development

Type of Support SP Facility ANSI 68 or 74  COBOL VS COBOL II

Explicit control variable
definition

Yes No No

"Local" data definition in
Procedure Division

Yes No No

Stub Generation Yes No No
Documentation of the module
hierarchy and the invocation

Yes No No

Structured Programming Feature: Repetition Structure

Type of Support SP Facility ANSI 68 or 74  COBOL VS COBOL II

DO-WHILE Yes No Yes
DO-UNTIL Yes No Yes
Process before and after test Yes No No

Structured Programming Feature: Selection (case) Structure

Type of Support SP Facility ANSI 68 or 74  COBOL VS COBOL II

SELECT FIRST Yes No Yes
SELECT EVERY Yes No No
SELECT LEADING Yes No

As these tables show, the SP Facility promotes strict adherence to the philosophy and discipline of structured
programming.

By contrast, 1974 and 1968 ANSI COBOL do not support structured programming at all. VS COBOL II (1985 ANSI
COBOL) provides limited support of structured programming. It only provides two variants of the repetition construct
(PERFORM...UNTIL) and a restricted form of the selection construct (EVALUATE).

VS COBOL II also has other limitations.
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• Does not include facilities for top-down module development or for program formatting and documenting.
• Does not let programmers to define data locally within a module.
• Does not let programmers explicitly define control variables.
• Does not enforce single-entry/single-exit modules. Programmers can still use the GO TO and PERFORM...THRU

statements. This lack of enforcement means that programmers can undermine structured programming standards.

The SP Facility provides enhanced versions of the selection and repetition constructs. For example, the SELECT
construct provides optional postscript clauses (WHEN NONE, WHEN SOME, and so on) that are processed after one or
more primary clauses of the statement. The postscripts specify more action depending on the number of true conditions
that are found in the primary WHEN clauses. In addition, the SP Facility LOOP construct can test the condition before or
after action is taken. For more information, see Intra-module Control Structures.

SP Facility Macro Sets and JCL
This section describes the SP Facility macro sets and preparing JCL for running Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translates SP programs into standard COBOL. A standard IBM COBOL compiler then
compiles the output source program. Input to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL consists of translate-time options that
modify Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation, the macro set desired for a translation, and the SP source program.
Input can be provided directly from the Primary Input File or from source libraries, Librarian, or Panvalet.

For more information about translate-time options, see Translate-time Options.

SP Facility Macro Sets

Macro sets support various services of the SP Facility and are specified when Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is
executed. The following macro sets are provided with the SP Facility.

GPV General Programming Verbs. These verbs are statements for accessing Librarian and for performing bit
manipulation and table sorting.

HLF High-Level Formatter. HLF formats the Procedure Division to provide consistent indentation and improve
the readability of programs that contain SP Facility statements, command-level CICS statements, and high-
level statements provided by the DB and IMS Facilities.

SPD SP Documentor. SPD provides a module hierarchy and a module cross-referenced report. This macro set is
not used with the SP2 macro set. SPD can be used with the SPP or HLF macro sets.

SPP This macro set provides the SP Facility syntax when the target compiler is ANSI 68, ANSI 74, or VS
COBOL II.

SP2 This macro set provides the SP Facility syntax when the target compiler is VS COBOL II. SP2 generates
an output program in COBOL II structured syntax.SP2 also includes its own internal version of the SPD
and SPS macro sets. These internal macro sets are enabled or disabled through UPSI Translate-time
options. For more information, see Structured Programming Support Macros.

SPS SP Stub Generator. SPS defines modules that are referenced but that are not yet coded. This process
allows modules that reference undefined subordinate modules to be translated and compiled. This macro
set is not used with the SP2 macro set. SPS can be used with the SPP macro set.

NOTE
Some macro sets cannot be loaded with other macro sets. For more information, see Structured Programming
Support Macros.

Sample JCL for Executing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

The following samples are brief examples of translation JCL for z/OS systems.
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In the examples, the Structured Programming Processor (SPP) macro set is loaded with either the *$COPY or *$LIBED
translator-directing statement. *$COPY loads macro sets from a standard source library. *$LIBED loads macro sets from a
Librarian master file. Each statement must begin in column 7.

NOTE
The following JCL is sample start-up JCL only. Supply the options.

The following JCL is supplied as a reference for executing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL in an z/OS environment.
You can modify the SYSOUT class and BLKSIZE (in multiples of sizes shown), SPACE, and UNIT parameters.

 //[stepname] EXEC PGM=usermct[,PARM='options']

 //STEPLIB DD DSN=CA-MetaCOBOL+.loadlib,DISP=SHR

[//        DD DSN=LIBRARIAN.loadlib,DISP=SHR]       MetaCOBOL load library

 //LSTIN   DD SYSOUT=A[,DCB=BLKSIZE=121]            Listing File

 //PUNCHF  DD SYSOUT=B[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]             COBOL Source Output File

 //AUX     DD SYSOUT=B[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]             Auxiliary File

 //SYSTERM DD SYSOUT=A[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]             Terminal File

 //FE     DD UNIT=SYSDA,

 SPACE=(TRK,(20,10))[,DCB=BLKSIZE=148]              Work File

 //FM     DD UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(20,10))[,DCB=BLKSIZE=148]           Work File

{//SYSLIB DD DSN=user.srclib,DISP=SH   }            Source Library Input

{//MASTER DD DSN=user.disklibr,DISP=SHR}            CA LIBRARIAN input

 //CARDF  DD *[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]                     Primary Input File

[OPTION options]

      {*$COPY SPP                                   from standard library

      {*$LIBED SPP                                  from CA LIBRARIAN master

 source program

 /*

Get Started with Datacom/DB Facility
The Datacom/DB Facility is fully integrated with Datacom Datadictionary. This facility includes the high-level language
constructs used by Ideal for Datacom. The facility includes the following:

• A simple but powerful Data Manipulation Language (DML) to access Datacom/DB from COBOL programs
• Complete support for set-at-a-time and record-at-a-time processing
• Datacom Datadictionary integration

Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary Requirements
This topic describes the Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary specifications that are required for developing
Datacom/DB Facility programs.
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Before you begin developing a program, ask your DBA for the status of these specifications.

Datacom/DB Requirements

• Datacom/DB Version
Datacom/DB Release 7.4 and later support set-at-time processing. Earlier releases do not support this facility.

• User Requirements Table Name
The Datacom/DB User Requirements Table (URT) (File Table before Release 7.4) name must be specified in the
INCLUDE link-edit statement for batch applications.
Also, determine the status of the following URT parameters: ACCESS=, DBID=, OPEN=, SEQBUFS=, SYNONYM=,
TBLNAM=, and UPDATE=.

Datacom Datadictionary Requirements

For the following Datacom Datadictionary requirements that specify translate-time options, see Translate-time Options
and Datacom.

• Datacom Datadictionary Version
The Datacom Datadictionary interface requires Datacom Datadictionary Release 2.4 or later.

• Database ID of Datacom Datadictionary
More than one Datacom Datadictionary can exist in a Datacom/DB information base.
The DDID can be specified with the DDID translate-time option. The default is 000, indicating that the value should be
retrieved from the system resource table DDSRTLM.
If more than one Datacom Datadictionary database is active at your installation, you must ensure that the Datacom
Datadictionary database ID (DDID) that is specified in the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table is the
Datacom Datadictionary that your application must access. Alternatively, you must explicitly specify the Datacom
Datadictionary database ID on the DDID option.

• Program Name
In a Datacom/DB Facility application, the PROGRAM-ID statement must specify a Datacom Datadictionary program
entity-occurrence name. The program-name that is given in the PROGRAM-ID header must be defined to Datacom
Datadictionary as a program entity-occurrence.

• Program Status
The program entity-occurrence status can be TEST or PROD. The program status is specified with the PSTAT
translate-time option.

• Program Version
If the program status in Datacom Datadictionary is TEST, the PVER translate-time option must specify the programs
version number as specified in Datacom Datadictionary.

• Dataview Name
The dataview name can be 1 through 30 characters for Datacom/DB Release 7.5 or 1 through 15 characters for
Datacom/DB Release 7.4.

• Dataview Status
For Datacom/DB 7.5, valid dataviews in TEST or PROD status can be executed. A database structure related to a
TEST dataview does not need to be cataloged. However, it must be cataloged and have a valid structure if it is to be
executed.
For Datacom/DB 7.4, the dataview entity-occurrence status must be PROD to execute a program using this dataview.
A program containing TEST dataviews cannot be executed against the database.

• Dataview Version
If the status is TEST, the Datacom Datadictionary version number of a dataview entity-occurrence must be specified in
the TEST-VERSION clause of the Datacom/DB Facility DATAVIEW statement.

• Dataview Key Names(s)
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The key name can be 1 through 30 characters for Datacom/DB Release 7.5 or 1 through 15 characters for Datacom/
DB Release 7.4.

• COBOL Compiler Names
The COBOL data descriptions that are defined for the fields contained in the dataview.

• Required Relationships
The DBA must relate your Datacom/DB Facility program and the dataviews that it accesses with the relationship PGM-
DVW-USE. This relation is not automatically done when you run your program.
Additional relationships must also be established between dataviews and elements. For record-at-a-time access, more
relationships must be established between dataviews and keys. For Datacom/DB 7.4, these relationships are named
DVW-ELM-ACCESS and DVW-KEY-ACCESS.

• Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table
To interface the Datacom/DB Facility with Datacom Datadictionary, the NSTLVL parameter must be set to nine for the
Datacom Datadictionary :System Resource Table option DDSYSTBO during installation. Failure to do this results in
translator error DLBA241F and Datacom Datadictionary :Service Facility return code MSS.

The Data Manipulation Language
The Data Manipulation Language (DML) consists of COBOL-like statements that support the full range of Datacom/DB
services. The statements can perform any function that Datacom/DB commands perform:

• Set-at-a-time processing
• Record-at-a-time processing
• Obtaining and releasing exclusive control
• Logging, and diagnostic assistance.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL statements are easier to use than Datacom/DB commands because their function is
more direct and self-evident. For example, the following sample shows the code for retrieving record number 100 from an
employee database from the Datacom/DB

MOVE 'PMF' TO EMPLOYEE-RA-FILE

MOVE 'EMPNO' TO EMPLOYEE-RA-KEY-NAME 

MOVE 100 TO EMPLOYEE-EMPNO-RA-KEY 

MOVE 'REDKX' TO EMPLOYEE-RA-FUNCTION

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFORMATION-AREA 

                    EMPLOYEE-REQUEST-AREA 

                    EMPLOYEE-WORKAREA 

                    EMPLOYEE-ELEMENT-LIST

From the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Datacom/DB Facility, you can code the following single line:

READ EMPLOYEE WHERE ID-NUMBER = 100

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL generates the code necessary to perform CALL-level access to Datacom/DB. All the
program database access statements are verified within a single Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation, which
reduces testing time for the program.

Support for Set-at-a-time and Record-at-a-time Processing
The Datacom/DB Facility provides statements for set-at-a-time and record-at-a-time processing. These techniques are
the two primary access techniques for Datacom/DB. Set-at-a-time processing is the relational technique. Record-at-a-time
processing is conventional key access.
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In Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL, relational access is realized with the FOR construct, which takes full advantage of
the Datacom/DB set-at-a-time processing. The FOR construct has a logical and English-like structure that makes it easy
to implement database access from your program. This construct also automatically formats and generates the request
qualification area. Generating this area is a complex task that is required when coding at the CALL level, as shown in the
following example.

FOR EACH EMPLOYEE RECORD

    WHERE (STATE-ADDRESS EQUAL 'MA' OR 'NY' OR 'TX') 

    ORDER RECORDS ON SOC-SEC-NUM

    DO PRINT-REPORT

    WHEN ERROR

         DO EMP-ERROR-ROUTINE 

    WHEN NONE

         DO NO-EMP-RECORDS

ENDFOR

LOCATE and READ are examples of record-at-a-time statements. LOCATE is an index processing statement, and READ
is a data retrieval statement. You can use LOCATE and READ to access data sequentially or randomly.

LOCATE searches the index quickly to determine whether a record exists. LOCATE supports the full range of Datacom/
DB index processing, including specific and generic searches. You can use the LOCATE statement to locate a record with
a key that is equal to, less than, or greater than a specified value. You can implement scrolling by locating the next record,
previous record, or all records within a range of key values.

The READ statement retrieves records that are currently located or whose key value has been specified explicitly. You can
use the READ statement to read records with or without exclusive control over the record. As with LOCATE, READ also
lets you scroll through the database by retrieving the next or previous record or all records within a range of key values.

Integration with Datacom Datadictionary
Datacom Datadictionary is a central repository of data descriptions for Datacom/DB. Dataview is one of the data
descriptions in this repository.

The dataview describes the data that you can request in a single access from an application program. The dataview can
be changed separately from the application program. This approach allows greater data independence than you can
achieve when data descriptions are maintained within programs.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is fully integrated with Datacom Datadictionary. This integration is accomplished in two
ways:

• The DATAVIEW statement identifies the Datacom Datadictionary dataviews that are required by the program.
• During the translation of the program, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL retrieves the COBOL data names that are

associated with the requested dataview from Datacom Datadictionary.  All required data definitions necessary to
support the database requests are generated.

If a dataview that is requested by a program does not exist, or if the program is not authorized to access it, Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL does not allow the program to be translated. In this way, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
ensures that a program accesses valid dataviews before the program is even compiled. Execution errors that are caused
by invalid Datacom Datadictionary dataviews are avoided.

You do not need to maintain a redundant COBOL copy library for data definitions. Instead, you can use Datacom
Datadictionary as a central location of data definitions for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL, Ideal for Datacom, and
Dataquery, and take full advantage of the Datacom Datadictionary security features.
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Get Started with the Online Programming Language
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Online Programming Language (OPL) is an extension to the COBOL programming
language. OPL consists of statements for pseudo-conversational CICS transactions. OPL statements are coded in the
Identification Division, Environment Division, Data Division, and Procedure Division of a COBOL program. The following
example shows the overall structure of an OPL program.

OPL Example

   IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

   PROGRAM-ID.

      program-name. 

  TRANSACTION-ID.

      CICS-transaction-id.

   ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

           ...

   DATA DIVISION.

  [MAP SECTION.]

  [MAP DEFINITION statements...] 

  [RESPONSE DEFINITION statement] 

  [GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION.] 

  [WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.] 

  [CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION.]

         ...

   PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         ...

      OPL data-manipulation-statements...

         ...

OPL provides high-level statements for the CICS transaction processing in syntax that is concise, easy-to-read, and easy-
to-code. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translates these statements into the equivalent BMS panel I/O areas and
command-level CICS statements. The result, or output, of the translation is conventional COBOL that is passed to the
CICS precompiler.

An OPL programmer is typically familiar with CICS and has a working knowledge of the COBOL programming language.

NOTE

• The use of SECTIONs is prohibited in an OPL program. The PROCEDURE DIVISION header must be
immediately followed by a paragraph name.

• The use of nested programs in an OPL application is prohibited.
• OPL does not support BMS partitions or BMS paging.

Benefits

While CICS applications abound, CICS application programming is an acquired skill. Creating an effective, efficient
COBOL and command-level CICS program is a complex, error-prone, and time consuming task. Much of the inherent
complexity of such a program lies in its need to manipulate CICS. The CICS programmer must give careful consideration
to terminal I/O, storage management, database access, and transaction boundaries.

OPL offers a simple solution to this complex problem. By creating an OPL program consisting of conventional COBOL and
OPL statements, both the program and the time that is required to create it are reduced. An OPL program is translated
by the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translator using a batch job execution. During translation, an OPL program
generates all the COBOL and command-level CICS statements necessary to perform the following tasks:
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• Terminal I/O processing
• Storage management
• Database access
• Transaction boundary crossing

OPL frees the programmer from many CICS environmental concerns. OPL enables the experienced programmer to avoid
some of the complications of COBOL and command-level CICS programming. The less experienced programmer also
benefits from OPL, not only as a productivity tool, but as a learning tool. By using OPL, the programmer is able to program
using proper structured design and makes fewer costly mistakes. The OPL programmer works at a higher conceptual
level. Therefore, the program logic matches the perceived job to be done.

Get Started with String Manipulation Language
The COBOL String Manipulation Language (COBOL/SML) is an extension to the COBOL programming language. This
extension provides string handling and inspection capabilities that are unavailable in COBOL.

The string manipulation capability is provided by a Support Module that is invoked by the COBOL program, and a set of
high-level statements that facilitate the requests of the Support Module functions. The program that contains COBOL/SML
statements is passed through a MetaCOBOL translation where these statements are replaced with a series of MOVE and
CALL statements. The compiled program might be link-edited with the string manipulation Support Module. If compiled
with the DYNAM option, the Support Module can be dynamically loaded at program execution.

Some of these functions can be achieved by using COBOL language statements such as STRING, UNSTRING,
INSPECT, and TRANSFORM. Unfortunately, TRANSFORM is a statement that was discontinued in VS COBOL II. Also,
with some COBOL compilers, INSPECT, STRING, and UNSTRING require the use of operating system services. This
requirement prevents their use in CICS programs. The string manipulation Support Module does not require the use of
operating system services. In addition, it is re-entrant - all data manipulation takes place in areas that are supplied by the
calling program.

Consistency

The syntax for COBOL string manipulation statements is not consistent between any two statements. The COBOL/SML
language has the consistency that each statement has a STARTING AT and FOR LENGTH OF clause available to it. This
type of consistency makes them easier to use than their COBOL counterpart. The presence of these two clauses in each
of the COBOL/SML statements can confine the manipulation to specific parts of fields. This capability is not found in all
COBOL string manipulation statements.

RETURN-CODES and Function Pointers

RETURN-CODES are issued by the Support Module. A RETURN-CODE of zero indicates that the string manipulation
request was performed successfully. If the RETURN-CODE is zero, the Support Module also sets the Function Pointer.

The Support Module

The Support module provides the following string manipulation functions:

• Finds the location of a substring within a string.
• Moves a piece of a field to another location.
• Makes a string by concatenating a series of source fields into the target location.
• Finds the location of the first occurrence in the source string of any character found in the target.
• Finds the location of the first occurrence in the source string of any character other than those found in the target.
• Determines whether the source string conforms to a specified naming convention.
• Changes any lowercase characters to uppercase.
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The Support Module performs string manipulation or inspection for a maximum length of 256 bytes. The fields on which
the Support Module performs this activity might be defined longer than this 256 byte maximum, but only 256 bytes of data
movement or inspection can be done in a single function request. Runtime checking prevents the Support Module from
doing any data manipulation beyond the defined boundaries of the target field. The Support Module treats all source and
target fields as alphanumeric, regardless of their actual definition.

Translate COBOL/SML Statements

The following example shows sample input to the Translator. You must supply the options and source program that are
indicated.

[OPTION options]

 

          *$COPY SML        from a standard library

          *$LIBED SML       from CA LIBRARIAN master

 

 source program 

Link-Edit Requirements

The COBOL program that uses String Manipulation Language functions must be link-edited with the supplied object
module, MCTXSML. The MCTXSML component is provided with Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL at installation time.
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Using
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL solves a broad range of COBOL program development and maintenance problems:

• Macro Facility
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL can be customized with its macro language to solve a broad range of specific
problems. This flexibility makes Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL unique among COBOL preprocessors, which
traditionally are limited to specialized tasks.

• Structured Programming
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL provides constructs and utilities that enable you to code COBOL programs that are
truly structured.

• Accessing Datacom/DB
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL provides data manipulation verbs for accessing Datacom/DB databases. Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL also has an interface to Datacom Datadictionary, which enables programs to extract
necessary data and definitions

These articles describe how to customize, get started, and use Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL. The
articles include information about keyword expansion, the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translator, and macro sets
and programs.

Tutorial for the Macro Facility
The MetaCOBOL macro language is a flexible programming facility. You can use this language to customize the
MetaCOBOL Translator to solve a broad range of specific user problems.

This tutorial describes how to write MetaCOBOL macros. The most widely used facilities for the MetaCOBOL macro
processor are presented here; however, some details are omitted. The authoritative reference to the complete language is
the Macro Facility Reference topics.

These training activities assume you have experience with COBOL programming, but that you have no MetaCOBOL
experience.

Subjects are presented as building blocks, so that your understanding of the MetaCOBOL macro language progresses
step by step. For your convenience and review, each larger group of topics ends with a summary of key points and an
exercise that covers the learning to that point. Evaluate your progress by reviewing the summaries and working through
the exercises. The answers are available in Solutions to Exercises.

When you have completed these articles, you can:

• Write MetaCOBOL macros that analyze, reformat, and translate COBOL source programs.
• Build words and variables.
• Perform condition test and control transfers within and among macro models.
• Acquire data items and their attributes while in the Procedure Division and generate code to one division while in

another division.
• Parse and analyze the input source of varied formats.
• Control the format of output listings and output files.
• Test and debug macros.

Introduction to MetaCOBOL Macros
This section introduces the MetaCOBOL Translator, macro processing, and MetaCOBOL macros. Understanding the
concepts that are presented here is essential to writing effective macros.
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What Is the MetaCOBOL Translator?
The MetaCOBOL Translator is a member of a family of programs that are known as language processors. This family
includes assemblers, compilers, interpreters, and so on. All these programs share the ability to translate computer
language statements into a different form of the same language or into an entirely different language.

The Translator is a COBOL-oriented macro processor. Traditionally, COBOL preprocessors have been highly specialized
and designed to handle specific tasks. The MetaCOBOL Translator is a general-purpose preprocessor that you can
customize to solve a broad range of problems through its macro language.

What Does the Translator Do?
The MetaCOBOL Translator performs a range of useful functions for the COBOL programmer.

The Translator automatically formats COBOL programs that are based on options that each installation selected and
applies translation rules laid out in MetaCOBOL macros.

When installed with the distributed macro procedure sets, the Translator can provide a high-level COBOL-like language
that meets programming needs not currently handled in COBOL, a COBOL program conversion facility, and a short-form
facility.

In addition, the Translator allows each installation to define its own translation rules. These macro definitions can be used
with the Broadcom macro procedure sets to customize the translation process. The MetaCOBOL macro programmer can
define the source language that COBOL programmers use and the translation rules that process these statements. These
topics describe how to write such macros.

The following sample demonstrates the ability of the Translator to expand high-level, COBOL-like input into compilable
COBOL source. The code at the top is the input source. A series of macros, not shown here, translate that code into the
COBOL report program that follows.

Input Source

$ID -ID ALPHA BY MAGEE 

    -INS CA, INC PRINCETON, NJ. -DC 

$ED -CS -IOFC

    -SEL INPUT-FILE TO UT-S-INPUT. 

$DD -FS 

FD   INPUT-FILE -LRS -RMF -RC 80 -C -BC 0 -REC. 

01   INPUT-RECORD. 

     INPUT-RECORD. 

     02 INPUT-DATA P=X(36). 

     02 FILLER P=X(44). 

-WS 

77   LEFT-LINE-NUMBER P = 99 VALUE 01. 

77   RIGHT-LINE-NUMBER P = 99 VALUE 01. 

$PD 

     $INPUT INPUT-FILE. 

     $PRINT REPORT-FILE FOR 49 LINES. 

     $HEAD 

     4 `1...5...10...15....20...25...30...35.' 

     50 `PAGE' 55 $PAGE. 

     $DETAIL 1 P=99 LEFT-LINE-NUMBER 

             3 `.' 4 INPUT-DATA 

             40 `.' 41 P=99 RIGHT-LINE-NUMBER 

     IF LEFT-LINE-NUMBER = 48 
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       MOVE 01 TO LEFT-LINE-NUMBER 

                  RIGHT-LINE-NUMBER 

     ELSE 

       ADD 1 TO LEFT-LINE-NUMBER 

                RIGHT-LINE-NUMBER 

Translated Output:

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

PROGRAM-ID. 

    ALPHA. 

AUTHOR. 

    MAGEE 

INSTALLATION. 

    CA INC, PRINCETON, NJ. 

DATE-COMPILED. 

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 

FILE-CONTROL. 

    SELECTION INPUT-FILE 

                       ASSIGN TO UT-S-INPUT. 

    SELECT REPORT-FILE 

                       ASSIGN TO UT-S-REPORT. 

DATA DIVISION. 

FILE SECTION. 

FD INPUT-FILE 

                       LABEL RECORD STANDARD 

                       RECORDING MODE F 

                       RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS 

                       BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS. 

01 INPUT-RECORD. 

02 INPUT-DATA          PICTURE IS X(36). 

02 FILLER              PICTURE IS X(44). 

FD REPORT-FILE 

                       RECORDING MODE F 

                       LABEL RECORDS OMITTED 

                       DATA RECORD PRINT-LINE. 

01 PRINT-LINE          PIC X(133). 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

77  LEFT-LINE-NUMBER   PICTURE IS 99 VALUE 01. 

77  RIGHT-LINE-NUMBER  PICTURE IS 99 VALUE 01. 

01  ZZ-REPORT-ITEMS-ZZ SYNC. 

    02 ZZ-LEVEL-ZZ     PIC S99 COMP. 

    02 ZZ-LEV-ZZ       PIC S99 COMP. 

    02 ZZ-SUBT-ZZ      PIC S99 COMP. 

    02 ZZ-USER-GATE-ZZ PIC X. 

    02 ZZ-LR-ZZ        PIC X VALUE `F`. 

    02 ZZ-REPORT-HOLD-ZZ PIC X VALUE SPACE. 

    02 ZZ-REPORT-ZZ    PIC X. 

    02 ZZ-SPACE-ZZ     PIC X VALUE `1'. 

    02 ZZ-SP-ZZ        PIC S9 COMP-3 VALUE +0. 

    02 ZZ-PCTR-ZZ      PIC S9(5) COMP-3 VALUE +0. 
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    02 ZZ-LCTR-ZZ      PIC S999 COMP-3 VALUE +0. 

    02 ZZ-OFLO-SW-ZZ   PIC X VALUE SPACE. 

01 HEADER-1 

   02 FILLER           PIC X(4) VALUE SPACE. 

   02 FILLER           PICTURE X(37) VALUE 

       `1...5...10...15..CC20...25...30...35.'. 

   02 FILLER           PIC X(9) VALUE SPACES. 

   02 FILLER           PICTURE X(4) VALUE `PAGE'. 

   02 FILLER           PIC X(1) VALUE SPACES. 

   02 HEADER-1-PAGE    PIC Z(5). 

01 Z-DETAIL. 

   02 FILLER           PIC X(1) VALUE SPACES. 

   02 Z-DETAIL-FIELD-1 PIC 99. 

   02 FILLER           PICTURE X(1) VALUE `.'. 

   02 Z-DETAIL-FIELD-2 PIC X(36). 

   02 FILLER           PICTURE X(1) VALUE `.'. 

   02 Z-DETAIL-FIELD-3 PIC 99. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

10-ROOT SECTION 1. 

    OPEN INPUT INPUT-FILE. 

    GO TO 30-OPEN. 

20-READ. 

    IF ZZ-LR-ZZ = `N' 

      CLOSE INPUT-FILE 

      GO TO 40-CLOSE. 

    READ INPUT-FILE 

      AT END 

      MOVE `N' TO ZZ-LR-ZZ. 

    IF ZZ-LR-ZZ = `N' 

      GO TO 700-FINAL 

    GO TO 300-PRINT. 

30-OPEN. 

    OPEN OUTPUT REPORT-FILE. 

    GO TO 20-READ. 

40-CLOSE. 

   CLOSE REPORT-FILE. 

   GOBACK. 

50-EXIT. 

   EXIT. 

200-HEAD. 

    MOVE +0 TO ZZ-LCTR-ZZ. 

    MOVE `1' TO ZZ-SPACE-ZZ. 

    MOVE +1 TO ZZ-SP-ZZ. 

    ADD+1 TO ZZ-PCTR-ZZ. 

    MOVE ZZ-PCTR-ZZ TO HEADER-1-PAGE 

    WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM HEADER-1 AFTER POSITIONING 

      ZZ-SPACE-ZZ LINES. 

    ADD ZZ-SP-ZZ TO ZZ-LCTR-ZZ. 

    MOVE SPACE TO ZZ-SPACE-ZZ 

    MOVE +1 TO ZZ-SP-ZZ. 

290-HEAD-EXIT. 

    EXIT. 

300-PRINT 
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    IF ZZ-LR-ZZ = `F' 

      PERFORM 200-HEAD THRU 290-HEAD-EXIT 

      MOVE `M' TO ZZ-LR-ZZ. 

    IF ZZ-LR-ZZ = `N' 

      GO TO 20-READ. 

    IF ZZ-OFLO-SW-ZZ = `T' 

      MOVE SPACE TO ZZ-OFLO-SW-ZZ 

      PERFORM 200-HEAD THRU 290-HEAD-EXIT. 

      MOVE LEFT-LINE-NUMBER TO Z-DETAIL-FIELD-1. 

      MOVE INPUT-DATA TO Z-DETAIL-FIELD-2. 

      MOVE RIGHT-LINE-NUMBER TO Z-DETAIL-FIELD-3. 

    IF LEFT-LINE-NUMBER = 48 

      MOVE 01 TO LEFT-LINE-NUMBER RIGHT-LINE-NUMBER 

    ELSE 

      ADD 1 TO LEFT-LINE NUMBER RIGHT-LINE-NUMBER. 

    IF ZZ-LCTR-ZZ > +48 

      PERFORM 200-HEAD THRU 290-HEAD-EXIT. 

    WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM Z-DETAIL AFTER POSITIONING 

      ZZ-SPACE-ZZ. 

    ADD ZZ-SP-ZZ TO ZZ-LCTR-ZZ. 

    MOVE SPACE TO ZZ-SPACE-ZZ 

    MOVE +1 TO ZZ-SP-ZZ. 

400-PROCESS. 

    GO TO 20-READ. 

700-FINAL. 

    GO TO 20 READ. 

What Is a Macro?
A macro is a facility for replacing one sequence of symbols with another. The MetaCOBOL macro, supported by the
MetaCOBOL Translator, defines how to replace a word or sequence of words of a COBOL-like input source with a word or
sequence of words of compilable COBOL output source. The translation of each input source program is accomplished by
the Translator under the control of several MetaCOBOL macros, each of which acts upon one series of input words.

A macro is like a subroutine. A short but explicit call in the input source is processed as specified by the macro and
expanded into syntactically correct output source. The difference between the two is important to understand. The
MetaCOBOL macro is applied before the output source is compiled. The macro produces compilable code. The COBOL
subroutine is applied after compilation, when the program is run.

A macro consists of two parts:

• The macro prototype defines what words to remove from the input source.
• The macro model defines what words replace the prototype.

The prototype and the model are the essential tools of the macro writer, and these tools are discussed at length shortly.

Translation Overview
The following diagram presents, at a high level, the flow of a COBOL program and MetaCOBOL macros when the
program is passed through the Translator.

Translator input consists of MetaCOBOL option statements, MetaCOBOL macros, and a single source program. Macros
and the source program can also be included from standard source libraries, Librarian, or Panvalet.
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Internal tables and work files are used to store the macros after they are read and to use later during the translation
process.

The output consists of two parts:

• A COBOL source file, which contains the translated source program and can be directed to the compiler or returned to
the source librarian

• Various optional listings

The following diagram provides an overview of the MetaCOBOL Translator:
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The macro translation process works as follows:

1. During Initialization, the Translator reads options and macros in one input stream. Options come from Option
statements, the EXEC statement PARM field under OS, or both.

2. The macros are read, interpreted, and stored in internal tables.
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3. The first COBOL division header terminates macro loading and initiates the translation phase.
4. The Translator examines the source program word-for-word looking for a word, a pattern of words, or an event that

exactly matches a macro prototype in the internal tables.
5. Unmatched source words are passed to the output unchanged.
6. When a match occurs, any input source words that match the prototype are removed from the input. The action that is

specified in the associated macro model is performed.
For example, a macro definition could place the same word back in the source output and could issue a diagnostic,
substitute another word, or generate many lines of COBOL logic.
If the result of a substitution matches another macro prototype, the action that is specified in the second macro model
is performed. The Translator does not, however, match substituted words against the prototype of the macro from
which they originated. Substituted words are passed to the output when they do not match another prototype.

7. Source output is formatted according to the conventions selected when Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL  was
installed. This format can be overridden at translation time.

8. The Translator prepares output listings. The two most frequently used are the Input and Diagnostics listing and the
Output listing. The Input and Diagnostics listing contains macro definitions and the input source program. The Output
listing contains the translated source program.
The Output listing is always produced, but you can control production of the Input and Diagnostics listing using
MetaCOBOL Options.

For more information about the Translator input and output, including all Option statements, see the Using articles.

How Words Are Translated
Because COBOL, like English, is composed of words separated by spaces, the MetaCOBOL Translator proceeds through
the input source one word at time. The Translator compares each word against the tables of stored macro prototypes.
The Translator can recognize basic COBOL structures such as level numbers, Area A words, and COBOL verbs and can
produce formatted COBOL source. However, it must be instructed, by the macro, exactly what to look for in the source
program and what to do with each word that it acquires.

As complex and sophisticated as macro translations can become, they begin by evaluating the specific words that make
up the COBOL statements and COBOL data and procedure references.

The following figure illustrates each step in the processing a sample macro.

                                    Macros

Input Source                Prototype : Model                   Output Source

                                  PIC : PICTURE

02 PLANT PIC X(5).                VAL : VALUE

                                  RDF : REDEFINE

    

                                  PIC : PICTURE

   PLANT PIC X(5).                VAL : VALUE                   02 

                                  RDF : REDEFINE

   

                                  PIC : PICTURE

     PIC X(5).                    VAL : VALUE                   02 PLANT 

                                  RDF : REDEFINE

    

                                  PIC : PICTURE
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   PICTURE X(15).                 VAL : VALUE                   02 PLANT  

                                  RDF : REDEFINE

    

                                  PIC : PICTURE

       X(5).                      VAL : VALUE                   02 PLANT PICTURE   

                                  RDF : REDEFINE

     

                                  PIC : PICTURE

                                  VAL : VALUE                   02 PLANT PICTURE (X5)   

                                  RDF : REDEFINE  

     

                                  PIC : PICTURE

                                  VAL : VALUE                   02 PLANT PICTURE (X5).   

                                  RDF : REDEFINE

Three macros have been loaded. They specify the following rules:

Prototype Removes Model Substitutes
PIC PICTURE
VAL VALUE
RDF REDEFINE

The following process is shown:

1. The input source consists of a COBOL data definition for the item PLANT, including five words: a level number, a data-
name, the word PIC, a COBOL picture character-string, and a period (.).

2. The level number fails to match any prototype. The number is placed unchanged in the output source.
3. PLANT fails to match any prototype and is placed unchanged in the output source.
4. PIC matches a prototype. PIC is removed from the input source and replaced by PICTURE.
5. PICTURE fails to match any prototype and is placed unchanged in the output source.
6. The picture character-string fails to match any prototypes and is place unchanged in the output source.
7. The period fails to match any prototypes and is placed unchanged in the output source.

As a result, the abbreviation PIC in the input source is replaced in the output source by the word PICTURE. The VAL and
RDF macros have no effect on the translation, because no words in the input source and no words that are replaced by
other macros match their prototypes.

NOTE
The Translator accommodates the word PICTURE, which is four characters longer than the input word PIC. The
Translator automatically adjusts the output source to accommodate the replacement or removal of words in the
source input.

What Is a MetaCOBOL Word?
In the preceding example, the terminating period is treated as a separate word. To the Translator, a word is a string of
various characters that fit one of the following descriptions:

• Numeric literal
• Nonnumeric literal
• Terminating punctuation character.
• Contiguous character string not exceeding 30 characters bounded by a space, margin, or terminating punctuation

character. The string might not contain an embedded space, quotation mark, or punctuation character. Such words can
be a verb, reserved word, data-name, procedure-name, and others.
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Reserved System Abbreviations
The MetaCOBOL Translator provides special abbreviations that are reserved to represent the COBOL division headers.
These abbreviations must begin in Area A of the input source. No other abbreviations can be used for division headers.
The standard COBOL division headers can be coded in full.

MetaCOBOL Abbreviation Translation
$ID Identification Division.
$ED Environment Division.
$DD Data Division.
$PD Procedure Division.

z/OS Translation Execution JCL
To take full advantage of these articles, work the exercises and build your own macros. The following JCL is supplied as
a guide for executing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL in a z/OS environment. You can alter the SYSOUT class and
BLKSIZE (in multiples of sizes shown), SPACE, and UNIT.

NOTE
The following JCL is sample start-up JCL only. You must supply the options, macros, and Source Program
indicated in the last three lines of the following sample. For more information, see the Using topics.

 //[stepname] EXEC PGM=METACOB[,PARM=`options'] 

[//STEPLIB    DD DSN-user.loadlib,DISP=SHR] 

 //LSTIN      DD SYSOUT=A[,DCB=BLKSIZE=121] 

 //PUNCHF     DD SYSOUT=B[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80] 

[//AUX        DD SYSOUT=B[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]]  

//FE          DD 

UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(20,10))[,DCB=BLKSIZE=148] 

//FM          DD 

UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(20,10))[,DCB=BLKSIZE=148] 

//CARDF       DD *[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80] 

[OPTION options] 

[macros] 

Source Program 

/* 

 The preceding JCL shown is for getting started. For complete descriptions of z/OS JCL, and all run-time options, see the
Using topics.

Summary - Introduction to MetaCOBOL Macros
The following key points are discussed in this section:
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• The MetaCOBOL Translator is a language processor that translates COBOL or COBOL-like input source into
the COBOL output source under the control of MetaCOBOL macros.

• The macro programmer can define translation rules in MetaCOBOL macros that define the input source language and
can customize the translation.

• Several macros can be used to translate a single source program. Each macro defines how to substitute a word or
sequence of words in the input source with a word or words in the output source.

• A macro prototype defines what words to remove from the input source or an event in the input source.
• A macro model defines what words to substitute in the output source for the prototype or what other actions to take.
• Each word of source text is matched against macro prototypes independently of all other words. Each word of

substituted text is also matched against the macro prototypes and is replaced with the model when found.
• In a sense, the only words output by the macro processor are words that do not match any macro prototypes.
• The Translator reads macros and source as input. Macros are stored in internal tables. The first division header ends

macro loading.
• The abbreviations that are reserved for COBOL division headers are $ID, $ED, $DD, $PD

Write Basic Macros
The first step in writing MetaCOBOL macros is to understand the format of all macros and how to write the two simplest
macro types:

• The Word macro
• The Prefix macro

Macro Format
A MetaCOBOL macro comprises the following components:

Format:

type [division-code... ] prototype : model

• Type
The type is coded in the continuation column (cc. 7). The possible codes and their meanings are:
– W

Word Macro (searches for a single word).
– P

Prefix Macro (searches for a single word consisting of a constant prefix, or a first few characters of a word, and the
variable suffix, or remainder of the word).

– S
String Macro (searches for one or more words, some of which are constant, others of which can be variable).

– V or U
Verb Macro or Unverb Macro (V defines a word as a reserved verb, U releases a previously defined verb.) No
model exists. For more information, see Macro Facility Reference topics.

• Division Code
The division coded in Area A (cc. 8-11).
The macro can contain any combination of these division codes: I (Identification Division), E (Environment Division),
D (Data Division), and P (Procedure Division). These codes designate the COBOL divisions in which the macro is
effective. Note these items:
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– If no code is specified, all divisions are assumed.
– Multiple division codes must be adjacent.
– A space must follow the last division code.

• Prototype
The prototype is coded in Area B (cc. 12-72).
– Each macro must contain a prototype defining what words to remove from the input source. The appearance of the

prototype in the input source invokes the associated macro model. Note these items:
– At least one blank must precede the macro prototype.
A prototype can be extended over consecutive lines.
The prototype can be one word or a string of words, depending on the type code. The first word (or only word) of
the macro prototype is the macro name. The name can be a COBOL keyword, data-name, or procedure-name. The
name can also be a specially defined word such as an abbreviation. Other words that are specified within a prototype
might be the same type as the macro name, or they can be variable words. (Variable words are referred to as symbolic
operands. More is said about these symbolic operands later.)

• Separator
The separator (:) is coded in Area B (cc. 12-72).
A colon (:) separates the prototype from the macro model. A space must immediately precede and follow the colon.

• Model
The macro model is coded using margins A (cc. 8-11) and B (cc. 12-72) as in a COBOL program.
The model, specifying the words to replace the prototype or other actions to perform, follows the separator. The macro
model can take one or more of the following forms.
– The model is omitted. All input words that call the macro are dropped from the COBOL output.
– The model contains COBOL words and statements. These words appear in the COBOL output in place of all input

words that call the macro.
– The model contains skeleton COBOL statements. Words in the input source are substituted in the model to

complete the skeleton statements and appear in the COBOL output in place of all input words that call the macro.
– The model contains MetaCOBOL Translator directives. These directives control the placement and content of the

COBOL output but do not appear in the output.
• Embedded Comments

The following characters can terminate any lines within a macro definition:
/*

The remainder of the line can then contain comments. Standard COBOL comments (designated by an * in column 7)
can also be used in the macro definitions.

Macro Definition Example

To illustrate how to define a macro, assume that a macro is required to replace every occurrence of the word JOE in
the Data and Procedure divisions in a source program with the word MOE.

1. Because the data-name to be replaced is a single word, a Word macro can be used. A type code of W is placed in
column 7 of the first line of the macro definition.

2. The macro is to be effective in the Data and Procedure Divisions. The division codes D and P are placed following the
type code (that is, columns 8-9).

3. The word in the source program that is to trigger this macro is JOE. JOE, therefore, becomes both the macro
prototype and the macro name (starting in column 12).

4. A colon separates the macro prototype from the macro model.
5. When JOE is found in the source program, the single word MOE replaces it. MOE is, therefore, the macro model.

The resulting macro is shown here with coding columns:

1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50
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      WDP JOE  :  MOE     /* REPLACE JOE WITH MOE

NOTE
An embedded comment follows the macro definition.

The following excerpt from MetaCOBOL Input includes the Word macro JOE and input source starting with $ID. The
macro causes translation to the COBOL program shown as MetaCOBOL Output. Note the automatic substitution of the
expanded division headers (ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. for $ED, etc.). Note also that JOE remains JOE in the AUTHOR
statement in the Identification Division, but is changed to MOE in the Data and Procedure Divisions.

MetaCOBOL Input:

WDP    JOE : MOE     /* REPLACE JOE WITH MOE 

 $ID 

 PROGRAM-ID.  DEMO. 

AUTHOR   . JOE. 

$ED

. . . 

$DD 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

77 JOE PICTURE X. 

. . . 

$PD 

   MOVE `A' TO JOE. 

MetaCOBOL Output

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

PROGRAM-ID.   DEMO. 

AUTHOR.   JOE. 

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

. . . 

DATA DIVISION. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

77 MOE PICTURE X. 

. . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

     MOVE `A' TO MOE. 

Write Word Macros
Word macros instruct the MetaCOBOL Translator to look for a single word in the source. They are normally simple
because they involve no variable information, but rather associate a single word (the prototype) with one or more words
(the model).

W[division-code... ] prototype : model

• W
Code the W in the continuation column (cc. 7).

• division-codes
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Code division-codes in columns 8-11 to specify that the macro applies to one or more COBOL divisions and not to the
entire program.

• prototype  and  model
All that remains is to equate the abbreviation (prototype) to the COBOL text to be substituted (model). In this example,
we define a short form-BUMP-that is expanded to ADD +1 TO when it is encountered in the Procedure Division.
WP BUMP : ADD +1 TO

 

Uses for Word Macros

• To define short forms of standard statements and of reserved COBOL words and clauses. For example, DO for the
word PERFORM and FLAG for MOVE `S' TO ERROR-SWITCH.

• To define short forms of frequently coded data-names and procedure-names. For example, DNO can be coded in
place for DEPARTMENT-NUMBER and then expanded in the output.

• To expand abbreviations of standard COBOL and of procedure-names automatically to full spellings. For example,
PIC, COMP, and < can be translated to PICTURE, COMPUTATIONAL, and LESS THAN, respectively; and flow
chart procedure-names such as P1 and P2, can be translated to descriptors BEGIN-PROGRAM and COUNT-
TRANSACTIONS.

• To search for a word that is to be removed, flagged with a diagnostic, or converted to an alternate format.
• To define a macro subroutine. A macro subroutine is a macro whose model can be called from another macro model

by specifying the macro name.

Short Form Examples

There are a number of terms used frequently in COBOL (such as FILLER, HIGH-VALUE, LOW-VALUE, PERFORM,
GREATER THAN, and LESS THAN) which can be abbreviated to save coding. The abbreviations could be: -F, -HV, -LV,
DO, >, and < respectively.

The following word macros define each of these short forms and use them in a COBOL excerpt. The resulting output
follows.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Input

WD      -F   :   FILLER 

SDP     -HV  :   HIGH-VALUE 

WDP     -LV  :   LOW-VALUE 

WP      DO   :   PERFORM 

WP      >    :   GREATER THAN 

WP      <    :   LESS THAN 

$ID 

 . . . 

 $ED 

 . . . 

 $DD . . . 

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

 01    GROUP-ITEM. 

       02 -F PIC X(20) VALUE -LV. 

 . . . 

 $PD 

 . . . 

    IF FIELDA < +1 
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      OR FIELD B> +9 

      MOVE -HV TO GROUP-ITEM 

      DO ERROR-ROUTINE. 

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Output

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

. . . 

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

. . . 

DATA DIVISION. 

. . . 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

02     GROUP-ITEM. 

       02 FILLER          PIC X(20) VALUE LOW-VALUE. 

. . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

. . . 

    IF FIELDA LESS THAN +1 

       OR FIELDB GREATER THAN +9 

       MOVE HIGH-VALUE TO GROUP-ITEM 

       PERFORM ERROR-ROUTINE. 

Notes:

• The expansion of -F, and -LV in the Data Division, and >, <, -HV and DO in the Procedure Division. -HV and -LV apply
to both the Data and Procedure Divisions.

• The greater-than and less-than symbols are translated into more than one word.

Exercise 1

Define short forms to generate the data-names BALANCE-ON-HAND, ISSUES-TODAY, RECEIPTS-TODAY, and
PREVIOUS-BALANCE, and the paragraph-name COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE.

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.

 

Write Prefix Macros
Many COBOL phrases and clauses pass a single variable to the COBOL compiler. Instead of having to write out these
words, it would be much easier for the COBOL programmer to write abbreviations. For example, specify BCR=10 instead
of BLOCK CONTAINS 10 RECORDS or O=50 instead of OCCURS 50 TIMES. Specifying such abbreviations is a function
of the Prefix macro.

Format:

P[division-code ... ] prototype :  model

• P
Code the P in the continuation column (cc. 7).

• division-codes
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Code the division codes in columns 8-11 to specify that the macro applies to one or more COBOL divisions and not to
the entire program.

• prototype
The macro prototype is actually the first few characters (the prefix) of a word. When the prefix is encountered in the
input source, the remaining characters of the input source word are saved as a variable source word (the suffix).
For clarity, a special character such as an equal sign (=) is often used as the last character of the prefix. Optionally, the
suffix can be represented in the prototype as an ampersand (&). The prototype then looks like the following sample:

BCR=&

• model
The model of a Prefix macro usually shows expanded COBOL source with the place for the variable data reserved by
an ampersand. For example:

... : BLOCK CONTAINS & RECORDS

If the word BCR=10 is found in the input source, BCR= is the prefix and 10 is the suffix. The suffix from the input (10) is
substituted for &, and the entire model (BLOCK CONTAINS 10 RECORDS) is output in place of the prefixed source word
(BCR=10).

The ampersand, when used to carry variable data, is known as a symbolic operand. Note the following items:

• Source words that call prefix macros cannot contain more than 30 characters (including prefix and suffix).
• The suffix cannot be specified in the input source as an alphanumeric literal. (For example, BCR=10 is legal; BCR=`10'

is not.)

Uses for Prefix Macros

• To define short forms of reserved COBOL words and clauses and standard statements with one variable.
• To translate prefixed data-names and procedure-names to more descriptive names or qualified entries. For example,

any input words that are prefixed with T- can be translated to words prefixed by TRANSACTION-, or words that are
prefixed with T= can be qualified as OF TRANSACTION.

• To define a macro subroutine that passes a single variable.

Short Form with One Variable Example

The following Prefix macros define short forms for required COBOL clauses containing a single variable. The input source
uses these short forms.

MetaCOBOL Input

PD   BCR=&   : BLOCK CONTAINS & RECORDS 

PD   0=&     : OCCURS & TIMES 

PP   SKIP=&  : BEFORE ADVANCING & LINES 

PP   M=&     : & OF MASTER-RECORD 

 . . . 

 $DD 

 FILE SECTION. 

 FD    INPUT-FILE BCR=10. 

 01    INPUT-FILE-RECORD. 

       02 INPUT-TABLE PIC X(15) 0=20. 

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

 01    MASTER-RECORD. 

 02    BALANCE PIC S9(5) COMP. 
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 $PD 

       MOVE ZERO TO M=BALANCE. 

       WRITE PRINT-LINE SKIP=2. 

MetaCOBOL Output:

. . . 

DATA DIVISION. 

FILE SECTION. 

FD     INPUT-FILE BLOCK CONTAINS 10 RECORDS. 

01     INPUT-FILE-RECORD. 

       02 INPUT-TABLE PIC X(15) OCCURS 20 TIMES. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

01     MASTER-RECORD. 

      02 BALANCE PIC S9(5) COMP. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

      MOVE ZERO TO BALANCE OF MASTER-RECORD. 

      WRITE PRINT-LINE BEFORE ADVANCING 2 LINES. 

Use of the special character can also avoid oversights where unexpected words call Prefix macros. For example, assume
that the characters PE are selected as a prefix for all data-names associated with a personnel file. The reserved word
PERFORM is also translated, causing a mistake of potentially major proportions. Selection of the Prefix macro name PE=
avoids this problem, and also clarifies the intended translation of source words such as PE=EMPLOYEE-NUMBER AND
PE=EMPLOYEE-NAME.

Nesting Word and Prefix Macros
Instead of repeating identical macro code in each of several macros, it is often convenient to have these macros substitute
a special word (a word that cannot logically appear in the input stream) that acts as a call to a Word macro. The Word
macro containing the common macro code is known as a macro subroutine. Using a word that is substituted by one macro
to invoke another macro is known as macro nesting.

For example, a word that a Prefix macro substituted can match a short form defined by a Word macro. Give the following
macros,

 WDP  BOH  :  BALANCE-ON-HAND

 PP   IN=& :  & OF INPUT-FILE

You can use IN=BOH in your source programs. The following sequence of events occurs:

1. The Translator looks for any Word macro matches; IN=BOH does not match a Word macro.
2. The Translator searches for the Prefix macro matches; IN=does match a Prefix macro. IN-BOH is expanded to:

BOH OF INPUT-FILE

3. Because BOH matches a Word macro, it is expanded to BALANCE-ON-HAND, so that the output ultimately becomes:

BALANCE-ON-HAND OF INPUT-FILE

As many as nine levels of macro nesting per source word are possible. Specifically, the rules for nesting are:

• Each qualifying word that is substituted from a Word macro model can invoke a single Prefix macro and a maximum of
eight more levels of Word macros.

• Each qualifying word that is substituted from a Prefix macro model can invoke a maximum of eight levels of Word
macros.
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NOTE

More information:

• Get Started - Write String Macros

Summary - Write Basic Macros
The following key points are covered in this section.

• A macro consists of:
type code
division codes
prototype
separator (:)
model

• Types are W (Word), P (Prefix), S (String), V (Verb), and U (Unverb).
• Division codes are I, E, D, and P. They indicate the COBOL divisions in which the macro is effective. The default is all

divisions.
• The prototype consists of a word, a word prefix, or a string of words. The macro name is the first (or only) word of the

prototype.
• The model provides substitution words, skeleton COBOL statements, MetaCOBOL directives, or it can be omitted.
• The Word macro removes one word from the input source. The Word macro substitutes a word or string of words of

source output, deletes the word, or performs other logic.
• The Prefix macro removes an input word with the same prefix as the prototype and any suffix. The suffix is saved as

the symbolic operand &. The macro substitutes a sequence of output words that can include the suffix &.
• Macro names can be used in other macros as macro subroutine calls.

Exercise 2

Write Word and Prefix macros to simplify the underlined code listed here.

DATA DIVISION.

FILE SECTION.

FD OLD-MASTER-FILE LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD

                   RECORDING MODE F

                   BLOCK CONTAINS 0 CHARACTERS

                   RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS

                   DATA RECORD IS OLD-MASTER-RECORD.

01 OLD-MASTER-RECORD.

                   02 OLD-PLANT PIC 9(002).

                   02 OLD-DEPARTMENT PIC 9(002).

                   02 OLD-ACCOUNT PIC X(004).

                   02 OLD-AMOUNT PIC S9(05. COMP-3.

                   02 OLD-DESCRIPTION PIC X(025).
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                   02 OLD-SUFFIX PIX X(010).

                   02 FILLER PIC X(052).

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.

 

Write String Macros
String macros are the most powerful macro type. They can identify extended strings of the input source using prototypes
that comprise constants and variables. They can be programmed to anticipate particular types of input and respond
accordingly. They can include macro models that define complex translation rules. Once you have learned to use String
macros, you can begin to program more sophisticated MetaCOBOL translations.

Format:

     S [division-code ... ] prototype : model 

• S
Code the S in the continuation column (cc. 7).

• division-codes
Code the division-codes in columns 8-11. They specify that the macro applies to one or more COBOL divisions, and
not the entire program.

String Macro Prototype
The String macro prototype begins with a macro name, like a COBOL statement begins with a verb. The
prototype contains strings of intermixed words and symbolic operands.

As mentioned earlier, a symbolic operand represents a value acquired from the input source. There can be as many as
15 unique symbolic operands specified in the String prototype. Each is represented by an ampersand (&) followed by a
number from 1 to 15 (for example, &1, &2, and so on). Each numbered symbolic operand can then be referenced in the
macro model.

A String macro's symbolic operands represent words, such as COBOL reserved words, procedure names, data-names,
alphanumeric literals (enclosed in quotation marks), and numeric literals.

For example, a String prototype to match a standard COBOL MOVE statement might appear as follows:

     SP MOVE &1 to &15: ...

To understand the power of String macros, it is important to understand what MetaCOBOL does when there is a match
between source code words and a String macro prototype. Assume that a source program is loaded with the preceding
prototype. The source program includes the following item:

    $PD

    ...

      MOVE `TOTAL' TO TOTAL-LINE.
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MetaCOBOL searches the source program's Procedure Division as follows:

1. The source word MOVE is matched against the stored list of macro names. MetaCOBOL finds that MOVE is defined
as the name of the String prototype shown in the example. If the MOVE was not defined as a macro name, it would be
passed to the output, unaltered, as standard COBOL.

2. The next source word, the literal `TOTAL', is stored as the current value of &1, the first symbolic operand of the
prototype.

3. The keyword TO of the prototype is then compared to the next source word. If unequal, MetaCOBOL looks for another
MOVE macro.

4. Because the comparison is equal, the next word, TOTAL-LINE, becomes the current value of &15.
5. The entire MOVE `TOTAL' TO TOTAL-LINE statement, therefore, is removed from the source. The action that is

specified in the model (not yet shown) associated with MOVE &1 TO &15 is executed.

Anticipate Symbolic Operand Matches

Consider the following source statements in relation to the string macro prototype previously defined:

     $PD

       MOVE ABLE OF BAKER (SS1) TO CHARLIE...

Although the preceding MOVE is a valid MOVE statement, it does not match the current MOVE prototype because the
third source word, OF, does not match the third prototype word, TO.

To enable a match, possible qualifiers, subscripts, and literals must be anticipated in a String prototype. The following
table shows the codes that can be appended to symbolic operands to specify what type of source statements they can
match.

Symbolic Operands Matches
&n The next word (a data-name or procedure-name without qualifiers,

subscripts, or indexes: or a literal).
Example: ADD
`TOTAL'
+50

&n(Q) A data-name or procedure-name that can be qualified by the
connectors OF or IN but cannot be subscripted.
Example: COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE
COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE OF SECTION-1
COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE IN SECTION-1

&n(S) A data-name that can be qualified, subscripted/indexed, or both.
Example: AMOUNT
AMOUNT OF MASTER-RECORD
AMOUNT OF MASTER-RECORD (SUB1)

&n(L) A literal or figurative constant ONLY.
Example: `TOTAL'
+50
SPACES

&n(R) A data-name that
can be qualified, subscripted, indexed, and reference modified.
Example: NAME
NAME OF ADDR-RECORD (SUB1)
NAME OF ADDR-RECORD (SUB1)
(4:20)
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&n(S,L) A data-name that can be qualified, subscripted, or both, or a
literal.
Example: AMOUNT
AMOUNT OF MASTER-FILE(SUB1)
`TOTAL'

&n(R,L) A data-name that can be qualified, subscripted, and reference
modified, or a literal.
Example: NAME
NAME OF ADDR-RECORD
(SUB1)(10:15)
'UNDEFINED'

The codes Q, R, and S cannot be specified when the anticipated source word represents a COBOL reserved word.

Taking the string prototype that was specified earlier, it can now be made more comprehensive by adding recognition
codes. For example:

   SP MOVE &1 TO &15:...

Becomes

   SP MOVE &1(S,L) TO &15(S):...

The keywords MOVE and TO are required. The first symbolic operand can be an identifier or a literal (including figurative
constants). The second symbolic operand can only be an identifier.

String Macro Model
String macro models, like all other models, specify the action to take when source words match the prototype.

In its simplest form, the model of a String macro looks like a Prefix macro model. The String model, however, can
substitute more than one symbolic operand. Therefore, &1, &2, and others are used to identify different symbolic
operands.

String macro models, and Word and Prefix macro models, can do much more than has been shown so far. Data elements
such as concatenations and variables can be employed. Directive expressions can be used to control macro processing.
Once you have mastered the basic macros that are shown thus far, the next sections show how to extend the processing
capabilities of macro models.

Uses of String Macros
The basic uses of String Macros include:

• New COBOL verbs can be defined representing complex COBOL functions, such as internal table sorting, counter-
resetting, and free-format parameter analysis.

• COBOL sublanguages can be built for report writing, input validation, file match/merge, and other specialized functions
from interrelated MetaCOBOL verbs.

• Convenient interfaces can be written to database management systems (such as Datacom/DB or IMS) and
teleprocessing monitors (such as CICS).

• Utilities can be built for COBOL-to-
COBOL conversion, standards auditing, source optimization, and many other functions, using interrelated String macros which examine and modify
existing COBOL source programs.

For more information, see:
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Multiple-Variable Short Form Example

The following example provides a short form method for specifying the INSPECT...REPLACING LEADING...statement of
COBOL. When the input source matches the macro ERL:

• The identifier INPUT-RECORD is stored as &7.
• The literal `0' is stored as &3.
• The literal `*' is stored as &5.

The number identifying each symbolic operand must be unique, but not necessarily in ascending or consecutive
sequence.

Note also that the current value for &7, INPUT-RECORD, is not qualified or subscripted, although the symbolic operand
has been defined so that qualifiers and subscripts, if present, would be included as &7.

MetaCOBOL Input

            SP ERL &7(S) &3(L) &5(L) : 

                      INSPECT &7 REPLACING LEADING &3 BY &5 

             . . . 

             PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

             . . . 

               ERL INPUT-RECORD `0' `*'. 

            . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

           . . . 

           PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

           . . . 

               INSPECT INPUT-RECORD 

               REPLACING LEADING `0' BY `*'. 

          . . .

New Verb Example

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL can define new verbs to relieve the applications programmer of having to write, for
example, these statements:

                  ADD literal TO LINE-COUNT

                  IF LINE-COUNT IS GREATER THAN +56

                     PERFORM PAGE-HEAD-ROUTINE.

                  WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM record-name

                     AFTER ADVANCING literal LINES.

This basic print function is one of the many functions that are frequently repeated in COBOL environments. Instead of
writing out these functions, which are, in fact, groups of interrelated logical statements, programmers using MetaCOBOL
can write:

             PRINT record-name BY literal.

The following example demonstrates a String macro which defines such a PRINT verb.
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Notice that the standard COBOL statements required to increment the line-count, check for page-overflow, transfer to a
new page routine, and finally, print with forms-control have been generated from a simple functional verb, PRINT. Only the
logical values for the symbolic operands representing the record-name (D-LINE) and the literal (3) must be specified.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Input

            SP      PRINT &1(S) BY &2(L) : 

            ADD &2 TO LINE-COUNT. 

            IF LINE-COUNT IS GREATER THAN +56 

                PERFORM PAGE-HEAD-ROUTINE. 

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM &1 

               AFTER ADVANCING &2 LINES. 

           . . . 

           PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

          . . . 

          PRINT D-LINE BY 3.

MetaCOBOL Output

            . . . 

            PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

            . . . 

              ADD 3 TO LINE-COUNT. 

              IF LINE-COUNT IS GREATER THAN +56 

                 PERFORM PAGE-HEAD-ROUTINE. 

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM D-LINE 

               AFTER ADVANCING 3 LINES.

Nesting String Macros
The previous section showed how the output from Word or Prefix macros can be used, in turn, by other Word or Prefix
macros. String macros can also be nested with other macro types, with these limitations:

• Substituted words from a String macro can be used in a single Prefix macro and up to nine levels of Word macros.
• Substituted words from Word and Prefix macros can be used in a String macro BUT NOT as the macro name; the

String macro name only matches a word from source input.
• Only one String macro can appear in the nested structure.

These rules mean that, for example, macro subroutine calls consisting of Word and Prefix macro names can be expanded
while a more complex String macro is expanded, with little concern for exceeding built-in nesting limits.

NOTE

More information:

• Macro Nesting Illustrations

Macro Interrelationships
Up to now, the primary emphasis has been on the relationship between source words and macros. A different perspective
on macro writing can be gained by examining the relationships that can exist between macros.

In most situations, a programmer can use, for instance, both shorthand notation and more complex macros
simultaneously, and can control the generation of COBOL code without concern for the conflicts between the macros.
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There are, however, other situations. For example, consider the following macros, which are mutually exclusive when
considering the source word PRINT:

         WP PRINT : PERFORM WRITE-A-LINE

            PP PR : & OF PAYROLL-FILE

What happens to a source work PRINT--does it become INT OF PAYROLL-FILE or PERFORM WRITE-A-LINE?

This subsection describes:

• The priorities that are observed when attempting to match a source word to a macro prototype and thus invoke
execution of the macro model.

• The priorities of macro invocation when several macro prototypes qualify.
• The priorities of macro invocation of String macros with the same macro name, but otherwise different prototypes.

Macro Search Priorities

In case of a conflict among macro prototypes, the following rules apply:

• Word and String macros take precedence over Prefix macros.
Because Word and String macro prototypes are considered to be more specific than Prefix macros, MetaCOBOL first
matches each source word that is passed to macro translation that qualifies as a macro name against the stored Word
and String macro names.
If the source word matches a Word macro name, the corresponding macro model is invoked. If the source word
matches a String macro name, MetaCOBOL attempts to match the entire prototype to successive source words. If a
match occurs, the corresponding macro model is invoked.
Only if the source word fails to match a Word or String macro prototype, does MetaCOBOL attempt to determine if
there is a match to a Prefix macro.

• The macros loaded last take precedence.
In all cases, the macro name search proceeds in the reverse order from which the macros were loaded. This method
means that the last macros loaded are the first to be examined for a match.

This search sequence means that a source word that explicitly invokes a Word or String macro:

• Does not look for a matching Prefix macro.
• Does not look further for more Word or String macro matches.

Macro-name Override

The search sequence principle implies that if several macros have identical macro names, only the last one loaded is
invoked. Therefore, to override or conceal a macro when the macro prototype consists only of a single word (the macro
name), place a macro with the same name later in the input stream.

For example, consider the following identically named macros loaded into the MetaCOBOL internal tables in the order
shown:

             WP PRINT : MODEL1

                . . .

            WP PRINT : MODEL2

               . . .

The source word PRINT first looks for a matching Word macro or String macro name. The search proceeds from the last
macro loaded. When the last PRINT macro loaded is found, a match occurs and the PRINT model (model2) is invoked. All
but the last PRINT macro that was loaded are overridden and cannot be invoked.
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In this example, either or both macros could have been defined as String-type, with identical results. Because both Word
and String macros are matched simultaneously, the last PRINT macro is invoked, regardless of type.

Macro Prototype Overrides

A prototype override can occur when multiword String macros have the same macro name, but otherwise different
prototypes. Because the macro prototypes are searched in reverse order, a macro is never invoked if a later prototype
matches the same source words.

Consider the following macro definitions and Procedure Division source statements:

           0100     SP PRINT &1(L):... 

               . . . 

           0200     SP PRINT &1(S):... 

               . . . 

           0500     PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

               . . . 

           0700      PRINT IDENTIFIER (X)... 

               . . . 

           0900      PRINT `LITERAL'...

In this example:

1. The PRINT statement on line 700 attempts to match the PRINT macro defined on line 200. Because IDENTIFIER(X)
qualifies as a match to the symbolic operand notation &1(S), the associated macro model is invoked.

2. In like manner, the PRINT statement on line 900 attempts to match the PRINT macro defined on line 200. The match
fails because `LITERAL' is a nonnumeric literal and does not qualify as a match to &1(S).

3. The search continues with an attempt to match line 900 with the macro defined on line 100. `LITERAL' qualifies as a
match to &1(L), and the macro on line 100 is invoked.

4. An override occurs, however, when the macro defined on line 200 is defined as follows:

          0200 SP PRINT &1(S,L) : ...

Here, both print statements match the symbolic operand &1(S,L), so the macro defined on line

Because the macro search occurs in the reverse sequence from which the macros are loaded, the preceding situation can
be controlled by adhering to the following rule:

Load the macro of the most selective prototype last.

Summary - Write String Macros
The following key points are covered in this section.

• String macros are used to make complex substitutions and translations. They are the most powerful macro type.
• The String macro prototype can specify a string of intermixed words and up to 15 symbolic operands (&1-&15).
• Symbolic operands in a String macro prototype can include codes to anticipate the kinds of input they match. Codes

are:
Q matches only a data-name or a procedure-name that can be qualified.
R matches only a data-name that can be qualified, subscripted, and reference modified.
S matches only a data-name or a procedure-name that can be qualified, subscripted, or both.
L matches only an alphanumeric literal, numeric literal, or a figurative constant.
R,L matches either a qualified, subscripted, and reference-modified data-name, or a literal.
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S,L matches either a qualified data-name, subscripted data-name, or both, or a literal.
• The model of a String macro can include more than one symbolic operand. A symbolic operand can be used more

than once.
• Word macros can be nested up to nine levels deep. One Prefix macro can take up one of these levels. A String macro

can "call" the nested structure.
• In cases of conflict between prototypes, Word and String macros take precedence over Prefix macros. In cases of

further conflict, the macros loaded last take precedence; therefore, place the macro with the most selective prototype
last.

Exercise 3

The COBOL SEARCH verb does not initialize the index into the table to be searched. Write a String macro that finds each
occurrence of:

SEARCH EVERY table-item index-name

The table-item is defined with an OCCURS clause. The index-name is the name of the first index defined by the item. The
macro model initializes the index to 1 and outputs a SEARCH table-item statement:

SET index-name TO 1 SEARCH table-item

As a second exercise, rewrite the FD entries in Exercise 2 using a String macro. (You can nest Word macros within the
String macro.)

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.

Model Programming
So far, the articles have discussed how to remove input source words using macro prototypes and to replace them in
the output source using macro models. While such capabilities are essential, they do not reflect the programmable nature
of the MetaCOBOL macro language.

With programmable macro language, the user can control the analysis of source code and the generation of output
COBOL statements.

The last section suggested that the macro model can be used for more than simple word substitution. The model can also
define the actions to take when the model is invoked.

Three terms are used frequently throughout the rest of these topics to describe how to control macro execution and the
resulting output:

• A substitution word, a term that is already introduced, refers to any word in a macro model that is either output directly
or is replaced by a matching prototype.

• A directive is a special word, which is embedded only within a macro model. A directive causes the Translator to take
explicit action, but which does not appear in the output.

• A directive expression is a directive followed by one or more operands.

The following example combines a substitution with a directive:

     WD -WS : &A WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
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The header WORKING-STORAGE SECTION is the substitution text. &A is a directive that explicitly forces the next word
into Area A of the generated output. The &A directive does not appear in the output. It causes the substituted word,
WORKING-STORAGE, to appear in Area A.

As an introduction to how to program macro models, this section describes some basic functions. They can be specified in
macro models and some rules for your macro programming. These functions and rules include:

• Build MetaCOBOL words.
• Display diagnostic messages.
• Force Area A or Area B alignment.
• Place terminating periods

Build Words
MetaCOBOL defines a word in the same manner as COBOL. However, one word form is unique to MetaCOBOL. Within
macro models, you can build a single word from one or more words, literals, or the current values of symbolic operands or
variables. (Variables are discussed in the next section.)

This process of word building is known as concatenation, that is, linking together. Concatenation within macro models
allows you to build unique data-names, procedure-names, literals, and diagnostic messages. Concatenation also lets you
fill many other translation requirements.

Format:

       &(expression &)

       &(Q expression &)

• &(, &), and &(Q
The &(, &), and &(Q are MetaCOBOL directives. They instruct the Translator to concatenate the elements in the
enclosed expression. &( or &(Q begins the concatenation; &) ends it.
The expression can consist of constants (literals, punctuation, names, and so on), symbolic operands, and variables,
which are separated by one or more blanks. The Translator combines these elements with all embedded blanks
removed. The result is a single word.
Use the preceding first format when the result of the concatenation is not to be bounded by quotes. Use the preceding
second format when the result is to be bounded by quotes (as an alphanumeric literal). Consider the following rules:
– One or more blanks must precede and follow the directive &( and &(Q.
– One or more blanks must precede the directive &) and one or more blanks or a terminating punctuation character

must follow.

As an example of concatenation, the logical result of the expression in this sample 1 becomes sample 2 because the
concatenation beginning with &( does not build a word bounded by quotes.

Sample 1                     &( A B C &)

Sample 2                     ABC

Conversely, the result of the expression in this sample 1 becomes sample 2 because the concatenation beginning with
&(Q builds an alphanumeric literal.

Sample 1                     &(Q A B C &)

Sample 2                     'ABC'

 Consider these items:
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• Symbolic words are translated to their current values. If the symbolic word contains a multiword current value, only the
first word of the current value is included.

• Alphanumeric literals are considered to be words. Bounding quotes are removed, but the entire contents are retained.
Spaces that are contained within quotes are not removed.

Word-Building Example

As an example of a word-building application, concatenation can be used with Prefix macros to expand short prefixes into
more meaningful terms. This expansion is accomplished by concatenating the current value of the symbolic operand (&)
and the descriptive term. (For example, input source M-RECORD yields output source MASTER-RECORD.)

MetaCOBOL Input

           PDP M-  :  &( MASTER- & &) 

                . . . 

            DATA DIVISION. 

            WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

            01 M-RECORD. 

                  02 M-BALANCE ... 

            . . . 

           PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

            . . . 

                MOVE ZERO TO M-BALANCE ...

MetaCOBOL Output:

            . . . 

           DATA DIVISION. 

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

           01 MASTER-RECORD. 

                02 MASTER-BALANCE ... 

           . . . 

           PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

           . . . 

                 MOVE ZERO TO MASTER-BALANCE ...

When building a substitution word, a terminating period is a separate word. Place it to the right of the &) so that
MetaCOBOL does not substitute multiple, consecutive periods.

Generate Diagnostics
You probably want to diagnose many conditions during translation. Diagnostics are commonly used for the following
purposes:

• To flag COBOL verb usage which is in violation of internal standards.
• To flag explicit references to critical data-names and procedure-names during program maintenance.
• To indicate invalid macro usage in the input source.
• To advise of source modification, statement inefficiency, standards violation during COBOL-to-COBOL conversion,

source optimization, or standards auditing functions.
• To trace logical flow and current values of symbolic words during a complex macro debugging.
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Based on the MetaCOBOL options set before the macro processing, you can display diagnostic messages on the source
input listing, on the COBOL output listing, or on both.

&NOTE is a MetaCOBOL directive that is used in a macro model to display a macro-defined message.

Format:

     &NOTE diagnostic-word 

• &NOTE
Displays a diagnostic-word when executed in a macro model.

• diagnostic-word
The diagnostic-word can be a constant, symbolic operand, concatenation, or variable. (Variables are explained in the
next section.)
The diagnostic-word becomes the diagnostic message but is NOT substituted as an output word. Consider these
items:
– The maximum length of the diagnostic message is 64 characters; any excess is truncated from the right.
– If a symbolic operand is used as the diagnostic-word, only the first word of the current value is displayed.

Diagnostic Example

Assume that two messages indicating a standards violation are to be displayed on the MetaCOBOL Input Listing following
each ALTER verb found in the Procedure Division. The first message contains the altered procedure-name, and the
second contains an explanatory message, as shown in the following example.

MetaCOBOL Input Listing

       SP   ALTER  &1(Q)  : 

            ALTER  &1 

            &NOTE `ALTERED - STANDARDS ERROR' 

        . . . 

           PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

          . . . 

            ALTER PARA-A TO ... 

       ****NOTE N99 PARA-A 

       ****NOTE N99 `ALTERED - STANDARDS ERROR' 

                  . . . 

                  ALTER PARA-C TO ... 

       ****NOTE N99 PARA-C 

       ****NOTE N99 `ALTERED - STANDARDS ERROR' 

                         . . .

Notice that two &NOTE directive expressions are required to display what is essentially one message.

Assume the &NOTE is INCORRECTLY specified as in this example.

        &NOTE &1 `ALTERED-STANDARDS ERROR'

In this case, only the current value of &1 is considered part of the diagnostic and displayed on the input listing. The literal,
being outside the directive expression, would have been substituted in the output source, causing a serious logical error.
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Control Area A and Area B Alignment
In general, the MetaCOBOL Translator aligns output words in the same area as it finds them in the input source. This
means that words that appear in Area A of the input source appear in Area A of the output source. Similarly, words that
appear in Area B of the input source appear in Area B of the output source.

MetaCOBOL makes the following assumptions in aligning output:

• If the input source word is not replaced, it appears in the same area in the output as in the input.
• If the input source word matches the macro prototype, placement depends on the following:
• A substituted word that begins in Area B of the model is aligned in the same area in the output source as in the input

source.
• A substituted word that begins in Area A of the model is aligned in Area A of the output source no matter where it

appears in the input source.

For more information, see the following topics.

Area A Alignment Example

In this example, although the abbreviation CSEC is found in Area B of the input source, the three Area A words,
CONFIGURATION, SOURCE-COMPUTER, and OBJECT-COMPUTER, are forced into Area A because they are defined
in Area A of the macro model.

MetaCOBOL Input

         WE   CSEC  : 

            CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

            SOURCE-COMPUTER.   IBM-370. 

            OBJECT-COMPUTER.   IBM-370. 

            . . . 

            $ID 

            . . . 

            $ED CSEC 

             . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

         IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

          . . . 

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

         CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

         SOURCE-COMPUTER.   IBM 370. 

         OBJECT-COMPUTER.   IBM-370. 

           . . .

You can ensure Area A alignment of substituted words by defining substitution words in Area A of Word, Prefix, and String
macro models. However, the preferred method for controlling Area A and Area B alignment is provided by two format
control directives that can be used in macro models.

Area A Directive Format
&A

• &A
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The &A directive, if executed in a macro model, causes the next word to begin a new line of output in Area A.

&A Alignment Example

The following example demonstrates two methods for forcing Data Division section headers substituted by Word macros
into Area A:

MetaCOBOL Input

         WD  -FS  : 

           FILE SECTION. 

         WD   -WS :   &A WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

         . . . 

         $DD -FS 

         . . . 

          -WS 

         . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

         DATA DIVISION. 

         FILE SECTION. 

          .  .  . 

         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

          .  .  .

Area B Directive Format
&B

• &B
The &B directive, if executed in a macro model, causes the next word to begin a new line of output in Area B. If it
precedes a substitution word, &B cancels any pending Area A indicators.

Area B Alignment Example

The following String macro uses &B to format clauses in multiplication statements.

MetaCOBOL Input

          SP  ROUND &1 OF &2 TIMES &3 ERROR &4  : 

               &B MULTIPLY &2 BY &3  

                      &B GIVING &1 ROUNDED 

                      &B ON SIZE ERROR GO TO &4 

           . . . 

           $PD 

                ROUND PRODUCT OF MULTIPLIER TIMES MULTIPLICAND 

                ERROR ERROR-ROUTINE.

MetaCOBOL Output

         . . . 
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         PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

         MULTIPLY MULTIPLIER BY MULTIPLICAND 

              GIVING PRODUCT ROUNDED 

              ON SIZE ERROR 

              GO TO ERROR-ROUTINE.

Exercise 4

Define two macros to generate the following items:

      INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

      FILE-CONTROL.

      

      WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.

Where to Place Terminating Periods
Terminating periods can be translated into the COBOL output program from either the input source or the macro model. If
consecutive periods occur, only the first period is generated.

In the example of the CSEC macro that is shown previously, periods are placed in the macro model where required by
COBOL, including at the end of the OBJECT-COMPUTER paragraph. The last word that is placed in the output as a result
of the translation is the period. The programmer could, therefore, specify "CSEC" or "CSEC.".

One of the most common errors in macro writing is the incorrect use of periods within macro models. To avoid such
errors, a good rule of thumb is to specify Area A alignment and periods in macro models only where required or where
explicit macro usage dictates (as in the CSEC macro). In all other cases, allow the source programmer to control Area A
alignment and period placement at the source level.

Terminating Period Example

Consider placement of a period in the model of the following macro, which is defined to replace PAL.

MetaCOBOL Input

            WP PAL  :  PERFORM PRINT-A-LINE 

              . . . 

              $PD 

              . . . 

                IF ERROR-SWITCH = `1' 

                PAL GO TO READ-A-CARD. 

              . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

            . . . 

            PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

            . . . 

                 IF ERROR-SWITCH = `1' 

                 PERFORM PRINT-A-LINE 

                 GO TO READ-A-CARD. 
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             . . .

Notice that if the PAL macro had been written incorrectly as in this example, it would have introduced a logical error. 

             WP PAL : PERFORM PRINT-A-LINE.

The PAL would have been translated with a terminating period. The GO TO statement would no longer be part of the
conditional statement.

Model Programming - The MetaCOBOL Macro Language
The ability to program a macro model means that MetaCOBOL offers true macro language capabilities. As is discussed in
the following sections, these capabilities offer a wide variety of programming functions. They include:

• Using Variables - How to use alphanumeric and numeric variables for the storage of words or symbolic operands, as
work areas for internal computation, or as switches. These variables can be modified and interrogated within a macro
model and made available to other macros. In this manner, information can be passed from macro to macro.

• Defining Branches and Control Structures - How to define logical destination and to transfer control to these
destinations either conditionally or unconditionally. Also, how to use structured selection and repetition control logic in
macro model programming.

• Acquiring Input for the Model - How to acquire attributes of input source data, and how to retrieve data items from
the COBOL Data Division. Model processing decisions can be based on exactly what kind of input source the macro
model is reading.

• Parsing Input Storage - How to acquire more source words from the input stream following a String macro call. This
facility allows the macro model to control input processing when the input source can be too variable for a prototype to
anticipate.

• Controlling Output - How to generate unformatted text, such as comments, compiler directives, or JCL, how to control
the alignment of output source, and how to generate output statements to a location other than that of a macro call.

Summary - Model Programming
The following key points are covered in this section.

• A MetaCOBOL macro model defines the actions to take or the words to generate when the macro is invoked. It can
include: Substitution words that appear in the output. Directives that affect output but do not appear in the output.
Directive expressions that include a directive and one or more operands.

• Concatenation builds a MetaCOBOL word in a macro model from constants, symbolic operands, and variables.
The directives &( and &) delimit a concatenation without surrounding quotes. The directives &(Q and &) delimit a
concatenation with surrounding quotes.

• &NOTE can be used in macro models to product a diagnostic word.
• Substituted words are aligned in the same area in source output as in input; placing the first word of the macro model

in Area A forces substituted words to begin in Area A. To ensure that Area A alignment of source output, use the &A
directive in the macro model.

• &B forces a new line of output in Area B.
• Specify COBOL terminating periods in macro models only when required. In general, assume that the source

programmer supplies them.

Exercise 5

Write a String macro to diagnose each ALTER verb found in the Procedure Division with a single diagnostic that contains
the altered procedure-name, as:
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     procedure-name ALTERED-STANDARDS ERROR

Remember, the &NOTE directive expression can include a concatenation construction.

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.

Model Programming - Use Variables
The MetaCOBOL programmer can use variables in macro models. The relationship of variables to a MetaCOBOL
macro model is similar to that of an elementary data item to a COBOL program. Variables are used to store data for
the processing by the macro where they are contained or by another macro.

Variables are similar to symbolic operands (such as & for Prefix macros and &1 - &15 for String macros, described
earlier). Both variables and symbolic operands store the current values of changeable data. However, where symbolic
operands generally represent words that are acquired from source input, variables are defined in macro models by the
macro writer.

Unlike symbolic operands, variables are named and assigned picture types. A statement that serves the same function as
a MOVE, an arithmetic statement, or a shift can initialize, index, or can modify them. Often a symbolic operand is stored in
a variable for any further processing.

This section describes:

• How to define variables.
• Initializing variables using &INIT.
• Referencing variables once they are defined.
• Using &SET and &SETR to modify variables.

Define Variables
A variable must be defined before it can be used. MetaCOBOL predefines a group of reserved variables, but most
variables are defined simply by naming them with an access type and picture type. MetaCOBOL supports these variable
types:

• Alphanumeric and numeric variables
• Symbolic operand storage variables
• Boolean (true/false) variables
• Predefined system variables

The directive expressions that are used to define these variable types are described next.

Alphanumeric and Numeric Variables

MetaCOBOL alphanumeric and numeric variables can be used as word storage areas, as work areas for computation,
and as indicators to control the logic of macro models. The following directive expression defines them:

Format:

{&EXTERN} 

{&GLOBAL}     &Vname[(integer)] { = literal } picture 

{&LOCAL }                       { NULL      }

• &EXTERN, &GLOBAL, or &LOCAL
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Indicates the access type and defines how other macros can reference the variable.

Variable Type Can Be Referenced By Must Be Unique Within
External All macros in all regions. All regions.
Global All macros in one region. A single region.
Local Only the macro in which it is defined. A single macro.

For more information about regions, see Macro Facility Reference. Consider these items:

• – If you define a local variable, you cannot reference an external or global variable with the same name in the macro
model containing the local definition.

– If you define a global variable, you cannot reference an external variable with the same name in the macro region
containing the global definition.

• &Vname
Is the name of the variable. &Vname can be up to 30 alphanumeric characters (including the leading &V) with no
embedded spaces, punctuation, or quotation marks.

• integer)
The optional integer can be used to define an indexed variable (variable table). Integer, in parentheses without
intervening spaces, specifies the number of occurrences of the variable.

• literal or NULL
Every occurrence of a variable can be initialized during the macro loading by the value literal or NULL. Consider these
items:
– The literal must be valid for the class of variable defined; that is, an alphanumeric variable value must be bounded

by quotation marks and a numeric variable value must be an integer.
– Unless otherwise specified, the initial value of a numeric variable is a single 0, while the initial value of an

alphanumeric variable is a single blank. The values repeat for all occurrences.
– NULL can be specified ONLY for alphanumeric variables and represents "no value" (the variable is empty). Other

directives can set a variable to, or test for, the NULL condition. A variable with a NULL value which is output takes
no space in the output.

• Picture
Defines the class and the maximum length of each occurrence of the variable. As in COBOL, picture can be specified
as alphanumeric, in the form X[...X] or X(n), or unsigned numeric integers, in the form 9[...9] or 9(n). Consider these
items:
– No more than 128 alphanumeric characters or 9 digits (including the minus sign if negative) can be defined and

stored.
– Although defined as unsigned, numeric variables can assume a current value less than zero during translation.
– All current values, both alphanumeric and numeric, are stored left-aligned in variables so that COBOL output does

not generate insignificant spaces or zeros. The picture, therefore, defines the maximum capacity of a variable. The
actual length of the current value of a variable is the number of characters or digits stored.

Example

Two variables are defined here. Global variable &VNAME is defined as having a maximum of 12 alphanumeric characters
with an initial value of NULL. Local variable table &VTABLE is defined as four three-digit numeric fields, each with an
initial, default value of a 0:

          &GLOBAL &VNAME = NULL X(12)

   

          &LOCAL &VTABLE(4) 999
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Symbolic Operand Storage Variables

Because symbolic operands might need to be held before processing, MetaCOBOL provides a symbolic operand storage
variable. This variable is used to reserve an area large enough to hold all the words in a symbolic operand. Separate
words are not concatenated. For more information, see the Macro Facility Reference.

Boolean (True/False) Variables

A special type of variable, the Boolean variable, can be used in macro models as on/off, yes/no switches. This variable
type can be set to one of two values: true or false. Define the type before any reference to its name.

Format:

{&EXTERN} 

{&GLOBAL}   &Bname = {TRUE } 

{&LOCAL }            {FALSE}

• &B and TRUE or FALSE
Like &V variables, &B variables must be defined as External, Global, or Local. &Bname can have a maximum of 30
contiguous alphanumeric characters, including the leading &B, and cannot contain embedded blanks, quotation marks,
or punctuation. The equal-sign sets the value to either true or false.

Example

          &LOCAL &B-FIRST-TIME = TRUE

      

          &GLOBAL &B-EOF = FALSE

Several names for variables are predefined as external by the MetaCOBOL Translator.

Variable Name Corresponding Option Default Value
&VSOURCE SOURCE=x Blank
&VDIALECT DIALECT=x As installed
&VUPSI1 - 8 UPSIn=x Blank

Within macros, these reserved variables can be tested, but not defined or modified. They are predefined as external,
alphanumeric variables containing the values of translation-time options which can be used to control the translation
process.

At installation or as a translate-time option, &VSOURCE can be set to indicate the compiler level of the input source
program. &VDIALECT indicates the compiler level of the output source program. The &VUPSIn variables are user-defined
to test specific conditions. For more information, see Translate-time Options.

Initialize Variable Tables
As explained earlier, a variable table, or indexed variable, can be automatically initialized to a default value or initialized by
the programmer to an explicit value. This process assigns the same value to all occurrences of the variable. You can also
initialize different occurrences of the variable to different values. Use the &INIT and &IEND directives.

Format:

&INIT     {literal} 

          {NULL   } . . . &IEND
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• &INIT and &IEND
The &INIT and the &IEND directives delimit a list of values (literals or NULLs) to assign to the most recently defined
variable table.

• literal and NULL
Defined in Define Variables.

Reference Variables
Once you have defined a variable in a macro model, it can be referenced by name within other MetaCOBOL directive
expressions or as substitution words. For example, this variable generates the current value of &VNOTE:

                  &NOTE &VNOTE

Boolean variables are referenced by name in conditions and can be negated by NOT. For example:

                  &IF &B-FLAG

    

                  &IF NOT &B-FLAG

If the variable has been defined as a table, reference must include the index. The index can be either a literal or a numeric
variable containing a positive integer no greater than the number of occurrences of the variable. For example, the fourth
occurrence of &VINDX is indicated as:

                  &VINDX(4)

The following variable refers to the occurrence of &VTABLE indicated by the current value of the numeric variable &VX:

                  &VTABLE(&VX)

NOTE
A variable cannot be referenced before it is defined.

Modifying Variables
The current values of alphanumeric, numeric, and Boolean variables can be modified by the &SET and &SETR directive
expressions.

Data Move - &SET Format 1

&SET &Vname = sending-item

Format 1 of the &SET directive expression can be compared to a COBOL MOVE command.

•  &Vname
The receiving variable &Vname assumes the current value of the sending-item beginning at the leftmost character of
both fields.

•   sending-item 
The sending-item can be one of the following items:
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– Variable
– Symbolic operand
– Concatenation
– Literal
– Symbolic-Operand Attribute (see Model Programming - Acquire Macro Model Input)
– NULL

 Notes: 

• If the current value of the sending item is longer than the maximum capacity of &Vname, excess characters or digits
are truncated from the right.

• Only the first word of the sending item is moved, even if it is a multiword symbolic operand.
• If a nonnumeric literal is stored in an alphanumeric variable, the bounding quotes are stripped.
• If an alphanumeric variable is &SET to NULL, it contains no data. Only alphanumeric variables can be set to NULL.
• If &Vname is a numeric variable, the sending item must be an integer.

Example

The following variable definitions and &SET directives place `ABC' (`D' is truncated) in &VA and 3 (not 003) in the second
occurrence of &VB:

          &LOCAL &VA X(3) 

          &LOCAL &VB(5) 9(3) 

 

          &SET &VA = `ABCD' 

          &SET &VB(2) = 3

New Verb Example

The New Verb Example defined the following macro. The macro translates the source statement,

         PRINT record-name BY literal

into the COBOL statements,

        ADD literal TO LINE-COUNT

        IF LINE-COUNT IS GREATER THAN +56

           PERFORM PAGE-HEAD-ROUTINE.

        WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM record-name

           AFTER ADVANCING literal LINES.

The choice of PAGE-HEAD-ROUTINE, +56, and PRINT-RECORD was arbitrarily made to simplify the problem.

Assume that the original prototype is still valid. The page-heading routine, depth-of-page, and printer-record can be
specified as variables which can be passed from a statement called at the logical place in the Procedure Division where
one would typically OPEN the printer file and print the first page heading. The macro called generates the proper OPEN
and PERFORM, then saves more parameters for reference by subsequent PRINT macro calls.

Two macros are required.

• The OPEN-PRINT macro substitutes logical values for symbolic operands &1 (LIST-FILE) and &4 (NEW-PAGE-HEAD)
directly.
OPEN-PRINT stores LIST-AREA, 60, and NEW-PAGE-HEAD in variables for subsequent substitution by the PRINT
macro.

• The PRINT macro substitutes five items: &1 (D-LINE) and &2 (3) from the PRINT prototype itself and three items from
the &GLOBAL variables defined in the OPEN-PRINT macro.
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 MetaCOBOL Input 

   SP             OPEN-PRINT &1 USING &2 DEPTH &3(L) OVERFLOW &4 : 

                     OPEN OUTPUT &1.

                     PERFORM &4. 

                    &GLOBAL &VRECORD X(30) /*               RECORD-NAME 

                    &GLOBAL &VDEPTH 9(2) /*                    DEPTH OF PAGE 

                    &GLOBAL &VOFLO X(30) /*                    PAGE HEADING 

                    &SET &VRECORD = &2 

                    &SET &VDEPTH = &3 

                    &SET &VOFLO = &4 

SP               PRINT &1(S) BY &2(L) : 

                   ADD &2 TO LINE-COUNT. 

                   IF LINE-COUNT IS GREATER THAN &VDEPTH 

                           PERFORM &VOFLO. 

                  WRITE &VRECORD FROM &1 

                         AFTER ADVANCING &2 LINES.

 . . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

                OPEN-PRINT LIST-FILE USING LIST-AREA 

                     DEPTH 60 OVERFLOW NEW-PAGE-HEAD.

                . . . 

                PRINT D-LINE BY 3.

 MetaCOBOL Output 

 . . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

                    OPEN OUTPUT LIST-FILE. 

                    PERFORM NEW-PAGE-HEAD.

                     . . . 

                   ADD 3 TO LINE-COUNT. 

                   IF LINE-COUNT IS GREATER THAN 60 

                          PERFORM NEW-PAGE-HEAD. 

                   WRITE LIST-AREA FROM D-LINE 

                         AFTER ADVANCING 3 LINES.

Computed Value - &SET Format 2

                    {+} 

&SET &Vname = item1 {-} item2 

                    {*} 

                    {/} 

Format 2 of the &SET directive expression is the computational format.

• &Vname
Indicates the result and must be defined as numeric.

• item1
Indicates the augend (+), minuend (-), multiplicand (*), or dividend (/), and must be numeric.

• item2
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Indicates the addend (+), subtrahend (-), multiplier (*), or divisor (/), and must be numeric.
Either item can be any of the following:
– Variable
– Symbolic operand
– Literal
– Symbolic Operand Attribute

Notes:

• &Vname, although unsigned, can contain a value less than zero. If an arithmetic overflow occurs, truncation of the
numeric result is from the right. Thus, care should be taken to ensure that the receiving fields are large enough to hold
the largest computation possible. The following example illustrates the problem that can occur:

                    &LOCAL &VN 9

                    &SET &VN = 9

                    &SET &VN = &VN + 1

The result (10) is truncated from the right so that it fits the one-digit field defined for &VN, leaving the value of &VN equal
to 1.

• Fractional results are truncated.
• Only one arithmetic operator is permitted with each &SET computation.

Example

The following variable definitions and &SET directives:

• Increase the current value of &VA by 1
• Decrement the current value of &VS by 1
• Compute the value of &VM as the product of &VA multiplied by &VS
• Compute &VD as the quotient of &1 divided by 2

&LOCAL &VA 9(3)             /* ADD 

&LOCAL &VS 9(3)             /* SUBTRACT 

&LOCAL &VM 9(3)             /* MULTIPLY 

&LOCAL &VD 9(3)             /* DIVIDE

      

&SET &VA = &VA + 1 

&SET &VS = &VS - 1 

&SET &VM = &VA * &VS 

&SET &VD = &1 / 2

Character Shift - &SET Format 3

&SET &Vname = sending-item % index

•  &Vname 
Format 3 of the &SET directive expression sets alphanumeric variable &Vname to selected characters from sending-
item. The sending-item can be an alphanumeric or numeric variable or a symbolic operand (&1 - &15).

•  %
Is required.

•   index 
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Is a numeric index, or pointer, which refers to the "nth" character of the sending-item as the first character to be
transferred to &Vname. The index can be a variable, symbolic operand, or literal containing a value of 1 through 128.

 Notes: 

• If the index equals one, the logical result in &Vname is equivalent to a Format 1 &SET.
• If the sending-item contains more than one word, this format of the &SET directive expression can access only the first

word.
• If the index is greater than the number of characters in the sending-item, the logical result in &Vname is equivalent to a

Format 1 &SET to NULL.

 Example 

Assuming a current value of "ABLE OF BAKER" in &1, the following variable definitions and &SET directives place
"ABLE" in &VA, "BLE" in &VB, and &VC becomes NULL (contains no value):

           &LOCAL &VA X(4) 

           &LOCAL &VB X(4) 

           &LOCAL &VC X(4) 

 

           &SET &VA = &1 % 1 

           &SET &VB = &1 % 2 

           &SET &VC = &1 % 5

Word Shift - &SET Format 4

&SET &Vname = &n # index

• &Vname
Format 4 of the &SET directive expression sets alphanumeric variable &Vname to a selected word from &n, a symbolic
operand (&1 - &15).

• #
Is required.

• index
Is a numeric index, or pointer, which refers to the "nth" word of &n as the word to be transferred to &Vname. The index
can be a variable, symbolic operand, or literal. Consider these items:
– If the index equals 1, the logical result in &Vname is equivalent to a Format 1 &SET.
– If the index is greater than the number of words in &n, the logical result that is stored in &Vname is equivalent to a

Format 1 &SET to NULL.

Example

Assuming a current value of "ABLE OF BAKER" in &1, the following variable definition and &SET directives place "ABLE"
in the first occurrence of &VA, "OF" in the second, "BAKER" in the third, and the fourth occurrence becomes NULL.

       &LOCAL &VA(4) X(30) 

       &SET &VA(1) = &1 # 1 

       &SET &VA(2) = &1 # 2 

       &SET &VA(3) = &1 # 3 

       &SET &VA(4) = &1 # 4
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Boolean Switch Set - &SET Format 5

The &SET directive alters the truth value of a Boolean variable.

&SET &Bname = {TRUE }

 {FALSE}

•  &Bname 
Indicates the name of a Boolean variable.

•  TRUE and FALSE
Indicates the only available values.

 Example 

This example uses an &IF-&ENDIF construct (described in Model Programming - Define Branches and Constructs) to test
the status of the Boolean variable &B-FIRST-TIME. If it is true, the &SET alters the value to false. Otherwise, the variable
is not altered.

               &LOCAL &B-FIRST-TIME = TRUE 

                        . . . 

               &IF &B-FIRST-TIME 

                   &SET &B-FIRST-TIME = FALSE

                          . . . 

               &ENDIF

Register Set - &SETR Directive Expression

The &SETR directive expression provides access to certain translate-time conditions. &SETR can be used to store special
registers in variables for subsequent analysis.

Format:

       &SETR &Vname = register-name

• &Vname
Indicates the receiving variable.

• register-name
Identifies the special register.

While all the special registers are described in the Macro Facility Reference topics, a few are discussed here to illustrate
the type of information available using &SETR.

Register-name Picture Meaning
DATE X(8) Current date.
ID X(8) Contents of columns 73-80 of current input

record.
LINE 9(6) Input line number.
SEQ X(6) Input line sequence number (collums 1-6).
TIME X(8) Time of day (hh:mm:ss).
VAR X(30) Single word of external information from

translate-time VAR= option.
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The values of DATE, TIME, and VAR are constant throughout the translation. The values of ID, LINE, and SEQ reflect the
most recent input record. (Section 9.4 describes the use of &SETR in analyzing control words acquired by &GET.)

Date-Written Example

As an example of &SETR directive use, a simple Word macro can be written to build the DATE-WRITTEN paragraph, as
follows:

MetaCOBOL Input

               WI         DW           :

                     DATE-WRITTEN. 

                                &LOCAL &VDW X(8) 

                                &SETR &VDW = DATE 

                                &VDW

                    . . . . 

                    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

                     PROGRAM-ID. ... .

                      . . .

                     DW

                      . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

                 IDENTIFICATION    DIVISION. 

                 PROGRAM-ID. ...    . . . 

                 DATE-WRITTEN.     01/11/92.

                  . .

Summary - Use Variables
The following key points are covered in this section.

• MetaCOBOL variables allow you to store information for use in macro models.
• &Vname variables must be defined as either alphanumeric or numeric with a maximum size and as External, Global, or

Local. They can be indexed and can be initialized to any values compatible with their type.
• &Bname Boolean variables must be defined as External, Global, or Local. They can only have the value true or false.
• Symbolic operand storage variables are used to hold the current values of symbolic operands temporarily.
• MetaCOBOL also provides predefined system variables.
• Variables are referenced by name to access their current value. &Vname and &Bname variables must be defined

before being referenced.
• &SET directives are used to modify variables.
• &SETR accesses translate-time registers.

Exercise 6

Define a MetaCOBOL String macro that stores file names taken from Environment Division SELECTs in a table. The table
must be available for subsequent reference by other macros in the region. The table must be large enough to hold up to
nine file names.

MetaCOBOL input might appear as:
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          . . . 

          ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

          FILE-CONTROL. 

          SELECT INPUT-FILE ASSIGN TO. . . 

          SELECT MASTER-FILE ASSIGN TO. . . 

          SELECT REPORT-FILE ASSIGN TO. .

           . . . .

Your macro must build a table containing the following entries:

         INPUT-FILE 

         MASTER-FILE 

         REPORT-FILE

          . . . 

NOTE
The SELECT statements must appear in the output unaltered.

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.

Model Programming - Define Branches and Constructs
In COBOL, conditional processing is specified with IF (implying OR and AND) statements. They are often used with NEXT
SENTENCE, ELSE, GO TO, and PERFORM. The GO TO and PERFORM functions direct the execution of the program to
transfer control to logical destinations named procedure-names. In this manner, the program is able to select, bypass, or
repeat logical steps.

Structured programming constructs can also be available to the COBOL programmer. For example, Datacom Support
for MetaCOBOL Structured Programming constructs IF-ELSE-ENDIF, SELECT-WHEN-ENDSEL, and LOOP-UNTIL-
ENDLOOP make possible the preferred one-entry/one-exit condition testing, selection, and repetition.

Similar features are available to the MetaCOBOL macro writer. Steps can be selected, repeated, or bypassed either
conditionally or unconditionally. Logical destinations can be defined within the same, or even in another macro and
accessed by branch-and-return directives.

Up to this point, translation has occurred in a linear fashion (that is, the macro model has been executed sequentially until
the next macro definition). Any attempt to flowchart a macro, thus far, would result in a vertical list of blocks.

Beginning with this section, the macro language takes on the characteristics of a true programming language, with logical
decision-making capabilities.

This section describes:

• Leaving the macro using &GOBACK
• Logical destinations
• The branch and return directive &DO
• How to set conditions
• A definition of constructs
• Selecting between logical paths using an &IF construct
• Using &SELECT to decide among logical paths based on the value of one subject or on several conditions
• Defining a looping structure using &REPEAT

Leave a Macro
The &GOBACK directive allows you to terminate a macro.
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Format:

     &GOBACK

• &GOBACK
Unconditionally terminates the macro in which it appears and returns control to the Translator. &GOBACK functions
like the COBOL GOBACK statement.

Example

WP ABC : 

 . .  .

 &GOBACK

 . . .

Logical Destinations
Logical destinations are special words, which are embedded within a macro model, that are used to define locations within
the model. These words can be used within certain directive expressions to represent where to transfer control.

Format:

      &Tname

     

      &Lname

• &Tname
Defines a tag which can be referenced only in the macro model where it is defined.

• &Lname
Defines a label, or logical destination, which can be referenced in another macro model within the region.

Logical destinations can be a maximum of 30 contiguous alphanumeric characters, including the leading characters (&T or
&L). They cannot contain embedded spaces, punctuation, or quotation marks. (See the "Word" definition in the Glossary.)

Notes:

• &Tname must be unique within a macro model and is known only within the macro model where it is defined, so that
identical tags can be defined in different macro models.

• &Lname is known to all macros loaded to the region in which it is defined and must be unique within the entire region.
The label &LOCAL cannot be used.

Example

In the following macros, the tag &T-SUB-IN defines respective logical destinations within the macros ABC and DEF. The
label &L-ERROR is defined in macro ABC; &L-ERROR cannot also be defined in macro DEF, because it is known in both
macros ABC and DEF:

WP ABC      : 

       &T-SUB-IN . . . 

       . . . 

      &L-ERROR . . .

       . . .
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WP DEF       :

      &T-SUB-IN . . .

       . . .

Branch and Return
The &DO directive, like the COBOL PERFORM verb, is a convenient method for sharing macro model code between two
or more macros. It causes a transfer of control to a logical destination and a subsequent return when &EXIT is reached.

The &DO directive expression can be specified in the model of a String macro ONLY.

Format:

     &DO {&Tname}

         {&Lname}

• &DO
Execution of the &DO directive causes the model to transfer control to the tag or label specified. Execution continues
until an &EXIT directive is found. Control then returns to the model statement following the &DO.

• &Tname
Must be defined in the macro model containing the & DO directive. 

• &Lname 
Can be defined within any String macro model in the region, including the one which contains the &DO.
An &DO directive can appear within the code executed by another &DO. Such nesting can continue for a maximum of
32 levels.

&EXIT

Format:

• &EXIT
The &EXIT directive is specified in the model of a String macro only and causes return to the model statement
following an outstanding &DO directive. If control did not come from an &DO, the &EXIT directive is ignored so that
control "falls through" to the model statement following the &EXIT.

Data Item Attribute Example

The following short form macros share model statements to generate COMPUTATIONAL or COMPUTATIONAL-3 data
item attribute clauses. In this example:

• The PVC macro generates the PICTURE and VALUE clauses.
PVC ignores the &EXIT directive and outputs COMPUTATIONAL.

• The PVC3 macro transfers control to the PVC model using the &DO directive expression.
PVC3 generates the PICTURE and VALUE clauses, executes the &EXIT directive, and returns.

• The model word following &DO outputs COMPUTATIONAL-3.

MetaCOBOL Input

SD       PVC &1 &2(L)    :

         &LPVC

             PICTURE &1 

             VALUE &2

             &EXIT

             COMPUTATIONAL
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SD       PVC3 &1 &2(L)   :

             &DO &LPVC

             COMPUTATIONAL-3 

 .  .  .

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 77 A PVC S9(4) +0.

 77 B PVC3 S9(5) +1.

 .  .  .

MetaCOBOL Output

.  .  .

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

77 A PICTURE S9(4) VALUE +0 COMPUTATIONAL.

77 B PICTURE S9(5) VALUE +1 COMPUTATIONAL-3.

.  .  .

Define Conditions
Several macro model directives select and repeat steps that are based on the condition of source or macro data. Defining
conditional expressions allows the macro programmer to make such tests. This section describes how to define the
following simple conditions - relation conditions, state conditions, and Boolean conditions. It then shows how they can be
combined.

Topics covered are:

Relation Conditions

The relation condition compares the current values of two items.

Format:

 subject relational object operator

• subject
The subject of a relation condition can be any of these items: 
– Variable 
– Symbolic 
– Operand 
– Concatenation 
– Literal Symbolic 
– Operand Attribute (see Model Programming - Acquire Macro Model Input)

• object
The object of the relation condition can be any of these items, plus NULL.
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Relational operators are:

Relational Operator Meaning
< or LT Less than
LE Less than or equal to
= or EQ Equal to
NE Not equal to
> or GT Greater than
GE Greater than or equal to

Any relational operator might be negated by preceding it with the word NOT (for example, NOT LT).

Notes:

• The subject can be tested for an empty alphanumeric variable by comparing for equal or not equal to NULL.
• If a symbolic operand is specified, only the first word of its current value is used in the comparison.
• If both subject and object are numeric, a numeric comparison is done; otherwise, a nonnumeric comparison is done.
• If an item is a nonnumeric literal or a symbolic operand with a nonnumeric literal value, bounding quotes are ignored in

the comparison.
• If the items are not the same length, the shorter one is expanded with trailing spaces or leading zeros, as appropriate

to the class of the comparison.

Example

The following statements are valid, simple relational conditions:

     &VNAME EQ NULL

     &1 NE `.' 

     &VCOUNT NOT = 0

State Conditions

ENDSCAN is a keyword that can be specified in both simple and combined conditional expressions. ENDSCAN
determines the "at end" state of an &SCAN-type directive. NOT ENDSCAN is the false state. For more information, see
Retrieve Data Items.

Boolean Conditions

The following conditional expression can determine the true (&Bname) or false (NOT &Bname) state of a Boolean
variable.

Format:

   [NOT] &Bname

• &Bname
The condition is expressed simply as the Boolean variable (for example, &B-FIRST-TIME) or as the false state (for
example, NOT &B-FIRST-TIME).

Example
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&LOCAL &B-FIRST-TIME = TRUE 

        . . . 

&IF &B-FIRST-TIME

   &SET &B-FIRST-TIME = FALSE

        . . . 

&ENDIF

Combined Conditions

You can combine the simple conditions that were previoulsy described with the logical connectives &AND and &OR.

     simple-condition {&OR simple-condition . . . }

                      {&AND simple-condition . . .}

• simple-condition
Can be a relation, state, or Boolean condition.

• &OR
Specifies a directive that "separates" sets of simple conditions.

• &AND
• Specifies a directive that "connects" simple conditions.

Do not intermix &ORs and &ANDs in a single combined condition.

Example

&V-1 EQ `S' &OR &V-1 EQ `V' &OR &V-1 EQ `A'

&B-EDIT-OK &AND NOT &B-PREVIOUS-ERRORS

&B-PREVIOUS-WORD-TO &AND &V-ITER NE 1

Constructs
Constructs are combinations of directives within macro models that define the logic and scope of selection and repetition
functions.

These control structures are consistent with modern structured programming practice; they ensure a single entry and
single exit for each logical function.

In all cases, these constructs pair an explicit beginning directive to an explicit ending directive. For example, the
following pair begins and ends an &IF construct:

          &IF

           .

           .

           .

          &ENDIF

More directives and directive expressions in the construct syntax can define more processes, such as alternate logical
paths. For example, &ELSE defines the end of the true path and the beginning of the false path of an &IF construct.

More constructs, other directives, and substitution words can be placed within the scope of a construct, and are acted
upon when the logical path of the construct is executed.

This section describes the following items:
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• Selection Constructs - used to select between two (&IF) and multiple (&SELECT) alternate actions.
• A Repetition Construct - used to define a loop and to test for ending conditions (&REPEAT).

Basic IF Selection
Use the &IF construct in any macro model to select between two logical paths, which is based on whether a condition is
true.

Format:

       &IF condition

             process-1

      [&ELSE

            process-2]

       &ENDIF

• &IF
Identifies the physical and logical beginning of the &IF construct. &ENDIF identifies the physical and logical end of the
construct.

• &ENDIF
Provides both clarity to the program, highlighting the selection logic, and the capability to nest &IF constructs.
&ENDIF terminates only the most recently unterminated &IF construct. Each &IF must have a matching &ENDIF.

• condition
Indicates a simple or combined condition.

• process-1 and process-2
Specifies one or more MetaCOBOL directives, substitution words, or extra constructs. Either process can be omitted.

• &ELSE
Indicates a directive that identifies the end of the true path and the beginning of the false path as a result of one or
more truth tests in the condition. If the condition is true, processing continues with process-1. If the condition is not
true, processing continues with process-2.

The following flowchart represents the logic of the &IF construct:
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Save SELECT File Names Example

The previous section contains an exercise in which up to nine file names following Environment Division SELECTs are
stored in a global table for subsequent reference by other macros. What happens if there are more than nine SELECTs?
The macro might be rewritten to display a diagnostic under this condition, as follows:

MetaCOBOL Input

     SE       SELECT &1    : 

              SELECT &1 

              &GLOBAL &VFILE(9) X(30)      /* FILE-NAME 

TABLE 

              &LOCAL &VX 99                 /* INDEX 

              &SET &VX = &VX + 1 

              &IF &VX > 9                   /* IF INDEX > 9 

               &NOTE &( `FILE NAME ' &1 ' NOT INCLUDED' &) 

              &ELSE                         /* IF INDEX <= 9 

               &SET &VFILE(&VX) = &1             &ENDIF 

    /* END CONSTRUCT

Selection By Current Value/Attributes
Use the &SELECT construct in any macro model to select among any number of logical paths.The selection is based on
the current value or attributes of one subject.
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Optional postscripts specify actions to take when any of the comparisons match or none match. This format is similar to
the classic structured CASE statement.

Format:

           &SELECT   subject 

           &WHEN object [&OR object] . . . 

                      process 

          [&WHEN object [&OR object] . . . 

                     process] . . . 

          [&WHEN OTHER 

                     process] 

          [&WHEN ANY 

                     process] 

           &ENDSEL

• &SELECT
Identifies the physical and logical start of the &SELECT construct.

• &ENDSEL
Specifies the directive that terminates the construct.
The subject can be a symbolic operand (&1 - &15), alphanumeric or numeric variable (for example, &VNAME), or
symbolic operand attribute (for example, &1'T). For more information about attributes, see Model Programming -
Acquire Macro Model Input.

• &WHEN
Identifies an object to be tested and defines the beginning of a logical path that is executed when an object is equal to
the subject. This  &W\HEN also marks the end of the previous &WHEN.

• object
Represents a symbolic operand, alphanumeric or numeric variable, or attribute, like the subject. The object can also be
a literal, concatenation, or NULL. (NULL represents "no value"; that is, an empty variable.) The subject and object must
be of the same class (numeric or alphanumeric).
The directives &OR or &OR NOT can connect a set of objects. For example:
          &WHEN `V' &OR `S' &OR NOT `T'

• process
Each process can be one or more directives, constructs, substitution words, or can be omitted.

• &WHEN OTHER and &WHEN ANY
The construct can include the postscripts &WHEN OTHER and &WHEN ANY. OTHER specifies a process to execute
only if no condition is true. ANY specifies a process to execute when one of the conditions is true.

This format of the &SELECT works as follows:

• The process of the first object equal to the subject is executed. Control passes either to the &WHEN ANY process, if
specified, or to the next executable model statement following the &ENDSEL.

• If no object is equal to the subject and if the &WHEN OTHER process is specified, the &WHEN OTHER process is
executed. If there is no match and the &WHEN OTHER is not specified, control passes to the next executable model
statement after &ENDSEL.

Example

The following sample illustrates the format of an &SELECT with a single subject.

                   SELECT &V@VERB 

                   &WHEN `MOVE' 

                         &DO &T-MOVE 
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                   &WHEN `ADD' 

                         &DO &T-ADD 

                   &WHEN `PERFORM' 

                         &DO &T-PERFORM 

                   &WHEN OTHER 

                         &DO &T-ERROR 

                   &ENDSEL

Unrestricted Conditional Selection
The &SELECT construct can also have multiple condition tests. Use this form of the construct in a macro model to select
among any number of logical paths based on which condition is true. This form is a more general version of &SELECT
with a single subject. Optional postscripts specify actions to take when any of the tests are true or all are false.

Format:

       &SELECT 

       &WHEN condition 

            process 

      [&WHEN condition 

            process] ... 

      [&WHEN OTHER 

            process] 

      [&WHEN ANY 

            process] 

       &ENDSEL

• &SELECT
The &SELECT directive identifies the physical and logical start of the &SELECT construct.

• &ENDSEL
Terminates the &SELECT construct.

• &WHEN
Defines the end of one logical path and the beginning of the next. Each logical path has a corresponding condition test.
If that condition is true, the path is executed.

• condition
Each condition can be a simple or combined condition.

• process
Each process can be one or more directives, constructs, substitution words, or can be omitted.

This form of &SELECT works as follows:

• The first process whose condition is true is executed. Control passes either to the &WHEN ANY process, if specified,
or to the next executable model statement following the &ENDSEL.

• If none of the conditions are true and the &WHEN OTHER postscript is specified, the &WHEN OTHER process is
executed. If none of the conditions are true and the &WHEN OTHER postscript is not specified, control passes to the
next executable model statement following &ENDSEL.

The following sample is an &SELECT-&WHEN-&ENDSEL construct.
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Example

The following example illustrates the format for an &SELECT with three conditions, an ANY postscript, and an OTHER
postscript.

         &SELECT 

         &WHEN &1 = `END'

              . . . 

         &WHEN &V@VERB = `MOVE'

   . . . &WHEN &3 = &V@KEYWORD

            . . . 

         &WHEN ANY . . . 
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         &WHEN OTHER 

           . . . 

         &ENDSEL

Repetition
Use the &REPEAT construct to set up an inline, logical loop. The construct allows you to define a condition that can be
tested and that will terminate the loop before any processing, after all processing, or anytime between.

Format:

&REPEAT

[process]

[ &UNTIL condition ]

[ [process] ]...

&ENDREP

• &REPEAT
Identifies the physical and logical beginning of the loop structure. &ENDREP is a directive that terminates an
&REPEAT loop.

• process
Each process is one or more directives, constructs, substitution words, or can be omitted.

• &UNTIL
Tests the condition and terminates the &REPEAT construct when the condition is true. The condition can be a simple
or combined condition. (More than one &UNTIL can be used when a test requires both &AND and &OR directives.)

Using &REPEAT:

• Execution proceeds until the condition is tested.
• If the condition is true, control passes to the next executable model statement following the &ENDREP.
• If the condition is not true, processing continues from the test through the end of the loop, and the next iteration begins.
• This constitutes a "½ or n+½" times loop and is repeated until the condition is true.

As the following diagram shows, you can place the condition test first in the loop, last in the loop, or anywhere in between.
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Escape from a Loop

To terminate an &REPEAT loop before the condition test is true, use the &ESCAPE directive.

Format:

&ESCAPE

• &ESCAPE
When an &ESCAPE directive is executed, it causes the &REPEAT loop in which it occurs to terminate unconditionally.
Control passes directly to the next executable statement after the corresponding &ENDREP.

Generate COBOL READ Example

The following macros generate COBOL READ statements. The format of the READ depends on whether the associated
file access is sequential or relative. These macros determine the organization of the file using the access that is defined in
the ASSIGN clause of the SELECT statement in the File-Control Section.

• The SELECT macro acquires each COBOL SELECT and ASSIGN and determines the organization of the file. Files
are defined as one of: Physical sequential (S), VSAM sequential (AS), or VSAM random (R). An &DO calls the routine
that is labeled &L@PUT-GET-FILENAME to put the file-name and its organization in a table.

• The READ macro calls the same routine to get a file-name and organization. The macro generates the corresponding
READ statement. For sequential files, it uses an AT END clause. For random files, it uses an INVALID KEY clause.

• Macro $$SUB$$ does not match any input source. The macro is summoned to build a table with up to nine entries.
The macro stores or retrieves using the file-name and organization that has been passed. The macro uses an
&REPEAT to loop through the table. The nested &WHEN paths specify optional processes when the file-name is in the
table, when it is not in the table, or when the tenth file-name has been passed.

When any of these situations have occurred, the macro escapes from the loop. When none have occurred, it increments a
counter and it continues the loop.
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MetaCOBOL Input

    SE        SELECT &1 ASSIGN TO &2 : 

              &GLOBAL &V@ORG = NULL X(8)          /* ORGANIZATION 

              &GLOBAL &V@DDN = NULL X(8)          /* WORK AREA 

              &GLOBAL &V@X = 0 99                 /* INDEX INTO &2 

              &GLOBAL &V@C = NULL X               /* &2 CHARACTER 

              &SET &V@ORG = NULL 

              &SET &V@DDN = NULL 

              &SET &V@X = 0 

              &SET &V@C = NULL 

              &REPEAT                            /* LOOP THRU &2

                   &SET &V@X = &V@X + 1          /* ONE CHARACTER 

                   &SET &V@C = &2 % &V@X         /* AT A TIME 

              &UNTIL &V@C EQ NULL                /* UNTIL NULL FOUND

                 &IF &V@C EQ `-'                 /* IF END OF ORG. 

                 &SET &V@ORG = &V@DDN            /* SAVE FORMAT 

                 &SET &V@DDN = NULL 

             &ELSE                               /* OTHERWISE 

                 &SET &V@DDN = &( &V@DDN &V@C &) /* BUILD ORG. 

             &ENDIF 

           &ENDREP                               /* END LOOP 

           &IF &V@ORG NE `S' &AND &V@ORG NE `AS' /* IF ORG. NE S/AS

           &SET &V@ORG = `R'                     /* ORG. = R 

              &ENDIF &DO &L@PUT-GET-FILENAME     /* DO PUT-GET

  S        $$SUB$$ : 

    &L@PUT-GET-FILENAME 

    &GLOBAL &V@FNAME(10) = NULL X(30)            /* FILE TABLE 

    &GLOBAL &V@FORG(10) = NULL X(2)              /* ORGANIZATION 

    &GLOBAL &V@FX = 0 99                         /* INDEX 

    &SET &V@FX = 1 

    &REPEAT                                      /* LOOP THRU TABLE 

         &SELECT 

         &WHEN &1 EQ &V@FNAME(&V@FX)             /* FILE IN TABLE: 

              &SET &V@ORG = &V@FORG(&V@FX)       /* GET ORG. 

         &WHEN &V@FNAME(&V@FX) EQ NULL           /* FILE NOT IN TABLE:

             &SET &V@FNAME(&V@FX) = &1           /* PUT FILE NAME 

             &SET &V@FORG(&V@FX) = &V@ORG        /* & ORG. 

         &WHEN &V@FX EQ 10                       /* 10TH FILE: 

         &NOTE `TOO MANY FILE NAMES'             /* NOTE 

         &WHEN ANY                               /* GET/PUT/NOTE: 

             &ESCAPE                             /* END LOOP 

          &WHEN OTHER                            /* NO GET/PUT/NOTE:

              &SET &V@FX = &V@FX + 1             /* REPEAT 

          &ENDSEL 

     &ENDREP 

  &EXIT

SP    READ &1: 

      &DO &L@PUT-GET-FILENAME 

      &IF &V@ORG EQ `R; 

           READ &1 INVALID KEY GO TO &( INV- &1 &) 

      &ELSE 

           READ &1 AT END GO TO &( EOF- &1 &) &
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      ENDIF

$ED 

      SELECT FILE1 ASSIGN TO S-DDN1. 

      SELECT FILE2 ASSIGN TO AS-DDN2. 

      SELECT FILE3 ASSIGN TO DDN3. 

      SELECT FILE4 ASSIGN TO DDN4. 

      SELECT FILE5 ASSIGN TO S-DDN5. 

      SELECT FILE6 ASSIGN TO AS-DDN6. 

      SELECT FILE7 ASSIGN TO DDN7. 

      SELECT FILE8 ASSIGN TO DDN8. 

      SELECT FILE9 ASSIGN TO AS-DDN9. 

      SELECT FILE10 ASSIGN TO DDN0. 

      SELECT FILEA ASSIGN TO DDNA. 

****  NOTE N99 `TOO MANY FILE NAMES' 

$DD

 . . . 

$PD 

      READ FILE1. 

      READ FILE2. 

      READ FILE3. 

      READ FILE4. 

      READ FILE5. 

      READ FILE6. 

      . . . 

MetaCOBOL Output

              ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

              . . . . 

              DATA DIVISION. 

              . . . 

              PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

                    READ FILE1 

                        AT END 

                        GO TO EOF-FILE1. 

                    READ FILE2 

                        AT END 

                        GO TO EOF-FILE2. 

                    READ FILE3 INVALID KEY 

                        GO TO INV-FILE3. 

                    READ FILE4 INVALID KEY 

                        GO TO INV-FILE4. 

                    READ FILE5 AT END 

                        GO TO EOF-FILE5. 

                    READ FILE6 AT END 

                        GO TO EOF-FILE6.

                     . . .

Summary - Define Branches and Constructs
The following key points were covered in this section.
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• Use &GOBACK to transfer control to the end of the macro.
• You can define logical destinations in macro models. Tags (&Tname) are local to a macro. Labels (&Lname) can be

shared among String macros.
• &DO-&EXIT defines a branch to a tag or label and the subsequent return; it can be used in String macros only.
• Conditional expressions allow execution options that are based on program tests; they can be:

Relational - for example, &VNUM = `123'
State - ENDSCAN and NOT ENDSCAN
Boolean - for example, &B-FLAG or NOT &B-FLAG
Combined - simple conditions joined by either &OR or &AND (not mixed)

• Selection and repetition constructs have a single entry and a single exit; they can be nested.
• &IF-&ELSE-&ENDIF selects one of two paths based on a single condition.
• &SELECT-&WHEN-&ENDSEL with multiple conditions selects among any number of paths, each path having its own

condition.
• &SELECT-&WHEN-&ENDSEL with a single subject selects among any number of paths based on the current value of

the subject.
• &REPEAT-&UNTIL-&ENDREP repeats a loop with a condition test at the beginning, at the end, or in the midst of the

loop.
• &ESCAPE terminates an &REPEAT loop.

Exercise 7

Given an indexed global variable defined as,

&GLOBAL &VFILE(9) X(30)

and containing up to nine file names, write a Word macro that replaces CLOSEALL with:

CLOSE file-name-1 file-name-2 . . .

MetaCOBOL input might appear as:

. . .

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

. . . .

FILE-CONTROL.

  SELECT INPUT-FILE ASSIGN TO . . .

  SELECT MASTER-FILE ASSIGN TO . . .

  SELECT REPORT-FILE ASSIGN TO . . .

   . . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION

. . . .

  CLOSEALL

   . . . .

Procedure Division translation should be:

. . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

. . .

   CLOSE INPUT-FILE MASTER-FILE REPORT-FILE.

   . . .
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Remember to reinitialize the required variables, in case more than on CLOSEALL is specified. Do not generate a CLOSE
statement if the table if the empty.

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.

Model Programming - Acquire Macro Model Input
Previous sections have shown how symbolic operands are used to acquire a word or words that match macro prototypes.
Thus far, words have been acquired solely from the input source. In this section, macro model programming is extended
to acquire additional information for the macro model.

This section describes:

• Acquiring more attributes of a symbolic operand's current value
• Setting and modifying the current value of a symbolic operand using &EQU
• Retrieving information from the Data Division.

Acquire Symbolic-Operand Attributes
Symbolic-operand attributes are extra characteristics of the current value of a symbolic operand, such as its type and size.
The MetaCOBOL macro model can access this information.

A similar facility is programmed into the various COBOL compilers. For example, when the name in the Procedure
Division references a data item, the COBOL compiler can associate it to the data description to determine location, size,
usage, and so on, and then build the proper computer instructions.

The notation for representing attributes of a symbolic operand takes the form:

Format:

      &n'attribute

• &n
Can be any symbolic operand &1 through &15 or &0. (&0 is described later under Retrieving Data Items.)
A single quote (') without surrounding spaces is required.

• attribute
Is a one-character code which refers to a specific characteristic of the current value of the symbolic operand. The valid
attribute codes are listed with the first example following. For more information, see Symbolic Operand Attributes.
For example, the size in bytes of the current value of a data item that is stored in &5 is represented as:

          &5'S

Some attributes apply only to data items (an entry defined in the Data Division). Such attributes are known as the data
item attributes.
A data item attribute can be referenced only when the associated data item has been defined. In general, this means
that you can access the attribute from a macro called in the Procedure Division (that is, a macro with a P division code
or one that only matches Procedure Division input source). However, the attribute can be available to a Data Division
macro after the associated data item is defined. (A group item is not defined until another group item begins.) 
Other symbolic operand attributes refer to literals, figurative constants, and other current values of symbolic operands,
and can be accessed in macros called in any COBOL division.

Attribute Example

Assume that during MetaCOBOL translation, a macro is being executed that contains the symbolic operand &1
(representing the data-name TAX-RATE). The record definition containing this item shows the following:
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 01 TAXES.

          02 FILLER         PIC X(7).

          02 TAX-BLOCK      USAGE IS COMP-3.

             03 FILLER      PIC S9(2)V9(3) VALUE +0.750.

             03 FILLER      PIC S9(2)V9(3) VALUE +1.250.

             03 FILLER      PIC S9(2)V9(3) VALUE +1.625.

          02 TAX-TABLE      REDEFINES TAX-BLOCK.

      03 TAX-RATE           OCCURS 3 TIMES PIC S9(2)V9(3)

COMP-3.

The attributes of &1 (TAX-RATE) that are available for analysis by the MetaCOBOL macro include:

 Attribute Content Explanation
&1'D (Displacement) 7 Location relative to beginning of

record: TAX + (97) FILLER.
&1'9 (Display Size) 5 Number of positions that are

necessary to display contents of
TAX-RATE.

&1'L (Level) '03' Level number of TAX-RATE.
&1'N (Name Size) 8 Number of characters in first

word (TAX-RATE).
&1'0 (OCCURS) 3 Maximum value of OCCURS

clause (3 times).
&1'K (OCCURS Level) 1 Number of subscripts (1).
&1'P (Point) 3 Decimal point location (3

decimal positions).
&1'R (REDEFINES) 1 Associated with REDEFINES

(0 = not associated with
REDEFINES).

&1'- (Sign) 1 PIC is signed (0 = not signed).
&1'S (Size) 3 3 bytes define the data item.
&1'Y (SYNCHRONIZED) 0 Data item not SYNCHRONIZED

(1 = SYNCHRONIZED).
&1'T (Type) ` ' Type is space because TAX-

RATE is a data-name.
It is not:
An Area A indicator (`A')
A literal or figurative constant
(`L')
A NOTE or comment (`N')
A match to a String macro name
(`S') -a verb or terminating
period (`V')

&1'U (USAGE) `3' COMP-3.
&1'V (VALUE) 0 No VALUE clause (1 = VALUE

clause).
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Maximum Table Entries Example

The following example shows how to use the OCCURS attribute. A String macro is defined to substitute the maximum
number of table entries in place of the words "MAX data-name". If the program is maintained at the MetaCOBOL source
level, the macro substitutes the proper value automatically, even if the number of entries in the table is changed:

MetaCOBOL Input

    SP MAX &1(Q) : 

                   &1'O 

             . . . 

             DATA DIVISION.

             WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

             01 TABLE.

                02 TABLE-ENTRIES        OCCURS 200 TIMES INDEXED BY 

   X1 

                    PICTURE X(80). 

             .  .  . 

             PROCEDURE DIVISION.

             .  .  . 

                   SET X1 UP BY 1

                   IF X1 IS GREATER THAN MAX TABLE-ENTRIES ...

             .  .  .

MetaCOBOL Output

 . . . 

             DATA DIVISION.

             WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

             01 TABLE.

                02 TABLE-ENTRIES        OCCURS 200 TIMES INDEXED BY 

   X1 

                    PICTURE X(80). 

             .  .  . 

             PROCEDURE DIVISION.

             .  .  . 

                   SET X1 UP BY 1

                   IF X1 IS GREATER THAN 200 ...

             .  .  .

Exercise 8 

Write a macro to interrogate each MOVE statement in a COBOL program. If the receiving field of a MOVE statement
contains more than 256 bytes, print the diagnostic,

data-name IS LARGER THAN 256 BYTES

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.
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Modify Symbolic Operands
In general, a symbolic operand's value is acquired from the input source, while a variable's value is defined in the macro
model. However, the current value of a symbolic operand can also be defined or modified in macro models by the &EQU
directive expression. Applications include:

• Alternate forms of a macro can share logical model statements by equating symbolic operands.
• Data-names passed as the current values of variables can be placed in symbolic operands for attribute analysis.
• Symbolic operands can store and pass multiple words and retain quotes on alphanumeric literals (often with symbolic

operand storage variables).
• Symbolic operands can be modified to contain more words for analysis, and so on. 

To set the current value of a symbolic operand, use the &EQU directive expression. This directive expression is similar to
an &SET, except that a symbolic operand is modified, not a variable.

Format:

       &EQU &n sending-item

• &EQU
Sets &n to the value of sending-item.

• &n
Indicates a symbolic operand (&1 through &15 - not &0).

• sending-item
Can be a symbolic operand (&0 through &15), a variable, a concatenation, a literal, or an attribute.
The sending-item can be a symbolic operand storage variable. The &EQU directive is the only means for placing the
current value of a symbolic operand storage variable in a symbolic operand. (For more information, see the Macro
Facility Reference topics. 

Symbolic Operand Concatenation

A special form of concatenation is reserved for use by the sending item of &EQU. The directive &(E begins the symbolic
operand concatenation. &) ends the concatenation. The expression can contain constants, variables, and symbolic
operands separated by one or more blanks.

Unlike the other forms of concatenation, the integrity of each word in the expression is retained in &n. (The other forms of
concatenation can also be specified in the sending item of the &EQU directive.)

For example, if &1 contains the current value EMPLOYEE-NUMBER, the following places EMPLOYEE-NUMBER OF
MASTER in &2:

&EQU &2 &(E &1 OF MASTER &)

Table-handling Efficiency Example

Table-handling in COBOL is inefficient when subscripts are defined as packed (COMPUTATIONAL-3) or external decimal
(DISPLAY). Binary subscripts (COMPUTATIONAL), indexing, and absolute addressing by a numeric literal are more
efficient. Also, each level of subscripting or indexing compounds inefficiency. Because table-handling identifiers can be
specified as operands of many COBOL statements, checking for table-handling efficiency can require a great deal of
complex logic within many macro models.

The following example can simplify the problem. Two macros perform these functions:
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• A String macro acquires these identifiers.
• A Word macro, which is defined as @SS@ so that it does not match source words, is called by the String macro to

analyze each identifier and display a diagnostic where appropriate. The symbolic operands &15 and &14 are used to
pass the appropriate identifiers to @SS@ and to access the attributes of any subscripts or indexes, respectively.

MetaCOBOL Input:

SP       MOVE &1(S,L) TO &2(S) :

         MOVE &1 TO &2

         &IF &1'K GT 0                  /* IF SUBSCRIPTED,

             &EQU &15 &1                /* SAVE IN &15 AND

             @SS@                       /* CALL MACRO @SS@

         &ENDIF

         &IF &2'K GT 0

             &EQU &15 &2

             @SS@

         &ENDIF

WP     @SS@ : 

       &LOCAL &V@WORD X(30)          /* WORD WORK AREA 

       &LOCAL &V@INDEX 99            /* INDEX 

       &SET &V@INDEX = 0 

       &IF &15'K GT 1                /* >1 SUBSCRIPT? 

          &NOTE &( &15 ' - TOO MANY SUBSCRIPTS.' &) /* YES 

       &ENDIF 

       &REPEAT                     /* LOOP TO ( 

             &SET &V@INDEX = &V@INDEX + 1 

             &SET &V@WORD = &15 # &V@INDEX 

    &UNTIL &V@WORD EQ '(' &OR 

       &V@WORD EQ NULL 

&ENDREP 

&REPEAT                             /* LOOP THRU 

&SET &V@INDEX = &V@INDEX + 1        /* SUBSCRIPTS, 

&SET &V@WORD = &15 # &V@INDEX       /* NOTE IF USAGE 

&UNTIL &V@WORD EQ ')' &OR           /* EQ COMP-3 ('3') 

&V@WORD EQ NULL                     /* OR DISPLAY ('9') 

&EQU &14 &V@WORD 

&IF &14'U EQ '3' &OR $14'U EQ '9' 

&NOTE &( &V@WORD ' - PACKED/DISPLAY SUBSCRIPT.' &) 

&ENDIF 

&ENDREP

 . . . 

DATA DIVISION. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

77 SS3 PIC S9(4). 

77 WORK-AREA PIC S9(5). 

01 TABLE-AREA. 

02 DEPARTMENT OCCURS 10 TIMES INDEXED BY X1. 

03 DEPT-CODE PIC 9(3). 

03 DEPT-NAME PIC X(20). 

03 DEPT-RATE OCCURS 5 TIMES PIC S9(5). 

. . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
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 . . . MOVE SPACE TO DEPARTMENT (X1).

       MOVE DEPT-RATE (1, SS3) TO WORK-AREA.

****NOTE N99 DEPT-RATE - TOO MANY SUBSCRIPTS.

****NOTE N99 SS3 - PACKED/DISPLAY SUBSCRIPT.

         GOBACK 

 

Retrieve Data Items
Macro models in the Procedure Division often must retrieve the COBOL data-names that have been generated in the Data
Division. For example, given a record-name, it might be necessary to determine the file-name or, conversely, the data-
names and to acquire attributes of subordinate items.

MetaCOBOL allows the macro model to scan the Data Division that has been read and stored and to retrieve the required
data definitions. A special symbolic operand &0 is used. Two ways to retrieve data items are described here:

• Retrieve subitems - determines data-names in the order in which they are defined.
• Retrieve group items - determines the name of the next higher item in the data hierarchy.

Other directives retrieve data-names for a Data Structure Table (TDS) relative address (&SCANA), level-88 condition-
names (&SCANC), or index-names (&SCANI). For more information, see the Macro Facility Reference topics. 

You cannot retrieve a data-name until it is defined. In general, this statement means that you can retrieve the data-name
from a macro that the Procedure Division calls. However, the data-name might be available to a Data Division macro after
it is defined. (A group item is not defined before another group item begins.)

Retrieve Subitems

The &SCAN directive expression, logically placed within a processing loop in a macro model, can be used to retrieve
successive data-names as the current value of symbolic operand &0.

Format:

&SCAN start-item end-item

• &SCAN
Each time &SCAN is executed, it retrieves the next data-name within the range.

• start-item
Indicates the first data item retrieved.

• end-item
Indicates the last data item retrieved.

The data name becomes the current value of symbolic operand &0. The entire function is most easily represented by the
COBOL-like statement,

READ from-1/thru-2 INTO &0

In the statement, each data item is treated as a separate record.

The start-item can be a data-name, file-name, or one of the Data Division section-names - FILE, WORKING-STORAGE,
LINKAGE, or COMMUNICATION. The pseudo section name PROCEDURE must be used to access items generated
out-of-line to the Data Division while &DSTART is active. For more information, see Out-of-Line Substitution. The start-
item can be a symbolic operand (&1 through &15) containing a unique identifier or an alphanumeric variable containing a
unique data-name or section-name.
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The end-item represents the end of the &SCAN range. It can be any of the start-item types.

Notes:

• The end-item must either follow the start-item in the Data Division, or to search for one item, be identical to the start-
item.

• If the end-item is a section-name or group item, the range of the &SCAN includes all subordinate data items under the
end-item.

• Filler items and level-88 conditionals are not retrieved.

The state condition ENDSCAN indicates when the last data item in the requested range has been retrieved. ENDSCAN is
set to True after the &SCAN list is exhausted.

&SCAN retains a pointer to the next data item in the range but does not itself search through the range. To retrieve
successive data items, code the &SCAN directive expression within a macro loop. Use the state condition ENDSCAN (or
its negation NOT ENDSCAN) to test when the items requested have been exhausted and the loop is to end. The following
sequence takes place:

• Once an &SCAN function has been initiated, it automatically OPENs the range to be examined and places the first
data-name in &0.

• Subsequent executions of the &SCAN directive in the loop place successive data-names from the data hierarchy into
&0. &0 can be analyzed each time through the loop, and the data-name can be saved or processed.

• After the &SCAN list is exhausted, the next execution of &SCAN sets the ENDSCAN condition to True.

An &SCAN function cannot be nested within another &SCAN. However, an &SCAN function can be forced to close
prematurely by executing the &SCANX directive in the following format:

Format:

     &SCANX

• &SCANX
Once &SCANX is issued, &0 is no longer available. If &0 is needed after execution of &SCANX, save it in a variable or
another symbolic operand before terminating the scan (using &EQU).
Note: Executing an &SCAN directive before a prior &SCAN has exhausted all data items in its range or has been
closed by an &SCANX is illegal and results in a diagnostic.

Scan Data Items Example

The following example demonstrates use of the &SCAN directive and conditional testing of attributes. The source
statement,

         BACKGROUND record-name

is to be replaced by,

         MOVE SPACES TO record-name

Numeric data items within the record, however, must be set to zeros, not spaces. As a result, the record description must
be examined for numeric items. Where these items are found, the statement "MOVE ZEROS TO data-item" is generated.
To simplify the example, OCCURS and REDEFINES attributes are ignored.

In this example:

1. The macro first checks that the data item is defined and valid.
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2. If the data item is valid, the macro simply substitutes "MOVE SPACES TO record-name" in place of the
"BACKGROUND record-name" statement.

3. The &REPEAT loop scans the record and, for each numeric item, substitutes "MOVE ZEROS TO data-item"
statements.
The first execution of the &SCAN directive expression places MASTER in &0. MASTER is a group item with usage
'G' (not '0', '3', or '9'). The loop, therefore, is repeated.
The second execution of the &SCAN places MASTER-KEY in &0. Because the usage is '9' (numeric DISPLAY), the
statement "MOVE ZEROS TO MASTER-KEY" is generated and the loop is repeated.
The third execution of the &SCAN places MASTER-ID (usage 'X') in &0.
The fourth execution of the &SCAN places MASTER-AMT (usage '3') in &0 and substitutes "MOVE ZEROS TO
MASTER-AMT".
The fifth execution of the &SCAN finds that the list is exhausted, sets ENDSCAN to True, and terminates the loop.

MetaCOBOL Input

      SP      BACKGROUND &1(Q) :

                    &IF &1'U = 'U'

                        &NOTE &(Q BACKGROUND ' ' &1 ' ' UNDEFINED &)

                    &ELSE

                        MOVE SPACES TO &1

                        &REPEAT 

                              &SCAN &1 &1 

                        &UNTIL ENDSCAN

                              &SELECT &0'U 

                              &WHEN '0' &OR '3' &OR '9'

                                     MOVE ZEROS TO &0 

                              &ENDSEL

                    &ENDREP

                &ENDIF 

             . . .

             DATA DIVISION.

             . . .

             WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

             01   MASTER.

                  02 MASTER-KEY PIC 9(4).

                  02 MASTER-ID PIC X(9).

                  02 MASTER-AMT PIC S9(5) COMP-3. 

             . . .

             PROCEDURE DIVISION.

             . . . 

                 BACKGROUND WORK-AREA.

*********NOTE        N99 'BACKGROUND WORK-AREA UNDEFINED'

                 BACKGROUND MASTER.

MetaCOBOL Output

     .  .  . 

     DATA DIVISION.

     .  .  . 

     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

     01   MASTER.

          02 MASTER-KEY             PIC 9(4).
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          02 MASTER-ID                   PIC X(9).

          02 MASTER-AMT             PIC S9(5) COMP-3. 

     . . .

     PROCEDURE DIVISION.

          . . . 

          MOVE SPACES TO MASTER

          MOVE ZEROS TO MASTER-KEY

          MOVE ZEROS TO MASTER-AMT.

     . . .

Retrieve Group Items

To acquire successively higher data-names from the COBOL Data Division, use the &SCANF directive expression in a
macro model loop. Each execution of &SCANF returns the names of the next higher item in the data hierarchy as the
current value of symbolic operand &0.

Format:

    &SCANF &n

• &SCANF
Retrieves the name of a single data item - the parent of the data item specified in &n.

• &n
Must be a symbolic operand from &0 through &15 containing a unique identifier.

Notes:

• If &n refers to a subordinate data item, the name of its next higher group item is returned in &0.
• If &n refers to an index-name, the name of the first item defining the index is returned in &0.
• If &n refers to a condition name, the name of the associated data item is returned in &0.

The highest level of qualification is a record-name in the Working-Storage or Linkage Section or a file-name or code-name
in the File or Communication Section, respectively.

The ENDSCAN state condition is set to True when &SCANF attempts to retrieve an item that is not subordinated (and is
not an index or condition name).

Unlike &SCAN, &SCANF does NOT maintain a pointer to the next data item. Therefore, to retrieve successive items, each
time &SCANF is executed, &n must be updated and set to the previously retrieved data item.

Conversion Example

in some instances when, given an identifier, you must determine where it is defined: Is it in the Working-Storage, File, or
Linkage section?

As an example, consider a conversion from a z/VSE to a z/OS COBOL compiler. A common practice under VSE is to
read a file and move HIGH-VALUE to various fields on the record on the "AT END" condition. Such logic is illegal under
the target compiler if the record is subordinate to the file description, because the input area is no longer addressable. A
useful macro displays a warning if a "MOVE HIGH-VALUE TO identifier" statement is found, and "identifier" is defined in
the File Section. This can be determined if the highest level of qualification is a file-name (level attribute '00').

The following macro moves the scan to successively higher levels of the data hierarchy each time through the processing
loop. In this case, the data item that is returned in &0 is saved in &2 by an &EQU; and &2 then becomes the operand for
the next &SCANF.
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Input Listing

SP     MOVE HIGH-VALUE TO &1(S) :

       MOVE HIGH-VALUE TO &1

       &EQU &2 &1

       &REPEAT

          &SCANF &2

       &UNTIL ENDSCAN 

         &IF &0'L = '00'

              &NOTE 

              &( &1 ' - IS IN BUFFER.' &)

              &ESCAPE

          &ENDIF 

          &EQU &2 &0

       &ENDREP 

. . .

DATA DIVISION.

FILE SECTION.

FD MASTER. 

01 M-RECORD. 

   02 M-KEY PIC X(5). . . .

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01 WS-RECORD. 

   02 WS-KEY PIC X(5).

   . . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

. . . 

    READ OLD-MASTER

       AT END 

       MOVE HIGH-VALUE TO M-KEY.

********NOTE N99 M-KEY - IS IN BUFFER.

             MOVE HIGH-VALUE TO WS-KEY. 

        . . . 

Summary - Acquiring Macro Model Input
The following key points were covered in this section.

• The macro model can acquire input words either directly or as the current values of symbolic operands; the macro
model can also acquire various attributes of symbolic operands.

• An attribute is specified in the form - &n'attribute - for example, &10'A. For a complete list of attribute codes, see
Symbolic Operand Attributes. Attributes of data items are only available after the data item is defined.

• The &EQU directive expression can set a symbolic operand to a literal, a concatenation, the current value of a variable
or another symbolic operand, or to a symbolic operand attribute.

• An &(E...&) concatenation can be used with &EQU; it strings together words and the current values of variables and
symbolic operands into a new multiword symbolic operand (that is, the integrity of each word is preserved).

• A String macro model can retrieve data-names that have been input to the Data Division; the macro can be invoked in
the Procedure Division (or in the Data Division at a point after the data item has been defined).
Data items are saved as the current value of symbolic operand &0.
&SCAN retrieves a range of data-names, one with each execution of &SCAN, in the order in which they are defined.

&SCANF retrieves a single data-name--the parent of a specified data item.
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• The state conditional ENDSCAN is set to True when an &SCAN range is exhausted or an &SCANF data item has no
parent.

• SCANX is used to leave an &SCAN loop before its range is exhausted.

Exercise 9

An OPEN-PRINT macro was previously defined. The macro is to OPEN the printer file and then pass the record-name,
depth-of-page, and name of the page-heading-routine to the PRINT macro. For ease of reference, this macro is shown
here:

SP OPEN-PRINT &1 USING &2 DEPTH &3(L) 

                              OVERFLOW &4:

           OPEN OUTPUT &1.

         PERFORM &4. 

         &GLOBAL &VRECORD X(30) 

         &GLOBAL &VDEPTH 9(2) 

         &GLOBAL VOFLO X(30) 

         &SET &VRECORD = &2 

         &SET &VDEPTH = &3 

         &SET &VOFLO = &4 

The "OPEN-PRINT file-name USING record-name" portion in the prototype was required because the OPEN statement
needs the file-name, and the WRITE statement requires the record-name.

Given the file-name, it is relatively easy to find the record-name. Look for the first '01' level entry after the printer FD.
Modify the preceding macro so that the syntax of the OPEN-PRINT macro prototype reads:

OPEN-PRINT &1 DEPTH &2(L) OVERFLOW &3 

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.

Model Programming - Parse Input Source
Earlier sections describe how to acquire words from the input source by matching macro prototypes to input source words.

As long as the precise sequence of input words is known beforehand, String macro prototypes can be defined
matching all possible input sequences and invoking the appropriate model statements.

The COBOL language, fortunately, does not always require the programmer to arrange source words in such a precise
sequence. For example, in a COBOL data item description, the PICTURE clause can appear before or after the VALUE
clause; or, in a MOVE statement, any number of receiving fields can be specified. To control translation under all
circumstances would require an impractical number of String macro prototypes or, as this section describes, the ability to
examine and obtain each source word under macro control.

This section includes:

• Use the &GET directive expression to examine the next source word.
• Use Type attributes to decide whether the word pertains to the current macro model.
• Use the &STOW and &STORE directives with &GET to remove the word from the input source.

These features provide the MetaCOBOL programmer with a powerful tool that can directly control the parsing of the input
source.

NOTE
These directive expressions can be executed in the models of String macros only.
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Copy Source Words
The &GET directive expression can be used in a logical loop within a String macro model to copy successive words from
the input stream.

• Format:

        &GET &n

• &GET
Copies the next word from the input stream into the specified symbolic operand &n  (&1 - &15).
– If &n matches a Word or Prefix prototype, the word or prefix is expanded, and the symbolic operand contains the

first word of the expansion.
– The &GET directive does not remove the source word from the input stream. Thus, the word can be analyzed to

determine if it applies to the macro in which the &GET is used, or if it should be left in the input.

Removing Source Words
The &GET directive expression permits the macro writer to "look ahead" to the next source word. Before the &GET
can examine the subsequent words, however, the current word that is obtained must be removed from the source.
This process is the function of the &STORE and &STOW directives.

Format:

&STORE

&STOW

 

• &STORE
Removes the word copied by the last &GET from the input source. This removal permits the next &GET to copy
another word.

• &STOW
Like &STORE, also removes the word that the last &GET copied executed and permits another execution of the &GET.
The &STOW, however, removes the word plus all its qualifiers and subscripts and saves them in the symbolic operand
used in the &GET.

For example, assume that you have the following statement:

 MOVE A TO B OF C(X)

In this case, the following words are acquired each time through an &GET/&STOW loop and an &GET/&STORE loop,
respectively:

&GET/&STOW &GET/&STORE
MOVE MOVE
A A
TO TO
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B OF C(X) B
OF
C
(
X
)

The &STOW and &STORE directives implicitly reference the symbolic operand obtained by the previous &GET.

Notes:

• The &STORE directive is preferred for &GET loops in macros that the Identification, Environment, and Data Divisions
call. &STOW is required in Procedure Division macros to acquire identifiers and qualified procedure-names.

• Executing successive &GET directive expressions in the same macro call without an intervening &STORE or &STOW
is illegal. The result is a diagnostic.

MOVE Efficiency Example

Exercise 8 calls for a macro to interrogate each MOVE statement in a COBOL program. If the receiving field of a MOVE
statement contains more than 256 bytes, it is diagnosed as inefficient. However, a COBOL MOVE statement can contain
any number of receiving fields. Assuming that each MOVE statement is a complete sentence, the following &GET/
&STOW loop permits interrogation of each receiving field.

1. The &GET directive copies the data-name LONG-ITEM into &2. Because LONG-ITEM is not a period, the &STOW
directive removes the word from the input. LONG-ITEM is output.

2. The &IF is true, causing the &NOTE to be executed.
3. The loop processes SHORT-ITEM and outputs it.
4. The &GET directive copies the period into &2. The subsequent &IF is then true, causing an exit from the macro before

the &STOW.

MetaCOBOL Input:

SP     MOVE &1(S,L) TO :

       MOVE &1 TO

       &REPEAT

          &GET &2                 /* GET NEXT WORD

       &UNTIL &2 = '.'            /* EXIT IF PERIOD

          &STOW                   /* REMOVE WORD

          &2                      /*OUTPUT WORD

          &IF &2'S > 256          /* SIZE > 256?

            &NOTE

            &( &2 ' TOO LONG.' &)

          &ENDIF

       &ENDREP

. . . 

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

77     SHORT-ITEM PIC X(256).

77     LONG-ITEM PIC X(257).

       . . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

. . .

    MOVE SPACES TO LONG-ITEM

****NOTE N99 LONG-ITEM TOO LONG.
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                       SHORT ITEM.

Analyze Source Words
The Type attribute (&n'T) can simplify the task of parsing input in the macro model. Type provides ready access to the
type of word passed by the MetaCOBOL Translator to the macro model. Reference to the Type attribute returns a one-
character, alphanumeric value. The value represents the syntax type of the current value of a symbolic operand. Type
codes are:

Type Description
&n'T = ` ' &n contains none of the following items.
&n'T = `A' &n contains an Area A indicator.
&n'T = `L' &n contains a literal or figurative constant.
&n'T = `N' &n contains a NOTE or comment.
&n'T = `S' &n contains a String macro name.
&n'T = `V' &n contains a verb or terminating period.

You can process a string of the variable source words in a single macro model.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy to the next source word using an &GET.
2. Determine whether the word applies to the current macro using the Type attribute (or other attributes).
3. If applicable, remove the word from the source using &STORE or &STOW.

Embedded MOVE Example

Often, a parsing macro must interpret word strings which have no specific logical terminator, such as a period. Instead, the
macro must look for the beginning word of some other function and must terminate execution before that word is removed
from the input. Such macro logic requires that the last &GET executed is not logically followed by an &STOW or &STORE,
thus retaining the word examined in the input.

The following is an improved version of the MOVE macro. Rather than test for terminating period, this version tests for the
type of word that is copied and terminates the &GET/&STOW loop when a word type is encountered that is ineligible as a
receiving field.

The macro uses one &REPEAT loop within another. The inner loop &GETs and passes through all COBOL notes and
comments. The outer loop examines each source word that the &GET copied and terminates macro execution when the
word is:

• A verb or a period
• A String macro name
• An Area A indicator
• A literal, or
• A $PDX prototype

$PDX is a word that is used to invoke a macro at the end of the Procedure Division. For more information, see End of
Input Source.

In this case, the word ELSE is a COBOL verb, and causes termination of the macro loop before the &STOW.

MetaCOBOL Input
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    SP      MOVE &1(S,L) TO : 

            MOVE &1 TO 

            &REPEAT 

               &REPEAT 

                  &GET &2              /* GET NEXT WORD 

           &UNTIL &2'T NE 'N'          /* SKIP NOTES 

                 &STOW 

                 &2 

           &ENDREP 

       &UNTIL &2'T NOT EQ ' ' &OR      /* EXIT IF VERB OR . 

                                       /* NEW MACRO, AREA A, 

                                       /* LITERAL, OR 

          &2 EQ '$PDX'                 /* $PDX 

      &STOW 

      &2 

      &IF &2'S GT 256 

         &NOTE &( &2 ' TOO LONG' &) 

       &ENDIF 

     &ENDREP .

   . . 

   DATA DIVISION. 

   WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

   77 SHORT-ITEM PIC X(256). 

   77 LONG-ITEM PIC X(257). 

   PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

         IF X = Y 

             MOVE SPACE TO 

                      LONG-ITEM 

****NOTE     N99       LONG-ITEM TOO LONG. 

                             SHORT-ITEM 

ELSE .

      . . 

114.

Parse Control Words
Several conditions cause the &GET directive to copy control words that do not appear in the input source. It
may be necessary, once such words are identified, to &STOW or &STORE them and substitute them in the output before
processing the source words that follow. When such words are acquired and substituted by &GET and &STORE/&STOW,
they affect the Translator as if they had been output directly from the input source or by prototype substitution.

Three types of words are described here:

• Area A indicators
• Output control words.
• COBOL COPY and LIBRARIAN -INC text

Area A Indicator

An Area A indicator is a control word that forces the next word to begin in Area A. It is not seen in the input listing. An
&GET for a word appearing in Area A first copies an Area A indicator with Type attribute 'A'. After an &STORE or &STOW,
a subsequent &GET is required to obtain the actual Area A word.

For example, assume that you have the following input source,
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...

 GO TO READ-INPUT.

SUBROUTINE-X.

 ...

In this case, successive &GET and &STORE or &STOW directives acquire the current values and Type attributes as
follows:

 Current Value  Type 
GO V
TO Blank
READ-INPUT Blank
. V
control-word A (Area A indicator)
SUBROUTINE-X Blank
. V

Output Control Words

There are several instances when &GET acquires output control words that precede text - for example, accounting
comments, debugging lines, line output, enabled comments, spacing controls, and out-of-line directives. All these control
words are Type 'N' notes.

To determine the precise classification of these control words, you can access &SETR register NOTE. The NOTE register
reflects the status of the most recent setting by one of these word types. It, therefore, has no practical meaning unless the
current word is determined to be a type note (&n'T='N').

For more information about &SETR, see Boolean Switch Set - &SET Format 5. For a list of the word types that are
returned in the NOTE register, see Symbolic Operand Attributes.

Control Word Parsing Example

The next section describes how to place macro substitution words out-of-line from the input they replace. An &GET for a
nested Word or Prefix macro which generates out-of-line code acquires an out-of-line control word with Type attribute 'N'.
&SETR register NOTE returns the out-of-line directive executed.

Datacom/DB support for MetaCOBOL Input
PP SET= : 

MOVE '1' TO & 

&DATAWS /* BEGIN OUT-OF-LINE 

77 & PIC X. 

&END SP IF : IF 

&REPEAT 

&GET &1

 . . . 

&ENDREP 

. . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

. . . 
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IF COUNT EQUAL '0' SET=COUNT GO ...

 Current Value  Type  &SETR NOTE 
IF V -
COUNT Blank - 
EQUAL Blank -
0' L -
MOVE V - 
'1' L -
TO Blank -
COUNT Blank - 
control word N 4(&DATAWS)
77 L - 
COUNT Blank - 
PIC Blank - 
X Blank - 
-. V - 
control word N 0(&END)
GO V - 
... - - 

 COBOL COPY or LIBRARIAN-INC 

Consider handling words from COPY books in a special manner. For example, you decide to output words from COPY
books unchanged. How a COBOL COPY statement or LIBRARIAN-INC command is parsed by an &GET and &STOW/
&STORE loop depends on the translate-time options specified.

• COBOL COPY
If COPY=ACTIVE is specified, &GET acquires the copied text as though it were in the input stream and does not
acquire the COPY statement. If the Translator cannot retrieve the library text for a COPY in the Data Division, a period
is returned.
If COPY=IGNORE or COPY=PASSIVE is specified, &GET acquires only the COPY statement and not the associated
text.

• LIBRARIAN - INC
If the -INC option is specified and if the LIBRARIAN -INC command is subordinate to a *&LIBED statement from the
primary input file, the &GET acquires the included text as though it were from the input stream and does not acquire
the -INC command.
If the -INC option is not specified and/or if the -INC command is not subordinate to a *&LIBED statement from the
primary input file, &GET acquires only the -INC command and not the associated text.

&SETR register STATUS can identify the input that is copied or included from external libraries. STATUS represents the
source of the input.

         0=Normal input.

         1=COPY or -INC statement.

         2=COPYed or -INCed text.

For example, a source library member that is named WKLIB contains:

        01 WORK-AREA.

             02 WORK-KEY... 
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             ...

             02 WORK-END      PIC X.

Assume that you have the following input source.

        01 WORK-RECORD      COPY WKLIB.

        01 HOLD-AREA...

        ...

In this case, successive &GET and &STOW/&STORE directives acquire the current values, Type attributes, and &SETR
STATUS register values shown in the following tables.

  Current Value  Type  COPY=ACTIVE&SETR
STATUS 

 Comment 

control-word A 0 Area A Indicator
01 L 0 - 
WORK-RECORD Blank 0 - 
-. V 2 Period following WORK-AREA
02 L 2 - 
WORK-KEY Blank 2 - 
... . . . ... - 
02 L 2 - 
PIC Blank 2 - 
X Blank 2 - 
. V 2 - 
control-word A 0 Area A Indicator
01 L 0 - 
HOLD-AREA Blank 0 - 

NOTE
The preceding example is based on the 1968 ANSI COBOL standard for COPY statements. The 1974 ANSI
COBOL COPY requires slightly different source, library syntax, or both. For more information about the COPY
and -INC options, see the Using topics.

Summary - Parse Input Source
The following key points were covered in this section.

• To handle the various ways that the input source can be formatted, models of String macros can control input parsing.
Once a macro is invoked by matching at least one source word, &GET can be used to copy the next word.

• &GET does not remove the word from the input stream; it merely saves it in a symbolic operand.
• Each word that is copied by &GET can be removed from the input stream by an &STORE or &STOW directive.

&STORE removes only the next word. &STOW removes the next word and all of its qualifiers and subscripts.
• You must &STORE or &STOW before executing another &GET.
• Use Type attributes (&n'T) or other attributes to analyze the copied word.
• Use &GET and &STORE/&STOW in an &REPEAT loop to copy continuously, analyze, and remove source input.
• Control words that are inserted by MetaCOBOL might be encountered by &GET. Control words can be identified using

Type attributes and &SETR registers NOTE a status; they are then stored or stowed before subsequent words are
processed.
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Exercise 10

COBOL programmers must often define a Working-Storage area containing specific values, and then REDEFINE the area
as a table.

01 TABLE-AREA-1. 

   02 FILLER       PIC X(14) VALUE 'ALABAMA'. 

   02 FILLER       PIC X(14) VALUE 'ALASKA'.

    . . . 

   02 FILLER       PIC X(14) 'WYOMING'. 

01 TABLE-1 REDEFINES TABLE-AREA-1. 

   02 STATE OCCURS 50 TIMES 

                   INDEXED BY STATE-INDEX 

                   PIC X(14). 

Write a macro that creates a table similar to this sample from the following input:

TABLE 1 STATE STATE-INDEX X(14) 'ALABAMA` 'ALASKA' ... 'WYOMING'. 

The macro prototype can be generalized as:

&TABLE level-number entry-name index-name 

 picture-string literal-1 . . . literal-n. 

Three variables are required to:

• Count the calls to the &TABLE macro.
• Count the literals representing values. The count becomes the object of the OCCURS clause.
• Compute the starting level-number plus 1. Obtain and count values until a nonliteral source word is encountered.

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.

Model Programming - Control Output
Usually, MetaCOBOL automatically formats each line of output and places text in its proper location in the output stream.
Standard COBOL formats, defined when Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is installed or input as translate-time options,
are observed automatically. Sometimes, the programmer must control macro model output, either to override defaults or
to supplement standard features. This section describes how macro models can control the format of the output line and
the placement of text in the output stream.

MetaCOBOL assumes that each output line follows standard COBOL Area A and Area B alignment rules. MetaCOBOL
options define other rules for indentation and line breaks following various COBOL words, such as division, section, and
paragraph headers, COBOL verbs and clauses, continuation lines, and repetition and selection structures. For more
information about these formatting controls, see the Using topics.

The macro model can override and extend this automatic line formatting. For more information about directives to control
Area A and Area B alignment, see Get Started - Model Programming. These articles describe:

• Generating user-formatted output.
• Setting and using tabs in output lines (&SETTAB and &GOTAB).
• Setting margins in output lines (&MARGIN).

As a rule, MetaCOBOL places output words in the same program location as the input words that they are replacing.
The macro model can also override this rule. The macro model can, for example, be desirable to build the output data
descriptions while processing the input Procedure Division.
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Macro model directives that are described here also allow this out-of-line placement of output words. &NOTE can be used
to insert diagnostics in the output text. For more information about the &NOTE directive, see Generate Diagnostics. This
section describes:

• Placing output in another COBOL division or section.
• Placing output (such as JCL and compiler directives) before or after the COBOL source or to another output file.
• Placing output in a macro-defined location.

Generate User-formatted Text
The MetaCOBOL macro language contains special provisions for generating complete lines without reformatting. Such
line output records can represent blank lines, COBOL comments, parameter records, assembly code, or dynamic macros
to be input to a subsequent pass of the Translator.

Format:

    L [text]

• L
Must appear in column 7 as part of a macro model to generate a line output record.

• text
Can be placed in columns 8-72 and becomes the content of the output record. Text is shifted left 7 characters so that
column 8 in the line output statement becomes position 1 of the substituted record. For example:

MetaCOBOL Input

            L--------

MetaCOBOL Output

             --------

Notes:

• Line output that is directed to COBOL output source has sequence numbers inserted as long as positions one through
six are blank. COBOL output is truncated after column 72.

• All characters of line output in excess of 110 are truncated from the right. Line output records directed to 80-column
output are truncated after column 80.

Because line output is not word-oriented or COBOL-format oriented, constant characters and words have no meaning. As
a result, unpaired parentheses, unpaired quotes, ampersands, directive expressions, and others, which would otherwise
cause MetaCOBOL to take action, are ignored in line output statements. Symbolic operands are not interpreted.

However, the names of alphanumeric and numeric variables are replaced in the line output record by current values.
Columns are adjusted if the current value is longer or shorter than the variable name. The variable name need not be
preceded or followed by a space, so that the rules for variable reference are non-standard, as follows:

• The line output text is examined from left to right. Whenever the characters &V are encountered, MetaCOBOL
assumes that a variable name follows.

• The character following &V is attached to &V as the variable name.
• Successive characters are attached to the variable name until a character less than "A" is encountered.

A variable name used in line output, therefore:
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• Cannot be followed immediately by an alphabetic or numeric character (the longer name fails to match a variable name
or matches the wrong variable).

• Cannot contain a special character in other than the first character following &V.

Comment Box Example

The following $COM macro builds boxed comments in columns 7-72. The macro also demonstrates techniques for
character-filling or space-filling variables to create "fixed- format" line output. Note the treatment of the variable &VC to
assure a space-filled, 60-character area for columns 12-71, forcing an asterisk in column 72.

MetaCOBOL Input

S     $COM &1(L) : 

      &LOCAL &VH = NULL X(64)               /* HYPHEN 

      &LOCAL &VB = NULL X(64)               /* BLANKS

      &LOCAL &VCOM X(64)                    /* COMMENT 

      &IF &VH = NULL 

          /*         1...5...10...15.

          &SET &VH = '--------------'

          &SET &VB = '              '

          &SET &VH = &( &VH &VH &)

          &SET &VH = &( &VH &VH &)

          &SET &VB = &( &VB &VB &)

          &SET &VB = &( &VB &VB &)

      ENDIF

      &SET &VCOM = &( '    ' &1 &VB &)

L        *&VH*

L        *&VB*

L        *&VCOM*

L        *&VB*

L        *&VH*

  . . .

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      &COM 'PROGRAM MAIN-LINE LOGIC.'

  MINA SECTION.

       . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

. . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

*-----------------------------------------* 

*                                         *

*  PROGRAM MAIN-LINE LOGIC. . . .         *

*                                         *

*-----------------------------------------*

MAIN SECTION.

     .  .  .
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Reformat Output
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLuses new lines and indentation to reflect the logic of the output source. Because
individual applications can have unique structures, individual macro models can require their own output formatting. The
macro model can use the directives that are described here to perform functions such as aligning a series of file-names or
data-names, indenting IF - ELSE - ENDIF structures, or otherwise highlighting the logic of a program.

These directives define tab registers and align individual words by column position. They can redefine the left margin, so
that column position aligns all continuation lines thereafter. Tabs and margins can be set either at the absolute column
locations or at locations relative to the current indentation level.

Align by Tab Registers

To align output words at specific columns, use horizontal tab registers. The &SETTAB directive defines a tab register. The
&GOTAB directive forces the next word to begin at a previously defined tab register.

Format:

     &SETTAB register = column 

      

     &GOTAB register 

• &SETTAB
Defines a tab register at the column position column.
Absolute tab registers A0 through A15 can be equated to an integer or variable representing a column position 8
through 72. Relative tab registers R0 through R15 can be equated to the several column positions to the right of the
current left margin.

• &GOTAB
Applies only to the word following it.

Notes:

• The default values of all tab registers are 0, causing no change in automatic formatting rules.
• If the &GOTAB cannot be satisfied on the current line, the &GOTAB is attempted on the next line. The word can be left-

shifted when it would cross into column 73.
• A tab register set at less than absolute column 8 causes &GOTAB to be ignored. A value for the column of more than

72 causes the next word to be right-justified on a new line.

The &SETTAB directive can be "generated" out-of-line to control formatting of code based on the longest name in a
series, the MOVE statement with the longest sending operand, and so on.

Tab Alignment Example

Assume that all CALL operands are to align vertically under the first, relative to the indentation of the CALL verb.

The following macro sets a relative tab register R0 at 12 positions plus the length of the subroutine name past the current
left margin. The &REPEAT loop acquires each operand, skips a line using &B, tabs to R0, and generates the operand as
output.

MetaCOBOL Input

SP         CALL &1 USING &2(S) :

           CALL &1 USING &2

           &LOCAL &V-INDENT 9(2)

           &SET &V-INDENT = 12 + &1'N

           &SETTAB R0 = &V-INDENT
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           &REPEAT

           &GET &2

&UNTIL &2'T NE ' '

            &STOW

            &B

            &GOTAB R0

            &2 &ENDREP 

 . . . 

 &PD 

     CALL SUBRTN USING A B C.

     . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

. . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      CALL SUBRTN USING A 

                        B

                        C. 

      . . .

Set the Left Margin

Tab stops are effective for positioning one word at a time. To align a series of words or a series of continuation lines under
one column position, reset the left margin using the &MARGIN directive.

Format:

   &MARGIN register

• &MARGIN
Applies only to the continued lines following it. Any automatic format control cancels it.
The register can be A0 through A15 for an absolute margin, or R0 through R15 for a relative margin.

Notes:

• A relative margin is computed relative to the current left margin established by the automatic formatting.
• The default values of all tab registers are 0. A value of 0 in the referenced tab register causes &MARGIN to be ignored.
• A value for the margin of fewer than 8 causes &MARGIN to be ignored. A value for the margin of more than 72 causes

the next word to be right-justified on a new line.

Margin Alignment Example

Assume that all call operands are to align vertically under the first, relative to the indentation of the CALL verb. The
following macro uses one &MARGIN in place of the repeated &GOTABs of the previous example.

MetaCOBOL Input

SP         CALL &1 USING &2(S) : 

           CALL &1 USING &2

           &LOCAL &V-INDENT 9(2)

           &SET &V-INDENT = 12 + &1'N

           &SETTAB R0 = &V-INDENT

           &MARGIN R0
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           &REPEAT

               &GET &2

           &UNTIL &2'T NE ' '

               &STOW

               &B

               &

           &ENDREP 

. . . 

$PD 

    CALL SUBRTN USING A B C.

    . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

.  .  .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    CALL SUBRTN USING A

                      B

                      C.

    . . .

Out-of-Line Substitution
Out-of-line directives place all substitution words that follow at specified locations in the output COBOL source program
rather than directly in place of the source statement that calls the macro.

When writing COBOL programs, the programmer often finds it desirable to place statements out-of-line. For example,
while coding the Procedure Division, more Working-Storage entries can be required. MetaCOBOL macros can be defined
to handle required work areas, subroutines, and others automatically so that the programmer is not concerned with their
specification. In addition, it can be desirable to generate JCL or comments before or after the COBOL source from within
the macro model.

Once an out-of-line directive is executed, all substitution words and line output records appear in the specified location in
the order in which they are generated until out-of-line substitution is turned off.

The MetaCOBOL out-of-line directives and their associated predefined locations are shown in the following table. The
next articles describe:

• Ending out-of-line substitution.
• Continuing out-of-line substitution.
• Generating output to standard COBOL locations, non-COBOL locations, and macro defined locations.

Directive Description
&ANTE Subsequent output is placed before the first generated COBOL

Division header. (Use &ANTE only with Line output.)
&AUX Subsequent output is directed to the Auxiliary Output File, and the

Listing file. (Use &AUX only with Line output.)
&AUXN Subsequent output is directed to the Auxiliary Output File with the

AUXILIARY OUTPUT listing suppressed.
&DATA Subsequent output is directed to the end of the Data Division

following all other Data Division out-of-line code.
&DATAF Subsequent output is directed to the end of the File Section.
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&DATAL Subsequent output is directed to the end of the Linkage Section.
&DATAR Subsequent output is directed to the end of the Report Section.
&DATAW Subsequent output is directed to the end of the Working-Storage

Section.
&DATAWS Subsequent output is directed to the beginning of the Working-

Storage Section.
&DATAWX Subsequent output is directed to the end of the Working-Storage

Section after all &DATAW output.
&ENV Subsequent output is directed to the end of the File-Control

paragraph or, in its absence, to the end of the Environment
Division.

&POST Subsequent output is directed to the end of the generated output,
after any &PROC, &PROCS, and &PROCX output. (Use &POST
only with Line output.)

&PROC Subsequent output is directed to the end of the Procedure
Division, after any &PROCS output.

&PROCS Subsequent output is directed to the end of the current Procedure
Division section or to the end of the Procedure Division when you
have no sections.

&PROCX Subsequent output is directed to the end of the Procedure
Division, after any &PROCS and &PROC output and before any
&POST output.

End Out-Of-Line Substitution

The following items explicitly terminate out-of-line substitution:

• Another out-of-line directive
• The &END directive
• The end of the current macro (unless &NOEND is active)
• An error which terminates model execution
• The end of a macro that has issued an out-of-line directive. For example:

A String macro model substitutes a word that calls a nested Word macro. The Word macro issues an out-of-line directive.
When the nested Word macro ends, the mode is reset to inline, and control returns to the String model.

If the String macro set the out-of-line mode, the nested Word macro is directed out-of-line. Out-of-line mode remains in
effect when control returns to the String macro mode. (However, if the Word macro also issues an out-of-line directive, the
mode is reset to inline when control returns to the String macro).

The &END directive turns off out-of-line generation.

Format:

   &END

• &END
Resets the out-of-line mode to inline generation. If already in the inline mode, executing &END has no effect and
processing continues.
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Continue Out-Of-Line Substitution

The &NOEND out-of-line directive continues out-of-line mode after termination of a String macro.

Format:

&NOEND

• &NOEND
The only way to remain in out-of-line mode when terminating execution of a String macro model is to execute the
&NOEND directive after an out-of-line directive.
This directive is valid ONLY in a String macro model. Once executed, &NOEND cancels the automatic resetting of the
out-of-line mode to inline at the end of a String macro model until another out-of-line directive explicitly turns it off.

Note: &NOEND affects the source of input and the destination of output. Macros that follow the &NOEND must have the
same division code as the division specified in the still-active out-of-line directive. MetaCOBOL does not execute macros
from any other divisions until &NOEND is turned off.

Generate Output to Standard COBOL Locations

All out-of-line directives except &ANTE, &POST, &AUX, and &AUXN direct subsequent model substitution words to
predefined points within the generated COBOL program. Use them to:

• Generate complete file specifications (SELECT sentences and FD entries) from a single source statement.
• Define work areas as required within Procedure Division logic.
• Define complex verb-like macros which can be executed conditionally by substituting a PERFORM statement inline

and the subroutine at the end of the current section or Procedure Division.

To simplify such out-of-line substitution within the COBOL source, all Word and Prefix macro calls appearing in words
substituted out-of-line are expanded as though they were found in the source for the appropriate division.

Generate SELECT and FD Example

As an example of out-of-line substitution, assume that you code the following statement:

 URFD file-name SYSnnn device record-name

You can place it in the Data Division, File Section, to generate the proper SELECT entries in the Environment Division.

MetaCOBOL Input

        SD        URFD &1 &2 &3 &4 :

                  &ENV

                  SELECT &1 ASSIGN TO &( &2 -UR- &3 -S &).

                  &END

                  FD &1

                      RECORDING MODE F

                      LABEL RECORD OMITTED

                      DATA RECORD &4.

                  01 &4

        . . .

        ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

        . . .
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        FILE CONTROL.

        . . .

        DATA DIVISION.

        FILE SECTION.

              URFD CARD-READER

                             SYS006 254OR READER-RECORD PIC

X(80).

              URFD PRINTER

                             SYS008 1403 PRINTER-RECORD.

              02 FILLER PIC X.

              02 PRINTER-IMAGE PIC X(132).

        . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

        . . .

        ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

        

. . .

        FILE-CONTROL.

              SELECT CARD-READER              ASSIGN TO SYS006-UR-254OR-S.

              SELECT PRINTER                  ASSIGN TO SYS008-UR-1403-S.

        . . .

        DATA DIVISION.

        FILE SECTION.

        FD CARD-READER                        RECORDING MODE F

                                              LABEL RECORD OMITTED

                                              DATA RECORD READER-RECORD.

        01 READER-RECORD                      PIC X(80).

        FD PRINTER                            RECORDING MODE F

                                              LABEL RECORD OMITTED

                                              DATA RECORD PRINTER-RECORD.

        01 PRINTER-RECORD

             02 FILLER                        PIC X.

             02 PRINTER-IMAGE                 PIC X(132). . . .

Out-of-Line to the Data Division

Several out-of-line directives generate data items to locations within the Data Division. These items can be made available
to data item acquisition functions (for example, &SCAN) and data attribute analysis.

Use the &DSTART directive to tell the Translator that, though translation is in another division, the items that follow are to
be treated as data items. &DSTOP terminates data attribute building for data item definitions directed out-of-line.

Format:

       &DSTART 

   

       &DSTOP

• &DSTART and &DSTOP
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Are not, in themselves, out-of-line directives. They define the start and end of data attribute building for the items
directed out-of-line to the Data Division.

Relocate Data Items from the Procedure Division Example

Procedure Division code between START DATA and END DATA can be relocated to the end of Working-Storage by the
following macros.

Datacom/DB support for MetaCOBOL Input

        SP        START DATA :

                  &DSTART

                  &DATAW

                  &NOEND

        SD        END DATA :

                  &END

                  &DSTOP 

         . . .

         $PD

         MAIN-LINE-LOGIC.

               START DATA.

         01 END-OF-FILE PIC X.

               END-DATA.

         . . .

Using &NOEND after &DATAW forces the macro writer to assign the END DATA macro to the Data Division.

Output to Non-COBOL Locations

The out-of-line directives &ANTE, &POST, &AUX, and &AUXN direct subsequent model substitution words ahead of the
generated COBOL program, behind the generated COBOL program, and to the Auxiliary File, respectively. (The Auxiliary
File is an extra file available to the programmer.) Use them to:

• Generate Job Control Language statements.
• Create parameter records.
• Produce assember language modules.
• Build supplemental translation macros for a second execution of MetaCOBOL.
• Report translation results to the Auxiliary Listing for programmer review.

Line output is used with these out-of-line directives. Because this is not COBOL being generated, the Translator produces
records of unpredictable form.

Line output records directed out-of-line by &ANTE, &POST, and &AUX and containing either ** or */ in positions 1 and 2
are printed on the appropriate listing, but suppressed from the corresponding output file. In addition, */ in positions 1 and 2
forces a page eject on the appropriate listing before printing. These facilities are included to generate summary reports.

Auxiliary Report Example

The following standards-auditing macros display violations, such as use of the ALTER verb, on a separate report.
Diagnostics must include the sequence number of the source record containing the violations, obtained from the special
register SEQ using the &SETR directive. The report must contain a heading line, including the program-name.

MetaCOBOL Input
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        SI      PROGRAM-ID. &1. :

                &LOCAL &VID X(8)

                &SET &VID = &1

                &AUX                     /* OUT TO AUX FILE

        L*/     PROGRAM &VID DIAGNOSTIC LIST

        L**

                &END

                PROGRAM-ID. &1.

        WP      ALTER :

                ALTER

                &LOCAL &VLINE X(6)

                &SETR &VLINE = SEQ       /* GET SEQUENCE NO.

                &AUX                     /* OUT TO AUX FILE 

        L**     ALTER VERB IN STATEMENT &VLINE

                &END 

        000010 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

        000020 PROGRAM-ID. PREDIT.

        .  .  .

        000400 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

        .  .  .

                000500 ALTER PARA-A TO

        .  .  .

Auxiliary Listing

        */ PROGRAM PREDIT DIAGNOSTIC LIST

        ** 

        ** ALTER VERB IN STATEMENT 000500

        .   .    .

Output to Macro-Defined Locations

The out-of-line directives explained thus far direct substitution words to certain preestablished points in the output. A
second level of directives lets you define out-of-line locations and direct substitution words to them. Use the directive
expressions &MARKER and &POINT.

Format:

&MARKER {&Vname }

        {literal}

• literal or &Vname
The current value of literal or &Vname can range from 0 through 4999, permitting an extra 5000 out-of-line locations.
The &MARKER is inserted at the potential locations for an out-of-line substitution.

• &MARKER
Is not an out-of-line directive, because it merely "marks" a potential location for out-of-line insertion.

• &POINT
The &POINT out-of-line directive expression directs subsequent substitution words to the output location defined by an
&MARKER of the same number. The required format is:

&POINT {&Vname }
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       {literal}

• literal or &Vname
The current value of literal or &Vname can range from 0 through 4999 and must correspond to an &MARKER of the
same value.

Notes:

• As with other out-of-line directives, &END terminates output to the &POINT location.
• More than one location can have the same &MARKER. In such a case, substitution words following a matching

&POINT are generated in the output at ALL locations defined by such &MARKERs.
• Similarly, more than one &POINT can direct output to a single &MARKER location. In such a case, output from a later

pointer is directed immediately BEHIND the previous pointer's output.
• Statements generated out-of-line to another COBOL division by the &POINT directive expression might not be

formatted correctly, because certain formatting logic within the Translator assumes the current division. Proper format
can be achieved by preceding the &POINT directive with an explicit, division-oriented out-of-line directive, such as
&ENV, &DATA, or &PROC.

CLOSEALL Example

The CLOSEALL function was presented earlier as an exercise to demonstrate global variable usage and conditional logic.
In it, the CLOSEALL word is replaced by a COBOL CLOSE statement for all defined files. The same function can be
accomplished using &MARKER and &POINT directives instead of global variables.

The SELECT macro generates the SELECT clause inline, then uses &POINT to generate the data-name in &1 to location
1. Location 1 is defined in Word macro CLOSEALL by an &MARKER following output of the COBOL CLOSE verb.

Using &POINT and &MARKER is typically confined to complex transactions, where other Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL facilities cannot be used to achieve the proper results. Less complex situations can usually use other
techniques.

MetaCOBOL Input

        SE      SELECT &1 :

                SELECT &1

                &POINT 1

                &1

                &END

        WP      CLOSEALL :

                CLOSE

                &MARKER 1

         . . .

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         . . .

         FILE-CONTROL.

               SELECT FILE-A...

               SELECT FILE-B...

               SELECT FILE-C...

               SELECT FILE-D...

        . . .

        PROCEDURE DIVISION.

        . . .

            CLOSEALL...

        . . .
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MetaCOBOL Output

        ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

        . . .

        FILE-CONTROL.        

              SELECT FILE-A...

              SELECT FILE-B...

              SELECT FILE-C...

              SELECT FILE-D...

        . . .

        PROCEDURE DIVISION.

        . . .

            CLOSE FILE-A FILE-B FILE-C FILE-D ...

        . . .

Whenever a choice between out-of-line substitution and some other technique exists to perform the identical function, the
macro writer should recognize that extensive use of out-of-line facilities increases translation time of MetaCOBOL.

Summary - Control Output
The following key points were covered in this section.

• The macro model can control the format of output lines and the placement of output text.
• User-formatted line output can be used to produce blank lines, comments, assembly code, and others that are not to

be changed to COBOL format.
Such line output begins with an L in column 7.

• These directives can control the format of the output source:
– &SETTAB and &GOTAB - align next word by tab stop. 
– &MARGIN - aligns continuation lines by left margin.

• Out-of-line substitution directs output to a location other than the location of the words being replaced. Output can be
directed to:
– Standard COBOL locations
– Locations before or after COBOL source
– The Auxiliary file
– Specified locations defined by &MARKER and accessed by &POINT.

• &END explicitly terminates out-of-line substitution.
Typically, the end of a macro also terminates out-of-line substitution. &NOEND continues out-of-line substitution at the
end of a String macro.

• &DSTART and &DSTOP allow you to retrieve data-names and attributes of data items substituted out-of-line to the
Data Division.

Exercise 11

Write a String macro which can be executed during translation of any COBOL division to relocate any statement coded as,

$77 data-name PICTURE picture VALUE value. 

To the beginning of the Working-Storage Section as the level-77 data item,

77 data-name PICTURE picture VALUE value. 

For exercise solutions, see Solutions to Exercises.
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Predefined Prototypes - Use Event-Dependent Macros
The previous sections describe macro model programming. This section returns to the macro prototype. Macro prototypes
have been presented as precise descriptions of words and word sequences to be treated as search arguments. In
some situations, however, a macro must gain model control when certain events occur during translation of the source,
rather than when specific words and word patterns are detected.

MetaCOBOL contains provisions for event-dependent macro translation using special String macro prototypes. Such
prototypes, consisting of single-word macro names, are considered to be reserved macro names by the MetaCOBOL
Translator and must be used only for the specific purposes defined here.

The function of event-dependent prototypes is to initiate execution of the associated model when one of the following
events is encountered:

• End of the input source program ($PD and $PDE)
• End of the Data Division ($DDX and $DDE)
• Data Division level number ($-LEVEL)
• Procedure-name definition ($-PROC)
• Any word, within the appropriate division, which is defined as a verb ($-VERB)

Event-dependent macro prototypes need not match actual source code, but are expanded whenever the condition each
represents exists in the input being translated.

NOTE
Again, these prototypes are available in String macros only.

End of Input Source
The following reserved prototypes cause execution of the associated model at the end of the input source program:

Format:

        S [P] {$PDE}

              {$PDX}

The prototype must be part of a String macro with a P division code. The precise event which calls the $PDE or $PDX
macro is the detection of the end of input during Translation.

A maximum of 9 $PDX macros can be specified during a single translation. They are executed in the order of input. Only
the last $PDE macro loaded is executed. If both are used, $PDE is called before any $PDXs.

When a $PDX macro is used, other String macros can also detect the end of input by using an $GET directive expression
to look for the literal '$PDX'. The $PDX and $PDE macros are useful for summarizing translation results, often by
interrogating many global variables and performing complex reporting to the Auxiliary listing.

Missing STOP RUN Example

The following macros issue a diagnostic when a STOP RUN statement is not found in the Procedure Division.

MetaCOBOL Input Listing:

         SP         STOP RUN : 

                       STOP RUN 

                       &GLOBAL &VSR X               /* STOP RUN SWITCH 

                       &SET &VSR = 'X' SP
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                       $PDX :                       /* CALL AT END OF 

 INPUT 

                       &IF &VSR NOT = 'X' 

                           &NOTE &( 'PROGRAM CONTAINS NO STOP RUN' &) 

                       &ENDIF 

            . . . 

            PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

            . . . 

****NOTE N99 PROGRAM CONTAINS NO STOP RUN

Level Number
Data Division level numbers take the form of numeric literals. Therefore, they cannot be defined as macro names.
However, it is often necessary to modify the Data Division item descriptions using MetaCOBOL.

The event that results in a call to the $-LEVEL macro is finding a numeric literal preceded by a period, or a period and an
Area A indicator, in the Procedure Division.

Format:

     SD         $-LEVEL :

The prototype must be part of a String macro with a D division code.

Notes:

• Following a $-LEVEL macro calls, use an &GET directive expression to obtain the level number itself.
• If the $-LEVEL macro is used to process an entire data definition, an &STOW or

&STORE directive must not remove the terminating period. Because the $-LEVEL event is defined as a numeric literal
preceded by a period, removal of the preceding period results in no call to the &-LEVEL macro for the subsequent level
number.

Correct REDEFINES Example

Consider converting redefined data items from IBM Levels D, E, and F COBOL to American National Standard (ANSI)
COBOL. Under the older compilers, the object of the REDEFINES clause is ignored. That is, no matter what name is
specified as the area to be redefined, the compiler simply refers to the previous item of the same level number. ANSI
COBOL, however, requires that the object of the REDEFINES clause contains the name of the previous item of the same
level which does not contain a REDEFINES clause. All compilers require that the REDEFINES clause, if specified, must
appear before other attribute clauses (that is, as the third word of the item description).

The $-LEVEL macro can be used to accomplish this conversion function easily.

MetaCOBOL Input

SD         $-LEVEL :                    /* RUN FOR LEVEL NO. 

           &LOCAL &VBASE(49) X(30)      /* DATA-NAME TABLE 

           &LOCAL &VX 99                /* LEVEL INDEX

           &GET &1                      /* GET LEVEL NUMBER 

           &IF &1 <50                   /* EXIT IF NOT 01-49 

              &STORE 

              &1 

              &SET &VX = &1 

              &GET &1                   /* GET DATA-NAME 

              &STORE 
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              &1 

              &GET &2                   /* GET NEXT WORD 

              &IF &2 = 'REDEFINES`      /* IF REDEFINES,

                 &STORE                 /* THEN REMOVE 

                 &2                     /* & OUTPUT 

                 &GET &2                /* GET OBJECT 

                 &STORE 

                 &VBASE(&VX)

              &ELSE                     /* ELSE 

                &SET &VBASE(&VX) = &1 /* SAVE DATA-NAME 

              &ENDIF

           &ENDIF 

. . .

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01    WORK-AREA.

      02 AREA1.

      02 AREA2 REDEFINES AREA1.

      02 AREA3 REDEFINES AREA2.

      . . .

MetaCOBOL Output

. . .

DATA DIVISION

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION

01    WORK-AREA.

      02 AREA1.

      02 AREA2 REDEFINES AREA1.

      02 AREA3 REDEFINES AREA1.

      . . .

Other Event-Dependent Macros
Other event-dependent macros include the following:

      SD {$DDE}

         {$DDX}

This prototype must be part of a String macro with a D division code. This macro gets control at the end of the Data
Division. It is triggered when the Procedure Division header is detected, but before it is processed.

A maximum of 9 $DDX macros can be specified during a single translation. They are executed in the order of input. Only
the last $DDE macro loaded is executed. If both are used, $DDE is called before any $DDXs.

&DDX can be used to finish processing the Data Division, for example, to create section headers, to generate data
definitions, and to ensure inline placement of Data Division entries.

SP       $-PROC :

This prototype must be part of a String macro with a P division code. A call is made to this macro every time that a word is
found in Area A in the Procedure Division.
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$-PROC can be used to insert statements at the beginning of paragraphs, to count paragraphs, to place EJECT
commands ahead of sections, and to audit the Procedure Division for proper Area A usage.

S[division-code]              $-VERB   :

This prototype must be part of a String macro with the division-code specified. During translation, it gets control every time
a word having a Verb Type attribute (&N'T='V') or a terminating period is recognized.

For more information about using the event-dependent macros, see Macro Facility Reference topics.

Summary - Using Event-Dependent Macros
The following key points were covered in this section.

• Event-dependent macros are reserved. String-macro prototypes that gain control when specific events occur.
• $PDX and $PDE gain control at the end of the input source program.
• $DDX and $DDE gain control at the end of the Data Division.
• $-LEVEL gains control when a Data Division level number is encountered.
• $-PROC gains control when an Area A word is encountered in the Procedure Division.
• $-VERB gains control when a verb is encountered in any division.

Exercise 12

Compilers today are more tolerant than in the past. Sometimes this tolerance results in misplaced statements in the
Procedure Division. Write a macro that moves verbs that are coded in Area A back to Area B.

Macro Writing Techniques - Standards and Debugging
The MetaCOBOL macro facility possesses the physical attributes of a programming language. As with any other
programming technique, applications development, debugging, and maintenance can be simplified by observing a few
simple programming standards.

Macro Writing Standards
This section describes suggested standards for macros and macro sets including:

Macro Set Organization

A useful standard is to divide the macro set into three basic components:

• Prologue
• External and global variable definitions
• Translation macros

Prologue

Each macro set begins with commentary known as the prologue which describes such subjects as the purpose of the set,
the restrictions on use with other sets, and an explanation of diagnostics. The following figure is a skeletal sample of a
prologue.

*$HDR name             title -                   version 

*--------------------------------------------------------------*
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*   PURPOSE:                                                   * 

*       Description of translation purpose.                    *

*                                                              *

*   DATE-WRITTEN:                                              *  

*      Date.                                                   *  

*                                                              *    

*   VERSION:                                                   *

*     CA-MetaCOBOL+ Version.Release.Modification level.        * 

*                                                              *    

*   HISTORY:                                                   *

*      Justification for modification levels.                  *

*                                                              *

*   AUTHOR:                                                    * 

*     Author name, address, telephone.                         * 

*                                                              *    

*   TRANSLATE-TIME OPTIONS:                                    * 

*     Required/recommended translate-time options              * 

*                                                              *    

*   RESTRICTIONS:                                              * 

*     All restrictions on use of the macro set                 *

*                                                              *   

*   DIAGNOSTICS:                                               * 

*     Text of each message, cause, and corrective actions;     * 

*         or where to find documentation of diagnostics.       * 

*                                                              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------*

A description of each item that is defined in the prologue follows:

• *$HDR.
The distributed name of the macro set, the title of the macro set, and the version/release number of the latest update.

• PURPOSE.
A brief description of the type of translation performed. For example:
PURPOSE:TO AUDIT STANDARD COBOL PROGRAMS FOR VIOLATIONS OF 

PROGRAMMING STANDARDS AND DIAGNOSE WHERE FOUND.

• DATE-WRITTEN.
As in the COBOL DATE-WRITTEN paragraph.

• VERSION.
MetaCOBOL Translator Version and release required to perform the translation, and the current modification level of
the macro set. For Example:

VERSION: V15.0.MO

The preceding example specifies that Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Version 15, Release 0 or later is required. No
modifications have been made after the macro set was written.

• HISTORY.
• An explanation of each modification, including the date applied. For example:

HISTORY:    M1.SUMMARY REPORT ADDED. 09/15/16.

• AUTHOR.
Author name, address, installation, and others when applicable.

• TRANSLATE-TIME OPTIONS.
A list of the MetaCOBOL translate-time options required or recommended, or a reference to the appropriate
documentation. For example:
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TRANSLATE-TIME OPTIONS. 

        COPY=ACTIVE REQUIRED. 

                OTHERS OPTIONAL.

• RESTRICTIONS.
A list of the restrictions upon use of the macro set. Indicate macro, variable, and label names that can conflict with
other macro sets. List compiler dependency, if any. In addition, specify the rules for generated name formation. For
example:
RESTRICTIONS:          $-LEVEL, $-PROC MACROS. 

         ALL OTHER NAMED MACROS.

         VARIABLE/LABEL NAMES BEGINNING &VA@/&L@.

         GENERATED NAMES BEGINNING ZZ-ABC-

If there are no restrictions, this item can be omitted. If restrictions are noted in formal user documentation, reference
the document.

• DIAGNOSTICS.
List diagnostics that are not documented with an explanation of meaning and appropriate corrective action for
example:

DIAGNOSTICS: 

... STD08W-SHORT PROCEDURE-NAME.

          PROCEDURE-NAMES OF LESS THAN 6 ALPHANUMERIC 

          CHARACTERS ARE OFTEN NOT DESCRIPTIVE OF 

PROCESSING 

       LOGIC. EXPAND TO MORE MEANINGFUL NAME 

UNLESS 

     JUSTIFIABLE

If diagnostics are documented elsewhere, have this item reference the appropriate documentation.

External and Global Variable Definitions

We recommend that your macro sets defined all external and global variables in dummy Word macros (named, for
example, $$EXTERN and $$GLOBAL, respectively). These macros follow the prologue and precede all translation
macros, so that external and global variables can be located easily during macro set maintenance. Variable definitions are
the only model statements within the $$EXTERN and $$GLOBAL macros, so that they do not affect translation if they are
executed inadvertently.

Macro Organization

Organize macros in the sequence of standard COBOL for ease of reference. Within each macro set, the order is:

1. Word macros which apply to all divisions in alphabetical order.
2. Identification Division macros in the order of specification in a COBOL program.
3. Environment Division macros in the order of specification in a COBOL program.
4. Data Division macros in the order of specification in a COBOL program.
5. The $DDX macros, if specified.
6. Procedure Division macros in alphabetical order or the order of required specification in a MetaCOBOL source

program, as applicable.
7. The $PDX macros, if specified.
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Macro Format

Unlike COBOL, macro models can be written in relatively free format. Standards for macro model format, therefore, are
critical for macro debugging and maintenance. Three basic standards are recommended:

• Use only one statement per macro model line.
• Align logical destination definitions so that they are easily located.
• Begin directive expressions and substitution words in a standard column.

As an example, the model coding for the following macros is identical. Notice that the format standards add necessary
clarity to the second macro definition:

Nonstandard Format

SE       SELECT &1 : SELECT &1 &GLOBAL &VFILE(9)X(30) &LOCAL &VX 99 

         &SET &VX=&VX + 1 &IF &VX > 9 &NOTE &( 'FILE NAME ' &1 'NOT

         INCLUDED' &) &ELSE &SET &VFILE(7VX) = &1 &ENDIF

Standard Format

     SE       SELECT &1 : SELECT &1 

                   &GLOBAL &VFILE(9) X(30) 

                   &LOCAL &VX 99 

                   &SET &VX = &VX + 1 

                   &IF &VX > 9 

                     &NOTE &( 'FILE NAME ' &1 ' NOT INCLUDED' &) 

                  &ELSE 

                    &SET &VFILE(&VX) = &1 

                  &ENDIF

Macro Naming Conventions

Standards for diagnostic formation and generated COBOL names are important for macro set maintenance and
standardization of generated COBOL code.

Diagnostic Message Notation

Begin &NOTE diagnostics with a prefix identifying the macro set, diagnostic number, and severity. For example:

       STD08W-SHORT PROCEDURE-NAME

The first characters, STD, are the macro set abbreviation.

08 represents the diagnostic number, which can be used to isolate the diagnostic in the macro set prologue. Diagnostic
numbers are assigned sequentially starting with 01.

The character W indicates a warning. Severity indicators might include:

Code Severity
E ERROR
W WARNING
A ADVISORY
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You can also define condition codes to be passed from the Translator. For more information about the &COND directive
expression, see Macro Facility Reference topics.

Generated Names

Where possible, the simplest and most satisfactory approach to COBOL name formation is to use a standard prefix for
data-names and suffix for procedure-names. This convention requires the COBOL programmer to remember only the
prefix or suffix and allows names to be easily changed by a simple Prefix macro. Examples are: MM-data-name and
procedure-name-EXIT

Data-names prefixed by MM can be easily expanded by a Prefix macro, such as the following: P MM-& : &( MASTER- &
&)

Macro Debugging - Tutorial
The testing and debugging of MetaCOBOL macros and macro sets is very similar to the testing and debugging of problem
programs written in any language. Macro set debugging parallels integrated systems testing, where individual macros or
programs must interrelate within the entire macro set or system.

This subsection discusses many of the techniques and facilities for macro debugging, including:

• Interpreting test results.
• Developing special-purpose debugging aids.
• Using the MetaCOBOL macro debugging aid feature.

Normal programming disciplines which apply to macro writing, such as careful definition of the problem to be solved, flow
charting and desk checking, are beyond the scope of this topic. Also not covered is the interpretation of MetaCOBOL
diagnostics, since a thorough description of the cause and corrective action for each diagnostic is detailed in the Using
articles.

As an aid to Macro debugging, in addition to the output source listing, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL provides a listing
of macro definitions and the input source program. This Input and Diagnostics listing includes a STATISTICS listing at
the end indicating the presence or absence of Translator errors and warnings. All errors should be corrected, if possible,
before analyzing test results further.

Following correction of errors and warnings, MetaCOBOL input and output must be examined to ensure correct
translation. Many common errors can be corrected by a thorough analysis of the Input and Diagnostics listing. Others may
require additional testing under control of user-defined or MetaCOBOL debugging aids.

Troubleshooting 

The following paragraphs list suggestions for analyzing many common logical errors.

No Apparent Call to a Macro

Failure to match source to a prototype is generally caused by:
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• Failure to load the macro.
• P, S, or W type code not in column 7.
• Improper division codes in columns 8-11.
• Type code inconsistent with macro prototype.
• Improper spelling of prototype keywords or source words.
• Incorrect symbolic operand qualification in a String macro prototype.
• Specification of keywords OF, IN, or parentheses after a qualified symbolic operand in a String macro prototype.
• Identical macro prototype defined elsewhere.
• A Prefix macro alters a Word or String macro name or a String macro keyword.
• A Word macro overrides a String macro name or alters a keyword. For example, the following String macro cannot be

called because a Word macro removes the word CONTAINS:

          WD       CONTAINS :

          SD         BLOCK CONTAINS &1

• Improper specification of the source words within a COBOL NOTE, comment, or literal.
• The appropriate COBOL division header does not precede the source words.
• A Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL reserved word has been improperly specified as a qualified symbolic operand.

For example, the following MOVE macro can not be called because KEY is a COBOL reserved word and therefore can
not be an identifier or literal:

               SP         MOVE &1 (S,L) TO &2(S)

                    ...

               MOVE KEY TO REF-CODE

Improper Area Alignment

Improper Area A word alignment is generally caused by:

• A source or model substitution word inadvertently beginning in column 8-11.
• An &A directive being inadvertently executed in a macro model.

Improper formatting of an Area A word within Area B is generally caused by:

• Source and model substitution words which do not force Area A alignment.
• Improper execution of an &B directive.
• Inadvertent &STOW or &STORE of an Area A indicator (i.e., &N'T='A').

Incomplete Substitution

Incomplete word substitution via a macro model is generally caused by:

• Failure to include constant or symbolic substitution words in the macro model.
• Improper transfer of control bypassing model substitution words.
• Substitution to the wrong output location, indicating a logical error in out-of-line substitution.
• Out-of-line substitution to a non-existent location, resulting in generation of the Lost Out-of-Line listing 
• Incomplete translation of the "logical" macro prototype (i.e., the String-macro prototype AND all words to be acquired

using &GET/&STOW/&STORE logic). Normally, a portion of the "logical" prototype remains in the generated COBOL.
This situation is usually caused by improper and premature determination of the logical terminating word.

Generated COBOL Out of Order

Whenever major portions of the generated COBOL program are out of order, the cause generally is:
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• Out-of-line substitution remains active following macro model execution due to an executed &NOEND directive. No
subsequent macro call has the &NOEND. Refer to the Macro Facility Reference .

Improper Terminating Period Substitution

Substitution of an unnecessary and unwanted period in the COBOL output is generally caused by:

• An unnecessary period following a source statement.
• An inadvertent period following a constant or symbolic substitution word.
• An inadvertent period following a directive or directive expression. For example, the following &SET directive

expression does not include the period, which is translated as a substitution word:

         &SET &VX = &VX + 1.

Consecutive Period Substitution

Consecutive terminating periods in the generated COBOL output are generally caused by:

• Improper substitution of a concatenation construction or variable containing a terminating period, resulting in loss of
identity of the period as a separate word.

Garbled Word Substitution

Incomprehensible or garbled substitution words in the generated output are generally caused by:

• An improperly specified concatenation construction.
• Improperly initialized symbolic substitution words referenced in a concatenation construction or substituted directly.
• Inadvertent reference to the wrong variable name in a line output record.

Improper Out-of-line Format

Improper out-of-line format is generally caused by:

• Failure to specify &ENV, &DATA, or &PROC where out-of-line substitution crosses division boundaries via an &POINT
directive expression (e.g., &DATA, &PONT).

• Substitution via &ANTE, &AUX, or &POST of other than line output records.

Lost Out-of-Line Words

Out-of-line substitution words appearing in the Lost Out-of-Line listing are generally caused by:

• A missing division header in the source.
• A division header substitution out-of-line.
• Failure to drop an &MARKER.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator in a Loop

Logical errors can cause the MetaCOBOL Translator to loop continuously. This condition is generally caused by:

• A closed loop in a macro model, with no provisions for exit.
• A closed loop in a macro model, with improper testing of a counting variable. For example, the following &REPEAT

loop will never exit if the current value of &1 cannot be found in the &VY table, because &VX will overflow from 9 to 1
and, therefore, never be greater than 9.

 . . . 

&LOCAL &VX 9 

&LOCAL &VY(9) X(30) 

&SET &VX = 0 

&REPEAT 

           &SET &VX = &VX + 1 
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&UNTIL &VX > 9 

              OR &VY(&VX) NOT = &1 

&ENDREP

 . . .

User-Defined Macro Debugging Aids

Following logical analysis of test results, it is sometimes necessary to verify macro calls, current values of symbolic words,
and other conditions which are difficult to debug at the source level.

The &NOTE directive and line output records are essential tools that the macro writer can use to verify macro calls.

Examples

Assume that a $-LEVEL macro does not appear to be processing certain data item definitions. The results displayed
on the Input & Diagnostics listing indicate that the event which calls the $-LEVEL macro--a period preceding a numeric
literal--is disabled following a group item definition. This indicates that the third word, if a period, is removed from the
source, as illustrated below:

MetaCOBOL Input Listing:

SD $-LEVEL :

          &GET &1 

          &STORE 

          &1 

         &NOTE &( 'LEVEL ' &1 ' CALLED' &) 

. . . 

DATA DIVISION.

 . . . 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

01 RECORD-A. 

****NOTE N99 LEVEL 01 CALLED

                            02 ITEM-02. 

                                 03 ELEM-03 PIC X. 

****NOTE N99 LEVEL 03 CALLED . . .

The &NOTE directive can be used to display the current values of symbolic words for logical verification. For example,
one might define a Word macro to dump the current contents of global variables when that word is used as a substitution
word, as follows:

MetaCOBOL Input Listing:

      WI $      $GLOBAL : 

                    &GLOBAL &VA X(30) 

                    &GLOBAL &VB 9(2)

             . . . 

      W          @DEBUG: 

                    &NOTE &( '&VA=' &VA &) 

                    &NOTE &( '&VB=' &VB &)

               . . . 

      W           DIVISION : 

                       DIVISION 

                       @DEBUG 

          . . . 

      IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 
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****NOTE N99 &VA= 

****NOTE N99 &VB=0

                   . . . 

                  ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

****NOTE N99 &VA=XYZ 

****NOTE N99 &VB=21

                    . . .

When developing complex macro sets involving tables of interrelated variables, the development of such debugging aids
should be pre-planned. Original test results will then provide debugging information to enhance logical analysis.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Debugging Aid Facility

The macro debugging aid facility is an integral part of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL and can be used to trace logical
macro errors. In order to activate the debugging aid, the macro writer must define both the extent and level of logical
tracing.

Defining Macros to be Traced

Two translator-directing statements must be inserted in the macro set to define the macros to be traced.

Format:

*$TRACE

*$NOTRACE

158 MetaCOBOL  Macro Debugging

The *$TRACE command in columns 7-13 specifies that all subsequent macros are to be traced until detection of an *
$NOTRACE command in columns 7-15. The *$TRACE and *$NOTRACE statements are ignored if the translate-time
option TRACE= has not been specified.

The Translate-Time Option - TRACE=

Macro debugging can be invoked for all macros defined between *$TRACE and *$NOTRACE commands by specifying
the TRACE= translate-time option.

       {D} 

TRACE= {G}

       {S}

       {T} 

• TRACE=D
Specifies that all "Nnn" class Translator diagnostics (as defined in the Using articles), including NOTE and FLAG
diagnostics, will display an additional message indicating the macro line number which caused the diagnostic, if the
macro being executed is subject to tracing. The message format is:

 ####TRACE-         DIAGNOSTIC IN MACRO LINE #nnnn

• TRACE=G
Specifies that all source words acquired via an &GET directive expression will display a message indicating the macro
line number containing the &GET, the Type attribute, and the word acquired, provided the macro being executed is
subject to tracing. The format of the message is:
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 ####TRACE- &GET IN MACRO LINE #nnn 't' @word@

• TRACE=S
Specifies that all data items acquired via an $SCAN-type directive expression will display a message indicating the
macro line number containing the directive and the data-name acquired, provided the macro being executed is subject
to tracing. The format of the message is:

 ####TRACE- SCANx IN MACRO LINE #nnnn @data-name@

• TRACE=T
Specifies that each executed transfer of control will display a message indicating that macro line number containing the
transfer, provided the macro being executed is subject to tracing. The format of the message is:

####TRACE- TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #nnnn

The operands of the TRACE= option can be specified in combination and in any order (for example, TRACE=TGD).

Tracing Diagnostics - TRACE=D

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL ERRORS, WARNINGs, NOTEs, and FLAGs are numbered diagnostics, as listed in
the Using articles. For example, all ERRORs, and WARNINGs representing macro syntax errors and displayed during
Macro Loading are encoded "Cnn" where nn is the number of the diagnostic. Other classes of diagnostics are displayed
during execution of the Parameter Analysis, Memory Management, Input Parsing, and Macro Translation modules. (These
modules are explained in the Macro Facility Reference articles.)

Diagnostics encoded "Nnn", including NOTEs, are displayed during macro execution and represent conditions in macro
logic. Since this category of diagnostics is displayed following a source statement, but actually represents a condition in
a macro, it is often difficult to determine which macro statement caused the diagnostic during translation. The TRACE=D
option is included to provide the necessary correlation between N-class diagnostics and the macro statements which
cause them.

As an example of TRACE=D debugging, assume that a complex $-LEVEL macro produces the diagnostic "N04 NON-
NUMERIC DATA IN &SET OR &IF" in the source Data Division. Logical analysis of the $-LEVEL macro cannot isolate
the &SET or &IF directive expression which has caused the error. The following example uses the TRACE=D option to
determine the macro statement number:

MetaCOBOL Input Listing:

          0050            *$TRACE 

          0051            SD   $-LEVEL : .

                            . . 

          0090               &SET &VX - &VY + 1

                . . . 

          0120            *$NOTRACE .

                             . . 

          0400             DATA DIVISION. 

          0401             WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

          0402             77 R-COUNT PIC S9(5)V99 COMP-3 VALUE 

+0. 

          ****             ERROR     N04 NON-NUMERIC DATA IN &SET OR &IF 

          ####             TRACE-    DIAGNOSTIC IN MACRO LINE #0090

                                  . . .

The preceding example indicates that the error was caused by execution of line 0090. Either &VY contains a non-numeric
current value or &VX is defined as non-numeric.
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&GET Tracing - TRACE=G

Continued source acquisition using &GET and &STOW/&STORE directives in String macro models is often difficult to
debug. The primary reason for this difficulty is that the words passed to Macro Translation from Input Parsing are not
readily apparent from an examination of the source statement. Remember that Word and Prefix macros can be expanded
when acquired via the &GET, and that certain control words, such as the Area A indicator, can be detected. Improper
termination testing can result in a premature exit from the macro or a runaway &GET/&STOW loop which continues
through end-of-input and produces the "H91 READ PAST END OF INPUT" diagnostic as a FATAL ERROR.

The TRACE=G option is a convenient method for examining the actual words obtained via the &GET directive expression.
The TRACE=G option can be used to isolate the cause of improper &GET and &STOW/&STORE termination, inability to
call a String macro, or a runaway source acquisition loop.

As an example, assume that a BLOCK CONTAINS String macro is NOT called in a complex macro set. An FD macro can
be written to determine the cause and to ignore all other String macro calls, as follows:

MetaCOBOL Input Listing:

        0010         WD       CONTAINS    :

                            . . . 

        0400         SD       BLOCK CONTAINS &1 RECORDS :

                            . . . 

        0600         *$TRACE 

        0601         SD     FD : 

        0602                FD 

        0603                &REPEAT 

        0604                   &GET &1 

        0605                    &STOW 

        0606                 &1 

        0607                &UNTIL &1'T = 'V' &AND &1 = '.' 

        0608                &ENDREP 

        0609               *$NOTRACE

            . . . 

        0900                DATA DIVISION. 

        0901                FILE SECTION. 

        0902                FD MASTER-FILE 

        #### TRACE- &GET IN MACRO LINE #0604 ' ' @MASTER-FILE@ 

        0903             BLOCK CONTAINS 10 RECORDS 

        #### TRACE- &GET IN MACRO LINE #0604 'S' @BLOCK@ 

        #### TRACE- &GET IN MACRO LINE #0604 'L' @10@ 

        #### TRACE- &GET IN MACRO LINE #0604 ' ' @RECORDS@

Notice that the type attribute of the word BLOCK is 'S' for a String macro name, instead of 'V' for a Data Division verb, and
that the word CONTAINS is not acquired, since the Word macro on line 00010 removes it. The BLOCK CONTAINS macro,
therefore, cannot be called.

Tracing Scans - TRACE=S

Data item acquisition via &SCAN-type directives often requires visible verification of the data-names returned in &0. Such
verification is easily handled by inserting an &NOTE directive immediately following each &SCAN-type directive in the
macro set, as follows:

       ... 

       &REPEAT 

           &SCAN &1 &1 
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       &UNTIL ENDSCAN 

              &NOTE &( 'OPERAND &0 CONTAINS ' &0 &) 

        &ENDREP 

           ...

The disadvantage of this approach, however, is that the &NOTE directives are for verification only, and must eventually be
removed.

The TRACE=S option is a more convenient technique for accomplishing the same function, as shown in the following
example.

MetaCOBOL Input Listing:

         0499           *$TRACE 

         0500            SP $PDE : 

         0501            &REPEAT 

         0502                &SCAN WORKING-STORAGE 

   WORKING-STORAGE 

        0503             &UNTIL ENDSCAN 

                         . . . 

        0600             &ENDREP . . . 

        0900             DATA DIVISION. 

        0901              WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

        0902             01 COUNTERS USAGE COMP-3. 

        0903                   02 COUNTER-1 PIC S9(5) VALUE +0. . . . 

        1000                    PROCEDURE DIVISION. . . . 

        ####    TRACE-&SCAN IN MACRO LINE #502 @WORKING-STORAGE@ 

        ####    TRACE-&SCAN IN MACRO LINE #502 @COUNTERS@

Tracing Transfers of Control - TRACE=T

Logical transfers of control within macro models are often difficult to analyze and debug, especially if the MetaCOBOL
Translator is looping continuously in an undetermined macro model. The TRACE=T option is the most convenient
technique for determining the location of such logical errors.

Assume that MetaCOBOL is looping continuously during translation of the Data Division. The following example indicates
a closed &REPEAT loop in the $-LEVEL macro. The variable &VX defined in line 401 is not large enough to handle a
value greater than 9.

162 MetaCOBOL Summary - Standards and Debugging

MetaCOBOL Input Listing:

        0300        *$TRACE 

                . . . 

        0400       SD $-LEVEL : &LOCAL &VX 9

               . . . 

        0459       &REPEAT 

        0460       &SET &VX = &VX + 1 0461 &UNTIL &VX > 9 

        0462       &ENDREP . . . 

        0600       *$NOTRACE . . . 

        0700          DATA DIVISION.  

        0701          WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

        0702         77         ITEM -A        PIC X. 

        ####              TRACE- TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #0462 
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        ####              TRACE- TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #0462 

        ####              TRACE- TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #0462

     . . . 

                   (previous line repeats until job is canceled)

The MetaCOBOL Procedure Documentor (MPD)

The MetaCOBOL Procedure Documentor is a COBOL program that is delivered with the various macro sets at installation
time.

Its function is to list one or more macro sets, assign a unique sequence number to each line, and produce various cross-
reference reports.

This facility is described in detail in the Macro Facility Reference.

Summary - Standards and Debugging
The following key points were covered in this section.

• We recommend the following standard organization for sets of macros:
a. Prologue
b. External and Global variable definitions
c. Macros that are organized in standard COBOL division sequence

• Use standard macro formats and generate standard prefixed data-names, suffixed procedure-names, and prefixed
diagnostics.

• The Input and Diagnostics listing Statistics section shows  MetaCOBOL errors and warnings.
• The &NOTE directive can be used to generate debugging diagnostics and checkpoints.
• The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Debugging Aid Facility provides the statements *$TRACE and *$NOTRACE.
• The TRACE=translate-time option must be specified with them.
• The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Procedure Documentor lists macro sets, providing sequence numbers and

cross references.

Solutions to Exercises
These topics contain Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL suggested solutions to each of the exercises in this volume.
Alternate solutions can be acceptable.

Exercise 1

Define short forms to generate the data-names BALANCE-ON-HAND, ISSUES-TODAY, RECEIPTS-TODAY, and
PREVIOUS-BALANCE, and the paragraph-name COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE.

Input

         WDP BOH : BALANCE-ON-HAND

         WDP IST : ISSUES-TODAY

         WDP RCT : RECEIPTS-TODAY

         WDP PRB : PREVIOUS-BALANCE

         WP CNB : COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE

          . . .

          &DD

          WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

          77 BOH PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3 VALUE +0.
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          77 IST PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3 VALUE +0.

          77 RCT PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3 VALUE +0.

          77 PRB PIC S9(7) V99 COMP-3 VALUE +0.

          . . .

          $PD

          . . .

              GO TO CNB.

          . . . 

          CNB. COMPUTE BOH = PRB - IST + RCT.

          . . .

Output

         . . .

         DATA DIVISION. 

         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         77 BALANCE-ON-HAND                   PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3 

VALUE +0. 

         77 ISSUES-TODAY

                                        PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3 VALUE

+0. 

         77 RECEIPTS-TODAY

                                        PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3 VALUE

+0. 

         77 PREVIOUS-BALANCE 

                                             PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3

VALUE +0

       . . . . 

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

       . . . 

          GO TO COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE.

       . . .

       COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE. 

           COMPUTE BALANCE-ON-HAND = PREVIOUS-BALANCE - 

ISSUES-TODAY 

                 + RECEIPTS-TODAY

       . . . . 

Exercise 2

Write Word and Prefix macros to simplify the underlined code listed here.

         DATA DIVISION.

         FILE SECTION.

         FD OLD-MASTER-FILE LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD

                            RECORDING MODE F 

                            BLOCK CONTAINS 0 CHARACTERS 

                            RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS
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                            DATA RECORD IS OLD-MASTER-RECORD.

         01 OLD-MASTER-RECORD.

                            02 OLD-PLANT PIC 9(002).

                            02 OLD-DEPARTMENT PIC 9(002).

                            02 OLD-ACCOUNT PIC X(004).

                            02 OLD-AMOUNT PIC S9(05. COMP-3.

                            02 OLD-DESCRIPTION PIC X(025).

                            02 OLD-SUFFIX PIX X(010).

                            02 FILLER PIC X(052)

Input

         PD       RECFM=       :   RECORDING MODE & 

         PD       BLKSIZE=     :   BLOCK CONTAINS & CHARACTERS

         PD       LRECL=       :   RECORD CONTAINS & CHARACTERS 

         WD       LABELS       :   LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD

         PD       RECORD=      :   DATA RECORD IS &. 01 &.

         PD       ITEM=        :   02 & 

         PD       NUMERIC=     :   PIC &( 9( & ) &).

         PD       CHARACTER=   :   PIC &( X( & ) &).

         PD       PACKED=      :   PIC &( S9( & ) &) COMP-3.

         PD       SLACK=       :   02 FILLER PIC &( X( & ) &)

          . . . . 

          $DD

          FILE SECTION.

          FD OLD-MASTER-FILE

                  RECFM=F BLKSIZE=0 LRECL=80 LABELS 

                  RECORD=OLD-MASTER-RECORD 

                    ITEM=OLD-PLANT              NUMERIC=2 

                    ITEM=OLD-DEPARTMENT         NUMERIC=2 

                    ITEM=OLD-ACCOUNT            CHARACTER=4 

                    ITEM=OLD-AMOUNT             PACKED=5 

                    ITEM=OLD-DESCRIPTION        CHARACTER=25 

                    ITEM=OLD-SUFFIX             CHARACTER=10

                    SLACK=52

          . . . 

Output

         . . . 

         DATA DIVISION. 

         FILE SECTION. 

         FD    OLD-MASTER-FILE 

                                   RECORDING MODE F 

                                   BLOCK CONTAINS 0 CHARACTERS 
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                                   RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS

                                   LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD

                                   DATA RECORD IS 

OLD-MASTER-RECORD. 

        01    OLD-MASTER-RECORD. 

              02 OLD-PLANT         PIC 9(2) 

              02 OLD-DEPARTMENT    PIC 9(2) 

              02 OLD-ACCOUNT       PIC X(4). 

              02 OLD-AMOUNT        PIC S9(5) COMP-3. 

              02 OLD-DESCRIPTION   PIC X(25). 

              02 OLD-SUFFIX        PIC X(10).

              02 FILLER PIC X(52)

         . . . .

Exercise 3

The COBOL SEARCH verb does not initialize the index into the table to be searched. Write a String macro that finds each
occurrence of,

SEARCH EVERY table-item index-name

where table-item is defined with an OCCURS clause, and index-name is the name of the first index defined by the item.
The macro model initializes the index to 1 and produces a SEARCH table-item statement as output.

SET index-name TO 1

SEARCH table-item

As a second exercise, rewrite the FD entries in Exercise 2 using a String macro. (Remember, you can nest Word macros
within the String macro.)

Exercise 3 Part I Input

         SP   SEARCH EVERY &1(Q) &2   : 

              SET &2 TO 1 

              SEARCH &1 

         . . . 

         $PD 

             SEARCH EVERY PLANT-ENTRY PLANT-INDEX 

             . . .

Exercise 3 Part I Output

         . . . 

         PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

               SET PLANT-INDEX TO 1

               SEARCH PLANT-ENTRY 

               . . .

Exercise 3 Part II Input

         SD     FILE= &1 &2 &3 &4 &5 : 
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                           FD &1 

                           RECORDING MODE &2 

                           BLOCK CONTAINS &3 CHARACTERS 

                           RECORD CONTAINS &4 CHARACTERS 

                           LABELS 

                           DRI &5

         WD    DRI       : DATA RECORD IS 

         WD    LABELS    : LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD 

          . . . 

          $DD 

          FILE SECTION.

                FILE= OLD-MASTER-FILE F 0 80 OLD-MASTER-RECORD

                           . . . .

Exercise 3 Part II Output

         . . . 

         DATA DIVISION. 

         FILE SECTION. 

         FD    OLD-MASTER-FILE 

                             RECORDING MODE F 

                             BLOCK CONTAINS 0 CHARACTERS 

                             RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS

                             LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD

                             DATA RECORD IS OLD-MASTER-RECORD.

         . . .

Exercise 4

Define two macros to generate the following:

         INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

         FILE-CONTROL. 

    

         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

Input

         WE -IOFC :

                    &A INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

                    &A FILE-CONTROL.

         WD -WS :

          WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

          . . .

          $ED

          . . .

          -IOFC

          . . .

          $DD -WS

          . . .
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Output

         . . .

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         . . . 

         INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

         FILE-CONTROL.

         . . . 

         DATA DIVISION.

         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         . . .

Exercise 5

Write a String macro to diagnose each ALTER verb found in the Procedure Division with a single diagnostic that contains
the altered procedure-name, as:

procedure-name ALTERED - STANDARDS ERROR 

Remember, the &NOTE directive expression can include a concatenation construction.

Input

         SP   ALTER &1(Q) :

                  ALTER &1

                  &NOTE

                    &( &1 ' ALTERED - STANDARDS ERROR' &)

         . . .

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         . . .

               ALTER PARA-A TO ...

****NOTE N99 PARA-A ALTERED - STANDARDS ERROR

               . . .

               ALTER PARA-C TO ...

****NOTE N99 PARA-C ALTERED - STANDARDS ERROR

To create a single diagnostic message containing both constant and variable information, combine them into a single word
using a concatenation.

Notice that within the concatenation, the literal contains embedded spaces. Concatenation removes the quotation marks
but retains these spaces so that the words in the message are readable as normal text.

Exercise 6

Define a Datacom/DB support for MetaCOBOL String macro that stores file names taken from Environment Division
SELECTs in a table. The table must be available for subsequent reference by other macros in the region. The table must
be large enough to hold up to nine file names.

Datacom/DB support for MetaCOBOL input might appear as:

          . . . 

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         FILE-CONTROL 
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         SELECT INPUT-FILE ASSIGN TO... 

         SELECT MASTER-FILE ASSIGN TO... 

         SELECT REPORT-FILE ASSIGN TO... 

         . . . 

Your macro should build a table containing the following entries:

         INPUT-FILE

         MASTER-FILE

         REPORT-FILE

          . . . 

Note: The SELECT statements must appear in the output unaltered.

Input

         SE    SELECT &1 : 

               SELECT &1 

               &GLOBAL &VFILENAMES(9) X(30)    /* FILENAME

TABLE 

               &LOCAL &VINDEX         9(02)    /* TABLE INDEX 

               &SET &VINDEX = &VINDEX + 1 /* BUMP INDEX

               &SET &VFILENAMES(&VINDEX) = &1 /* STORE

FILENAME 

          . . . 

          $ED 

          . . . 

          FILE-CONTROL. 

               SELECT INPUT-FILE ASSIGN TO INPUT.

               SELECT MASTER-FILE ASSIGN TO MASTER.

               SELECT REPORT-FILE ASSIGN TO REPORT.

          . . .

Output

         . . . 

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         . . . 

         FILE-CONTROL.

               SELECT INPUT-FILE

                                   ASSIGN TO INPUT. 

               SELECT MASTER-FILE 

                                   ASSIGN TO MASTER.

               SELECT REPORT-FILE 

                                   ASSIGN TO REPORT.

         . . .

Exercise 7

Given an indexed global variable defined as,

&GLOBAL &VFILE(9) X(30)
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and containing up to nine file names, write a Word macro that replaces CLOSEALL with:

CLOSE file-name-1 file-name-2... 

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input might appear as follows:

         . . . 

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         . . . 

           SELECT INPUT-FILE ASSIGN TO... 

           SELECT MASTER-FILE ASSIGN TO... 

           SELECT REPORT-FILE ASSIGN TO...

         . . . 

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         . . . 

           CLOSEALL.

           . . .

Procedure Division translation should be:

         . . . 

         PROCEDURE DIVISION

          . . . 

           CLOSE INPUT-FILE MASTER-FILE REPORT-FILE.

           . . . 

Remember to reinitialize the required variables, in case more than one CLOSEALL is specified. Do not generate a CLOSE
statement if the table is empty.

Input

         SE    SELECT &1 :

               SELECT &1 

               &GLOBAL &VFILE(9) X(30)        /* FILE-NAME TABLE 

               &LOCAL &VX = 0                 /* FILE INDEX

               &SET &VX = &VX + 1 

               &IF &VX LT 10                  /* IF < 10 FILE-NAMES 

                    &SET &VFILE(&VX) = &1     /* SAVE IN TABLE 

               &ELSE                          [/* IF > 10 NOTE]

                   &NOTE &( 'FILE NAME ' &1 ' NOT INCLUDED' &) 

               &ENDIF 

         WP    CLOSEALL : 

               &LOCAL &VX = 0 99 

               &IF &VFILE(1) NE ' '           /* IF TABLE NOT EMPTY

                    CLOSE &VFILE(1)           /* CLOSE 1ST NAME

               &ENDIF 

               &SET &VX = 2 

               &REPEAT                        /* FOR REST OF TABLE 

               &UNTIL &VFILE(&VX) EQ ' '      /* UNTIL BLANK ENTRY 

                    &OR &VX GT 9              /* OR > 9 ENTRIES 

                    &VFILE(&VX)               /* OUTPUT FILE-NAME

                    &SET &VX = &VX + 1        /* BUMP INDEX
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               &ENDREP

         . . . 

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         . . . 

         FILE-CONTROL. 

               SELECT FILE1 ASSIGN TO DD1. 

               SELECT FILE2 ASSIGN TO DD2 

               SELECT FILE3 ASSIGN TO DD3.

               . . . 

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         . . . 

             CLOSEALL.

Output

         . . . 

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

         . . . 

         FILE-CONTROL. 

              SELECT FILE1 

                                   ASSIGN TO DD1. 

              SELECT FILE2 

                                   ASSIGN TO DD2. 

              SELECT FILE3 

                                   ASSIGN TO DD3.

               . . . 

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         . . . 

             CLOSE FILE1 FILE2 FILE3.

Exercise 8

Write a macro to interrogate each MOVE statement in a COBOL program. If the receiving field of a MOVE statement
contains more than 256 bytes, print the diagnostic:

data-name IS LARGER THAN 256 BYTES

Input

      SP    MOVE &1(S,L) TO &2(S) : MOVE &1 TO &2 

            &IF &2'S > 256 

               &NOTE &( &2 ' IS LARGER THAN 256 BYTES.' &)

            &ENDIF 

       . . . 

      $DD 

      WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

      77     SHORT-DATA         PIC X(256). 

      77     LONG-DATA          PIC X(257).

      $PD 

                   MOVE SPACES TO LONG-DATA.

**** NOTE N99      LONG-DATA IS LARGER THAN 256 BYTES.
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                   MOVE SPACES TO SHORT-DATA.

Output

         . . . 

         DATA DIVISION.

         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         77    SHORT-DATA             PIC X(256). 

         77    LONG-DATA              PIC X(257).

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               MOVE SPACES TO LONG-DATA.

               MOVE SPACES TO SHORT DATA.

Exercise 9

An OPEN-PRINT macro was previously defined to OPEN the printer file and then pass the record-name, depth-of-page,
and name of the page-heading-routine to the PRINT macro. For each of reference, this macro is shown:

         SP  OPEN-PRINT   &1  USING &2   DEPTH   &3(L) 

                                OVERFLOW &4 : 

                       OPEN OUTPUT &1 

                       PERFORM &4. 

                       &GLOBAL &VRECORD X(30) 

                       &GLOBAL &VDEPTH 9(2)

                       &GLOBAL &VOFLO X(30) 

                       &SET &VRECORD =&2 

                       &SET &VDEPTH = &3 

                       &SET &VOFLO =&4 

The "OPEN-PRINT file-name USING record-name" portion in the prototype was required because the OPEN statement
needs the file-name, and the WRITE statement requires the record-name. Given the file-name, it is relatively easy to find
the record-name by looking for the first 01 level entry after the printer FD. Modify the above macro so that the syntax of
the OPEN-PRINT macro prototype reads:

                       OPEN-PRINT &1 DEPTH &2(L) OVERFLOW &3

Input

 

         SP   OPEN-PRINT &1 DEPTH &2(L) OVERFLOW &3 :

              OPEN OUTPUT &1

              PERFORM &3.

              &GLOBAL &VRECORD X(30)         /* RECORD NAME

              &GLOBAL &VDEPTH 99             /* PAGE DEPTH

              &GLOBAL &VOFLO X(30)           /* PAGE HEADING

              &SET &VDEPTH = &2

              &SET &VOFLO = &3

              &SET &VRECORD = NULL

              &REPEAT                        /* SCAN FILE-NAMES

                   &SCAN &1 &1               /*

              &UNTIL ENDSCAN                 /* UNTIL DONE
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                  &IF &0'L EQ '01'           /* IF LEVEL 01

                      &SET &VRECORD = &0     /* SAVE RECORD NAME

                      &SCANX                 /* END SCAN

                      &ESCAPE                /* EXIT

                  &ENDIF

              &ENDREP

              &IF &VRECORD EQ NULL           /* NOTE IF NO LEVEL

01

                   &NOTE &( &1 ' - INVALID FILE NAME' &)

              &ENDIF

         SP   PRINT &1(S) BY &2(L) :

              ADD &2 TO LINE-COUNT.

              IF LINE-COUNT > &VDEPTH

                     PERFORM &VOFLO.

              WRITE &VRECORD FROM &1

                     AFTER ADVANCING &2 LINES.

         DATA DIVISION.

         FILE SECTION.

         FD   LIST-FILE.

         01   LIST-RECORD

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

              OPEN-PRINT LIST-FILE DEPTH 60 OVERFLOW NEW-PAGE-RTN.

              PRINT ERROR-LINE BY 1.

Output

         . . . 

         DATA DIVISION.

         FILE SECTION. 

         FD    LIST-FILE. 

         01    LIST-RECORD.

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               OPEN OUTPUT LIST-FILE 

               PERFORM NEW-PAGE-RTN.

               ADD 1 TO LINE-COUNT.

               IF LINE-COUNT > 60

                    PERFORM NEW-PAGE-RTN.

               WRITE LIST-RECORD FROM ERROR-LINE

                    AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES.

Exercise 10

COBOL programmers must often define a Working-Storage area containing specific values, and then REDEFINE the area
as a table. For example:

         01 TABLE-AREA-1. 

            02 FILLER          PIC X(14) VALUE 'ALABAMA'.

            02 FILLER          PIC X(14) VALUE 'ALASKA'.

            . . . 

            02 FILLER          PIC X(14) VALUE 'WYOMING'.

         01 TABLE-1            REDEFINES TABLE-AREA-1.

            02 STATE           OCCURS 50 TIMES 
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                               INDEXED BY STATE-INDEX

                               PIC X(14).

Write a macro that creates a table similar to this sample from the following input:

         $TABLE 1 STATESTATE-INDEX 

         X(14)'ALABAMA''ALASKA'...'WYOMING'.

The macro prototype can be generalized as:

         $TABLE level-number entry-name index-name 

         picture-string literal-1...literal-n. 

Three variables are required to:

• Count the calls to the $TABLE macro.
• Count the literals representing values. The count becomes the object of the OCCURS clause.
• Compute the starting level-number plus 1.

Obtain and count values until a nonliteral word is encountered in the source.

Input

SD      $TABLE &1(L) &2 &3 &4 :

        &LOCAL &V-TABLE 9(2)              /* $TABLE CALL COUNT 

        &LOCAL &V-OCCURS 9(3)             /* OCCURS COUNT 

        &LOCAL &V-LEVEL 9(2)              /* LEVEL + 1 

        &SET &V-TABLE = &V-TABLE + 1 

        &SET &V-OCCURS = 0 

        &SET &V-LEVEL = &1 + 1

        &1 &( TABLE-AREA- &V-TABLE &).    /* OUT TABLE HEADER 

        &REPEAT 

            &GET &5                       /* GET NEXT WORD 

        &UNTIL &5'T NOT = 'L'             /* UNTIL NOT LITERAL 

            &STORE                        /* REMOVE WORD 

            &V-LEVEL FILLER PIC &4 VALUE &5.    /* OUT FILLER ITEMS 

            &SET &V-OCCURS = &V-OCCURS + 1 

        &ENDREP

        &1 &( TABLE- &V-TABLE &) REDEFINES      /* OUT REDEFINES 

            &( TABLE-AREA- &V-TABLE &). 

        &V-LEVEL &2 OCCURS &V-OCCURS TIMES      /* OUT TABLE 

ENTRIES 

            &B INDEXED BY &3 

            &B PIC &4.

     . . .

     $DD

     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

          $TABLE 1 STATE STATE-INDEX X(14) 'ALABAMA' 'ALASKA' 

              ... 'WYOMING'.

Output

         . . . 
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         DATA DIVISION. 

         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         01     TABLE-AREA-1.

                02 FILLER                PIC X(14) VALUE 'ALABAMA'.

                02 FILLER                PIC X(14) VALUE 'ALASKA'.

              . . . 

                02 FILLER                PIC X(14) VALUE 'WYOMING'.

         01     TABLE-1                  REDEFINES TABLE-AREA-1.

                02 STATE                 OCCURS 3 TIMES

                    INDEXED BY STATE-INDEX 

                    PIC X(14). 

         . . .

Exercise 11

Write a String macro which can be executed during translation of any COBOL division to relocate any statement coded as,

         $77 data-name PICTURE picture VALUE value.

to the beginning of the Working-Storage section as the level-77 data item:

         77 data-name PICTURE picture VALUE value.

Input

         S    $77 &1 PICTURE &2 VALUE &3(L).  : 

              &DATAWS

              77 &1 PICTURE &2 VALUE &3.

              &END

         . . . 

         $DD

         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         $PD 

               IF SWITCH-5-17 = '8'

                     $77 SWITCH-5-17 PICTURE X VALUE '7'.

                     GO TO TMBTP-7-42.

Output

         . . . 

         DATA DIVISION.

         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         77    SWITCH-5-17             PICTURE X VALUE '7'.

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

                IF SWITCH-5-17 = '8'

                  GO TO TMBTP-7-42.

Exercise 12

The compilers of today are more tolerant than in the past and this sometimes results in misplaced statements in the
Procedure Division. Write a macro that moves verbs that are coded in Area A back into Area B.
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Input

         SP     $-PROC : 

                &GET &1 

                &IF &1'T = 'V' 

                    &B 

                &ENDIF 

         . . . 

         $PD 

         MAIN SECTION.

         BEGIN. 

                   OPEN INPUT INPUT-FILE OUTPUT OUTPUT-FILE.

            PERFORM PAGE-HEADING-ROUTINE.

         READ-INPUT-FILE.

Output

         . . . 

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         MAIN SECTION. 

         BEGIN. 

             OPEN INPUT INPUT-FILE OUTPUT OUTPUT-FILE.

             PERFORM PAGE-HEADING-ROUTINE.

         READ-INPUT-FILE.

Macro Nesting Illustrations
Procedure Division source text word CLEAR first matches String-macro name.
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String macro substitution text consists of two words.
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Symbolic Operand Attributes

Name/Notation PIC Description
Address
&n'A

9(5) Numeric value representing relative position
of data item in TDS.

Displacement
&n'9

9(5) Numeric value representing the location
of the left-hand byte of the data item
relative to 0 as the beginning of the record.
Level-01 and level-77 items always have
displacement of 0.

Display Size
&n'9

9(5) Numeric value representing the display size
of a numeric literal or data item; all other
items return a value of 0.

EXTERNAL
&n'E

X Non-numeric value that is the character 'E'
for an item
specifying the external clause and for
all items subordinate to a level 01 item
specifying the external clause.

GLOBAL
&n'G

X Non-numeric value that is the character 'G'
for an item
specifying the global clause and for all
items subordinate to an FD or level 01 item
specifying the global clause.

NAME CHECK X returns a character value for the value of
the symbolic operand. Shown below are the
values and descriptions.
Value Description
A
Ambiguous.
The Attribute Table contains two or
more sets of attributes for a data item
in the Symbol Table but the attributes
are imperfectly qualifed in the symbolic
operand. This condition is "ambiguous."
L
Literal or Figurative Constant.
The symbolic operand value is a literal or
figurative constant.
Q
Unique Data Item.
The symbolic operand value is a unique
data item or a properly qualified duplicate
data item name.
U
Undefined.
The symbolic operand value is not in the
Symbol Table or lacks attributes in the
Attribute Table. It is undefined.
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Level
&n'L

X(2) Non-numeric value representing data item
level number, as follows:
` '
DATA DIVISION section header.
`00'
Level indicator (FD,CD,SD).
`01'
Record description or mnemonic-name.
`nn'
Level number of data item.
`88
' DATA DIVISION condition-name.
`89'
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION condition-name.
`97'
COBOL special register.
`98'
Index-name.

Name Size
&n'N

9(3) Numeric value representing the length of
the first word in the symbolic operand.

OCCURS
&n'O

9(5) Numeric value representing the maximum
value of the OCCURS clause for the data
item (only on the item containing the
OCCURS clause).

OCCURS Level
&n'K

9 Numeric value representing the number of
subscripts/indices required to reference the
data item.

Point
&n'P

99 Signed numeric value representing the
decimal location in a numeric literal or data
item, as follows:
>0
Number of decimals. (S9V99 returns 2.)
<0
Assumed number of positions ahead of the
decimal point. (599PPP returns--3.)
=0
No decimals or a non-numeric data item.

REDEFINES
&n'R

9 Numeric value indicating the presence or
absence of a REDEFINES or RENAMES
clause, as follows:
0
Not a REDEFINES or RENAMES data
item, nor a data item subordinate to a
REDEFINES
1
REDEFINES or RENAMES data item, or
a data item subordinate to a REDEFINES
clause.
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Sign
a
&n'-

9 Numeric value representing the presence
or absence of
sign, as follows:
0
Unsigned or non-numeric.
1
Signed numeric literal or item.
2
Separately signed data item.

Size
&n'S

9(8) Numeric value representing the presence
or absence of
REDEFINES or RENAMES clause, as
follows:
0
Unsigned or non-numeric.
1
Signed numeric literal or item.
2
Separately signed data item.
 

Size
&n'S

9(8) Numeric value representing the size of the
field:
Data items:
Number of bytes required to contain the
item.
Numeric literals:
Number of characters needed to contain
the literal as written.
Non-numeric literals:
Length of the literal as written, including
bounding quotes.
Figurative constants:
Size is 1.

SYNCHRONIZED
&n'Y

9 Numeric value indicating the presence or
absence of a SYNCHRONIZED clause, as
follows:
0
Data item is not SYNCHRONIZED.
1
Data item is SYNCHRONIZED.
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Type
&n'T

X Non-numeric value representing the syntax
type of the current value of the symbolic
operand, as follows:
` '
None of the following.
`A'
Next word begins in Area A (Area A
indicator).
`L'
Word is a literal or figurative constant.
`N'
Word is a NOTE or comment.
`S'
Word matches a String-type macro name.
`V'
Word is a verb or terminating period.
 

Name/Notation PIC Description
USAGE
&n'U

X Non-numeric value representing the
symbolic operand
USAGE, as follows:
`A'
Alphabetic data item.
`C'
Condition-name.
`F'
Figurative constant.
`G'
Group data item.
`I'
Index data item.
`J'
Index-name.
`M'
Mnemonic-name.
`N'
Numeric literal.
`Q'
Non-numeric literal.
`R'
Report data item (edited).
`U'
Undefined or invalid.
`X'
Alphanumeric data item.
`0'
COMPUTATIONAL data item.
`1'
COMPUTATIONAL-1 data item.
`2'
COMPUTATIONAL-2 data item.
`3'
COMPUTATIONAL-3 data item.
`4'
External floating-point data item.
`9'
Numeric DISPLAY data item.
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VALUE
&n'V
 

9 Numeric value indicating the presence or
absence of a VALUE clause, as follows:
0
No VALUE clause in this data item or a
subordinate item.
1
VALUE clause in this data item or a
subordinate item.
 

&SETR NOTE Register

To access the NOTE register, use the &SETR directive expression to define a variable to hold the returned value. The
value returned by the NOTE register may be one of the following:

Register-name Picture Meaning
NOTE XX NOTE type:

A = &ACCT
B = Blank lines
C = CICS statements (option
PRESERVE=SQL must be specified)
D = Debugging Line
DP = &DSTOP
DS = &DSTART
E = ENABLED comment
F = &A,&B,&INDENT,&OUTDENT
L = Line output
MK = &MARKER
N = COBOL NOTE, REMARKS, comment,
or statement subordinate to *$NOMCT
S = Spacing controls (EJECT,SKIP1,SKIP2,
SKIP3) or -INC
0 = &END
1 = &ANTE
2 = &ENV
3 = &DATAF
4 = &DATAWS
5 = &DATAW
6 = &DATAWX
7 = &DATAL
8 = &DATAR
9 = &DATA
10 = &PROCS
11 = &PROC
12 = &PROCX
13 = &POST
14 = &AUX15 = &POINT
18 = &DUMMY
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Glossary for Macro Facility
The following terms and definitions are standard within Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL:

Alphabetic character

is a character of the set A through Z.

Area A

Columns 8 through 11 within COBOL source format. The first word beginning in Area A is considered an Area A word in
its entirety. Subsequent words beginning in Area A of the same record are considered Area B words.

Area A indicator

An indicator passed through the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation process to cause the subsequent output
word to be placed in Area A.

Area B

Columns 12-72 within COBOL source format. Any word, other than the first, physically beginning in Area A in a COBOL
source record is considered an Area B word.

Comment lines

Any line with an asterisk or slash in the continuation column (column 7). Such lines may be used to contain special codes
or commands to control MetaCOBOL input and output, or they may be used as American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) COBOL comments.

Constructs

Combinations of directives that define the logic and scope of selection and repetition directives.

Continuation column

Column 7 of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input and of COBOL output statements.

Current Value

The actual value of a symbolic word found in the input or assigned through translation.

Data item definition

A sentence in the DATA DIVISION beginning with a level number and ending with a period. A proper data item definition
includes the name of the item and all necessary attribute clauses to describe the data element.

Data-name

A word, containing at least one alphabetic character, which defines a data item in the DATA DIVISION.

Directive

A special word, embedded within a MetaCOBOL macro model, which causes the Translator to take explicit action but
does not appear in the output. A directive is similar in function to COBOL verb which defines the action to be taken by a
COBOL program. Directives always begin with an ampersand (&).

Directive expression

A series of words, beginning with a directive, which defines explicit Translator action. A directive expression is similar in
function to a COBOL statement.

Division header

The words ID DIVISION, IDENTIFICATION DIVISION, ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, DATA DIVISION, PROCEDURE
DIVISION, or PROCEDURE DIVISION USING..., beginning in Area A. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL also recognized
$ID, $ED, $DD, and $PD beginning in Area A as division headers.
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Execute time

The run time, following compiling and link-editing, of a COBOL program after translation by Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL.

Figurative constant

The fixed data-names ZERO, ZEROS, ZEROES, SPACE, SPACES, HIGH-VALUE, HIGH-VALUES, LOW-VALUE, LOW-
VALUES, QUOTE, QUOTES, and ALL 'literal,' as defined within COBOL.

Hexadecimal literal

A string of 1-128 pairs of hexadecimal digits (0-F) bounded by pairs of quotes; the first quote must be preceded by a
space or margin, and the last quote must be followed by a space, margin, or terminating punctuation character. Each digit
pair represents one character, and the literal is valid in any input where a non-numeric literal is valid. The resulting non-
numeric literal is used in translation.

Identifier

A data-name, unique in itself or made unique by the addition of qualifiers or subscripts or indices.

Keyword

A constant which can be defined within certain macro prototypes in addition to the macro-name. A keyword can be
defined as literal. The compiler-directing words NOTE and REMARKS cannot be specified as keywords.

Label

A logical destination defined within a macro model. It takes the form of "&Lname".

Level indicator

The words FD, SD, RD, and CD that identify a specific type of file or a position in the data hierarchy.

Level number

A numeric literal in the DATA DIVISION immediately following a period or immediately following, consecutively, a period
and an Area A indicator.

Literal

(See Figurative constant, Non-numeric literal, Hexadecimal literal, and Numeric literal)

Logical destination

Special words that precede directives, directive expressions, and substitution words in a macro model to declare a place
within the model. If specified within a directive expression, the logical destination is a reference and names the location to
which a transfer of control may be made.

Macro

The equation of a word, word pattern, or event in the input source program to pre-defined rules which generate output
statements either through direct substitution or through conditional, logical analysis.

Macro call

The execution of a macro model. The execution can be initiated by a match of the macro prototype to words or events in
the input stream or to a word substituted from another macro model.

Macro loading

The reading and assembling of macro models in preparation for translation.

Macro model
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The specific translation action executed upon recognition of a source word, word prefix, syntax pattern, or event which
matches the corresponding macro prototype.

Macro-name

The first word of a macro prototype.

Macro prototype

The explicit definition of the word, word pattern, or event to be compared to words and events in the input program. The
sets can be independent or interdependent.

Macro set

A group of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL macros designed to perform specific translation functions upon a COBOL or
MetaCOBOL input program. The sets can be independent or interdependent.

Model

(See Macro model)

Nest level

The level at which a macro definition containing an inner macro instruction is processed.

Non-numeric literal

A constant of 1-160 characters and spaces bounded by quotation marks. In Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL, the
quotation marks can be paired quotes (") or paired apostrophes(').

Numeric character

A character in the set 0-9.

Numeric literal

A constant containing from 1 to 18 digits. A numeric literal may contain a sign character as the left-most character and a
decimal point. Floating point numeric literals, as defined within COBOL, are also classified as numeric literals.

Procedure header

One or more words in the PROCEDURE DIVISION preceded by an Area A indicator.

Procedure-name

A paragraph-name or section-name in the PROCEDURE DIVISION. When reference, it must be unique in itself or made
unique by the addition of a section-name qualifier.

Prototype

(See Macro prototype)

Punctuation character

A period, comma, semicolon, or colon.

Qualifier

A data-name or section-name which is hierarchically superior to the data- or procedure-name being qualified. A qualifier
must be separated from the name being qualified by the word IN or OF.

Region

The subdivision created between multiple macro sets by the use of the *$REGION Translator-directing statement. This
regionalization permits identical global variables and label names to be defined in more than one macro set without
causing conflict when they are fun in conjunction with each other.
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Reserved variables

Several variables are predefined within the Translator and have specific uses. &VUPSI1-8, &VSOURCE, and &VDIALECT
are predefined as external non-numeric variables. they cannot be specified within &EXTERN, &GLOBAL, or &LOCAL
directives or as the receiving item in an &SET or &SETR directive. 

Sign character

A plus (+) or minus (-) sign.

Space

One or more contiguous blanks (hexadecimal 40).

Special character

Any character other than an alphabetic or numeric character or a space.

Subscript

An acceptable subscript is a numeric literal, a character variable as long as it has a numeric value, a numeric variable,
and a reserved variable as long as it has a numeric value. Subscripts can be used anywhere a variable is allowed except
in the &PIC and &SETTAB directives and line output.

Substitution word

A symbolic or constant word in a macro model which is substituted directly or indirectly in the generated output, and
serves as word storage areas, as work areas during composition, as switches, etc.

Symbolic operand

The macro notation & or &n, where n is 0 through 15, used in writing macros which, during translation, represent the
current value as determined by words from the input stream, by source item acquisition (&GET), or by equating (&EQU).

Tag

A logical destination defined within a macro model. It takes the form of &Tname.

TDS relative address

The serial number of every data-name entry in the TDS table (attribute table).

Terminating punctuation character

A punctuation character followed by a space, margin, or right parenthesis.

Translation

The modification, expansion, and analysis of standard COBOL or Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input to produce
COBOL output in accordance with the rules defined within the macro(s) invoked.

Translate-time

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator run time.

Variable

A storage area internal to macros.

Word

A string of characters fitting one of the following descriptions:
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• Numeric literal.
• Non-numeric literal.
• Terminating punctuation character.
• Contiguous character string, not exceeding 30 characters, and bounded by a space, margin, or terminating punctuation

character. The string may not contain an embedded space, quotation mark, or punctuation character. Such words can
be a verb, reserved word, data-name, procedure-name, and so on.

MetaCOBOL+ Translator
These articles describe the  Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLTranslator, its required and optional input and output files,
how to control a translation, and how to run a translation.

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLTranslator is a COBOL source code macro processor. The Translator translates
input source programs according to translation rules specified in macros. A macro identifies an occurrence of words in
the input source program that causes the Translator to act upon the instructions specified in the macro. Only those input
source words that a macro identifies are processed. All other words pass directly to the COBOL output file. Thus macros
determine how the source input differs from the source output.

A macro set is a collection of macros. We distribute macro sets, or users can develop them. An example of a macro set is
the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLStructured Programming Facility SPP macro set.

Various options exist to customize the translation process. For example, the FORMAT= translate-time option specifies
the format that the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLTranslator uses to format the source output. These options are
described in Translation Control.

Our distributed macro sets can have prerequisite Translator Options. More than one macro set can be specified for a
translation, but restrictions for our distributed macro sets do exist. In addition, if more than one macro set is loaded in
a single translation, they can have to be specified in a certain order. For the restrictions and requirements pertaining to
our distributed macro sets, see the appropriate Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLdocumentation.

Note: For more information about the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLMacro Facility, see the Macro Facility Reference
or the Tutorial for the Macro Facility.

Translator Options, macros, and input source records are the primary input to the Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLTranslator. Various output listings, including the source output file, are produced. The following figure shows
the input and output of the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLTranslator.
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Translator Input
The primary input to the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator consists of:

• Translator Options
• Macros
• Source program

The source program and macros can be retrieved from a standard source library or from a Librarian or Panvalet master
file.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL also provides the Input Exit Facility to allow the user to:

• Pass input to the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator from other than the normal sources, for example, when
input is not from a standard library or from a Librarian or Panvalet master file.

• Process data that is not "COBOL-like" and therefore not acceptable to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL. For
example, you can use an input exit to retrieve information from a Datadictionary.
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During translation, an input exit program functions as a subprogram of the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator.
The IXIT= translate-time option identifies the desired input exit program. For more information about the Input Exit Facility
and the specialized tasks it performs, see Input Exit Facility.

Primary Input File

The Primary Input File contains four logical record groups, which must be arranged in the following sequence:

• Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator Options (optional)
• Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator Directives (optional)
• Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL+ macros (optional)
• COBOL source program

Translator Options and certain Translator Directing statements control the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation.
These options are discussed in Translation Control.

Macros specify rules for translating the input source into COBOL output. They must precede the source program in the
primary input file. Macros are not required; a source program input to the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator
without macros is not translated, but is reformatted and can be resequenced.

The source program can contain COBOL source or Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL source, or both. Datacom Support
for MetaCOBOL source statements are translated into standard COBOL by the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
Translator. The first COBOL division header of the source program initiates the translation process. The source program
must conform to the standard COBOL formatting conventions: sequence number in columns 1-6, continuation in column
7, Area A in columns 8-11, Area B in columns 12-72, and identifying information in columns 73-80. The output produced
by Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL also conforms to this convention.

Source Library Input File

COBOL source libraries can contain Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL macros and COBOL source. Macros or source
is included in the input with the *$COPY Translator Directing statement, which is specified in the Primary Input File. The
COBOL COPY statement is supported and can be controlled with a translate-time option.

For z/OS systems, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL supports the ANSI 1968 and 1974 COPY statements and the
nested COPY feature of VS COBOL II. However, the VS COBOL II nested COPY feature requires the translate-time
option DIALECT=XO or DIALECT=YO.

The Librarian and Panvalet Input Files

Librarian or Panvalet input files residing on either tape or disk can contain modules of both Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL macros and COBOL source. They are included in the input with a *$LIBET or *$LIBED Translator Directing
statement within the Primary Input File.

When retrieving data from Librarian, the *$LIBED and *$LIBET Translator Directing statements permit the user to specify
a password and the archival level of the desired module. *$LIBED also allows you to specify the beginning and ending
sequence numbers to retrieve part of a Librarian source module.

NOTE

If you have Panvalet, use the LIBE=PAN runtime option. LIBCORE is used only if LIBE=PAN is specified and
must come after it since the options are processed in the order that they are read.

Input and Output Files for Precompiled Macros

Pre-compiled macros are macro sets that are stored and retrieved in their parsed form. You must unload precompiled
macro sets to an external data set and then reload them in subsequent translations. Using precompiled macro sets makes
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the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation more efficient and thus faster because precompiled macros are not
parsed when they are reloaded.

To unload macros to a data set, specify the UNLOAD translate-time option and include the UNLOAD data set definition in
the translation JCL. To reload macros from the UNLOAD data set, specify the RELOAD translate-time option and include
the RELOAD data set definition in the translation JCL. The UNLOAD and RELOAD Translator Options are described in
Translation Control. The z/OS file requirements for unloading and reloading macros are provided in Run a Translation
Under z/OS.

Input Listing Codes

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Input Listing prints a special character on each line at the extreme left to indicate
the origin of the line content. These characters are defined as follows:

Character Origin
Blank Primary input
C Retrieved by a *$COPY statement
L Retrieved by a *$LIBED statement
* Retrieved by a COBOL COPY statement
& Retrieved by an input exit routine
I Retrieved by the Librarian -INC command

For more information about Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL source library input and a description of the *$COPY, *
$LIBED, *$LIBET, and -INC statements, see Translation Control.

Translator Output
The primary output of the MetaCOBOL Translator is a COBOL source program. The other available types of output are
the listings of the input and output source, an auxiliary 80-column output data set, and an accounting data set.

Source Output File

The Source Output File contains the processed Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input. The following rules apply to the
output:

• CBL statements, if present, are formatted to begin in column 2 (column 1, if 72 characters of compiler options have
been coded).

• Notes and Remarks sentences and paragraphs, debugging lines, and American National Standard COBOL comment
records are not reformatted.

• The contents of columns 1-6 and 73-80 are dependent upon the RESEQ=, ISEQ=, and ID= Translator Options
described in Translate-time Options.

• Source input beginning in Area A is output to Area A and source input beginning in Area B is output to Area B, unless a
macro definition redirects the input.

• Non-numeric literals are continued (with a hyphen in column 7) on subsequent lines. A non-numeric literal is the only
output continued in this manner.

• Each level number begins a new output COBOL record.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Listing File

All Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input and output is listed on the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Listing File. The
types of listings are:
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• INPUT
Lists the macros and source code input to the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator. Errors and warnings,
which the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator produces, and Notes and Flags, which the macros produce,
are displayed following the input record causing the diagnostic. The Input Listing can be suppressed. However,
Translator Directing statements, if specified, and all generated diagnostics are always displayed.
At the beginning of the Input Listing, the options in effect during the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation are
displayed. The OPTIONS listing consists of:
– The translate-time parameters specified for the current translation by the z/OS PARM field or on OPTION records
– The Translator Options specified at installation
– The status of all options for the current translation
Diagnostics for invalid parameters are provided.

• OUTPUT
Contains the translated COBOL source. Optionally, the listing includes Note and Flag diagnostics produced by the
macros. This listing can be suppressed; however, generated diagnostics are always displayed.

• AUXILIARY
Shows all macro-generated statements directed to the Auxiliary File during translation.

• LOST TEXT
Lists text directed out-of-line to a location that does not exist in the generated program. This report sets the return code
to 12. For more information about out-of-line code, see Tutorial  for the Macro Facility and Macro Facility Reference.

• STATISTICS
Summarizes the diagnostics, translation, and merge statistics. These statistics are defined as follows.
– DIAGNOSTICS

The total number of error, warning, note, and flag diagnostics generated. The translation Return Code is also
shown.

– TRANSLATION
The sizes of the internal symbol table (TSY), macro table (TMS), data structure table (TDS), and macro
variables (TVA). If the sizes of these tables exceed the amount of core storage available, Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLterminates with Fatal Error B06. The sizes that are shown represent actual sizes in bytes.

– MERGE:
The number of physical blocks written to the inline work file (MBLOCKS) during translation. The value that is
displayed is the number of bytes required to store the out-of-line work file in memory.

Terminal File (z/OS Only)

If the TERM=YES installation parameter is specified during Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL installation, the SYSTERM
data set is available to display condensed information concerning the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation.
This information includes the input and output diagnostics and the Auxiliary Listing. This file can be directed to a remote
terminal or to a standard batch output device. The content of this file is controlled by the TERM= translate-time option.

Auxiliary File

An Auxiliary File can be generated under macro control as a result of a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation.
This file can contain macro-generated Job Control Language, assembler code, parameter-records, macros, messages,
or any other type of 80-column records. The records that are written to the Auxiliary File can also be displayed on the
Auxiliary Listing.

Accounting File

Accounting records can be generated to an optional Accounting File as a result of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
translation when the &ACCT macro directive is used. Accounting File records include the current date, program name,
author name, and optional, user-determined text. The Account Management Review COBOL program (AMR) accumulates
this data and produces reports on Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL usage by both programmer and type of activity.
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Under z/OS, the Accounting File is written to an extendable data set, which can gather such records from many
executions of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL.

For more information, see Account Management Review (AMR).

Listing Heading

The following table describes the heading for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL listings.

Field Description Content
Product Name Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
Report Identification INPUT

OUTPUT
AUXILIARY
LOST TEXT
STATISTICS

Version.Release vv.r
Date of Run mm/dd/yy
Time of Run hh:mm
Page No. PAGE 9999
PROGRAM-ID X(8)
TITLE Statement title X(57)

If a VS COBOL II TITLE statement having the format:

TITLE 'literal' [.]

• literal
Has a maximum length of 57 characters, is encountered in the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input and if the
translate-time option DIALECT=XO or DIALECT=YO, a page eject is performed and the literal is placed in the
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL listing heading. The TITLE statement is passed to the Source Output File.

Translation Control
A Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation is controlled with Translator Options, Translator Directing statements, and
macros.

Translator Options enable Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator functions that remain in effect during the
translation. They are specified at the beginning of the Primary Input File. Specifying the COPY=ACTIVE translate-time
option, for example, means that any time a COBOL COPY statement is encountered in the source, the corresponding text
from the source library replaces the COPY statement.

Translator Directing statements enable Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator functions that take effect
immediately. For example, when the Translator Directing statement *$COPY module-name is encountered in the primary
input, it causes immediate inclusion of input from a source library.

Macros determine which input source is translated and what the translated output is. Tutorial for the Macro Facility 
explains the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL macro language in a step-by-step manner. The complete explanation of all
the features of the macro facility is in the Macro Facility Reference.

NOTE

More information:
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• Translate-time Options
• Translator Directing Statements
• Source Library Input

Translate-time Options
The MetaCOBOL Translator Options enable specific MetaCOBOL Translator functions during a MetaCOBOL translation.
In z/OS, the options can be specified in the PARM field of the EXEC statement or on one or more OPTION statements.

One or more OPTION statements must be the first records of the Primary Input File. The OPTION statement format
requires that the word OPTION begin in columns 1-11, followed by one or more spaces. (Columns 1-6 may contain a
sequence number.) Each option must be separated from the subsequent option by a comma, with no intervening spaces.
More than one OPTION statement can be specified, but no translate-time option can extend beyond column 71 in the
OPTION statement. Option statements cannot be continued to subsequent lines. The following example illustrates valid
OPTION statement formats.

. . .

  OPTION LISTIN,APOST,DIALECT=WO,RESEQ=NUM

or

  123456 OPTION COPY=ACTIVE

When an option is specified for a specific translation, it overrides any corresponding default option. Options can be
specified using the z/OS PARM field or OPTION lines (statements). An option that is specified with an OPTION line
overrides any z/OS PARM specified for the option or any specification on a preceding OPTION line.

This section lists and describes the MetaCOBOL Translator Options.

Delimit Literals

The APOST and QUOTE options specify the delimiting character for nonnumeric, double-byte character (DBCS), graphic
(EGCS), and hexadecimal literals in the generated program text. The delimiting character is the same throughout the
generated output, regardless of which characters were used in the input.

Format:

{APOST}

{QUOTE}

• APOST
Specifies that the single quote ('), or apostrophe, is used as the delimiting character.

• QUOTE
Specifies that the double quote (") is used as the delimiting character.

Display Elapsed Time

The CLOCK option displays the elapsed CPU time as each COBOL division header of the input program is processed,
and enables the &CLOCK macro directive. (z/OS only)

Format:

CLOCK
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Specify Case

This option determines the case used for all or part of the generated program.

Format:

{CASE    } = {LOWERCAS or L   }

{KEYWORDS} = {UPPERCASEof U   }

{NAMES   } = {CAPITALIZE or C } 

• CASE
Indicates that the specified case is used for the entire generated program, except for figurative constants, which are
always uppercase.

• KEYWORDS
Indicates that the specified case is used for COBOL keywords in the generated program.

• NAMES
Indicates that the specified case is used for user-defined names in the generated program.

• LOWERCASE
Generates the entire program, the COBOL keywords, or the user-defined names in lowercase characters.

• UPPERCASE
Generates the entire program, the COBOL keywords, or the user-defined names in uppercase characters.

• CAPITALIZED
Capitalizes the first character of every word, including the first character after an integer or hyphen, of the COBOL
keywords, or of the user-defined names.

Comment Conversion

The COMMENT, XCOM, or ICOM option specifies conversion of existing lines in the COBOL program to comments.

Format:

{COMMENT}

{XCOM   }

{ICOM   }

• COMMENT
Converts obsolete paragraphs in the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION (including AUTHOR, INSTALLATION,
DATE-WRITTEN, DATE-COMPILED, SECURITY, and REMARKS) and NOTE statements and
paragraphs in the PROCEDURE DIVISION to comments by placing an asterisk (*) in the Indicator Area
(column 7). This conversion of source text occurs before macro processing, and the converted items
are typed as comments (&n'T EQ 'N') in symbolic operands when acquired by the &GET macro directive. This option is
the default.

• XCOM
Suppresses the conversion to comments of obsolete paragraphs in the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION and of NOTE
statements and paragraphs in the PROCEDURE DIVISION. These items are typed as comments (&n'T EQ 'N') in
symbolic operands when acquired by the &GET macro directive.

• ICOM
Suppresses the conversion to comments of obsolete paragraphs in the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION and of NOTE
statements and paragraphs in the PROCEDURE DIVISION. However, unlike the XCOM option, with this option,
if these items are present in the source text, they match macros. If these items include apostrophe (') or quote (")
characters, the Translator attempts to interpret them as nonnumeric literals.
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Control COPY Processing

The COPY option controls the processing of COBOL COPY statements in the input program.

Format:

      {IGNORE }

COPY= {ACTIVE }

      {PASSIVE}

• IGNORE
Suppresses processing of COBOL COPY statements. The COPY statements appear in the generated program as they
appeared in the input, unless macro processing removes them.

• ACTIVE
Replaces COBOL COPY statements with text from the COBOL COPY library (SYSLIB in z/OS, or the library name
specified in the COPY statement. COBOL COPY statements will not appear in the generated program, and are not
available for macro processing.

• PASSIVE
Suppresses processing of COBOL COPY statements. COBOL COPY statements appear in the generated program,
unless macro processing removes them. However, when macro directives requiring data item attributes are used (that
is, when symbolic operands of the form "&n'a" appear in the macro code), the copy text is retrieved to complete the
Data Attribute Table (TDS). This only occurs in the DATA DIVISION; the text that is retrieved does not appear in the
generated program. The COPY statement is available for macro processing after the retrieval is completed.

NOTE
The 1968, 1974, and 1985 standards for the COPY statement are all supported.

Set the Size of the COPY REPLACING Table

The CRSTACK option controls the size of the table used during translation for the COPY REPLACING statement. The
table contains the arguments and results from the REPLACING clauses of COPY statements.

Format:

CRSTACK=n 

• n
Is the size in bytes of the COPY REPLACING table. To determine the required size, use the following formula:
 s + (n x 7) + 68

• s
Is the sum of the lengths of the individual words (including the individual words from pseudotext segments), and n is
the total number of words.

Identify the Datacom Datadictionary Database

The DDID option identifies the Datacom Datadictionary database ID to the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Datacom
Datadictionary interface. This option is used only with the Datacom/DB Facility.

Format:

DDID=nnn 

• nnn
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Is the 1-3 digit numeric literal that is the database ID of the Datacom Datadictionary database to be accessed. The
value of nnn must be greater than or equal to zero and less than or equal to 999. The default is 000, which indicates to
retrieve the Datacom Datadictionary database ID from the System Resource table (DDSRTLM).

Control Generation of a Source Program

The DECK and NODECK options determine whether a source program is to be generated as output.

Format:

{DECK  }

{NODECK}

• DECK
Produces a generated source program as output. DECK is the default.

• NODECK
Suppresses generation of the source program as output.

Specify Lines per Page

The DEPTH option determines the number of lines on each report page.

Format:

DEPTH=nn 

• nn
Is an integer specifying the number of lines per printed page. For example, DEPTH=55 specifies 55 lines per page.
The default is 66 lines per page.

NOTE
Of the specified number of lines, 10 lines are reserved for top and bottom margins.

Identify Input Text

The DIALECT option determines the input source text words that are recognized as verbs, special registers, figurative
constants, and keywords.

Format:

          {2}

          {3}

          {4} {O} 

DIALECT = {V} {D}

          {W}

          {X}

          {Z}

The first character specifies the version of the COBOL compiler:

• 2
OS or DOS ANSI 1968 Version 1 or 2

• 3
OS or DOS ANSI 1968 Version 3

• 4
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OS ANSI 1968 Version 4
• V

OS/VS ANSI 1968 (LANGLVL(1)) or DOS/VS
• W

OS/VS ANSI 1974 (LANGLVL(2)) or DOS/VS (default)
• X

VS COBOL II Release 1 or 2
• Y

VS COBOL II Release 3

The second character specifies the target operating system.

• O
OS (z/OS)

Select Comments for Replication

The ENABLE option determines which Enable Comment Translator Directing statements are to be replicated.

Format:

ENABLE[=n...]

• n
Is an integer value, and is optional. The value can be either a single digit or a series of digits, with each digit having
a value from 0 through 7, inclusive. The value that is specified for n causes all corresponding *$n Enable Comment
Translator Directing statements to be replicated. For example, ENABLE by itself replicates the Enable Comment
Translator Directing statements beginning with *$. ENABLE=46 replicates those statements beginning with *$4 and *
$6.

If the macro processing does not remove the comment text, the comment text and the original comment appear in the
output.

Format the Translated Output

The FORMAT option controls the format of the generated output. For more information about the FORMAT= parameters,
see Output Format Control.

Format:

         {ADR            }

         {OPEN           } 

FORMAT = {CLOSED         }

         {name           }

         {code[,code]...)}

Control the Output ID

The ID option controls the content of columns 73 through 80 in the generated program.

Format:

     {name  }

     {*ID   }

ID = {*SEQ  }
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     {*MC   }

     {*BLANK} 

• name
Is a 1-8 character identification that is reproduced in columns 73-80 of the output.

• *ID
Specifies that the contents of columns 73-80 of the first input source record appears in columns 73-80 of each record
in the generated program.

• *SEQ
Specifies that the contents of the input record sequence field are moved to columns 75-80 of each record in the
generated program. Columns 73-74 contain

• 00.
If RESEQ= is also specified, each record is renumbered. The new sequence numbers are placed in columns 1-6 and
75-80.

• *MC
Specifies that the input line number is placed in columns 73-80 of the output to allow tracing of compiler diagnostics
back to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input.

• *SAVE
Specifies that the original contents of columns 73-80 from each input record are retained in the generated program.
However, macro processing and formatting requirements can cause values to be duplicated or lost.

• *BLANK
Specifies that columns 73-80 are spaces.

NOTE
If the ID option is not specified, the contents of columns 73-80 of the output source records are spaces.

Ignore the Continuation Character

The IGNORE option causes the translator to ignore hyphens (-) in the Indicator Area (column 7) of the input source text.
Using the IGNORE option probably causes translation errors that produce unpredictable results for the interpretation of
continued, nonnumeric literals.

Format:

IGNORE

NOTE
Use IGNORE to suppress H02 diagnostics (QUOTE LITERAL IMPROPERLY CONTINUED) if hyphens
have been omitted in column 7 to continue nonnumeric literals. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL continues
nonnumeric literals correctly when reformatting, and IGNORE enables the reformatting process to take place
because it suppresses the H02 diagnostic.

Include Library Text

The -INC option is used to replace Librarian -INC statements or Panvalet ++INCLUDE statements embedded in text
retrieved with a *$LIBED Translator Directing statement by the module text from the Librarian or Panvalet library. The -
INC or ++INCLUDE statements do not appear in the generated program, and are not available for any macro processing.
Replacement occurs in macro text and in COBOL source program text.

Format:

-INC
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When this option is not specified, library text does not replace -INC or ++INCLUDE statements. The -INC or ++INCLUDE
statement appears in the generated program unless removed by macro processing. If the macro set requires data item
attributes, the Translator retrieves the -INC or ++INCLUDE module text to complete the Data Attribute Table (TDS).
This retrieval only occurs in the DATA DIVISION of a COBOL source program, and the retrieved text does not appear in
the generated program. The -INC or ++INCLUDE statement is available for the macro processing as a MetaCOBOL+
'Note' after the retrieval is completed.

Specify the Decimal Symbol

The INVDEC option determines whether the decimal symbol is a period or a comma.

Format:

INVDEC

If the INVDEC option is specified, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL recognizes a comma (,) as the decimal character.
For example, when INVDEC is specified, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL recognizes the numeric literal 9999,99 but
it does not recognize 9999.99. If the INVDEC option is not specified, the decimal symbol is assumed to be a period (.),
unless the clause DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA appears in the source program.

Locate the Sequence Number Field

The ISEQ and NOISEQ options define the location of the sequence number field in the input source, so it can be
transferred to the generated program.

Format:

{ISEQ  }

{NOISEQ}

• ISEQ
Specifies that the contents of columns 75 through 80 of the source program text are to be transferred to columns 1
through 6 (the Sequence Number Area) of the generated program, replacing what was there originally.

• NOISEQ
Specifies that the contents of columns 75 through 80 of the source program text are not to be transferred to columns 1
through 6. Specify this option need only when ISEQ was specified during installation.

Specify the Input Exit Program

The IXIT option specifies the name of the input exit program.

Format:

IXIT=program-name

• program-name
Is the 1-character to 8-character program name.

NOTE
Distributed macros require IXIT=ADRXIXIT.

Specify the Size of the Panvalet Master

The LCORE option specifies the block size of the Panvalet master. This option is used for Panvalet only.

Format:
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LCORE=n 

List MetaCOBOL Input and Output

The LISTALL option provides a complete listing of all Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input and output.

Format:

LISTALL

Always specify this option when unloading macros with the UNLOAD option to obtain a complete listing of the unloaded
macros.

This option preempts the NOLISTIN and NOLISTOUT options, and the list off (*$NOLIST) Translator Directing statement.

List MetaCOBOL Input

The LISTIN and NOLISTIN options control the printing of the Input Listing.

Format:

{LISTIN   }

{NOLISTIN }

• LISTIN
Prints the Input Listing (default). The List Off (*$NOLIST) Translator Directing statement can override this option.

• NOLISTIN
Suppresses the Input Listing; however, diagnostic messages are always printed. The List On (*$LIST) Translator
Directing statement can override this option.

NOTE
If the specified option is overridden with a Translator Directing statement during the macro loading, the option is
reestablished when the first COBOL division header is encountered.

List MetaCOBOL Output

The LISTOUT and NOLISTOUT options control the printing of the Output Listing.

Format:

{LISTOUT  }

{NOLISTOUT}

• LISTOUT
Prints the Output Listing.

• NOLISTOUT
Suppresses the Output Listing (default). This option does not affect the Lost Text, Auxiliary, and Statistics reports or the
NOTE and FLAG macro directive messages sent to the Output Listing, all of which are always printed.

Place the Input Sequence Field

The LSEQ option causes the input sequence field to appear to the right of the translated source in the Output Listing.

Format:
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LSEQ

NOTE
Sequence numbers can be missing or duplicated due to the macro processing.

Print NOTES and FLAGS

The NOTE option determines where &NOTE and &FLAG macro directive messages are printed.

Format:

 NOTE=[I] [O]

• I
Prints &NOTE and &FLAG macro directive messages in the Input Listing (default).

• O
Prints &NOTE and &FLAG macro directive messages in the Output Listing.

• IO
Prints &NOTE and &FLAG macro directive messages in both the Input Listing and the Output Listing.

Control Processing of SQL and CICS Statements

The PRESERVE and NOPRESERVE options control the processing of SQL and CICS statements embedded in the
source program.

Format:

{PRESERVE = {SQL} }

{           {CICS}}

{NOPRESERVE       }

• PRESERVE
Permits a COBOL program with embedded SQL and CICS statements to be processed without the embedded
statements being affected.

• SQL
Specifies that SQL statements are present and the translation process does not typically affect them.

• CICS
Specifies that CICS statements are present and the translation process does not typically affect them.

• NOPRESERVE
Resets the PRESERVE option. SQL and CICS statements are then available for the macro processing by Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL.
Notes:
– When both CICS and SQL statements are present in the input source program, specify both PRESERVE options in

any order. For example:
OPTION PRESERVE=SQL,PRESERVE=CICS

– If both CICS and SQL were specified in the PRESERVE option at installation, use NOPRESERVE followed by
PRESERVE to restore only one of the options:
OPTION NOPRESERVE,PRESERVE=CICS

Specify Program Status

The PSTAT option specifies program status for Datacom/DB Facility programs with a Datacom Datadictionary interface.
The PSTAT option also specifies the disposition of a program entity-occurrence to Datacom Datadictionary.
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Format:

        {TEST}  

PSTAT = {PROD}

• TEST
Specifies that the program is in TEST status in Datacom Datadictionary.

• PROD
Specifies that the program is in PROD (production) status in Datacom Datadictionary.

Specify the Program Version

The PVER option specifies the program version for Datacom/DB Facility programs with a Datacom
Datadictionaryinterface.

Format:

PVER=nnn 

• nnn
Is the version number of the program entity-occurrence to Datacom Datadictionary. The default is 000.

Use Pre-Compiled Macros

The RELOAD option specifies that precompiled macros are used in the translation. The JCL RELOAD DD statement
determines which precompiled macros are retrieved.

Format:

RELOAD = 'xxx'

Notes:

• The precompiled macros are not listed on the Input Listing. However, the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL line
number reflects the lines of macro code that have been loaded.

• More macros can be loaded after the precompiled macros, and they will be printed on the Input Listing.
• For the z/OS requirements for loading precompiled macros, see Run a Translation Under z/OS.

Process REPLACE Statements

The REPLACE option determines whether the VS COBOL II REPLACE compiler directing statement is processed.

Format:

          {ACTIVE}

REPLACE = {IGNORE}

• ACTIVE
Implements the REPLACE statement.

• IGNORE
Suppresses the processing of the REPLACE statement.
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Control Sequence Numbering

The RESEQ option determines how the generated program is sequence-numbered in columns 1 through 6 of COBOL
statements. Specifying RESEQ=n or RESEQ=NUM avoids sequencing errors due to the macro processing or
reformatting. For example, if the input records have consecutive sequence numbers, duplicate sequence numbers result if
lines are added due to reformatting.

Format:

        {0  }

RESEQ = {n  }

        {NUM}

• 0
Does not resequence the input source. However, this value can result in duplicate or out of sequence numbers
because of the macro processing or reformatting.

• n
Is the 1 through 3-digit integer value, which is right-justified with zeros and assigned to the first COBOL source record.
Each succeeding record sequence number is incremented by n. If n is specified at installation, it is the default value.

• NUM
Retains the input sequence numbers but renumbers the records when more lines are inserted.

Separate Subscripts from Data Names

The SEPPAR and NOSEPPAR options control the separation of subscripts from data names.

Format:

{SEPPAR  }

{NOSEPPAR}

• SEPPAR
Adds a space between contiguous data-names and subscripts in the PROCEDURE DIVISION. For example,
PLANT(5) becomes PLANT (5).

• NOSEPPAR
Suppresses the insertion of a space between contiguous data-names and subscripts. Specify this option only when the
SEPPAR option was specified during installation.

NOTE
If the source program contains subscripted data-names without a space separating the data-name from the
subscript, and any of the resulting character strings exceed the 30-character maximum, a Translator diagnostic
can occur. To prevent the occurrence of the diagnostic, you must use the SEPPAR option when the source
program contains subscripted data-names without a space separating the data-name from the subscript.

Initialize the &VSOURCE Variable

The SOURCE option initializes the reserved variable &VSOURCE to a specified character. This character can then be
inserted in a macro call routine. For more information, see the Macro Facility Reference articles.

Format:

SOURCE=c 

• c
Is any alphabetic or numeric character. The default value for the &VSOURCE Reserved Variable is a blank.
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Suppress the Printing of COPY Text

The SUPPRESS option suppresses the printing of COPY Library text on the Input Listing when the SUPPRESS clause is
coded in the COPY statement and the COPY option is set to PASSIVE.

Format:

SUPPRESS

Control the Term Report

The TERM option determines what information is printed in the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Term Report. This
option is valid only in z/OS.

Format:

TERM=[{parameter,...}]

When TERM is specified with no more parameters, the basic Term Report, including the Options in Effect, Statistics, Fatal
Errors, and Return Code, is printed. The lines that are required to print this basic report are not included in the line limits
specified in the optional LIMIT and CANCEL parameters. The other optional parameters determine more report content.

Valid optional parameters for this option are:

• DIAGIN[=n]
Specifies that diagnostic messages from the Input Listing (NOTE=I) are to be included in the Term Report. The value
of n must be an integer that indicates the number of messages to be printed. If n is not specified, all Input Listing
diagnostic messages are printed. When the LISTIN option is specified, the line preceding each diagnostic message is
also printed.

• DIAGOUT[=n]
Specifies that diagnostics from the Output Listing (NOTE=O) are to be included in the Term Report. The value of n
must be an integer that indicates the number of diagnostic messages to be printed. If n is not specified, all Output
Listing diagnostic messages are printed. When the LISTOUT option is specified, the line preceding each diagnostic
message is also printed.

• LOST[=n]
Specifies that the Lost Text Report is to be included in the Term Report. The value of n must be an integer that
indicates the number of the Lost Text Report lines to be printed. If n is not specified, all Lost Text Report lines are
printed.

• AUX[=n]
Specifies that the Auxiliary Report is to be included in the Term Report. The value of n must be an integer that
indicates the number of the Auxiliary Report lines to be printed. If n is not specified, all Auxiliary Report lines are
printed.

• LIMIT=n
Specifies a line limit for the Term Report. The value of n must be an integer that indicates the total number of lines to
be printed in the Term Report. If the LIMIT parameter is specified, n is required. Do not specify the LIMIT parameter if
the CANCEL parameter is specified.

• CANCEL=n
Specifies a line limit for the Term Report. The translation is canceled when the limit is exceeded. The value of n must
be an integer that indicates the number of lines to be printed before the job is canceled. If the CANCEL parameter is
specified, n is required. Do not specify the CANCEL parameter if the LIMIT parameter is specified.
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NOTE

The optional subparameters must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas. For example, the
following line prints all input diagnostics, up to five output diagnostics, and all lost text, and cancels the run when
the total number of lines in addition to the lines in the basic report exceeds 50 lines.

OPTION TERM=(DIAGIN,DIAOUT=5,LOST,CANCEL=50)

Activate the Trace Facility

The TRACE option activates the *$TRACE Translator Directing statement, which is a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
debugging feature. For more information, see the Macro Facility Reference articles.

Format:

TRACE=[D] [G] [S] [T]

• D
Prints the sequence number of the macro directive that caused a diagnostic message immediately after the diagnostic
line.

• G
Prints the sequence number of the &GET macro directive being executed and the word acquired by the &GET
directive.

• S
Prints the input sequence number of the &SCAN macro directive being executed and the data-name acquired by the
directive.

• T
Prints the input sequence number of the macro line causing transfer of control (branching).

NOTE
The parameters can be specified in any combination.

Store Macros in a Data Set

The UNLOAD option stores the macros loaded for a translation into a sequential data set or a member of a partitioned
data set. The UNLOAD JCL statement determines where the macros are stored.

Format:

UNLOAD='name' 

• name
Is a string of 1 through 8 characters that identifies the unloaded macros.

Notes:

• Refer to the z/OS requirements for the UNLOAD translate-time option in Run a Translation Under z/OS.
• The macros do not appear on the Input Listing when they are reloaded. Use the LISTALL option to obtain a listing of

the macros for reference purposes.

Supply Information to Macros

The UPSI options provide a single character of information to macros that can be retrieved using the Reserved Variables
&VUPSI1 through &VUPSI8.

Format:
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UPSIn=c 

Some Broadcom supplied macro sets use the UPSI option. For a description on how to specify the UPSI option for a
translation involving a specific Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL macro set, see the appropriate documentation.

Supply a Character String to a Macro

The VAR option provides a character string with a maximum length of 30 characters to macros.

Format:

VAR=word

• word
Is the character string to be supplied to the macro. Word can have a maximum length of 30 characters. The default
value for the VAR Special Register is a blank. If word is not specified, the value of word is blank by default.

Librarian and Panvalet Translator Option

The LIBE=PAN runtime option provides support for Panvalet without Librarian. LIBCORE is used only if LIBE=PAN is
specified and must come after it, as the options are processed in the order that they are read.

Format:

LIBE=PAN

Abbreviations of Translate-time Options

The following table lists keywords and abbreviations for all Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator Options.

Keyword Abbreviation Keyword Abbreviation
-INC -I NAMES= NM=
APOST AP NODECK ND
CASE= CA= NOISEQ NI
CLOCK CL NOLISTIN XI
COMMENT CM NOLISTOUT XO
COPY= CY= NOPRESERVE XP
CRSTACK= CR= NOSEPPAR NP
DDID= DD= NOTE= NO=
DECK DK QUOTE QU
DEPTH= DP= PRESERVE= PR
DIALECT= DI= PSTAT= PS=
ENABLE= EN= PVER= PV=
FORMAT= FO= RELOAD RL
ICOM IC REPLACE RP
ID= ID= RESEQ= RE=
IGNORE IG SEPPAR SE
INVDEC IN SOURCE= SO=
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ISEQ IS SUPPRESS SU
IXIT= IX= SYSIPT SI
KEYWORDS= KY= TERM= TE=
LCORE= LC= TRACE= TR=
LIBE= LIBE UNLOAD= UL=
LISTIN LN UPSIn= Un=
LISTOUT LI VAR= VA=
LISTALL LA XCOM XC
LSEQ LS

Translator Directing Statements
Translator Directing statements cause the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator to perform a task immediately.
For example, several Translator Directing statements enable the retrieval of macro definitions or COBOL source. Other
Translator Directing statements suppress or activate subsequent functions that are in effect when the input stream is
processed.

Translator Directing statements are embedded in the input stream as special COBOL comment records. That is, they
are input records that contain an asterisk (*) in the continuation column (column 7) and a dollar sign ($) in column 8.
Translator Directing statements must be entered before the first COBOL division header.

All Translator Directing statements can be used in macro text, but macros do not translate them. These statements can
also be used in source program text; however, the Let On, Let Off, Trace On, Trace Off, and Region statements are
ineffective and unsuitable in source program text.

The Copy, Include, and Call IXIT statements are only effective when encountered in the primary input (with the OPTION
statements). They are considered comments when retrieved from a secondary input source (SYSLIB, MASTER,
MASTIN). All the other Translator Directing statements remain functional when retrieved from a secondary source of input,
including retrieval by a COBOL COPY statement.

All Translator Directing statements except the Enable Comment statement (*$[n]) are always printed in the Input Listing.
Translator Option settings and the results of other Translator Directing statements that manipulate the Input Listing cannot
suppress the printing of these commands.

The statement *$HDR begins all distributed procedure sets. The statement is used during Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL installation to facilitate the selection of macro sets.

Print a Header

The *$HDR statement is used to print a descriptive header.

Format:

 *$HDR [comment]

• comment
Is the text that is to be printed in the Input Listing.

NOTE
This statement is always printed, even when the NOLISTIN Translator Option has been specified, or when a List
Off (*$NOLIST) Translator Directing statement precedes this statement.
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Control Printing of the Input Listing

The *$LIST and *$NOLIST Translator Directing statements activate and suppress the Input Listing:

Format:

*$LIST [comment] 

*$NOLIST [comment]

• *$LIST
Activates the Input Listing and overrides the NOLISTIN Translator Option and any preceding List Off (*$NOLIST)
Translator Directing statements.

• *$NOLIST
Suppresses the Input Listing and overrides the LISTIN Translator Option and any preceding List On (*$LIST)
Translator Directing statements. Use *$NOLIST to suppress all or part of the macro listing.
*$NOLIST does not override the LISTALL Translator Option. The printing of Translator Directing statements and
diagnostics is not affected.

• comment
Any text that is typically placed within a comment record.

NOTE
The first COBOL division header resets the listing as specified by the LISTIN/NOLISTIN Translator Options.

The following example demonstrates the use of a *$NOLIST statement to suppress the listing of subsequent macros.
Notice that *$LIST is not required in the following example, because the Identification Division header resets listing control
because the LISTIN Translator Option is specified.

OPTION LISTIN, . . .

      *$HDR HTMACROS 7/21/16

      *$NOLIST SUPPRESS LISTING OF MACROS

      (macros)

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. . . .

Notice that the *$HDR statement is included to print a header for the macro set, regardless of how the LISTIN or
NOLISTIN option is set.

Copy Modules from a Standard Library

The *$COPY Translator Directing statement retrieves macros and source from the SYSLIB (z/OS) source libraries, and
returns the source library member's content in the place of the original Copy statement.

Format:

*$COPY member [comment]

• member
Is the name of the SYSSLB or SYSLIB member to be retrieved. The member can contain macros, macros and COBOL
source, or simply COBOL source text. COBOL COPY statements embedded in the retrieved member are processed
according to the COPY Translator Option.

• comment
Can be any text that is typically placed within a comment record.

The following example demonstrates the use of a *$COPY statement to include the macro set module SPP from a source
statement library.
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OPTION

 . . . 

      *$COPY SPP STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 . . .

Copy Modules from Disk or Tape

The *$LIBED and *$LIBET Translator Directing statements retrieve macros and source text from disk and tape,
respectively. These statements must be primary input statements.

Format:

{*LIBED}

{*LIBET} member[,pppp][([seq1][,seq2})] [,ARC=-n] [comment]

• *$LIBED
Retrieves one member from the Librarian MASTER or Panvalet library, and returns the content of the member in the
place of the original Include statement.

• *$LIBET
Retrieves one member from the Librarian MASTIN (z/OS) tape data set, and returns the content of the member in the
place of the original Copy statement.

• member
Is the name of the module to be retrieved. The member can consist of macros, macros and COBOL source, or simply
COBOL source text. COBOL COPY statements that are embedded in the COBOL source text is processed according
to the COPY Translator Option setting. Input that is retrieved with *$LIBED cannot contain a *$COPY, *$LIBED, or *
$LIBET statement. JCL statements at the beginning of the member are not retrieved.

Optional Parameters for Librarian Only

The following optional parameters apply only with Librarian.

• pppp
Is a 4-character password for the member. Proper specification of the password is required when the Datacom Support
for MetaCOBOL Translator is installed with password protection for Librarian; otherwise, it is ignored.

• seq1
Is the first Librarian sequence numbers to be retrieved. If seq1 is not specified, retrieval begins with the first record. If
you do not specify seq1 or seq2, the entire member is retrieved.

• seq2
Is the last sequence number to be retrieved. If seq2 is not specified, retrieval continues to the end of the member. If
you do not specify seq1 or seq2, the entire member is retrieved.

• ARC=-n
Specifies the member's relative (-n) archival level. When omitted, the most current version is retrieved.

• comment
Any text that is typically placed within a comment record.

NOTE
If a module contains Librarian -INC or Panvalet ++INCLUDE statements, the -INC Translator Option must be
specified. If -INC is not specified, these statements are treated as comments. The -INC command is only valid
when retrieved with *$LIBED. Expansion of nested ++INCLUDE statements is supported to the nesting level that
Panvalet supports.
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Enable Comments

The *$n Translator Directing statement permits a replica of the text portion of selected comments to become macro
or COBOL source text. Both the COBOL compiler and the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator handle these
statements as comments, unless Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is instructed to treat them as source records.

Format:

*$[n] text

• n
Is an integer from 0 through 7, and is optional. Each integer corresponds to a parameter of the ENABLE Translator
Option, which can permit up to eight different sets of enabled comments. The ENABLE option, with no selection criteria
specified, enables all Enable Comment statements without an integer identifier. ENABLE=0 enables statements both
without an integer identifier and with an identifier of 0 (*$0). The ENABLE option permits selecting multiple sets of
Enable Comments by specifying more than one selection criteria. For example, ENABLE=36 selects both *$3 and *$6
statements.
When the ENABLE Translator Option is specified, the comment record is treated as both a comment and a source
statement. Otherwise, it is treated as a comment record. If the comment text is not removed by macro processing, both
the enabled comment and the translated source appear in the generated COBOL output.

• text
Is the comment text, and must be separated from n by at least one space. Text is treated as Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL input when the comment record in which they are contained is enabled.

The following example demonstrates the use of enabled comments.

Input:

OPTION ENABLE=2, . . .

      *$LIBED MACROS         LOAD 'MACROS'

       . . . 

        PROCEDURE DIVISION.

       . . . 

      *$1 IF MONDAY GO TO MONDAY-ROUTINE.

      *$2 IF TUESDAY GO TO TUESDAY-ROUTINE.

      *$3 IF WEDNESDAY GO TO WEDNESDAY-ROUTINE.

       . . .

Output:

 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

*$1  IF MONDAY GO TO MONDAY-ROUTINE. 

*$2  IF TUESDAY GO TO TUESDAY-ROUTINE.

     IF TUESDAY 

         GO TO TUESDAY-ROUTINE. 

*$3  IF WEDNESDAY GO TO WEDNESDAY-ROUTINE.

Regionalized Macro Sets

The *$REGION Translator Directing statement permits the same global variable and label names to be used in different
macro regions. Up to ten macro regions are supported. The *$REGION statement separates the macros into sets,
each set in its own region. The initial region is implied. Subsequent regions (up to 9) must be specified by entering the *
$REGION Translator Directing statement to separate the macros.
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Format:

*$REGION [comment]

• *$REGION
This statement is recognized within the Primary Input File and within input text retrieved by a *$CALL, *$COPY, *
$LIBED, or *$LIBET Translator Directing statement. Global variable and label names preceding the *$REGION
statement can only be referenced by macro code also preceding the statement. The same names can then be used
following the statement to define different variables and labels, but they can only be referenced by macro code
following the statement (and before any other *$REGION statement).

• comment
Can be any text typically placed within a comment record.

NOTE
A *$REGION statement encountered following the first division header is treated as a comment record.

In the following example, &V@PGM is used in two regions.

OPTION . . . 

      SI   PROGRAM-ID &1.

           &GLOBAL &V@PGM X(8)

           &SET &V@PGM = &1

           &GO &L@EDIT-NAME

         . . . 

       &L@EDIT-NAME

         . . . 

      *$REGION 

      SP   CALL &1 

           &GLOBAL &V@PGM X(30)

           &SET &V@PGM=&1

           &GO &L@EDIT-NAME

         . . . 

       &L@EDIT-NAME

         . . .

Suppress and Restore Translation

The MCT Off (*$NOMCT) and MCT On (*$MCT) Translator Directing statements suppress and restore macro translation.

Format:

*$NOMCT        [comment]

*$MCT          [comment]

• *$NOMCT
Suspends translator processing. Recognition of other Translator Directing statements is suspended, with one
exception; Free Form processing continues. (See the Free Form Translator Directing statements Column On (*$COL)
and Column Off (*$NOCOL)). Macro processing of input is suspended. Formatting of output text is suspended. COBOL
COPY statement processing is suspended. Any macro text input after this statement is ignored. Any COBOL source
text input after this statement appears in the generated program unchanged from the form in which it was input. Input
continues to be printed in the Input Listing.

• *$MCT
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Restores translator processing following an MCT Off (*$NOMCT) statement. Recognition of other Translator Directing
statements resumes. Macro processing of input resumes. Formatting of output text resumes. COBOL COPY statement
processing is restored. Any macro text that is entered after this statement is processed. Any COBOL source text that
is entered after this statement appears in the generated program as processed by macros, formatted according to
FORMAT option specifications.

• comment
Can be any text that is typically placed within a comment record.

Notes:

• *$NOMCT and *$MCT can be used to pass input through the Translator without manipulating the input in any way.
Selected macros within a macro set can be isolated and prevented from loading. COBOL statements, or statements
that are intended for another COBOL compiler preprocessor, can be isolated and prevented from Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL processing.

• *$MCT and *$NOMCT are recognized only if encountered within the Primary Input File or within input text that is
directly subordinate to *$CALL, *$COPY, *$LIBED, or *$LIBET.

In the following example, the macro-level CICS statement is not translated.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

*$NOMCT 

 DFH16 PARMO,PARMP

*$MCT

Free Format Input

Free form input, which is delimited with the *$COL and *$NOCOL Translator Directing statements, makes it easier to input
code from a terminal.

Format:

 *$COL[n]   [comment]

7*$NOCOL [comment]

• *$COL
Initiates free form input, and must begin in column 7. Beginning with the line following this statement, coding can begin
in column 1 and can continue for the length specified by n. Column 1 is assumed to be column 12 (Area B). Code an
8 in column 1 to indicate that a line's content is understood to begin in column 8 (Area A) rather than column 12. Code
a 7 in column 1 to indicate that a line's content is understood to begin in column 7 (Indicator Area) rather than column
12.

• n
A value from 10 to 80, which specifies the last column of a record to be interpreted as input. If n is not specified, 80 is
assumed.

• *$NOCOL
Terminates free form input, and must be coded as free form input, that is, it must begin in column 2 following a 7 in
column 1. Input following this statement requires standard  MetaCOBOL and COBOL margins and sequence numbers
(Area A, Area B, and the Sequence Number Area).

• comment
Can be any text that is typically placed within a comment record.

NOTE
The *$COL and *$NOCOL statements do not appear in the generated output.

The following example shows free form input and the resulting output.
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Input:

123456*$COL72   Begin free form input using 72 columns 

8PROCEDURE DIVISION.

7* THIS IS A COMMENT 

MOVE A TO B. 

8PARAGRAPH-1. 

GO TO PARAGRAPH-2. 

7*$NOCOL        End free form input

Output:

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

* THIS IS A COMMENT 

     MOVE A TO B.

PARAGRAPH-1. 

     GO TO PARAGRAPH-2.

Control Macro Debugging

The *$TRACE and *$NOTRACE Translator Directing statements delimit the macro code to be debugged as specified
by the TRACE Translator Option. For more information about the macro debugging facilities, see the Macro Facility
Reference.

Format:

*$TRACE     [comment]

*$NOTRACE   [comment]

• *$TRACE
Defines where the Debugging Trace begins when the TRACE option is specified. The macro code that follows the
Trace On (*$TRACE) statement must be executed to be traced.

• *$NOTRACE
Defines where the Debugging Trace ends. The macro code that follows the Trace Off (*$NOTRACE) statement is not
traced.

• comment
Can be any text that is typically placed within a comment record.

Notes:

• The TRACE Translator Option must be specified to implement a trace, and also determines the type of trace desired.
The Trace On (*$TRACE) and Trace Off (*$NOTRACE) statements can remain in the macro code, because they are
ignored when the TRACE option is not specified.

• The trace-produced messages are always printed in the Input Listing, regardless of how the LISTIN and NOLISTIN
options are set.

In the following example, only NEWMAC is traced.

OPTION TRACE=. . . 

      *$TRACE 

      *$LIBED NEWMAC       LOAD NEW MACROS 

      *$NOTRACE 

      *$LIBED OLDMAC
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       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. . . .

Suppression of Unresolved Label Diagnostics

To suspend or restore verification of macro label (&lname) references, use the Let On (*$LET) or Let Off (*$NOLET)
Translator Directing statement.

Format:

*$LET     [comment]

*$NOLET   [comment]

• *$LET
Suspends verification of macro label references to prevent undefined labels from producing a C33 diagnostic during
the macro loading. If the macro containing the undefined label is executed, however, an N01 diagnostic is produced,
and translation is terminated.

• *$NOLET
Restores macro label (&lname) reference verification. The C33 diagnostic is produced when a label reference cannot
be verified.

• comment
Can be any text typically placed within a comment record.

The *$LET and *$NOLET Translator Directing statements permit the implementation of macro sets that must satisfy the
following requirements:

• Two or more macro sets must function independently of one another.
• These macro sets must function together in the same translation.
• The combined macro sets must share code in the same region.

The following abbreviated example illustrates the problem.

* macro set 1 

      &GLOBAL &VT = 1 X 

      &IF &VT = 2 &GO &LFRIEND

* macro set 2

      &GLOBAL &VT = 2 X 

 &LFRIEND

The ability to have duplicate variable definitions and to use the last definition to determine the value of the variable makes
it possible to use the variable &VT in macro set 1 to determine that macro set 2 is loaded. However, any attempt to
execute macro set 1 independent of macro set 2 results in a C33 diagnostic, because the label &LFRIEND is only defined
in macro set 2. The Let On (*$LET) and Let Off (*$NOLET) statements can overcome this shortcoming as follows:

* macro set 1 

      &GLOBAL &VT = 1 X 

*$LET

      &IF &VT = 2 &GO &LFRIEND 

*$NOLET

* macro set 2

      &GLOBAL &VT = 2 X 

 &LFRIEND

This arrangement lets macro set 1 function without a C33 diagnostic when macro set 2 is not loaded.
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Invoke Subprograms

The *$CALL Translator Directing statement permits retrieval of input accessed through a user-defined subprogram. This
statement must be a primary input statement.

Format:

 *$CALL [parameter] [comment]

• parameter
Is a continguous character string from 1 to 56 characters long that is passed to the called subprogram. User
specifications determing the format of the parameter.

• comment
Can be any text that is typically placed within a comment record.

NOTE
The IXIT Translator option must be specified to provide the name of the subprogram to be invoked. For
information about how to prepare an IXIT subprogram, see Macro Facility Reference.

Source Library Input
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL supports source library module access according to the following hierarchy:

1. Within the Primary Input File, modules can be retrieved with:
– A *$COPY Translator Directing statement
– A *$LIBED Translator Directing statement
– A *$LIBET Translator Directing statement

2. COBOL source text can contain COBOL COPY statements to retrieve more source.
3. COBOL source text that is retrieved with *$COPY can retrieve more source with a COBOL COPY statement.
4. COBOL source that is retrieved with *$LIBED can retrieve more source with:

– A COBOL COPY statement
– A Librarian
– -INC command

5. COBOL source text that is retrieved with a *$LIBET can retrieve more source with a COBOL COPY statement.
6. COBOL source text that is retrieved with -INC can retrieve more source with:

– A COBOL COPY statement
– A Librarian -INC command

7. Macro source text that is retrieved with *$LIBED can retrieve more source text with a Librarian -INC command.
8. COBOL source text that is retrieved with a COBOL COPY statement can retrieve more source text,

when DIALECT=XO, with a COBOL COPY statement.

Notes:

• If a Librarian -INC command or a *$COPY, *$LIBED, or *$LIBET Translator Directing statement does not follow these
rules, it is treated as a comment record.

• Up to five levels of nesting are permitted for nested Librarian -INC commands.

The following table illustrates the types of secondary and tertiary input that you can retrieve from primary input.

Primary Input Secondary Input Tertiary Input
Macro Source   
*$COPY SYSLIB  
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*$LIBED MASTER
-INC 

MASTER

*$LIBET MASTIN  
COBOL Source   
COPY SYSLIB

COPY ** 
SYSLIB

*$LIBED MASTER
-INC*
COPY 

MASTER
SYSLIB
COPY **

*$LIBED MASTIN
COPY 

SYSLIB
COPY ** 

*$COPY SYSLIB
COPY 

SYSLIB
COPY ** 

* Up to five levels of input from Librarian can be retrieved with -INC.

** Only when DIALECT=XO or DIALECT=YO.

Run a Translation Under z/OS
The following sections describe the requirements to execute Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL in the z/OS environment.

  

z/OS File Requirements

The following list contains the applicable z/OS ddnames with a brief description of their use. The following subsection
gives an example on how to specify the DD statements for each DDname.

•  ACCT
Accounting File; required when accounting data is generated.

•  AUX 
Auxiliary File; required when auxiliary data is punched or written as an output data set with the &AUX and &AUXN
directives.

•  CARDF
Primary Input File; required. This file contains the input Translator Options, macros, and source program.

•  CYCLE
Librarian Tape Master Cycle Control File; required when the input contains *$LIBET statements and the Librarian tape
master is under cycle control (also see MASTIN).

•  FE 
Out-of-Line Work File; required.

•  FM
Inline Work File; required.

•  LSTIN
Listing File; the printer file for the Input, Output, Statistics, Auxiliary, and Lost Text Listings.

•  MASTER
Librarian or Panvalet Disk Master Input File; required when the input contains *$LIBED statements.

•  MASTIN 
Librarian Tape Master Input File; required when the input contains *$LIBET statements (also see CYCLE).

•  PUNCHF
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Generated COBOL Output File; required when the DECK option is specified.
•  RELOAD

Precompiled Macros; required when precompiled macros are to be retrieved. This DD statement must reference a
sequential data set with a logical record length of 80 bytes that contains the desired precompiled macros.

•  SYSLIB
COBOL Source Library Input; required when the input contains *$COPY or COBOL COPY statements.

NOTE
 More COBOL source library files can be required when the library-name option of the COPY statement (OS/
VS 74 standard) is used.

•  SYSTERM
Terminal Output; required when the TERM option is specified.

•  UNLOAD
Precompiled Macros; required for storing precompiled macros. This DD statement must define an existing sequential
data set or member of a partitioned data set that contain the precompiled macros. The data set or member must have
a logical record length of 80 bytes and must be large enough to contain the unloaded macros.

z/OS Translation Execution JCL

The following JCL is supplied as a guide for executing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL in an z/OS environment. The
SYSOUT class and BLKSIZE (in multiples of sizes shown), SPACE, and UNIT parameters can be altered.

 //[stepname] EXECPGM=usermct[,PARM='options']

 //STEPLIB DD DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

[//        DD DSN=LIBRARIAN.loadlib,DISP=SHR]

 //LSTIN   DD SYSOUT=A[,DCB=BLKSIZE=121]

 //PUNCHF  DD SYSOUT=B[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]

[//AUX     DD SYSOUT=B[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]] 

[//SYSTERM DD SYSOUT=A[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]] 

[//ACCT    DD DSN=user.acct,DISP=SHR]

 //FE      DD UNIT=SYSDA,

              SPACE=(TRK,(20,10))[,DCB=BLKSIZE=1480]

 //FM      DD UNIT=SYSDA,

 /             SPACE=(TRK,(20,10))[,DCB=BLKSIZE=1480]

 //UNLOAD  DD DSN=user.maclib,

 //            UNIT=SYSDA,

 //            SPACE=(TRK,10),

 //            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000),

                       CATLG 

[//           DISP=(,[KEEP ],DELETE) ]

[//RELOAD DD DSN=user.maclib,DISP=(SHR)]

[//SYSLIB DD DSN=user.srclib,DISP=SHR]

[//MASTER DD DSN=user.disklibr,DISP=SHR]

 //CYCLE  DD DSN=user.cycle,DISP=OLD

 //MASTIN DD UNIT=(TAPEx,,DEFER),

 //          VOL=SER=x,

             DCB=(DEN=x,BLKSIZE=bbbb)

[            DISP=OLD,                ]

 //CARDF DD *[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]

  [OPTION options]

  [macros]

 source program

 /*
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JCL to execute a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation can be placed in a PROC like the one in the following
sample. Optional files have been specified as NULLFILE dummy data sets, to be employed as needed. Blocksizes can be
altered as necessary to optimize DASD usage for your installation.

 //METACBL PROC META=MCT,                   CA Datacom MetaCOBOL Support Prog. Name 

 //             STEPLIB='MCT.LOAD',         Load Library Name 

 //             COPYLIB='MCT.SYSLIB',       COPY Library 

 //             LIBMSTR='MCT.DISKLIBR',     Disk CA Librarian Master 

 //             COBOL=NULLFILE,             COBOL Output 

 //             AUX=NULLFILE,               Auxiliary Output 

 //             TERM=NULLFILE,              Terminal Data Set 

 //             CYCLE=NULLFILE,             Tape CA Librarian Cycle 

 //             LIBTAPE=NULLFILE            Tape CA Librarian Master 

 //MCT     EXEC PGM=&META 

 //STEPLIB   DD DSN=&STEPLIB,DISP=SHR

 //LSTIN     DD SYSOUT=A,

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=605)

 //PUNCHF    DD DSN=&COBOL,

 //             UNIT=SYSDA,

 //             SPACE=(TRK,100),

 //             DCB=BLKSIZE=7200,

 //             DISP=(,PASS,DELETE)

 //AUX       DD DSN=&AUX,

 //             UNIT=SYSDA,

 //             SPACE=(TRK,20),

 //             DCB=BLKSIZE=7200,

 //             DISP=(,PASS,DELETE)

 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=&COPYLIB,DISP=SHR

 //MASTER    DD DSN=&LIBMSTR,DISP=SHR

 //SYSTERM   DD DSN=&TERM,

 //             UNIT=SYSDA,

 //             SPACE=(TRK,20),

 //             DCB=BLKSIZE=80,

 //             DISP=(,PASS,DELETE)

 //CYCLE      DD DSN=&CYCLE,DISP=SHR

 //MASTIN     DD DSN=&LIBTAPE,

 //             UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),

 //             VOL=SER=X,

 //             DCB=(DEN=3,BLKSIZE=32000),

 //             DISP=OLD 

 //FE         DD UNIT=SYSDA,

 //             SPACE=(TRK,(20,10)),

 //             DCB=BLKSIZE=7400 

 //FM         DD UNIT=SYSDA,

 //             SPACE=(TRK,(20,10)),

 //             DCB=BLKSIZE=7400 

 //UNLOAD     DD DSN=user.maclib,

 //             UNIT=SYSDA,// SPACE=(TRK,10),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=7200),

                    CATLG

[//           DISP=(,[KEEP ],DELETE)     ]

 //RELOAD     DD DSN=user.maclib,DISP=(SHR)

 //CARDF      DD DDNAME=SYSIN
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Concatenate Source Input

To concatenate a macro set from a macro library and the input source, specify the CARDF DD statement as follows:

//CARDF DD DSN=user.srclib(member),DISP=SHR

//      DD * 

        . . .

To include input from a source library, specify a SYSLIB DD statement and the *$COPY Translator Directing statement as
follows:

//SYSLIB DD DSN=user.srclib,DISP=SHR

//CARDF  DD * 

      *$COPY module-name

         . . .

To include input from a Librarian disk master, specify the MASTER DD statement and the *$LIBED Translator Directing
statement as follows:

//MASTER DD DSN=user.disklibr,DISP=SHR

//CARDF  DD * 

      *$LIBED module-name

         . . .

To include input from a Librarian tape master, specify the CYCLE and MASTIN DD statements and the *$LIBET Translator
Directing statement as follows:

//CYCLE  DD DSN=user.cycle,DISP=OLD

//MASTIN DD UNIT=(TAPEx,,DEFER),

//          VOL=SER=volserno,

//          DCB=(DEN=x,BLKSIZE=xxxx),

//          DISP=OLD

//CARDF  DD *

      *$LIBET module-name

         . . .

NOTE
CARDF data sets can be concatenated without consideration of BLKSIZE.

Specify Translate-Time Options

Translator Options can be specified in the PARM field of the EXEC statement or in one or more OPTION cards. These
options control specific functions for the current execution of the MetaCOBOL Translator. For more information about the
OPTION statement and Translator Options, see Translate-time Options.

The following example illustrates the two methods for specifying Translator Options:

z/OS PARM
//sample JOB ...  

//STEP EXEC proc-name,PARM='DECK,LISTIN'

         . . .

OPTION Statement
//CARDF DD *

       OPTION DECK,LISTIN

       *$COPY ... 

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
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        . . .

z/OS Condition Codes

The MetaCOBOL Translator passes a condition code representing the severity of the highest-level diagnostic in the step.
The JCL in any subsequent job steps can test the condition codes. Condition codes can be set in macro definitions by the
&FLAG, &NOTE, or &COND macro language directives. They are described in the Macro Facility Reference.

The following codes are the default condition codes. The macro can set more codes.

 Code  Meaning 
0 No diagnostic generated.
4 The highest-level diagnostic is caused by a &FLAG (N98) or

&NOTE (N99) macro language directive.
8 The highest-level diagnostic is a Datacom Support for

MetaCOBOL Translator WARNING.
12 The highest-level diagnostic is a Datacom Support for

MetaCOBOL Translator ERROR or LOST TEXT source.
16 The highest-level diagnostic is a Datacom Support for

MetaCOBOL Translator FATAL ERROR; the step is terminated
before the completion of output source generation.

Because the condition code reflects only the most severe error conditions, less severe errors can exist.

Determine Memory

The following formula can be used to determine how much memory is required to execute Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL. Specify this value as the z/OS REGION size.

region size = 184K + buffers + COBOL DDs + CRSTACK + input exits + macro sets

•  184K 
Minimum z/OS REGION size of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL. The size varies slightly depending upon the
DIALECT option. DIALECT=WO requires the most storage. The other dialects require slightly less. Buffers are
included in the 184-K size for the FM, FE, LSTIN, PUNCHF, and CARDF data sets.

•  Buffers 
Size of the buffers for the following data sets: ACCT, AUX, CYCLE, MASTER, RELOAD, SNAPER, SYSLIB,
SYSTERM, and UNLOAD. Buffer space need only be specified for data sets that the translation requires.

•  COBOL DDs 
COBOL Data Definitions. 62 bytes are required for each data definition. Storage is allocated in 2-K blocks, so storage
must be rounded up to the next 2-K boundary.

•  CRSTACK 
Value of the CRSTACK option.

•   input exits  
Size of any input exits called in the translation.

•   macro sets  
Size of any macro sets loaded for the translation.
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Datacom/DB Facility 

Module Name Description Memory Required

SPP DLM Structured Programming Procedure and
Data Language/ Datacom Datadictionary
Interface Macros

420 K

DLM Data Language/ Datacom Datadictionary
Interface Macros

380 K

Input Exits - 56 K

 Quality Assurance (QA) Facility

Module Name Description Memory Required

CQA
DCQA

COBOL Quality Assurance
 
COBOL w/ DL verbs QA

490 K

SQA
DCQA 
VQA
DVQA  

Structured Programming Facility QA
Structured Programming Facility w/ DL
verbs QA
VS COBOL II Quality Assurance
VS COBOL II w/ DL verbs QA  

600 K

 Structured Programming (SP) Facility

Module Name Description Memory Required

SPP Structured Programming Procedure 64 K
SP2 VS COBOL II Structured Programming 590 K
SPP
SPD

Structured Programming Procedureand SP
Documentor 

64 K

SPP
SPS

Structured Programming Procedureand SP
Stub Generator 

120 K

GPV General Programming Verbs 170 K

Formatting 

Module Name Description Memory Required

HLP High-level Formatter 64 k

Online Programming Language 

Module Name Description Memory Required
OPLPS OPL Program Structuring 290 K
OPL Online Programming Language 300 K
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Directory of Macro Sets and Programs
This section describes the standard programs and product options that are provided. In each description, the appropriate
technical documentation is referenced for more information.

Standard Programs

The following standard programs are provided with each installation of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL:

• Account Management Review
• Procedure Documentor
• Structured Program Documentor

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Macro Sets

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL product options consist of macro sets that solve common problems with programming
in COBOL. Each product option and its macro sets are described in this section. You can use the Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL facilities and their corresponding macro sets alone or in any combination.

Standard Programs
The following programs are provided with each installation of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL.

Account Management Review

The Account Management Review (AMR) is a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL source program that produces reports
on Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL usage by both programmer and type of activity. AMR evaluates the usage of
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL by programmers and provides status reports of systems under development.

NOTE

More information:

• Account Management Review (AMR)

Procedure Documentor

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Procedure Documentor (MPD) aids macro set development and maintenance. The
input to MPD can be any macro set or series of macro sets. The output consists of a listing of one or more macro sets and
such optional reports as cross-references of variables, labels and tags, a macro index, a list of all notes and flags, and a
special word directory.

NOTE

More information:

• Procedure Documentor (MPD)

Structured Program Documentor

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Structured Program Documentor (SPDCOB) aids structured program development
and maintenance. The input to SPDCOB is data that is extracted from a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL structured
program translated using SPP and SPD macro sets or the SP2 macro set. The output consists of a module hierarchy
report and a cross-reference listing of where the modules are invoked.

NOTE

More information:
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• Structured Programming Documentor (SPD & SPDCOB)

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Macro Sets
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLproduct options consist of macro sets that solve common problems with programming
in COBOL. Each product option and its macro sets are described in this section. You can use the  Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLfacilities and their corresponding macro sets alone or in any combination.

WARNING

Load these macro sets in the order that is shown here.

If you are using the Structured Programming Facility, see The Structured Programming (SP) Facility for more important
information about loading the macro sets.

• Structured Programming
• Online Programming
• Datacom/PC
• String Manipulation Language
• General Programming Verbs

Online Programming Facility
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Online Programming Facility provides COBOL language extensions for psuedo-
conversational CICS transactions. These macro sets allow you to embed Online Programming Language (OPL)
statements in COBOL programs and generate psuedo-conversational CICS transactions.

The two macro sets are:

• OPLPS
Provides for structuring of the input program source, preparing the input source for pseudo-conversational code
generation.

• OPL
Provides for translation of high-level OPL statements into conventional COBOL and command-level CICS statements.

NOTE

More information:

• Online Programming Language Reference

Datacom/DB Facility
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Datacom/DB Facility provides COBOL language extensions to access Datacom/
DB databases. These macro sets allow you to embed Datacom/DB Facility statements in COBOL programs that generate
a CALL-level access to Datacom/DB. Datacom/DB Facility statements are easy to code because they are high-level and
COBOL-like.

There is one Datacom/DB macro set for use with Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL. This macro set, named DLM, has
several features:

• Provides basic driver macros for the Datacom/DB interface, translating high-level COBOL/DL statements into
Datacom/DB parameters, work areas, and CALL statements in standard COBOL.

• Supports Datacom Datadictionary access.
• Supports coding with Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL structured programming constructs
• Supports coding with VS COBOL II constructs
• Prepares a program for OPL translation
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NOTE

More information:

• Program Development Reference

The String Manipulation Language (SML) Facility
The COBOL String Manipulation Language (COBOL/SML) is an extension to the COBOL programming language
providing string handling and inspection capabilities unavailable in COBOL.

String manipulation functions can be achieved using COBOL language statements such as STRING, UNSTRING,
INSPECT, and TRANSFORM. Unfortunately, TRANSFORM is a statement discontinued in VS COBOL II. Also, with some
COBOL compilers, INSPECT, STRING, and UNSTRING require the use of operating system services, prohibiting their
use in CICS programs. The String Manipulation Language does not require the use of operating system services.

The syntax for COBOL string manipulation statements that are previously mentioned is not consistent between any
two statements. The COBOL/SML language has the consistency that each statement has a STARTING AT and FOR
LENGTH OF clause available to it, making them easier to use than their COBOL counterpart. The presence of these two
clauses in each of the COBOL/SML statements allows for the manipulation to be confined to specific parts of fields—a
capability not found in all COBOL string manipulation statements.

The macro set for string manipulation is named SML.

NOTE

More information:

• String Manipulation Language

The Structured Programming (SP) Facility
The Structured Programming Procedures for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL extend the COBOL language by providing
comprehensive modularization and contemporary control structures for repetition and selection.

The Structured Programming macro sets are shown in the following list. Only the SPP macro set can be used with
the OPL and Datacom/DB macro sets. Therefore, if your program uses OPL or Datacom/DB statements in addition to
Structured Programming Statements, you must use the SPP macro set. The SPP macro set MUST be loaded first.

WARNING
Warning! The SP2 macro set, if used, MUST be used alone. SP2 cannot be used with any other Structured
Programming macro set or any other Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL macro set. The SP2 macro set provides
VS COBOL II constructs that perform the same function as the SPP macro set. In addition, SP2 includes the
same capabilities as SPS and SPD.

The macro sets are:

• SPP
Structured Programming Procedure generates ANSI 74 compilable COBOL source from the repetition and selection
constructs (LOOP... WHILE... ENDLOOP, IF... ELSE... ENDIF, and SELECT... WHEN... ENDSELECT)

• SP2
Is an alternative to the SPP macro set. SP2 generates code that uses the new control structures available with the VS
COBOL II compiler.

• SPS
Structured Programming Stub Generation automatically defines referenced procedure names that are undefined.
This process ensures that a compiler error due to an undefined procedure name will not occur.

• SPD
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Structured Programming Documentation. When used with its companion source program, SPDCOB, SPD produces
both a module hierarchy report and a report of where modules are invoked. This aids in top-down program
development and maintenance.

NOTE

More information:

• Structured Programming

General Programming Verbs
The General Programming Verbs (GPV) are coded in Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input and facilitate program
development. The following verbs are provided by the GPV macro set:

• ARRANGE
Sorts tables.

• CLEAR/RESET
Clears data areas.

• COLLATE
Controls reading of two sequential input files to facilitate the updating of a master file from an update file, matching files
for reporting purposes, or merging two sequential files.

• {OPEN FAIR}
{START FAIR)
{READ FAIR}
{CLOSE FAIR}
Accesses Librarian master.

• PARM
Analyzes an z/OS PARM field.

• {IF-BITS                   )
{EXPAND-BITS        )
{SCOMPRESS BITS)
Enables bit manipulation.

NOTE

More information:

• Structured Programming

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Formatter
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Formatter (HLF) formats programs to provide consistent indentation of SP Facility,
Datacom/DB Facility, and command-level CICS statements. It also formats VS COBOL II and COBOL 74 syntax. HLF
automatically indents nested syntax, clauses, and conditions subordinate to a particular statement automatically, thus
relieving the programmer of this time-consuming task.

The HLF macro set cannot be loaded for translation with any other macro set, except SPD.

NOTE

More information:

• High-Level Formatter (HLF)
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Data Structure Table Mapping
The macro set MAPTDS is provided to aid in the debugging of user-defined and Broadcom supplied macros. MAPTDS
can be included with any Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation. MAPTDS produces an auxiliary report which
maps the contents of the Data Structure Table for that translation.

Reserved Words for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
The following Reserved Words list consists of COBOL Reserved Words predefined to  Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLfor various COBOL compilers.

The  Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLDIALECT option determines which reserved words are effective for a translation. A
default DIALECT is established at installation. This default can be overridden.

The DIALECT option is a two character code. The first character specifies the compiler. The second character specifies
the Operating system. The following table lists all the DIALECT option codes and the corresponding compiler description.

DIALECT option codes COBOL Compiler
2D DOS ANSI 68 Versions 1 and 2
3D DOS ANSI 68 Version 3
VD DSO/VS ANSI 68 Release 1
WD DOS/VSE ANSI 74
2O OS ANSI 68 Versions 1 and 2
3O OS ANSI 68 Version 3
4O OS ANSI 68 Version 4
VO OS/VS ANSI 74 Language Level 1
WO OS/VS ANSI 74 Language Level 2
XO VS COBOL II Release 1 and 2
YO VS COBOL II Release 3

The Reserved Words List has five columns. The first column lists the Reserved Words. Column two shows a
one character code (I, E, D, P) for the COBOL division or divisions within which the word is used. Column three indicates
the word type: Verb (V); Special Register (S); Figurative Constant (F); ordinary keyword (blank). The  Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLSymbol Table reflects the Verb, Figurative Constant, and Special Register attributes for those words in the list
with these types. There is no attribute for an ordinary keyword. The fourth column indicates the z/OS (OS) compiler codes
(as in the above table) where the word is reserved.

Reserved Word COBOL Division(s) Figurative Special Verb Constant Register z/OS
ACCEPT P V 234VWXY
ACCESS ED V 234VWXY
ACTUAL E V 234VW
ADD P V 234VWXY
ADDRESS IEDP S XY
ADVANCING P - Y
AFTER P - Y
ALL EDP - 234VWXY
ALPHABET E V 234VWXY
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ALPHABETIC P - 234VWXY
ALPHABETIC-LOWER P - Y
ALPHABETIC-UPPER P - Y
ALPHANUMERIC P - XY
ALPHANUMERIC-EDITED P - XY
ALSO P - Y
ALTER P V 234VWXY
ALTERNATE E V VWXY
AND P - Y
AND P V 234VWX
ANY P - Y
APPLY E V 234VWXY
ARE ED - 234VWXY
AREA E - Y
AREAS E - Y
ASCENDING DP - Y
ASSIGN E V 234VWXY
AT - - D
AT P V 234VWXY
AUTHOR I - Y
BEFORE P - Y
BEGINNING P - Y
BINARY D - XY
BLANK D - 234VWXY
BLOCK D V 234VWXY
BOTTOM D - WXY
BY IEDP - 234VWXY
C01 E V 234VWXY
C02 E V 234VWXY
C03 E V 234VWXY
C04 E V 234VWXY
C05 E V 234VWXY
C06 E V 234VWXY
C07 E V 234VWXY
C08 E V 234VWXY
C09 E V 234VWXY
C10 E V 234VWXY
C11 E V 234VWXY
C12 E V 234VWXY
CALL P V 234VWXY
CANCEL P V 4VWXY
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CD D - 4VWXY
CHANGED P - Y
CHARACTER ED - Y
CHARACTERS EDP - Y
CLASS E V 234VWXY
CLOSE P V 234VWXY
CODE D V VWXY
CODE-SET D V WXY
COLLATING E V 234VWXY
COLLATING P - Y
COLUMN D - 234VWXY
COMMA E - 234VWXY
COMMON I - Y
COMMUNICATION D - 4VWXY
COMP D - 234VWXY
COMP-1 D - 234VWXY
COMP-2 D - 234VWXY
COMP-3 D - 234VWXY
COMP-4 D - 234VWXY
COMPUTATIONAL D - 234VWXY
COMPUTATIONAL-1 D - 234VWXY
COMPUTATIONAL-2 D - 234VWXY
COMPUTATIONAL-3 D - 234VWXY
COMPUTATIONAL-4 D - Y
COMPUTE P V 234VWXY
CONFIGURATION E - Y
CONSOLE E V 234VWXY
CONTAINS ED Y -
CONTENT P - Y
CONTINUE P V XY
CONTROL D V 234VWXY
CONTROLS D V 234VWXY
COPY IEDP - 234VWXY
CORR P - Y
CORRESPONDING P - Y
COUNT D - 4VWXY
CSP E V 234VWXY
CURRENCY E V 234VWXY
CURRENT-DATE IEDP S 234VW
DATA D V 234VWXY
DATA P - Y
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DATE IEDP S 4VWXY
DATE-COMPILED I - Y
DATE-WRITTEN I - Y
DAY IEDP S 4VWXY
DAY-OF-WEEK IEDP S XY
DBCS P - XY
DEBUG-CONTENTS IEDP S WXY
DEBUG-ITEM IEDP S WXY
DEBUG-LINE IEDP S WXY
DEBUG-NAME IEDP S WXY
DEBUG-SUB-1 IEDP S WXY
DEBUG-SUB-2 IEDP S WXY
DEBUG-SUB-3 IEDP S WXY
DECIMAL-POINT E V 234VWXY
DECLARATIVES P - 234VWXY
DELETE P V 234VWXY
DELIMITER E E Y
DEPENDING D - Y
DEPTH D - 4V
DESCENDING DP - Y
DESTINATION D - 4VWXY
DISABLE P V WXY
DISPLAY D - 234VWXY
DISPLAY P V 234VWXY
DISPLAY-1 D - XY
DISPLAY-ST D - 234VW
DIVIDE P V 234VWXY
DIVISION IEDP - 234VWXY
DOWN P - Y
DUPLICATES E - Y
DYNAMIC E - Y
EBCDIC E - Y
ELSE P V 234VWXY
ENABLE P V WXY
END E - Y
END D - 4VW
END P V 234VWXY
END-ADD P V XY
END-CALL P V XY
END-COMPUTE P V XY
END-DELETE P V XY
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END-DIVIDE P V XY
END-EVALUATE P V XY
END-IF P V XY
END-MULTIPLY P V XY
END-OF-PAGE P V 234VWXY
END-PERFORM P V XY
END-READ P V XY
END-RETURN P V XY
END-REWRITE P V XY
END-SEARCH P V XY
END-START P V XY
END-STRING P V XY
END-SUBTRACT P V XY
END-UNSTRING P V XY
END-WRITE P V XY
ENDING P - Y
ENTER P V 234VWXY
ENTRY P V 234VWXY
ENVIRONMENT E - 234VWXY
EOP P V 234VWXY
EQUAL P - 234VWXY
ERROR D - 4VWXY
ERROR P - -
EVALUATE P V XY
EVERY E P Y
EXAMINE P V 234VW Y
EXCEPTION P V XY
EXHIBIT P V 234VWXY
EXIT P V 234VWXY
EXTEND P - Y
EXTERNAL D - XY
FALSE P - Y
FD D - 234VWXY
FILE E V VWXY
FILE DP - 234VWXY
FILE-CONTROL E V 234VWXY
FILE-LIMIT E V 234VW
FILE-LIMITS E V 234VW
FILLER D - 234VWXY
FIRST P - Y
FOOTING D V WXY
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FOR E P - Y
FOR E V V
FOR D - 234
FROM DP - Y
GENERATE P V 234VW
GIVING P - Y
GLOBAL D - XY
GO P V 234VWXY
GOBACK P V 234VWXY
GREATER P - 234VWXY
GROUP D - 234VWXY
HIGH-VALUE EDP F 234VWXY
HIGH-VALUES EDP F 234VWXY
I-O P - Y
I-O-CONTROL E - Y
ID I - Y
IDENTIFICATION I - Y
IF P V 234VWXY
IN EDP - 234VWXY
INDEX D - 234VWXY
INDEXED E V Y
INDEXED D - 234VWXY
INITIAL I - Y
INITIAL D - WXY
INITIAL P - Y
INITIALIZE P V XY
INITIATE P V 234VW
INPUT D - 4VW
INPUT P - Y
INPUT-OUTPUT E - Y
INSPECT P V WXY
INSTALLATION I - Y
INTO P - Y
INVALID P V 234VWXY
IS I - Y
IS EDP - 234VWXY
JUST D - 234VWXY
JUSTIFIED D - 234VWXY
KANJI P - XY
KEY EDP - 234VWXY
LABEL D V 234VWXY
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LABEL P - Y
LABEL-RETURN IEDP S 234V
LEADING DP - Y
LEFT D - Y
LENGTH IEDP - S
LENGTH D - 4VW
LESS P - 234VWXY
LINAGE D V WXY
LINAGE-COUNTER IEDP S WXY
LINE D - 234VWXY
LINE-COUNTER IEDP S 234VW
LINES D V WXY
LINES P - Y
LINKAGE D - 234VWXY
LOCK P - Y
LOW-VALUE EDP F 234VWXY
LOW-VALUES EDP F 234VWXY
MEMORY E V 234VWXY
MERGE P V VWXY
MESSAGE D - 4VWXY
MODE E - WXY
MODE D - Y
MODULES E - Y
MOVE P V 234VWXY
MULTIPLE E V VWXY
MULTIPLY P V 234VWXY
NAMED P - Y
NATIVE E - Y
NEGATIVE P - Y
NEXT D - 234VWXY
NEXT P V 234VWXY
NO P - 4VWXY
NOMINAL E V 234VW
NOT P V 234VWXY
NULL EDP F XY
NULLS EDP F XY
NUMERIC P - 234VWXY
OBJECT-COMPUTER E - Y
OCCURS D - 234VWXY
OF EDP - 234VWXY
OFF E - 234VWXY
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OMITTED D - Y
ON ED - 234VWXY
ON P V 234VWXY
OPEN P V 234VWXY
OPTIONAL E - Y
OR P - Y
OR P V 234VWX
ORGANIZATION E V VWXY
OTHER P - Y
OTHERWISE P V 234VW
OUTPUT D - 4VWXY
OUTPUT P -
OVERFLOW P V 4VWXY
PACKED-DECIMAL D - X
PADDING E V 234VWXY
PAGE D V 234VWXY
PAGE-COUNTER IEDP S 234VW
PASSWORD E V VWXY
PERFORM P V 234VWXY
PIC D - 234VWXY
PICTURE D - 234VWXY
POINTER D - XY
POSITION E - Y
POSITIONING P - Y
POSITIVE P - Y
PRINT-SWITCH IEDP S 234VW
PROCEDURE P - 234VWXY
PROCEED P - Y
PROCESS P V Y
PROCESSING E V VW
PROGRAM I P - Y
PROGRAM E V 234VWXY
PROGRAM-ID I - Y
QUEUE D - 4VWXY
QUOTE EDP F 234VWXY
QUOTES EDP F 234VWXY
RANDOM E - Y
RD D - 234VWXY
READ P V 234VWXY
READY P V 234VWXY
RECEIVE P V 4VWXY
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RECORD E V 234VWXY
RECORD D V 234VWXY
RECORD P - Y
RECORDING D V 234VWXY
RECORDS ED - 234VWXY
REDEFINES D - 234VWXY
REEL E P - Y
REFERENCE P - Y
RELATIVE E V WXY
RELEASE P V 234VWXY
REMAINDER P - Y
REMOVAL P - Y
RENAMES D - 234VWXY
REPLACING P - Y
REPORT D V 234VW
REPORTING P - Y
REPORTS D V 234VW
RERUN E V 234VWXY
RESERVE E V 234VWXY
RESET D - 234VWXY
RESET P V 234VWXY
RETURN P V 234VWXY
RETURN-CODE IEDP S 234VWXY
REVERSED P - Y
REWIND P - Y
REWRITE P V 234VWXY
RIGHT D - Y
ROUNDED P - Y
RUN P - Y
S01 E V 234VWXY
S02 E V 234VWXY
S03 E V 234VWXY
S04 E V 234VWXY
S05 E V 234VWXY
SAME E V 234VWXY
SD D - 234VWXY
SEARCH P V 234VWXY
SECTION EDP - 234VWXY
SECURITY I - Y
SEEK P V 234VW
SEGMENT-LIMIT E V 234VWXY
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SELECT E V 234VWXY
SEND P V 4VWXY
SENTENCE P - Y
SEPARATE D - 34VWXY
SEQUENCE E V 234VWXY
SEQUENCE P - Y
SEQUENTIAL E V Y
SET P V 234VWXY
SHIFT-IN IEDP S XY
SHIFT-OUT IEDP S XY
SIGN ED - Y
SIZE ED - Y
SIZE P V 234VWXY
SORT E V Y
SORT P - 234VWXY
SORT-CONTROL IEDP S XY
SORT-CORE-SIZE IEDP S 34VWXY
SORT-FILE-SIZE IEDP S 34VWXY
SORT-MERGE E - Y
SORT-MESSAGE IEDP S 34VWXY
SORT-MODE-SIZE IEDP S 34VWXY
SORT-RETURN IEDP S 34VWXY
SOURCE D - 234VWXY
SOURCE-COMPUTER E - Y
SPACE EDP F 234VWXY
SPACES EDP F 234VWXY
SPECIAL-NAMES E - 234VWXY
STANDARD DP - Y
STANDARD-1 E - Y
STANDARD-2 E - Y
START P V 234VWXY
STATUS E V VWXY
STATUS D - 234VW
STOP P V 234VWXY
STRING P V 4VWXY
SUB-QUEUE-1 D - 4VWXY
SUB-QUEUE-2 D - 4VWXY
SUB-QUEUE-3 D - 4VWXY
SUBTRACT P V 234VWXY
SUM D - 234VWXY
SUPPRESS P - Y
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SYMBOLIC E V 234VWXY
SYMBOLIC D - 4VW
SYNC D - 234VWXY
SYNCHRONIZED D - 234VWXY
SYSIN E V 234VWXY
SYSIPT E V 234VWXY
SYSLIST E V 234VWXY
SYSLST E V 234VWXY
SYSOUT E V 234VWXY
SYSPCH E V 234VWXY
SYSPUNCH E V 234VWXY
TABLE D - WXY
TALLY IEDP S 234VWXY
TALLYING P - 234VWXY
TAPE E - Y
TERMINATE P V 234VW
TEST P - XY
TEXT D - 4VWXY
THAN P - 234VWXY
THEN P - -
THROUGH EDP - 234VWXY
THRU EDP - 234VWXY
TIME IEDP S 4VWXY
TIME-OF-DAY IEDP S 234VW
TIMES DP - 234VWXY
TO EDP - 234VWXY
TOP D V WXY
TRACE P V Y
TRACK-AREA E V 234VW
TRACK-LIMIT E V 234VW
TRAILING D - Y
TRANSFORM P V 234VWXY
TRUE P - Y
TYPE D - 234VWXY
UNIT E P - Y
UNSTRING P V 4VWXY
UNTIL P - XY
UP P - Y
UPON P - Y
UPSI-0 E V 234VWXY
UPSI-1 E V 234VWXY
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UPSI-2 E V 234VWXY
UPSI-3 E V 234VWXY
UPSI-4 E V 234VWXY
UPSI-5 E V 234VWXY
UPSI-6 E V 234VWXY
UPSI-7 E V 234VWXY
USAGE D - 234VWXY
USE P V 234VWXY
USING P - Y
VALUE D V 234VWXY
VALUES D - 234VWXY
VARYING D - Y
VARYING P - XY
WHEN D - 234VWXY
WHEN P V 234VWXY
WHEN-COMPILED IEDP S VW
WHEN-COMPILED IEDP S XY
WITH E - Y
WITH D V WXY
WITH P - XY
WORDS E - Y
WORKING-STORAGE D - 234VWXY
WRITE P V 234VWXY
WRITE-ONLY E - Y
ZERO EDP F 234VWXY
ZEROES EDP F 234VWXY
ZEROS EDP F 234VWXY
< E P 234VWX
> E P 234VWX

Output Format Control
These articles describe the FORMAT option and its parameters.

The FORMAT option determines how the generated COBOL source text is formatted. Macro-controlled formatting can
enhance or even replace the FORMAT option.

Users can establish three named predefined sets of FORMAT option parameters at installation:

• ADR
• OPEN
• CLOSED

NOTE
For more information about ADR, OPEN, and CLOSED, see Predefined Format Alternatives.

To use a set different from the default, specify the set that you want with a FORMAT option similar to this example.
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OPTION FORMAT=CLOSED

You can establish extra sets of named, predefined FORMAT parameters at installation. Use the MCDEF and MCDEFCHK
installation macros to define your own named sets of FORMAT parameters. Ensure that your names are not the same as
the three sets provided.

Use the FORMAT parameter of the MCGEN installation macro (not to be confused with the translate-time FORMAT
option) to specify the name of the default FORMAT parameter set you want. You can define this set yourself or can use
one of the three provided. If you do not specify a set, the OPEN set is used as the default.

You can override individual parameters of the default FORMAT option parameter at translate time by using a FORMAT
option similar to the one shown here. When overriding parameters, you must enclose the new parameters within
parentheses.

OPTION FORMAT=(PVBCD)

You can select a named set of FORMAT option parameters. If necessary, use a second format option to override specific
parameters, as shown here.

OPTION FORMAT=CLOSED,FORMAT=(NOIC)

You could also use the two separate OPTION cards to accomplish the same task.

OPTION FORMAT=CLOSED  

OPTION FORMAT=(NOIC)

If many overrides do not fit onto a single card, use two format options on separate cards:

OPTION FORMAT=(NOIC,NOEC,EV,NOES,E12,NODF,DT31,DI2X3)

OPTION FORMAT=(PC,PP,PI2X1,PVBCDEH)

FORMAT Option Parameters
This section provides the FORMAT parameters for each COBOL division. Parameters are:

• Grouped according to COBOL division
• Enclosed within parentheses. (One or more can be enclosed within the same set of parentheses.)
• Separated with commas
• Can be specified in any order

Identification Division
• IC

The sentence after a paragraph header is placed on a new line. Use the NOIC option to keep the sentence after a
paragraph header on the same line. An example of each type is shown.
– FORMAT=(IC)

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

PROGRAM ID.

   PGNAME.

AUTHOR.  
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   JOHN DOE.

– FORMAT=(NOIC)

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

PROGRAM ID. PGNAME. 

AUTHOR. JOHN DOE.

Environment Division
• EC 

The sentence after a paragraph header is placed on a new line. Use the NOEC option to keep the sentence after a
paragraph header on the same line. An example of each type is shown.
FORMAT=(EC)

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

SOURCE-COMPUTER.

           IBM-370.

OBJECT-COMPUTER.

IBM-370.

 
FORMAT=(NOEC)

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370. 

OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

• EV
The following elements each begin a new line:
– Environment Division statements SELECT, APPLY, RERUN, and SAME
– All the clauses in the OBJECT-COMPUTER and SPECIAL-NAMES paragraphs. 
Each clause and statement begins in column 12.
Using NOEV removes this formatting.
FORMAT=(EV,EC)

I-O-CONTROL. 

           APPLY WRITE-ONLY ON MASTER-FILE 

           APPLY CORE-INDEX ON ISAM-FILE.

FORMAT=(NOEV,NOEC)

I-O-CONTROL. APPLY WRITE-ONLY ON MASTER-FILE APPLY 

           CORE-INDEX ON ISAM-FILE.

• ESCnn
Each SELECT statement clause (ASSIGN, RESERVE, ORGANIZATION, and others) is indented to column nn, where
nn is any column 12-42. The first clause is placed on a new line. 
NOES formats the SELECT statement without indenting. 
FORMAT=(EC,EV,ESC31) 

FILE-CONTROL.

   SELECT MASTER 
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           ASSIGN TO UT-S-MFILEIN 

           RESERVE NO ALTERNATE AREAS.

   SELECT LISTING 

           ASSIGN TO UT-S-LISTOUT.

FORMAT=(EC,EV,NOES)

FILE-CONTROL. 

   SELECT MASTER ASSIGN TO UT-S-MFILEIN RESERVE NO  

   ALTERNATE AREAS. 

   SELECT LISTING ASSIGN TO UT-S-LISTOUT.

• EST  nn
Each SELECT statement clause (ASSIGN, RESERVE, ORGANIZATION, and others) is indented to column nn, where
nn is any column 12-42. The first clause is placed on a new line.
NOES formats the SELECT statement without indenting.
FORMAT=(EC,EV,EST31) 

FILE-CONTROL. 

   SELECT MASTER ASSIGN TO UT-S-MFILEIN 

                 RESERVE NO ALTERNATE AREAS. 

   SELECT LISTING           ASSIGN TO UT-S-LISTOUT.

• EIn
For statements requiring multiple lines, each line after the first is indented "n" columns where n=1-6. NOEI removes
this indentation. 
FORMAT=(EC,EV,NOEI,NOES)

FILE-CONTROL. 

   SELECT MASTER ASSIGN TO UT-S-MFILEIN RESERVE NO  

   ALTERNATE AREAS. 

   SELECT LISTING ASSIGN TO UT-S-LISTOUT.

FORMAT=(EC,EV,EI6,NOES) 

FILE-CONTROL.

   SELECT MASTER ASSIGN TO UT-S-MFILEIN RESERVE NO

      ALTERNATE AREAS. 

   SELECT LISTING ASSIGN TO UT-S-LISTOUT.

FORMAT=(EC,EV,EI2,ESC31)

FILE-CONTROL.

   SELECT MASTER

           ASSIGN TO UT-S-MFILEIN

           FILE-LIMIT IS RANDOM-ACCESS-LIMIT

           THRU RANDOM-ACCESS-LIMIT-END.

Data Division
• DFCnn

Each FD, SD, RD, and CD statement clause are indented to column nn where nn is column 12-42. The first clause is
placed on a new line. Use NODF to produce the statement without this formatting.
FORMAT=(DFC25)
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FD MASTER-FILE 

           RECORDING MODE IS F 

           BLOCK CONTAINS 10 RECORDS 

           LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD 

           DATA RECORD IS MASTER-IN.

FORMAT=(NODF)  

FD MASTER-FILE RECORDING MODE IS F BLOCK CONTAINS 10 

           RECORDS LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD

           DATA RECORD IS MASTER-IN.

• DFTnn
Each FD, SD, RD, and CD statement clause are indented to column nn where nn is any column 12-42.
FORMAT=(DFT25) 

FD MASTER-FILE RECORDING MODE IS F 

               BLOCK CONTAINS 10 RECORDS 

               LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD 

               DATA RECORD IS MASTER-IN.

• DTnn
Indents the first clause of each data definition to column nn where nn is any column 12-42. If the statement requires
more than one line, all lines after the first will either align with column 12 or the beginning of the statement or can be
indented. Refer to the DI parameter for more information. Use NODT to produce the statement without this formatting.
An example of each is shown. 
FORMAT=(DT31) 

77 ITEM-A               PIC X VALUE 'A'.

77 ITEM-B               PIC 9. 

77 ITEM-CHARLIE PIC X(20).

FORMAT=(NODT) 

77 ITEM-A PIC X VALUE 'A'.

77 ITEM-B PIC 9. 

77 ITEM-CHARLIE PIC X(20).

• DTTnn
Indents the first clause of each data definition to column nn where nn is any column 12-42. If the statement requires
more than one line, all lines after the first is also indented. Use NODT to produce the statement without this formatting.
An example of each is shown. 
FORMAT=(NODT) 

77 ITEM-A PIC X VALUE 'A'.

77 ITEM-B PIC 9. 

77 ITEM-CHARLIE PIC X(20).

FORMAT=(DTT31) 

77 ITEM-A          PIC S9(5)V99 USAGE IS COMP-3

                   VALUE +10000.00.

77 ITEM-B          PIC 9.

77 ITEM-CHARLIE    PIC X(20).

• DIaXb
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Each data definition subordinate to a definition beginning in column 12 is indented "a" columns for "b" levels where "a"
is 1-6, and "b" is 1-6. Use NODI to format all statements in column 12. 
FORMAT=(DI2X3) 

01 GROUP-LEVEL-1.

  02 GROUP-LEVEL-2.

     05 GROUP-LEVEL-5.

        10 GROUP-LEVEL-10.

           15 GROUP-LEVEL-15.

           20 ELEMENTARY-ITEM-20 PIC X.

FORMAT=(NODI) 

01 GROUP-LEVEL-1.

  02 GROUP-LEVEL-2.

  05 GROUP-LEVEL-5.

  10 GROUP-LEVEL-10.

  15 GROUP-LEVEL-15.

  20 ELEMENTARY-ITEM-20 PIC X.

Procedure Division
• APC 

Begins a new line at column 12 for the sentence following a procedure header, paragraph, or section name. Use
NOPC to keep the sentence on the same line. 
FORMAT=(PC) 

ACCUMULATE-AMOUNTS.

    ADD ABLE TO BAKER. GO TO CHARLIE.

FORMAT=(NOPC) 

ACCUMULATE-AMOUNTS. ADD ABLE TO BAKER. GO TO CHARLIE.

• PP 
Begins a new line at column 12 for the sentence after any period, except the period ending a procedure header. Use
NOPP to keep the sentence on the same line. 
FORMAT=(PP) 

ADD ABLE TO BAKER.

MOVE CHARLIE TO DOG-HOUSE. 

GO TO SAM.

FORMAT=(NOPP) 

ADD ABLE TO BAKER. MOVE CHARLIE TO DOG-HOUSE. GO TO 

SAM.

• PIaXb
Specifies two types of indentation:
– For statements requiring two or more lines, each line after the first is indented "a" columns where a= 1-6. For

subordinate statements, each statement subordinate to a conditional statement or a "node" (that is, begins with
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ELSE, WHEN, or tohers) of a conditional statement is indented "a" columns. If the subordinate statement requires
two or more lines, each line after the first is indented "a" columns.

– This type of indentation continues for "b" levels where b = 1-6. Both the right and left margins are indented when
conditional statements are nested. 

– Use NOPI to format all statements in column 12. 
FORMAT=(PI2X1) 

MOVE CHARLIE OF DOG-HOUSE (BAD) TO CHARLIE OF

   PEOPLE-HOUSE (GOOD).

FORMAT=(NOPI) 

MOVE CHARLIE OF DOG-HOUSE (BAD) TO CHARLIE OF

PEOPLE-HOUSE (GOOD).

• PVx...x 
There are 9 PV subparameters (A through I) that can be used in various combinations to determine how Procedure
Division statements are formatted. The "x" in PVx...x represents one or more of these parameters. 
If not specified, COBOL verbs have no effect upon line spacing. Use NOPV to format all statements in columns 12-72.
Use PV to override both NOPC and NOPP. 

• A 
The COBOL verb IF and its ELSE or OTHERWISE clause always start a new line. Other statements do not begin
on a new line if the statement can be placed on the line beginning with IF, ELSE, or OTHERWISE. The ELSE or
OTHERWISE clauses and long conditioned statements are indented when the PI option is specified. 
When PVA is specified, all other PV options are ignored. 
FORMAT=(PVA,PI2X1) 

IF ABLE = BAKER MOVE SAM TO DOG 

   ELSE MOVE SAM TO EASY MOVE CHARLIE TO DOG-HOUSE.

• B
All COBOL verbs and any word assigned the verb attribute with a verb macro start a new line. However, the F and G
subparameters described below are exceptions.
If any or all the PV codes C, D, and E are specified, PVB must also be specified.
FORMAT=(PVB,PI2X3) 

IF ABLE = BAKER 

MOVE SAM TO DOG ELSE 

MOVE SAM TO EASY 

MOVE CHARLIE TO DOG-HOUSE.

Notes: 
– ELSE and OTHERWISE are not verbs; they are an optional clause of the IF verb. Another name for this type of

clause is "conditional node." In SEARCH and EVALUATE verbs, AT END and WHEN are clauses.
– The PI option does not indent conditional statements but indents long sentences.
– The PVB option only formats verbs and is insensitive to verb type and clauses.

• C 
The COBOL verbs IF, SEARCH, and EVALUATE and their clauses ELSE, OTHERWISE, AT END, and WHEN always
start a new line. If the PI option has been specified, these verbs and clauses are indented when they are embedded
within a conditional sentence. The C subparameter is similar to the A subparameter; however, in the A subparameter,
conditioned statements do not start a new line. For the C subparameter to take effect, the B subparameter must also
be specified. 
Refer to the H subparameter for an alternative alignment for the clauses. 
FORMAT=(PVBC,PI2X3) 
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IF BLACK

   IF ROUND

      IF MINERAL

         DISPLAY 'BRM'

         ELSE

           DISPLAY 'BRX' 

      ELSE

         DISPLAY 'BXX' 

   ELSE 

      DISPLAY 'XXX'.

• D 
The logical connectives AND and OR always begin a new line. Also, specify the B subparameter for the D
subparameter to take effect.
FORMAT=(PVBCD,PI2X3) 

IF ABLE = BAKER 

   AND CHARLIE = DOG 

   GO TO JOE.

• E
The optional standard condition clauses of imperative statements with an alternate conditional form (AT END, ON
SIZE, and INVALID KEY, and others) begin a new line. The B subparameter must be specified for the E subparameter
to take effect. 
FORMAT=(PVBCE,PI2X3) 

READ MASTER-FILE

   AT END

   GO TO WINDUP.

• F
The COBOL verb following an ELSE or OTHERWISE does not begin a new line, even if the B subparameter is
specified. 
FORMAT=(PVBCF,PI2X3) 

IF ABLE = BAKER

   MOVE SAM TO DOG

   ELSE MOVE SAM TO EASY.

• G 
The COBOL verb GO does not begin a new line within a conditional, even if the B subparameter is specified. 
FORMAT=(PVBCG,PI2X3) 

IF ABLE = BAKER

   MOVE SAM TO DOG GO TO CHARLIE.

• H 
This subparameter alters the alignment of the IF, SEARCH, and EVALUATE verb clauses when the B and C
subparameters are also specified. The clauses are aligned with their corresponding verbs. The H subparameter does
not affect indentation that are caused by any other conditioned statements or their clauses. 
FORMAT=(PVBCH,PI2X3) 

IF BLACK

   IF ROUND

      IF MINERAL

         DISPLAY 'BRM'
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      ELSE

         DISPLAY 'BRX'

   ELSE

      DISPLAY 'BXX'

ELSE

   DISPLAY 'XXX'.

• I 
Using the verb IF after ELSE does not begin a new line. The B, C, and H subparameters must also be specified for the
I subparameter to take effect. 
FORMAT=(PVBCHI,PI2X3) 

IF BLACK

  DISPLAY 'BLACK'

ELSE IF ROUND

  DISPLAY 'ROUND' 

ELSE IF MINERAL

  DISPLAY 'MINERAL'

 

Translate-Time Overrides
FORMAT option parameters that are specified at installation can be overridden. For example, if FORMAT=ADR is
specified at installation, the IC parameter can be added to the format list by specifying FORMAT=(IC) on an OPTION
statement.

FORMAT parameters can be canceled by prefixing the parameter with NO. For example, if FORMAT=(DT31) was
specified at installation, the value 31 could be overridden by specifying FORMAT=(NODT).

Numeric values can be changed for a translation by specifying a new value. For example, if FORMAT=(DT31) was
specified at installation, the value 31 could be overridden by specifying FORMAT=(DT40) at translation.

The list of PV subparameters can be extended or decreased for a translation by specifying a new list. For example, if PVA
was specified at installation and PVBC is desired, specify FORMAT=(PVBC). IF PVBC is specified and PVB is desired,
specify FORMAT=(PVB).

The following example illustrates how the FORMAT= options are specified in the OPTION statement.

OPTION FORMAT=(DT40,PVB)

     *$COPY ...

      IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

For more information about how to specify the OPTION statements in z/OS, see Run a Translation Under z/OS.

Predefined Format Alternatives
The following table lists the FORMAT option parameters assigned to the predefined

FORMAT alternatives established at installation. FORMAT Predefined FORMAT Alternatives

FORMAT Predefined Predefined FORMAT Alternatives
FORMAT=ADR FORMAT=OPEN FORMAT=CLOSED

IC NOIC IC NOIC
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EC NOEC EC NOEC
EV EV EV NOEV
ES NOES ESC31 NOES
EI EI2 EI2 NOEI
DF NODF DFC31 NODF
DT DT31 DT31 NODT
DI DI2X3 DI2X5 NODI
PC PC PC NOPC
PP PP PP NOPP
PI PI2X1 PI2X4 NOPI
PV PVA PVBCDEH NOPV

Translator Diagnostics
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator generates the following types of diagnostics:

• FATAL ERROR immediately terminate all translation. A condition code of 16 is generated.
• ERROR diagnose erroneous conditions that may produce some unpredictable results but are not so severe as to

immediately terminate translation. A condition code of 12 is generated.
• WARNING diagnose erroneous conditions where a corrective assumption is applied. A condition code of 8 is

generated.
• NOTE and FLAG programmed into macro procedures. Their severity is determined in context. The default condition

code is 4.

Translator Diagnostics A93 - B08
A93 SYSTEM ERROR (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

The Translator attempts to execute a function that is not supported in this system. An internal Translator error causes this
error.

Action:

Report this error to your technical representative with supporting documentation.

B01  GETMAIN/GETVIS ERROR (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

(z/OS only) This message occurs during macro loading translation. Table space or addressing capacity is exceeded on
TSY, TMS, or TDS. Probable causes:

• Source Data Division or macro definitions exceed addressable table capacity.
• No COBOL division header precedes the source, causing TMS to overflow.

Action:

Verify the presence of a COBOL division header. If a header is not present, include the appropriate header before the first
source statement. If a division header exists, a table has exhausted its addressing capability. If running in a small partition
or region, increase core size or retry. Otherwise, review the utilization of table space provided on the STATISTICS listing.

B07  WORK FILE {OOL|INL} AT MAXIMUM (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:
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This message occurs during translation. A work file (INL indicates the inline file, OOL indicates the out-of-line file) has
reached its maximum logical capacity. The Translator terminates.

Action:

The probable cause is an output loop from a macro call; examine the input program and macro listing for such a
possibility. If no loop can be found, increase the block size for the work file to maximum and rerun the Translator.

B08  FREEMAIN/FREEVIS ERROR (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs when Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL de-allocates memory that has already been de-allocated.

Action:

Attempt to reexecute Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL. Contact Broadcom Supportif Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
still terminates with this error.

Translator Diagnostics C01 - C13
C01  INVALID CONTROL PUNCH IN COLUMN 7 (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. The continuation column contains a control punch other than a space, *,
-, /, L, P, S, T, U, V, W, or X.

Action:

Correct the statement causing the error.

C02  INVALID DIVISION CODE  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading and following recognition of a macro type code (P, S, V, U, or W) in the
continuation column. An Area A word contains characters other than I, E, D, or P. Probable causes:

• One or more division codes are not separated from macro names by one or more spaces.
• One or more division codes are not intended and macro name begins in Area A.

Action:

Ensure that division codes are contiguous, begin in column 8, and are followed by one or more spaces. If no division
codes are specified (the macro applies to all COBOL divisions), the macro name must begin in Area B.

C03  MISSING COLON IN MACRO DEFINITION (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. No colon follows a Word or Prefix macro name. A colon is assumed after
the first word of a Word or Prefix definition.

Probable causes:

• Colon is omitted.
• Division code appears in Area B and is interpreted as macro name.
• Prototype appears in Area A and is interpreted as division code. This diagnostic is often displayed with others.

Action:

Include the colon at the location intended or correct division code/macro name area alignment.
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C05  MISSING COLON IN A PRIOR STRING (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A String macro has no colon separator between the prototype and model.
The diagnostic can appear several lines below the actual error, or immediately following the next macro definition or first
COBOL division header. The diagnostic also can appear with other diagnostics.

Action:

Separate the prototype from the model by inserting the colon at the proper location.

C06  INVALID OPERAND MODIFIER IN MACRO DEFINITION (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A String macro contains an invalid symbolic operand modifier. Probable
causes:

• Symbolic operand in the macro prototype contains code other than L, Q, or S (or a combination of these letters
separated by commas) as a parenthetical expression following the symbolic operand number.

• Symbolic operand modifier specified in a macro model.

Action:

Specify only one or more of the codes L, Q, and S as symbolic operand modifiers in String macro prototypes.

C07  TOO MANY $DDX OR $PDX (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. More than nine $DDX or $PDX macros are encountered. Only the first
nine are active; the rest is ignored.

Action:

Limit $DDX and $PDX macros to nine each.

C08  DUPLICATE $-PROC, $-VERB, OR $-LEVEL (ADVISORY)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. The event-dependent macros $-PROC, $-VERB, or $-LEVEL override all
macros of the same name that have been previously loaded.

Action:

If the override is unintentional, review the uses of one or more macros in question. Combine macro logic into a single
macro, if necessary.

C09  OCCURRENCE ILLEGAL ON BOOLEAN VARIABLE (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. Definition of or reference to a Boolean variable includes occurrence
notation. Multiple occurrences of Boolean variables are not supported.

Action:

Perform one or both of the following actions:

• Define conventional variables as switches if a table of variables is required
• Remove the occurrence number from the Boolean variable

C10  VARIABLE NAME TOO LONG (WARNING)

Reason:
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This message occurs during the macro loading. A variable name exceeds 30 alphanumeric characters in length, inclusive
of the beginning characters &V.

Action:

Shorten the variable name to 30 characters or less.

C11  DUPLICATE TAG OR LABEL DEFINITION  word (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. Either a macro model contains identical tag definitions or the macro set
contains identical label definitions. Probable causes:

• Tag or label is not unique in context.
• Prior errors occurred, causing the Translator to interpret reference to a tag or label as definition.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Alter the tag name so that it is unique within the macro
• Alter the label name so that it is unique within the region
• Correct the condition that caused the erroneous interpretation

C12  UNVERB NAME NOT FOUND  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. An Unverb macro defines word to be removed from the verb list.
The word is unmatched within the verb list. The macro is ignored. The following items are the probable causes of this
error.

• Specified word is not defined as verb.
• The word is not spelled correctly.

Action:

Review the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL reserved word list for the word or correct the spelling as appropriate.

C13  ILLEGAL USE OF S-TYPE VARIABLE (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A symbolic operand storage variable is referenced in a directive
expression other than an &EQU or Format 1 of a $SET. The directive expression is not executed.

Action:

Review definitions of S-type variables and all associated references to ensure proper usage.

Translator Diagnostics C14 - C25
C14  IMPROPER USE OF &( or &) (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A concatenation expression in a macro model does not pair the open and
close symbols. Probable causes:
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• Open or close symbol is missing or incorrectly specified.
• Attempt to nest concatenation is invalid.
• Open or close concatenation is incorrectly specified. The missing close symbol &) is often diagnosed several lines

below its intended location. The missing &) can cause other diagnostics.

Action:

Add the missing open/close symbol, remove nested symbols, or correct the erroneous symbol.

C15  VARIABLE OCCURRENCE INVALID  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. The multiple occurrence value, in parentheses, following the variable
name contains nonnumeric characters. Only integers can be specified.

Action:

Using an integer, specify the proper number of occurrences for the variable.

C16  ILLEGAL USE OF DIRECTIVE  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. Probable causes:

• Directive expression is not syntactically correct or complete.
• Directive is specified within another directive expression.
• Directive is used in an unsupported macro type, like &DO or &GET in Word or Prefix macro models. This diagnostic is

often displayed with others.

Action:

Review the proper use of directive expressions and make appropriate corrections.

C17  UNDEFINED DIRECTIVE (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A macro model contains a word beginning with an ampersand (&). The
word is not a tag, label, variable name, symbolic operand, or directive. Probable causes:

• Directive is misspelled
• Invalid specification of word beginning with &

Action:

Correct the spelling of the directive, tag, label, variable, or symbolic operand, or remove the ampersand as a leading
character.

C18  ILLEGAL ATTRIBUTE CODE  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A macro model contains an attribute code that is not valid (that is, not
defined).

Action:

Review the list of valid attribute codes and correct the erroneous code with the appropriate symbol.

C19  UNDEFINED VARIABLE  word (ERROR)

Reason:
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This message occurs during the macro loading. A referenced variable name was not previously defined as an external,
global, or local variable.

Action:

Define the variable before all references to it.

C20  ILLEGAL WORD IN PROTOTYPE  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A macro prototype contains a word beginning with &T, &L, or &V,
or contains a double or single quotation mark. Only constants, symbolic operands, or both can be specified within a
prototype. Also, the leading ampersand can only precede the integers 1-15 within String macro prototypes.

Action:

Review the rules for macro prototype specification and correct the macro.

C21  & OR &0 USED IN PROTOTYPE (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. The symbolic operand &0 is referenced in a String macro prototype. &0 is
reserved for special use by &SCAN-type directive expressions and cannot be specified in the prototype.

Action:

Replace &0 with any symbolic operand from &1 through &15.

C22  IMPROPER INITIALIZATION FOR VARIABLE (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A variable is encountered with an initial value that is not a literal or does
not conform to the class of the variable. For example, NULL can be specified only for the nonnumeric variables. The initial
value defaults to a space or zero.

Action:

Correct the variable definition causing the error.

C23  INVALID MACRO NAME  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A macro name exceeds 30 characters, begins with an ampersand, takes
the form of a numeric or nonnumeric literal, or contains invalid characters.

Action:

Review the rules for macro name formation and correct the macro name.

C24  ILLEGAL VARIABLE DEFINITION  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. An &EXTERN, &GLOBAL, or &LOCAL variable definition contains a
picture that does not take the form X...X; X(n); 9...9; 9(n); or S. All valid characters up to the first invalid character in the
definition are used as the assumed definition. If no valid characters are found, a definition of X is assumed.

Action:

Correct the picture within the variable definition directive expression.

C25  NON-COMPATIBLE DUPLICATE DEFINITION  word (WARNING)
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Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A variable that an &EXTERN, &GLOBAL, or &LOCAL directive
expression has defined has the same name as a previously defined variable. This variable does not have the same
picture or multiple occurrence value. The original definition is retained.

Action:

Ensure that unique names are used in defining:

• All external variables to be used during translation
• All global variables within a region
• All local variables within each macro

Translator Diagnostics C26 - C94
C26  VARIABLE DEFINITION TOO LONG (WARNING)

Reason:

A variable is defined which exceeds the maximum number of allowable characters. Numeric variables cannot exceed
nine digits. Nonnumeric variables cannot exceed 128 characters. The variable definition is truncated to the allowable
maximum.

Action:

Redefine the variable so that it does not exceed the allowable maximum.

C27  UNMATCHED  &word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. &word is a directive that is associated with a directive construct that the
construct initiator does not match. An example is an &ENDIF unmatched by a preceding &IF.

Action:

Review the rules for directive constructs and correct the macro.

C28  UNTERMINATED  &word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. &word is a directive construct initiator that the appropriate terminator does
not match. For example, an &IF that is unmatched to an &ENDIF.

Action:

Review the rules for directive constructs and correct the macro.

C29  MIXED &AND, &OR (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. Complex conditional contains intermixed &AND and &OR operators.

Action:

Correct the complex conditional so that only &AND or &OR are used.

C30  STRUCTURE STACK OVERFLOW (ERROR)

Reason:
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This message occurs during the macro loading. Directive constructs of all types are nested beyond the capacity of the
structure stack.

Action:

Eliminate excessive levels of nesting by means of subordinate subroutines invoked by the &DO directive.

C31  ILLEGAL USE OF BOOLEAN VAR (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A Boolean variable is referenced incorrectly.

Action:

Review the rules for Boolean variable definition and reference, and correct the error.

C32  FOLLOWING TAGS ARE UNDEFINED (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs when a macro is loaded and one or more local tags are referenced but are not defined.

Action:

Define the tags.

C33  FOLLOWING LABELS ARE UNDEFINED (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs when an entire region has been loaded or at the end of the macro loading. One or more global
labels are referenced but are not defined.

Action:

Define the labels.

C34  REPLACE STACK OVERFLOW (ERROR)

Reason:

The table for the REPLACING clause of the COPY statement is not large enough.

Action:

Specify a larger size (in bytes) for the CRSTACK option and rerun the translation.

C35  TOO MANY *$REGION (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. More than nine *$REGION Translator Directing statements are
encountered. Action is taken on the first nine only; the remainder is ignored.

Action:

Limit *$REGION statements to nine.

C36  "NOT" IS INVALID IN THIS CONTEXT (ERROR)

Reason:

"NOT" was used with Format-1 of the &SELECT construct, where negation is not valid.

Action:

Remove negation from the WHEN clauses.
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C39  TOO MANY NESTED SELECTS (ERROR)

Reason:

The maximum level of 50 nested &SELECTs was exceeded.

Action:

Reduce the levels of nested &SELECTs.

C93  MACRO DIVISION ONLY (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. No COBOL division header or standard division header abbreviation is
in Area A of the source. This error also occurs when the COBOL program is being included by a *$COPY, *$LIBED, or *
$LIBET that does not begin in column 7. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL terminates immediately.

Action:

For translation to occur, a COBOL division header must precede the source.

C94  LOCAL TABLE OVERFLOW (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading. A macro model contains more local variables and tag definitions than can
be resolved, too many Prefix macros are defined, or both. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL terminates. The total number
of tags and local variables which can be resolved per macro is approximately 120, in any combination. This number
assumes that no Prefix macro names are stored.

Action:

Do any combination of the following actions:

• Place all Prefix macro definitions at the end of the macro set.
• Define local variables as global variables.
• Define tags as labels.
• Place some macro logic in executable models of another macro, referred to by label name or through nested dummy

Word macros.

Translator Diagnostics F02 - H09
F02  WORD TOO LONG  word (ERROR)

Reason:

The message occurs during translation. A macro attempts to substitute a word which exceeds 30 characters in length.
The substituted word is truncated to 30 characters, and the macro continues to execute.

Action:

Examine the output to verify the truncated word. Modify the macro to ensure generation of a valid word.

G12  OPEN OR FIND ERROR -COPY LIBRARY (ERROR)

Reason:

The requested member cannot be found or the specified DD statement is not present.

Action:

Correct the COPY statement or provide the correct DD statement and rerun.

G13  COPY RECURSIVE DDN={member-name|DDname} (ERROR)
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Reason:

A nested COPY cannot recursively copy input.

Action:

Correct the nested COPY and rerun.

G14  ALLOWED COPY NESTING LEVEL EXCEEDED (ERROR)

Reason:

The limit (256) for nested COPY statements has been exceeded.

Action:

Correct the nested COPY statement and rerun.

G15  COPY I/O ERROR DDN={member-name|DDname} (ERROR)

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred reading from the specified member or data set.

Action:

Correct the data set or member name in error and rerun.

H01  QUOTE LITERAL LONGER THAN 130  word (ERROR)

Reason:

The message occurs during translation. A nonnumeric literal is found in the input which exceeds 130 characters in length,
including enclosing quotes. The literal is truncated to 128 characters, plus the enclosing quotes.

Action:

IBM COBOL dialects limit nonnumeric literals to 120 characters. Other COBOLs support longer literals. The literal must be
altered.

H02  QUOTE LITERAL IMPROPERLY CONTINUED  word (ERROR)

Reason:

The message occurs during translation. A nonnumeric literal does not end within the current input record, but the
continuation column of the subsequent record does not contain a continuation code, a quote symbol, or both as the first
nonspace character in Area B. The literal is truncated at the end of the last line before required continuation.

Action:

Properly continue the source statement record containing the continued literal. IBM dialects D, E, and F do not support
continuation for words other than nonnumeric literals, and ignore continuation conventions. Refer to the IGNORE
Translator Option for the solution to this problem. 

H03  WORD LONGER THAN 30 BYTES  word (ERROR)

Reason:

The message occurs during translation. A source word exceeds 30 characters in length. The word is truncated to 30
characters.

Action:

Review the SEPPAR/NOSEPPAR Translator Option. Define source words as 30 characters or less. This definition does
not apply to nonnumeric literals.

H04  COPY LIBRARY NOT FOUND [module-name] (ERROR)
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Reason:

The message occurs during translation for one of these reasons:

• The module-name following a COBOL COPY or defined for an &COPY directive cannot be located in the source
statement library

• The job control statements do not define the library

The module-name is provided in the diagnostic when the library request is from an &COPY directive.

Action:

Define the source statement library with job control statements or correct module-name, the COBOL COPY statement, or
the &COPY directive.

H05  FORMAT LEGAL ONLY IN MACRO DIVISION (ERROR)

Reason:

The message occurs during translation. The source contains items which are legal only within macro definitions. The
items are output unaltered.

Action:

Do not specify any Datacom/DB support for MetaCOBOL terms or words after the first COBOL division header.
Conversely, do not specify a COBOL division header within macro definitions.

H06  INVALID COPY STATEMENT (ERROR)

Reason:

The message occurs during translation. The syntax of the COBOL COPY statement is invalid. The COPY statement is
ignored.

Action:

Correct the COPY statement to conform to IBM specifications, although a particular COBOL compiler might accept other
undocumented formats.

H07  COPY STACK OVERFLOW (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

The message occurs during translation WHEN either a COPY statement or COPY text is encountered. If the error is on a
COPY statement, the REPLACING function of the COPY statement exceeds its table space. Therefore, no library text is
processed. If the error is on COPY text, a COBOL comment or Area A indicator exceeds its table space. Therefore, the
comment or Area A indicator is dropped.

Action:

Allocate more REPLACING table space by the CRSTACK= Translator Option.

H08  ERROR  n  ON FAIR (ERROR)

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred reading from Librarian. The n is a Librarian return code.

Action:

For the meaning and corrective action for n, see the Librarian FAIR (File Access Interface Routine) documentation.
Correct the error and rerun.

H09  ERROR  n  ON Librarian READ (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:
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The message occurs during macro loading/translation. An error occurs during a READ of an open Librarian file.
The diagnostic follows a *$LIBE statement. The remainder of the Librarian module is ignored. If n = 2,
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL reads past the end of the Librarian module. If n = 9, an illogical condition
(such as missing control records, index pointer errors) is found on the master file.

Action:

Rerun to ensure that the error is not the result of a transient hardware failure. If the problem persists, contact your
technical representative with supporting documentation.

Translator Diagnostics H10 - H25
H10  MODULE IS SOFTWARE LOCKED (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during macro loading/translation. The *$LIBED or *$LIBET statement has named a module that is
secured from reading by Librarian. The *$LIBE statement is ignored.

Action:

Obtain the module for translation in a separate Librarian job step.

H11  INVALID DBCS LITERAL  (ERROR)

Reason:

A double-byte character set (DBCS) literal is coded incorrectly.

Action:

Correct the literal and rerun.

H12  ERROR  n  ON Librarian OPEN (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during macro loading/translation. An error occurs during an OPEN of a Librarian file. The diagnostic
follows a *$LIBE statement. The Librarian copy is ignored.

If n = 1, consider the following reasons:

• The job control statements do not define the Librarian master or tape cycle control file, or
• The Librarian master file might reside on an unsupported device.

If n = 2, the specified file does not conform to Librarian specifications because

• The master file assignments are incorrect,
• The master or cycle file has been destroyed, or
• The wrong tape master is mounted.

If n = 3, an error has occurred before the end of the previous Librarian module copy closed.

If n = 4, the buffer size that is specified at installation of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL or by the LCORE= Translator
Option is too small.

If n = 9, an illogical condition (such as missing control records, index pointer errors) is found on the master file, or JCL is
missing or incorrect.

Action:

If n = 4, specify the proper buffer size by the LCORE Translator Option. In other cases, where the error cannot be
determined, attempt to rerun to ensure that the error is not the result of a transient hardware failure. If the problem
persists, contact Broadcom with supporting documentation.
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H13  MEMBER NOT FOUND -COPY BYPASSED (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during macro loading/translation because:

• A *$LIBE statement requested a module that cannot be found in a Librarian master file, or
• The *$COPY statement requested a module that cannot be found in the source statement library.

Action:

Request the proper module-name.

H14  NESTED COPY-REPLACING NOT ALLOWED (ERROR)

Action:

A nested COPY has been detected and the DIALECT Translator Option is not set to XO.

Reason:

Correct the COPY or DIALECT and rerun.

H16  LIBRARIAN NOT SUPPORTED (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during macro loading/translation. A *$LIBE statement is encountered on a Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL system which does not support Librarian. Request ignored.

Action:

Remove *$LIBE statements or reinstall Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL to include Librarian support.

H17  INVALID *$LIBE/*$COPY STATEMENT (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during macro loading/translation. The syntax of a *$LIBE/*$COPY statement is incorrect.

Action:

Correct the *$LIBE/*$COPY statement causing the error.

H18  INVALID -INC (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during macro loading/translation. Input that is obtained from a Librarian disk master contains the
indicated -INC statement. The member does not exist or the statement appears at a nesting level greater than Librarian
supports. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the use of -INC to ensure proper usage.

H19  INVALID Librarian FUNCTION (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during macro loading/translation. Input that a *$LIBET from a Librarian tape master had obtained
contains the indicated -INC statement. Librarian does not support -INC expansion for the tape master. The statement is
ignored.

Action: -

INC is incompatible with the tape master files.
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H21  INVALID HEX LITERAL (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during macro loading/translation. The definition of a hexadecimal literal is incorrect for one or more
of the following reasons:

• Not bounded by pairs of quotes
• Space or margin does not precede first quote
• Last quote not followed by space, margin, or terminating punctuation.

Action:

Correct the hex literal causing the error.

H22  LINE INVALID AFTER CBL STATEMENT (ERROR)

Reason:

The designated record is invalid following a COBOL statement and preceding a COBOL division header. The record is
ignored.

Action:

Remove the designated statement from the input.

H23  INVALID *$LIBE PASSWORD (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading and translation. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is installed with
Librarian password protection but the password is missing or incorrect in the *$LIBE statement. The *$LIBE statement is
ignored.

Action:

Provide the proper password on the *$LIBE statement.

H24  INVALID CONTENTS IN CONTINUATION COLUMN (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading and translation. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL has encountered an
invalid character (or bit configuration) in column 7. The input record is ignored.

Action:

Correct the continuation column so that it contains a space, *, -, /, or uppercase alphabetic or numeric character.

H25  INVALID LIMIT FOR *$COL (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during the macro loading and translation. The integer value for a *$COL statement is nonnumeric or
is a value outside the permitted range. A value of 80 is assumed for the statement in error.

Action:

Correct the integer value on the *$COL statement.

Translator Diagnostics H70 - L06
H70  USER INPUT EXIT NOT DEFINED (ERROR)

Reason:
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An &CALL or *$CALL input exit request has occurred, but no valid IXIT Translator Option has been specified. The request
is ignored and Translator execution continues.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Specify the proper module-name with the IXIT Translator Option
• Remove the *$CALL statement from the input stream
• Delete the input code that invokes the &CALL directive

H71  &CALL WITHIN *$CALL IS ILLEGAL (ERROR)

Reason:

An &CALL input exit request has occurred during execution of a *$CALL. The &CALL request is ignored.

Action:

Delete the *$CALL Translator Directing statement or the source words that invoke the &CALL, as appropriate.

H72  INVALID *$CALL STATEMENT (ERROR)

Reason:

A *$CALL Translator Directing statement is missing a character-string operand or the character-string is syntactically
incorrect. The *$CALL is ignored.

Action:

Correct the *$CALL statement.

H73  INVALID PROCESS CODE FROM INPUT EXIT  code (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

The input exit subroutine has returned an undefined value in the second byte of the third parameter. The Translator
terminates.

Action:

Correct the input exit subroutine.

H78   text (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

The input exit subroutine has returned the indicated fatal error. The Translator terminates.

Action:

Specified by text.

H79   text NOTE

Reason:

The input exit subroutine has returned the advisory diagnostic indicated by text. (See the following diagnostics ADRX010E
- ADRX050A.)

Action:

Specified by text. The input exit diagnostics begin with the following number:

ADRXnnnb
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• ADRX 
Standard character abbreviation for the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input exit subroutine diagnostic.

• nnn 
Unique 1-3 digit diagnostic number.

• b 
Is the severity code:
– A 

Is an advisory message.
– E 

Is an error message. The source program requires at least one modification.
• ADRX010E  LOADER TABLE IS FULL.

Reason:
The input exit loader table is full; the maximum limit is ten input exits.
Action:
Use the --CANCEL statement to open up the input exit loader table; this statement eliminates a current module of the
table.

• ADRX020E  FAILED DELETING "module-name" RETURN-CODE =
Reason:
The input exit loader encountered an error while trying to delete specified module. The return code from the z/OS
delete SVC is listed.
Action:
Either a request to delete was not issued or an attempt was made to delete a protected system module.

• ADRX030E  TABLE DOES NOT CONTAIN "module-name" FOR DELETION.
Reason:
The specified input exit is not loaded, and therefore cannot be deleted.
Action:
The specified module must be called before it can be deleted.

• ADRX040E  UNABLE TO LOAD "module-name"
Reason:
An error was encountered while trying to load the specified module.
Action:
Examine the return code for a system error message.

• ADRX050A  STAE REQUEST FAILED - RC: return-code
Reason:
The ADRXIXT Input Exit is unable to establish a STAE environment.
Action:
None necessary, processing proceeds without STAE.

H91  READ PAST END OF INPUT (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. The Translator attempts to read past the end-of-file marker on the Primary Input
File. Probable cause is a logical macro error which acquires input by a closed &GET/&STORE/&STOW loop. Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL proceeds to the output merge phase.

Action:

Determine the closed &GET/&STORE/&STOW loop and insert proper checks for loop termination. Review TRACE=G
Translator Option for debugging aids to isolate the &GET/&STORE/&STOW loop, if necessary.

L01  INDETERMINATE USAGE (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. An error is detected in a data description. A usage of 'U' is assumed.
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Action:

Correct the item causing the error.

L02  NON-INTEGER FOLLOWING OCCURS OR TO (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. A data-item definition contains an operand following an OCCURS or TO reserved
word that is not an integer. A value of 0 is assumed.

Action:

Correct the item causing the error. If in the Procedure Division, ensure the presence of a valid Procedure Division header.

L03  INVALID CD ENTRY (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. An error is detected in a clause subordinate to a CD. The clause is ignored.

Action:

Correct the item causing the error.

L04  MORE THAN 12 INDEX-NAMES (WARNING)

Reason:

Occurs during translation. More than 12 index-names are encountered in a single data item description. Action is taken on
the first 12 only, the rest are ignored.

Action:

Limit the number of index-names used to 12, as required by IBM COBOL dialects.

L05  PERIOD MAY BE MISSING IN PREVIOUS ITEM (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. A possible level-number is encountered but no period terminates the previous
item. Attributes are unpredictable.

Action:

Correct the item causing the error.

L06  INVALID LEVEL NUMBER (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. An invalid level number is detected. The level number and its associated data
description are ignored. Processing continues with the next valid level number or FD.

Action:

Correct the item causing the error.

Translator Diagnostics M01 - N07
M01  INVALID SUBSCRIPT NOTATION (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. A closed parenthesis does not terminate the subscripted or indexed current value
of a symbolic operand. The diagnostic follows the next input period or Area A word. If the symbolic operand is specified in
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a macro prototype, the macro call fails. If the symbolic operand is acquired by an &STOW directive expression, execution
of the macro model is terminated.

Action:

Correct the source statement that caused the diagnostic.

M02  INVALID MACRO NESTING  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. The substituted "word" exceeds recursive nesting limits or represents invalid
nesting for the original macro call. The last valid nesting level is substituted.

Action:

Review the rules for valid macro nesting and correct the macro accordingly.

M03  STACK TABLE OVERFLOW (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. The cumulative words of the current values of symbolic operands that
are defined in a String macro prototype cannot be stored during an attempt to call a macro. Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL terminates.

Action:

Reduce the number of source words comprising current values of symbolic operands or reduce the number of Prefix
macros loaded. Obtain more source words by &GET/&STOW/&STORE logic. Increase STACK=nnnn INSTALL OPTION.

M04  SYMBOLIC OPERAND TOO LONG (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. The cumulative words of the current value of a symbolic operand cannot be
stored when calling a String macro or acquiring the current value by &GET/&STOW directives. The current value is
truncated and the macro continues to execute.

Action:

Reduce the number of source words comprising the current value of the symbolic operand.

M05  MISSING &DO EXIT (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. No &EXIT directive is executed within the model entered by an &DO directive
expression. Execution of one or more macro models terminates.

Action:

Determine the performed model which terminated and include the &EXIT directive where logic dictates.

M06  STRING MISMATCH (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. A nested Word or Prefix macro satisfying a String macro prototype has
substituted a word of type N (&n'T = 'N') before substituting a keyword, data-name, procedure-name, or verb.

Action:

For more information, see &SETR NOTE Register.

N01  UNDEFINED LABEL OR TAG (ERROR)
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Reason:

This message occurs during translation. A directive expression transfers control to an undefined tag or label. Execution of
the macro model terminates.

Action:

Determine the model statement which caused the diagnostic and correct macro logic. The TRACE=D Translator Option
can be useful in determining the macro statement in error.

N02  MORE THAN 32 LEVELS OF &DO (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. The number of nested &DO directives is exceeded. An immediate exit is taken to
the model statement following the last active &DO, and execution continues.

Action:

Determine the model statements which caused the diagnostic and correct the macro logic. The TRACE=D Translator
Option can be helpful in determining the macro statement in error.

N03  INDEX FOR VARIABLE TABLE LT 1, USING 1 (ADVISORY)

Reason:

The index for a macro variable is 0; however, 1 has been used in its place.

Action:

None required, but we recommend checking the macro logic.

N04  NON-NUMERIC DATA IN &SET OR &IF (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. A directive expression references an item which must be numeric but contains
nonnumeric characters. Execution of the macro model terminates.

Action:

Determine the model statement which caused the diagnostic and correct macro logic. The TRACE=D Translator Option
can be helpful in determining the macro statement in error.

N05  INVALID INDEX FOR VARIABLE TABLE (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. An indexed variable is referenced using an index which exceeds the defined
maximum occurrences. Execution of the macro model terminates.

Action:

Determine the model statement which caused the diagnostic and correct the macro logic. The TRACE=D Translator
Option can be helpful in determining the macro statement in error.

N06  DATA-NAME UNDEFINED  word (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. A data attribute is referenced before the data item is defined. Execution of the
macro model terminates.

Action:
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Determine the model statement which caused the diagnostic and correct macro logic. Logic can be conditioned by testing
for the usage attribute "undefined" (that is, &n'U = 'U'). The TRACE=D Translator Option can be helpful in determining the
macro statement in error.

N07  INVALID &SCAN (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation for two reasons:

• &SCAN directive expression operands are specified so that the "thru" operand precedes the "from" operand within the
Data Division. Execution of the macro model terminates.

• The consecutive execution of a different &SCAN directive before the first has terminated.

Action:

Determine the model statement which caused the diagnostic and correct macro logic. The TRACE=D Translator Option
can be helpful in determining the macro statement in error.

 

Translator Diagnostics N08 - U91
N08  &0 NOT DEFINED BY &SCAN OR &SCANF (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. The symbolic operand &0 is referenced when &SCAN-type directive expression
execution is not "open." Execution of the macro model terminates. Probable causes:

• &SCAN-type directive has not executed.
• "At end" branch or &SCANX directive has been executed.
• &0 has been specified rather than &1 through &15.

Action:

Determine the model statement which caused the diagnostic and specify a numbered symbolic operand from &1 through
&15, or correct the macro logic. The TRACE=D Translator Option can be helpful in determining the macro statement in
error.

N09  CONCATENATION TOO LONG (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. An operation on a nonnumeric literal concatenation exceeding 128 characters,
excluding bounding quotes, was attempted.

Action:

Determine the model statement which caused the diagnostic and correct the concatenation construction. The TRACE=D
Translator Option can be helpful in determining the macro statement in error.

N10  UNDEFINED SYMBOLIC OPERAND (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. A symbolic operand containing no logical value is referenced. Execution of the
macro model terminates. Probable causes:

• Numbered symbolic operand that is not defined in the String macro prototype; or
• Not defined as an object of &GET, &EQU, or &PIC directive expression.

Action:
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Determine the model statement causing the diagnostic and correct the number of the symbolic operand. The TRACE=D
Translator Option can be helpful in determining the macro statement in error.

N11  IMPROPER USE OF &GET, &STOW AND &STORE (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. Execution of the macro model terminates. Probable causes:

• Successive logical &GET directive expressions are executed without an intervening &STOW or &STORE in the same
macro call.

• Successive logical &STOW, &STORE or both directives are executed without an intervening &GET.
• An &CALL is issued with an outstanding &GET.

Action:

Determine the &GET, &STOW, &STORE, or &CALL directive causing the diagnostic and correct the macro logic. The
TRACE=D Translator Option can be helpful in determining the macro line in error.

N12  ILLEGAL CONTENTS IN &JUMP VARIABLE (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. The variable that is associated with the &JUMP directive expression contains a
value. The value is less than one or greater than the number of logical destinations referenced in the directive expression.
Execution of the macro model terminates.

Action:

Determine the &JUMP directive expression causing the diagnostic and ensure valid variable contents. The TRACE=D
Translator Option can be helpful in determining the macro statement in error.

N13  ZERO DIVISOR IN &SET (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. An &SET directive expression is found where the divisor has a value of zero. The
result is set to all 9's.

Action:

Review the &SET and modify it so that division by zero cannot occur.

N91  SYSTEM ERROR (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translation. A directive or directive expression cannot be executed. Execution of the current
macro terminates.

Action:

Report this error to your local technical representative with supporting documentation.

N98   text (FLAG)

Reason:

An &FLAG directive has been executed. The text of the message consists of the name of the macro executing the
directive.

Action:

Review macro set documentation to determine cause and corrective action.

N99   text (NOTE)
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Reason:

An &NOTE directive has been executed. The text of the message usually describes the error that has occurred.

Action:

Review macro set documentation to determine cause and corrective action.

P01  MACRO SET SUCCESSFULLY LOADED (ADVISORY)

Reason:

The message confirms that macros have been unloaded.

Action:

None.

P04  UNABLE TO OPEN UNLOAD MACRO FILE (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

A valid UNLOAD file must exist before precompiled macros can be unloaded.

Action:

Examine the translation JCL and ensure that it correctly specifies the UNLOAD data set.

R04  UNABLE TO OPEN RELOAD MACRO FILE (WARNING)

Reason:

A valid RELOAD file must exist before precompiled macros can be unloaded.

Action:

Examine the translation JCL and ensure that it correctly specifies the RELOAD data set.

R20  HEADER RECORD MISSING R21 BLOCK INFO. RECORD MISSING R22 BLOCK HEAD RECORD MISSING R23
ZDATA HEAD RECORD MISSING R24 TRAILER RECORD MISSING (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

The RELOAD data set is corrupted.

Action:

Recreate the RELOAD data set.

R40  ADDRESS TRANSLATION ERROR (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

A malfunction in the address translation has occurred.

Action:

Recreate the RELOAD data set.

T01  MAXIMUM FOR TYPE ATTAINED (WARNING)

Reason:

Applicable to z/OS TERM= Translator Option only. The message does not affect condition code. The maximum
number that is specified for the particular type of display currently going to SYSTERM is reached. All further displays for
this type are bypassed. Processing continues.

Action:
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None.

T02  MAXIMUM FOR LIMIT ATTAINED (WARNING)

Reason:

Applicable to z/OS TERM=(...LIMIT=n) Translator Option only. The message does not affect the condition-code. The
maximum number that is specified for LIMIT is reached. All further displays going to SYSTERM are bypassed.

Action:

None.

T03  VALUE FOR CANCEL EXCEEDED (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

Applicable to z/OS TERM=(...CANCEL=n) Translator Option only. CANCEL limit is exceeded for displays on SYSTERM.
Translation terminates at this point.

Action:

To translate further, delete the CANCEL option and rerun; increase the CANCEL limit and rerun; or reduce the number of
lines qualifying for display on SYSTERM.

U91  TOO MANY OUT-OF-LINE MARKERS (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

Out-of-line markers are nested more than 20 deep. A possible loop between &POINT and &MARKER sometimes cause
this message.

Action:

Limit the use of nested out-of-line markers so that stack is not more than 20 deep.

Translator Diagnostics X01 - X12
X01  UNDEFINED PARAMETER: @word@  (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translate-time parameter analysis. An undefined option is specified.

Action:

Review the permissible Translator Options and abbreviations and correct the OPTION statement or PARM list.

X02  INVALID {FORMAT|TERM} SUB-PARAMETER  @word@ (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translate-time parameter analysis. You specified a FORMAT name that is not defined at
installation time. If the time-member reference is zero, the installation default is a FORMAT name that was not specified at
installation. The default becomes OPEN.

Action:

Review the permissible translate-time FORMAT= or TERM= subparameters and correct the OPTION statement or PARM
list.

X03  INVALID FORMAT NAME (ERROR)

Reason:
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This message occurs during translate-time parameter analysis. You specified a FORMAT name that was not defined at
installation. If the time-member reference is zero, the installation default is a FORMAT name that was not specified at
installation. The default becomes OPEN.

Action:

Review FORMAT= option names defined at installation. Probable cause of error is misspelling.

X04  INVALID FORMAT LIST (ERROR)

Reason:

This message occurs during translate-time parameter analysis. More than 13 parameters are specified for a FORMAT=
option. Action is taken on the first 13 parameters only; the remainder is ignored.

Action:

Review the FORMAT= in error and limit its parameters to 13.

X09  UNRECOGNIZED TARGET OR DIALECT (WARNING)

Reason:

This message occurs at the conclusion of translate-time parameter analysis. Undefined TARGET or DIALECT was to be
placed into effect for the execution and could have been specified:

• As the installation default,
• As a PARM or OPTION parameter, or
• As a Translator assumption because of a previous parameter error

The line number reference is always zero. The Translator assumes a TARGET=A value or the highest level DIALECT for
the operating system is used.

Action:

Review the DIALECT= parameter and options.

X12  INVALID PRESERVE OPTION (ERROR)

Reason:

An invalid PRESERVE option has been specified.

Action:

Correct the OPTION statement and rerun.

Translator Diagnostics X13 - Z03
X13

OBSOLETE OPTION (ADVISORY)

Reason:

An obsolete Translator Option has been specified.

Action:

Delete the option and re-run.

X14

LCORE IGNORED FOR Librarian (ADVISORY)

Reason:
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LCORE is no longer required for Librarian.

Action:

Delete the LCORE option and re-run.

X15

NO DD STATEMENT FOR CARDF

Reason:

The DD statement is missing from the CARDF File, a primary input file required for z/OS.

Action:

Insert a DD statement in the CARDF File.

X16

NO DD STATEMENT FOR LSTIN

Reason:

The DD statement is missing from the LSTIN File, the printer file for the Input, Output, Auxiliary, and Lost Text listings.

Action:

Insert a DD statement in the LSTIN File.

X17

NO DD STATEMENT FOR FM

Reason:

The DD statement is missing from the FM File, the required in-line work file.

Action:

Insert a DD statement in the FM File.

X18

NO DD STATEMENT FOR FE

Reason:

The DD statement is missing from the FE File, the required out-of\-line work file.

Action:

Insert a DD statement in the FE File.

X19

IDENTIFIER LENGTH MAX OF 8 EXCEEDED

Reason:

The identifier specified on the unload or reload option can be a maximum 8 characters in length.

Action:

Correct the Option statement and rerun.

X20

BAD LOAD FOR XXXXXXXX SNNN-NN (z/OS) 
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Reason:

An IXIT=membername could not be loaded.

Action: Check membername spelling. Also, check whether membername exists in the load library available to Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL translation.

X20

BAD LOAD FOR membername, s806-system-return-code (ERROR)

Reason:

An IXIT=membername could not be loaded.

Action:

Check membername spelling. Also, check whether membername exists in the load library available to Datacom Support
for MetaCOBOL translation.

X91

MINIMUM CORE REQUESTED IS NOT AVAILABLE (FATAL ERROR)

Reason:

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL has requested core storage for tables and input/output buffers. The minimum core
storage requirement for execution is not available. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL terminates.

Action:

Review Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL core storage requirements and allocate the appropriate partition or region.

 

Account Management Review
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Account Management Review (AMR) accumulates data and produces
management reports on usage by both programmer and type of activity. Specifically, the report is used to perform the
following items:

• Evaluate the usage of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL by the programming staff.
• Provide automatic status reports of systems under development or involved in conversion or upgrading projects.

AMR functions as follows. Each time the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator is executed, raw accounting data
can be accumulated in the Accounting File with the &ACCT directive expression. Periodically, reports are derived from the
data in the Accounting File with the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL AMR module.

The Accounting File is a separate low-volume file for recording Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL usage. Fixed-format
records containing the program-name, author-name, current date, and identifying information are written to this file.

&ACCT Directive Expression
 

A record is inserted into the Accounting File during Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation with the &ACCT
directive expression. The format of the &ACCT directive expression is as follows.

      {word         }

&ACCT {&Vname       }

      {&n           }

      {concatenation}
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The first execution of an &ACCT directive expression places the current value of the word, variable (&Vname), symbolic
operand (&n), or concatenation construction in the text portion of the Accounting Record. Subsequent executions of the
same &ACCT directive are ignored.

The operand can contain a current value which is up to 38 characters in length. Excess characters are truncated. The
format of the 80-character Accounting Record is:

 Position   Field 
02-05 ACCT
07-44 text
46-53 current date
55-64 program-name
66-80 author-name

For example, assume that several hundred programs are to be converted to ANSI COBOL in an z/OS environment and
that a progress report of programs that are translated by the conversion procedure must be obtained.

First, raw data for the report must be accumulated in the Accounting File. This accumulation is accomplished by specifying
the &ACCT directive in the model of a macro that is called each time the conversion procedure is invoked. In the following
example, the macro $PDX is invoked at the end of the source input. ($PDX is an event-dependent macro; that is, it is
invoked each time that the program is translated.)

    . . .

S      $PDX :

          &ACCT &( 'CONVERT TO OS COBOL' &)

    . . .

        IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

        PROGRAM-ID. PREDIT.

        AUTHOR. JONES.

            . . .

        PROCEDURE DIVISION.

            . . .

As a result of this translation, the following record is written to the Accounting File:

ACCT CONVERTED TO OS COBOL 11/07/91 T JONES

Accounting data can, therefore, be accumulated and reported by category of translation (the text portion), by date, by
program-name, and/or by author-name.

NOTE
 Macro sets supplied by Broadcom do not contain &ACCT directives. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL users
who want to audit and report specific categories of translation must include the &ACCT directive and supporting
logic in the appropriate macro sets.

AMR Conventions
By convention, the AMR interprets 1-7 numeric characters beginning in the text field as a separate item known as
exceptions. Thus the text field can contain two logical items: exceptions (the leading numeric characters, if any) and
category.

For example, the &ACCT directive can be used to concatenate a variable containing the number of NOTE diagnostics
displayed during translation and a literal indicating the category of translation. The following &ACCT directive places the
exceptions and category in the text field as follows:
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&ACCT &( &VERRORS 'CONVERSION TO OS COBOL' &)

A series of conversion translations might then accumulate the following accounting records in the Accounting File:

ACCT 0CONVERSION TO OS COBOL  10/01/91 INVCTL01 JONES 

ACCT 5CONVERSION TO OS COBOL  10/01/91 INVCTL02 SMITH 

ACCT 25CONVERSION TO OS COBOL 10/01/91 INVCTL03 DOE

The number of NOTE diagnostics precede the category, CONVERSION TO OS COBOL.

Accounting File Characteristics
Under z/OS, the Accounting File (ACCT) is an extendable data set. Therefore, accounting records must be reported
periodically to clear the data set, thus allowing more raw accounting information to accumulate.

 

Accounting Data Report Facility
The AMR module in the macro library is a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL source program that edits and validates
Accounting File input, sorts the accounting data into several sequences, updates an Accounting Master File, prints the
accounting reports, and, under z/OS, clears the Accounting File for subsequent accumulation.

The AMR module contains both macros and a basic source program. The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator
must translate AMR to produce an ANSI COBOL source program. Then it must be compiled, link-edited, and placed on
load library (z/OS).

The AMR COBOL program operates in three logical segments: data preparation, sort, and master file update and
reporting.

Data Preparation Segment
The first segment opens the Accounting File as input and reads each record sequentially. Records that do not contain
ACCT in columns 02-05 are ignored. Leading numeric characters from the text field (columns 07-44) of valid Accounting
Records are extracted as a separate field (exceptions). The remainder of the text field is left-aligned (category).

Each Accounting Record releases two records to the SORT: one for a report by category and the second for a report by
author-name. Category records contain a '1' in the first position, followed by category, author-name, program-name, date
(ascending sequence of input), a numeric field containing a 1 (becomes number of RUNS), and exceptions. The sort key
is position 1 through the sequence-generated field. Author records contain a '2' in the first position, followed by author-
name, program-name, category, date-generated, sequence-generated, RUNS, and exceptions. RUNS is a numeric field
that originally contains a 1 and later stores the number of RUNS. The sort key is again position 1 through the postion of
the sequence-generated field.

When all input is read, the Accounting File is closed and the input procedure is terminated.

Sort Segment
The second segment of the AMR program sorts the category and author records to the output procedure. All category
records precede all author-name records for reporting by category before reporting by author-name.
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Master File Update and Reporting Segment
The third segment of the AMR program opens an input Old Master File and an output New Master File. Sorted category
and author-name records are matched/merged with the Old Master File in order to create a New Master File. Duplicate
category records (category, author-name, and program-name) and duplicate author-name records (author-name,
program-name, and category) are summarized into single records containing a count of duplicates (number of RUNS) and
the data and exceptions count of the most recent translation. Each record written to the New Master File becomes a line
item of the category or author report, as appropriate.

When all processing and reporting are complete, all files are closed. Under z/OS, the Accounting File is then opened as
output, a single blank record is written to reinitialize the file, and the file is closed. The AMR program then terminates.

NOTE
Under z/OS, if the Accounting File is obtained by a system READER procedure, the logic required to reinitialize
the file must be removed from the AMR program. If this logic is not removed, the AMR program attempts to open
a spooling file as output--with unpredictable results.

z/OS Operating Considerations
The z/OS AMR COBOL program contains the following file assignments:

File-name Assignment Records/Block* Record Length
ACCT-FILE UT-S-SYSACCT 0 80
TRANS-FILE UT-S-SYSSORT N/A 84
OLD-FILE UT-S-SYSOLD 0 80
NEW-FILE UT-S-NEW 0 80
REPORT-FILE UT-S-SYSPRINT 0 121

* Files must be blocked in multiples of record length.

We recommend that you initialize the accounting file (SYSACCT) on a direct-access device as a cataloged data set. The
AMR program accomplishes re-initialization. The summarized master file can be maintained on disk or tape, possibly as a
generation data set. Initialization of the master file can be accomplished by defining SYSOLD as DD DUMMY during the
first update cycle.

The following JCL statements execute the AMR program under z/OS using generation data sets:

 //jobname  JOB ... 

 //stepname EXEC PGM=AMRname

[//STEPLIB  DD DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR]

 //SORTLIB  DD DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

 //SORTWK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=((TRK,40),,CONTIG)

 //SORTWK02 DD UNIT=(SYSDA,,,SEP=SORTWK01),

 //         SPACE=((TRK,40),,CONTIG)

 //SORTWK03 DD UNIT=(SYSDA,,,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02)),

 //         SPACE=((TRK,40),,CONTIG)//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A 

 //SYSACCT  DD DSN=user.acct,DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DCB=BLKSIZE=80

 //SYSOLD   DD DSN=dsname(+0),DISP=OLD,DCB=catlgdcb

 //DD1      DD DSN=dsname(-n),DISP=OLD,

 //            DCB=catlgdcb,UNIT=(,,DEFER)

 //SYSNEW   DD DSN=dsname(+1),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 //            DCB=catlgdcb,VOL=REF=*.DD1,UNIT=unit
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 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=121

AMR Reports
This section contains an example of an AMR report by category and an AMR report by author-name.

Category Reports

The following category report, entitled CONVERSION TO OS COBOL, can be used as a progress report of a system
conversion effort. The EXCEPTIONS listed in the right-hand column also indicate the magnitude of manual intervention
that is required to complete the conversion.

12/18/91 CA-MetaCOBOL+ USAGE MANAGEMENT REVIEW REPORT PAGE 1

ACTIVITY BY CATEGORY CONVERSION TO OS COBOL

AUTHOR      PROGRAM              RUNS      LAST RUN  EXCEPTIONS

MONAHAN     INVCTL03             1         09/10/91  18 

            INVCTL06             1         09/05/91  20 

            INVCTL09             1         09/05/91  16 

            INVCTL13             1         09/08/91  11 

            INVCTL16             1         09/08/91  25 

            INVCTL19             1         09/10/91  4

WOODS       INVCTL02             1         09/01/91  9 

            INVCTL05             1         09/01/91  5 

            INVCTL08             1         08/05/91  26 

            INVCTL12             1         09/08/91  5 

            INVCTL15             1         09/10/91  23 

            INVCTL18             1         09/01/91  4 

            INVCTL22             1         09/18/91  22

WILSON      INVCTL01             1         09/01/91  27 

            INVCTL04             1         09/01/91  27 

            INVCTL07             1         09/05/91  1 

            INVCTL11             1         09/05/91  24 

            INVCTL17             1         09/15/91  31

Author Reports

The following is a report by author-name:

12/18/91 CA-MetaCOBOL+ USAGE MANAGEMENT REVIEW REPORT PAGE 1

ACTIVITY BY AUTHOR WILSON

PROGRAM    CATEGORY                   RUNS LAST RUN  EXCEPTIONS

DBMGMT03 NEW PROGRAM                   1   09/01/91

         DEVELOPMENT

DBMGMT06 NEW PROGRAM                   1   09/18/91

         DEVELOPMENT

DBMGMT09 NEW PROGRAM                   1   09/22/91

         DEVELOPMENT

DBMGMT13 NEW PROGRAM                   1   09/03/91

         DEVELOPMENT

DBMGMT16 NEW PROGRAM                   1   09/28/91

         DEVELOPMENT

DBMGMT19 NEW PROGRAM                   1   09/18/91
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         DEVELOPMENT

INVCTL01 CONVERSION TO OS COBOL        1   09/01/91   27

INVCTL04 CONVERSION TO OS COBOL        1   09/01/91   27

INVCTL07 CONVERSION TO OS COBOL        1   09/05/91   1

INVCTL11 CONVERSION TO OS COBOL        1   09/05/91   24
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Programming
This section is intended for application programmers who design, code, test, and debug new computer programs and
maintain/troubleshoot existing programs.

Structured Programming Facility
The Structured Programming (SP) Facility provides tools that support the coding and the debugging COBOL programs.
The SP Facility COBOL language extensions facilitate structured programming. Other components format and document
SP programs automatically. The SP Facility supports the following structured programming principles:

• Top-down development
• Definitions of data structures local to a module
• Efficient methods for defining, testing, and modifying control variables
• True selection and repetition constructs
• Facilities for formatting and documenting programs.

SP programs are translated into standard COBOL by the SP Facility and then compiled by your COBOL compiler.
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL and the SP Facility are compatible with all IBM COBOL compilers, including VS
COBOL II.

The SP Facility enhances the COBOL language by providing true structured programming.

For more information, see What is the Structured Programming Facility?

Module Definition and Invocation
The principles of module definition and invocation of subordinate modules are considered the key to top-down
program development. Top-down program development concepts encourage both the designer and programmer to
concentrate initially on the control module. The details of subordinate modules are deferred to a later time. This process is
accomplished by creating an abstraction, by a descriptive name, for various processes that the designer and programmer
cannot consider in detail at the earliest stages of development. When programmed, the desired processes can be invoked
by referring to their names. As program development continues, progressively lower-level abstractions are designed and
coded, until no further abstractions are needed.

This process is the principle of stepwise modular refinement, and is based on the recognition that no person can
effectively track all details of a complex problem at once. Complex tasks must be broken down into manageable segments
in an orderly fashion. High-level modules control the program logic and contain little or no detailed processing logic. They
act as an index to subordinate details for the developer, the reader, and the maintenance programmer. Low-level modules
contain few control mechanisms. Rather, they contain all the minor details of processing.

The Structured Programming Processor (SPP) provides a standard method for module definition and invocation.

Module Definition
Within a structured source program, a module is similar to a COBOL paragraph. A module consists of a module-name and
all the processes and control structures which follow until the next module-name or the end of the source program.
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• Each module must have a module-name that begins in area A (columns 8-11). The module-name must be unique
within the first 19 characters, must not exceed 30 characters in length, and must end with a period.

• No module can have an EXIT suffix. Do not create module names of the form module-name-EXIT.
• Each module has a single entry and a single exit. The entry immediately follows the module-name. The exit follows the

final process or the end of the final control structure, whichever, is last.
• The first module of the Procedure Division, and any module containing an ENTRY statement, must end with either a

STOP RUN or GOBACK statement.
• COBOL sections are permitted in the Procedure Division. However, a module-name must immediately follow the

section name. The exit point of this initial module becomes the exit point for the section.
• Within a Declarative, the name of the initial module of a section must follow the USE statement.

NOTE
The Translate-time option, UPSI5=G, relaxes the requirements that the initial module of the Procedure Division
and all sections have module-names. The requirement that the initial module of the Procedure Division and any
module containing an ENTRY statement end with a STOP RUN or GOBACK statement is relaxed.

WARNING
Use of the Translate-time option, UPSI5=G, permits the initial module of the Procedure Division to fall through to
a subsequent module.

Module Invocation
The process of invocation provides the control necessary for each module within a program to do its designated task and
then return control to the invoking module.

Realizing the importance of invocation within structured programs, SPP provides a standard method for module invocation
through the use of the simple PERFORM or DO verb.

The PERFORM or DO verb invokes the designated module-name:

Format:

{PERFORM}

{DO     } module-name

• module-name
Identifies a word that must comply with the COBOL requirements for defining a procedure-name: 
– Must be unique within the first 19 characters
– Must not exceed 30 characters in length
– Must not end with a period
– Cannot be formed as module-name-EXIT

Examples:

Each name in the following example refers to a specific module within the program and not to some local procedure-
name. Also, each step within the PROCESS-INVOICE module is fully controlled.

There is a guarantee that when PERFORM POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK completes its task (including any subordinate
tasks), control returns to the next step, PERFORM AGE-INVOICE.

. . .

PROCESS-INVOICE. 

PERFORM POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK 

PERFORM AGE-INVOICE 
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PERFORM REPORT-AGED-INVOICE

. . .

The following DO verb example replicates the PERFORM verb example. The same conditions apply to each example:

. . .

PROCESS-INVOICE.

 DO POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK 

DO AGE-INVOICE 

DO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE

. . .

Notes:

• PERFORM...THRU and SORT/MERGE...THRU cannot be specified, because SPP generates local procedure-names
and includes the appropriate THRU clause.

• Also not permitted are the PERFORM...TIMES and PERFORM...UNTIL forms. These forms have the undesirable
attributes of both invocation and loop control that separate the loop from the controlling mechanism. In a program
designed using the principles of stepwise modular refinement, this separation of function from control results
in fragmentation of the refined design. Therefore, when these forms of the PERFORM are allowed, both the
design and the requirements of the language dictate the modular implementation of the program.

• SPP supports inline control of equivalent repetition functions, permitting modular implementation of a program to be
dictated solely by the design and not by the requirements of the COBOL language.

• A program can become a subordinate module of a separately compiled program, and a CALL to the subordinate
program's ENTRY point can invoke it.

Use of the COBOL ENTRY Statement
An ENTRY statement in an SP program is treated as a self-contained paragraph. When Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL encounters an ENTRY statement, it ends the paragraph containing or preceding the ENTRY statement and
starts a new paragraph. If a paragraph name does not immediately follow an ENTRY statement, Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL generates one.

Intra-module Control Structures
Structured programming control structures are those elements within a module that control the sequence of logic for
selection and repetition constructs. These constructs grew out of the basic structured programming principle that all
proper programs have but one entry point and one exit point. This principle is based on the experience that to permit
multiple entries and exits is to invite programs that are difficult to read, verify, and maintain. To ensure a proper program,
therefore, each component of the program must also have but one entry and one exit. Each module must be proper, and
each element of code within a module must also be proper.

The elements of code within each module are the structures of the structured programming. Only the following structures
are permitted:

• A Sequence of one or more operations. In COBOL, the imperative statements, such as MOVE and ADD, are sequence
elements. PERFORM and CALL, as used for subordinate module invocation, are also sequence elements.

• Selection of one or more sequence elements. In COBOL, the IF and other special conditionals are selection elements.
Under the structured programming concepts, a selection element has but a single entry and a single exit, and is,
therefore, a sequence element at a higher level.

• Repetition of one or more sequence elements. In COBOL, the GO TO or by invoking PERFORM...TIMES or
PERFORM...UNTIL statements control iterative groups. In structured programming terms, a repetition element also
contains a single entry and a single exit, and is also, therefore, a sequence element at a higher level.
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Because each of the elements that are previously described can be considered a sequence element, they can become
the building blocks used to define a module, simply as a hierarchy of modules builds a program, and a hierarchy of
programs builds a system.

GO TO Alternative
The COBOL language does not support the discrete control structures, or constructs, that are required to transform these
elements into clear, readable source code.

Many who have implemented structured programming standards in COBOL have restricted the use of GO TO because
it can be used to violate the proper program principle. However, in a top-down, modular programming environment,
elimination of the GO TO from COBOL also eliminates much of the control over loops and selection within a module. In
COBOL, for example, local paragraph-names and GO TO statements are required to define the head and exit of a loop, to
avoid deep nesting of conditionals, or to bypass certain instructions.

When restrictions upon the use of the GO TO are applied, even within small, or local segments of code, the COBOL
programmer must turn to the PERFORM to control repetition and complex conditional logic. The PERFORM, however,
requires the definition of subroutines, often in remote locations of the program. These subroutines are often extra
modules. They are "extra" in that they exist in addition to the modules defined in the program design. They are required
only by the lack of adequate selection and repetition constructs in the COBOL language.

SP Facility structured programming constructs represent the consistent, logical alternative to both the GO TO and
superfluous modularization. The constructs define the delimiters of loops and the selection of logic paths, without the
need for GO TO, local paragraph-names, and more, arbitrary modules. They enable the program to parallel clearly and
consistently the design, and thus make the program easier to read, verify, and modify.

SP Facility Control Structures
The following sections define the SP Facility control structures for repetition and selection that are available with SPP.
Also described are modifications to the COBOL SEARCH verb (a selection element) and the special COBOL conditionals
(AT END, INVALID KEY, ON SIZE) for compatibility with the structured forms.

In the definition of control structure format, the term process replaces the familiar COBOL term imperative statement,
indicating a broader interpretation than that permitted by standard COBOL. Process is defined as one or more COBOL
imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any combination of COBOL imperatives and
structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or omitted.

This definition of process means that SPP allows constructs to be nested within each other. The only restriction that is
placed on the nesting is that the subordinate construct must be defined in its entirety within the boundaries of the process
in the primary construct. A subordinate construct cannot overlap the primary structure.

NOTE
In most of the descriptions of control structures, the DO module-name in the examples replaces the word
process in the format. in this way, the process can be described in the module-name, simply to add clarity to
the examples. Readers should not infer that subordinate imperatives, control structures, or both are illegal or
discouraged.

Selection
One of the strong points of structured programming is that the selection process is recognized as a separate and unique
function within a program. This recognition is important because, as any programmer knows, decision testing can
become complex. Deep nesting of COBOL IFs or using GO TO... DEPENDING ON can, like local paragraph-names and
indiscriminate use of the COBOL GO TO, entangle the programmer in confused logic.
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SPP provides the means for a programmer to control nested IFs by using ENDIFs, and to control complex multiple choice
tests through the SELECT statements. In addition, the multiple conditions that are associated with the COBOL SEARCH
verb are modified to conform to the requirements of a construct.

The IF Construct

The SPP IF construct is similar to the COBOL IF statement except that the keyword ENDIF terminates it.

Format:

 IF condition-1

 THEN

     process-1

[ELSE         ]

[    process-2]

 ENDIF

 

• condition-1
Is any valid COBOL condition, including compound conditionals using AND or OR.

• THEN
An optional keyword identifying the true path process as a result of the truth test in the condition.

• process-n
One or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any combination of
COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or omitted.

• ELSE
A required keyword identifying the false path process as a result of the truth test in the condition.

Example:

The following example requires the use of two ENDIFs, one to terminate each of the outstanding IF constructs. By using
ENDIF to terminate the inner IF construct, the ELSE side of the remaining non-terminated IF includes DO WRITE-DETAIL.

This example poses a problem in COBOL: The terminating period, aside from being a rather inconspicuous terminator,
requires that

• The nested condition must be placed in a subordinate performed module, or that
• The DO WRITE-DETAIL must follow both DO PROCESS-TYPE-A and DO PROCESS-TYPE-B.

. . . 

     IF HEADER 

       DO WRITE-HEADER 

     ELSE 

       IF DETAIL-TYPE-A 

           DO PROCESS-TYPE-A 

       ELSE

           DO PROCESS-TYPE-B 

       ENDIF 

       DO WRITE-DETAIL

     ENDIF

 . . .
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Notes:

• ENDIF is a required keyword identifying the physical and logical end of the IF construct.
• The primary advantage of the structured IF...ELSE...ENDIF is realized in nested situations. ENDIF terminates only the

most recent non-terminated IF, whereas a period terminates the COBOL IF and all subordinate nested IFs.
• If standardized COBOL conditionals, such as ON SIZE, AT END, and INVALID KEY, are to be used in SPP, they must

be specified as special forms of the SPP IF...ELSE...ENDIF construct. For more information, see Standardized COBOL
Conditions.

The SELECT Constructs

SPP supports four SELECT constructs for multipath or cascading decisions. Each SELECT consists of four parts:

• A heading that specifies the nature of the test that follows.
• A body that contains a series of tests followed by the action to be taken when the test is true.
• Optional postscripts that specify more actions depending on the number of successful tests.
• A keyword that identifies the physical and logical end of the construct.

The general format for each SELECT construct is as follows:

Format:

 SELECT

 WHEN condition

  process

[WHEN postscript ARE SELECTED]

[  process                   ]

ENDSELECT

The WHEN condition clause identifies one or more conditions to be tested. After the last condition is evaluated, control
passes to one or more postscripts, if specified. The postscripts specify action to be taken when:

• NONE
No true conditions exist.

• ANY
At least one true condition exists.

• ALL
Every condition is true.

• SOME
At least one but not all true conditions exist.

• NOT ALL
Less than all true conditions exist.

In the following chart, the relationship between the count of true conditions and postscripts is illustrated:

                | count of true

                |

 conditions    

SELECT          |    |    |    |

WHEN . . .      |    |    |    |
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WHEN . . .      |    |    |    |

WHEN . . .      |    |    |    |

                |    |    |    |

                0    1    2    3

    

WHEN NONE       T    F    F    F

WHEN ANY        F    T    T    T

WHEN SOME       F    T    T    F

WHEN NOT ALL    T    T    T    F

WHEN ALL        F    F    F    T

    

ENDSELECT

For example, if three conditions are tested and two are true, WHEN NONE is false, WHEN ANY is true, WHEN SOME is
true, WHEN NOT ALL is true, and WHEN ALL is false.

The SOME, ALL, and NOT ALL postscripts are not available for use with the SELECT FIRST ACTION and SELECT
FIRST ACTION FOR constructs; the following subsections separately describe the syntax for each SELECT construct.
The SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR Construct

The SPP SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR construct is equivalent to the classic structured case form in that it provides a
multipath decision capability based on the value of a single identifier.

Format:

 SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR identifier

 WHEN condition-1

     process-1

        

[WHEN condition-2]

[    process-2   ]

          

[WHEN {NONE} ARE SELECTED]

[     {ANY }             ]

[    process-3           ]

            

ENDSELECT

• identifier
Indicates any valid COBOL data-name.

• WHEN
Indicates a required keyword identifying a condition to be tested. More WHEN clauses can also be specified.

• condition-n
Indicates the most restricted of the SELECT constructs in that each condition must be defined as one or more literals
or identifiers that are compared to the identifier for equality. Also, the only compound logical operator allowed is OR.

• process-n
Indicates one or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any
combination of COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or
omitted.

• WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED
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Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when no true conditions exist.
• WHEN ANY ARE SELECTED

Is an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when at least one true condition exists.

Example:

The following example illustrates how a specific identifier (TRANSACTION-CODE) can be compared against four possible
conditions. As soon as the first true condition is met and the subordinate process is executed, control passes to the
postscript.

. . .

    SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR TRANSACTION-CODE

    WHEN 'A'

      DO ADD-TRANSACTION

    WHEN 'C'

      DO CHANGE-TRANSACTION

    WHEN 'D'

      DO DELETE-TRANSACTION

    WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED

      DO ERROR-TRANSACTION

    ENDSELECT

. . .

Notes:

• SELECT and FOR are required keywords identifying the physical and logical start of the SELECT construct. FIRST
and ACTION are optional keywords; if specified, neither can be omitted, i.e., one keyword cannot be specified without
the other.

• SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR is terminated by the keyword ENDSELECT, which is a required keyword identifying the
physical and logical end of the SELECT construct.

• As soon as the first true condition is met and the appropriate process is executed, control passes to the postscript.
• With this form of SELECT, the postscript is limited to WHEN NONE and WHEN ANY. When NONE is specified,

process-3 is executed only if there are no true conditions. ANY means that process-3 is executed when one condition
is proven true. You have the option of specifying only one postscript, neither postscript, or both postscripts.

• SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR constructs can be nested to a maximum of nine levels.

The SELECT FIRST ACTION Construct

A more general version of the SELECT FIRST ACTION construct is shown in this example.

Format:

 SELECT FIRST ACTION

 WHEN condition-1

     process-1

        

[WHEN condition-2]

[    process-2   ]

          

[WHEN {NONE} ARE SELECTED]

[     {ANY }             ]
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[    process-3           ]

            

ENDSELECT

• WHEN
Indicates a required keyword identifying a condition to be tested. More WHEN clauses can also be specified.

• condition-n
Indicates any valid COBOL condition, including compound conditionals using AND or OR.

• process-n
Indicates one or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any
combination of COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or
omitted.

• WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when no true conditions exist.

• WHEN ANY ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when at least one true condition exists.

Example:

The following example illustrates that the order in which the conditions are specified is critical.

If AGE-OF-INVOICE is greater than 90, the subordinate module OVER-90 is invoked, and control is then passed to the
postscript. If AGE-OF-INVOICE is less than or equal to 90, but greater than 60, then OVER-60 is invoked and control
passes to the postscript. Invocation of CURRENT occurs only when AGE-OF-INVOICE is less than or equal to 30. If the
WHEN clauses preceding the postscript were incorrectly reversed, the modules OVER-60 and OVER-90 would never be
invoked.

. . . SELECT FIRST ACTION 

      WHEN AGE-OF-INVOICE IS GREATER THAN 90

          DO OVER-90 

      WHEN AGE-OF-INVOICE IS GREATER THAN 60

          DO OVER-60 

      WHEN AGE-OF-INVOICE IS GREATER THAN 30 

          DO OVER-30 

      WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED 

         DO CURRENT 

      ENDSELECT

 . . .

Notes:

• SELECT is a required keyword identifying the physical and logical start of the SELECT construct. FIRST and ACTION
are optional keywords; if specified, neither can be omitted, i.e., one keyword cannot be specified without the other.

• SELECT FIRST ACTION is terminated by the keyword ENDSELECT, which is a required keyword identifying the
physical and logical end of the SELECT construct.

• First, WHEN condition-1 is evaluated; If it is true, process-1 is executed and control passes to the postscript. If it is
false, condition-2 is evaluated. After the last condition is evaluated, control passes to the postscript. Because a single
identifier does not have to be specified with this form of SELECT, the user has more freedom in defining the condition
tests; however, the order specified is critical.

• With this form of SELECT, the postscript is limited to WHEN NONE and WHEN ANY. When NONE is specified,
process-3 is executed only if there are no true conditions. ANY means that process-3 is executed when one condition
is proven true. There is the option of specifying only one, neither, or both postscripts.
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The SELECT EVERY ACTION Construct

SPP's SELECT EVERY ACTION can be specified to handle a series of tests that continue regardless of success or
failure:

 SELECT FIRST ACTION

 WHEN condition-1

     process-1

        

[WHEN condition-2]

[    process-2   ]

          

[     {NONE   }             ]

[     {ANY    }             ]

[WHEN {ALL    } ARE SELECTED]

[     {SOME   }             ]

[     {NOT ALL}             ]

[    process-3              ]

            

ENDSELECT

• WHEN
Indicates a required keyword identifying a condition to be tested. More WHEN clauses can also be specified.

• condition-n
Indicates any valid COBOL condition, including compound conditionals using AND or OR. The order in which the
conditions are specified is at the discretion of the user.

• process-n
is one or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any combination of
COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or omitted.

• WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when no true conditions exist.

• WHEN ANY ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when at least one true condition exists.

• WHEN ALL ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when every condition is true.

• WHEN SOME ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when at least one but not all true conditions exist.

• WHEN NOT ALL ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when less than all true conditions exist.

Example:

SELECT EVERY ACTION is useful when multiple, interrelated tests are performed as part of a record validation
procedure as illustrated below.

. . . 

    SELECT EVERY ACTION 

    WHEN NAME = SPACES

      DO NAME-ERROR 

    WHEN ADDRESS = SPACES

      DO ADDRESS-ERROR 
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    WHEN ZIP = SPACES OR ZIP NOT NUMERIC 

      DO ZIP-ERROR 

    WHEN TERMS NOT NUMERIC 

      DO TERMS-ERROR 

    WHEN ANY ARE SELECTED 

      DO ERROR-PROCESSING

    WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED 

      DO VALID-PROCESSING 

    ENDSELECT

 . . .

Notes:

• SELECT and EVERY are required keywords identifying the physical and logical start of the SELECT construct.
ACTION is an optional keyword.

• SELECT EVERY ACTION is terminated by the keyword ENDSELECT, which is a required keyword identifying the
physical and logical end of the SELECT construct.

• This construct is used when selecting multiple true conditions. First, condition-1 is evaluated. If it is true, process-1 is
executed and condition-2 is evaluated. If condition-1 is false, control passes to condition-2 for evaluation. Only after the
last condition is evaluated does control pass to the postscript.

• With this form of SELECT, up to five postscripts can be specified. When NONE is specified, process-3 is executed only
if there are no true conditions. ANY means that process-3 is executed when one condition is proven true. ALL means
that process-3 is executed only if all conditions are true. SOME means that process-3 is executed when at least one
but not all conditions are proven true. NOT ALL means that process-3 is executed when less than all true conditions
exist. One, a combination, all, or none of the postscripts can be specified.

• Avoid the use of SELECT EVERY ACTION when using SPP to write programs executing under CICS (see Section
4.8).

The SELECT LEADING ACTIONS Construct

In SPP, SELECT LEADING ACTIONS terminates testing on the first failure. Cascading through the conditions continues
only as long as the conditions prove true.

Format:

 SELECT FIRST ACTION

 WHEN condition-1

     process-1

        

[WHEN condition-2]

[    process-2   ]

          

[     {NONE   }             ]

[     {ANY    }             ]

[WHEN {ALL    } ARE SELECTED]

[     {SOME   }             ]

[     {NOT ALL}             ]

[    process-3              ]

            

ENDSELECT

• WHEN
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Indicates a required keyword identifying a condition to be tested. Additional WHEN clauses can also be specified.
• condition-n

Indicates any valid COBOL condition, including compound conditionals using AND or OR. The order in which the
conditions are specified is critical.

• process-n
Indicates one or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any
combination of COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or
omitted.

• WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when no true conditions exist.

• WHEN ANY ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when at least one true condition exists.

• WHEN ALL ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when every condition is true.

• WHEN SOME ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when at least one but not all true conditions exist.

• WHEN NOT ALL ARE SELECTED
Indicates an optional postscript specifying the action to be taken when less than all true conditions exist.

Example:

The order in which the conditions are specified is always critical as illustrated in the following example of control break
determination. Below MINOR-BREAK is invoked if there is a break in the minor and/or major control field.

. . . 

    SELECT LEADING ACTIONS 

    WHEN MAJOR-MINOR IS NOT EQUAL TO PREV-MAJOR-MINOR

      DO MINOR-BREAK

    WHEN MAJOR IS NOT EQUAL TO PREV-MAJOR

      DO MAJOR-BREAK

    WHEN ANY ARE SELECTED

      MOVE MAJOR-MINOR TO PREV-MAJOR-MINOR 

      DO NEW-PAGE-HEADING

    ENDSELECT

 . . .

Notes:

• SELECT and LEADING are required keywords identifying the physical and logical start of the SELECT construct.
ACTIONS is an optional keyword.

• SELECT LEADING ACTIONS is terminated by the keyword ENDSELECT, which is a required keyword identifying the
physical and logical end of the SELECT construct.

• First, condition-1 is evaluated; if it is true, process-1 is executed and condition-2 is evaluated. This continues until
either the last condition is evaluated or the first false condition is encountered. If the first or any subsequent condition
proves false, control passes to the postscript, as when the last true condition is evaluated.

• With this form of SELECT, up to five postscripts can be specified. When NONE is specified, process-3 is executed only
if there are no true conditions. ANY means that process-3 is executed when one condition is proven true. ALL means
that process-3 is executed only if all conditions are true. SOME means that process-3 is executed when at least one
but not all conditions are proven true. NOT ALL means that process-3 is executed when less than all true conditions
exist. One, a combination, all, or none of the postscripts can be specified.

• Avoid the use of SELECT LEADING ACTIONS when using SPP to write programs executing under CICS. For more
information, see CICS Command Level Coding.
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SEARCH Constructs

The COBOL SEARCH statement is a selection mechanism that is similar in structure to a SELECT construct. Like the
COBOL IF, however, a period must terminate the COBOL SEARCH statement. In addition, only COBOL imperative
statements can follow the various conditions. SPP relaxes these restrictions through two SEARCH formats. Each
SEARCH construct consists of three parts:

• A heading that specifies the nature of the search.
• A body that contains a series of tests followed by the action to be taken when the test is true.
• A keyword that identifies the physical and logical end of the construct.

Format:

 SEARCH

 WHEN END

     process

[WHEN condition]

[    process   ]

 ENDSEARCH

 

The Basic SEARCH Construct

To treat the SEARCH statement as a construct and to permit subordinate processes following the conditionals, SPP
modifies the standard COBOL SEARCH statement.

Format:

SEARCH identifier-1 [VARYING{index-name-1}]

                    [       {identifier-2}]

[ WHEN END     ]

[     process-1]

 WHEN condition-1

     process-2

[ WHEN condition-2]

[     process-3   ]

 ENDSEARCH

• VARYING
Indicates an optional clause specifying successive values.

• index-name-1
Indicates an index data item.

• identifier-n
Indicates any valid COBOL data-name.

• WHEN END
Indicates the optional WHEN END condition and is equivalent to the COBOL AT END condition. If specified, it must be
the first WHEN clause.

• WHEN
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Indicates a required keyword identifying a condition to be tested. More optional WHEN clauses can also be specified.
• condition-n

Indicates any valid COBOL condition, including compound conditionals using AND or OR.
• process-n

Indicates one or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any
combination of COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or
omitted.

Example:

In the following example, assume that a small table is examined serially for a match to a search argument. The keys in the
table are arranged in ascending sequence. A SET statement preceding the SEARCH accomplishes the initialization of the
index.

Notice that the third WHEN clause serves only to optimize the table search by providing a premature termination on the
GREATER THAN condition.

. . .

FIND-TABLE-ENTRY.

    SET X1 TO 1 

    SEARCH TABLE-ENTRY VARYING X1

    WHEN END

      DO TABLE-KEY-NOT-FOUND 

    WHEN TABLE-KEY (X1) IS EQUAL TO ITEM-KEY

      DO TABLE-KEY-FOUND

    WHEN TABLE-KEY (X1) IS GREATER THAN ITEM-KEY

      DO TABLE-KEY-NOT-FOUND

    ENDSEARCH

 . . .

Notes:

• SEARCH is a required keyword identifying the physical and logical start of the SEARCH construct.
• SEARCH is terminated by the keyword ENDSEARCH, which is a required keyword identifying the physical and logical

end of the SEARCH construct.
• The requirements for identifier-1, identifier-2, index-name-1, and the VARYING clause are identical to

those requirements defined for the SEARCH ALL format of the COBOL SEARCH statement.

The SEARCH ALL Construct

SPP also provides a binary search form of the SEARCH statement in the SEARCH ALL construct:

Format:

 SEARCH ALL identifier-1

[WHEN END     ]

[    process-1]

 WHEN condition-1

     process-2

 ENDSEARCH

• identifier-1
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Indicates any valid COBOL data-name.
• WHEN END

Indicates the optional WHEN END condition and is equivalent to the COBOL AT END condition. If specified, it must be
the first WHEN clause.

• WHEN
Indicates a required keyword identifying a condition to be tested.

• condition-n
Indicates a valid COBOL condition. Compound conditionals using AND are permitted; those using OR are not.

• process-n
Indicates one or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any
combination of COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or
omitted.

Example:

The following example accomplishes the same task as the SEARCH...VARYING example, but uses the SEARCH ALL
construct.

. . .

FIND-TABLE-ENTRY.

    SEARCH ALL TABLE-ENTRY 

    WHEN END

      DO TABLE-KEY-NOT-FOUND 

    WHEN TABLE-KEY (X1) IS EQUAL TO ITEM-KEY

      DO TABLE-KEY-FOUND 

    ENDSEARCH

. . .

Notes:

• SEARCH and ALL are required keywords identifying the physical and logical start of the SEARCH construct.
• SEARCH ALL is terminated by the keyword ENDSEARCH, which is a required keyword identifying the physical and

logical end of the SEARCH construct.
• The requirements for identifier-1 and condition-1 are identical to those defined for the SEARCH ALL format of the

COBOL SEARCH statement.

Repetition Functions
The disciplines of top-down program development and stepwise modular refinement require that repetition, or loops, be
controlled and executed inline.

In COBOL, the primary repetition functions are the PERFORM...TIMES and PERFORM...VARYING statements. These
functions have the undesirable attributes of both invocation and loop control. Processing logic, therefore, is physically
separated from the control mechanism.

The classic structured programming approach is to use the DO-WHILE and DO-UNTIL constructs for inline repetition.
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DO-WHILE Construct

DO-UNTIL Construct

The DO-WHILE tests for end of loop before the process. The DO-UNTIL tests for end of loop following the process.
However, in business data processing it is often necessary to include processes both before and after the condition test.
SPP resolves this situation by providing LOOP...ENDLOOP constructs.
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LOOP...ENDLOOP Construct

SPP supports an inline looping structure that uses the keywords LOOP and ENDLOOP to delimit the repetitions that are
to occur. The LOOP construct has three formats. Each construct consists of three parts:

• A heading that specifies the nature of the loop.
• A body that specifies how long processing is to continue.
• A keyword that identifies the physical and logical end of the construct.

Format:

 LOOP

       process

{LEAVE WHEN condition}

{WHILE condition     }

{UNTIL condition     } 

       process

 ENDLOOP

The LOOP Construct

The first SPP LOOP format provides the basic structure necessary to handle the classic DO-WHILE and DO-UNTIL
constructs:

Format:

 LOOP

      process-1

{LEAVE WHEN condition-1}
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{WHILE condition-1     }

{UNTIL condition-1     }

      process-2

 ENDLOOP

• LEAVE WHEN
Are keywords that specify processing continues until condition-1 is true.

• WHILE
Is a keyword that specifies processing continues as long as condition-1 is true.

• UNTIL
Is a keyword that specifies processing continues until condition-1 is true.

• condition-1
Is any valid COBOL condition, including compound conditionals using AND or OR.

• process-n
Is one or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any combination of
COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or omitted.

Example:

The following example illustrates the use of WHILE. Processing continues as long as records are left on the input file.

. . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

CONTROL-MODULE.

    DO BEGIN-PROGRAM

    LOOP

      DO READ-INPUT

    WHILE RECORDS-LEFT

      DO PROCESS-INPUT

    ENDLOOP

    DO END-PROGRAM

    STOP RUN

. . .

Notes:

• LOOP is a required keyword identifying the physical and logical start of the LOOP construct.
• LOOP is terminated by the keyword ENDLOOP, which is a required keyword identifying the physical and logical end of

the LOOP construct.
• WHILE specifies that processing is to continue as long as condition-1 is true. With LEAVE WHEN or UNTIL,

processing continues until condition-1 is true.
• When process-1 is omitted, the LOOP structure becomes the classic DO-WHILE construct testing for the end of the

loop before the process; when process-2 is omitted, the LOOP becomes the classic DO-UNTIL construct testing for the
loop following the process.

The LOOP...TIMES Construct

The SPP LOOP...TIMES provides inline repetition capabilities similar to those capabilities of the COBOL
PERFORM...TIMES statement.

Format:
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 LOOP {identifier} TIMES

      {integer   }

       process-1

{ LEAVE WHEN condition-1}

{ WHILE condition-1     }

{ UNTIL condition-1     }

        process

 ENDLOOP

• identifier
Is a numeric data item with a positive integer value. Identifier can contain the value 0, in which case the LOOP is not
executed.

• integer
Is a numeric value.

• LEAVE WHEN
Are keywords that specify processing continues until condition-1 is true.

• WHILE
Is a keyword that specifies processing continues as long as condition-1 is true.

• UNTIL
Isis a keyword that specifies processing continues until condition-1 is true.

• condition-1
Is any valid COBOL condition, including compound conditionals using AND or OR.

• process-n
Is one or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any combination of
COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or omitted.

Example:

The following example shows the use of nested loops to reset a table element to spaces and zeros by class of item. Both
LOOP structures must be terminated by their own ENDLOOP keywords. The first ten occurrences of TABLE-ENTRY are
reset, including the elementary numeric item TABLE-AMOUNT. Within each occurrence of TABLE-ENTRY, as shown by
the inner LOOP, five occurrences of TABLE-UNITS are reset.

. . .

CLEAR-TABLE.

    SET X1 TO 1

    LOOP 10 TIMES

      MOVE SPACES TO TABLE-ENTRY (X1)

      MOVE ZEROS TO TABLE-AMOUNT (X1)

      SET X2 TO 1

      LOOP 5 TIMES

          MOVE ZEROS TO TABLE-UNITS (X1 X2)

          SET X2 UP BY 1

      ENDLOOP

      SET X1 UP BY 1

    ENDLOOP

. . .

Notes:
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• LOOP and TIMES are required keywords identifying the physical and logical start of the LOOP construct.
• LOOP...TIMES is terminated by the keyword ENDLOOP, which is a required keyword identifying the physical and

logical end of the LOOP construct.
• WHILE specifies that processing is to continue as long as condition-1 is true. With LEAVE WHEN or UNTIL,

processing continues until condition-1 is true.
• The loop terminates when process-1 is executed the designated number of times or if LEAVE WHEN is specified

when the condition is true. WHILE specifies that processing terminates when the condition is false. UNTIL specifies
processing terminates when the condition is true.

The LOOP VARYING/FOR Construct

The SPP LOOP VARYING/FOR provides an inline repetition alternative to the COBOL PERFORM...UNTIL statement.

Format:

 LOOP {VARYING} {index-name-1}

      {FOR    } {identifier-1}

   

[     {index-name-2}]

[FROM {identifier-2}]

[     {integer-1   }]

   

[ BY {identifier-3}]

[    {integer-1   }]

   

 UP THRU   {identifier-4}

 DOWN THRU {integer-3   }

   

        process-1

     

{LEAVE WHEN condition-1}

{WHILE condition-1     }

{UNTIL condition-1     }

      

        process-2      

        ENDLOOP

• VARYING
Is a keyword specifying sequential repetition.

• FOR
Is a synonym for VARYING.

• index-name-n
Is an index data item.

• identifier-n
Is a numeric data item with a positive integer value. If the identifier contains the value 0, the LOOP is not executed.
When specified, identifier-3 must be consistent with UP/DOWN (positive when UP is specified, negative when DOWN
is specified).

• integer-n
Is a numeric value. When specified, integer-2 must be consistent with UP/DOWN (positive when UP is specified,
negative when DOWN is specified).

• FROM
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Is a keyword specifying the initialization value. If the FROM clause is not specified, the default is 1.
• BY

Is a keyword specifying the value of incrementation. If the BY clause is not specified, the default is 1.
• UP THRU
• DOWN THRU

Are keywords specifying the range of the incrementing or decrementing. If DOWN is not specified, the default is UP.
• process-n

Is one or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any combination of
COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or omitted.

• LEAVE WHEN
Are keywords that specify processing continues until condition-1 is true.

• WHILE
Is a keyword that specifies processing continues as long as condition-1 is true.

• UNTIL
Is a keyword that specifies processing continues until condition-1 is true.

• condition-1
Is any valid COBOL condition, including compound conditionals using AND or OR.

Example:

The following example is the LOOP VARYING construct. The example is a variation of the preceding LOOP...TIMES
example.

. . .

CLEAR-TABLE.

    LOOP VARYING X1 FROM 1 BY 1 THRU 10

      MOVE SPACES TO TABLE-ENTRY (X1)

      MOVE ZEROS TO TABLE-AMOUNT (X1)

      LOOP VARYING X2 FROM 1 BY 1 THRU 5

          MOVE ZEROS TO TABLE-UNITS (X1 X2)

      ENDLOOP

    ENDLOOP

. . .

Notes:

• LOOP is a required keyword identifying the physical and logical start of the LOOP construct.
• LOOP VARYING/FOR is terminated by the keyword ENDLOOP, which is a required keyword identifying the physical

and logical end of the LOOP construct. The primary termination of the LOOP occurs when the value of index-name-1
or identifier-1 is greater than (UP option) or less than (DOWN option) identifier-4 or integer-3.

• The loop terminates if the LEAVE WHEN option is specified when the condition is true. If the WHILE option is
specified, process terminates when the condition is false. If the UNTIL option is specified, process terminates when the
condition is true.

ESCAPE

In SPP, ESCAPE can terminate any LOOP...ENDLOOP construct unconditionally:

Format:

ESCAPE

Example:
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The following example illustrates the use of ESCAPE:

. . .

LOOP 

    PERFORM UPDATE-BUDGET 

    IF WORK-TOTAL NEGATIVE

      ESCAPE

    ENDIF

ENDLOOP

. . .

Notes:

• When executed within a LOOP...ENDLOOP construct, ESCAPE causes the innermost LOOP in which it occurs to
terminate.

• Although a LEAVE WHEN, UNTIL, or WHILE conditional can handle the function of ESCAPE, ESCAPE implies an
abnormal termination of the LOOP. The word ESCAPE alerts any reader of the program that an exception condition
has been encountered.

The Emergency EXIT
Leaving deep levels of a program if there is error or an unusual condition has always presented a problem. Top-down,
modular, structured programming is no exception. The traditional approach has been to GO from the unusual condition TO
a safe point within the program. Unfortunately, this approach invariably violates the single entry, single exit proper program
principle.

The SPP EXIT can be specified within any process to provide a controlled way to leave a module of a program when an
error or unusual condition occurs.

Format:

EXIT

Example:

In the following example, module UPDATE-TABLE uses a SEARCH construct to update an existing table element or
insert a new table element. If, however, an insertion is required and table space is exhausted, an abnormal termination is
in order. The WHEN END clause is used to signal the condition and EXIT the module. Control is passed to the process
following DO UPDATE-TABLE in the test of TABLE-FULL-SWITCH. If the condition is true, ESCAPE causes transfer of
control to DO CLOSE-ALL-FILES, and the program is terminated.

ESCAPE terminates only the LOOP and permits orderly termination of the program. EXIT, if used in place of ESCAPE in
the control module, would bypass the STOP RUN.

. . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

CONTROL-MODULE.

    DO OPEN-ALL-FILES

    LOOP

      DO READ-INPUT

    WHILE RECORDS-LEFT

      DO LIST-INPUT-RECORD

      DO UPDATE-TABLE

      IF TABLE-FULL-SWITCH = 'YES'
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        DO ABNORMAL-END-DISPLAY

        ESCAPE

      ELSE

        DO WRITE-OUTPUT

     ENDIF

    ENDLOOP

    DO CLOSE-ALL-FILES

    STOP RUN

    . . .

    UPDATE-TABLE.

      SET X1 TO 1

      SEARCH TABLE-ENTRY VARYING X1

      WHEN END

          MOVE 'YES' TO TABLE-FULL-SWITCH

          EXIT

      WHEN TABLE-KEY (X1) IS EQUAL TO ITEM-KEY

          DO UPDATE-TABLE-ENTRY

      WHEN TABLE-KEY (X1) IS GREATER THAN ITEM-KEY

      AND TABLE-KEY (LAST-ENTRY) = HIGH-VALUES

          DO INSERT-TABLE-ENTRY

       ENDSEARCH

     . . .

Notes:

• SPP does not support the COBOL EXIT verb. The COBOL EXIT PROGRAM statement is an exception to the EXIT
process. EXIT PROGRAM remains in the SPP-translated COBOL program, and is defined by COBOL.

• Do not specify EXIT within the highest module in the top-down program hierarchy.
• When an error or unusual condition occurs within a module, EXIT causes control to pass to the end of the module,

which, in turn, passes control to the invoking module. Specifically, control returns to the process following the invoking
process.

Standardized COBOL Conditions
If standard COBOL conditions, such as SIZE ERROR, END, OVERFLOW, END-OF-PAGE, DATA, and INVALID, are used
in SPP, they must be specified as special forms of SPP's IF...ENDIF construct, as shown in the following example. These
conditions must also append COBOL verbs in the forms that are shown the example.
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• . . . (ellipsis)
An ellipsis that represents the remainder of the COBOL imperative/conditional statement.

• process-n
One or more COBOL imperative statements, one or more structured programming constructs, or any combination of
COBOL imperatives and structured programming constructs. In addition, a process can be null, or omitted.

Example:

The following example illustrates a READ...AT END condition test.

. . .

READ-MASTER.

    READ MASTER-FILE             [COBOL Conditional Statement]

    IF END

        CLOSE MASTER-FILE         SPP Standardized

    ELSE                          COBOL condition
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        ADD +1 TO MASTER-FILE-COUNT

 ENDIF

The IS FALSE Condition Modifier
The IS FALSE condition modifier is an alternative to the COBOL NOT, and can be specified following a simple or
compound conditional expression.

The IS FALSE condition modifier is permitted following a simple or compound conditional expression within an IF or
SELECT construct with the following exceptions. IS FALSE is not permitted within a SELECT postscript, a SELECT FIRST
ACTION FOR identifier, the SEARCH construct, the LOOP construct, or the standardized conditionals, such as IF END
and IF SIZE ERROR.

For example, suppose that a condition-name, NO-MORE-INPUT, is defined to indicate the end of file. In this case, you
might find it convenient to test for the condition within a LOOP construct, as follows:

. . . 

    LOOP

      DO READ-INPUT-RECORD

    LEAVE WHEN NO-MORE-INPUT

      DO PROCESS-INPUT-RECORD

    ENDLOOP

 . . .

In the preceding example, the reference to NO-MORE-INPUT is natural and easily understood by a reader of the program.
However, the choice of NO-MORE-INPUT as a condition-name might lead to a more difficult expression in another module
that must test for MORE-INPUT, as follows:

. . .

    IF NOT NO-MORE-INPUT

. . .

The preceding conditional expression is confusing. Therefore, SPP permits the following example as an equivalent form of
negation:

. . .

    IF NO-MORE-INPUT IS FALSE

. . .

This technique is especially useful when handling complex editing operations, where it is often clearer to test for valid
conditions, as follows:

. . .

    SELECT EVERY ACTION

    WHEN (TRANS-CODE = 'A' OR 'D') IS FALSE

      DO TRANS-CODE-ERROR

    WHEN (TRANS-AMOUNT > ZERO AND < 2000) IS FALSE

      DO TRANS-AMOUNT-ERROR

    WHEN ANY ARE SELECTED

      DO REJECT-TRANS-RECORD

    WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED

      DO UPDATE-MASTER-RECORD
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    ENDSELECT

. . .

CICS Command Level Coding
Take certain precautions when using SPP to write programs executing under CICS.

• Avoid the use of SELECT EVERY ACTION and SELECT LEADING ACTIONS control structures.
• The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLtranslation must precede the CICS precompile.

These control structures generate a control variable in the Working-Storage Section of the program to support the use of
postscripts Use them only when the value of the control variable can be guaranteed, or when the postscripts are not used.

Example:

The following program illustrates a coding technique for HANDLE CONDITION. This option of the EXEC CICS control
structure is translated into a GO TO... DEPENDING ON... statement, which transfers control to the indicated module.
As long as these modules end with a CICS control structure that terminates the CICS session, or reference a module
that ends the CICS session, top-down processing logic is preserved.

*$LIBED SPP

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

PROGRAM-ID. CICSXMPL.

 . . .

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01 ABEND-CODE PIC X(04).

 . . .

01 MESSAGE-RECORD.

 . . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

START-UP.

    MOVE LOW-VALUES TO MESSAGE-RECORD

    EXEC CICS

      HANDLE CONDITION

      NOTOPEN(FILE-NOT-OPEN)

      NOTFND(RECORD-NOT-FOUND)

      LENGERR(LENGTH-ERROR)

      IOERR(IO-ERROR)

      ILLOGIC(VSAM-ILLOGIC)

    END-EXEC

 . . .

FILE-NOT-OPEN.

    MOVE 'FILE NOT OPENED' TO MESSAGE-RECORD

    MOVE 'VS01' TO ABEND-CODE

    DO DISPLAY-ERROR

RECORD-NOT-FOUND.

    MOVE 'RECORD NOT FOUND' TO MESSAGE-RECORD

    MOVE 'VS02' TO ABEND-CODE

    D O DISPLAY-ERROR

LENGTH-ERROR.

    MOVE 'LENGTH ERROR' TO MESSAGE-RECORD

    MOVE 'VS04' TO ABEND-CODE

    DO DISPLAY-ERROR

IO-ERROR.
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    MOVE 'IO ERROR' TO MESSAGE RECORD

    MOVE 'VS05' TO ABEND-CODE

    DO DISPLAY-ERROR

VSAM-ILLOGIC.

    MOVE 'VSAM ILLOGIC' TO MESSAGE RECORD

    MOVE 'VS06' TO ABEND-CODE

    DO DISPLAY-ERROR

DISPLAY-ERROR.

    EXEC CICS

      SEND TEXT

      FROM MESSAGE-RECORD

      LENGTH(106)

      ERASE

    END-EXEC

    EXEC CICS

      ABEND

      ABCODE(ABEND-CODE)

      CANCEL

    END-EXEC

Local Data Definitions and Control Variables
In adopting a modular approach to program implementation, two problems stand out:

• One is the monolithic nature of the Data Division which needs a search of all the entries to locate an item that only one
or two modules referenced. The program would be far more readable when definitions of data structures that are local
to a module were permitted within the module itself.

• The other problem deals with communications between invoking and invoked modules. Flags can control this
communication—two-valued control variables. By providing a consistent method for defining, testing, and modifying
control variables, the reader is able to distinguish clearly between operations on data and operations on control
variables.

This section defines the facilities of SPP to resolve both of these problems.

START DATA/END DATA and Local Data Definitions
The SPP START DATA allows data to be defined within the module that references it:

Format:

 START DATA

[level-number-1 data-name-1]

[level-number-2 data-name-2]

 END DATA

• level-number-n
Is any valid COBOL level-number.

• data-name-n
Is any data item that is valid within the Working-Storage Section. Each data item that is defined must be terminated
with a period.

Example:
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The following example shows the data definitions within the module to which they apply. The items are defined before they
are referenced.

. . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

. . .

POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK.

    START DATA

    77  PREVIOUS-CUSTOMER PIC X(7) VALUE LOW-VALUE.

    01  CUSTOMER-AREA.

      02 CUSTOMER PIC X(7).

      02 INVOICE-NO PIC X(7).

      02 INVOICE-DATE PIC X(6).

      02 INVOICE-AMT PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3.

    END DATA

    IF CUSTOMER = PREVIOUS-CUSTOMER . . .

. . .

Notes:

• The keyword END DATA terminates START DATA. END DATA ends the free-standing data definition. START DATA
allows the definition of free-standing data definitions. START DATA must:
– Begin in Area B
– Immediately follow a module-name (a paragraph header)
– Define Working-Storage items only
– Precede any reference to the items defined

Control Variables
SPP provides for the precise definition of control variables. These definitions might be placed either:

• In Working-Storage, when they are common to the program as a whole, or 
• Within a module, delimited by START DATA and END DATA, when they are referenced locally. 

For more information, see START DATA/END DATA and Local Data Definitions

The FLAG Statement

The SPP FLAG defines, tests, and modifies control variables:

Format:

level-number FLAG flag-name IS [TRUE ]

                               [FALSE]

• level-number
01-49, or 77

• flag-name
Is a word that must comply with COBOL data-name requirements. The word must be unique in the first 25 characters.

• IS TRUE
• IS FALSE

The variable is set to the TRUE or FALSE condition indicated.
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Example:

The following example illustrates the use of FLAG.

. . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

AGED-TRIAL.

    START DATA

    77 FLAG RECORDS-LEFT IS TRUE.

    END DATA

. . .

    LOOP

     DO GET-NEXT-INVOICE

    WHILE RECORDS-LEFT

     DO PROCESS-INVOICE

    ENDLOOP

. . .

NOTE
FLAG generates a one-character data item with a default setting of FALSE, unless TRUE is specified.

The SET-TRUE/SET-FALSE Statement

The status of the control variable can be modified in the following format by SPP:

Format:

{SET-TRUE } flag-name-1 [flag-name-2]

{SET-FALSE}

• flag-name-n
Is a word that must comply with COBOL data-name requirements. The word must be unique in the first 25 characters.

Example:

Using the previous illustration of FLAG, the control variable RECORDS-LEFT can be modified as follows.

. . .

GET-NEXT-INVOICE. 

    START DATA 

    77  FLAG RECORDS-LEFT IS TRUE.

    END DATA 

    READ INVOICE-RECORD 

    IF END

      SET-FALSE RECORDS-LEFT 

    ENDIF

 . . .

NOTE
With SET-TRUE/SET-FALSE, the variable is set to the TRUE or FALSE condition indicated.
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Structured Programming Support Macros
In addition to the SPP and SP2 macro sets, the SP Facility also assists in other areas of concern in structured
programming. The following sections discuss these other macro sets and how they are used with SPP and SP2.

Structured Programming Documentor (SPD & SPDCOB)
The Structured Programming Documentor (SPD) provides additional documentation beyond the listing of the program.
When SPD is appended to the Structured Programming Processor (SPP) or the High-Level Formatter (HLF), or when
SPD is enabled by the UPSI4=X Translate-time option for SP2, SPD extracts raw data and places it on the Auxiliary
Output File. Following translation, this raw data is used as input to the reporting program, SPDCOB. The reporting
program generates two types of reports, the Module Hierarchy and the Module Where Invoked reports.

Reports Produced

This section illustrates the Module Hierarchy and Module Where Invoked reports that the Structured Programming
Documentor (SPD) can produce.

• Module Hierarchy--shows the hierarchical structure of a program (by level) in a format similar to that of a record
description in the Data Division:

AGEDTB         M O D U L E   H I E R A R C H Y

01 AGED-TRIAL

   02 BEGIN-AGED-TRIAL

   02 GET-NEXT-INVOICE

   02 PROCESS-INVOICE

    03 POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK

       04 CUSTOMER-BREAK

    03 AGED-INVOICE 

    03 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE 

       04 POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK

   02 END-AGED-TRIAL 

     03 CUSTOMER-BREAK 

     03 FINAL-BREAK

All modules that are invoked by a PERFORM (or DO) are reported, except for Declaratives sections and paragraphs.
Module-names invoked by CALL statements are prefixed on the report by **C=.

• Module Where Invoked--identifies each module in the program, the line number where each is defined, and the line
number for each reference to a module.

AGEDTB         M O D U L E    W H E R E    I N V O K E D

DEFN                                REFERENCES

AGE-INVOICE                         001630   001450

AGED-TRIAL                          001190

BEGIN-AGED-TRIAL                    001320   001230

CUSTOMER-BREAK                      001920   001590   001490

END-AGED-TRIAL                      001480   001290

FINAL-BREAK                         002110   001500

GET-NEXT-INVOICE                    001370   001250

POSSIBLE-CONTROL-BREAK              001530   001440

POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK                 002210   001700

PROCESS-INVOICE                     001430   001270
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REPORT-AGED-INVOICE                 001680   001460

Notice that the Module Where Invoked Report is sorted into sequence by module-name. Sections and paragraphs
that are defined within Declaratives are not reported or CALLed module-names. By default, line numbers are reported
as embedded sequence numbers (typically columns 1-6). You can optionally select to include Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL generated line numbers on the Input Listing.

Raw Data Extraction

When the Structured Programming Documentor (SPD) is used with the Structured Programming Processor (SPP) or the
High-Level Formatter (HLF), SPD must be loaded with and immediately following SPP or HLF, and must be within the
same macro region.

Do not load SPD with SP2; SPD is built into SP2. The UPSI Translate-time option that controls SPD is:

• UPSI4=X enables the raw data extraction. This extraction is bypassed by default. X is initialized with a blank character
to suppress use of SPD with SP2. To enable SPD, X must be replaced with any nonblank character.

During translation, SPD extracts information relating to each module identified within the program and writes the
information to the Auxiliary Output File for subsequent input to the reporting program, SPDCOB. Extraction and reporting
can be controlled, in part, by the following UPSI= Translate-time options:

• UPSI8=X suppresses the Module Hierarchy Report. This report is produced by default.
• UPSI7=X suppresses the Module Where Invoked Report. This report is produced by default.
• UPSI6=X selects the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL generated line numbers on the Input listing in the Module

Where Invoked Report. Line numbers from the embedded sequence number field, typically columns 1-6 of each
source record are selected by default.

Generate Reports

SPDCOB is the source program which that produces the documentation reports. SPDCOB is written in SPP syntax.
SPDCOB must, therefore, be translated by Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL under the control of SPP for compilation,
link edit, and execution.

The following JCL is required to execute SPDCOB under z/OS:

 //jobname JOB ... 

 //stepname EXEC PGM=SPDCOBname

[//STEPLIB DD DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR]

 //SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A 

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 

 //SYSSORT DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,20)

 //SORTWK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,20)

 //SORTWK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,20)

 //SORTWK03 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,20)

 //SYSIN DD DSN=dataset,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

High-Level Formatter (HLF)
The High-Level Formatter formats the Procedure Division of a program to provide standard indentation and improved
readability. The output of HLF is a formatted version of the original program.

HLF formats programs containing SP Facility, DB Facility, IMS Facility, and command-level CICS statements. Programs
can contain any combination of these high-level languages. To format a program using the HLF macro set, specify the
translate-time option:
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Format:

UPSII = {C}

        {S}

Where C indicates that the program is to be formatted as a COBOL program, and S indicates that the program is to be
formatted as an SP program.

Example:

The following example shows an SP Facility statement after it was run through Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL with
HLF. The FORMAT=PI4X2 translate-time option was used to specify two levels of indentation, with each level indented
four columns.

MetaCOBOL+ Input            MetaCOBOL+ Output

. . .                           . . .

module-name                   module-name

    IF A                          IF A

    MOVE U TO V                       MOVE U TO V

    ELSE                          ELSE

    IF B                              IF B

    MOVE W TO X                           MOVE W TO X

    ELSE                              ELSE

    IF C                                      IF C

    MOVE Y TO Z

MOVE Y TO Z

    ENDIF                                        ENDIF

    ENDIF                                    ENDIF

    ENDIF                                ENDIF

. . .                                  . . .

Notes:

• SPD is the only macro set that can be loaded with the HLF macro set in a single translation. If SPD is used in a
translation, HLF must be loaded before SPD.

• The FORMAT=(PIaXb) translate-time option controls the number of columns that are indented and the number of
levels of indentation. 
– a 

Defines the number of columns that are indented within a level
– b

Defines the number of levels indented. 
For more information about the FORMAT= translate-time option, see Output Format Control.

• In SP programs, periods encountered in the Procedure Division that do not terminate a paragraph name, section
name, or COPY statement are removed.

• HLF formats programs containing statements for ANSI 68 and 74 target compilers, and statements for VS COBOL II
target compilers.

Structured Programming Stub (SPS) Generator
The Structured Programming Stub (SPS) Generator can be invoked during an SPP or SP2 translation to generate stubs
for undefined modules automatically.
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When SPS is used with SPP, SPS must be loaded with and immediately following the SPP macro set, within the same
macro region.

Do not load SPS with SP2; SPS is built into SP2. The UPSI Translate-time option that controls SPS is:

• UPSI3=X enables the stub generation. Stub generation is bypassed by default. X is initialized with a blank character to
suppress use of SPS with SP2. To enable SPS, X must be replaced with any nonblank character.

During top-down development, modules are tested as they are written. To ensure that a program is compilable throughout
its development, dummy modules (stubs) can be needed. For example, a higher-level module, during testing, can
reference a procedure-name (module-name) which is not yet specified. Without a stub, the program is not compilable.

SPS automatically checks the program to determine whether any references are to undefined modules. If so, each
procedure-name that the referencing modules invoked is generated as a separate, empty module.

On the Input listing, any undefined modules are reported as illustrated in this example:

       .  .  .

     PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     MAIN-MODULE.

         DO MODULE-A

         DO MODULE-B

         DO MODULE-C

      . . .

     MODULE-A.

      . . .

     MODULE-C.

      . . .

***NOTE FOLLOWING STUBS FOR UNRESOLVED DO'S

***NOTE      MODULE-B

SPS does not prohibit the programmer from defining a stub. For example, a programmer can want to write a dummy
module containing special code—perhaps to return a sample of formatted data to test higher-level modules.

SPS contains a null word-type macro named $STUB that is invoked at the time the stub is generated. Optionally, the
user can override the $STUB macro on a list-in basis to include their own code in each generated stub. When $STUB is
invoked, &1 contains the stub module-name within a nonnumeric literal.

SPP Example:

To produce a message containing the stub name whenever the stub is invoked, the following Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL input stream can be prepared:

*$COPY SPP       /*   LOAD SPP MACRO, THEN --

*$COPY SPS       /*   LOAD STUB GENERATOR,  THEN --

WP $STUB :       /*   OVERRIDE $STUB MACRO.

DISPLAY &1. 

(structured source program)

. . .

SP2 Example:

Provided that the UPSI3=X Translate-time option has enabled SPS, the following Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL input
stream can be prepared to produce a message containing the stub name whenever the stub is invoked:

*$COPY SP2      /* LOAD SP2 MACRO, THEN --
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WP $STUB :      /* OVERRIDE $STUB MACRO. 

DISPLAY &1. 

(structured source program)

. . .

Read, Verify, and Maintain Structured Programs
The Structured Programming (SP) Facility structured programming macro sets provide a structured programming
environment to enhance the COBOL language. The structured programming macro sets produce source code that is easy
to read and understand. To achieve this higher level of program integrity and clarity, however, it is necessary to develop,
verify, and maintain the structured programs at the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL level.

A Comparison of Structured and COBOL Source
The program is input to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL for translation when:

• The structured program is coded or,
• The structured program reaches a level where testing can begin,

The Translator, using the SPP macro set, generates compilable COBOL code. This process results in:

• The movement of local data descriptions, START DATA...END DATA, to the Working-Storage Section, and
• The generation of local paragraph-names and GO TO statements in the Procedure Division

The translated program is then ready to be compiled, link-edited with any necessary support modules, and executed.

The distinction between the structured and COBOL levels becomes clearer by comparing the following examples. The first
example shows a structured source module.

Structured Source Module

001680 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE.

001690  ADD 1 TO NUMBER-OF-LINES

001700  PERFORM POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK

001710  MOVE SPACE TO AGED-LINE

001720  MOVE INVOICE-CUSTOMER TO AGED-LINE-CUSTOMER

001730  MOVE INVOICE-NO TO AGED-LINE-INVOICE

001740  MOVE INVOICE-DATE TO AGED-LINE-DATE

001750  SELECT FIRST ACTION

001760  WHEN AGE-OF-INVOICE IS GREATER THAN 90

001770   MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO OVER-90-AMOUNT

001780   ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-90

001790  WHEN AGE-OF-INVOICE IS GREATER THAN 60

001800   MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO OVER-60-AMOUNT

001810   ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-60

001820  WHEN AGE-OF-INVOICE IS GREATER THAN 30

001830   MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO OVER-30-AMOUNT

001840   ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-30

001850  WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED

001860   MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CURRENT-AMOUNT

001870   ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-CURRENT

001880  ENDSELECT

001890  WRITE AGED-TRIAL-LINE FROM AGED-LINE

001900   AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES
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Notice the use of the SELECT...ENDSELECT construct which delineates the multiple-choice test. Compare the clarity
of this code against the following example of the same module after expansion to conventional COBOL source input for
compilation.

COBOL Source Code

001680 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE.

001690     ADD 1 TO NUMBER-OF-LINES

001700     PERFORM POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK THRU POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK-EXIT

001710     MOVE SPACE TO AGED-LINE

001720     MOVE INVOICE-CUSTOMER TO AGED-LINE-CUSTOMER

001730     MOVE INVOICE-NO TO AGED-LINE-INVOICE

001740     MOVE INVOICE-DATE TO AGED-LINE-DATE

001760     IF AGE-OF-INVOICE GREATER THAN 90

001761         NEXT SENTENCE

001762     ELSE

001763         GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SC-1-101.

001770     MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO OVER-90-AMOUNT

001780     ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-90

001781     GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SS-1.

001782 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SC-1-101.

001790     IF AGE-OF-INVOICE GREATER THAN 60

001791         NEXT SENTENCE

001792     ELSE

001793         GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SC-1-102.

001800     MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO OVER-60-AMOUNT

001810     ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-60

001811     GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SS-1.

001812 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SC-1-102.

001820     IF AGE-OF-INVOICE GREATER THAN 30

001821         NEXT SENTENCE

001822     ELSE

001823         GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SC-1-103.

001830     MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO OVER-30-AMOUNT

001840     ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-30

001841     GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SS-1.

001850 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SC-1-103.

001860     MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CURRENT-AMOUNT

001870     ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-CURRENT.

001880 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SS-1.

001890     WRITE AGED-TRIAL-LINE FROM AGED-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 1

001900         LINES.

001901 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-EXIT.

Correlation of Generated COBOL to Structured Source
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translate-time options, RESEQ= and ID=, assist the programmer in tracing
compiler errors back to the structured source code. Selection of these options ensures that source text that macro
processing does not change has the same sequence number as it had originally. Also, this selection ensures that the
replacement text that is produced by the macros has the same sequence number as the source text which matched the
macro prototype.

The ID= Translate-time option controls the contents of columns 73-80 of the output source records:
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Format:

     {name  }

     {*ID   }

ID = {*SEQ  }

     {*MC   }

     {*SAVE }

     {*BLANK}

For more information about ID=, see the Using topics.

The RESEQ= Translate-time option controls resequencing of the COBOL source output in columns 1-6. Three operands
are available with RESEQ=:

Format:

        {0  }

RESEQ = {n  }

        {NUM}

The concurrent usage of RESEQ=NUM and ID=*MC is the recommended approach.

When RESEQ=0, the expanded text has the same numbers as the source text. However, the numbers might be out
of sequence due to out-of-line code generation. Duplicate numbers might appear when the macros generate multiple
lines of expanded text for one line of source text. Thus RESEQ=0 means no resequencing is selected. The user can
trace compiler errors by using the compiler diagnostic's sequence number, finding the statement in error on the compiler
listing, and using the original sequence number in columns 1-6 to locate the incorrect statement on the Input listing. To
facilitate tracing compiler errors when RESEQ=0 is used, number the source text in ascending sequence with no duplicate
numbers.

When RESEQ=n, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL renumbers the entire generated program, and the user cannot trace
errors back to the Input listing using numbers on the compiler listing. The letter n is a 1- to 3-digit integer greater than 0.
The first COBOL source record output contains the number, n, right-aligned and left zero-filled, as the sequence number.
Each succeeding COBOL output record contains sequence numbers incremented by n. To facilitate tracing compiler
errors when RESEQ=n is used, use the ID=*MC Translate-time option.

When RESEQ=NUM, some, most, or all the expanded text has different numbers than the source text because of the
numbering increase used on the source text and the amount of code generated by the macros. When RESEQ=NUM
or RESEQ=n, ID=*MC is useful because it places the Input listing line number in columns 73-80 of the expanded text.
This method permits the user to trace a compiler diagnostic by finding the statement in error on the compiler listing, and
then using the number in columns 73-80 to locate the original input statement on the Input listing. To facilitate tracing
compiler errors when RESEQ=NUM is used, number the source text in ascending sequence, with no duplicate numbers, a
minimum numbering increase of 10, and a recommended numbering increase of 100.

To ensure the best numbering whatever options are used, code each macro verb on a line separate from other macro
verbs and COBOL verbs.

The following example, which contains an intended error, illustrates the use of the RESEQ=NUM and ID=*MC statements.

Structured Source from the Input Listing

   01535 001690     MOVE INVOICE-CUSTOMER TO AGED-LINE-CUSTOMER

   01536 001700     MOVE INVOICE-NO TO AGED-LINE-INVOICE

   01537 001710     MOVE INVOICE-DATE TO AGED-LINE-DATE

   01538 001720     SELECT FIRST ACTION

   01539 001730     WHEN AGE-OF-INVOICE IS GREATER THAN 90
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-->01540 001740        MOVE INVOICE-AMOONT TO OVER-90-AMOUNT

   01541 001750        ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-90

   01542 001760     WHEN AGE-OF-INVOICE IS GREATER THAN 60

   01543 001770        MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO OVER-60-AMOUNT

   01544 001780        ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-60

   01545 001790     WHEN AGE-OF-INVOICE IS GREATER THAN 30

   01546 001800        MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO OVER-30-AMOUNT

   01547 001810        ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-30

   01548 001820     WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED

   01549 001830        MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CURRENT-AMOUNT

   01550 001840        ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-CURRENT

   01551 001850     ENDSELECT

Generated COBOL Source from the Compilation Listing

   001650 AGE-INVOICE-EXIT.

*MC01531

   001651 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE.

*MC01531

   001660     ADD 1 TO NUMBER-OF-LINES

*MC01532

   001670     PERFORM POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK THRU POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK-EXIT

*MC01533

   001680     MOVE SPACE TO AGED-LINE

*MC01534

   001690     MOVE INVOICE-CUSTOMER TO AGED-LINE-CUSTOMER

*MC01535

   001700     MOVE INVOICE-NO TO AGED-LINE-INVOICE

*MC01536

   001710     MOVE INVOICE-DATE TO AGED-LINE-DATE

*MC01537

   001730     IF AGE-OF-INVOICE GREATER THAN 90

*MC01539

   001731       NEXT SENTENCE

*MC01539

   001732     ELSE

*MC01539

   001733       GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SC-1-101.

*MC01539

-->001740     MOVE INVOICE-AMOONT TO OVER-90-AMOUNT

-->*MC01540

   001750     ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-90

*MC01541

   001760     GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SS-1.

*MC01542

   001761 REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SC-1-101.

*MC01542

   001762     IF AGE-OF-INVOICE GREATER THAN 60

*MC01542

   001763       NEXT SENTENCE

*MC01542

   001764     ELSE
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*MC01542

   001765       GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SC-1-102.

*MC01542

   001770     MOVE INVOICE-AMOUNT TO OVER-60-AMOUNT

*MC01543

   001780     ADD INVOICE-AMOUNT TO CUSTOMER-OVER-60

*MC01544

   001790     GO TO REPORT-AGED-INVOICE-SS-1.

*MC01545

Diagnostic

CARD ERROR MESSAGE

1740 IKF3001I-E INVOICE-AMOONT NOT DEFINED. DISCARDED.

To correct this error, trace line 1740 to the generated COBOL source. The information found in columns 73-80 of line 1740
directs you to line 1540 of the structured source.

Verification at the Structured Source Level
With structured programs, it is possible to verify a program as it is being written. The high-level modules in the program,
controlling the path of program execution, are written and tested first. As successively lower-level modules are completed,
they are tested with, and added to, the already completed code. Then if errors are found in the program, they probably
relate to the most recently added module. However, even this top-down development approach cannot ensure that errors
do not occur during development or later during maintenance.

You can do the following steps to verify structured programs:

• The Module Where Invoked Report produced by SPD tells where every module is defined and referenced. This report
can be used to trace module use throughout the program.

• Translating with the RESEQ=NUM and ID=*MC Translate-time options typically helps with providing a correlation
between the line numbers shown in compiler diagnostics, Procedure Division maps, and the line numbers in the
structured source.

• If checking a memory dump is required, no special procedures must be followed. The programmer checks the dump
for the location of the instruction that caused the abnormal termination. Once the location is determined, the PMAP or
CLIST is used to get the sequence number of the source statement in question. The line number shown in the PMAP
or CLIST list is then traced to the structured source.

If you think it is necessary to examine the generated COBOL code when trying to determine the location of a problem,
the modular structure of the program is maintained, as already noted, by the use of local paragraph-names and GO TO
statements.

General Programming Verbs (GPV)
General Programming Verbs (GPV) are used to update, match, or merge files, initialize records and tables, access
Librarian, manipulate bits, examine PARM fields, and sort tables.

For more information is provided in this section for:

ARRANGE Verb

The ARRANGE verb sorts a table into ascending or descending sequence:

Format:
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ARRANGE data-name-1       

   [OCCURS {data-name-2}    TIMES]

   [       {literal-1  }         ]       

    {ASCENDING } KEY IS data-name-3

    {DESCENDING}       

{ENDARRANGE }

{END-ARRANGE}

• data-name-1
Represents the name of the one-dimensional table to be arranged, which can be qualified but not subscripted.
The definition for data-name-1 must include an OCCURS clause. KEY and INDEXED clauses are not essential to
ARRANGE.

• OCCURS...TIMES
Specifies the number of table entries to be sorted. If omitted, code is generated to sort all the entries in the table. This
clause has two uses:
– By itself, specification of this clause limits the sort arbitrarily to the first n entries.
– When the table definition includes a DEPENDING ON phrase, the specification of this clause usually limits

ARRANGE to the actual number of entries available. In this situation, data-name-2 would be the same data-name
coded in the DEPENDING ON phrase.

• data-name-2
Represents the number of entries in the table to be arranged. The name must be defined as an integer numeric
elementary item that represents a positive integer. The name cannot refer to an index-name or index data item. If
the table definition includes a DEPENDING ON phrase, data-name-2 must be the same data-name coded in the
DEPENDING ON phrase.

• literal-1
Represents the number of entries in the table to be arranged. The literal must be a character string that represents a
positive integer value, and it cannot refer to an index-name or index data item.

• ASCENDING
Specifies that the table entries are to be arranged in ascending order. ASCENDING is the default.

• DESCENDING
Specifies that the table entries are to be arranged in descending order.

• KEY IS data-name-3
Specifies the name of the sequence key field. The data-name-3 may be qualified but not subscripted, and must be
subordinate to data-name-1.

Example:

In the following example, all entries in the SUMMARY-ENTRY table are arranged in descending sequence by SUMMARY-
TOTAL. The second ARRANGE verb specifies that the entries in the DATA-ENTRY table are arranged in ascending
sequence by DATA-KEY. The number of entries available for arranging is limited by the NUMBER-OF-ENTRIES value.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  SUMMARY-TABLE.     

    02 SUMMARY-ENTRY OCCURS . . .      

     03 SUMMARY-TOTAL . . .

01  DATA-RECORD.

    02 NUMBER-OF-ENTRIES . . .  

 . . .

    02 DATA-ENTRY OCCURS 10 TO 100

     TIMES DEPENDING ON
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     NUMBER-OF-ENTRIES . . .

     03 DATA-KEY . . .

 . . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    ARRANGE SUMMARY-ENTRY

      DESCENDING KEY IS SUMMARY-TOTAL

    ENDARRANGE

    ARRANGE DATA-ENTRY

      OCCURS NUMBER-OF-ENTRIES TIMES

    ENDARRANGE

Notes:

• ARRANGE is a required keyword.
• ENDARRANGE/END-ARRANGE is a required keyword specifying the end of the ARRANGE verb.

COLLATE Verb

The COLLATE verb can be used to control the updating of a master file from a transaction file, to match files for reporting
purposes, or to merge two sequential files. COLLATE compares the keys of two sequentially accessed input files;
subordinate processing is invoked based on the results of the comparison. COLLATE generates the COBOL logic
required to OPEN, READ, and CLOSE the files.

COLLATE WITH [NO] REPORT

     PRIMARY FILE IS file-name-1

 

       {KEY IS } data-name-1 [ASCENDING ]] 

       {KEYS ARE}            [DESCENDING]] 

 

                [data-name-2 [ASCENDING ]] 

                             [DESCENDING]] 

 

SECONDARY FILE IS file-name-2

 

{KEY IS } data-name-3 [data-name-4] . . . ASCENDING

{KEYS ARE}

 

{WHEN PRIMARY MATCHED }

{    PERFORM procedure-name [THRU procedure-name]}

{WHEN PRIMARY   {UNMATCHED } }

{               {UN-MATCHED} } 

{    PERFORM procedure-name [THRU procedure-name]}

{WHEN SECONDARY {UNMATCHED } }

{               {UN-MATCHED} }

{PERFORM procedure-name [THRU procedure-name] }

 

[WHEN PRIMARY SEQUENCE ERROR ]]  

[    PERFORM procedure-name [THRU procedure-name]] 

 

[WHEN PRIMARY DUPLICATE ERROR

[    PERFORM procedure-name [THRU procedure-name]] 

 

[WHEN SECONDARY SEQUENCE ERROR ]] 
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[    PERFORM procedure-name [THRU procedure-name]] 

 

[WHEN SECONDARY DUPLICATE ERROR ]] 

[    PERFORM procedure-name [THRU procedure-name]] 

 

ENDCOLLATE

END-COLLATE

• PRIMARY FILE IS file-name-1
Specifies the name of the primary input file. File-name-1 must be defined as a sequential file or as a file that is
accessed sequentially.

• KEY IS/KEYS ARE
Defines the key or keys to be compared; a maximum of ten can be defined.

• data-name-1
Represents the name of the key within file-name-1 that is compared with data-name-3.

• data-name-2
Represents the name of the key within file-name-1 that is compared with data-name-4.

• ASCENDING
Specifies that the key from each file is compared in ascending sequence; this is the default.

• DESCENDING
Specifies that the key from each file is compared in descending sequence.

• SECONDARY FILE IS file-name-2
Specifies the name of the secondary input file: file-name-2 must be defined as a sequential file or as a file that is
accessed sequentially.

• data-name-3
Represents the name of the key within file-name-2 that is compared with data-name-1.

• data-name-4
Represents the name of the key within file-name-2 that is compared with data-name-2.

• WHEN PRIMARY MATCHED
Is a condition that specifies procedures to be PERFORMed when the primary and secondary keys match.

• WHEN PRIMARY UNMATCHED/UN-MATCHED
Is a condition that specifies procedures to be PERFORMed when the secondary key does not match the primary key.

• PERFORM procedure-name
Specifies the name of the procedure to be PERFORMed when the results of the WHEN condition tests true.

• THRU procedure-name
Specifies the name of the last procedure to be PERFORMed when the results of the WHEN condition tests true.

• WHEN SECONDARY UNMATCHED/UN-MATCHED
Is a condition that specifies procedures to be PERFORMed when the primary key does not match the secondary key.

• WHEN PRIMARY SEQUENCE ERROR
Is a condition that specifies procedures to be PERFORMed when a key sequence error is found within the primary file.

• WHEN PRIMARY DUPLICATE RECORD
Is a condition that specifies procedures to be PERFORMed when a duplicate record is found within the primary file.

• WHEN SECONDARY SEQUENCE ERROR
Is a condition that specifies procedures to be PERFORMed when a key sequence error is found within the secondary
file.

• WHEN SECONDARY DUPLICATE RECORD
Is a condition that specifies procedures to be PERFORMed when a duplicate record is found within the secondary file.

Example:

In the following example, two files, SALES-REP-MASTER and IN-ORDER-FILE, are read. SALES-REP from the primary
file is compared to IN-SALES-REP from the secondary file. If matching keys are found, the procedure SALES-REP-
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FOUND is PERFORMed, another IN-ORDER-FILE record is read, and the comparison repeated. If a match is not found,
the procedure SALES-REP-NOT-FOUND is PERFORMed, another IN-ORDER-FILE record is read, and the comparison
repeated. When both files are exhausted, control is passed to the next statement.

PERFORM BEGIN-ROUTINE 

COLLATE WITH REPORT

    PRIMARY FILE IS SALES-REP-MASTER 

        KEY IS SALES-REP 

    SECONDARY FILE IS IN-ORDER-FILE 

        KEY IS IN-SALES-REP 

    WHEN PRIMARY MATCHED 

        PERFORM SALES-REP-FOUND 

    WHEN PRIMARY UNMATCHED

        PERFORM SALES-REP-NOT-FOUND

ENDCOLLATE

PERFORM SUMMARY

STOP RUN

Notes:

• COLLATE WITH REPORT are required keywords.
• ENDCOLLATE/END-COLLATE is a required keyword specifying the end of the COLLATE verb.
• At least one of the MATCHED/UNMATCHED WHEN conditions must be specified.
• COLLATE controls the reading of the two input files and supports sequence checking.

JCL-PARAMETERS Verb

The JCL-PARAMETERS verb generates code that checks the PARM field of the JCL EXEC statement for an operand that
corresponds to a specified keyword. If detected, a data-item is modified. PARM list keywords and keywords connected to
operands by the equal sign (=) are supported.

Format:

 JCL PARAMETERS

 WHEN KEYWORD = keyword 1

 MOVE {VALUE    } TO data-name-1

      {literal-1} 

 WHEN KEYWORD = keyword 2

[MOVE {VALUE    } TO data-name-2]

[     {Literal-1}               ]      . . .

[WHEN ERROR                                      ]
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[PERFORM procedure name-1 [THRU procedure name-2]]      

{ENDJCL-PARAMETERS }

{END-JCL-PARAMETERS}

• WHEN KEYWORD = keyword-n
Specifies the keyword to be checked against the PARM field of the JCL EXEC statement. The keyword-n must be a
character string containing up to 100 characters in length.

• MOVE...TO...
Specifies that the JCL parameter VALUE or literal-n will be MOVEd to data-name-n when the WHEN KEYWORD
condition tests true, that is, a PARM operand matching keyword-n was detected.

• VALUE
Specifies that the value on the PARM operand (KEYWORD=value) matching keyword-n is MOVEd to data-name-1, -2.
If specified, keyword-n must assume that a corresponding PARM operand is followed by an equal sign and a value.

• literal-n
Represents a literal or figurative constant to be MOVEd to data-name-n.

• data-name-n
Represents the name of the data item to which the value of either VALUE or literal-n is MOVEd when the WHEN
KEYWORD condition tests true.

• WHEN ERROR
Is a condition that tests the validity of the PARM field.

• PERFORM procedure-name-1
Specifies the name of the procedure to be PERFORMed when the WHEN ERROR condition tests true (no keywords
were found or a required equal sign and value were omitted from a keyword).

• THRU procedure-name-2
Specifies the name of the last procedure to be PERFORMed when the WHEN ERROR condition tests true (an error is
found).

Example:

In this example, assume the following JCL EXEC statement:

// EXEC PGM=pgm1,PARM=(SUMMARY,DATE=12/31/91)

The following input checks the PARM field for three keywords: DATE, LIST, and SUMMARY. If detected, the MOVE
statement immediately following the true WHEN KEYWORD condition will be executed.

JCL-PARAMETERS 

    WHEN KEYWORD = DATE

      MOVE VALUE TO END-OF-MONTH 

    WHEN KEYWORD = LIST 

      MOVE 'Y' TO LIST-SWITCH 

    WHEN KEYWORD = SUMMARY 

      MOVE 'Y' TO SUMMARY-SWITCH 

ENDJCL-PARAMETERS

The resulting value for the data items specified on the MOVE statements would then be:

END-OF-MONTH         12/31/91

LIST-SWITCH          N (default)

SUMMARY-SWITCH       Y
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Notes:

• JCL-PARAMETERS is a required keyword.
• ENDJCL-PARAMETERS/END-JCL-PARAMETERS is the required keyword specifying the end of the JCL-

PARAMETERS verb.
• All possible PARM operands must be defined within a single JCL-PARAMETERS verb; subsequent JCL-

PARAMETERS verbs are ignored.
• The JCL-PARAMETERS verb must be placed in the Procedure Division at the logical point of parameter interpretation.
• Data items to be initialized must be user-defined.

 

 

FAIR Verbs
FAIR verbs support accessing Librarian. FAIR verbs let users create a COBOL program that can retrieve any or all
modules from a Librarian file.

Both tape and disk Librarian masters are supported. However, only one Librarian master file can be accessed in any
execution of the COBOL program, and the generated program cannot update Librarian files.

The FAIR COBOL copybook FAIRCBL must be available to the compiler. The user should be familiar with the FAIR
interface and able to interpret the fields in the copybook that FAIR initializes.

All FAIR verbs are coded in the Procedure Division, and must be coded in the order presented; none can be omitted. An
IF RETURN-CODE NOT = 0 must be coded to handle FAIR error conditions. An example showing the use of FAIR verbs
is provided at the end of this section.

The follow topics are described in this section:

OPEN-FAIR Verb

The OPEN-FAIR verb initializes Librarian for processing.

Format:

OPEN-FAIR [DISK]

 [TAPE]

• DISK/TAPE
Specifies that FAIR is accessing a disk or tape master Librarian. DISK is the default.

 
Note: Tape master file support is not supported for Librarian Release 3.9 and above.

Notes:

• OPEN-FAIR is a required keyword.
• The OPEN-FAIR verb can be executed more than once.
• For z/OS systems, the OPEN processing can determine the type of file from the JCL in the following manner:
• A MASTER DD card causes the disk Librarian file that is described to be readied for processing;
• A CYCLE DD card causes the appropriate tape Librarian file to be readied;
• A MASTIN DD card causes the tape Librarian file that is described to be readied;
• Or an abnormal return occurs when JCL is omitted.
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START-FAIR Verb

The START-FAIR verb positions the Librarian file to the beginning of a module.

Format:

START-FAIR

   USING KEY {literal }

             {identifier}

[WITH [NO] -INC]

• USING KEY
Defines the module to be read as specified by literal or identifier.

• literal
Represents the name of the module to be read; it must be non-numeric.

• identifier
Represents the name of the module to be read; it can be qualified and subscripted (indexed).

• WITH [NO] -INC
Is specified for disk Librarian master files only. If:

• – WITH -INC is specified, the -INC records are read, but the included text is not.
– WITH NO -INC is specified, the included text replaces each -INC record.

  Omitted, both the -INC and included text are read.

Notes:

• START-FAIR is a required keyword.
• The START-FAIR verb can be executed more than once. Each execution repositions the master file as specified. It is

possible for the file to be repositioned before the end of the current module is reached.
• Once the method of handling -INC is established for a module, it cannot be changed.

READ-FAIR Verb

The READ-FAIR verb places module records into a Working-Storage area.

Format:

READ-FAIR

  [INTO identifier]

• INTO identifier
Specifies the name of the area into which the record is placed. If omitted, the record is placed into FAIRCBL.

Notes:

• READ-FAIR is a required keyword.
• Each execution of the READ-FAIR verb places the next record of a module into the named area or FAIRCBL.

CLOSE-FAIR Verb

The CLOSE-FAIR verb closes the Librarian file.

Format:

CLOSE-FAIR  
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Note: The CLOSE-FAIR verb can be executed more than once, but is ignored when the file is already closed.

FAIR Verbs Example

The following example shows a program that might be used to list the preambles of all the Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL macro sets on a Librarian file.

*$COPY FAIR.

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

 PROGRAM-ID. PROLOGUE. 

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

 CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

 SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370. 

 OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370. 

 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 

 FILE-CONTROL.

 SELECT PRINT-FILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-SYSPRINT. 

 DATA DIVISION. 

 FILE SECTION. 

 FD PRINT-FILE     RECORDING MODE F

                BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS 

                LABEL RECORD OMITTED 

                DATA RECORD PRINT-LINE.

 01 PRINT-LINE. 

    02 FILLER      PIC X. 

    02 PRINT-RECORD.

     03 FILLER     PIC X(6).

     03 PRINT-7    PIC X. 

        88 COMMENT-LINE VALUES ARE '*' '/'.

 03 FILLER PIC X(113).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

 MAIN.

     OPEN OUTPUT PRINT-FILE 

     OPEN-FAIR 

     IF RETURN-CODE NOT = 0

      PERFORM FAIR-ERROR 

 ENDIF 

 START-FAIR USING KEY SPACES 

 IF RETURN-CODE NOT = 0

  PERFORM FAIR-ERROR 

 ENDIF 

 MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE 

 LOOP

   READ-FAIR INTO PRINT-RECORD 

 UNTIL RETURN-CODE NOT = 0 

   IF COMMENT-LINE 

      WRITE PRINT-LINE 

          FROM RECRECD BEFORE ADVANCING 1 LINE

   ENDIF 

 ENDLOOP 

 PERFORM END-OF-JOB 

 GOBACK
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 END-OF-JOB. 

    CLOSE-FAIR 

    IF RETURN-CODE NOT = 0

     PERFORM FAIR-ERROR 

    ENDIF 

    CLOSE PRINT-FILE

 FAIR-ERROR. 

    DISPLAY 

 'FAIR ERROR' 

    CLOSE PRINT-FILE 

    STOP RUN

Initialization Verbs
The two initialization verbs, CLEAR and RESET, initialize records and tables to move spaces or zeros to specified data-
items.

CLEAR Verb

The CLEAR verb initializes records and tables by generating code to move SPACE or ZERO to specified data-items that
do not have a VALUE clause.

Format:

CLEAR identifier-1

      {THRU identifier-2}

• identifier-1
Represents the name of the first data item to which SPACE and ZERO are moved. CLEAR moves SPACE and ZERO
beginning with identifier-1 through the last elementary item of identifier-1, or identifier-2 if the THRU clause is specified.

• THRU identifier-2
Specifies the name of the last data item to which SPACE and ZERO are to be moved. If omitted, CLEAR moves
SPACE and ZERO beginning with identifier-1 through the last elementary item of identifier-1.

Example:

In the following example, CLEAR initializes the group item OUT-ORDER-RECORD which contains only one numeric field,
OUT-AMOUNT:

DATA DIVISION. 

FILE SECTION. 

01  OUT-ORDER-RECORD.

    02 OUT-ORDER-DESCRP PIC X(32).

    02 OUT-AMOUNT PIC 999. 

    02 FILLER . . . 

    . 

    . 

    .

PROCEDURE DIVISION

    . 

    . 

    . 

    .
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CLEAR OUT-ORDER-RECORD

The resulting output would be:

MOVE SPACE TO OUT-ORDER-RECORD

MOVE ZERO TO OUT-AMOUNT

Notes:

• CLEAR is a required keyword.
• Items having a REDEFINES clause or those items subordinate to redefined items are not cleared, unless identifier-1 is

an item with a REDEFINES clause.
• CLEAR generates MOVEs of SPACE and ZERO as follows:

– A MOVE SPACE is generated for each nonnumeric or group item not subordinate to a group item already
cleared by this execution and having no VALUE clause or subordinate items with a VALUE clause.

– A MOVE ZERO is generated for any numeric item with no VALUE clause.

RESET Verb

The RESET verb initializes records and tables by generating code to move SPACE or ZERO to specified data-items.

Format:

RESET identifier-1

   [THRU identifier-2]

• identifier-1
Represents the name of the first data item to which SPACE and ZERO are moved. RESET moves SPACE and ZERO
beginning with identifier-1 through the last elementary item of identifier-1, or identifier-2 if the THRU clause is specified.

• THRU identifier-2
Specifies the name of the last data item to which SPACE and ZERO are to be moved. If omitted, RESET moves
SPACE and ZERO beginning with identifier-1 through the last elementary item of identifier-1.

Example:

In the following example, RESET initializes the group item OUT-ORDER-RECORD which contains only one numeric field,
OUT-AMOUNT:

Format:

DATA DIVISION. 

FILE SECTION. 

01  OUT-ORDER-RECORD.

    02 OUT-ORDER-DESCRP PIC X(32).

    02 OUT-AMOUNT PIC 999.

    02 FILLER . . . 

    .

    .

    .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    .

    .

    . 

RESET OUT-ORDER-RECORD
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The resulting output would be:

MOVE SPACE TO OUT-ORDER-RECORD

MOVE ZERO TO OUT-AMOUNT

Notes:

• RESET is a required keyword.
• RESET generates MOVEs of SPACE and ZERO as follows:

– Items having a REDEFINES clause or those items subordinate to redefined items are not RESET,
unless identifier-1 is an item with a REDEFINES clause.

– A MOVE SPACE is generated for each nonnumeric or group item not subordinate to a group item already
cleared by this execution.

– A MOVE ZERO is generated for any numeric item.

 

Bit Manipulation Verbs
This section describes the bit manipulation verbs (COMPRESS, EXPAND, SET-BITS, and IF-BITS). An example showing
the use of bit manipulation verbs is provided at the end of this section.

The following topics are discussed:

COMPRESS VERB

The COMPRESS verb examines each byte of an 8-byte field and sets the corresponding bit in a 1-byte field. If the byte is
the character '0', the bit is set to off; otherwise, the bit is set on (1).

Format:

COMPRESS identifier-1

    INTO identifier-2

• identifier-1
Represents an 8-byte data item to compress.

• INTO identifier-2
Specifies a 1-byte data item wherein the bits are set corresponding to the byte values of identifier-1.

Notes:

• COMPRESS is a required keyword.
• The contents of identifier-1 remain unchanged.

EXPAND Verb

The EXPAND verb examines each bit of a 1-byte field. EXPAND sets a corresponding byte in an 8-byte field to the
character '0' when the bit is off or '1' when the bit is on.

Format:

EXPAND identifier-1
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    INTO identifier-2

• identifier-1
Represents a 1-byte data item to expand.

• INTO identifier-2
Specifies the name of an 8-byte data item wherein the bytes are set corresponding to the bit values of identifier-1.

Notes:

• EXPAND is a required keyword.
• The contents of identifier-1 remain unchanged.

SET-BITS Verb

The SET-BITS verb sets the bits in a 1-byte field according to a mask.

Format:

SET-BITS identifier

   TO MASK mask

• identifier
Represents a 1-byte field to be initialized.

• TO MASK mask
Specifies a string of eight characters corresponding to the bits in identifier-1. The valid characters are:
– -

The bit is not to be changed;
– 0

The bit is to be set to off; and
– 1

The bit is to be set to on.

 
Note: SET-BITS is a required keyword.

IF-BITS Verb

The IF-BITS verb examines the bits in a 1-byte field according to a mask, and a statement (or statements) is conditionally
executed.

Format:

IF-BITS identifier

   MATCH MASK mask

   statement . . .

END-IF BITS

• identifier
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Represents a 1-byte field.
• MATCH MASK mask

Specifies a string of eight characters corresponding to the bits in identifier. The valid characters are:
– -

The bit is not to be examined
– 0

The bit must be off for the test to be true
– 1

The bit must be on for the test to be true
• statement

Represents a COBOL statement to be performed when the result of the test is true.

Notes:

• IF-BITS is a required keyword.
• END-IF-BITS is the required keyword specifying the end of the IF-BITS verb.

Bit-Manipulation Verbs Example

The following example demonstrates a use for COMPRESS, EXPAND, SET-BITS, and IF-BITS for payroll deduction
codes in both readable and encoded (or compressed) form.

DATA DIVISION. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  READABLE-RECORD.

    02  EXPANDED-DEDUCTION-CODES. 

        03  ADDITIONAL-WITHHOLDING PIC X.

        03  UNION-DUES             PIC X. 

        03  HEALTH-INSURANCE       PIC X.

        03  LIFE-INSURANCE         PIC X.

        03  BONDS                  PIC X.

        03  STOCK                  PIC X.

        03  CHARITY                PIC X.

        03  RETIREMENT             PIC X.

01  ENCODED-RECORD.

    02 COMPRESSED-DEDUCTION-CODES PIC X

01  PAYROLL-DEDUCTIONS COMP-3.

    02 UNION-DUES-AMOUNT PIC S9(5)V99

 .. . .

PROCEDURE DIVISION

 . . . . 

COMPRESS-DEDUCTION-CODES. 

    COMPRESS EXPANDED-DEDUCTION-CODES 

        INTO COMPRESSED-DEDUCTION-CODES 

 . . . 

EXPAND-DEDUCTION-CODES. 

    EXPAND COMPRESSED-DEDUCTION-CODES 

        INTO EXPANDED-DEDUCTION-CODES

 . . . 

ADD-NEW-UNION-MEMBER. 

*CHANGE DEDUCTIONS TO ADD UNION DUES 

*AND MAKE INELIGIBLE FOR STOCK

    SET-BITS COMPRESSED-DEDUCTION-CODES 
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        TO MASK -1---0--

 . . .

UNION-DUES-DEDUCTIONS. 

    MOVE ZERO TO UNION-DUES-AMOUNT 

    IF-BITS COMPRESSED-DEDUCTION-CODES

        MATCH MASK -1000000 

        MOVE +4.34 TO UNION-DUES-AMOUNT 

    END-IF-BITS

Structured Programming Facility Example
An Accounts Receivable Aged Trial Balance Reporting program is one of the classic programming problems that is
presented in most programming courses. Because of this classic characteristic, it is used here to illustrate how to develop
a problem statement into a fully operational program.

Problem Statement

The program reads an Accounts Receivable master file (in sequence by invoice number within the customer id), and
produces a report that shows customers who have outstanding balances. These balances are to be shown as current, and
as over 30, over 60, and over 90 days delinquent.

As a first step in the design process, the following block diagram shows the functional processing steps required.

From the diagram, the program can be written directly in structured code, as shown in the following pages. Notice how
each processing step is clearly defined and has only one entry point and one exit point--making the program easy to read,
verify, and maintain.
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Program

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

PROGRAM-ID.  AGEDTB. 

AUTHOR.  BLUE TEAM.

 

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370. 

OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370. 

SPECIAL-NAMES.

    C01 IS TO-TOP-OF-PAGE.

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 

FILE-CONTROL.

    SELECT INVOICE-FILE 
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        ASSIGN TO UT-S-INVOICE.

    SELECT AGED-TRIAL-REPORT 

        ASSIGN TO UT-S-SYSPRINT.

DATA DIVISION. 

FILE SECTION.

FD  INVOICE-FILE 

       RECORDING MODE IS F 

       LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD 

       BLOCK CONTAINS 10 RECORDS 

       DATA RECORD IS INVOICE-RECORD.

 

01  INVOICE-RECORD. 

    02 INVOICE-CUSTOMER       PIC X(7).

    02 INVOICE-NO             PIC X(7).

    02 INVOICE-DATE           PIC X(8).

    02 INVOICE-YEAR-DAYS.

       03 INVOICE-YEAR       PIC 99. 

       03 INVOICE-DAYS       PIC 999. 

    02 INVOICE-AMOUNT         PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3.

 

FD AGED-TRIAL-REPORT 

       RECORDING MODE IS F 

       LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED 

       DATA RECORD IS AGED-TRIAL-LINE.

 

01  AGED-TRIAL-LINE           PIC X(121).

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

77  AGE-OF-INVOICE            PIC S9(5) COMP-3.

77  NUMBER-OF-LINES           PIC S9(3) COMP-3 VALUE +50.

77  MAXIMUM-LINES             PIC S9(3) COMP-3 VALUE +50.

77  NUMBER-OF-PAGES           PIC S9(5) COMP-3 VALUE ZERO.

 

01  CURRENT-YEAR-DAYS. 

    O2  CURRENT-YEAR          PIC 99. 

    02  CURRENT-DAYS          PIC 999.

 

01  CUSTOMER-TOTALS. 

    02  CUSTOMER-CURRENT      PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3 VALUE ZERO.

    02  CUSTOMER-OVER-30      PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3 VALUE ZERO.

    02  CUSTOMER-OVER-60      PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3 VALUE ZERO.

    02  CUSTOMER-OVER-90      PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3 VALUE ZERO.

01  FINAL-TOTALS. 

    02  FINAL-CURRENT         PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3 VALUE ZERO.

    02  FINAL-OVER-30         PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3 VALUE ZERO.

    02  FINAL-OVER-60         PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3 VALUE ZERO.

    02  FINAL-OVER-90         PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3 VALUE ZERO.

01  HEADING-LINE. 

    02  FILLER                PIC X VALUE SPACE. 

    02  HEADING-DATE          PIC X(8).

    02  FILLER                PIC X(26) VALUE SPACE.

    02  FILLER                PIC X(25)

        VALUE 'AGED TRIAL BALANCE REPORT'. 

    02  FILLER                PIC X(26) VALUE SPACE.
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    02  FILLER                PIC X(5) VALUE 'PAGE'.

    02  HEADING-PAGE          PIC Z(5).

 

01 SUB-HEADING-LINE-1. 

    02  FILLER                PIC X(28)

        VALUE ' CUSTOMER INVOICE INVOICE'. 

    02  FILLER                PIC X(28)

        VALUE '*---------------------------'. 

    02  FILLER                PIC X(12) VALUE 'AGED AMOUNTS'.

    02  FILLER                PIC X(28)

        VALUE '---------------------------*'.

01  SUB-HEADING-LINE-2 

    02  FILLER                PIC X(37)

        VALUE '   NUMBER  NUMBER     DATE'. 

    02  FILLER                PIC X(17) VALUE 'CURRENT'.

    02  FILLER                PIC X(17) VALUE 'OVER 30'.

    02  FILLER                PIC X(17) VALUE 'OVER 60'.

    02  FILLER                PIC X(17) VALUE 'OVER 90'.

Program

CUSTOMER-BREAK. 

    ADD 3 TO NUMBER-OF-LINES 

    MOVE 'CUSTOMER' TO TOTAL-ID 

    MOVE PREVIOUS-CUSTOMER TO TOTAL-CUSTOMER 

    MOVE CUSTOMER-CURRENT TO TOTAL-CURRENT 

    MOVE CUSTOMER-OVER-30 TO TOTAL-OVER-30 

    MOVE CUSTOMER-OVER-60 TO TOTAL-OVER-60 

    MOVE CUSTOMER-OVER-90 TO TOTAL-OVER-90 

    WRITE AGED-TRIAL-LINE FROM TOTAL-LINE

        AFTER ADVANCING 2 LINES 

    MOVE SPACE TO AGED-TRIAL-LINE 

    WRITE AGED-TRIAL-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES 

    ADD CUSTOMER-CURRENT TO FINAL-CURRENT 

    ADD CUSTOMER-OVER-30 TO FINAL-OVER-30 

    ADD CUSTOMER-OVER-60 TO FINAL-OVER-60 

    ADD CUSTOMER-OVER-90 TO FINAL-OVER-90 

    MOVE ZERO TO CUSTOMER-CURRENT CUSTOMER-OVER-30

        CUSTOMER-OVER-60 CUSTOMER-OVER-90

FINAL-BREAK. 

    MOVE 'FINAL' TO TOTAL-ID 

    MOVE SPACE TO TOTAL-CUSTOMER 

    MOVE FINAL-CURRENT TO TOTAL-CURRENT 

    MOVE FINAL-OVER-30 TO TOTAL-OVER-30 

    MOVE FINAL-OVER-60 TO TOTAL-OVER-60 

    MOVE FINAL-OVER-90 TO TOTAL-OVER-90 

    WRITE AGED-TRIAL-LINE FROM TOTAL-LINE

        AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES

POSSIBLE-PAGE-BREAK.

    IF NUMBER-OF-LINES IS GREATER THAN MAXIMUM-LINES 

        MOVE 1 TO NUMBER-OF-LINES 

        ADD 1 TO NUMBER-OF-PAGES 

        MOVE NUMBER-OF-PAGES TO HEADING-PAGE 
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        WRITE AGED-TRIAL-LINE FROM HEADING-LINE

            AFTER ADVANCING TO-TOP-OF-PAGE 

        WRITE AGED-TRIAL-LINE FROM SUB-HEADING-LINE-1 

            AFTER ADVANCING 2 LINES 

        WRITE AGED-TRIAL-LINE FROM SUB-HEADING-LINE-2

            AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES 

        MOVE SPACES TO AGED-TRIAL-LINE 

       WRITE AGED-TRIAL-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES

    ENDIF

SPP-Generated Data-Names and Procedure-Names
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translation of a structured source program under control of the Structured
Programming Processor (SPP) produces a standard COBOL source program. The generated COBOL source contains
additional data descriptions in the Working-Storage Section of the Data Division. Local procedure-names and references
to GO TO and PERFORM statements are also included.

The following sections describe the various categories of generated data-names and procedure-names to aid COBOL
program understanding and source level verification.

SPP-Generated Data-Names

The following describes each of the SPP-generated data-names:

• condition-name
Is a level-88 item generated by a control variable definition (FLAG). The name must be unique in the first 25
characters.

• ZSPP-condition-name
The control variable associated with condition-name, and generated by control variable definition (FLAG). If condition-
name exceeds 25 characters in length, excess characters are truncated from the right.

• ZSPPSEL-mmm-ccc
Is a level-77 control counter that is required by SELECT EVERY and SELECT LEADING PostScript analysis.
– mmm

Specifies a 1- to 3-digit representation of the serial number of the module, which is incremented by the Procedure
Division header, the DECLARATIVES header, ENTRY statements, section headers, and module headers.

– ccc 
Specifies a 1- to 3-digit representation of the serial number of the construct (IF, SELECT, SEARCH, and LOOP)
within the module.

SPP-Generated, Module-Oriented Procedure-Names

The following describes each of the SPP-generated procedure-names that are module-oriented:

• module-name -[SECTION] 
The module-name or section-name defined in the structured source. The name must be unique in the first 19
characters.

• module-name -EXIT 
Paragraph-name generated at the end of the module. Invoking DO module-name and PERFORM module-
name statements become PERFORM module-name THRU module-name -EXIT in the generated COBOL.
The module-name is the current paragraph-name.
Paragraph-name generated following the last module of a section; module-name is the current section-name.
If module-name exceeds 25 characters in length, excess characters are truncated from the right.

• module-name -PGRM 
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Paragraph-name generated ahead of an EXIT PROGRAM statement. If module-name exceeds 25 characters in
length, excess characters are truncated from the right.

• module-name -SECG 
Paragraph-name generated following the first module of a section and containing a GO TO to the section exit.
If module-name exceeds 25 characters in length, excess characters are truncated from the right.

SPP-Generated, Construct-Oriented Procedure-Names

Local procedure-names and references to GO TO and PERFORM statements are generated by each IF, LOOP, SEARCH,
and SELECT construct within each module.

Each local procedure-name generated takes the form:

                   module-name-XX-nnn[-sss]

• module-name
The Module-name must be unique in the first 19 characters. If the module-name exceeds 19 characters in length,
excess characters are truncated from the right.
– XX

Specifies a two-character, alphabetic code that defines the construct type and component of the construct.
– nnn

Specifies a 1-3 digit representation of the sequence number of the construct within the module.
– sss

Specifies a unique, three-digit serial number of the local procedure-name within the construct.

The following describes each of the SPP-generated procedure-names which are construct-oriented:

• module-name -FF- nnn
Procedure-name representing the beginning of the process subordinate to a LOOP...TIMES or LOOP...VARYING
construct. Refer to module-name-FX-nnn that follows.

• module-name -FX- nnn
Procedure-name representing the end of the process subordinate to a LOOP...TIMES or LOOP...VARYING construct.
The construct is replaced by a generated PERFORM module-name-FF-nnn THRU module-name-FX-nnn statement.

• module-name -HE- nnn-sss
Procedure-name representing the beginning of a process subordinate to a WHEN clause of a SEARCH construct.
Refer to module-name-HF-nnn-sss below.

• module-name -HF- nnn-sss
Procedure-name representing the end of a process subordinate to a WHEN clause of a SEARCH construct.
The process is replaced by a generated PERFORM module-name-HE-nnn-sss THRU module-name-HF-nnn-
sss statement.

• module-name -HX- nnn
Procedure-name generated at the end of a SEARCH construct, and representing a bypass around the PERFORMed
processes defined above.

• module-name -IF- nnn-sss 
Procedure-name representing the beginning of the false path (ELSE) of an IF construct.

• module-name -IX- nnn 
Procedure-name representing the end of an IF construct. A GO TO module-name-IX-nnn is generated at the end of the
true path.

• module-name -LP- nnn 
Procedure-name representing the head of a LOOP...WHILE, LOOP...LEAVE WHEN, or LOOP...UNTIL construct. A GO
TO module-name-LP-nnn is generated at the location of the ENDLOOP.

• module-name -LX- nnn 
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Procedure-name representing the exit of a LOOP construct, placed following the location of the ENDLOOP. A GO
TO module-name-LX-nnn is generated subordinate to the WHILE, LEAVE WHEN, or UNTIL condition, and at the
location of an ESCAPE command.

• module-name -SC- nnn-sss 
Procedure-name representing the next WHEN condition and first PostScript in a SELECT...FOR or SELECT
FIRST construct, the next WHEN condition or PostScript in a SELECT EVERY construct, and the next PostScript
in a SELECT LEADING construct. The false path of the preceding WHEN condition contains a GO TO the
subsequent module-name-SC-nnn-sss.

• module-name -SS- nnn 
Procedure-name representing the WHEN ANY PostScript in a SELECT...FOR or SELECT FIRST construct, or the
first PostScript in a SELECT LEADING construct. In a SELECT...FOR or SELECT FIRST, a GO TO module-name-
SS-nnn is generated following the process in the true path. In a SELECT LEADING, a GO TO module-name-SS-nnn is
generated for the false path of all WHEN conditions.

• module-name -SX- nnn 
Procedure-name representing the end of a SELECT...FOR or SELECT FIRST construct. A GO TO module-name-
SX-nnn is generated at the end of the first PostScript.

Structured Programming Diagnostics
The Structured Programming diagnostics that are described in these topics are NOTE messages. The SPD, HLF, SPP,
SPS, GPV, and SP2 macro sets produce them. NOTE diagnostics that are contained with the preceding macro sets start
with a prefix, as follows:

xxxnnc

xxx

Represents the diagnostic abbreviation

• GPV
For General Programming Verbs

• HLF
For High-Level Formatter (HLF)

• SPD
For Structured Programming Documentor (SPD)

• SPP
For Structured Programming Processor (SPP)

• SPS
For Structured Programming Stub (SPS) Generator

• SPV
For Structured Programming using VS COBOL II (SP2) compilers

nn

Represents the diagnostic number, which is numeric and unique within xxx.

c

Represents a severity indicator:

• E
An error requiring correction and retranslation, which is associated with a condition code of 12

• W
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A warning, possibly requiring correction and retranslation, which is associated with a condition code of 8
• A

An advisory comment, which is associated with a condition code of 4

Notes:

• Diagnostics containing prefixes other than the preceding prefixes are associated with other macro sets described in
their respective Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL technical documentation.

• To determine the cause of and corrective action for FATAL ERROR, ERROR, and WARNING diagnostics that Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL issued, see the Using topics. 

GPV Diagonstics
GPV01E  DATA-NAME "data-name" IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

Either "Data-name" is misspelled, or the definition has been omitted from the program.

Action:

Correct the spelling if incorrect or add the data definition to the program if omitted. Retranslate the program.

GPV02E  DATA-NAME "data-name" IS NOT ALPHA-NUMERIC

Reason:

"Data-name" is not an alphanumeric item.

Action:

"Data-name" must be an alphanumeric item. Correct and retranslate the program.

GPV03E  DATA-NAME "data-name" LENGTH INCORRECT

Reason:

"Data-name" is either too short or too long.

Action:

Only an 8-byte data item is acceptable; correct and retranslate the program.

GPV04E  MASK "mask" LENGTH INCORRECT

Reason:

"Mask" is either too short or too long.

Action:

A mask must be eight characters in length; correct the mask and retranslate the program.

GPV05E  MASK "mask" INVALID, CONTAINS NO ZERO OR ONE

Reason:

"Mask" is invalid.

Action:

A mask must contain at least one zero (0) or one integer one (1). Correct the mask and retranslate the program.

GPV06E  LOAD GPV MACROS AFTER SPP MACROS

Reason:
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The GPV macros have been loaded before the SPP macros.

Action:

For the GPV macros to function correctly with the SPP macros, the SPP macros must be loaded before the GPV macros.
Rearrange the translator-directing statement that loads the macros and retranslate the program.

GPV07E  "word" IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

"Word" is undefined.

Action:

Examine the context in which "word" is used and correct it to either a data-name or literal. Then retranslate the program.

GPV10E  DATA-NAME "data-name-1" FOLLOWS "data-name-2"

Reason:

"Data-name-1" and "data-name-2" are not specified in "top down" order.

Action:

The data-names in a CLEAR or RESET verb must proceed "top down." Reverse "data-name-1" and "data-name-2" and
retranslate the program.

GPV12E  "CLEAR/RESET" SYNTAX INVALID, CHECK QUALIFICATION OR THRU

Reason:

The verb syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Either the data-name qualification is in error (OF or IN misspelled or omitted), or THRU is misspelled or omitted.
Determine the cause of the error, correct it, and retranslate the program.

GPV13E  SUBSCRIPTED DATA-NAMES ARE NOT VALID

Reason:

Subscripting of the data-names in CLEAR and RESET verbs is invalid.

Action:

Remove one or more subscripts and retranslate the program.

GPV14W  CLEAR INEFFECTIVE, NO MOVES GENERATED

Reason:

The CLEAR verb that is specified does not alter any data-names; they all have initialization values.

Action:

Examine the intent of the verb, and correct and retranslate the program.

GPV15E  DATA-NAME "data-name" MUST BE DATA ITEM

Reason:

"Data-name" is not a valid data-name.

Action:

Correct the data-name in error and retranslate the program.
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GPV16E  MORE THAN 200 "REDEFINES," INCREASE OCCURS FOR &V@REDEFINES

Reason:

The program contains more than 200 REDEFINES clauses, exceeding the size of a macro table.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Locate the macro variable &V@REDEFINES in the macro code
• Increase the number of occurrences to an appropriately larger value
• Retranslate the program

GPV17W  "word" DISCARDED

Reason:

"Word" is superfluous or misplaced; it has been discarded.

Action:

Examine the verb for other errors, and correct and retranslate the program.

GPV18E  COLLATE ENDS WITH VERB, "verb"

Reason:

END-COLLATE has been omitted or misspelled.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

GPV19E C OLLATE ENDS WITH MACRO, "macro-name"

Reason:

END-COLLATE has been omitted or misspelled.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

GPV20E  COLLATE PRIMARY FILE UNDEFINED

Reason:

The COLLATE primary file-name has been omitted or misspelled.

Action:

Add the file-name definition to the program or correct its spelling; retranslate the program.

GPV21E  COLLATE PRIMARY KEY(S) UNDEFINED

Reason:

One or more COLLATE primary keys has not been defined.

Action:

At least one primary key must be defined. Correct the verb and retranslate the program.

GPV22E  COLLATE SECONDARY FILE UNDEFINED

Reason:

The COLLATE secondary file-name has been omitted or misspelled.
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Action:

Add the file-name definition to the program or correct its spelling; retranslate the program.

GPV23E  COLLATE SECONDARY KEY(S) UNDEFINED

Reason:

One or more COLLATE secondary keys has not been defined.

Action:

At least one secondary key must be defined. Correct the verb and retranslate the program.

GPV24E  COLLATE KEY TALLYS DO NOT AGREE

Reason:

The number of keys that are specified for the primary and secondary files does not agree.

Action:

Examine the verb for other errors, and correct and retranslate the program.

GPV25E  COLLATE KEYS, "data-name-1" AND "data-name-2", ARE NOT COMPATIBLE

Reason:

"Data-name-1" AND "data-name-2" are not compatible keys.

Action:

The "class" for matching keys must be the same. Correct the verb and retranslate the program.

GPV26E  REQUIRED COLLATE CONDITION OMITTED

Reason:

A required COLLATE condition has been omitted.

Action:

At least one of the three required conditions of the COLLATE verb must be specified. Correct the verb and retranslate the
program.

GPV27E  ONLY 1 JCL-PARAMETERS ALLOWED

Reason:

Two or more JCL-PARAMETERS verbs have been specified.

Action:

Only one JCL-PARAMETERS verb can be specified in a program. Review the code and combine the JCL-PARAMETERS
verbs; retranslate the program.

GPV29E  JCL-PARAMETERS ENDS WITH VERB, "verb"

Reason:

END-JCL-PARAMETERS has been misspelled or omitted.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV30E  JCL-PARAMETERS ENDS WITH MACRO, "macro-name"

Reason:
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END-JCL-PARAMETERS has been misspelled or omitted.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV31E  JCL-PARAMETERS KEYWORDS OMITTED

Reason:

One or more JCL-PARAMETERS keywords have been omitted.

Action:

At least one keyword must be specified. Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV32E  JCL-PARAMETERS KEYWORD INITIALIZATION, "data-name", IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

"Data-name" is either misspelled or omitted from the program.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV33E  DATA-NAME FOR JCL-PARAMETERS KEYWORD, "data-name", IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

"Data-name" is either misspelled or omitted from the program.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV34E  DATA-NAME AND INITIALIZATION FOR JCL-PARAMETERS KEYWORD "keyword", ARE NOT
COMPATIBLE

Reason:

The data-name and the initialization value are inconsistent.

Action:

Correct the data definition or change the initialization value; retranslate the program.

GPV35W  ARRANGE ENDS WITH VERB "verb"

Reason:

END-ARRANGE has been misspelled or omitted.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV36E  ARRANGE ENDS WITH MACRO, "macro-name"

Reason:

END-ARRANGE has been misspelled or omitted.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV37E  ARRANGE TABLE NAME, "data-name", IS UNDEFINED

Reason:
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"Data-name" is either misspelled or omitted from the program.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV38E  ARRANGE TABLE NAME, "data-name", CANNOT BE SUBSCRIPTED

Reason:

"Data-name" is subscripted.

Action:

"Data-name" can be qualified, but not subscripted, and its definition must include an OCCURS clause. Correct the
statement and retranslate the program.

GPV39E  ARRANGE TABLE NAME, "data-name", HAS NO OCCURS

Reason:

The definition for "data-name" does not include an OCCURS clause.

Action:

Correct the definition and retranslate the program.

GPV40E  ARRANGE OCCURS, "data-name", IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

"Data-name" is either misspelled or omitted from the program.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV41E  ARRANGE OCCURS, "value", MUST BE INTEGER

Reason:

The OCCURS value (the number of table entries to be sorted) is not an integer value.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV42E  ARRANGE KEY NAME, "data-name", IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

"Data-name" is either misspelled or omitted from the program.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

GPV43E  ARRANGE KEY NAME, "data-name", CANNOT BE SUBSCRIPTED

Reason:

The key name "data-name" is subscripted.

Action:

"Data-name" can be qualified, but not subscripted, and must be part of the table definition. Correct the statement and
retranslate the program.

GPV44E  ARRANGE KEY NAME, "data-name-1", IS NOT SUBORDINATE TO "data-name-2"
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Reason:

The key "data-name-1" is not subordinate to "data-name-2".

Action:

The key "data-name-1" must be subordinate to the one-dimensional table "data-name-2" to be arranged. Correct the
statement and retranslate the program.

HLF Diagnostics
HLF001E  VALUE OF UPSI1 TRANSLATE-TIME OPTION INVALID.

Reason:

The UPSI1 option must be set to C or S to indicate whether the program to be formatted is a COBOL or SP program.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

HLF101W  "statement" CONSTRUCT BEGINNING ON LINE nnnn DOES NOT END WITH A SCOPE TERMINATOR.

Reason:

The indicated statement requires a scope terminator.

Action:

Enter a valid scope terminator and rerun.

HLF102E  "word" DOES NOT HAVE A CORRESPONDING CONSTRUCT. ACTIVE CONSTRUCTS ARE: List of
constructs.

Reason:

A word that HLF recognizes as a postscript (like UNTIL or WHEN), scope terminator (like ENDIF or ENDSEARCH), or
condition (like ON OVERFLOW or IF SIZE ERROR) does not have a construct associated with it. Incorrect nesting can
cause this error.

Action:

See the list of active constructs. Place the specified word or clause within the proper construct and rerun.

HLF103E  DUPLICATE CONDITION CLAUSE FOUND FOR "construct" STATEMENT.

Reason:

Two clauses are associated with the same construct. Incorrect nesting can cause this error.

Action:

Review any nesting errors, such as misplaced scope terminators. Correct the error and rerun.

HLF201W  ENCOUNTERED SP FACILITY CONDITION IN COBOL PROGRAM.

Reason:

An SP Facility condition, such as IF SIZE ERROR and IF NOT OVERFLOW, has been encountered, but COBOL
formatting has been specified.

Action:

If an SP Facility formatting is intended, specify UPSI1=S. If a COBOL formatting is intended, change SP Facility
conditions to COBOL conditions.
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HLF301E  MACRO SET HLF MUST BE LOADED BEFORE SPD.

Reason:

SPD must be loaded after HLF.

Action:

Correct order of macro input and rerun.

HLF302E  LOCAL DATA FROM "START DATA" NOT TERMINATED WITH "END DATA".

Reason:

Local data in an SP program cannot contain a verb, high-level statement, or paragraph name before the END DATA scope
terminator.

Action:

Determine whether the scope terminator is missing or has been coded incorrectly. Correct and rerun.

HLF303W  ENCOUNTERED COBOL CONDITION "condition" IN SP FACILITY PROGRAM.

Reason:

A COBOL condition, such as ON OVERFLOW or SIZE ERROR, has been encountered, but SP Facility formatting has
been specified.

Action:

If a COBOL formatting is intended, specify UPSI1=C. If the SP Facility formatting is intended, change the COBOL
conditions to SP Facility conditions.

HLF304W  "ON" STATEMENT ENCOUNTERED IN SP FACILITY PROGRAM.

Reason:

The ON debugging statement is not allowed in SP programs.

Action:

If a COBOL formatting is intended, change the UPSI1 option to UPSI1=C. If the SP Facility formatting is desired, the ON
statement must be removed from the program.

HLF401E  "END-EXEC" NOT ENCOUNTERED IN PREVIOUS "EXEC-CICS".

Reason:

A statement has interrupted formatting of an EXEC-CICS because it was encountered before END-EXEC.

Action:

Move any non-CICS statements out of the EXEC-CICS logic. Insert EXEC-CICS if it is missing.

HLF402W  "EXEC-CICS" FOLLOWED IMMEDIATELY BY "END-EXEC".

Reason:

The EXEC-CICS statement is empty.

Action:

Either remove the EXEC-CICS and END-EXEC syntax or insert any missing CICS statements.

SPD Diagnostics
SPD01E  MODULE TABLE FULL
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Reason:

SPD supports processing of 500 unique module-names. If more than 500 unique module-names are found, processing
terminates.

Action:

Enlarge the module table, as defined in SPDCOB, to allow more entries.

SPD02E  CHAIN TABLE FULL

Reason:

SPD supports processing of 7000 invoking processes (DO, PERFORM, and CALL). If the maximum is exceeded,
processing terminates.

Action:

Enlarge the chain table, as defined in SPDCOB, to allow more entries.

SPD03E  TOO MANY UNDEFINED MODULE NAMES

Reason:

More than 50 undefined module-names or stubs have been encountered in the program. If both reports are requested,
only the Module Where Invoked Report is produced. The Module Hierarchy Report is not produced when more than 50
modules are undefined.

Action:

None. 

SPD04E  INPUT RECORD ERROR

Reason:

SPDCOB does not recognize the attributes of the input records passed to it. Processing terminates. No reports are
produced.

Action:

Review the JCL to ensure that the correct temporary data set is passed to the step executing.

SPD05E  NO HIERARCHY TO REPORT

Reason:

No procedure names or section headers were found in the program.

Action:

Review program intended for documentation.

SPD06E  NESTING LIMIT IS 99, HIERARCHY REPORT TERMINATED

Reason:

The program has modules nested to a depth greater than 99. The Module Hierarchy Report is terminated.

Action:

Review program structure.

SPD07E  SORTING ERROR, 'WHERE INVOKED' REPORT TERMINATED

Reason:

The 'SORT-RETURN' register is greater than zero. The Module Where Invoked Report is not produced.
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Action:

Review possible diagnostics from the sort.

SPP Diagnostics for Structured Programming Processor
SPP01E  STRUCTURE NOT ENDED IN PREV MODULE : word

Reason:

The construct that "word" designates (IF, SELECT, LOOP, or SEARCH) is incomplete within the preceding module. The
corresponding ENDIF, ENDSELECT, ENDLOOP, or ENDSEARCH is required. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Properly end the outstanding constructs and retranslate.

SPP02E  'WHEN END' CONDITION MISSPLACED

Reason:

The 'WHEN END' condition was improperly used in a SEARCH construct. If used, the WHEN END must be specified as
the first WHEN.

Action:

Review and correct the syntax of the SEARCH construct.

SPP07E  NEST STRUCTURE OVERFLOW

Reason:

SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR identifier constructs have been nested beyond the maximum of nine levels, or

Over 97 constructs of any kind are nested. The nesting capacity of SPP is exceeded. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Place constructs which are beyond the nesting capacity of SPP in subordinate modules.

SPP09E  "GO," "NEXT," OR "THRU" PROHIBITED

Reason:

A COBOL GO TO, NEXT SENTENCE, or PERFORM...THRU has been encountered. All are illegal under SPP. The
condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Replace the GO TO, NEXT SENTENCE, or PERFORM...THRU statement with structured forms. If the statement
diagnosed is generated from other Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL macro sets, translate with or after SPP translation.

SPP10E  STRUCTURE OVERFLOW

Reason:

Over 999 unique constructs are found within a single module. The capacity of SPP is exceeded. The condition code is set
to 12.

Action:

Subdivide the module into a control module with subordinates.

SPP11E  INVALID SYNTAX IN "SELECT"

Reason:
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Syntax is incorrect following SELECT and before the first WHEN. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Review the rules for syntax.

SPP12E  INVALID SYNTAX FOR "LOOP FOR"

Reason:

The syntax of a LOOP FOR...THRU or LOOP VARYING...THRU construct is illegal. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Review the syntax rules for the LOOP FOR construct and correct.

SPP13E  CONSTRUCT INVALID IN ELSE PATH

Reason:

An IF construct contains more than one ELSE, or

A SELECT postscript is followed by a WHEN condition. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Review the syntax rules for IF or SELECT construct formation and correct.

SPP14E  INVALID SYNTAX IN "SEARCH"

Reason:

Syntax is incorrect following SEARCH and before the first WHEN. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Review the rules for syntax.

SPP15E  STRUCTURE ERROR: CURRENT CONSTRUCT = word

Reason:

A syntax error at the construct level, possibly caused by "overlapping" constructs. The "word" represents the current
outstanding construct (IF, SELECT, SEARCH, LOOP). For example, a WHEN condition statement not within a SEARCH
or SELECT construct is a syntax error. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Review the rules for construct "word" formation and correct the source.

SPP16E  ONLY ONE "WHEN" ALLOWED IN SEARCH ALL

Reason:

Only one "WHEN condition" clause is allowed with the SEARCH ALL statement (binary search).

Action:

Use only one "WHEN condition" clause, or use the SEARCH VARYING construct (serial search).

SPP17E  INVALID "LEAVE/ESCAPE" IGNORED

Reason:

The emergency termination keyword LEAVE/ESCAPE was found outside the delimiters of a LOOP construct. The
condition code is set to 12.

Action:
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Review the rules for LEAVE/ESCAPE and correct.

SPP18E  INVALID USE OF START/END DATA

Reason:

START DATA/END DATA encountered in location other than immediately following a module-name header. The condition
code is set to 12.

Action:

Place START DATA immediately following module-name.

SPP20E  SECTION MUST BE FOLLOWED BY MODULE

Reason:

A a module definition does not immediately follow a Procedure Division section header. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Review the rules for module and section definition. Include a control module at the beginning of each section.

SPP21E  MISSING "END DATA"

Reason:

END DATA is not encountered in a module beginning with START DATA. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Place END DATA after the last local data definition in the module.

SPP22E  EXPECTED: "ARE," "SELECTED," VERB, OR CONTROL STRUCTURE; FOUND: "next module"

SPP23E  EXPECTED: "ARE," "SELECTED," VERB, OR CONTROL STRUCTURE; FOUND: "word"; DELETING,
UNTIL NEXT VERB, OR CONTROL STRUCTURE

Reason:

While processing a SELECT postscript, it was determined that the postscript was not followed by the optional words
"ARE" or "SELECT," a COBOL verb, or an SP Facility control structure.

Action:

Examine code and correct statement following the postscript.

SPP23W  FLAG UNDEFINED AT THIS POINT

Reason:

Referenced flag-name is not defined at this point during translation.

Action:

Examine the definition of flag.

SPP24E  INVALID SYNTAX IN "WHEN"

Reason:

Review rules for conditions allowed in Format 1 of the SELECT. The only allowable condition is a literal. The only
allowable compound logical operator is an OR.

Action:

Review the rules for syntax.

SPP25W  MISSING GOBACK, STOP RUN, EXIT PROGRAM IN TOP MODULE
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Reason:

No unconditional GOBACK, STOP RUN, or EXIT program was found in the top module. A GOBACK followed by an EXIT-
paragraph has been generated to ensure proper program termination.

Action:

The checking process for logical terminators can be turned off by specifying UPSI5=G.

SPP26W  INVALID USE OF "TRUE/FALSE"

Reason:

Incorrect syntax has been detected in a "TRUE" or "FALSE" condition.

Action:

Review the rules for syntax.

SPP27E  INVALID OPERAND IN "SET-TRUE/FALSE"

Reason:

The operand that is found is not a condition-name or a flag-name.

Action:

Review the SET-TRUE/FALSE syntax for a valid operand name.

SPP28E  INVALID SYNTAX IN EXEC CICS STATEMENT

Reason:

No function specified, or END-EXEC missing.

Action:

Examine the CICS documentation and change the syntax of the statement accordingly.

SPP43E  VARYING "word" IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

The object of the VARYING clause is undefined.

Action:

Define or correct the VARYING identifier.

SSPS Diagnostics
SPS01E  DUPLICATE MODULE DEFINITION

Reason:

The current module-name is not unique in the first 19 characters. The condition code is set to 12.

Action:

Correct the module-name so that it is unique in the first 19 characters.

SPS05E  TOO MANY MODULES

Reason:

The structured source program contains more than 999 modules, and is beyond the capacity of SPS. The current module
is not considered for possible stub generation. The condition code is set to 12.
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Action:

Reduce the number of modules, if possible.

SSPV Diagnostics for Structured Programming Using VS
The following diagnostics are available for Structured Programming Using VS:

• General
• Module
• Start/End Data
• Flags Set-True/Set-False
• Control Structures
• IF/ELSE/ENDIF
• SELECT/ENDSELECT and SEARCH/ENDSEARCH
• LOOP/ENDLOOP

Use the left navigation pane or the following links to see the diagnostics.

General

SPV01E  ALL AVAILABLE MARKERS HAVE BEEN USED

Reason:

The program is excessively complex, possibly due to use of many ESCAPE statements.

Action:

Simplify and retranslate the program.

SPV02E  SERIOUS ERROR, CONTROL STRUCTURE INDEX IS ZERO

Reason:

The index that is used to track nested control structures has been reduced to zero, which should not occur.

Action:

Rerun the translation and obtain a complete listing of the macros and all the input, then contact Broadcom Support.

SPV03W  FOUND "word," IGNORING, CONTINUING

Reason:

"Word" has been determined to be superfluous and has been ignored. The translation is typically unaffected unless
"word," when misspelled, alters the meaning of a statement.

Action:

Correct the statement as necessary and retranslate the program.

Module

SPV04W  FIRST MODULE IS UNNAMED, WILL USE DEFAULT MODULE NAME FOR EXIT

Reason:

The first module of the Procedure Division does not have a name. A default name (DEFAULT-MODULE-NAME) has been
assigned and is used for the exit of the module.
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Action:

User defined.

SPV05A  "GOBACK," "STOP RUN" AND "EXIT PROGRAM" MISSING FROM ENTRY MODULE, PROVIDING
"GOBACK"

Reason:

The first module of the Procedure Division or an entry module does not end with one of the preceding terminating
statements. A GOBACK statement has been provided.

Action:

If GOBACK is inappropriate, correct and retranslate the program.

SPV06W  WARNING, ENTRY MODULE WILL "FALL THRU" TO NEXT MODULE

Reason:

A UPSI5=G translate-time option has been specified, suspending the reporting of a missing termination statement for an
entry module or the first module of the Procedure Division. This message is a warning, indicating that the entry or initial
module "falls through" logically to a subsequent module.

Action:

If the "falling through" result is inappropriate, add the missing statement and retranslate the program.

Start/End Data

SPV07W  "START DATA" SHOULD IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW THE MODULE NAME

Reason:

Statements have been detected following the module name and preceding the START DATA header.

Action:

This structure is improper module structure. Correct the structure of the module by moving the statements after the END
DATA header.

SPV08E  INVALID LEVEL NUMBER (nn) FOUND FOLLOWING START DATA. ASSUMING THIS IS A NEW MODULE.

Reason:

Level number "nn" is invalid, an END DATA has been omitted, or an item in area A is invalid.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV09E  INVALID LEVEL NUMBER (nn) FOUND FOLLOWING START DATA. RESUMING CURRENT PROCEDURE.

Reason:

Level number "nn" is invalid or an END DATA has been omitted. Processing resumes with the procedures of the current
module.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV10E  "END DATA" MUST BE PRECEDED WITH "START DATA"

Reason:
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An END DATA has been located that a START DATA does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV11E  "END DATA" MISSING IN PREVIOUS MODULE

Reason:

Either an END DATA is omitted or a word is coded in area A that belongs in area B.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

Flags Set-True/Set-False

SPV12E  FLAG-NAME HAS BEEN OMITTED

Reason:

The flag-name is omitted from a flag definition.

Action:

Correct the definition and retranslate the program.

SPV13W  THIS FLAG-NAME "flag-name" HASN'T BEEN DEFINED YET

Reason:

The flag-name is not, but might be defined later in the program.

Action:

Move the flag definition to a location preceding all references to the flag-name and retranslate the program.

SPV14E  "SET-TRUE" OPERAND(S) INVALID

Reason:

The operands of the statement are not flag-names.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

SPV15E  "SET-FALSE" OPERAND(S) INVALID

Reason:

The operands of the statement are not flag-names.

Action:

Correct the statement and retranslate the program.

Control Structures

SPV16E  TOO MANY NESTED CONTROL STRUCTURES

Reason:

Too many control structures are nested (one within another).
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Action:

Simplify the program. Place some of the nested control structures in separate modules and retranslate the program.

SPV17E  THERE IS AN UNTERMINATED "control-structure" IN THE PRECEDING MODULE

Reason:

The specified control structure is lacking a terminator (END?) in the preceding module.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV18E  CODE FOLLOWING "verb" IS UNREACHABLE

Reason:

Statements that are coded after GOBACK, STOP RUN, or EXIT PROGRAM cannot be executed.

Action:

Review the logic, and correct and retranslate the program.

SPV19E  "control-structure" OPERAND INVALID

Reason:

An operand for the specified control structure is invalid; it might not be defined properly.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

IF/ELSE/ENDIF

SPV20E  "IF (NOT) END" MUST FOLLOW "READ" OR "RETURN"

Reason:

Only code the preceding "standardized condition" after the appropriate verb.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV21E  "IF (NOT) SIZE ERROR" MUST FOLLOW "ADD," "SUBTRACT," "MULTIPLY," "DIVIDE," OR "COMPUTE"

Reason:

Only code the preceding "standardized condition" after the appropriate verb.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV22E  "IF (NOT) INVALID KEY" MUST FOLLOW "READ," "WRITE," "REWRITE," "DELETE," OR "START"

Reason:

Only code the preceding "standardized condition" after the appropriate verb.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV23E  "IF (NOT) OVERFLOW" MUST FOLLOW "CALL," "STRING," OR "UNSTRING"
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Reason:

Only code the preceding "standardized condition" after the appropriate verb.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV24E  "IF (NOT) END-OF-PAGE" MUST FOLLOW "WRITE"

Reason:

Only code the preceding "standardized condition" after the appropriate verb.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV25E  "IF (NOT) EOP" MUST FOLLOW "WRITE"

Reason:

Only code the preceding "standardized condition" after the appropriate verb.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV26E  "ELSE" IS NOT PAIRED WITH AN "IF"

Reason:

An ELSE has been located that an IF does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV27E  "ENDIF" IS NOT PAIRED WITH AN "IF"

Reason:

An ENDIF has been located that an IF does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SELECT/ENDSELECT and SEARCH/ENDSEARCH

SPV28W  "ACTION" SHOULD BE "ACTIONS"

Reason:

ACTIONS has been misspelled.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV29E  "AND" INVALID WITH "SELECT FOR"

Reason:

AND is logically improper.

Action:
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Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV30E  "WHEN" IS NOT PAIRED WITH A "SELECT" OR "SEARCH"

Reason:

A WHEN has been located that a SELECT or SEARCH does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV31E  "WHEN NONE" IS NOT PAIRED WITH A "SELECT"

Reason:

A "post-script" has been located that a SELECT does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV32E  "WHEN ANY" IS NOT PAIRED WITH A "SELECT"

Reason:

A "post-script" has been located that a SELECT does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV33E  "WHEN SOME" IS NOT VALID WITH "SELECT FIRST"

Reason:

This "post-script" cannot be used with this type of SELECT.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV34E  "WHEN SOME" IS NOT PAIRED WITH A "SELECT"

Reason:

A "post-script" has been located that a SELECT does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV35E  "WHEN NOT ALL" IS NOT VALID WITH "SELECT FIRST"

Reason:

This "post-script" cannot be used with this type of SELECT.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV36E  "WHEN NOT ALL" IS NOT PAIRED WITH A "SELECT"

Reason:

A "post-script" has been located that a SELECT does not precede.

Action:
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Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV38E  "WHEN ALL" IS NOT PAIRED WITH A "SELECT"

Reason:

A "post-script" has been located that a SELECT does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV39E  "ENDSELECT" IS NOT PAIRED WITH A "SELECT"

Reason:

An ENDSELECT has been located that a SELECT does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV40E  "ENDSEARCH" IS NOT PAIRED WITH A "SEARCH"

Reason:

An ENDSEARCH has been located that a SELECT does not precede.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

LOOP/ENDLOOP

SPV41E  "ESCAPE" IS FOLLOWED BY "verb"

Reason:

ESCAPE is effectively a termination for a sequence of statements or control structures. An imperative statement must not
follow ESCAPE.

Action:

Review the logic, and correct and retranslate the program.

SPV42E  "ESCAPE" NOT WITHIN "LOOP"

Reason:

An ESCAPE has been located a LOOP does not enclose.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV43E  "VARYING data-name," IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

The "data-name" indicated is undefined in this program.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV44E  "FROM data-name/literal" IS INVALID/UNDEFINED

Reason:
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The"data-name" or literal as specified is invalid or undefined in this context.

Action:

Review the definition of the data-name or correct the literal and retranslate the program.

SPV45E  "BY data-name/literal" IS INVALID/UNDEFINED

Reason:

The "data-name" or literal as specified is invalid or undefined in this context.

Action:

Review the definition of the data-name or correct the literal and retranslate the program.

SPV46E  "THRU data-name/literal" IS UNDEFINED/UNDEFINED

Reason:

The "data-name" or literal as specified is invalid or undefined in this context.

Action:

Review the definition of the data-name or correct the literal and retranslate the program.

SPV47E  "data-name/literal TIMES," IS INVALID

Reason:

The "data-name" or literal as specified is invalid in this context.

Action:

Review the definition of the data-name or correct the literal and retranslate the program.

SPV48E  "keyword" IS NOT PAIRED WITH A "LOOP"

Reason:

The indicated keyword (LEAVE, WHILE, or UNTIL) must be enclosed within a LOOP control structure.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV49E  THIS "LOOP" IS ENDLESS

Reason:

The preceding LOOP control structure does not include a termination or ESCAPE.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.

SPV50E  "ENDLOOP" IS NOT PAIRED WITH "LOOP"

Reason:

An ENDLOOP that a LOOP does not precede has been located.

Action:

Correct and retranslate the program.
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Program Development
This section describes using Datacom/DB to develop programs that make full use of the functions and features of the
Datacom/DB environment.

This section assumes familiarity with the COBOL language. The topics in this section provide descriptions, examples, and
instructions about using the Datacom/DB Facility Data Manipulation Language (DML) to store and retrieve information
from the Datacom/DB database management system.

Components
These topics describe coding Datacom/DB Facility statements in application programs to access Datacom/DB databases.
The application tasks included here illustrate common usage of frequently used Datacom/DB Facility statements. For a
complete description of all Datacom/DB Facility statements, see Program Development Reference .

 

The Datacom/DB Facility
Data that Datacom/DB stores can be accessed with standard CALL statements from COBOL application programs.
However, these "native" calls are typically complex and thus difficult to code and debug.

On the other hand, the Datacom/DB Facility high-level, COBOL-like statements are much easier to code. With the
Datacom/DB Facility, Application Programmers do not need to be concerned with coding call-level accesses to Datacom/
DB. This is because COBOL programs can be input to the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator, which generates
correctly formatted calls from embedded Datacom/DB Facility statements.

The Datacom/DB Facility Data Manipulation Language (DML) provides COBOL-like statements for index searching,
record retrieval, and updating. The Datacom/DB Facility also provides statements for extracting data views from Datacom
Datadictionary.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator
The  Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLTranslator translates Datacom/DB Facility statements into compiler-ready COBOL.
The Translator also verifies that the Datacom Datadictionary dataviews specified in the Datacom/DB Facility program exist
in Datacom Datadictionary and that the program is authorized to use each dataview.

A high-level diagram of the translation process is shown in the following table. As shown, a COBOL program with
embedded Datacom/DB Facility statements is input to the Translator and translated. The Datacom Datadictionary
interface determines whether a Datacom/DB Facility program is authorized to use a dataview and whether the
dataview that is specified in the program is valid.

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator output consists of the following items:

• A COBOL source file, which contains the compiler-ready code that is generated from  Datacom/DB Facility statements.
• Various output listings, including the Input listing and a listing of the generated COBOL.

The following illustration displays the Datacom/DB Facility translation process:
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Structured Programming with the SP Facility
A widely accepted tenet of data processing is that structured programming techniques are always used. A properly
structured program is a single-entrance, single- exit module consisting of statements taken from three categories:
sequence, selection, and repetition. The Structured Programming (SP) Facility supports structured programming by
requiring "structured" statements in COBOL programs.

SP Facility statements conform to the structured programming techniques. The selection and repetition constructs are
single-entrance, single-exit control structures. (The SP Facility places all other COBOL statements in the "sequence"
category.) SP Facility statements prohibit the GO TO statement and prohibit the use of the PERFORM…THRU statement.
In this way, the SP Facility encourages top=down design and development, and provides for Procedure Division code with
easily nested syntax.

SP Facility examples of selection and repetition constructs follow. These statements do not represent complete syntax:
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SP Facility Selection Constructs:

IF condition                SELECT [ALL]

    process                 WHEN condition

ELSE                             process 

    process                 WHEN condition

ENDIF                            process

                            ENDSELECT

SP Facility Repetition Constructs:

LOOP                        SEARCH

    process                 WHEN END 

UNTIL condition                 process

process                     WHEN condition

ENDLOOP                         process

                            ENDSEARCH

The terminators ENDIF, ENDSELECT, ENDLOOP, and ENDSEARCH provide an exit for the construct, thus permitting
unambiguous nesting.

SP Facility statements are translated into compiler-ready COBOL by the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator.
Datacom/DB and SP Facility statements can both be coded in the same program and translated simultaneously.

NOTE
For more information about SP Facility, see Structured Programming.

Datacom/DB
Datacom/DB is the relational database management system. Datacom/DB enables vast amounts of data to be processed
both randomly and sequentially without compromising system performance. Full recovery/restart and transaction backout
provide control and security of data. This section is provided for Application Developers who are unfamiliar with Datacom/
DB.

Data that is stored by Datacom/DB is accessed with standard CALL statements from an application program. Coding
"native" calls in COBOL programs to access Datacom/DB is typically complex. Use of the Datacom/DB Facility high-level
COBOL-like statements simplifies coding requests for Datacom/DB services.

All data definitions for the information that is contained in Datacom/DB databases, including dataviews used by
Datacom/DB Facility programs, are contained in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary is maintained by the
Database/Datacom Datadictionary Administrator at your site and is described in Understand Datacom Datadictionary.

Datacom/DB Structure
The structure of a Datacom/DB system can be summarized as follows.

Datacom/DB is an information base containing one or more databases, each of which can contain multiple physical areas
and multiple logical files named tables. Physically, tables are composed of related records, the smallest physical unit of
which is the field. Logically, tables are composed of elements of one or more fields, and keys of one or more fields.

The italicized keywords in this definition comprise the basic Datacom/DB entities, which are defined as follows:

• database
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A Datacom/DB database is a collection of related data items with an index to those items. A Datacom/DB system can
have multiple databases.

• area
An area is the physical grouping of one or more logical tables. Up to 240 areas per database can exist.

• table
A table is the logical grouping of records. Each record within a table has the same format.

• record
A record is a collection of logically related fields. In Datacom/DB, these fields are grouped into elements that are
accessible in any combination. One or more keys can be assigned to each record.

• element
An element is a named grouping of contiguous fields within a record. An element can span any part of a record, and
several elements can describe a record.

• keys
A key is a field or multiple fields within a record and forms an index entry by which a record can be identified. A key
can be up to 180 bytes long. A record can contain one master key, which uniquely identifies the record, and up to 98
secondary keys. A key is used to qualify or disqualify databases upon a key value.

• field
The smallest unit of data that Datacom/DB Facility programs can address.

The following illustration shows the organization of a sample database named HUMAN-RESOURCE. This sample
database is distributed with the Datacom/DB system and is referred to throughout this documentation.
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Datacom/DB Data Storage and Retrieval

Application programs request and send data to Datacom/DB at a logical rather than a physical level. That is, information
about the physical location of data is not passed to Datacom/DB. Based on the physical device and record information
that is provided by the Database Administrator (DBA) in Datacom Datadictionary, Datacom/DB determines the "path" it
must take to access a database and retrieve the data requested by an application program.

Datacom/DB stores data in two-dimensional files known as tables. A table is made up of rows of related fixed-format
records. Shown in the table are some of the records contained in the Person-Master File (PMF) of the HUMAN-
RESOURCE database.

According to relational database terminology, the columns in the following table are domains and each row, which
represents an occurrence of data, is a tuple. The data that is contained in the table is normalized. That is, precisely one
value per domain exists for each tuple; never a set of values.

ID NAME STREET CITY STATE/ZIP
00001 ALLEN ANTHONY 1322 TEMPAST DR BOSTON MA 02115
00002 LENZEN RUTH 642 RAY RD SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104
00003 MEAD HENRY 902 PATRIA BOSTON MA 02115

Keys and elements consist of fields within a record. An element is the basic unit of addressable data, while a key is the
basic unit of access. Thus, Datacom/DB does not recognize the individual fields NAME, STREET, and CITY, and others,
as shown in the preceding table. The data is associated with elements (EMDTA, ADEMP, and IDEMP) and keys, as
shown in the following table.

For example, element EMDTA in the table consists of the entire data record. Element ADEMP consists of the address
information only. Element IDEMP consists of the ID and NAME only. The key STZIP is a concatenation of the STATE and
ZIP fields.

Element Key Field
EMDTA EMPNO STZIP ID

NAME
STREET
CITY
STATE
ZIP

ADEMP EMPNO STZIP NAME
STREET
CITY
STATE
ZIP

IDEMP EMPNO ID
NAME

The element and key names that are shown in the preceding table are their five-character Datacom/DB names. They
have corresponding Datacom Datadictionary Datacom Datadictionary names, which can be up to 32 characters long,
and can also have COBOL compiler names, which can be up to 30 characters long. For example, in the HUMAN-
RESOURCE database, the key EMPNO has the Datacom Datadictionary name NUMBER and the compiler name EM-
IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER.

The Datacom Datadictionary and compiler names for elements, keys, and fields are referenced by Datacom/DB Facility
programs. Consult with your DBA for the Datacom Datadictionary and compiler names of the necessary Datacom/
DB database elements, keys, and fields to be accessed by your Datacom/DB Facility application.
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Components of Datacom/DB

The following Datacom/DB:components are Datacom/DB designations for areas that contain Datacom/DB environmental
and control information. They are maintained by the DBA maintains them.

• Master List
The Master List defines the index and table buffers, operating information, and control information.

• CXX
CXX is the or for an entire Datacom/DB information base. CXX contains a  of all databases and the definitions of each
database, including its areas, s, , and elements.

• IXX
IXX is the and contains the key values and pointers to data. The IXX enables Datacom/DB to search for records
quickly.

• LXX
LXX is the and contains log records for transaction backup and program-generated records.

• PXX
PXX is the and contains various Datacom/DB operational statistics for monitoring and tuning Datacom/DB. Statistics,
dumps, and other information are stored in the statistics and diagnostics area in a unique format. A PXX report is
generated with the Datacom/DB utility named DBUTLTY. For more information about a PXX report with DBUTLTY, see
the Datacom/DB documentation.

• RXX
RXX is the and contains log records for long-term backup.

• URT
The (URT) specifies the Datacom/DB resources that are necessary for a program to execute successfully. The
URT defines which tables within a database can be accessed and updated. The URT also specifies various extra
parameters, such as extra buffer allocations for sequential processing. Consult with your DBA to determine the status
of the URT before link-editing a Datacom/DB Facility program.

Datacom/DB Call-Level Programming
Programming involves formatting database accesses and then issuing them with COBOL CALL statements. This process
means that you must determine which Datacom/DB command to invoke with the call and then initialize the parameters
that are required by the command. Also, provide a workarea to receive the data requested from Datacom/DB. In
Datacom/DB Facility application programs, however, you do not need to specify this information because it is generated
automatically.

A is a 5-byte instruction that specifies a request for Datacom/DB services. In a native call from a COBOL program, the
Datacom/DB command is specified in the request area. An example of a command is GETIT, which retrieves records
sequentially from any table in a database.

At run time, Datacom/DB interprets and verifies the call, locates the data, and returns the data record requested. A status
code indicating the status of the request is returned to the application program.

The format of a native COBOL call to Datacom/DB and the definition of each parameter are also shown.

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING user-information-block,

                    request-area,

                    element-list,

                    workarea,

                   [request-qual-area]

• DBNTRY
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The Datacom/DB that the program calls.
• user information block

The user information block identifies the requesting program to Datacom/DB. This area consists of the program name
and is used to provide a unique identifier of the program for analyzing the PXX and LXX areas.

• request area
The request area specifies the Datacom/DB command and the name of the table to be searched. The and key value,
which respectively represent the search argument and data value to be matched with the argument values in the
table, are also located in the request area. The request area contains fields for the return code, error code, database
identification, and record identification.

• element list
The element list specifies which data elements are to be retrieved, updated, or added.

• Workarea
The call-level access:call parameters:workarea is where data that is requested by the application program is returned.

• request qualification area
The call-level access:call parameters:request qualification area is used to format requests for the Datacom/DB set-at-
a-time processing. This area contains the selection criteria and ordered-by parameters that determine which records
are included in the set and the order in which they are returned to the program.

At a minimum, a request for Datacom/DB services must include a user information block and a request area. The
presence of the remaining call parameters depends on the Datacom/DB command that is invoked. For example,
the request qualification area is included only when the application program requests the Datacom/DB set-at-a-time
processing.

Datacom/DB Access Techniques
Datacom/DB provides two basic record-processing techniques: Record-at-a-time Processing and Set-at-a-time
Processing. The Datacom/DB Facility supports both.

Record-at-a-time Processing

Record-at-a-time processing is key processing. In key processing, a single record is selected per Datacom/DB request
using previously defined key names and values. A record with the exact less-than-or-equal-to or greater-than-or-equal-
to value specified can be selected. Access is available both to index entries and data records. Data records cannot be
accessed directly. Instead, index entries must be accessed first. Then, optionally, data records are retrieved via index
entries. The records are always retrieved in the order of the selecting key.

Position is established in a database when a record is selected. Once position is established, an application program can
"jump around" the database. That is, a program can use the position of the most recently selected record to retrieve a
previously selected record, a record with duplicate key values, the next record regardless of key value, or the record with
the next highest or lowest key value.

A record-at-a-time processing:index searching:specific search or generic search can be used to determine in which tables
Datacom/DB searches for the specified key value. In a , the tablename is specified in the request area, thus restricting
the search to a single table. In a generic search, the tablename is not included in the request area. Thus, the area of the
search is larger in a generic search than in a specific search.

In the search strategies described above, records are selected randomly. Records also can be selected sequentially.
Sequential record-at-a-time processing is a fast batch processing method that selects successive records in the sequence
in which they are stored. While selecting records sequentially is inflexible in that it does not allow a database to be
navigated arbitrarily, this strategy can be useful when circumstances demand maximum efficiency. (Note that the
ACCESS= and SEQBUFS= parameters in the User Requirements Table can require modification for Datacom/DB Facility
programs that use sequential processing. Consult your DBA.)
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Set-at-a-time Processing

In , a set of records is defined based on the data values contained in a table. A set can be any size, from one record to an
entire table. Once a set has been defined, individual records in the set can be accessed.

A set is built by selecting records that meet search conditions. A search condition is a compound Boolean
expression comprised of one or more predicates and joined by the logical operators AND and OR. A predicate is
composed of a subject, , and object. For example, the search condition

EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER > 100 AND EM-CITY-ADDRESS = 'HOUSTON'

provides the application program with the set of records for employees with ID numbers greater than 100 who live in
Houston.

Set-at-a-time processing is useful when selection criteria specify a field that is not defined as a key. For example, in the
selection criteria above, you could specify

EM-CITY-ADDRESS = 'HOUSTON'

as the selection criteria, even though EM-CITY-ADDRESS is not a key. Another advantage of set-at-a-time processing is
that records can be returned in either ascending or descending order.

Datacom/DB Facility programs request set-at-a-time processing with the FOR statement. 

Exclusive Control

In record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time processing, when a program retrieves a record from Datacom/DB for updating, the
program must retrieve the record with to prevent concurrent updates by more than one program. Datacom/DB allows
other programs to read a record held with exclusive control, but not update it. Exclusive control is released by Datacom/
DB when the update is complete or by using a FREE statement.

Datacom Datadictionary
These topics are an overview of basic Datacom Datadictionary concepts. Its purpose is to assist the Datacom/DB
Datacom/DB Facility programmer in defining requests for Datacom Datadictionary information and modifications to the
Database Administrator (DBA). The DBA is responsible for maintaining Datacom Datadictionary.

Datacom Datadictionary is a repository of the descriptions of all components in a Datacom/DB information base. Datacom
Datadictionary also describes the relationships between the components.

Datacom Datadictionary is a useful data processing tool that is able to:

• Manage definitions and syntax
• Enforce naming standards
• Support data protection
• Serve as a centralized security control mechanism
• Create data relationships

Datacom Datadictionary plays an integral role in Datacom/DB Facility programming. The Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL Translator accesses Datacom Datadictionary to perform the following tasks:

• Retrieve the COBOL definition for the field and keys required by the program.
• Extract database ID, tablename, element names, element security codes, and key names.
• Ensure that programs use only those dataviews to which a relationship exists.
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Datacom/DB Facility programs retrieve dataviews from Datacom Datadictionary. A dataview is a collection of Datacom/
DB elements that can be requested in one single access. The DBA must define the dataviews required by an application
to Datacom Datadictionary before you attempt to code a Datacom/DB Facility program. The DBA must also list which
programs can use a dataview.

During the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLtranslation, the Datacom Datadictionary interface verifies that the dataview
that is specified in a Datacom/DB Facility DATAVIEW statement exists and that the Datacom/DB Facility program is
authorized to use it. If a Datacom/DB Facility DATAVIEW statement specifies keys, the Datacom Datadictionary interface
also verifies that the specified keys are valid for the dataview.

For more information about Datacom/DB Facility statements, see The Datacom/DB Facility Data Manipulation Language.

Datacom Datadictionary Concepts
Defining databases, tables, elements, dataviews, and programs is the responsibility of the DBA. Although you are not
responsible for maintaining Datacom Datadictionary data definitions, as a Datacom/DB Facility programmer, you should
understand how Datacom Datadictionary defines and categorizes data that is contained in Datacom/DB, and how the
Datacom/DB Facility programs use dataviews defined in Datacom Datadictionary.

Datacom Datadictionary describes the components, or entities, of an information base and the relationships between
them. The entities are subdivided into s and s.

An entity-type is a general category of items in the database that share common characteristics and are grouped for
ease of reference. Any data that is entered into Datacom Datadictionary is associated with an entity-type. Datacom
Datadictionary entity-types relevant to Datacom/DB Facility programs are:

AREA

DATABASE

DATAVIEW

ELEMENT

FIELD

FILE(TABLE)

KEY

PROGRAM

RECORD

An entity-occurrence is a specific instance within an entity-type. For example, TABLE is an entity-type. This means that
the PMF table, which was described in Understand Datacom/DB, is an entity-occurrence of the entity-type TABLE.

The DBA records certain attributes for each entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary. For example, for each entity-
occurrence of the FILE entity-type, there is data on the particular file type, device type, and record size. Data pertaining to
the status (TEST or PROD) and the version of the entity-occurrence also exists.

Version and Status
Datacom Datadictionary allows multiple occurrences of such entities as programs or dataviews, thus enabling entity-
occurrences with the same name to coexist in Datacom Datadictionary. The product accomplishes this enabling by
assigning a status and a version number to a single occurrence of a dataview. Each status has at least one version
number.

The following are the status attributes for Datacom Datadictionary Version 2.3.

• INCO
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The INCO entity-occurrence is incomplete (that is, it has not met all the rules established by Datacom
Datadictionary, the user, or both for its existence). More than one version can exist for entity-occurrences with this
status.

• TEST
The TEST entity-occurrence represents an item that is in development and, as such, is subject to change. Datacom
Datadictionary allows up to 999 versions of dataviews in test status.

• QUAL
The QUAL entity-occurrence is in the process of being placed in production.

• PROD
The PROD entity-occurrence represents an item as it is used in day-to-day production. Entity-occurrences with this
status cannot be modified. Only one version can exist for entity-occurrences with PROD status.

• HIST
The HIST entity-occurrence represents an item that either a new version replaced or removed from use; it cannot be
changed. More than one version can exist for dataviews with this status. Datacom Datadictionary allows 998 versions
of dataviews with HIST status.

Relationships
Datacom Datadictionary not only describes the characteristics of the entity-occurrences, but it also depicts the structure
between entity-occurrences and entity-types (which entity-occurrences and entity-types are used with one another).
This method is accomplished using relationship-types. In this way, the DBA can establish a relationship between an entity-
occurrence and an entity-type or among entity-occurrences and entity-types.

The DBA specifies a relationship to Datacom Datadictionary with a relationship-type. A relationship-type has the following
format:

subject.object,relationship-name

The subject and object can be any combination of entity-occurrences and entity-types. The relationship-name is a
combination of a three-character designation for the subject and object, and one of the following relationship designators:
ACCESS, AUTH, CALL, CONTAIN, COPY, INCLUDE, PRODUCE, RESIDE, and USE. The DBA might also create a site-
specific relationship-type.

NOTE
The $INTERNAL relationship is an exception to this standard. The $INTERNAL relationship is a system
relationship-type and exists at installation time.

The following relationships must be defined to Datacom Datadictionary for Datacom/DB  Facility programs because
they relate elements with a dataview and a program with the dataview. These relationships are specified to Datacom
Datadictionary as follows:

DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

PROGRAM.DATAVIEW,PGM-DVW-USE

In other words, these relationships state that a dataview must be able to access elements and a program must be able to
use a dataview.

In addition, the relationship DATAVIEW.KEY,$INTERNAL must exist between the dataview and key for a Datacom/
DB Facility record-at-a-time dataview.
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Datacom Datadictionary COBOL Compiler Names
Dataviews that are specified by Datacom/DB Facility programs and their associated COBOL data descriptions are
retrieved from Datacom Datadictionary during translation. The COBOL data names are used by Datacom/DB Facility
programs to reference individual fields in a dataview and are defined by the DBA. Therefore you must ask the DBA for the
COBOL data descriptions that are associated with each dataview your program accesses.

Datacom Datadictionary does not require COBOL compiler names for each dataview. If a compiler reference name is
not specified for each field, the Datacom Datadictionary entity occurrence name might be used to reference the field in a
dataview.

WARNING
Warning! Ensure that the DBA does not have COBOL or Datacom/DB Facility reserved words as names for
compiler names, dataviews, elements, or keys in Datacom Datadictionary. These names cause translation and
compiler errors. For a list of the Datacom/DB Facility reserved words, see Reserved Words - Datacom/DB.

Record-at-a-time and Set-at-a-time Processing
An advantage of the record-at-a-time processing is that it can be faster because it allows the index to be searched for the
location of a record without actually retrieving the record. One use of index searching is to determine quickly whether a
record exists before it is processed. Another use of index searching is to locate data records that exist in different areas
of the database but are often processed together. Therefore, record-at-a-time processing is more advantageous when an
application is able to specify the data it requires with a key.

An advantage of the set-at-a-time processing is that it is key-independent; that is, it can be used to access records for
which no keys have been defined. This key independence means that a Datacom/DB Facility application program using
set-at-a-time processing can specify any valid single or multiple fields in a record as search criteria. However, you can
specify key-fields as a selection criteria; if a selection-criteria field is not a key, the Datacom/DB Facility builds a temporary
index to the set of records it is creating.

The English-like syntax of the FOR statement makes a program using set-at-a-time processing easy to code and
maintain. For example, to retrieve the names of employees living in Texas, you could code a FOR statement similar to the
following example:

FOR EACH EMPLOYEE

    WHERE (EM-STATE-ADDRESS EQ ‘TX’)

           DISPLAY EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER 

           DISPLAY EM-IDENTIFICATION-NAME

    WHEN ERROR

           DISPLAY DB-STATUS-CODE

ENDFOR

With the set-at-a-time processing, application programs do not need to look at all potential records. Datacom/DB makes
the set of records satisfying the search criteria available to the program. For example, an application program using set-
at-a-time processing could retrieve the employees living in Texas with employee numbers greater than 1000 in one single
access (by including "AND EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER > 1000" in the WHERE clause of the preceding example). On
the other hand, a program using record-at-a-time processing must access the database for each "Texas" record, and then
it must examine the matching record for an employee number greater than 1000.

Datacom/DB Facility JCL
This section provides an overview of the JCL that is required for the following functions in the Datacom/DB Facility:
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• Translate an application program.
• Compile a program.
• Link edit a program.
• Execute a batch program

Translate an Application Program
A Datacom/DB Facility program is translated into standard COBOL. The resulting compiler-ready source can then be
compiled, link-edited, and executed. Certain translate-time options, macro sets, and translator-directing statements must
be specified in your translation JCL. The following topics describe JCL basics for translating, compiling, link-editing, and
executing your application program.

If you are developing your application using the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Dialog, the translation JCL is
generated automatically. The dialog uses the Profile Table to retrieve the required values for translate-time options and
macro sets.

Translate-time Options

Translate-time options control specific functions for the current execution of the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
Translator. These options must be the first entry in the primary input stream. They can be specified:

• In one or more OPTION cards
• For z/OS only, in the PARM field of the JCL EXEC statement
• For z/OS only, in both places

z/OS Examples

The following translate-time options are specified in the PARM field of the JCL EXEC statement.

//sample   JOB ...

//STEP    EXEC PGM=metacbl,

//         PARM='IXIT=ADRXIXIT,DDID=013,PSTAT=TEST,PVER=110'

          .

          .

          .

The following translate-time options are given in the OPTION parameter.

// sample    JOB ...

//STEP     EXEC PGM=metacbl

//CARDF   DD *

  OPTION  IXIT=ADRXIXIT,DDID=013,PSTAT=TEST,PVER=110

          .

          .

          .

For more information about a description of the OPTION card and a complete list of the translate-time options that are
relevant to the Datacom/DB Facility, see the other Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL documentation.

Translator-Directing Statements

Translator-directing statements control certain Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator functions. They begin with an
asterisk and a dollar sign (*$) in columns 7 and 8.
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Datacom/DB Facility programs require the *$COPY (or *$LIBED) translator-directing statements. These statements are
used to load macro sets and are specified immediately before the Datacom/DB Facility input source.

For more information about Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL translator-directing statements, see Translator Directing
Statements.

Datacom/DB Facility Macro Sets

Datacom/DB Facility macro sets enable the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator to provide the high-level
language facilities that allow your application to access. These macro sets must be loaded before the input source
program.

You can use three macro sets when executing Datacom/DB Facility programs:

• SP Facility macros (SPP)
• Online Programming Language (OPLPS)
• Data Language Macros (DLM)

All macro sets must be loaded before the Datacom/DB Facility source. For Datacom/DB Facility programs containing SP
Facility statements, OPL statements, or both, the macro sets must be loaded in the following order:

1. SPP macro set
2. OPLPS
3. DLM macro set

For Datacom/DB Facility programs using conventional COBOL, only the DLM macro set is required.

Macro sets are loaded with the *$COPY translator-directing statements. The name of the macro set immediately follows
the *$COPY statement.

 

Compile a Program
The procedures for compiling a Datacom/DB Facility program are the same as for compiling a standard COBOL program.
This result is because the input to this step is standard COBOL. Any COBOL compiler diagnostics appear in the output
listing at the end of this step. For z/OS systems, the input to the compile step is the Translator PUNCHF file. 

Link Edit a Program
This section presents some considerations for link-editing Datacom/DB Facility programs.

Batch Programs

A Datacom/DB Facility batch program needs to be link-edited with a Datacom/DB User Requirements Table (URT).

Ttwo methods let you interface a Datacom/DB Facility batch program with the operating system.

• Program is mainline, Datacom/DB URT is a subroutine of the program. The program is responsible for opening and
closing the URT with the and CLOSE statements. Link-edit the Datacom/DB batch programs and the URT with the
ENTRY progname.

• Datacom/DB URT is mainline, program is a subroutine of Datacom/DB. A URT defined with the parameter OPEN=DB
is opened automatically before the program is called, and closed automatically when the COBOL program returns
control to the Datacom/DB URT.
A URT defined with the parameter OPEN=USER requires the program to open and close the URT. ENTER-
DATACOM-DB, which generates the user program entry point DBMSCBL, must be the first Datacom/DB Facility which
generates the user edit. Link edit with the ENTRY BEGIN progname.
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Load the URT

The User Requirements Table is loaded in the linkage-editor step. There are two ways to load the URT in the link-edit
step.

1. Assemble the URT with the Datacom/DB interface. With this technique, a single INCLUDE linkage-editor statement
includes a URT that has been assembled with the Datacom/DB interface.

2. Assemble the URT separately from the Datacom/DB interface and link it with your program. Separate INCLUDE
statements are necessary for loading the URT: one for the Datacom/DB interface and the other for the URT. This
option allows a common Datacom/DB interface to be used with different URTs without reassembling the Datacom/
DB interface.

CICS Programs

CICS programs accessing Datacom/DB with Datacom/DB Facility statements function as subroutines to CICS. The
program accesses Datacom/DB using the Datacom/DB CICS Service Facility. The CICS Service Facility opens and closes
all URTs.

The module DBCSVPR links the program with the CICS Service Facility. An INCLUDE card is used to include the module
in the link-edit step.

INCLUDE DBCSVPR

Execute a Batch Program
After the program has been link-edited with the Datacom/DB interface, it can be executed.

If the URT is loaded at runtime, it must be stored in a load library available at execution. If a LOADPRM= is specified in
the DBURINF macro assembly, the specified name must be included in the EXEC= parameter.

If single-user mode is in effect at your installation (and without dynamic allocation under z/OS), define Datacom/DB data
sets in the JCL. When the Multi-User Facility is used, the Datacom/DB files only must be present in the multiuser JCL, not
in the JCL of the application program.

The Datacom/DB Facility Data Manipulation Language
The Datacom/DB Facility statements are discussed and implementing basic application tasks. For more information about
statement syntax, see Program Development Reference.

Before you begin coding, plan the application using structured programming techniques. We recommend that you read the
Structured Programming topics.

After designing the application, determine the Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary specifications in effect at your
installation. These specifications are listed in Get Started with Datacom/DB Facility.

Datacom/DB Facility Statement Categories
The Datacom/DB Facility Data Manipulation Language (DML) is an extension to conventional COBOL. This means that
conventional COBOL statements are valid in a Datacom/DB Facility program, and Datacom/DB Facility source input has
the same structure as a conventional COBOL program.
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The Datacom/DB Facility statements are categorized by function in the following table. 

Statement Function Division Statement
Translation Environment Environment DATACOM SECTION
Database Administration Data DATAVIEW
Set-at-a-time Processing Procedure FOR
SKIP Procedure SKIP
Record-at-a-time Processing
 
Sequential Retrieval Procedure LOCATE SEQUENTIAL

READ/OBTAIN SEQUENTIAL
Random Retrieval Procedure READ/OBTAIN

READ/OBTAIN NEXT
READ/OBTAIN NEXTDUPLICATE
READ/OBTAIN PREVIOUS
READ/OBTAIN WITHIN RANGE
READ/OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN RANGE

Database Maintenance Procedure WRITE/INSERT
REWRITE/UPDATE
DELETE

Index Search Procedure LOCATE
LOCATE NEXT
LOCATE NEXT DUPLICATE
LOCATE NEXT KEY
LOCATE PREVIOUS
LOCATE...AT
LOCATE WITHIN RANGE
LOCATE NEXT WITHIN RANGE

Physical Sequential Proc. Procedure LOCATE PHYSICAL
READ/OBTAIN PHYSICAL

Program Service
 
Establish Entry Point Procedure ENTER-DATACOM-DB
Open/Close URT Procedure

 
BACKOUT LOG
 

Logging Procedure CHECKPOINT LOG
READ LOG
WRITE LOG

Exclusive Control Procedure FREE LAST
FREE ALL
FREE SET

Diagnostic Assistance Procedure SET TEST OPTIONS
ABEND

Identification Division and Datacom
The program name that is specified with the PROGRAM-ID statement has special meaning to the Datacom/DB Facility.
This program name must exist in Datacom Datadictionary as the program entity-occurrence name if Datacom
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Datadictionary dataviews are used in the program. In addition, this program entity-occurrence name must have test status
in Datacom Datadictionary when you are testing and debugging your program. For more information about Datacom
Datadictionary requirements, see Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary Specifications.

In the following example, TESTPGM is the Datacom Datadictionary program entity-occurrence name. This statement
enables the interface between the program and Datacom Datadictionary.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

PROGRAM-ID. TESTPGM.

 

 

Environment Division and Datacom
The Datacom/DB Facility extends the Environment Division to include the DATACOM Section. The DATACOM Section
specifies the program identification area, online monitor, and an output listing option. The program identification area
is defined in the Data Division as a 01-level group item of 32 bytes containing the name of the program. The monitor is
specified when the program is an online CICS program. The print option specifies whether you want generated code to
appear in the translation source output listing.

The following example shows an Environment Division for a batch program.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

CONFIGURATION SECTION.

SOURCE-COMPUTER.     IBM-370.

OBJECT-COMPUTER.     IBM-370.

DATACOM SECTION.

    ID-AREA IS ID-AREA-1

    PRINT NOGEN.

        .

        .

        .

DATA DIVISION.

01  ID-AREA-1      PIC X(32) VALUE 'TESTPGM'.

In this example, the ID-AREA statement indicates the data name of the programmer-defined program identification area,
which is defined in the Working-Storage Section. The name that is specified by ID-AREA must be defined as a 32-byte
group data item and must be given the value of the program name in the preceding PROGRAM-ID statement. PRINT
NOGEN indicates that Datacom/DB Facility-generated code does not appear on the Input listing of the translation step.

The following example shows an Environment Division for an online CICS program.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

CONFIGURATION SECTION.

SOURCE-COMPUTER.   IBM-370.

OBJECT-COMPUTER.   IBM-370.

DATACOM SECTION.

    MONITOR IS CICS

    ID-AREA IS ID-AREA-1

    PRINT NOGEN.
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DATAVIEW Statement
The DATAVIEW statement identifies the Datacom Datadictionary dataview that the program is to access. The entity-
occurrence name for the dataview, which is obtained from the (DBA), is specified in the DATAVIEW statement. At translate
time, the dataview is retrieved from Datacom Datadictionary and used to generate a data area. The data area contains
the formatted request for Datacom/DB services (request area and element list) and the data returned by Datacom/
DB (workarea). Code a DATAVIEW statement for each dataview accessed by the program.

DATAVIEW statements are coded in columns 8-72 of the Working-Storage or Linkage section. The DATAVIEW statement
has three formats:

• Set-at-a-time
• Record-at-a-time
• Physical sequential 

These formats correspond to the Datacom/DB access techniques supported by the Datacom/DB Facility and are shown in
the following examples. For more information about the formats, see Program Development Reference.

The "dataview-name" referenced in the first two examples is the DATAVIEW statement name. DATAVIEW statement
names can consist of 1 to 30 characters. However, the first 15 must be unique. No two DATAVIEW statement names can
have the same characters in positions 1 through 15 within a program. If you plan to use a dataview twice within the same
program for different types of processing, you can specify a prefix on the DATAVIEW statement.

The set-at-a-time DATAVIEW statement format follows:

DATAVIEW dataview-name

   

   [ {DD

   [ {DICTIONARY    } NAME IS dd-dataview-name]

   [ {DATADICTIONARY}

   

   [                  {LAST           } ]

   [  TEST-VERSION IS {LATEST         } ]

   [                  {version-number } ]

   

   [  PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal']

                                              ]

   [ {DBID                    }                  ]

   [ {DATA-BASE-ID            } [IS data-name]   ]   .

   [ {DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION}                  ]

The record-at-a-time DATAVIEW statement format follows:

DATAVIEW dataview-name

 

[ {DD            }                         ]

[ {DICTIONARY    } NAME IS dd-dataview-name]

[ {DATADICTIONARY}                         ]

[ {              }                         ]

[                  {              } ]

[                  {LAST          } ]

[  TEST-VERSION IS {LATEST        } ]

[                  {version-number  ]

[                  {              } ]

[  PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal']
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                       {        }

   ACCESS IS [GENERIC] {KEY IS  }

                       {KEYS ARE} dd-key-name [dd-key-

name]...

 

[ {DBID                    }                  ]

[ {DATA-BASE-ID            } [IS data-name]   ]   .

[ {DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION}                  ]

The physical sequential DATAVIEW statement format follows:

DATAVIEW dataview-name

   [ {DD            }                         ]

   [ {DICTIONARY    } NAME IS dd-dataview-name]

   [ {DATADICTIONARY}                         ]

   

   [                  {LAST          }  ]

   [  TEST-VERSION IS {LATEST        }  ]

   [                  {version-number}  ]

   

   [  PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal']

      ACCESS IS PHYSICAL

   

   [ {DBID                    }                 ]

   [ {DATA-BASE-ID            } [IS data-name] ]    .

   [ {DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION}                 ]

The DATAVIEW statement formats share the following optional clauses:

CA-DATADICTIONARY, TEST-VERSION, PREFIX, and DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION.

• CA-DATADICTIONARY
The CA-DATADICTIONARY clause specifies the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name for the dataview
accessed by the application program. When this clause is not specified, the Datacom/DB Facility verifies that the
DATAVIEW statement name is defined as an entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary. This allows you to select a
name for the dataview that has more meaning to your program than the dataview entity occurrence name. You can
also use this clause to code two DATAVIEW statements that function logically as separate dataviews in your program,
but actually reference the same Datacom Datadictionary dataview.

• TEST-VERSION
The TEST-VERSION clause specifies the version number for a dataview in TEST status.If you specify a TEST version-
number in a DATAVIEW statement, its Datacom Datadictionary dataview must be in test status and must have the
same version-number. If you omit the TEST-VERSION clause, the Datacom/DB Facility assumes that the dataview it
accesses in Datacom Datadictionary has PROD status. 

• PREFIX
With the PREFIX clause, you can specify a prefix of up to five characters, including a hyphen, for data names in the
workarea generated for the dataview. You can use this feature to give unique names to data items generated by the
Datacom/DB Facility.

• DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION
The DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION clause specifies the database that the program accesses when a statement is
issued using the dataview. This clause is required if SYNONYM=YES is specified in the User Requirements Table or if
a generic search is requested with the dataview.
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The database ID can be controlled at run time by coding the DBID IS data-name clause in the DATAVIEW statement.
Ensure that a valid value for the database ID is available as input to the program at run time. If DBID is coded in the
DATAVIEW statement without IS data-name, the database ID is retrieved from Datacom Datadictionary.

Set-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement

In the set-at-a-time format of the DATAVIEW statement, only the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name of
the dataview is required. Therefore the dataview statement DATAVIEW DLEMPLOYEE is valid if DLEMPLOYEE is the
Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name for the desired dataview. In this case, DLEMPLOYEE is coded in the
dataview-name position of the FOR statement.

You can also specify another name for the dataview to use in your program. In the following example, EMPLOYEE is the
name that is coded in the FOR statement, and DLEMPLOYEE is the entity-occurrence name as before.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

        .

        .

        .

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

    DATADICTIONARY NAME IS DLEMPLOYEE.

        .

        .

        .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         .

         .

         .

     FOR EACH EMPLOYEE...

Record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement

As with the set-at-a-time DATAVIEW statement, code the record-at-a-time DATAVIEW statement with the
DATADICTIONARY clause to identify the dataview occurrence name and allow reference to a name of your choice, coded
as the DATAVIEW statement name in your program. If you do not specify the DATADICTIONARY clause, you must use
the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name for the dataview. 

The ACCESS clause is required in the record-at-a-time DATAVIEW statement. The ACCESS clause specifies whether a
single table (specific search) or multiple tables (generic search) are accessed.

For a specific search, ACCESS KEY IS dd-key-name must be coded. (If the URT entry for the table to be searched
specifies SYNONYM=YES, the DATAVIEW statement must also contain the DBID clause.)

For a generic search, code ACCESS IS GENERIC KEY IS dd-key-name in the DATAVIEW statement. The presence or
absence of the DBID clause affects which tables are searched. If the DBID clause is not specified, all table names for the
first DBID specified in the URT are searched. If the DBID clause is specified, only the table names listed in the URT for the
specified DBID, regardless of their position in the URT, are searched.

The following are examples of specific and generic search DATAVIEW statements. Both DATAVIEW statements reference
the same Datacom Datadictionary dataview (DLEMPLOYEE).

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
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        .

        .

        .

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

    DATADICTIONARY NAME IS DLEMPLOYEE 

    ACCESS KEY IS NUMBER.

        .

        .

        .

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE-GEN

    DATADICTIONARY NAME IS DLEMPLOYEE

    ACCESS IS GENERIC KEY IS NUMBER 

    DBID.

Physical Sequential Dataview - Datacom

This format of the DATAVIEW statement designates a dataview for physical access. The Datacom/DB Facility statements
that are issued with the physical sequential dataview access data in its physical sequence through multiple block reads.
This technique is used when an entire area must be read and the key sequence is not important.

A physical sequential DATAVIEW statement must contain the ACCESS IS PHYSICAL clause. The DATADICTIONARY
NAME IS clause can also be coded if you want to use a different name for the dataview in your program.

The following example is the PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL format of the DATAVIEW statement.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         .

         .

         .

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

    DATADICTIONARY NAME IS DLEMPLOYEE 

    ACCESS IS PHYSICAL.

Procedure Division for Set-at-a-time Processing
These topics show coding Datacom/DB Facility statements to implement some of the functions listed in the table in
Datacom/DB Facility Statement Categories. For a complete definition of the syntax for these Datacom/DB Facility
statements, see Program Development Reference.

Preliminary Statements

If your program executes as a subroutine of Datacom/DB, you must code the ENTER-DATACOM-DB statement before
any other Datacom/DB Facility statement. This statement provides the entry point (DBMSCBL) that Datacom/DB URT
uses to transfer control to your program. For other link-edit information, see Link Edit a Program.

If your program executes as the main program and Datacom/DB as a subprogram, do not specify the ENTER-DATACOM-
DB statement. However, OPEN=USER must be specified in the URT. When OPEN=USER is specified in the URT, the
Datacom/DB Facility OPEN statement must be coded before the first statement accessing Datacom/DB. In addition, the
CLOSE statement must be coded before the GOBACK statement.
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FOR Statement

The FOR statement allows you to select records without specifying keys. The set of records meeting the selection criteria
can be returned to the program for processing.

The syntax of the SP Facility FOR statement is shown in the following figure. The conventional COBOL format of the FOR
statement is given in the FOR Statements. The only significant difference in syntax between the two formats is that the
SP Facility FOR statement terminates with ENDFOR, whereas the conventional COBOL FOR statement terminates with a
period. In addition, nested FOR statements can be coded in SP Facility programs.

The WHERE clause conditionally specifies the selection criteria. The WHERE clause is a simple or complex COBOL
condition. In a simple condition, one of the following relations joins a subject and object.

Relation                              Short Forms

 

IS EQUAL TO                     IS = TO           EQ

IS LESS THAN                    IS < THAN         LT

IS GREATER THAN                 IS > THAN         GT

IS NOT EQUAL TO                 IS NOT = TO       NE

IS NOT LESS THAN                IS NOT < THAN     NL

IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO     > OR =            GE, >=

IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN     = OR >            =>

IS NOT GREATER THAN             IS NOT > THAN     NG

IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO        < OR =            LE, <=

IS EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN        = OR <            =<

A complex condition joins simple conditions by AND, OR, or both. Also, NOT can be used to negate a simple or complex
condition.

FOR statement syntax follows:

FOR {EACH { } }

   {FIRST {

record-count-identifier

} }

    {ANY   {

record-count-literal 

} }

 

 dataview-name 

{RECORD }

                   {RECORDS}
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 [WHERE (

condition

)] 

 [     {       }  ] 

 [HOLD {RECORD }  ]

 

[ {RECORDS} ]

 

 [COUNT IN retrieval-count-identifier]

 

 

[ORDER [UNIQUE] RECORDS ON

 [ { [        ]                        }      ] 

 

[ { [ASCENDING ] } ]

 

[ { [

DESCENDING

]  dataview-identifier 

} ... ]

       [process-1] ...

 

 

[WHEN END ] 

 

[    process-2 ...]

 

 [WHEN ERROR       ] 

 [    process-3 ...]

 

 [WHEN NONE        ] 

     [    process-4 ...]
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ENDFOR

The EACH/FIRST/ANY keywords allow you to restrict the records that Datacom/DB returns with the set. EACH specifies
that every record matching the selection criteria in the WHERE clause is returned. FIRST returns the first n matching
records, and ANY returns any n matching records.

The ORDER clause specifies an ordering of ascending/descending on any data-item. There is no difference in the
records returned with either FOR FIRST or FOR ANY if the ORDER clause is not specified. When the ORDER clause is
coded in a FOR FIRST statement, matching records are first identified and sorted, and then the first n records from the
sorted set are returned to the program; that is, the sort is performed before the set is selected. When the ORDER clause
is coded in a FOR ANY statement, the first n matching records are identified, and then the resulting set is sorted and
returned to the program; that is, the sort is performed after the set has been selected.

Compare the records retrieved from the PMF table in the HUMAN RESOURCE database with the FOR EACH, FOR
FIRST, and FOR ANY statements shown in the following example. The FOR EACH statement shows the entire set of
records matching the selection criteria EM-CITY-ADDRESS EQ 'HOUSTON'. Because the sort that is specified by the
ORDER clause occurs before records are selected in the FOR FIRST statement and after records are selected in the
FOR ANY statement, different records are returned to the program.

Status Checking with WHEN ERROR

Example 1

FOR EACH EMPLOYEE RECORD

    WHERE (EM-CITY-ADDRESS EQ 'HOUSTON') 

          DISPLAY EMPLOYEE-WORKAREA

    WHEN ERROR

          DISPLAY DB-STATUS-CODE

ENDFOR

00006    SNOW TERRI             1810 VAN CR          HOUSTON TX 77506

00017    DAVENPORT JACQUELINE   1913 GETTYSBURG PL   HOUSTON TX 77506

00028    LOVELL RAYMOND         700 CENTER ST        HOUSTON TX 77506

00038    BREEDEN JERRY          11023 TASCOSA RD     HOUSTON TX 77506

00046    LANE GRACE             3880 DURANGO RD      HOUSTON TX 77506

00053    GRAHAM PATRICK         3221 HUDNALL ST      HOUSTON TX 77506

00061    GANTZ CAROLINE         1814 WALNOT ST       HOUSTON TX 77506

00069    ROBERTS MELVIN         2222 GRAYCLIFF AVE   HOUSTON TX 77506

00077    BREEN GEORGE           5919 BIRCHBROOK LA   HOUSTON TX 77506

00081    MORGAN JOSEPH          1306 GAUCHO DR       HOUSTON TX 77506

00089    HOUSLEY EARL           3312 REGENT DR       HOUSTON TX 77506

00097    BRET JOHN              6647 AINTREE DR      HOUSTON TX 77506

00105    CHURCH PHILLIP         1900 LANETTE CR      HOUSTON TX 77506

00115    ABEL PHILIP            3547 BRANDON PL      HOUSTON TX 77506

00123    NEELY ROY              3100 CONCORD RD      HOUSTON TX 77506

00130    DIETER RODNEY          2610 CRESTBROOK      HOUSTON TX 77506

00141    KERBY RICHARD          1153 TRACY LA        HOUSTON TX 77506

00147    MAYFIELD GERALD        9737 AMBERTON LA     HOUSTON TX 77506

00150    GEIGER ROBERT          7815 VILLA CLIFF     HOUSTON TX 77506

00157    TONROY RAY             7307 FILLMORE        HOUSTON TX 77506

00168    STANYER VERNON         306 PARKVALE         HOUSTON TX 77506

00176    LANGSTON MELVIN        8825 ELDON CT        HOUSTON TX 77506

00191    KLEIN CAROL            5904 ARAPAHO         HOUSTON TX 77506
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00200    HOWARD LANE            3120 HARMON          HOUSTON TX 77506

Example 2

 

   FOR FIRST 10 EMPLOYEE RECORDS

       WHERE (EM-CITY-ADDRESS EQ 'HOUSTON')

       ORDER RECORDS ON ASCENDING EM-IDENTIFICATION-NAME 

            DISPLAY EMPLOYEE-WORKAREA

       WHEN ERROR

            DISPLAY DB-STATUS-CODE

   ENDFOR

00115    ABEL PHILIP           3547 BRANDON PL      HOUSTON TX 77506

00038    BREEDEN JERRY         11023 TASCOSA RD     HOUSTON TX 77506

00077    BREEN GEORGE          5919 BIRCHBROOK LA   HOUSTON TX 77506

00097    BRET JOHN             6647 AINTREE DR      HOUSTON TX 77506

00105    CHURCH PHILLIP        1900 LANETTE CR      HOUSTON TX 77506

00017    DAVENPORT JACQUELINE  1913 GETTYSBURG PL   HOUSTON TX 77506

00130    DIETER RODNEY         2610 CRESTBROOK      HOUSTON TX 77506

00061    GANTZ CAROLINE        1814 WALNOT ST       HOUSTON TX 77506

00150    GEIGER ROBERT         7815 VILLA CLIFF     HOUSTON TX 77506

00053    GRAHAM PATRICK        3221 HUDNALL ST      HOUSTON TX 77506

Example 3

 

   FOR ANY 10 EMPLOYEE RECORDS

       WHERE (EM-CITY-ADDRESS EQ 'HOUSTON')

       ORDER RECORDS ON ASCENDING EM-IDENTIFICATION-NAME 

             DISPLAY EMPLOYEE-WORKAREA

       WHEN ERROR

             DISPLAY DB-STATUS-CODE

   ENDFOR

00038    BREEDEN JERRY         11023 TASCOSA RD    HOUSTON TX 77506

00077    BREEN GEORGE          5919 BIRCHBROOK LA  HOUSTON TX 77506

00017    DAVENPORT JACQUELINE  1913 GETTYSBURG PL  HOUSTON TX 77506

00061    GANTZ CAROLINE        1814 WALNOT ST      HOUSTON TX 77506

00053    GRAHAM PATRICK        3221 HUDNALL ST     HOUSTON TX 77506

00046    LANE GRACE            3880 DURANGO RD     HOUSTON TX 77506

00028    LOVELL RAYMOND        700 CENTER ST       HOUSTON TX 77506

00081    MORGAN JOSEPH         1306 GAUCHO DR      HOUSTON TX 77506

00069    ROBERTS MELVIN        2222 GRAYCLIFF AVE  HOUSTON TX 77506

00006    SNOW TERRI            1810 VAN CR         HOUSTON TX 77506

The FOR statements shown in the preceding examples each contain a WHEN ERROR clause. The WHEN ERROR
clause is executed when a Datacom/DB error code is returned to the program. The statements following the WHEN
ERROR clause are then processed. In the examples above, a field named DB-STATUS-CODE is displayed if the WHEN
ERROR clauses are executed. DB-STATUS-CODE is a generated group data item that contains the Datacom/DB and
CBS error codes for the most recent database call. Datacom/DB error codes are identified in Datacom/DB Return Codes.
For more information about DB-STATUS-CODE and FOR statement error processing, see FOR Statements.
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FOR Statement Nesting

In COBOL programs, FOR statements can be nested with PERFORM...THRU. In SP Facility programs, FOR statements
can be nested with the FOR-ENDFOR construct. This type of nesting is structured, unambiguous, and easy to follow.

If you code nested FOR statements and your program abnormally terminates, examine the DB-DL-FOR-STATUS field in
DB-STATUS-CODE with the WHEN ERROR clause. The field contains:

• NE when a nesting error occurs (that is, concurrent access of the same dataview has been attempted) or
• FA when a FOR FIRST/ANY error occurs (that is, the value of the record-count-identifier is negative)

You can use the FOR statement to compare one record from table A to several records from table B. According to
relational database terminology, this technique is known as a one-to-many table equi-join. This technique is accomplished
by selecting the initial record from table A with the outer FOR statement and then searching table B for related records
with the inner FOR statement.

For example, suppose that the HUMAN RESOURCE database had an additional table, named DEP, containing records
of dependents for each employee in the PMF (employee) table. We could call a dataview for the DEP table DEPENDENT.
Further, suppose that a COBOL name for a key field in the dataview is DP-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER, which has
the same format as the five-character employee ID shown in the preceding example, and that DP-IDENTIFICATION-
NUMBER might have duplicate values in the table.

Because the ID field is common to both tables, it can be used to join (match) an employee record with its related
dependent record in the PMF table. Thus, the ID is a join field value for both tables (that is, it is a field that can be used to
relate the PMF table with the DEP table).

In the following example, the dependents for each employee living in Houston are listed. The COBOL data names
beginning with EM- or DP- in the example are the compiler names that you would typically acquire from the DBA.

DATA DIVISION.

       .

       .

       .

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE.

DATAVIEW DEPENDENT.

01  WS-REC-COUNTS   COMP-3.

    05  DEP-COUNT   PIC S9(05)      VALUE   +0.

       .

       .

       .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    ENTER-DATACOM-DB 

    OPEN

       .

       .

       .

    FOR EACH EMPLOYEE RECORD

        WHERE (EM-CITY-ADDRESS EQ 'HOUSTON') 

        FOR EACH DEPENDENT RECORD

            WHERE (DP-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER EQ

EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER)

            COUNT IN DEP-COUNT

                 DISPLAY DEPENDENT-WORKAREA

        WHEN END

             DISPLAY DEP-COUNT
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             ' DEPENDENTS FOR EMPLOYEE '

               EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER

        WHEN ERROR

             DISPLAY DB-STATUS-CODE

        WHEN NONE

             DISPLAY ' NO DEPENDENTS FOR EMPLOYEE '

                       EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER

        ENDFOR 

    WHEN ERROR

         DISPLAY DB-STATUS-CODE

ENDFOR

In the preceding example, when the WHEN END clause in the inner FOR statement is executed, the total number of
dependents for each employee that is selected is DISPLAYed. This value is accumulated using the COUNT IN clause. In
addition, when the WHEN NONE clause in the inner FOR statement is executed, the employee ID for an employee who
has no dependents is DISPLAYed.

Obtain and Release Exclusive Control

The HOLD RECORDS clause of the FOR statement obtains exclusive control over the set of records returned to the
application program. Code the HOLD RECORDS clause only if records are to be updated or deleted.

When FOR statement processing terminates, the Datacom/DB resources for building the set are released. These
resources include set definition, temporary indexes, and the release of the last set retrieved under exclusive control.

If you transfer control out of the FOR statement, specify the FREE SET statement before exiting the FOR statement. The
FREE SET statement releases the resources acquired for the specified dataview. In the previous nested FOR example,
we could add the following code only before the inner FOR statement to terminate processing immediately if an employee
with an ID number of 00000 is read:

IF EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER = '00000'

FREE SET EMPLOYEE

  EXIT 

ENDIF

Procedure Division for Record-at-a-time Processing
Two methods can retrieve records with the record-at-a-time processing: sequential retrieval and random retrieval.
Generally, to retrieve a record with either method:

• Position is established in the index with a prerequisite statement. That is, a key value of the desired record is used to
search the index for the pointer to the record.

• Then the desired record is retrieved for processing.

The following articles describe the statements for implementing index searching, and sequential and random retrieval. In
addition, the statements for updating, adding, and processing records with exclusive control are described.

Record-at-a-time statements can be used with the DATAVIEW statement shown in the example in DATAVIEW Statement.
Also, statements using the generic search technique to search (locate only) multiple tables must use dataviews that have
ACCESS IS GENERIC specified in the DATAVIEW statement.

For syntax descriptions of Datacom/DB Facility statements, see Datacom/DB Facility Statement Formats.

For the preliminary statements that can be required before execution of record-at-a-time statements, see Preliminary
Statements.
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Index Searching

Index searching locates an occurrence of a record matching a specified key. In this way, index searching "marks" a
record for retrieval. A specific or generic index search may be implemented. For more information abouit specifying the
DATAVIEW statement for a generic/specific search, see  Record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement.

The LOCATE statement searches an index for an equal or next higher value of the specified key. LOCATE only verifies
that a record exists; it does not return data to the workarea. The LOCATE statement has the following formats:

• LOCATE dataview-name WHERE condition searches an index for an equal or next higher key value. (A prerequisite
statement for establishing position in the index does not need to be issued before LOCATE WHERE.)

• LOCATE NEXT dataview-name searches the index for the record in the next sequential entry. LOCATE NEXT
DUPLICATE dataview-name searches the index for the next entry with the same key value. LOCATE NEXT KEY
dataview-name searches the index for the next sequential key value in the index, skipping over duplicates.

• LOCATE PREVIOUS dataview-name establishes position on a previous key value.
• LOCATE dataview-name-1 AT dataview-name-2 establishes position for dataview-1 at the current position of

dataview-2.
• LOCATE SEQUENTIAL dataview-name establishes the beginning point for reading an index based on an equal or

higher match of a specific key value. (This form of the LOCATE statement is used for sequential retrieval only.)
• LOCATE dataview-name WITHIN RANGE WHERE keyname IS m THRU n locates a record key value nearest or

matching m (m and n can be identifiers or literals). This statement is a prerequisite of LOCATE NEXT dataview-name
WITHIN RANGE, which locates the next record key value within the range matching or greater than the current key
value.

The following example illustrates how to use LOCATE statements to implement index searching.

            .

            .

            .

LOCATE EMPLOYEE

    WHERE EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER = INPUT-EMP-ID 

IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES

    DISPLAY EMPLOYEE

    LOCATE PAYROLL AT EMPLOYEE

    IF PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES

        DISPLAY PAYROLL 

    ENDIF

ENDIF

            .

            .

            .

Using the example, assume the value for INPUT-EMP-ID is 00005. The LOCATE WHERE statement searches the
EMPLOYEE table for an employee ID that is equal to 00005. When found, the record is displayed.

0001 ALLEN
ANTHONY

1322 TEMPAST DR BOSTON MA 02115

00002 LENZEN RUTH 642 RAY RD SAN
FRANCISCO

CA 94104

00003 MEAD HENRY 902 PATRIA BOSTON MA 02115
00004 PARKER

WILLIAM
423 ARD RD CHICAGO IL 60632
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00005 RIGSBY JOHN 9305 MOSS NEW YORK NY 10004
00006 SNOW TERRI 1810 VAN CR HOUSTON TX 77506
00007 TURNER

ARNOLD
418 RUSTIC BOSTON MA 02115

00008 WEEKS LEN 4005 ROSA LN SAN
FRANCISCO

CA 94104

00009 LUTHER GARY 13410 ONYX DALLAS TX 75243
00010 BRATTON

GEORGE
3600 GASTON AVE ATLANTA GA 30342

The LOCATE AT statement then establishes position in the PAYROLL table at the current position of the EMPLOYEE
table; the record is then displayed.

00001 A
 

S 00300000 07800000 02500000 02300000

00002 A
 

S 00040500 01053000 00100000 00090000

00003 A
 

S 00040500 01053000 00110000 00090000

00004 A
 

S 00040000 01040000 00105000 00090000

00005 A H 00000855 00889200 00150000 00070000
00006 A S 00041000 01066000 00115000 00095000
00007 I S 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
00008 A S 00040500 01053000 00105000 00090000
00009 A H 00000855 00889200 00150000 00070000
00010 A S 00040000 01040000 00100000 00085000

NOTE
LOCATE NEXT, LOCATE NEXT DUPLICATE, LOCATE AT, and LOCATE NEXT KEY must follow a statement
that has established a position in the database. For example, if a LOCATE...WHERE successfully finds a record
that meets the search condition, a LOCATE NEXT may be executed. To obtain a list of prerequisite statements,
see the Program Development Reference articles.

To implement a specific or generic index search, issue a LOCATE statement specifying a dataview which has been
defined for a generic or specific search with the ACCESS IS clause on the DATAVIEW statement.

Random Retrieval

As previously shown, the LOCATE statement provides a fast, easy method for "browsing" through the database. The
READ statement randomly retrieves, and optionally holds, records for processing. The following statements are used to
randomly retrieve records. Exclusive control of a record is obtained with the AND HOLD clause. The verbs READ and
OBTAIN are equivalent.

• READ/OBTAIN [AND HOLD] dataview-name [WHERE condition]
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For , this statement retrieves records with key values that are less than or equal to, equal to, or greater than or equal
to a key value or record identifier, or if not found, a record matching or nearest the requested key. Records with key
values that are equal to a key value or record identifier are also retrieved.

• READ/OBTAIN [AND HOLD] NEXT dataview-name retrieves the next data record in sequence within the table. READ/
OBTAIN NEXT DUPLICATE [AND HOLD] dataview-name reads the next data record containing the same key value. A
successful READ or LOCATE are prerequisites of these statements.

• READ/OBTAIN PREVIOUS [AND HOLD] dataview-name retrieves the record preceding the current key value. A
successful READ or LOCATE is a prerequisite of this statement.

• READ/OBTAIN [AND HOLD] dataview-name WITHIN RANGE WHERE condition retrieves the next record with a key
value within the range matching or greater than the specified key value. This statement is a prerequisite to READ/
OBTAIN [AND HOLD] NEXT dataview-name WITHIN RANGE, which retrieves the next record with a key value within
the range matching or greater than the current key value.

The following example illustrates how to use the READ statement to randomly retrieve a record; if found, the record is
deleted.

            .

            .

            .

READ EMPLOYEE AND HOLD

    WHERE EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER = INPUT-EMP-ID IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES

    DELETE EMPLOYEE 

ENDIF

            .

            .

            .

Using the example, assume the value for INPUT-EMP-ID is 00005. If found, the READ tatement retrieves the record from
the EMPLOYEE table where the ID is equal to 00005; the record is then deleted.

00001 ALLEN
ANTHONY

1322 TEMPAST DR BOSTON MA 02115

00002 LENZEN
RUTH

642 RAY RD  SAN
FRANCISCO

CA 94104

00003 MEAD HENRY 902 PATRIA  BOSTON MA 02115
00004 PARKER

WILLIAM
423 ARD RD  CHICAGO IL 60632

00005 RIGSBY JOHN 9305 MOSS NEW YORK NY 10004
00006 SNOW TERRI 1810 VAN CR HOUSTON TX 77506
00007 TURNER

ARNOLD
418 RUSTIC BOSTON MA 02115

00008 WEEKS LEN 4005 ROSA LN SAN
FRANCISCO

CA 94104

00009 LUTHER
GARY

13410 ONYX DALLAS TX 75243

00010 BRATTON
GEORGE

3600 GASTON AVE ATLANTA GA 30342
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Sequential Retrieval

Sequential retrieval is a fast record-at-a-time method for retrieving records from the database. These records are valid for
batch processing only. Sequential retrieval is implemented with the LOCATE SEQUENTIAL and READ/OBTAIN sequential
statements, which are defined as follows.

• LOCATE SEQUENTIAL dataview-name establishes the starting point for reading the index based on an equal or
higher match on the specified key value. The key value is specified with the WHERE clause. This statement must
precede the READ/OBTAIN sequential statement.

• READ/OBTAIN SEQUENTIAL dataview-name retrieves records sequentially, beginning with the record position
established with the LOCATE SEQUENTIAL statement.

The following example illustrates how to use these statements to implement sequential retrieval. The LOCATE
SEQUENTIAL statement searches for an employee record that is greater than or equal to LOW-VALUES (i.e., get first
record in the PMF table). The record marked by this index entry is retrieved with the OBTAIN SEQUENTIAL statement.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

   ACCESS KEY IS NUMBER.

      .

      .

      .

LOCATE SEQUENTIAL EMPLOYEE

   WHERE NUMBER GREATER THAN OR EQUAL LOW-VALUES. 

OBTAIN SEQUENTIAL EMPLOYEE.

Database Maintenance

The following statements are used to add, update, or delete records from the database.

• WRITE/INSERT dataview-name adds records to the database. Because the key of each record added to the database
is defined in the Datacom/DB control file (CXX), an entry for the new record is automatically added to the index.

• DELETE dataview-name removes records from the database and the index entry associated with the record.

NOTE
Exclusive control must be obtained before a record can be deleted. For more information, see Random
Retrieval.

• REWRITE/UPDATE dataview-name updates records.

For an example of maintenance statements, see Record-at-a-time Example.

Obtaining and Releasing Exclusive Control

Exclusive control allows you to reserve data records for the exclusive use of your application. That is, when your
application retrieves a record from Datacom/DB under exclusive control, no other task may have access to the record
until exclusive control has been released. The AND HOLD clause of the READ/OBTAIN statement places records under
exclusive control.

An application can release exclusive control with the FREE statement. The FREE statement releases update protection
and has the following formats.

• FREE LAST dataview-name releases control of the last record held under exclusive control.
• FREE ALL dataview-name releases control of all records acquired with update protection by the AND HOLD clause of

a READ/OBTAIN statement.
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For example, the FREE SET statement below releases the resources acquired for the EMPLOYEE dataview if an
employee with an ID number of 00000 is read:

FOR EACH EMPLOYEE RECORD

    WHERE (EM-CITY-ADDRESS EQ 'HOUSTON') 

    IF EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER = '00000'

        FREE SET EMPLOYEE 

        EXIT

    ENDIF

         .

         .

         .

ENDFOR

Status Checking

You can use the field dataview-name-RA-STATUS-CODE field of the dataview-name-REQUEST-AREA generated for
each dataview to determine the status of a Datacom/DB request. If a record is successfully located or returned to an
application program, this field contains spaces. If no record is found, it contains '14'. 

You can determine the result of each database access by checking the value of dataview-name-RA-STATUS-CODE. For
example, your program logic could branch to an error processing routine when this field does not contain spaces.

The dataview-name-REQUEST-AREA group data item contains other fields that are useful for status checking. One of
these is the dataview-name-RA-FILE-ID, which contains the three-byte name of the table accessed after a request for
record retrieval has been issued. The table name can be checked after a record has been located with a generic search.

NOTE

More information:

• Record-at-a-time Example
• Datacom/DB Return Codes

Record-at-a-time Example

The following is an SP Facility example of how to code a generic search. In the example, all records that match the
employee IDs from an input "transaction" file must be deleted. This example assumes the following:

• A dataview named GENERIC has been defined to Datacom Datadictionary and consists of the five-character
employee ID.

• The database contains two tables: PMF and PAY. PMF contains the employee address, and PAY contains salary
information.

• A valid input file of employee IDs that are to be deleted from the database has been defined. (The paragraph for
reading and validating the employee IDs in the input file and PERFORMing the LOCATE-RECORD paragraph is not
included in the example.)

In the LOCATE-RECORD paragraph, a generic search is performed to find a record matching the input employee ID,
INPUT-EMP-ID, with the GENERIC dataview. When a match is found, the request area field GENERIC-RA-FILE, which
is generated for the dataview and contains the three-character table ID, is checked to determine the table containing the
record. This is done to identify which dataview can read the record.

Once a match and the table in which it is located have been determined, control passes to the DELETE-EMPLOYEE or
DELETE-PAYROLL paragraph. The dataview appropriate to the table (EMPLOYEE or PAYROLL) is positioned over the
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GENERIC dataview with the LOCATE AT statement. The record is then read and deleted with the Datacom/DB Facility
READ and DELETE statements, respectively.

Note that the request area field dataview-name-RA-STATUS-CODE, which is updated after each attempt to access a
database, is checked after each LOCATE, READ, and DELETE statement. If this field contains spaces, no Datacom/
DB error code was issued, and normal processing may proceed. In this example, the Datacom/DB return code is
displayed if the status code field does not contain spaces. For more information, see Datacom/DB Return Codes.

DATA DIVISION. 

DATAVIEW GENERIC

   ACCESS IS GENERIC KEY IS NUMBER 

   DBID.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

   DICTIONARY NAME IS DLEMPLOYEE ACCESS KEY IS NUMBER

   DBID.

DATAVIEW PAYROLL

   DICTIONARY NAME IS DLPAYROLL 

   ADDESS KEY IS NUMBER

   DBID.

01  INPUT-RECORD.

    05  INPUT-EMP-ID    PIC X(05).

    05  FILLER          PIC X(75). 

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    ENTER-DATACOM-DB

    OPEN

       .

       .

       .

LOCATE-RECORD.

    LOCATE GENERIC

       WHERE NUMBER EQUAL INPUT-EMP-ID

    IF GENERIC-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

       IF GENERIC-RA-FILE EQUAL 'PMF'

          PERFORM DELETE-EMPLOYEE

       ELSE

          IF GENERIC-RA-FILE EQUAL 'PAY' 

             PERFORM DELETE-PAYROLL

          ENDIF 

       ENDIF

    ENDIF

       .

       .

       .

DELETE-EMPLOYEE.

    LOCATE EMPLOYEE AT GENERIC

    IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

       READ EMPLOYEE AND HOLD

       IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

          DELETE EMPLOYEE

          IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES

             DISPLAY 'PMF RECORD DELETED FOR EMPLOYEE'

                      EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER

          ELSE
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             DISPLAY 'EMPLOYEE DELETE ERROR '

                      EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE

          ENDIF

       ELSE

          DISPLAY 'EMPLOYEE READ ERROR '

                   EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE

       ENDIF 

    ELSE

       DISPLAY 'EMPLOYEE LOCATE AT ERROR '                 EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE

    ENDIF

DELETE-PAYROLL.

    LOCATE PAYROLL AT GENERIC

    IF PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES

       READ PAYROLL AND HOLD

       IF PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

          DELETE PAYROLL

          IF PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

             DISPLAY 'PMF RECORD DELETED FOR PAYROLL '

                      RC-NUMBER

          ELSE

             DISPLAY 'PAYROLL DELETE ERROR ' 

                      PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE

          ENDIF

       ELSE

          DISPLAY 'PAYROLL READ ERROR ' 

                   PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE

       ENDIF 

    ELSE

       DISPLAY 'PAYROLL LOCATE AT ERROR '

                PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE

    ENDIF

Physical Sequential Statements
Physical sequential processing bypasses the Datacom/DB index, retrieving data through physical block reads. This
technique provides a faster method of passing a large volume of data than record-at-a-time sequential retrieval.

The LOCATE PHYSICAL [AND HOLD] dataview-name statement sets the start of a data area for physical block reads.
The READ PHYSICAL dataview-name statement reads the data area specified in the LOCATE PHYSICAL statement
by physical block. The dataview-name must be specified using the DATAVIEW statement shown in the example in
DATAVIEW Statement.

The following is an SP Facility example of how to code physical sequential statements.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

DICTIONARY NAME IS DLEMPLOYEE

ACCESS IS PHYSICAL

          .

          .

          .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    LOCATE PHYSICAL EMPLOYEE

    READ PHYSICAL AND HOLD EMPLOYEE
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Logging Statements
The Datacom/DB logging system consists of the Log Area and Recovery Area, which have the Datacom/DB designations
LXX and RXX, respectively. The Log Area is required to perform transaction backout. Both the Log Area and the Recovery
File, which is a tape file spilled from the Log Area, are required to perform recovery.

The Log Area is created and maintained by the DBA. Therefore you can use the Datacom/DB Facility logging statements
only if the DBA has specified LOGGING=YES in the Datacom/DB Master List; otherwise, the statements that control
logging functions are ignored. The Recovery Area, which is required for transaction backout, can be used only if the DBA
has specified LOGRCV=YES in the Datacom/DB Master List.

The following statements control logging functions. As a Datacom/DB Facility programmer, you are responsible for
defining the eight-byte I/O area identifier for the WRITE LOG, READ LOG, and CHECKPOINT LOG statements.

• WRITE LOG ioarea-identifier writes records from the Log Area. The identifier contains the length of the data read from
the first four bytes, followed by the data itself.

• READ LOG ioarea-identifier reads records from the Log Area. The identifier contains the length of the data read from
the first four bytes, followed by the data itself.

• CHECKPOINT LOG ioarea-identifier issues a checkpoint, indicating that all records before the checkpoint were
processed successfully. The checkpoint ioarea-identifier is an eight-byte data item that is written to the log area when
the checkpoint is issued.

• BACKOUT LOG reverses all transactions after the last checkpoint. This operation is ignored unless the Datacom/
DB User Requirements Table is defined for transaction backout.

Datacom/DB maintains log records in the Log Area for transaction backout until your job terminates typically or issues a
checkpoint with the CHECKPOINT LOG statement.

Datacom/DB logging, recovery/restart, and transaction backout function independently of any logging commands in your
application program. That is, the logging system, if established in the Master List with LOGGING=YES, already provides
these services. Therefore, use the WRITE/READ LOG command only if there is a special need to write data to the Log
Area, and use the BACKOUT LOG command only if there is a special need to reverse maintenance changes made by the
program to the database.

The CHECKPOINT LOG command is used for checkpoint processing. If transaction backout is used in a batch job that
updates a large number of records, a backout can take a long time. Issuing CHECKPOINT LOG periodically limits the size
of the transaction backup. Because the CICS Service Facility issues a checkpoint (with the DEQUE command) at the end
of the CICS task, a CHECKPOINT LOG command is unnecessary at this point.

The following is an example of how to use the CHECKPOINT LOG command. In this example, CHECKPOINT LOG is
issued for every 100 records that have been updated.

01  LOG-IOAREA.

    05  LOG-ID  PIC X(06)    VALUE 'TESTPGM'.

    05  LOG-NO  PIC 9(03)    VALUE 0.

              .

              .

              .

UPDATE-RECORDS.

    READ AND HOLD EMPLOYEE

      WHERE NUMBER EQUAL INPUT-EMP-ID

    IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

       ADD 1 TO UPDATE-COUNTER

       IF UPDATE-COUNTER > 100

          ADD 1 TO LOG-NO

          CHECKPOINT LOG LOG-IOAREA

          DISPLAY        '   PROCESSED    'LOG-IOAREA 
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          MOVE ZEROS TO UPDATE-COUNTER

       ENDIF

    ENDIF

              .

              .

              .logging:example

Datacom/DB Facility Sample Program
This section contains three Datacom/DB Facility programming examples. You can run these programs provided your
Datacom/DB installation contains the HUMAN RESOURCE database as distributed in Datacom/DB Release 7.4 (DSGEN
1.8) or later.

Before attempting to run one of the sample programs, you must ensure that the dataviews and program contained in the
examples are defined as entity-occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary and that the appropriate URT parameters have
been set.

For other preliminary items, including how to create JCL for translating, compiling, link-editing, and executing Datacom/
DB Facility programs, see Understand Datacom Datadictionary and the Using topics. .

These examples are SP Facility programs. For descriptions of SP Facility statements, see Structured Programming.

Record-at-a-time Example

This example shows the SP Facility-Datacom/DB Facility input and generated COBOL output for a program requesting
Datacom/DB record-at-a-time processing. The HUMAN RESOURCE database is accessed using the EMPLOYEE and
PAYROLL dataviews, which are described in examples throughout this documentation.

NOTE
The use of the SP Facility SELECT, LOOP, and IF constructs in the Input listing.

 

       OPTION IXIT=ADRXIXIT

       OPTION DDID=002,PSTAT=TEST,PVER=000

       *$COPY SPP

       *$COPY DLM

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

       PROGRAM-ID.  DLPROB3. 

       AUTHOR.  CAI.

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

       CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

       SOURCE-COMPUTER.  IBM-370. 

       OBJECT-COMPUTER.  IBM-370. 

       DATACOM SECTION.

           ID-AREA IS ID-AREA-IDENTIFIER

           PRINT GEN. 

       DATA DIVISION.

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       01  ID-AREA-IDENTIFIER VALUE 'DLPROB3' PIC X(32).

       01  FLAG EMPLOYEE-FOUND IS TRUE. 

       DATAVIEW PAYROLL

           DICTIONARY NAME IS DLPAYROLL 

           ACCESS KEY IS NUMBER.
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       DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

           DICTIONARY NAME IS DLEMPLOYEE 

           ACCESS KEY IS NUMBER.

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

       MAIN-MODULE.

           ENTER-DATACOM-DB

           DO LOCATE-EMPLOYEE

           IF EMPLOYEE-FOUND 

               LOOP

                   DO FIND-PAYROLL-INFO

                   DO READ-EMPLOYEE-INFO

               UNTIL EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE NOT = SPACES 

               ENDLOOP

           ELSE

               DISPLAY 'NO EMPLOYEES MEET CRITERIA' 

           ENDIF

           GOBACK

       LOCATE-EMPLOYEE.

           LOCATE EMPLOYEE 

           WHERE NUMBER GE 100

           SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE

           WHEN SPACES

               SET-TRUE EMPLOYEE-FOUND

           WHEN '14'

               SET-FALSE EMPLOYEE-FOUND

               DISPLAY 'NO EMPLOYEES MEET CRITERIA'

           WHEN NONE

               SET-FALSE EMPLOYEE-FOUND 

               DISPLAY 'ERROR IN LOCATE='

EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE

           ENDSELECT

           READ EMPLOYEE

           IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE NOT = SPACES

               DISPLAY 'ERROR IN 1ST EMPLOYEE READ='

                       EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE

               SET-FALSE EMPLOYEE-FOUND

           ENDIF

       READ-EMPLOYEE-INFO.

           READ NEXT EMPLOYEE

           SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE 

           WHEN SPACES

           WHEN '14'

           WHEN NONE

               DISPLAY 'ERROR=' EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE

                       ' ON READ OF EMPLOYEE DATA FOR '

                       EMPLOYEE-RA-KEY-VALUE

           ENDSELECT

       FIND-PAYROLL-INFO.

           READ  PAYROLL

           WHERE NUMBER EQ EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER

           SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE

           WHEN SPACES

               DO DISPLAY-EMPLOYEE-INFO 
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           WHEN '14'

               DISPLAY 'NO PAYROLL INFORMATION FOR EMPLOYEE '

                       EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER

           WHEN NONE

               DISPLAY 'ERROR= ' PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE

                       ' IN PROCESSING PAYROLL FOR '

                       EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER

           ENDSELECT

       DISPLAY-EMPLOYEE-INFO.

           DISPLAY EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER

EM-IDENTIFICATION-NAME

                   EM-STATE-ADDRESS RC-CURRENT-RATE

RC-ACTIVITY-CODE

                   RC-ACTIVITY-STATUS

                        .  .  .

Set-at-a-time Example

The following sample is the Datacom/DB Facility input for a program accessing the sample PARTS database, which
contains sample parts and inventory records. (The PARTS database is described in the Datacom/DB Application
Programming documentation.)

This program uses the PARM field of the EXEC statement to pass a date, INP-DATE, and a logging interval (that is,
number of transactions between checkpoints), INP-INTERVAL, to the program. The purpose of the program is to delete all
records that are defined by the PART-COST dataview with an effective date, EFFDT, that is greater than INP-DATE.

OPTION IXIT=ADRXIXIT

OPTION DDID=002,PSTAT=TEST,PVER=000

*$COPY SPP

*$COPY DLM

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. PROGRAM-ID.        DELPNC. AUTHOR. CAI.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

DATACOM SECTION.

    ID-AREA IS ID-AREA-IDENTIFIER 

    PRINT NOGEN.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

DATAVIEW  PART-COST.

01  ID-AREA-IDENTIFIER      PIC X(32)    VALUE 'DELPNC'.

01  WS-REC-COUNTS           COMP-3.

    05  DELETE-COUNT        PIC S9(05)   VALUE  +0.

    05  LOG-COUNT           PIC S9(05)   VALUE  +0.

01  LOG-IOAREA.

    05   LOG-ID             PIC X(06)    VALUE  'DELPNC'.

    05   LOG-NO             PIC 9(02)    VALUE  0.

LINKAGE SECTION.

01  INPUT-PARM.

    05  FILLER              PIC S9(04)   COMP.

    05  INP-DATE            PIC X(06)

    05  INP-INTERVAL        PIC 9(05)

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

MAIN-MODULE.

    ENTER-DATACOM-DB   USING   INPUT-PARM
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    FOR EACH      PART-COST

        WHERE (EFFDT > INP-DATE) 

        HOLD RECORDS

        COUNT  IN  DELETE-COUNT

        ORDER RECORDS ON ASCENDING PN 

           ADD  1  TO  LOG-COUNT

           IF  LOG-COUNT  >  INP-INTERVAL

               DO LOGGING

           ENDIF

           DELETE PART-COST

        WHEN END

            DISPLAY 'TOTAL RECORDS DELETED '   DELETE-COUNT 

        WHEN ERROR

            DISPLAY '***CA-DATACOM/DB ERROR'

DB-STATUS-CODE '***'

    ENDFOR

    GOBACK

LOGGING.

    ADD   1  TO  LOG-NO

    CHECKPOINT LOG   LOG-IOAREA

    DISPLAY  PN  '   PROCESSED  '  LOG-IOAREA

    MOVE  0  TO   LOG-COUNT

CICS Example

The following program is a CICS program using Datacom/DB Facility statements to display EMPLOYEE records
requested from the PMF table of the HUMAN RESOURCE database. The employee number is the input field.

NOTE
The use of the KEY-VALUE keyword in the READ WHERE statement of the LOCATE-EMP paragraph. KEY-
VALUE is not a database or Datacom Datadictionary key name; rather, it specifies the first or only key defined
for the dataview.

OPTION IXIT=ADRXIXIT

OPTION DDID=002,PSTAT=TEST,PVER=000

*$COPY SPP

*$COPY DLM

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

PROGRAM-ID.     DLPROG. 

AUTHOR. CAI.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

SOURCE-COMPUTER.  IBM-370. 

OBJECT-COMPUTER.  IBM-370. 

DATACOM SECTION.

    MONITOR IS CICS

    ID-AREA IS ID-AREA-IDENTIFIER

    PRINT NOGEN. 

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01  ID-AREA-IDENTIFIER VALUE 'DLPROG' PIC

X(32).

01  MAP2I COPY 'ONLMAP2'. 
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DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

    DICTIONARY NAME IS PRIN-PER-DVW 

    ACCESS KEY IS NUMBER

    DBID.

LINKAGE SECTION.

01  DFHCOMMAREA.

    02  DUMMY          PICTURE X.

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

EMPLOYEE-INQ.

    EXEC CICS

        HANDLE CONDITION MAPFAIL(DISPLAY-EMP) 

    END-EXEC

    EXEC CICS

        HANDLE AID PF1(END-SESSION) 

    END-EXEC

    DO GET-EMP

    DO LOCATE-EMP 

    DO DISPLAY-EMP 

    GOBACK

END-SESSION.

    EXEC CICS RETURN END-EXEC 

    GOBACK

GET-EMP.

    EXEC CICS

        RECEIVE MAP('ONLMAP2') 

        MAPSET('ONLMAP2')

    END-EXEC 

LOCATE-EMP.

    READ EMPLOYEE

    WHERE KEY-VALUE = EMPNOI 

    SELECT FIRST ACTION FOR

EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE

    WHEN SPACES

        MOVE EM-IDENTIFICATION-NAME TO EMPNAMO 

    WHEN '14'

        MOVE 'NO SUCH EMPLOYEE' TO EMPNAMO 

    WHEN NONE

        MOVE 'ERROR ON READ' TO EMPNAMO

    ENDSELECT 

DISPLAY-EMP.

    EXEC CICS

        SEND MAP('ONLMAP2')

        MAPSET('ONLMAP2') 

        ERASE

    END-EXEC

    EXEC CICS

        RETURN TRANSID('ONL1') 

    END-EXEC

Datacom/DB Facility Statement Formats
The following formats describe Datacom/DB Facility statement syntax. These formats do not represent complete syntax.
They are intended as a quick reference.
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NOTE

Reference the following:

• The Datacom/DB Facility Data Manipulation Language
• Program Development Reference

For more information:

Environment Division Statements

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

DATACOM SECTION.

   [MONITOR IS CICS]

   [PRINT {GEN } ]

[ {NOGEN} ]

   [ID-AREA  IS id-area-identifier].

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01 program-id-area VALUE 'program-name' PIC X(32).

        .

        .

        .

Data Division Statements

 

Record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement

• Generic Search

DATAVIEW dataview-name

   [CA-DATADICTIONARY NAME IS dd-dataview-name]

   [PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal']

    ACCESS IS GENERIC KEY IS dd-key-name [dd-key-name-2 ...]

   [DATA-BASE-ID [IS data-name]] .

• Specific Search

DATAVIEW dataview-name

   [DATADICTIONARY NAME IS dd-dataview-name]

   [PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal']

    ACCESS KEY IS dd-key-name [dd-key-name-2 ...]

   [DATA-BASE-ID [IS data-name]] .

• Physical Sequential DATAVIEW Statement

DATAVIEW dataview-name

   [DATADICTIONARY NAME IS dd-dataview-name]

   [PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal'] 

    ACCESS IS PHYSICAL

   [DATA-BASE-ID [IS data-name]] .

• Set-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement
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DATAVIEW dataview-name

   [DATADICTIONARY NAME IS dd-dataview-name]

   [PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal']

   [DATA-BASE-ID [IS data-name]] .

Procedure Division Statements

 

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

Entrance from batch URT interface

ENTER-DATACOM-DB

OPEN batch URT if URT defined as OPEN=USER

OPEN

NOTE
This option applies to batch only

• Physical Sequential Processing

LOCATE PHYSICAL [AND HOLD] dataview-name

READ PHYSICAL dataview-name

• Record-at-a-time Processing
• Database Maintenance

REWRITE dataview-name [FROM alternate-workarea-identifier]

WRITE dataview-name [FROM alternate-workarea-identifier]

DELETE dataview-name

• Index Search

 

   LOCATE dataview-name

 

    {'db-key-name-literal'} {<=}

   WHERE { dd-key-name        } {>=} {'key-value-literal'   }

    { KEY-VALUE          } {= } { key-value-identifier }

 

   LOCATE dataview-name-1 AT dataview name-2

   LOCATE NEXT [DUPLICATE]

    [KEY      ] dataview-name

   

   LOCATE PREVIOUS dataview-name
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   LOCATE dataview-name

    {'db-key-name-literal'}

       WHERE { dd-key-name        } IS {ident1} THRU {ident2}

    { KEY-VALUE          } {'lit1'} {'lit2'}

   LOCATE [NEXT] dataview-name

• Random Retrieval

 READ [AND HOLD] dataview-name

[ {'db-key-name-literal'} {<=} {'key-value-literal'  } ]

[ WHERE { dd-key-name        } {>=} { key-value-identifier} ]

[ { KEY-VALUE          } {= } {'record-id-literal'  } ]

[ { ID                 } { record-id-identifier} ]

 READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] [AND HOLD] dataview-name

 READ [AND HOLD] PREVIOUS dataview-name

 READ [AND HOLD] dataview-name WITHIN RANGE

{'db-key-name-literal'}

   WHERE { 

dd-key-name 

} IS {

ident1

} THRU   {

ident2

}

{ KEY-VALUE          } {

'lit1'

} {

'lit2'

}

READ [AND HOLD] NEXT dataview-name WITHIN RANGE

• Sequential Retrieval (batch processing only)

LOCATE SEQUENTIAL dataview-name

         {'db-key-name-literal'}

   WHERE { dd-key-name         } >= {'key-value-literal'   }

         { KEY-VALUE           }    { key-value-identifier}

READ SEQUENTIAL dataview-name

• Set-at-a-time Processing

FOR {EACH

{FIRST {
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record-count-identifier

} }

{ANY    {

record-count-literal 

} }

dataview-name 

{RECORD }

{RECORDS}

[WHERE (condition)]

[HOLD {RECORD } ]

[ {RECORDS} ]

[COUNT IN retrieval-count-identifier]

[ORDER [UNIQUE] RECORDS ON

[

[ { [ASCENDING ] } ]

[ { [DESCENDING

] 

dataview-identifier 

} ... ]

[process-1] ...

[WHEN END           ]

[ 

process-2 ...]

[WHEN ERROR         ]

[ 

process-3 ...]

[WHEN NONE          ]

[ 

process-4 ...]

ENDFOR (if SPP)

SKIP dataviewname {FORWARD    } <BY> dataname/literal <RECORDS>

                  {BACKWARD   }

        {FIRST}

SKIP TO {LAST } dataviewname <RECORD> 

        (SAME }

• Releasing Exclusive Control
– Record-at-a-time Processing

FREE LAST dataview-name

FREE ALL dataview-name

– Set-at-a-time Processing
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FREE SET dataview-name

    .

    .

    .

– CLOSE batch URT if URT defined as OPEN=USER

CLOSE

GOBACK

 

Online Programming Language
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Online Programming Language (OPL) is an extension to COBOL that greatly simplifies
designing and programming for CICS. OPL shields the programmer from the complexities of pseudo-conversational CICS
programming.

OPL is a series of high-level, COBOL-like statements. OPL statements are coded in the Identification, Environment,
Data, and Procedure Divisions of a program. METACOBOL translates these statements into equivalent BMS panel I/O
areas and command-level CICS statements. The result of the translation is conventional COBOL. You can design an OPL
program in a fully conversational style. However, the generated COBOL does not have the processing overhead that is
associated with conversational program execution.

The OPL statements enable you to do the following:

• Define BMS maps.
OPL uses conventional BMS maps. The MAP DEFINITION statement defines each map that is used in the program.
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL copies the map definition into the program and uses it to identify map fields.
Optionally, an error message field, the name of a help panel, and/or an editing routine can be defined for the entire
map and individual fields.

• Send and receive BMS maps using the TRANSMIT statement.
An OPL program lets you treat a terminal like any other I/O device. OPL handles terminal errors, temporary storage
control, and other CICS problems that are related to sending and receiving BMS maps.
The TRANSMIT statement also simplifies sending and receiving help maps. Because help maps are defined with the
MAP DEFINITION statement, OPL can transmit the application panel, detect PF key responses, save screen data,
display HELP, return to the application, and redisplay the original panel. OPL can display field help or panel help. All of
this is accomplished through OPL definitions and does not require any programming.
After executing a TRANSMIT statement, the program then proceeds to the next statement.

• Define user-response handling.
The RESPONSE DEFINITION statement specifies what actions take place when specific keys are pressed. When the
RESPONSE DEFINITION statement is used in conjunction with the TRANSMIT statement, code is generated to write
to the terminal and receive the response.

• Invoke user-written editing procedures using the VALIDATE statement.
Validation procedures can be defined for individual fields and the entire map. If panel data is invalid, OPL can display
an error message at the terminal. The program stays within the TRANSMIT statement processing until all panel data is
found valid, at which point the program continues. A map-level validation procedure lets the program cross-check data
between fields or perform other special processing.

• Manage program storage.
OPL provides the WORKING-STORAGE, CONSTANT- STORAGE, and GLOBAL-STORAGE statements that
automatically save and restore program data across transaction boundaries.
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Because OPL is an extension to COBOL and command level CICS, your program is not limited by OPL. An OPL program
uses native COBOL and CICS services. OPL simply generates COBOL and leaves your code intact and in its original
context.

CICS Transactions

When a user signs on to a native CICS session, CICS presents a welcome message. The user enters a transaction
identifier to start an application. CICS services then start the program that is associated with this transaction ID. When the
program gets control, it does its processing and returns control to CICS. The program can tell CICS what transaction to
invoke next. All CICS processing is based on the concept of transactions.

Other CICS facilities let a program send a BMS map to the screen, obtain the user response, and receive data from the
screen. A simple CICS program may do little more than send the map and receive data. A more complex CICS program
can send the map, receive and validate the user response, display error messages, transfer control to another application,
and more. The topics in this section develop a CICS program that uses OPL statements to accomplish these tasks.

Online Programming Language Example
To demonstrate how an OPL program is created, this section builds a simple sample OPL program by presenting a
progression of program segments. In each segment, the newly added OPL statements appear in bold type. Only the last
program sample is a complete OPL program. The topics in this section discuss each OPL statement in the context of the
sample program. For more information about all OPL statements, see Online Programming Language Reference.

The sample program begins with the Identification Division. As shown in the example, the program ID is SIGNON and the
transaction ID is `SON1'.

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

    PROGRAM-ID. SIGNON.

    TRANSACTION-ID. SON1

Next, define a BMS map to the program by adding a MAP SECTION. The MAP SECTION, MAP DEFINITION, and NAME
IS statements declare that a map is used in this program. The MAP SECTION can be coded in the Data or Environment
Division. The map name in this program is MAPB. For simplicity, this example shows the minimal statements that are
required to define a map. The MAP DEFINITION statement has more operands for defining optional help maps, validation
procedures, and message fields.

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

    PROGRAM-ID. SIGNON.

    TRANSACTION-ID. SON1

    *

     ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

     *

     DATA DIVISION.

     MAP SECTION.

     MAP DEFINITION

         NAME IS MAPB 
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NOTE
OPL automatically copies the map copybook from the SYSLIB into working storage. Do not code a COBOL
COPY statement.

Send and Receive Panel Data
Now that we have defined MAPB to our program, we send and receive it using the TRANSMIT statement. The TRANSMIT
statement is an OPL procedural statement. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL generates the code that is necessary to
present the map, identifies the next transaction to CICS, and reads the map from the terminal on the next transaction.
GOBACK generates COBOL that, as a default action, clears the terminal and sends the default message `SON1
transaction has completed'. You can remove or change this message if desired.

In our sample, we have defined only one map. If the program has defined more than one map, the TRANSMIT statement
includes the map name (for example, TRANSMIT MAPC).

      IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

      PROGRAM-ID. SIGNON.

     TRANSACTION-ID. SON1

    *

    ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

    *

     DATA DIVISION.

     MAP SECTION.

     MAP DEFINITION

     NAME IS MAPB.

    *

     PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         TRANSMIT.

         GOBACK.

OPL generates the logic to determine whether this pass is the first pass through the program. On the first pass, any
statements preceding the TRANSMIT are executed, and the TRANSMIT sends the map to the terminal. On the next pass,
OPL resumes processing the TRANSMIT statement, receives the map, and passes control to the statement after the
TRANSMIT.

OPL also generates the COBOL and CICS statements necessary to handle terminal processing and transaction boundary
crossing. Much of the complexity of a COBOL and command-level CICS program is required to handle CICS. OPL
removes this burden from the programmer.

Define Responses to Attention Identifier Keys
Panel data is only sent from a terminal when a user presses an Attention Identifier key, or AID key. The AID keys are
ENTER, CLEAR, any PF key, and any PA key. The ENTER and PF keys send back all modified data fields, AID key that
was used, and the cursor position. The CLEAR and PA keys send back only an indication of which key was used.

CICS returns the AID key indicator in the EIBAID Field of the EXEC Interface block. Your program can examine this field.
OPL provides condition-names that correspond to each AID key. When the OPL program is translated, the condition-name
generates code to look for a certain AID key. For example, if you code:

        IF PF3 

            statement-1.

OPL generates:
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        IF EIBAID EQUAL DFHPF3 

            statement-1.

For a list of OPL condition-names and their translations, see Condition Names.

The RESPONSE DEFINITION Statement

The RESPONSE DEFINITION statement defines common responses to AID keys that are used for all TRANSMIT
statements in a program. Instead of explicitly coding tests for AID keys, OPL detects which AID key is to be tested and
generates the COBOL logic to test the appropriate keys in the best location. The RESPONSE DEFINITION actions are
executed as though they were embedded in the TRANSMIT. The RESPONSE DEFINITION can define the CONTINUE,
DISPLAY 'message', ERASE, GOBACK, HELP, REFRESH, and VALIDATE conditions.

This example adds a RESPONSE DEFINITION STATEMENT. In this sample, if the user presses the ENTER key,
processing continues with a CICS RECEIVE MAP function and proceeds to the statement following the TRANSMIT. If PF3
is pressed, the program immediately returns control to CICS. Any statements following the TRANSMIT are not executed.
If either of the PA keys are pressed, the screen is refreshed to the state before the TRANSMIT.

     IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

     PROGRAM-ID. SIGNON.

     TRANSACTION-ID. SON1.

    *

     ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

    *

     DATA DIVISION.

     MAP  SECTION.

     MAP  DEFINITION

          NAME IS MAPB.

     RESPONSE DEFINITION

         WHEN ENTER

           CONTINUE

         WHEN PF3

           GOBACK

   WHEN PA1 OR PA2

           REFRESH.

    *

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         TRANSMIT.

         GOBACK.

The RESPONSE DEFINITION is optional. If the RESPONSE DEFINITION is omitted, responses default to the following
functions:

Key Function

CLEAR key Returns to CICS.
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PA keys Refresh the screen.

PF keys Initiate the CONTINUE function.

The RESPONSE DEFINITION can also be used to simplify validation and help processing. These topics are discussed
later.

Basic Mapping Services and Copybooks
CICS provides Basic Mapping Services (BMS) to present data at a terminal, and to move data between a program data
area and the terminal display. BMS and the program pass data to each other by using a data area whose format is known
to both. When a BMS map definition is assembled, BMS generates both a physical map module and a COBOL copybook.
The map copybook defines input and output data areas for each field that is shown on the screen and contains all the
information that is passed between a program and BMS. A program request for BMS refers to this copybook to ensure
that COBOL and BMS expect the same data layout.

In a conventional CICS program, a COPY statement makes the copybook (and the data names that are associated
with a BMS map) available to the COBOL compiler. In an OPL program, the MAP DEFINITION automatically makes the
copybook available to the program. The copybook is used for both input and output to the terminal. Data that is placed in
this area by the program is merged with an external map module by BMS when a map is sent. The data that is returned
from a BMS is placed in this area by BMS when a map is received.

The sample program uses a map that is named MAPB. Map MAPB consists of two panel fields: a name and a password.
The following example is the copybook for MAPB.

    *COPY MAPB.

     01 MAPBI.

        02    FILLER           PIC   X(12).

        02    NAMEL     PIC   S9(04)       COMP.

        02    NAMEF     PIC    X(01).

        02    FILLER REDEFINES NAMEF.

              03   NAMEA PIC   X(01).

        02    FILLER          PIC   X(04).

        02    NAMEI      PIC  X(08).

    *

        02 PSWL              PIC  S9(04)         COMP.

        02 PSWF              PIC   X(01).

        02 FILLER REDEFINES PSWF.

           03   PSWA      PIC    X(01).

        02 FILLER         PIC    X(04).

        02 PSWI           PIC    X(08).

    *

     01 MAPBO REDEFINES MAPBI.

        02 FILLER             PIC X(12).

        02 FILLER             PIC X(3).

        02 NAMEC         PIC   X.

        02 NAMEP         PIC   X.

        02 NAMEH         PIC   X.

        02 NAMEV         PIC   X.

        02 NAMEO         PIC   X(08).

        02 FILLER             PIC    X(3)

        02 PSWC               PIC    X.
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        02 PSWP               PIC    X.

        02 PSWH               PIC    X.

        02 PSWV               PIC    X.

        02 PSWO               PIC    X(08).

The map is defined twice in the copybook. The first definition is used when reading the map, and the name MAPBI (the
map name that is suffixed with an 'I') references it. The second definition is used when writing the map, and the name
MAPBO (the map name that is suffixed with an 'O') references it.

The entire structure can be referenced as either MAPBI, for input from the terminal, or MAPBO, for output. When referring
to screen contents, refer to fields that are suffixed with 'I' when using data received from the map. Fields should be
suffixed with 'O' when moving data into the map.

Each subordinate data item provides a separate piece of information about the field and its characteristics. For each
field, the map provides a series of names that are based on the BMS field name. BMS restricts field names to seven
characters. Thus BMS can append one character to the name and still stay within the eight-character name limit of the
assembler.

BMS Control Fields

BMS provides the COBOL program that can control the attribute bytes, cursor placement, and the content of data fields.
The location of fields on the terminal is controlled in the static map definition, and the program cannot change. For each
data item that the program can change, BMS provides a COBOL name by using the data item name and adding a one-
character suffix. These names are found in the map copybook.

Attribute Bytes

Copybook names that are suffixed with 'A' represent hardware attribute bytes (NAMEA and PSWA in the Basic Mapping
Services and Copybooks example). With field data, BMS can obtain the attribute byte from either the program data
or the physical map definition. If you want the program to control the attribute byte, place a value into the 'A'-suffixed
data item. A value of binary zeros tells BMS to use the attribute from the physical map definition instead of the program
data. Therefore, you can always reset an attribute to its original value (as specified in the BMS macro) by moving LOW-
VALUES into it.

OPL provides the SET ATTRIBUTE statement to make attribute manipulation easier. You can use the SET ATTRIBUTE
statement to specify an attribute byte of protected, unprotected, skip, numeric, low, high, invisible, or mdt. The following
example adds two SET ATTRIBUTE statements. When the map is sent to the screen, the name field is highlighted, and
the password field is invisible.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

   SET ATTRIBUTE HIGH ON NAME.

   SET ATTRIBUTE INVISIBLE ON PSW.

TRANSMIT.

    GOBACK.

OPL supports several other SET statements that are not used in our sample program. Refer to the OPL Reference for a
detailed description of them.

Modified Data Tag

One of the most important attributes can also be the most confusing. When the user types data into a field, a hardware
flag is set on. This flag is the Modified Data Tag, or MDT. The MDT is part of the attribute byte. A program can also turn on
the MDT by specifying the MDT attribute value, and letting BMS send that attribute to the terminal.
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WARNING
Warning! Only fields with MDT set ON return data when a map is received.

Because BMS sets the "field" data items to LOW-VALUES before mapping data from the screen, it is possible to lose the
data that is placed in a field. For instance, this loss could occur on a variable label field where an initial value is moved
before a TRANSMIT. Because this field is not a field that the user would type over, the field is marked as not modified
when the map is received. If the map is sent again, the value for this field has to be moved in again. A program can turn
on the MDT to ensure that data is always returned for a field, even if the user does not type anything into it. This can be
easily accomplished with the 'SET ATTRIBUTE MDT ON field' statement.

Because attribute bytes are not returned in the input data stream, these fields are not required to describe the input data.
Instead, BMS redefines the attribute byte fields to be flags. These fields are suffixed with 'F' in the symbolic map definition.
BMS sets flags in these copybook fields to let the program test which fields were received.

Determine Field Lengths

Copybook names that are suffixed with 'L' contain the length of the data stream. After a TRANSMIT, the 'L' field contains
the length of data that is received for that field. If the user has not modified the screen field on the terminal (and the
modified data tag is off), this field contains zero. Zero indicates that no data was received. This field also contains zero if
the user erased all data from the field. Otherwise, it contains the number of bytes of data that is received in that field. All
characters, including trailing spaces, are counted in the total.

Control Cursor Position

Because the length field is not used when a map is sent, BMS uses a length with the special value of -1 (negative one) as
a convention to place the cursor on that field. OPL provides a SET CURSOR statement to control positioning the cursor.
The following example adds a SET CURSOR statement. When MAPB is sent, the cursor is positioned at the start of the
NAME field.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

   SET ATTRIBUTE HIGH ON NAME.

   SET ATTRIBUTE INVISIBLE ON PSW.

   SET CURSOR ON NAME.

   TRANSMIT.

   GOBACK.

Validate Panel Data
A validation procedure validates panel data. The programmer determines the actual type of validation. For example, the
validation procedure might examine the type or size of the data, or it might execute a table search. If the panel data is
valid, the program continues. If the panel data is invalid, the program might display an error message on the screen. OPL
provides statements for the following:

• Defining and executing a validation procedure
• Indicating that the map is valid or invalid
• Defining a message field
• Writing a message to the screen

Define a Validation Procedure
Validation procedures are defined to an OPL program with the VALIDATION PROCEDURE operand of the MAP
DEFINITION statement. You can define validation procedures for a field or for the entire map. The following example
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defines validation procedures for the name and password fields in the sample program. The following example names two
validation procedures: NAME-VALIDATION and PASSWORD-VALIDATION.

    MAP DEFINITION

        NAME IS MAPB.

        FIELD NAME

          VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS NAME-VALIDATION

        FIELD PSW

          VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS PASSWORD-VALIDATION 

The NAME-VALIDATION procedure is partially shown in the following sample. The validation procedure must indicate to
OPL that the map is valid or invalid with the SET MAP statement.

    NAME-VALIDATION.

   *

       IF condition...

         SET MAP VALID

         do process...

       ELSE

         SET MAP INVALID

         do other process...

Define Message Fields and Display Messages
Validation procedures have been created and defined for the sample program. This example adds the ability to send a
message to the user when panel data is found invalid. This message is added with the MESSAGE operand of the MAP
DEFINITION statement and the DISPLAY statement.

You can define a message field for a field or an entire map. The following example defines two message fields:
MSGNAME and MSGPASS.

    MAP DEFINITION 

       NAME IS MAPB. 

       FIELD NAME

         VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS NAME-VALIDATION

         MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGNAME

       FIELD PSW

         VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS PASSWORD-VALIDATION

         MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGPASS. 

NOTE

This example makes the following assumptions:

• The fields MSGNAME and MSGPASS are defined in the BMS map.
• The resulting copybook contains all the names that are necessary for OPL to process these message fields.
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With the message fields defined, we can now move data into them with the DISPLAY statement. The DISPLAY statement
is part of the validation procedure. When OPL encounters a DISPLAY statement, the message field that is associated with
the field or map that is being validated is initialized before the next map transmission.

In the following example, if the data in the name field is alphabetic, the DISPLAY statement moves spaces into the
message field (defined as MSGNAME is the previous example). If the data is not alphabetic, an error message is moved
into the message field.

     NAME-VALIDATION.

    *

       IF NAMEI IS ALPHABETIC

         SET MAP VALID

         DISPLAY SPACES

       ELSE

         SET MAP INVALID

         DISPLAY "NAME MUST BE ALPHABETIC". 

Perform Nonprocedural Validation
Nonprocedural validation is performed by coding a VALIDATE operand on the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement. The
VALIDATE operand is associated with a particular AID key. When the user presses that AID key, processing continues
with a RECEIVE MAP function. OPL generates the code that performs the following actions:

• The MAP VALID condition is set
• Field validations are performed in the order that is specified on the MAP DEFINITION statement.
• Map validation is performed when specified on the MAP DEFINITION statement.
• If any of the procedures set an INVALID MAP condition, the map is retransmitted.

An incorrect MAP INVALID condition can cause an infinite loop because the map remains sent until valid. To avoid this
infinite loop, code a GOBACK or a CONTINUE explicitly when using nonprocedural validation.

The following example defines validation procedures, adds a message field, and adds a VALIDATE operand to the sample
program. This OPL program validates the name and password on a login screen, as shown in this sample. When the
user presses the ENTER key, the two validation procedures are performed. If an invalid map condition exists, the map is
sent again with the specified messages appearing in the defined message fields. This process continues until a valid map
condition occurs or until the user presses PF3. (PF3 is defined as GOBACK, which immediately returns control to CICS).
The TRANSFER CONTROL statement is executed only when a valid map condition exists.

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

    PROGRAM-ID.    SIGNON. 

    TRANSACTION-ID. SON1. 

    ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

    DATA DIVISION.

    MAP  SECTION. 

    MAP  DEFINITION

         NAME IS MAPB

         FIELD NAME

           VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS NAME-VALIDATION 
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           MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGNAME

         FIELD PSW

            VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS PASSWORD-VALIDATION 

            MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGPASS.

    RESPONSE DEFINITION

         WHEN ENTER

           VALIDATE

         WHEN PF3

           GOBACK

         WHEN PA1 OR PA2

           REFRESH. 

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

          SET ATTRIBUTE HIGH ON NAME.

          SET ATTRIBUTE INVISIBLE ON PSW.

          SET CURSOR ON NAME. 

          TRANSMIT.

          TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSACTION-ID MENU

          GOBACK.

     NAME-VALIDATION.

         IF NAMEI IS ALPHABETIC

           SET MAP VALID 

           DISPLAY SPACES

        ELSE

           SET MAP INVALID

           DISPLAY "NAME MUST BE ALPHABETIC". 

     PASSWORD-VALIDATION

         SEARCH ALL SIGNON-ENTRY 

        AT END

          SET MAP INVALID

          DISPLAY "INVALID SIGNON ATTEMPT" 

        WHEN SIGNON-NAME(INDX) EQUAL NAMEI

          IF SIGNON-PSWD(INDX) EQUAL PSWI
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            SET MAP VALID 

            DISPLAY SPACES

          ELSE

           SET MAP INVALID

           DISPLAY "PASSWORD INVALID". 

NOTE
This signon program is not secure. This program does not limit the number of times the user can enter the
password. Procedural validation can offer more control during validation.

Perform Procedural Validation
Procedural validation provides the program with complete control over which data is validated, and the order in which the
validation is performed. An OPL VALIDATE statement invokes the procedures that are named in the MAP DEFINITION.
Like nonprocedural validation, at least one VALIDATION PROCEDURE must be defined.

Use the validation procedures to SET MAP VALID or SET MAP INVALID. When you use the procedural VALIDATE
statement, invalid maps are not retransmitted until valid. The program must test the MAP VALID/MAP INVALID condition
and explicitly execute a transmit.

The procedural VALIDATE statement has two formats: VALIDATE MAP and VALIDATE FIELD. If the VALIDATE MAP
statement is coded, any validation procedures that are defined for fields in that map are invoked, followed by the validation
procedure that is defined for the map. If the VALIDATE FIELD statement is coded, only validation procedures that are
specified for fields are invoked.

This example changes the sample program from nonprocedural validation to procedural validation. The VALIDATE
statement in the RESPONSE DEFINITION is changed to CONTINUE. A VALIDATE statement is added to the procedure
division. Code is added to count the number of login attempts. AWORKING STORAGE section is added to store the login
count.

In this example, the VALIDATE statement is executed after the user presses the ENTER key, because the RESPONSE
DEFINITION specifies CONTINUE as the process for the ENTER key. Any statement following the TRANSMIT gets
control when the key that is defined as continue is pressed. The validation procedures that are defined in the MAP
DEFINITION for fields NAME and PSW are invoked next. Procedural code then checks for a map valid condition. If the
map is valid, control is transferred to the next transaction. If the map is invalid, and if there have been three login attempts,
control returns to CICS. Otherwise, the map is retransmitted.

For simplicity, the details of searching for the valid password have not been included in this sample program.

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

    PROGRAM-ID. SIGNON. 

    TRANSACTION-ID. SON1. 

    ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

    DATA DIVISION.

    MAP  SECTION. 

    MAP  DEFINITION

         NAME IS MAPB

         FIELD NAME

           VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS NAME-VALIDATION 

           MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGNAME

         FIELD PSW
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           VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS PASSWORD-VALIDATION 

           MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGPASS.

    RESPONSE DEFINITION 

         WHEN ENTER

           CONTINUE

         WHEN PF3

           GOBACK

         WHEN PA1 OR PA2

           REFRESH.

     WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

     01 SIGNON-COUNT             PIC S9          VALUE +1.

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

        SET ATTRIBUTE HIGH ON NAME.

        SET ATTRIBUTE INVISIBLE ON PSW.

        SET CURSOR ON NAME. 

        TRANSMIT.

        VALIDATE FIELDS NAME PSW

        IF MAP-VALID

         TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSACTION-ID MENU

        ELSE

          IF SIGNON-COUNT LESS 3

            ADD 1 TO SIGNON-COUNT 

             TRANSMIT

          ELSE

            TRANSFER CONTROL TO CICS. 

          GOBACK.

    NAME-VALIDATION.

         IF NAMEI IS ALPHABETIC 

           SET MAP VALID

           DISPLAY SPACES

         ELSE

           SET MAP INVALID

           DISPLAY "NAME MUST BE ALPHABETIC".

    PASSWORD-VALIDATION

          SEARCH ALL SIGNON-ENTRY

          AT END

           SET MAP INVALID

           DISPLAY "INVALID SIGNON ATTEMPT"

          WHEN SIGNON-NAME(INDX) EQUAL NAMEI 

           IF SIGNON-PSWD(INDX) EQUAL PSWI

            SET MAP VALID
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            DISPLAY SPACES 

           ELSE

            SET MAP INVALID

            DISPLAY "PASSWORD INVALID".

Experienced CICS programmers probably notice that the counting mechanism for limiting the number of login attempts
never works. Once a transaction boundary is crossed, all data in WORKING-STORAGE is set to initial values. Therefore,
the log in count is always one. However, OPL automatically saves and restores storage area, which is the subject of
Manage Program Storage.

Manage Program Storage
In CICS, program storage is deleted across transaction boundaries. When control is returned to the program, WORKING-
STORAGE is initialized. OPL provides three storage statements that automatically save and restore data across
transaction boundaries.

• WORKING-STORAGE Processing
• CONSTANT-STORAGE Processing
• GLOBAL-STORAGE Processing

WORKING-STORAGE Processing

WORKING-STORAGE in an OPL program functions as it does in a batch COBOL program. Any values that are placed
in WORKING-STORAGE are automatically saved in main storage and restored across transaction boundaries. OPL
accomplishes this process by defining WORKING-STORAGE as a temporary storage queue that is defined only to the
current program. All WORKING-STORAGE data is combined into a single temporary main storage record. The data is
written before a TRANSMIT and automatically retrieved after the TRANSMIT. A TRANSFER CONTROL or a GOBACK
automatically deletes the data.

CONSTANT-STORAGE Processing

For data that remains constant, OPL provides the CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION. This section does not have the
processing overhead that is typically associated with saving storage. The CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION contains
definitions of constant data, which the program does not alter. Data items in this section are placed into the OPL
generated WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. This storage is not saved during a TRANSMIT. After a TRANSMIT, all values
in CONSTANT-STORAGE are set to their initial values. The use of CONSTANT-STORAGE is optional.

GLOBAL-STORAGE Processing

GLOBAL-STORAGE is based on CICS temporary storage. Data that is coded in the GLOBAL- STORAGE SECTION
is accessible to every program and transaction that is executed at the same terminal. Data in this area can be passed
between programs or accessed by the same program on subsequent calls. This storage is retained until a DELETE
GLOBAL- STORAGE statement is executed. The use of GLOBAL-STORAGE is optional.

Each 01 level in the GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION represents a separate, CICS temporary storage record. A storage
name and terminal ID identify each record. In the following example, a date and code must be passed to another
transaction. When an OPL TRANSFER CONTROL statement is executed, a storage record is written. The name of the
storage record is "XY01" concatenated with the terminal ID. This data is available to other OPL programs by coding a
GLOBAL-STORAGE record to match the STORAGE NAME.

    GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION.

    01   XY01-TRANS-PARM STORAGE NAME IS "XY01".

         05    XY01-PARM-DATE       PIC 9(6).

         05    XY01-PARM-CODE       PIC X(2).
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The following example adds GLOBAL-STORAGE and CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTIONs to the sample program. The
GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION is used to pass the login name to the MENU transaction. The CONSTANT-STORAGE
SECTION is used to provide the message text that is displayed.

NOTE
The message text is no longer supplied directly in the DISPLAY statement.

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

    PROGRAM-ID.     SIGNON. 

    TRANSACTION-ID. SON1. 

    ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

    DATA DIVISION.

    MAP  SECTION. 

    MAP  DEFINITION

         NAME IS MAPB

         FIELD NAME

           VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS NAME-VALIDATION 

           MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGNAME

         FIELD PSW

           VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS PASSWORD-VALIDATION 

           MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGPASS.

    RESPONSE DEFINITION 

       WHEN ENTER

         CONTINUE

       WHEN PF3

         GOBACK

       WHEN PA1 OR PA2

         REFRESH.

    WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

    01      SIGNON-COUNT          PIC S9  VALUE +1.

     GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION.

     01 MENU-TRANSACTION-PARM STORAGE NAME IS "MENU".

           05 MENU-NAME           PIC X(8).

     CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION.

     01 NAME-VALIDATION-MSG        PIC X(23) VALUE

                  "NAME MUST BE ALPHABETIC".

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

       SET ATTRIBUTE HIGH ON NAME.

       SET ATTRIBUTE INVISIBLE ON PSW. 

       SET CURSOR ON NAME.

       TRANSMIT.

       VALIDATE FIELDS NAME PSW 

       IF MAP-VALID

         MOVE NAMEI TO MENU-NAME

         TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSACTION-ID MENU 
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       ELSE

         IF SIGNON-COUNT LESS 3

           ADD 1 TO SIGNON-COUNT 

           TRANSMIT

         ELSE

           TRANSFER CONTROL TO CICS. 

        GOBACK.

    NAME-VALIDATION.

          IF NAMEI IS ALPHABETIC

            SET MAP VALID 

            DISPLAY SPACES

          ELSE

            SET MAP INVALID

            DISPLAY NAME-VALIDATION-MSG.

    PASSWORD-VALIDATION

       SEARCH ALL SIGNON-ENTRY 

       AT END

         SET MAP INVALID

         DISPLAY "INVALID SIGNON ATTEMPT" 

       WHEN SIGNON-NAME(INDX) EQUAL NAMEI

         IF SIGNON-PSWD(INDX) EQUAL PSWI

           SET MAP VALID 

           DISPLAY SPACES

         ELSE

           SET MAP INVALID

           DISPLAY "PASSWORD INVALID".

The Help Facility
Help screens provide users with information that lets them use an application successfully. Help screens are optional.
With the TRANSMIT statement, OPL can generate code to display help screens automatically. Help maps are defined on
the MAP DEFINITION statement for the map that they are associated with. They can be associated with either a single
field or an entire map.

An AID key must be defined as the help key. This key is specified on the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement. This
example adds definitions for screen help, adds field help for the name and password fields, and defines PF1 as the help
key.

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

    PROGRAM-ID.  SIGNON. 

    TRANSACTION-ID.  SON1. 

    ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

    DATA DIVISION.

    MAP  SECTION. 

    MAP  DEFINITION

         NAME IS MAPB

           HELP IS SIGNH01

         FIELD NAME

           HELP IS SIGNH02
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           VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS NAME-VALIDATION 

           MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGNAME

         FIELD PSW

           HELP IS SIGNH03

           VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS PASSWORD-VALIDATION 

           MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGPASS.

    RESPONSE DEFINITION 

         WHEN ENTER

           CONTINUE

         WHEN PF1

           HELP

         WHEN PF3

           GOBACK

         WHEN PA1 OR PA2

           REFRESH.

    WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

    01 SIGNON-COUNT                   PIC S9     VALUE +1. 

    GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION.

    01     MENU-TRANSACTION-PARM STORAGE NAME IS "MENU"

           05  MENU-NAME              PIC X(8). 

    CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION.

    01   NAME-VALIDATION-MSG          PIC X(23) VALUE

                    "NAME MUST BE ALPHABETIC". 

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         SET ATTRIBUTE HIGH ON NAME.

         SET ATTRIBUTE INVISIBLE ON PSW.     

         SET CURSOR ON NAME.

         TRANSMIT.

         VALIDATE FIELDS NAME PSW 

         IF MAP-VALID

           MOVE NAMEI TO MENU-NAME

           TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSACTION-ID MENU 

         ELSE

           IF SIGNON-COUNT LESS 3

             ADD 1 TO SIGNON-COUNT

             TRANSMIT 

         ELSE

            TRANSFER CONTROL TO CICS.

         GOBACK.

    NAME-VALIDATION.

         IF NAMEI IS ALPHABETIC

          SET MAP VALID 

          DISPLAY SPACES

         ELSE

          SET MAP INVALID

          DISPLAY NAME-VALIDATION-MSG.   PASSWORD-VALIDATION 

         SEARCH ALL SIGNON-ENTRY

         AT END

          SET MAP INVALID

          DISPLAY "INVALID SIGNON ATTEMPT"
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        WHEN SIGNON-NAME(INDX) EQUAL NAMEI 

         IF SIGNON-PSWD(INDX) EQUAL PSWI

          SET MAP VALID

          DISPLAY SPACES 

         ELSE

          SET MAP INVALID

          DISPLAY "PASSWORD INVALID".

After MAPB is transmitted, if the user presses the PF1 key and the cursor is not on either of the data fields (NAME
or PSW), help map SIGNH01 is sent to the terminal. If the cursor is on the NAME field and PF1 is pressed, help map
SIGNH02 is sent. If the cursor is on the PSW field and PF1 is pressed, help map SIGNHO3 is sent.

After a help map is sent, pressing the key that is defined as GOBACK or HELP RETURN-KEY resends the map as it
was when help was requested. For more information about the HELP RETURN-KEY, see RESPONSE DEFINITION
Statement. Pressing any other key redisplays the help map.

By default, a help map overlays the currently displayed map. You can make Help maps smaller than the current map
so they can be used as pop-up help windows. Use the ERASE operand of the MAP DEFINITION statement to clear the
current map and display only the help map.

String Manipulation Language
The MetaCOBOL String Manipulation Language (SML) is a COBOL language extension that provides string handling and
inspection capability unavailable in COBOL. Like other Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL programs, programs written
with the SML are translated through the MetaCOBOL Translator. The MetaCOBOL Translator produces conventional
COBOL programs.

The COBOL String Manipulation Language (COBOL/SML) provides a high-level statement corresponding to each of
the string manipulation functions. These statements simplify the task of invoking the Support Module by providing the
WORKING-STORAGE definitions for some calling parameters and initializing the appropriate parameters with function
request information. The COBOL/SML statement syntax resembles English, providing the additional benefit of being self-
documenting.

The COBOL/SML statements are an adaptation of the COBOL "MOVE" statement (except for the statement providing
the UPCASE function). No conditional code is generated in their expansion, allowing them to be placed anywhere in the
PROCEDURE DIVISION without impacting the surrounding logic.

All fields that are named as either a source or target field for string manipulation or inspection can be qualified by a
starting position, length, or both. When a source or target field is not qualified by either a starting position or a length, the
starting position defaults to 1, and the length defaults to the difference between the starting position and the end of the
field.

NOTE
COBOL/SML does not support fields subordinate to an OCCURS clause nor fields using the "OF" or "IN"
qualification.

Command Descriptions and Syntax
The following functions are performed at COBOL-program execution time as a result of the translation of String
Manipulation Language statements. Sample SML statements, before and after translations are given in Expanded COBOL
SML Statements.

• LOCATE STRING
Find the location of a substring within a string.

• SUBSTRING
Move a piece of a field to another location.

• CONCATENATE
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Make a string by concatenating a series of source fields into the target location.
• LOCATE CHARACTER

Find the location of the first occurrence in the source field of any character found in the target.
• LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER

Find the location of the first occurrence in the source field of any character other than those found in the target.
• CONFORM

Determine whether the source string conforms to a specific naming convention. Choices are COBOL data-name and
PDS member name.

• UPCASE
Change any lowercase characters to uppercase characters.

Functional Groupings

LOCATE STRING, SUBSTRING, and CONCATENATE are "string" oriented functions in that each recognizes contiguous
strings of characters in the fields.

LOCATE CHARACTER, LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER, CONFORM, and UPCASE are "character" oriented
functions. Each recognizes characters regardless of the character's position within the fields.

Unlike the COBOL MOVE statement, which pads a target field with blanks when the source is shorter, the SUBSTRING
and CONCATENATE functions do not affect data in the target field preceding or succeeding the designated limits of the
operation.

LOCATE STRING Function
The LOCATE STRING function finds the location of a substring within a string. The COBOL/SML statement providing the
LOCATE STRING function is:

MOVE POSITION FOUND IN {data-name-1    }   

                       {alpha-literal-1} 

     

                         [STARTING AT {data-name-2  }]

                         [            {num-literal-1}]

           

                         [FOR LENGTH OF {data-name-3  }]

                         [              {num-literal-2}]

    

                    OF STRING

    

                        {data-name-4    }

                        {alpha-literal-2}

          

                        [STARTING AT {data-name-5  }]

                        [            {num-literal-3}]

                 

                        [FOR LENGTH OF {{data-name-6 }]

                        [              {num-literal-4}]] 

    

                    TO data-name-7

LOCATE STRING Function

• data-name-x
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Indicates any unqualified data-name in the Data Division. Qualifications are not accommodated.
In this syntax diagram, data-names 2, 3, and 5-7 must be numeric. Data-names 1 and 4 must be alphanumeric.
– dataname-7

Indicates the data name into which the Function Pointer is to be moved.
• alpha-literal-x

Indicates a character string bounded by apostrophes. The character string might include any character in the
computer's character set. To represent a single quotation mark character within an alphanumeric literal, you must use
two contiguous apostrophes.

• num-literal-x
Indicates a literal that is composed of one or more numeric characters that might also contain a positive algebraic sign.
The positive algebraic sign, if present, must be the leftmost character.

RETURN-CODE

If the RETURN-CODE is not equal to zero, the request has been rejected. For more information about return codes, see
RETURN-CODES and Function Pointers.

Function Pointer

The Function Pointer is a data name defined by the SML Language with the name MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER.
The name is set only when the RETURN-CODE for the requested function is zero. For LOCATE STRING, the Function
Pointer value provides the following information:

• 0
Substring not found in larger string.

• n
Substring begins at position n in larger string.

SUBSTRING Function
The SUBSTRING Function moves a piece of a field to another location.

MOVE SUBSTRING OF      {data-name-1  }   

                       {alpha-literal} 

     

                         [STARTING AT {data-name-2  }]

                         [            {num-literal-1}]

           

                         [FOR LENGTH OF {data-name-3  }]

                         [              {num-literal-2}]

    

                    TO data-name-4 

          

                        [STARTING AT {data-name-5  }]

                        [            {num-literal-3}]

                 

                        [FOR LENGTH OF {{data-name-6 }]

                        [              {num-literal-4}]] 

    

                    TO data-name-7 

SUBSTRING Function

• data-name-x
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Indicates any unqualified data-name in the Data Division. Qualifications are not accommodated.
In this syntax diagram, data-names 2, 3, 5, and 6 must be numeric. Data-name 4 must be alphanumeric.

• alpha-literal
Indicates a character string that is bounded by apostrophes. The character string can include any character in the
computer character set. To represent a single quotation mark character within an alphanumeric literal, you must use
two contiguous apostrophes.

• num-literal-x
Indicates a literal that is composed of one or more numeric characters that can also contain a positive algebraic sign.
The positive algebraic sign, if present, must be the leftmost character.

RETURN-CODE

If the RETURN-CODE is not equal to zero, the request has been rejected.

Function Pointer

The SUBSTRING Function does not have a Function Pointer.

CONCATENATE Function
The CONCATENATE Function makes a string by concatenating a series of source fields into the target location. The
following example shows the COBOL/SML statement that provides the CONCATENATE function.

MOVE CONCATENATION OF [{data-name-1    }                ]  

                      [{alpha-literal-1}                ]

                      [                                 ]

                      [  [STARTING AT {data-name-2  }]  ]

                      [  [            {num-literal-1}]  ]

                      [                                 ]

                      [  [FOR LENGTH OF {data-name-3  }]] 

                      [  [              {num-literal-2}]]  ...

    

                    TO  data-name-4   

                

                        [STARTING AT {data-name-5  }]

                        [            {num-literal-3}]

                 

                        [FOR LENGTH OF {{data-name-6 }]

                        [              {num-literal-4}]] 

    

                    SAVING LENGTH IN data-name-7

   

LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER Function

• data-name-X
Indicates any unqualified data-name in the Data Division. Qualifications are not accommodated.
In this syntax diagram, data-names 2, 3, and 5-7 must be numeric. Data-names 1 and 4 must be alphanumeric.
– dataname-7

Indicates the data name into which the Function Pointer is to be moved.
• alpha-literal
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Indicates a character string that is bounded by apostrophes. The character string can include any character in the
computers character set. To represent a single quotation mark character within an alphanumeric literal, you must use
two contiguous apostrophes.

• num-literal-x
Indicates a literal that is composed of one or more numeric characters that can also contain a positive algebraic sign.
The positive algebraic sign, if present, must be the leftmost character.

NOTE
Up to four source fields can be specified for one concatenation function.

RETURN-CODE

If the RETURN-CODE is not equal to zero, the request has been rejected.

Function Pointer

The Function Pointer is a data name that is defined by the SML Language with the name MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-
POINTER. The name is set only when the RETURN-CODE for the requested function is zero. For CONCATENATE, the
Function Pointer value provides the following information:

• Position of the last target character that was modified relative to the first defined byte of the target.

LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER Function
The LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER Function finds the location of the first occurrence in the source field of
any character other than those found in the target. The COBOL/SML statement providing the LOCATE ABSENCE OF
CHARACTER function:

MOVE POSITION FOUND IN {data-name-1    }   

                       {alpha-literal-1} 

     

                         [STARTING AT {data-name-2  }]

                         [            {num-literal-1}]

           

                         [FOR LENGTH OF {data-name-3  }]

                         [              {num-literal-2}]

    

                    OF {CHARACTERS}  NOT

                       {CHARACTER }

    

                        {data-name-4    }

                        {alpha-literal-2}

          

                        [STARTING AT {data-name-5  }]

                        [            {num-literal-3}]

                 

                        [FOR LENGTH OF {{data-name-6 }]

                        [              {num-literal-4}]] 

    

                    SAVING LENGTH IN data-name-7

NOTE
The syntactical difference between the LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER and LOCATE CHARACTER
functions is the presence or absence of the word "NOT".
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LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER Function

• data-name-x
Indicates any unqualified data-name in the Data Division. Qualifications are not accommodated.
In this syntax diagram, data-names 2, 3, and 5-7 must be numeric. Data-names 1 and 4 must be alphanumeric.
– dataname-7

Indicates the data name into which the Function Pointer is to be moved.
• alpha-literal

Indicates a character string bounded by apostrophes. The character string can include any character in the computer's
character set. To represent a single quotation mark character within an alphanumeric literal, you must use two
contiguous apostrophes.

• num-literal-x
Indicates a literal composed of one or more numeric characters that can also contain a positive algebraic sign. The
positive algebraic sign, if present, must be the leftmost character.

• CHARACTERS or CHARACTER
Enter either CHARACTER or CHARACTERS. One of these values must be entered. Using the proper singular or plural
semantics is not required here.

RETURN-CODE

If the RETURN-CODE is not equal to zero, the request has been rejected.

Function Pointer

The Function Pointer is a data name defined by the SML Language with the name MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER.
The name is set only when the RETURN-CODE for the requested function is zero. For LOCATE ABSENCE Of
CHARACTER, the Function Pointer value provides the following information:

• 0
All characters in source found somewhere in target.

• n
Position of first source character that is not found in target.

LOCATE CHARACTER Function
The LOCATE CHARACTER Function finds the location of the first occurrence in the source field of any character found in
the target. The COBOL/SML statement providing the LOCATE CHARACTER function:

MOVE POSITION FOUND IN {data-name-1    }   

                       {alpha-literal-1} 

     

                         [STARTING AT {data-name-2  }]

                         [            {num-literal-1}]

           

                         [FOR LENGTH OF {data-name-3  }]

                         [              {num-literal-2}]

    

                    OF {CHARACTERS} 

                       {CHARACTER }

    

                        {data-name-4    }

                        {alpha-literal-2}

          

                        [STARTING AT {data-name-5  }]
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                        [            {num-literal-3}]

                 

                        [FOR LENGTH OF {{data-name-6 }]

                        [              {num-literal-4}]] 

    

                    TO data-name-7

NOTE
The syntactical difference between the LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER and LOCATE CHARACTER
functions is the presence or absence of the word "NOT".

LOCATE CHARACTER Function

• data-name-x
Indicates any unqualified data-name in the Data Division. Qualifications are not accommodated.
In this syntax diagram, data-names 2, 3, and 5-7 must be numeric. Data-names 1 and 4 must be alphanumeric.
– dataname-7

Indicates the data name into which the Function Pointer is to be moved.
• alpha-literal

Indicates a character string bounded by apostrophes. The character string can include any character in the computer's
character set. To represent a single quotation mark character within an alphanumeric literal, you must use two
contiguous apostrophes.

• num-literal-x
Indicates a literal that is composed of one or more numeric characters that can also contain a positive algebraic sign.
The positive algebraic sign, if present, must be the leftmost character.

• CHARACTERS or CHARACTER
Enter either CHARACTER or CHARACTERS. One of these values must be entered. Using the proper singular or plural
semantics is not required here.

RETURN-CODE

If the RETURN-CODE is not equal to zero, the request has been rejected.

Function Pointer

The Function Pointer is a data name defined by the SML Language with the name MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER. It
is set only when the RETURN-CODE for the requested function is zero. For LOCATE CHARACTER, the Function Pointer
value provides the following information:

• 0
No characters in source found anywhere in target.

• n
Position of first source character that is also found in target.

CONFORM Function
The CONFORM Function determines whether the source string conforms to a specific naming convention. Choices are
the COBOL data-name and the PDS member name. The COBOL/SML statement providing the CONFORM function:

MOVE POSITION FOUND IN data-name-1   
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                         [STARTING AT {data-name-2  }]

                         [            {num-literal-1}]

           

                         [FOR LENGTH OF {data-name-3  }]

                         [              {num-literal-2}]

    

                    OF {CHARACTERS}  

                       {CHARACTER }   NOT {COBOL } 

                                          {MEMBER} 

    

                    TO data-name-4

NOTE
The CONFORM function ignores trailing blanks.

CONFORM Function

• data-name-x
Indicates any unqualified data-name in the Data Division. Qualifications are not accommodated.
In this syntax diagram, data-names 2, 3, and 4 must be numeric. Data-name 1 must be alphanumeric.
– dataname-4

Indicates the data name into which the Function Pointer is to be moved.
• alpha-literal

Indicates a character string bounded by apostrophes. The character string can include any character in the computer's
character set. To represent a single quotation mark character within an alphanumeric literal, you must use two
contiguous apostrophes.

• num-literal-x
Indicates a literal that is composed of one or more numeric characters that can also contain a positive algebraic sign.
The positive algebraic sign, if present, must be the leftmost character.

• CHARACTERS or CHARACTER
Enter either CHARACTER or CHARACTERS. One of these must be entered. Using the proper singular or plural
semantics is not required here.

• COBOL or MEMBER
Enter one of these values to verify conformity to either the COBOL or MEMBER naming convention.
Under COBOL naming conventions, data-name-1 must contain a word that can be spelled as a 30-character
alphanumeric data-name. This data-name must have at least one alphabetic character. It can contain hyphens, but the
first and last characters must not be hyphens.
Under MEMBER naming conventions, data-name-1 must be 1 through 8 alphanumeric characters in length, and the
first character must be alphabetic.
If you are checking for conformity to COBOL naming conventions, enter COBOL.
If you are checking for conformity to Member naming conventions, enter MEMBER.

RETURN-CODE

If the RETURN-CODE is not equal to zero, the request has been rejected.

Function Pointer

The Function Pointer is a data name defined by the SML Language with the name MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER.
It is set only when the RETURN-CODE for the requested function is zero. For CONFORM, the Function Pointer value
provides the following information:

• 0
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All source characters conform to specified naming convention.
• n

Position of first source character at which specified naming convention is violated.

UPCASE Function
The UPCASE Function changes any lowercase characters to uppercase characters. The COBOL/SML statement
providing the UPCASE Function:

              TRANSLATE data-name-1   

     

                         [STARTING AT {data-name-2  }]

                         [            {num-literal-1}]

           

                         [FOR LENGTH OF {data-name-3  }]

                         [              {num-literal-2}]

    

                    TO UPPER-CASE

• data-name-x
Indicates any unqualified data-name in the Data Division. Qualifications are not accommodated.
In this syntax diagram, data-names 2 and 3 must be numeric. Data-name 1 must be alphanumeric.

• num-literal-x
Indicates a literal that is composed of one or more numeric characters that can also contain a positive algebraic sign.
The positive algebraic sign, if present, must be the leftmost character.

Function Pointer

The UPCASE Function has no Function Pointer.

RETURN-CODES and Function Pointers
The RETURN-CODE for the invocation of the support module is available to the COBOL program in the RETURN-CODE
special register.

If the RETURN-CODE is not zero, the support module was unable to satisfy the string manipulation request, and no string
manipulation was performed. The number that is assigned to a RETURN-CODE conforms to the following series codes.

Series Codes

• 1000 series
Indicates run-time problems with the lengths, starting positions, or both provided for fields used in the function request.

• 2000 series
Designates an invalid number of parameters that are provided for the specific function requested.

• greater than 2000
Indicates a compile-time problem, or a problem introduced by a ZAP being incorrectly applied at the site.
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Table of RETURN-CODES

The support module issues the following RETURN-CODES. The following RETURN-CODES apply to all functions: 4001,
3001, 10n1, 10n2, 10n3, 10n4, and 0000.

Code Reason for Failure
4001 Too many parameters accompanied the function request.
3601 The qualifier of the CONFORM function name is not recognized.

(It must be "COBOL" or "MEMBER").
3001 The function name is not recognized.
2701 The UPCASE function request did not specify only one target field.
2601 The CONFORM function request did not specify only one target

and only one source field.
2501 The LOCATE CHARACTER function request did not specify only

one target and only one source field.
2401 The LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER function request did

not specify only one target and only one source field.
2301 The CONCATENATION function request specified more than four

source fields.
2201 The SUBSTRING function request did not specify only one target

and only one source field.
2101 The LOCATE STRING Function request did not specify only one

target and only one source field.
1101 The LOCATE STRING Function designates a target string longer

than the source field in which it is to search.
10n1 The nth field has a requested length less than 1.
10n2 The nth field has a requested length greater than 256.
10n3 The nth field has a requested starting position less than 1.
10n4 The nth field has a requested starting position and requested

length. Together, they extend beyond the defined boundaries of
the field.

0000 No errors. The function request ran to completion, and a Function
Pointer value has been provided to caller.

Proceed to Function Pointer for instructions and an example for checking the RETURN-CODES and fixing errors.

Interpret RETURN-CODES 10n1 Through 10n4

When you code a String Manipulation Statement using one of the functions of the String Manipulation Language, the
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL replaces your original MOVE Statement with several MOVE and CALL Statements at
translate-time. If an error is detected at runtime, then the CALL Statement receives a RETURN-CODE other than zero.

Remember to include logic for checking errors based on the RETURN-CODES, as shown in the following example.

For RETURN-CODES 10n1 through 10n4, to determine the field in error in the CALL Statement, add 4 to n. Then count to
the nth field (after the USING Clause) in the CALL Statement. Each field is separated by a space.

Example

Assume that we coded the following statement:

MOVE ZERO TO BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD
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MOVE SUBSTRING OF 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

FOR LENGTH OF BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD

TO 13-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

STARTING AT 2.

.

.

.

IF RETURN-CODE IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO THEN...

The Translator generates a CALL statement and a series of MOVE statements. The CALL statement following the MOVE
statements is:

CALL 'MCTXSML' USING MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD

MCT-FNCT-TRIPLETS 13-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD.

Assume the RETURN-CODE returned for our MOVE Command was 1021. Remember, the field with an error is
determined by adding 4 to n. Here, n = 2. Because 4 + 2 = 6, the sixth field is in error. The sixth field is 62-BYTE-
SCRATCH-FIELD. The error in this field is that its length was set to zero, as shown in the preceding original code.

Function Pointer

The Function Pointer is a data name defined by the SML Language with the name MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER.
The name is set only when the RETURN-CODE for the requested function is zero. The Function Pointer value provides
the following information:

• For LOCATE STRING 
0 substring not found in larger string.
n substring begins at position n in larger string.

• For CONCATENATION
n position of last target character modified relative to the first defined byte of the target.

• For LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER 
0 all characters in source found somewhere in target.
n position of first source character that is not found in target.

• For LOCATE CHARACTER
0 no characters in source found anywhere in target.
n position of first source character that is also found in target.

• For CONFORM 
0 all source characters conform to specified naming convention
n position of first source character at which specified naming convention is violated.

Trailing blanks are ignored in the CONFORM function.

NOTE
When the Source Field for the CONFORM Function has a length designation greater than target conformity
allows (30 for a COBOL data-name, and 8 for PDS member name), then no conformity checking is done; the
violation occurs at the first byte beyond the maximum allowable length. The Function Pointer is set to this
position; 31 for COBOL, and 9 for MEMBER.

The activity of the Support Module is restricted to only providing a Function Pointer value when the function name is
LOCATE STRING, LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER, LOCATE CHARACTER, or CONFORM. No data in either the
source or target fields is affected for these functions.
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Expanded COBOL SML Statements
This section contains an example of each expanded COBOL SML Statement. The Identification, Environment, and Data
Divisions referenced by each example appear in Sample Identification, Environment, and Data Divisions.

In each example, the original code is marked Input. The generated MOVE and CALL Statements are given below the
original code and are marked Output.

Function Pointer

In each example that has a Function Pointer, the Function Pointer is moved to the target data name with the following
statement:

MOVE MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER TO dataname-x.

Sample Identification, Environment, and Data Divisions
The following divisions are to be used as the Identification, Environment, and Data Divisions for all these examples. All
data-names referenced in the examples can be found here.

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

    PROGRAM-ID. ABCDEFGH.

    ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

    DATA DIVISION.

    WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

    01  CONSTANTS.

        02 ALPHABETIC-CHARACTERS    PIC X(29) VALUE

    

    '@#$ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'

       02 BINARY-DIGITS             PIC X(02) VALUE '01'.

       02 OCTAL-DIGITS              PIC X(08) VALUE '01234567'.

       02 HEXIDECIMAL-DIGITS        PIC X(16) VALUE

                                    '0123456789ABCDEF'.

 

    01 SCRATCH-AREA.

       02 NUMERIC-FIELDS.

          03 BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD  PIC S9(04) COMP.

          03 PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD  PIC S9(05) COMP-3.

          03 NUMERIC-DISPLAY-COUNTER-FIELD PIC S9(06) DISPLAY.

       02 13-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD    PIC X(013).

       02 35-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD    PIC X(035).

       02 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD    PIC X(062).

       02 197-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD   PIC X(197).

    *

    * The remainder of WORKING-STORAGE is generated by COBOL/SML

    *

    01 MCT-FNCT-WORKAREA.

       02 MCTXSML                  PIC X(08) VALUE 'MCTXSML'.

       02 MCT-FNCT-CALL-PARAMETERS.

          03 MCT-FNCT-TRIPLETS.

             04 MCT-FNCT-POINTERS  OCCURS 6 TIMES.    

                05 MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH PIC S9(4) COMP.    

                05 MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH PIC S9(4) COMP.   
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                05 MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION PIC S9(4) COMP.    

          03 MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER PIC S9(4) COMP.

       02 MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE   PIC X(8).

       02 MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD     PIC X(256).

       02 MCT-FNCT-LITERAL-1       PIC X(4) VALUE 'DSN='.

       02 MCT-FNCT-LITERAL-2       PIC X(1) VALUE '('.

       02 MCT-FNCT-LITERAL-3       PIC X(1) VALUE ')'.

NOTE
The fields MCT-FNCT-LITERAL-n are generated by COBOL/SML Statements when a source or target specified
in the statement is a literal.

Example 1 - LOCATE ABSENCE OF CHARACTER

Input:

    MOVE POSITION FOUND IN 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

                             STARTING AT

                              NUMERIC-DISPLAY-COUNTER-FIELD

                       OF CHARACTER NOT OCTAL-DIGITS

                       TO PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD.

Output:

    MOVE LOW-VALUES TO MCT-FNCT-CALL-PARAMETERS

    MOVE 8 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (1)

    MOVE 8 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 62 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (2)

    MOVE NUMERIC-DISPLAY-COUNTER-FIELD TO

       MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (2)

    COMPUTE MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (2) EQUAL 62 -

       NUMERIC-DISPLAY-COUNTER-FIELD + 1

    MOVE 'VERIFY' TO MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

    CALL 'MCTXSML' USING MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

       MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD

       MCT-FNCT-TRIPLETS OCTAL-DIGITS 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

    MOVE MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER TO PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD.

Example 2 - LOCATE CHARACTER

Input:

    MOVE POSITION FOUND IN 197-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

                             STARTING AT PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD

                             FOR LENGTH OF BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD

                        OF CHARACTER ALPHABETIC-CHARACTERS

                             STARTING AT 1

                             FOR LENGTH OF 3

                        TO PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD.
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Output:

    MOVE LOW-VALUES TO MCT-FNCT-CALL-PARAMETERS

    MOVE 29 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (1)

    MOVE 3 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 197 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (2)

    MOVE PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (2)

    MOVE BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH(2)

    MOVE 'TRT' TO MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

    CALL 'MCTXSML' USING MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

       MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD

       MCT-FNCT-TRIPLETS ALPHABETIC-CHARACTERS

       197-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

    MOVE MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER TO PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD.

Example 3 - CONFORM

Input:

    MOVE POSITION FOUND IN 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

                        OF CHARACTER NOT COBOL

                        TO PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD.

Output:

    MOVE LOW-VALUES TO MCT-FNCT-CALL-PARAMETERS

    MOVE 'COBOL' TO MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD

    MOVE 256 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (1)

    MOVE 256 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 62 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (2)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (2)

    MOVE 62 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (2)

    MOVE 'CONFORM' TO MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

    CALL 'MCTXSML' USING MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

       MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD

       62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

    MOVE MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER TO PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD.

Example 4 - LOCATE STRING

Input:

    MOVE POSITION FOUND IN 35-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

                        OF STRING 'DSN='

                        TO PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD.

Output:
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    MOVE LOW-VALUES TO MCT-FNCT-CALL-PARAMETERS

    MOVE 4 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (1)

    MOVE 4 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 35 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (2)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (2)

    MOVE 35 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (2)

    MOVE 'INDEX' TO MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

    CALL 'MCTXSML' USING MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

       MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD

       MCT-FNCT-TRIPLETS MCT-FNCT-LITERAL-1

       35-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

    MOVE MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER TO PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD.

Example 5 - SUBSTRING

Input:

    MOVE SUBSTRING OF 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

                        FOR LENGTH OF BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD

                   TO 13-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

                        STARTING AT 2.

Output:

    MOVE LOW-VALUES TO MCT-FNCT-CALL-PARAMETERS

    MOVE 13 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 2 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (1)

    COMPUTE MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (1) EQUAL 13 - 2 + 1

    MOVE 62 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (2)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (2)

    MOVE BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (2)

    MOVE 'SUBSTR' TO MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

    CALL 'MCTXSML' USING MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

       MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD

       MCT-FNCT-TRIPLETS 13-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

       62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD.

Example 6 - UPCASE

Input:

    TRANSLATE 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD TO UPPER-CASE.

Output:

    MOVE LOW-VALUES TO MCT-FNCT-CALL-PARAMETERS

    MOVE 62 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (1)
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    MOVE 62 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 'UPCASE' TO MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

    CALL 'MCTXSML' USING MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

       MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD

       MCT-FNCT-TRIPLETS 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD.

Example 7 - CONCATENATE

Input:

    MOVE CONCATENATION OF 197-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

                               STARTING AT PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD

                               FOR LENGTH OF BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD

                             '('

                             35-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

                               STARTING AT

                                  NUMERIC-DISPLAY-COUNTER-FIELD

                             ')'

                          TO 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

                               STARTING AT 10

                          SAVING LENGTH IN BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD.

Output:

    MOVE LOW-VALUES TO MCT-FNCT-CALL-PARAMETERS

    MOVE 62 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (1)

    MOVE 10 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (1)

    COMPUTE MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (1) EQUAL 62 - 10 + 1

    MOVE 197 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (2)

    MOVE PACKED-COUNTER-FIELD TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (2)

    MOVE BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH(2)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (3)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (3)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (3)

    MOVE 35 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (4)

    MOVE NUMERIC-DISPLAY-COUNTER-FIELD TO

       MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (4)

    COMPUTE MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (4) EQUAL 35 -

       NUMERIC-DISPLAY-COUNTER-FIELD + 1

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-DEFINED-LENGTH (5)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-START-POSITION (5)

    MOVE 1 TO MCT-FNCT-FIELD-REQUESTD-LENGTH (5)

    MOVE 'CONCAT' TO MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

      CALL 'MCTXSML' USING MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-CODE

         MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER MCT-FNCT-SCRATCH-PAD

         MCT-FNCT-TRIPLETS 62-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD

         197-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD MCT-FNCT-LITERAL-2

         35-BYTE-SCRATCH-FIELD MCT-FNCT-LITERAL-3

      MOVE MCT-FNCT-FUNCTION-POINTER TO BINARY-COUNTER-FIELD.
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Reference
The Reference section provides general information about the Macro Facility, application programming, and the Online
Programming Language (OPL).

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Reference section.

Macro Facility Reference
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Macro Facility Reference articles are the authoritative reference to the complete
MetaCOBOL language. They focus on creating and testing macros and macro sets.

These articles are also a reference for writing MetaCOBOL macros. The most widely used facilities for the MetaCOBOL
macro processor are described in detail.

MetaCOBOL Translator Organization
The MetaCOBOL macro language is a flexible programming facility that can be used to customize the MetaCOBOL
Translator to solve a broad range of specific user problems.

An execution of the MetaCOBOL Translator proceeds through three logical phases:

For more information about the principal inputs, outputs, and support facilities of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL, see
the Using topics.

Initialization

Initialization prepares MetaCOBOL for translation. The input, output, and work files are opened, translate-time options are
established, and the macros are loaded into tables. Options can be specified on OPTION cards, or on the PARM list (z/OS
systems). Macros can be read from the primary input file, Librarian, system source libraries, or any combination of them.

The macros are loaded into three tables:

• Each macro-name is stored in the Symbol Table (TSY)
• Each macro model is stored in the Macro Table (TMS)
• Macro variables are stored in the Variable Table (TVA)

As the macros are loaded into the tables, they are listed on the INPUT Listing. Translator-directing statements can be
used to:

• Manipulate the macro listing
• Complete the specification of certain options
• Specify the source of input
• Define input format
• Establish macro regions, and
• Control the macro tracing facility

When a proper COBOL division header or a MetaCOBOL reserved macro-name for these headers is read from the input,
initialization is complete.

Proper COBOL division headers include IDENTIFICATION DIVISION, ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, DATA DIVISION, and
PROCEDURE DIVISION.

Reserved macro-names for these headers include $ID, $ED, $DD, and $PD.

The following flowchart shows the flow of MetaCOBOL Initialization.
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NOTE

More information:

• Translator Directing Statements

Translation

Translation depends on the interaction of COBOL source words and MetaCOBOL macros. Input words matching macros,
and certain COBOL language characteristics (division, level numbers, paragraph headers, verbs) determine where
translation takes place. Rules within the macros define the translation. Macros determine how output differs from input.

Translation of input from the primary input file, Librarian, or system source libraries is the same. Each word of the
COBOL input is processed separately. COBOL non-numeric literals which are "continued" (designated by a hyphen in
the continuation column, column 7) are processed as if they were actually a single word. The following items are also
processed as if they are a single word even though they can contain several words.

• COBOL REMARKS
• NOTEs
• Debugging statements (a D in column 7), and
• Comments (an asterisk "*" or slash "/" in column 7)
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Each COBOL division header initializes an internal code. The code permits individual macro translation to be restricted
to a specific COBOL division, or divisions. During translation of DATA DIVISION input, all COBOL data-names (excluding
FILLER) in the File, Working-Storage, Linkage, and Communication Sections are added to the Symbol Table (TSY). The
attributes of each data definition (USAGE, PICTURE, and others) are stored in the Data Structure Table (TDS).

COBOL COPY and Librarian -INC statements are processed automatically during translation according to the option
specified. If the COPY=ACTIVE or -INC option is specified, the copied (included) source code replaces the COPY/-INC
statement. The COPY/-INC statement is not available for the macro processing.

If the COPY=PASSIVE, COPY=IGNORE, or -INC option is not specified, the COPY/-INC statement is retained,
and the COPY/-INC statement is available for macro processing. In the DATA DIVISION, the COBOL COPY library
(COPY=PASSIVE) or Librarian master might be accessed and the specified source code that is retrieved to complete the
Data Structure Table. However, the source code does not appear in the output.

Macro translation creates two intermediate work files. Translated and untranslated COBOL source code, auxiliary output,
and translation diagnostics (optionally) are written to these work files for merging by the Source Generation phase. The
inline work file contains all unprocessed input words, and words inserted or replaced by macros at the original location of
the input word. The out-of-line work file contains all input words and macro insertions or replacements that macros direct
to locations in the generated source that are different from the location of the original input word.

When all input source has been processed, translation is completed.

The following flowchart shows the flow of MetaCOBOL translation.
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Source Generation

Source Generation completes MetaCOBOL processing. The inline and out-of-line work files are merged to create
formatted output for the OUTPUT listing and the COBOL file, output for the AUXILIARY file and listing, and output for the
Accounting file.

Out-of-line work file text is merged into predefined and macro-defined merge locations in the inline work file.

Segments of out-of-line work file text are merged with one another whenever macro-defined merge locations are detected
within the out-of-line work file. No predefined merge locations are in the out-of-line work file.
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A single out-of-line text segment can be merged into an unlimited number of macro-defined merge locations within
inline and out-of-line work files. An unlimited number of different out-of-line text segments can be merged into one inline
work file location. Merged text sequence depends on the order in which macros creating out-of-line text segments are
executed. The first text segment that is generated is the initial segment that is merged into any given location.

The AUXILIARY file and listing are merged in the same manner as the COBOL statements except there are no predefined
merge locations in these files.

Any translation output in the out-of-line work file which cannot be merged causes the LOST TEXT report to be prepared.

The merged COBOL statements are formatted according to options specified at installation, which can be modified at
initialization, and further altered by macro processing.

When source generation is complete, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL terminates with a predefined return code or a
macro-defined return code which can be used to regulate the execution of the subsequent job steps.

The following flowchart shows the flow of MetaCOBOL Source Generation.
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Translation Tables
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL  uses five tables during the Initialization and Translation segments.

Symbol Table (TSY)

The Symbol Table (TSY) is a dictionary of words and names that are important to the translation process. Initialization
creates entries in the Symbol Table for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL reserved words and Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL Word and String macro-names. Initialization also creates entries for COBOL reserved words, verbs,
figurative constants, and special registers. However, the precise set of entries made for COBOL words depends upon the
TARGET and DIALECT specified at installation, or specified as an option.

COBOL File, Working-Storage, Linkage, and Communication Section data-names in the primary input file, including
source statements referenced but not actually copied or included by COBOL COPY and Librarian -INC statements, are
entered into the Symbol Table unless specifically excluded by macro programming. Data definitions created by macros
may have entries in the Symbol Table depending on macro programming. In either case, the Symbol Table entry for a
COBOL data item is not complete until the item has been completely processed by macros, or has completely bypassed
macro processing. This is also true for group items with the difference that the entire group structure must be fully
processed by macros or have competely bypassed macro processing before the group item entry is completed. The table
update routines, which necessarily execute after macro processing, only recognize that an item is complete when a new
item becomes available.

For data-names, Symbol Table entries include a pointer into TDS which permits the retrieval of data item attributes.

For Word and String macro-names, Symbol Table entries include a pointer into TMS which permits the Translator to
retrieve the macro model for interpretation.

The other entries in the Symbol Table contain sufficient information to support lexical analysis of the input, primarily word
length and codes identifying the word type.

Macro programming uses TSY to resolve symbolic operand attributes. However, when the macros do not include symbolic
operand attributes, the Translator does not perform the necessary table updating.

Macro Table (TMS)

The Macro Table (TMS) contains the procedural portion (directives and constants) of macro models.

The procedural code (directives) in macro models is translated during initialization into a more compact language which
conserves table space and simplifies interpretation of the macro model during translation. Individual directives are
checked for correct syntax during initialization but are not checked for semantic accuracy.

As the macro model is loaded into TMS, references to variables (stored in the Variable Table; see 1.2.3) are resolved, and
the variable's address is stored in the macro table. References to Tags and Labels are similarly resolved. In effect, these
references are "compiled."

In many ways, the interpretation of a macro model is a macro process within a macro process. A source word matching a
Word macro prototype in the Symbol Table causes the retrieval of a macro model for interpretation from the Macro Table.

Variable Table (TVA)

Initialization creates entries in the Variable Table (TVA) for all user defined variables. Memory is allocated to the variable
according to their specification, and the variables are initialized to either default values or values provided by the
programmer as part of the variable definitions. The Translator does not reinitialize these variables on later invocations of
the same macro name during translation.

When initialization is complete, the structure of TVA is also complete. The table content changes continuously during
translation as the values of variables change.
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Attribute Table (TDS)

The Attribute Table (TDS), also known as the Data Structure Table, contains the data attributes (e.g., level number,
usages, size, etc.) of all COBOL special registers and user-defined data items.

The Initialization segment primes the TDS with COBOL special register data attributes.

During translation of DATA DIVISION items, all data-names except FILLER are placed in TSY, and the corresponding
data item attributes are placed in TDS. After they are in TDS and the current group item is computed, the attributes may
be accessed. A group item and its attributes are complete when the next level number of the same or lower value has
bypassed or been output by macro processing.

Stack Table

The Stack Table is both an internal work area used to store Prefix-type macro prototypes, and a comment stack for
comments encountered during macro model processing.

During macro loading, Prefix macro prototypes are permanently placed at one end of the Stack Table. Macro models
containing variable definitions and logical destinations, unique to the models, temporarily use the other end of the
Stack Table. Here they resolve addresses between definitions and references as each model is placed in the Macro
Table. Exceptionally complex macro models can overflow the Stack Table, resulting in immediate Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL termination. Such errors can often be avoided by loading Prefix macros after all those containing complex
models or by increasing the size of the Stack Table during installation.

The Stack Table is also used during translation as a temporary word storage area for symbolic operands.

Standard Format
Standard COBOL format is used in Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL macro writing. The four divisions of a COBOL
source program, and their functions are:

• IDENTIFICATION DIVISION
Names the program and, optionally, gives the date that the program was written, the compilation date, and other
information.

• ENVIRONMENT DIVISION
Describes one or more computers to be used and specifies the computer equipment features used by the program. A
description of the relationship of data files with input/output devices is included.

• DATA DIVISION
Defines the nature and characteristics of all data in the program. This information includes both the data used in input/
output operations and the data developed for internal processing.

• PROCEDURE DIVISION
Consists of executable statements that process the data in the manner defined by the programmer.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLreserved abbreviations corresponding to the preceding divisions must be placed in Area
A of MetaCOBOL input, and include:

• $ID
Expands into the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION header.

• $ED
Expands into the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION header.

• $DD
Expands into the DATA DIVISION header.

• $PD
Expands into the PROCEDURE DIVISION header.
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These symbols, when encountered in Area A of the primary input expands into their respective division headers. No other
abbreviations can be defined for division headers. Users can use these symbols as macro prototypes and include other
optional processing in the model portion of the macro.

Columns are:

• Columns 1-6
Represent the sequence number area.

• Column 7 
Represents the continuation column.

• Columns 8-11
Represent Area A. COBOL elements that can begin in Area A are:
– Division headers
– Section headers
– Paragraph headers or paragraph-names
– Level indicator (FD, SD, RD, CD)
– Level numbers
– Keyword DECLARATIVES
– Keywords END DECLARATIVES

• Columns 12-72
Represent Area B.

• Columns 73-80
Identify the program.

 

Comment Definition
"Comments" are used to add descriptive information to macros, and the translator ignores them.

Format 1:

[text] /* comment

• /*
Comments are any words in an input record that are preceded by and including a /* and a space in Area A or Area B,
and is not part of a literal. This provides a comment facility on lines with macro text.

In Format 2, an *, /, T, or X must be in the continuation column (column 7). Words beginning with *$ are Translator-
directing statements.

Format 2:

{ * }

{ / } comment

 { X }

{ T }

 

• /
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A slash (/) in the continuation column 7 also causes a page eject before the comment is printed on the INPUT &
DIAGNOSTICS listing when the listing is invoked. Any consecutive eject commands result in a single page eject.

• T or X
In addition to all other commenting facilities, a T or X in the continuation column 7 causes the previous macro to end,
and causes all other lines until the next macro definition or division header to be ignored.This comment can be used
to delete temporarily a macro from a set while retaining the code. External and global definitions within the macro are
ignored.
When both forms of comments occur before the first division header, they are printed on the INPUT & DIAGNOSTICS
Listing. They are printed when the listing is invoked, but they are not passed to the Translator as input and are
therefore never output.

Example:

/------------------------------------------------* 

*                                                *

*                                                *

*          PROCEDURE DIVISION                    * 

*          AT TOP OF PAGE                        *

*                                                *

*                                                *

*------------------------------------------------* 

 

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         .

         .

         .

Macro Definition
A Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLmacro definition equates a "prototype" (the source code or conditions that might
occur in a program) to a "model" (the rules which govern the processing of the source code). Place all macro definitions
after one or more OPTION cards and before the first COBOL division header in the input stream.

 

General Format
 

Format:

t[c] macro-name [prototype-word-1...] [:] [model-word-1 [...model-word-n]] 

• t
Indicates the macro type code and must be entered as:
– P

Prefix
– S

String
– U

Unverb
– V
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Verb
– W

Word 
The code must appear in the continuation column (column 7) and must begin each macro definition.

• c
Indicates the division code and must be entered as a word in Area A (columns 8-11) consisting of:
– I

Prefix
– E

Environment
– D

Data
– P

Procedure 
Or any combination of these four characters. If no division code is specified, the macro definition applies to all
divisions.
The order in which the entries appear is not significant, but if more than one entry is specified, the codes must be
contiguous (without any intervening characters, spaces, or both). For example, ED is equivalent to DE, both meaning
that the macro is only active for the ENVIRONMENT and DATA DIVISIONS.

• prototype
Indicates a word or sequence of words beginning in Area B (columns 12-72) and must be separated from the division
code by one or more spaces. Its appearance in the source program causes a call to the macro definition. In case of
duplicate prototypes, the last macro that the Translator loaded is the only macro processed.
Input stream words and word sequences cause a word correspondence search of the macro definitions of the currently
active division in the following order:
a. Verb, Word, or String macros in the reverse order in which they are loaded.
b. Prefix macros in the reverse order in which they are loaded.
c. Un-verb macros are not considered in the search chain.

• macro-name
Indicates the first word, only word, or both of the prototype. The macro-name can consist of any COBOL keyword
(except the keyword NOTE), data-name, or procedure-name; and it can be used as a macro-name, or prototype-word.
Punctuation, nonnumeric literals, numeric literals, picture character-strings, and pseudo-text character-strings are
excluded from use as macro-names and prototype-words. The exceptions to these rules are:
* For Word and String Macro Macro-names
The following single character macro-names can be used: currency symbol ($); number symbol (#); at symbol (@);
greater than symbol (>); less than symbol (<); cent symbol ([); exclamation mark (!); percent symbol (%); and question
mark (?). Multi-character macro-names can be composed of the following characters with the preceding characters:
Asterisk (*); stroke (/); numbers (0-9); hyphen (-); equals symbol (=); period, leading or embedded, but not trailing (.);
and plus symbol (+).
* For Prefix Macro Macro-names
In addition to a keyword or a partial keyword, data-name, or procedure-name, the following single character macro-
names can be used: asterisk (*); stroke (/); currency symbol ($); number symbol (#); at symbol (@); greater than
symbol (>); less than symbol (<); numbers (0-9); hyphen (-); equals (=); cent symbol ([); period (.); plus symbol (+);
exclamation mark (!); semi-colon (;); comma (,); percent symbol (%); and question mark (?). Multicharacter Prefix
macro macro-names can be composed by using combinations of any of the preceding characters.
In addition 11 reserved macro-names are available to the user:
– $ID

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION header
– $ED
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ENVIRONMENT DIVISION header
– $DD

DATA DIVISION header
– $PD

PROCEDURE DIVISION header (See Standard Format.)
For the following macro-names, see Symbolic Operand Attributes - Reference.

– $-LEVEL
– $-PROC
– $DDE/$DDX
– $PDE/$PDX
– $-VERB

• prototype-word-1...
Are more prototype words that are permitted in String-type (S) macros only. In addition to any COBOL keywords,
data-names, and procedure-names, single, and multicharacter prototype-words can be composed of the following
characters: Asterisk (*); stroke (/); currency symbol ($); number symbol (#); at symbol (@); greater than symbol (>);
less than symbol (<); numbers (0-9); hyphen (-); equals symbol (=); cent symbol ([); period (.); left parenthesis ((); plus
symbol (+); exclamation (!); right parenthesis ()): Percent symbol (%); question mark (?).
The prototype must begin in Area B preceded by at least one space. Subsequent prototype-words can appear
anywhere in Area B. Prototype-words cannot begin with an "&" unless it is a symbolic operand representing a source
word or word sequence. For more information, see Prefix Macro Definition and String Macro Definition.

• : (colon)
Indicates a separator (colon). It defines the end of the prototype and the beginning of the macro model. Except for Verb
and Un-verb macros, a colon terminates the prototype and the source program words causing the macro call to be
removed from the input stream. A space must follow the colon.

• model
Represents the rules to be acted upon whenever a call is made to the macro. A model can consist of substitution
words, variable definitions, directives, logical constructs, and logical destinations, all of which make up the action to be
taken and/or the code to be generated when the macro prototype is called.

• model-word-1, -n
Indicates additional model-words. Those beginning with an "&" are Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLdirectives which
cause the Translator to take specific, logical action. A model-word not beginning with an "&" is a constant and is used
as it appears in the model. Any valid COBOL character string can be a constant
A "directive" is a special word, embedded within a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLmacro model, which causes the
Translator to take explicit action but does not appear in the output. A directive is similar in function to a COBOL verb
which defines the action to be taken by a COBOL program. Directives always begin with an ampersand (&).
A "directive expression" is a series of words, beginning with a directive, which defines explicit Translator action. A
directive expression is similar in function to a COBOL statement.
A "substitution word" is any symbolic or constant word in a macro model which is substituted directly or indirectly in the
generated output, and serves as word storage areas, as work areas during composition, as switches, and others
A substitution word appearing in Area A of the model is output in Area A. If the input source program word that
matches macro-name is coded in Area A, the first model-word substituted is aligned at Area A, regardless of where the
model-word is coded. Otherwise a substitution word coded in Area B is output to Area B in the generated program.

• "Variables" are defined by the macro writer, or are predefined within the Translator.

NOTE
Any compiler-directing statement (i.e., EJECT, slash "/", SKIP1, SKIP2, and SKIP3) specified within the macro
division advances the INPUT & DIAGNOSTICS listing as appropriate, but does not appear in the macro
generated output.
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Example

The following example shows several simple macro definitions and how they are used in a program. All model words are
constant substitution words in this example. No directives, and so on, are shown.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLInput

WD    RMF : RECORDING MODE IS F

WD    LRS : LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD

WD    DR : DATA RECORD IS

FD  FILEA RMF LRS DR RECA.

01  RECA.

    .

    .

    .

FD  FILEB RMF LRS DR RECB.

01 RECB.

   .

   .

   .

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLOutput

FD FILEA RECORDING MODE IS F 

         LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD

         DATA RECORD IS RECA.

01 RECA.

   .

   .

   .

FD FILEB RECORDING MODE IS F

         LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD

         DATA RECORD IS RECB.

01 RECB.

   .

   .

   .

User Defined Macros
User-defined macros consist of Verb, Un-verb, Word, Prefix, and String-type macros.

Verb Macro Definition

The Verb macro is used to define a word as a verb.

Format:

 

V[c] macro-name
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• V
Indicates the macro type code for Verb. V appears in the continuation column (column 7). A call to a Verb macro does
not cause replacement of the word causing the call.
Verb definitions must appear ahead of all other macro definitions. As with all other macro definitions, those definitions
for the Verb-type must appear before the first input division header.

• c
Indicates the division code. The code can be I, E, D, P, any combination of these four characters, or blank (all
divisions).

• macro-name
Represents any string of 30 characters or less which is not a literal or a single special character. For more information,
see General Format.

NOTE
This macro type has no model.

Examples

PLAY is defined as a verb as follows.

      V PLAY

The translator now regards PLAY as a verb like all other COBOL verbs.

NOTE

More information:

• Reserved Words for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

Un-verb Macro Definition

The Un-verb macro is used to delete a word from the list of words that are defined as verbs or to cancel a previously
loaded Verb macro.

Format:

U[c] macro-name

• U
Indicates the macro type code for Un-verb. U appears in the continuation column (column 7). A call to an Un-verb
macro does not cause replacement of the word causing the call. 

• c
Indicates the division code. The code can be I, E, D, P, any combination of these four characters, or blank (all
divisions).

• macro-name
Represents any string of 30 characters or less which is not a literal or a single special character. For more information,
see General Format.

NOTE
This macro type has no model.

Example

MOVE is removed as a verb as follows.
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U    MOVE

The translator no longer regards MOVE as a COBOL verb.

NOTE

More information:

• Reserved Words for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

 

 

Word Macro Definition

The Word macro substitutes zero, one, or more words for a single source or substitution word.

Format:

W[c] macro-name : [model-word-1 [...model-word-n]] 

• W
Indicates the macro type code for Word. W appears in the continuation column (column 7).

• c
Indicates the division code. The code can be I, E, D, P, or any combination of these four characters, or blank (all
divisions).

• macro-name
Represents any string of 30 characters or less which is not a literal or a single special character. For more information,
see General Format.

• :
Indicates the separator (required).

• model-word-1, -n
Represents the rules to be acted upon whenever a call is made to the macro. For more information, see General
Format.

Example

WD -WS :

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

In this example, only the DATA DIVISION of the source program is searched for the word "-WS". Each time "-WS" is
found, this macro is called, and the words "WORKING-STORAGE SECTION." are output in its place.

Because "WORKING-STORAGE SECTION." is coded in Area A in the model, it is always output in Area A in the Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOLoutput file, beginning a new line, regardless of the location of the "-WS" in the DATA DIVISION of
the input source program.

Even if the word "-WS" in the source is followed by a period, only one terminating period appears in Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLoutput (that is, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLsuppresses consecutive terminating periods).

Prefix Macro Definition

The Prefix macro substitutes zero, one, or more words for a single source substitution word. Prefix uses the last portion of
that source substitution word as variable data.

Format:
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                     [&         ]     [&           ]

P[c] macro-name[&] : [model-word] ... [model-word-n]...

• P
Indicates the macro type code for Prefix. P appears in the continuation column (column 7).

• c
Indicates the division code. The code can be I, E, D, P, or any combination of these four characters, or blank (all
divisions).

• macro-name[&]
Represents any string of 30 characters or less which is not a literal or a single special character. For more information,
see General Format.
This macro prototype is actually the first few characters of a word (the prefix). The "&" (suffix) matches any character
following the prefix.

• : (colon)
Indicates the separator (required).

[&         ]    [&           ]

[model-word] ...[model-word-n]...

• model word
Represents the rules to be acted upon whenever a call is made to the macro, For more information, see General
Format. The symbolic operand "&" can occur any number of times within the model or can not appear in the model at
all.

Example

In the following example, the prototype can be specified as "O-" or "O-&". The optional use of the "&" in the prototype
identifies the suffix symbolically for clarity only.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLInput

     . 

     .

     .

PP   O- :  & OF OLD-MASTER

     .

     .

     .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION

     .

     .

     .

     MOVE O-PART TO PRINT-PART

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLOutput

     . 

     .

     . 

     MOVE PART OF OLD-MASTER TO PRINT-PART 
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String Macro Definition

The String macro replaces one or more original source words you specify with the variable data you specify. The original
source can be zero, one, or more words. The variable data can also be zero, one, or more substitution words. You can
specify a one-to-one correspondence between the number of original source words and the number of substitution words;
however, you are not required to do so.

For example, you could specify that one substitution word replaces a specific source word. Alternatively, you could specify
that a string of substitution words replaces a specific source word. Conversely, you could decide to replace a string of
original source words with one substitution word.

The macro name must always be the first word of the prototype. The prototype of the String macro is the only macro
prototype that can consist of more than one word.

Format:

S[c] macro-name[&]   [&n            ]      [&n        ] 

                     [prototype-word]... : [model-word]. . . 

• S
Indicates the macro type code for String. S appears in the continuation column (column 7).

• c
Indicates the division type code which is I, E, D, P, or any combination of these four characters, or blank (all divisions).

• macro-name
Represents any string of 30 characters or less which is not a literal or a single special character. For more information,
see General Format. Macro-name cannot be specified as a symbolic operand.

• &n
• prototype-word

Are more prototype words that are permitted in String-type macros only and can be specified as constants and/or
in symbolic operands. A maximum of 15 symbolic operands and any number of constant word sequences can be
specified.
"Symbolic operands" are represented by "&n", where "n" represents any integer 1-15 (that is, &1 to &15).
The actual word or sequence of words that are represented by a symbolic operand is defined by the location of the
symbolic operand in the macro prototype. A call to a String macro is made whenever a word string or condition in the
input stream matches (by location) the macro-name and all prototype words and symbolic operands described in the
macro prototype, including all type restrictions placed on each symbolic operand. Therefore, each symbolic operand
must be uniquely defined (a different integer for each) in the prototype.
"Recognition codes" qualify the types of words which can be accepted from the input stream as the current value of a
symbolic operand. These codes are specified only in the prototype as follows:
&n(modifier)

The &n symbolic operand modifier in the prototype allows a single operand to represent an item other than a single
source word. It also allows the inclusion of qualifiers and subscripts/indices within the source word sequence, thus
allowing the current value of a String symbolic operand to contain more than one word. The modifier also restricts the
input source which qualifies for prototype matching, and thus restricts String macro calls to more rigidly defined word
sequences.
The modifier is optional, but, when used, must always appear within parentheses. Valid modifiers include:
– (Q)

A single data-name or procedure-name plus any COBOL qualifying phrases, if present (OF ..., IN ...).
Example:

COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE

COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE OF SECTION-1
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COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE IN SECTION-1

– (S)
Identical to Q plus any COBOL subscripts/indices, if present.
Example:

AMOUNT 

AMOUNT OF MASTER-RECORD

AMOUNT OF MASTER-RECORD (SUB1)

– (L)
A literal or figurative constant only.
Example:

'TOTAL' 

+50 

SPACES

– (R)
A data-name that can be qualified, subscripted, indexed, and reference modified.
Example:

NAME 

NAME OF ADDR-RECORD (SUB1)

NAME OF ADDR-RECORD (SUB1) (4:20)

– (Q,L)
A word or word sequence that satisfies either Q or L.
Example:

COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE

COMPUTE-NEW-BALANCE OF SECTION-1

5000

– (S,L)
A word or word sequence that satisfies either S or L; in effect, Q, S, L.
Example:

AMOUNT

AMOUNT OF MASTER-FILE (SUB1)

'TOTAL'

+50

SPACES

– (R,L)
A word or word sequence that satisfies either S or L; in effect, Q, S, L.
A data-name that can be qualified, subscripted, indexed, and reference modified, or it can be a literal.
Example:

NAME

NAME OF ADDR-RECORD (SUB1) (10:15) 

`UNDEFINED`

The absence of any recognition code indicates that only the next single word in the input stream, whatever it might
be, is used for the symbolic operand.
The codes Q, R, and S cannot be specified when the anticipated source word represents a COBOL reserved word,
because COBOL reserved words cannot be qualified, subscripted, or indexed.
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• : (colon)
Indicates the separator (required).

• &n
• model-word

Represents the rules to be acted upon whenever a call is made to the macro. For more information, see General
Format.
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLsubstitutes the current value of each symbolic operand for each occurrence of the
symbolic operand in the model of the macro definition. The same symbolic operand can appear any number of times in
the model or not at all.

NOTE
COBOL comments intervening between source words as they are matched to a String macro prototype have
no effect upon the macro calling function. Such comments are passed through the Translator immediately,
and appear in the generated output immediately before code generated by the macro model.

A String macro can be called from the input stream only, never from the substituted words of another macro. Only
COPY or -INC text can call string macros when the COPY or -INC translate-time option is specified.

Examples

In the following example, the prototype, "&1" symbolically represents the first word following "PACKED" (in this case,
"S999") and "&2" represents the second word following "PACKED" (in this case, "ZERO"). The call is made to the macro
only because of the "PACKED" word match; Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLuses the source program words to replace
the proper model symbolic operand in the output.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLInput

     . 

     .

     .

SID  PACKED &1 &2 : PIC &1 COMP-3 VALUE &2     .

     .

     .

 DATA DIVISION

     .

     .

     .

     02 NAME PACKED S999 ZERO.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLOutput

      . 

      .

      . 

     02 NAME PIC S999 COMP-3 VALUE ZERO. 

In the following example, &1 is defined as the first word after "-PRINT" (that is, "A-LINE"); &2 is defined as the first word
after "FROM" plus any qualifying phrases and/or subscripts/indices "DIAGNOSTIC OF ERROR-TABLE (SUB1)"; and
&3 is defined as the literal after the last word of &2. The call is made to the macro definition because of the "-PRINT'
match, the "FROM" match, and the literal match for &3. The proper word sequences from the source program appear as
replacements for the corresponding symbolic operands in the model.
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Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLInput

SP   PRINT &1 FROM &2(S) &3(L) :

         WRITE &1 FROM &2 AFTER ADVANCING &3 LINES.

         MOVE SPACES TO &1.

     .

     .

     .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     .

     .

     .

     PRINT A-LINE FROM DIAGNOSTIC OF ERROR-TABLE

 (SUB1) 1.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLOutput

     WRITE A-LINE FROM 

        DIAGNOSTIC OF ERROR-TABLE (SUB1)

        AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES.

     MOVE SPACES TO A-LINE. 

Because &1 in the preceding example is not coded in the prototype to accept qualifications, the following lines would not
match the prototype. Therefore no call would be made to this macro.

PRINT A-LINE OF FILE-A

    FROM DIAGNOSTIC OF ERROR-TABLE (SUB1) 1

Event Dependent Macro Prototypes
Certain macro prototypes are matched to special conditions or events in the source input rather than to specific words.

The recognition of the following events in the source input can cause macro calls:

• The beginning of a data item definition in the DATA DIVISION ($-LEVEL)
• A procedure header in the PROCEDURE DIVISION ($-PROC)
• The end of the DATA DIVISION ($DDE, $DDX)
• The end of the source input program ($PDE, $PDX)
• Any word, within the appropriate division, which is defined as a verb ($-VERB)

$-LEVEL

The $-LEVEL causes a macro call before each DATA DIVISION level number (preceded by a period on the last
statement) recognized in the source input program.

Format:

SD $-LEVEL :

• S
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Indicates the type code for the String macro. This prototype must be a String-type, and does not attempt to match any
words in the source input.

• D
Indicates the division code for DATA DIVISION macro.

• $-LEVEL
Indicates a macro prototype which should not appear as a word in the source input program.
No more words can appear in the prototype.

• :
Indicates the separator (required).

NOTE
$-LEVEL can be used to change level numbers to a consistent installation standard, to rearrange the clauses
in an item description to a standard sequence, to ensure a VALUE clause in all Working-Storage items for
initialization, and others.

"Level number" is defined as a numeric literal in the DATA DIVISION immediately following a period or immediately
following, consecutively, a period and an Area A indicator.

No words, including the level number, are acquired by the macro call.  T he responsibility of the user is to &GET any or all
words in the item definition, beginning with the level number.

When using &GET/&STORE/&STOW logic in an $-LEVEL macro, the period terminating a data item definition must not
be removed, or the subsequent data item level number does not cause a call upon the $-LEVEL macro and Translator
analysis of data attributes is incorrect.

Exercise caution using of this macro with other macros because it overrides or is overridden by another $-LEVEL macro,
possibly causing improper translation.

Example

In the following example, level-77 items in the DATA DIVISION are changed to level-01. Remember that 77 is not valid as
a macro-name because it contains only numeric characters. (It would be difficult to distinguish between the level number
77 and a numeric literal if 77 were valid as a macro-name.)

SD     $-LEVEL :

       &GET &1                /* INSPECT NEXT WORD &IF &1 = 77

                              /* 77?

            &STORE            /* REMOVE 77 FROM INPUT

            01                /* OUTPUT 01

       &ENDIF Macro

$-PROC

The $-PROC causes a macro call before each PROCEDURE DIVISION paragraph/section header is recognized in the
source input program.

Format:

SP $-PROC :

• S
Indicates the type code for the String macro. This prototype must be a String-type, and does not attempt to match any
words in the source input.

• P
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Indicates the division code for PROCEDURE DIVISION macro.
• $-PROC

Indicates a macro prototype that should not appear as a word in the source input program. 
No more words can appear in the prototype.

• :
Indicates the separator (required).

NOTE
This macro can be used to prefix procedure headers with sequential numbers, to insert spacing commands
ahead of procedures, to insert statements at the beginning of paragraphs, to count paragraphs, to place EJECT
commands ahead of sections, to audit the PROCEDURE DIVISION for proper Area A usage, and others.

"Procedure header" is defined as one or more words in the PROCEDURE DIVISION preceded by an Area A indicator.

No words of the procedure header are acquired by the macro call. It is the responsibility of the user to &GET any or all
words in the procedure header beginning with the word following the Area A indicator (the Area A indicator itself has
already been processed and is not available to this macro call).

The DECLARATIVES and END DECLARATIVES headers trigger a $-PROC macro call.

Caution must be exercised in the use of this macro with other macros, because it overrides or is overridden by another $-
PROC macro, causing improper translation.

Example

In the following example, an EJECT card is output ahead of each procedure header.

SP     $-PROC :

       &GET &1               /* INSPECT NEXT WORD

                             /* BYPASS

DECLARATIVES

     &IF &1 NE 'END' &AND &1 NE 'DECLARATIVES'

                                  /* OUTPUT EJECT

L           EJECT

     &A                           /* OUTPUT AREA A

INDICATOR

     &ENDIF

$DDE/$DDX

$DDE and $DDX cause a macro call at the end of the DATA DIVISION when the PROCEDURE DIVISION header is
recognized in the source input program but before it is processed.

Format:

SD {$DDE}

   {$DDX} :

• S
Indicates the type code for the String macro. These prototypes must be String-type, and do not attempt to match any
words in the source input.

• D
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Indicates the division code for DATA DIVISION macro.
• $DDE
• $DDX

Are macro prototypes that should not appear as words in the source input program.
If both are used, $DDE is called before $DDX, regardless of the sequence in which they are coded in the macro set.
$DDX is called after any macro call to $DDE is complete.
A maximum of 9 (the first 9 loaded) $DDX macros are called by the Translator in the sequence in which they are
loaded. Only the last $DDE loaded is called.
No more words can appear in the prototype.

• :
Indicates the separator (required).

Notes:

These macro prototypes are used to finish processing the DATA DIVISION. They can be used to create one or more
section headers that might not have been coded in the input source program, to generate data definitions, to ensure inline
placement of DATA DIVISION entries, and others. 

No words are acquired by the macro call, including the Area A indicator preceding the PROCEDURE DIVISION header. If
the user codes an &GET in the model to acquire more words, these words are acquired as PROCEDURE DIVISION text
and can trigger calls to PROCEDURE DIVISION macros but not DATA DIVISION macros.

Do not use this macro to initialize processing for the PROCEDURE DIVISION.

Example

The following example shows a series of macros that are used to generate a Working-Storage Section header when one
is not already in the DATA DIVISION.

SD    WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.:

          &DO &LWS-HEADER

SD    LINKAGE SECTION. :

         &DO &LWS-HEADER

 LINKAGE SECTION.

SD   REPORT SECTION.:

         &DO &LWS-HEADER

 REPORT SECTION.

SD   COMMUNICATION SECTION.

        :&DO &LWS-HEADER

 COMMUNICATION SECTION.

SD $DDE :

      &DO &LWS-HEADER

      &GOBACK

   &LWS-HEADER

       &GLOBAL &BWS-HEADER = FALSE

       &IF NOT &BWS-HEADER

           &SET &BWS-HEADER = TRUE

           &A

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

   &ENDIF

   &EXIT
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$PDE/$PDX

$PDE and $PDX cause a macro call at the end of source input during translation.

Format:

S[P]    {$PDE}

        {$PDX} :

• S
Indicates the type code for the String macro. These prototypes must be String-type, and do not attempt to match any
words in the source input.

• P
Indicates the division code for PROCEDURE DIVISION macro. If the division code P is specified and no PROCEDURE
DIVISION is present, this macro is not called.

• $PDE
• $PDX

Are macro prototypes that should not appear as words in the source input program.
If both are used, $PDE is called before $PDX, regardless of the sequence in which they are coded in the macro set.
$PDX is called after any macro call to $PDE is complete.
A maximum of 9 (the first 9 loaded) $PDX macros are called by the Translator in the sequence in which they are
loaded. Only the last $PDE loaded is called.
No more words can appear in the prototype.

• :
(Colon) is the separator (required).

Notes: These macros are used to finish processing the source program. They can be used to map the DATA DIVISION,
to add code to the DATA or PROCEDURE DIVISION as dictated by requirements of the PROCEDURE DIVISION, to end
acquisition of source words, to summarize translation results, to perform complex reporting to the AUXILIARY listing, and
more.

No words are acquired by the macro call. Do not code &GET in the model because it can cause Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLto try to read beyond the end of the input file.

Example

The following example creates a record on the Accounting File to indicate the use of 'MACROSET', the name of the macro
set including this macro.

 

S $PDE : 

      &ACCT 'MACROSET' 

$-VERB

The $-VERB causes a macro call every time a word with a verb type attribute (&n'T = 'V', including a terminating period) is
recognized in the source input program.

Format:

S[C] $-VERB :
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• S
Indicates the type code for the String macro. This prototype must be a String type, and does not attempt to match any
words in the source input.

• C
Indicates the division code that can be I, E, D, P, any combination of these four characters, or blank (all divisions).

• $-VERB
Indicates a macro prototype that should not appear as a word in the source input program. The Type attribute of
a word qualifying as a verb (&n'T = 'V') is not affected by the $-VERB macro. For more information, see Symbolic
Operand Attributes - Reference.
No more words can appear in the prototype.

• :
(Colon) is the separator (required).

Notes:

These macros are used to enhance normal Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLformatting, to count statements, to insert
commands, and more.

No words are acquired by the macro call. The user is responsible to &GET the verb or period.

Any COBOL verb that is also defined as a macro-name does not invoke this macro.

Caution must be exercised in the use of this macro with other macros, because it overrides or is overridden by another $-
VERB macro, causing improper translation.

Example

The following example processes all PROCEDURE DIVISION verbs, except periods, that explicit macro calls do not
process.

SP    $-VERB :

&GET &1

&IF &1 NOT = '.'

   &STORE 

     .

     .

     .

&ENDIF 

Macro Nesting
Each word that is substituted by a called macro is searched using the macro definitions for Prefix and Word macros in the
same order in which a source input word is searched but with the calling macro-name removed from the list for this "nest
level." Any call to a String macro is ignored. If a match is made, an additional macro call is initiated. This entire process is
called macro nesting.

As many as nine levels of macro nesting per source word are possible. Specifically, the rules for nesting are:

• Each qualifying word that is substituted from a Word macro model can invoke a single Prefix macro and a maximum of
eight more levels of Word macros.

• Each qualifying word that is substituted from a Prefix macro model can invoke a maximum of eight levels of Word
macros.

• Each qualifying word that is substituted from a String macro model can invoke a single Prefix macro and a maximum of
nine levels of Word macros.
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If these rules are violated, a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLdiagnostic is produced. The search for further nested
macros is terminated. The word which failed to "nest" is output.

Instead of repeating identical macro code in each of several macros, it is often convenient to have these macros substitute
a special word (a word which cannot logically appear in the input stream) which acts as a call to a Word macro. This Word
macro contains the "common" macro code. When used in this manner, Word macros can be thought of as closed-loop
subroutines.

If a Word or Prefix macro is to act on a word that is substituted from another macro directed explicitly out-of-line to another
division, the nested macro must have a division code for the other division. Out-of-line modes are not changed by calling
such a Word or Prefix macro unless done so explicitly.

At the completion of the translation of a nested macro, control is returned to the next higher macro in the nesting
hierarchy.

Example

 "DO" causes a call to the Word macro "DO", and is translated to "PERFORM". "DOTHRU" causes a call to the String
macro "DOTHRU". "BETA" and "GAMMA" become the current value of the symbolic operands &1 and &2, respectively.
The first word output by "DOTHRU" ("DO") causes a nested call to the Word macro "DO", which outputs "PERFORM" and
returns to the "DOTHRU" macro, which then outputs "BETA THRU GAMMA".

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLInput

WP   DO : PERFORM 

     .

     .

     .

SP   DOTHRU &1 &2 : DO &1 THRU &2

     .

     .

     .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

     .

     .

     . 

     DO ALPHA. DOTHRU BETA GAMMA.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLOutput

    .

    .

    .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    .

    .

    .

    PERFORM ALPHA.

    PERFORM BETA THRU GAMMA.
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Symbolic Words
"Symbolic words" are the notation that is used in Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLmacros to represent variable
information. During the execution of a macro call, the current values of symbolic words are determined. They are used in
place of the notation. The four classes of symbolic words are:

• Symbolic operands, which generally represent one or more words acquired from the source input.
• Variables, which are defined in macro models by the macro writer or which are predefined within the Translator.
• Symbolic Operand Attributes, which represent a characteristic of the current value of a symbolic operand.
• Concatenation, which is the combination of one or more words into a new word.

Symbolic Operands
Symbolic operands are defined within the Translator. They are a means of directly introducing variable source program
words into macro models. Three types of symbolic operands are available.

&

Format:

&

• &
Indicates a symbolic operand that can obtain a value only by the call of a Prefix-type macro. The operand can appear
any number of times in the model. The operand assumes the value of the remainder (suffix) of the source word that
causes the call to a Prefix macro.

Example

The following macro is used to generate RECORD CONTAINS n CHARACTERS clauses.

PD RCC=& : RECORD CONTAINS & CHARACTERS

&n

Format:

&n 

• &
Indicates a symbolic operand that can represent 15 symbolic operands (&1, &2, ..., &15).
An &n symbolic operand can be used in the prototype of a String-type macro and in the model of any macro type. A
specific &n symbolic operand can appear only once in a prototype, but can appear any number of times in a model.
If used in a String-type macro prototype, an &n symbolic operand can represent:
– A single word in the source program input,
– A qualified word, a subscripted word, or both, or
– A literal

For more information, see String Macro Definition.

• If used in a macro model, an &n symbolic operand often represents the value that an &n symbolic operand acquired in
the corresponding String macro prototype.
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An &n symbolic operand in any macro model can also be set to the value of another symbolic operand, variable, word, or
series of words. Each has an implicit maximum length of 510 characters.

Example

The following macro is used to convert a 1968 ANSI COBOL EXAMINE statement to an equivalent 1974 ANSI COBOL
INSPECT statement.

SP      EXAMINE &1(S) REPLACING UNTIL FIRST &2(L) BY &3(L) : 

        INSPECT &1 REPLACING CHARACTERS BY &3 BEFORE INITIAL 

&2

&0

Format:

&0

• &0
Indicates a symbolic operand that can only be used in the model of any macro definition and can appear any number
of times in a model. Its value becomes the name of an identifier through the action of &SCAN-type directives, and can
be referenced only while the function of one of these directives remains unterminated.

Example

Assuming that &1 contains the name of a level-88 condition-name, the following macro code places the name of the
associated data item in &0.

.

.

.

&IF &1'L = '88' 

      &SCANF &1 

      &NOTE &( 'CONDITION-NAME ' &1 &)

      &NOTE &( 'IS ASSOCIATED WITH ' &0 &)

&ENDIF 

.

.

. 

Variables
The macro writer defines variables. They serve as word storage areas, as work areas during computations, as switches,
and for many other purposes. Variables can be:

• External, which is known to all macros in all regions
• Global, which is known to all macros in the region, or
• Local, which is known only to the macro in which defined

Sometimes, duplicate definitions are provided for the same variable name (that is, have the same scope, class, and
maximum size). In this case, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLuses the first definition only. This use is different from
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLusing the last duplicate macro definition.
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A variable must be defined using an &EXTERN, &GLOBAL, or &LOCAL directive expression before any reference.

Nonnumeric, Numeric, and Symbolic Operand Variables

Nonnumeric and numeric variables can be used as word storage areas, as work areas for computations, and as switches
to control macro logic.

Symbolic operand variables can be used to store the current value of a symbolic operand.

Format:

{&EXTERN}

{&GLOBAL} &Vname[(integer)] [ = literal ] {picture}

{&LOCAL }                   [...NULL    ] {S      }

• &EXTERN
Defines an external variable that all macros in all regions can reference. (For a complete description of regions, see
the Glossary.)

• &GLOBAL
Defines a global variable that all macros in a single region can reference. A global variable can have the same
name as an external variable. In that case, references to the variable after the global definition and within the region
containing this definition always refer to the global variable rather than the external variable.

• &LOCAL
Defines a local variable that is referenced only in the macro in which it is defined. A local variable can have the same
name as an external or global variable. In that case, references to the variable after the local definition and within the
macro containing this definition always refer to the local variable rather than the external or global variable.

• &Vname
Indicates the name of a nonnumeric, numeric, or symbolic operand storage variable. Maximum length is 30 characters.

• integer
• Defines multiple occurrences of a nonnumeric, numeric, or symbolic operand storage variable by attaching an

occurrence number integer in parentheses without intervening spaces. Each reference to a multiple symbolic
operand storage variable must indicate the occurrence number requested; otherwise, Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLassumes a default of the first occurrence.

• literal
• NULL

Initializes every occurrence of a variable by the value literal. The literal must be valid for the class of variable it is
to initialize. NULL can be specified only for nonnumeric variables and represents "no value" (&Vname is empty).
Other directives can set a variable to, or test for, the NULL state. A variable with a NULL value which is output takes
no space in the output. Unless otherwise specified, the initial value of a numeric variable is a single 0; that of a
nonnumeric variable is a single blank (hex 40); that of a symbolic operand storage variable is NULL. The values repeat
for all occurrences.

• picture
Indicates the nature of data and size of field. For nonnumeric variables, the picture must be specified as X[...X] or
X[(n)], as for a nonnumeric data item definition in COBOL. No more than 128 characters can be defined and stored.
For numeric variables, the picture must be specified as 9[...9] or 9[(n)], as for a numeric data item definition in COBOL.
Only integer picture definitions are allowed, the sign is implicit. No more than nine digits can be defined and stored,
exclusive of high-order zeros.
If a defined variable name appears outside a directive expression, the current value of the variable becomes a
substitution word in the output. A nonnumeric or numeric variable contains only a single word. If multiple words are
placed in a variable by concatenation, the integrity of the separate words is not maintained. If a multiword symbolic
operand is &SET into a variable, the nonnumeric or numeric variable receives only the first word.
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The size of a variable changes to fit the single word stored in the variable from no characters (NULL) to the maximum
size as defined by the picture. Leading zeros are suppressed in numeric variables, trailing spaces are suppressed in
nonnumeric variables. If an attempt is made to store more characters in a variable than the maximum defined size
allows, excess characters to the right are truncated.

• S
Indicates a symbolic operand storage variable (a variable that is defined with a picture S) that reserves an area large
enough to hold all the words in a symbolic operand. The integrity of the separate words is maintained. A symbolic
operand storage variable can be used only as the sending item-2 in an &EQU or the receiving item (item-1) in a
Format 1 &SET directive expression. The variable cannot be referenced outside of these directive expressions.

Examples

In the following examples, each of the three occurrences of &VSUM has an initial value of the character 'A'.

&LOCAL &VSUM(3) = 'A' X

Each reference to a multiple variable must indicate the occurrence number requested; otherwise, Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLassumes a default of the first occurrence. Below, the three characters "ABC" are placed into the second
occurrence of &VNAME.

&LOCAL &VNAME(3) X(10)

&LOCAL &VINDEX 9

&SET &VINDEX = 2

&SET &VNAME(&VINDEX) = 'ABC'

In the following example, assume &1 contains A OF B, then results in &V-OPER equal to A OF B.

&LOCAL &V-OPER S

          .

          .

          .

&SET &V-OPER = &1

In the following example, the result is in &2 equal to A OF B.

&EQU &2 &V-OPER

Initialize Variable Tables - Reference

The directive expression &INIT...&IEND establishes initial values when defining a variable table.

Format:

&INIT {literal}

      {NULL   } ...&IEND

• &INIT...&IEND
Indicates a directive expression that delimits table values.

• literal
• NULL
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Initializes every occurrence of a variable by the value literal, and when specified between &INIT and &IEND are
recognized only if the defined variable table has one or more occurrences. The literal must be valid for the class of
variable it is to initialize. The literals are applied to the table occurrences in the order in which they are specified. NULL
can be specified only for nonnumeric variables and represents "no value."

Example

The format of nonnumeric and numeric variables provides for the definition of a variable table and the initialization of each
occurrence of the variable to a given value.

&LOCAL &VSUM(3) = 'A' X

Each of the three occurrences of &VSUM has the initial value of 'A'.

&LOCAL &VSUM(3) X

&INIT 'A' 'B' 'C' &IEND

'A' is the value of the first occurrence, 'B' is the value of the second, and 'C' is the value of the third occurrence of the
variable.

If fewer values are specified using &INIT...&IEND than the definition indicated, the value that is specified in the definition is
used for each additional occurrence, as in:

&LOCAL &VSUM(5) = 'A' X

&INIT 'B' 'C' &IEND

The first occurrence of the table has the value 'B', the second has the value 'C', and all subsequent occurrences have the
value 'A'. If the number of values equal that indicated in the definition, the value in the definition is not used.

Boolean (TRUE/FALSE) Control Variables

A Boolean variable can be used to set and test for the true and false states. A Boolean variable must be defined
before any reference to its name.

Format:

{&EXTERN}

{&GLOBAL} &Bname = {TRUE }

{&LOCAL }          {FALSE}

• &EXTERN
Defines an external variable that all macros in all regions can reference. Generally, the definition is placed in the first,
or only, region. (For a complete description of regions, see the Glossary.)

• &GLOBAL
Defines a global variable that all macros in a single region can reference. Generally, the definition is placed in the first
macro in the region. A global variable can have the same name as an external variable. In that case, references to
the variable after the global definition and within the region containing this definition always refer to the global variable
rather than the external variable.

• &LOCAL
Defines a local variable that can be referenced only in the macro in which it is defined. Generally, the definition
is placed at the beginning of the macro model. A local variable can have the same name as an external or global
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variable. In that case, references to the variable after the local definition and within the macro containing this definition
always refer to the local variable rather than the external or global variable.

• &Bname
Indicates the name of a Boolean variable.

• =
Indicates the separator (required).

• TRUE
• FALSE

Initializes the Boolean variable to either the "true" or "false" state.

Example

&LOCAL &B-FIRST-TIME = TRUE 

   .

   .

   .

&IF &B-FIRST-TIME

   &SET &B-FIRST-TIME = FALSE

   .

   .

   .

&ENDIF 

Reserved Variables

Several variables are predefined within the Translator and have specific uses. &VUPSI1-8, &VSOURCE, &VTARGET, and
&VDIALECT are predefined as external nonnumeric variables. They cannot be specified within &EXTERN, &GLOBAL, or
&LOCAL directives or as the receiving item in an &SET or &SETR directive. For more information about the options, see
the Using topics.

• The &VSOURCE value indicates the compiler level of the input source program.
• The &VTARGET and &VDIALECT indicate the compiler level of the output source program.
• The &VUPSIn variables have no special meaning to the Translator, they are available for user-defined functions.

Variable Naming Conventions

External and global variables that are contained within many supplied and supported macro sets begin with the characters
&V@ by convention. User-defined variables that do not contain the "@" character, therefore, are protected from
inadvertently duplicating variable names in supplied macro sets.

Symbolic Operand Attributes - Reference
Symbolic operand attributes support the analysis of symbolic operand values. Symbolic operand attributes can be used to
determine the type and other properties of a word held in a symbolic operand.

Symbolic operand attributes for COBOL data items are extracted from the Attribute Table.

Notation Example: &n' Attribute

In the notation example, 'n' is an integer from 0 through 15 and completes the standard notation for a symbolic operand.
An apostrophe and attribute (a one-character code for the requested attribute) are included.
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The 18 symbolic operand attributes are listed in the table.

Attribute Name Macro Notation Macro Picture Description
Address &n'A 9(5) Attribute Table Position
Displacement &n'D 9(5) Zero Relative Off-set
Display Size &n'9 9(8) Numeric Item Display Size
External &n'E X(1) External Item
Global &n'G X(1) Global Item
Name Check &n'B X(1) "Ambiguous" and Unique

Names
Name Size &n'N 9(3) Symbolic Operand Word Length
Level &n'L X(2) Translator Level Indicator
Occurs &n'O 9(5) Maximum Occurs value
Occurs Level &n'K 9(1) Subscript Requirements
Point &n'P 9(2) Decimal and Scaling Position
Redefines &n'R 9(1) Redefines and renames clause
Sign &n'- 9(1) Picture sign and Sign is

Separate
Size &n'S 9(8) Item Storage Requirements
Synchronized &n'Y 9(1) Synchronized clause
Type &n'T X(1) Symbolic Operand Word

Categories
Usage &n'U X(1) Translator Usage Indicator
Value &n'V 9(1) Value clause

The Name Check, Name Size, Type, and Usage attributes never produce a translator diagnostic. All other attributes
produce a diagnostic when evaluating a data item name that is missing from the Symbol Table or Attribute Table. The
diagnostic, named N06 DATA-NAME UNDEFINED, terminates the macro and sets the translator return code to 0012.

Use Name Check first to ensure error-free retrieval of data-item attributes. Name Check verifies that the name of the data
item is in the Symbol Table and has attributes (return value Q). You should only retrieve an attribute for a unique data-item
name, as designated by Name Check.

The Usage attribute does not verify that a data-item name is unique. When multiple attribute sets exist for a duplicate
data-item name, Usage always retrieves attributes from the last attribute set defined.

The attributes of a data item are available only after macro processing finishes for the entire data definition. More
importantly, the attributes of a group data item are not accurate until after macro processing finishes for the entire data
structure subordinate to the group item.

The attributes of literals and figurative constants are always available. Use Type or Name Check to determine if the
symbolic operand value is a literal. Then use Level, Point, Sign, Size, or Usage to find more information about the value if
it is a literal.

The Name Size attribute is always available, regardless of the contents of the symbolic operand.

The following sections describe each attribute. The macro notation and macro picture are given for each attribute. For
some attributes, a table of returned values and descriptions of these values are included. The attribute return values,
which are shown as nonnumeric literals, do not include the apostrophes as part of the code value.
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Though all values that are returned by attributes are character values, those returning exclusively numeric values have a
numeric macro picture (9). The value is zero suppressed and left justified. The significance of these macro pictures is that
the value returned is always numeric and potentially have the maximum length shown in the picture.

A character macro picture (X) implies that the return value can be either numeric or character return values. If a numeric
value is a possible return value, it has leading zeros. The Level attribute returns two character codes, some of which are
COBOL level numbers with an initial zero as part of the code value. The leading zero is present.

The Point attribute returns an algebraic value that can be negative; therefore, you must allow for the extra sign character.
Otherwise, the return value might be truncated.

 

Attribute Descriptions

Name Notation PIC Description
Address &n'A 9(5) Attribute Table Position

Returns an integer value that
is a relative position within the
Attribute Table. The attributes
of a data item can be found
there. See the &SCANA macro
directive for directions to use the
value returned by Address.

Displacement &n'D 9(5) Zero Relative Off Set
Returns an integer value that is
an offset from the beginning of a
data structure to where an item
within the structure begins. The
displacement for a structure's
first item is zero.
The displacement value for
COBOL level 77 and level 01
items is zero (0). The first item
of a level 01 record also has a
zero displacement value.
Items after the first have
displacement values greater
than zero. Displacement locates
the relative position of the first
byte of the item in relation to the
beginning of the record (relative
position zero).

Display Size &n'9 9(5) Numeric Item Display Size
Returns an integer value for
the COBOL, USAGE DISPLAY
size for numeric data items. The
actual COBOL USAGE is not
considered: for example, PIC
9999 USAGE COMP-3 returns
4.
Nonnumeric items return a zero
(0) value. Use the Size attribute
to obtain the display size of
nonnumeric items.
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External &n'E X(1) External Item
Returns a character value with
a one-character length for items
that do not specify the External
clause. The character 'E' is
returned for all items specifying
the External clause and for all
items subordinate to a Level
01 item specifying the External
clause.

Global &n'G X(1) Global Item
Returns a character value with
a one-character length for items
that do not specify the Global
clause. The character 'G' is
returned for all items specifying
the External clause and for all
items subordinate to an FD or
Level 01 item specifying the
Global clause.
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Level &n'L X(2) Translator Level Indicator
Returns a two-character
value for the Translator Level
Indicator. Elements of the data
division lacking a standard level
number have unique codes.
Data items return their COBOL
level numbers. Values that are
returned by Level and their
descriptions are shown below.
Value Description
COBOL Examples
01'
COBOL Level 01 items, COBOL
mnemonic-names, and user-
defined mnemonic-names have
a code value of the level number
'01'.
'02'- '49'
COBOL Level items 02-49 have
their level number as a code
value.
Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLExamples
' ' (spaces)
COBOL DATA DIVISION
SECTION headers, FILE,
WORKING-STORAGE,
LINKAGE, COMMUNICATION,
and REPORT are coded as two
spaces.
'00'
COBOL Level indicators FD,
CD, SD, and RD are coded as
two zeros.
'63'
Literal and figurative constants
are coded as '63'.
'88'
COBOL Level 88 condition
names are coded as their level
number.
'89'
Special-Names condition names
are coded as '89'.
'97'
COBOL Special Registers are
coded as '97'.
'98'
COBOL Index names are coded
as '98'.
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Occurs &n'O 9(5) Maximum Occurs Value
Returns a zero for an item that
does not require subscripts.
Occurs returns the maximum
value for items that specify the
COBOL Occurs clause.

Occurs Level &n'K 9(1) Subscript Requirements
Returns a zero for an item that
does not require subscripts.
Occurs Level returns the
number of subscripts needed for
a correct reference to 1) an item
specifying a COBOL Occurs
clause or 2) an item subordinate
to an item specifying a COBOL
Occurs clause.

Point &n'P 9(2) Decimal and Scaling Positions
Indicates the number of
decimal positions for numeric
literals and the number of
implied decimal positions and
scaling specifications in picture
character strings.
Point returns an algebraic
value. A positive sign is implied.
Negative values are preceded
by a leading minus sign (-).
Point has a value of zero when
the picture of a data item does
not specify decimal or scaling
positions or when a literal lacks
decimal positions.
Point is positive:
When the picture of a data
item specifies implied decimal
positions (for example, 9V99)
or decimal scaling positions (for
example, P9).
• When a literal lacks decimal

positions
• For a numeric literal with

decimal positions (for
example, 5.65).

• Point is negative when
the picture of a data item
specifies magnitude scaling
positions (for example,
9PPP).
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Redefines &n'R 9(1) Redefines and Renames
clauses
Indicates the presence of the
Redefines or Renames clauses.
Redefines is zero (0) for items
that do not specify a Redefines
or Renames clause and for
items not subordinate to an item
specifying the Redefines clause.
Redefines is one (1) for items
specifying a COBOL Redefines
or Renames clause and for
items subordinate to an item
specifying the Redefines clause.

Sign &n'- 9(1) Picture sign and Sign is
Separate
Sign returns an integer value for
the sign specification in picture
strings and the Sign is Separate
clause.
The value of Sign is:
0 for unsigned numeric items,
unsigned numeric literals,
nonnumeric items, and
nonnumeric literals.
1 for signed numeric items and
signed numeric literals
2 for items specifying a Sign is
Separate clause.

Size &n'S 9(8) Item Storage Requirements
Size indicates the storage
requirements (in number of
bytes allocated) for a data item.
The storage requirements for
an item are determined by its
picture character string and
COBOL Usage. For nonnumeric
items, the storage requirements
and display size are equivalent.
Use the Display size attribute
to obtain the display size of
numeric data items.
For numeric and nonnumeric
literals, Size returns a character
count. For nonnumeric literals,
the count includes the delimiting
characters and the prefix
character.
For figurative constants
and user-defined Symbolic-
Characters, Size returns a one
(1). One is the implied length for
these literals.
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Synchronized &n'Y 9(1) Synchronized Clause
Returns a zero (0) for
items that do not specify a
COBOL synchronized clause.
Synchronized returns a one
(1) for items that do specify a
COBOL synchronized clause.

Type &n'T X(1) Symbolic Operand Word
Categories
Nonnumeric value representing
the syntax type of the current
value of the symbolic operand,
as follows:
' ' blank space. None of the
following.
'A' Next word begins in Area A
(Area A indicator).
'L' Word is a literal or figurative
constant.
'N' Word is a NOTE or
comment.
'S' Word matches a String-type
macro name.
'V' Word is a verb or terminating
period.
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USAGE &n'U X(1) Returns a character value
that is a Translator Usage
Indicator for a COBOL Usage
or a COBOL item type. By
analyzing characteristics of the
item, Usage determines that the
current value of the symbolic
operand fits a category below.
Value Description
'A'
Alphabetic data items with a
picture character string in the
form PICTURE A(n).
'C'
Condition-name defined as
level 88 item or user-defined
ON STATUS and OFF STATUS
item in the SPECIAL-NAMES
paragraph.
'E'
DBCS (originally EGCS)
data item name with USAGE
DISPLAY-1.
'F'
Figurative constant HIGH-
VALUE, HIGH-VALUES, LOW-
VALUE, LOW-VALUES, SPACE,
SPACES, ZERO, ZEROS,
ZEROES, or user-defined
Symbolic Characters in the
SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph.
'G'
Group data item name.
'I'
Index data item with USAGE is
INDEX clause.
'K'
Class tests are NUMERIC,
ALPHABETIC, and user-defined
Class.
'J'
Index item defined in the
INDEXED phrase of the
OCCURS clause.
'M'
Mnemonic-names or user-
defined names in the SPECIAL-
NAMES paragraph.
'N'
Numeric literals including signed
and unsigned integer literals
(for example, +123), signed and
unsigned decimal literals (for
example, 123.456), and floating-
point literals (+12.3E+12).
'Q'
Nonnumeric, DBCS (originally
EGCS), or hexadecimal literals
using quotes or apostrophes to
enclose the literal value.
'R'
Report (edited) data item names
having a picture with Special,
Fixed, or Floating insertion
editing, Zero Suppression,
Replacement Editing, or have
been defined with the clause
Blank When Zero.
'S'
Sign conditions are NEGATIVE
and POSITIVE.
'U'
Undefined. The operand value
is either not in the Symbol
Table or has no attributes in the
Attribute Table.
'X'
Alphanumeric data item name
having picture character strings
in the form Picture X(n).
'0'
Binary Numeric data item
name with USAGE COMP and
COMP-4.
'1'
Single Precision Internal
floating-point numeric data item
name with USAGE COMP-1.
'2'
Double Precision Internal
floating-point Numeric data item
name with USAGE COMP-2.
'3'
Packed decimal Numeric
data item name with USAGE
COMP-3.
'4'
External floating-point data item
names with a picture character
string in the form PICTURE
+9(n).+9(n)E+99 and USAGE
DISPLAY.
'5'
Pointer data item name USAGE
POINTER.
'9'
Numeric data item name with
USAGE DISPLAY.
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VALUE &n'V 9(1) Numeric value indicating the
presence or absence of a
VALUE clause, as follows:
0 for items that do not specify a
VALUE clause in this data item
or a subordinate item.
1 for items that specify a VALUE
clause in this data item or a
subordinate item.

Concatenation
"Concatenation" links one or more constants and/or the current value of symbolic operands and/or variables. The
concatenation operation begins and ends with the Open Concatenation and Close Concatenation Delimiters, respectively.

&( ... &)

This form of the concatenation is used to create a single word from one or more separate items.

Format:

&( expression &)

• &(
Indicates the Open Concatenation Delimiter.

• expression
Consists of all words between the Open Concatenation Delimiter, "&(", and the Close Concatenation Delimiter, "&)".
The expression consists of one or more words, symbolic operands, literals, and variables. For variables, the current
value is used in forming the concatenation. For symbolic operands, only the first word of the current value is used.
Quotation marks bounding embedded literals are removed before concatenation, but any blanks that are contained
within quotation marks are retained.
The maximum size of the resulting item is 128 characters. If the resulting item exceeds 128 characters, it causes a
diagnostic and it is truncated from the right to 128 characters.

• &)
Indicates the Close Concatenation Delimiter.

Examples

Variables which contain blanks also retains blanks within concatenated words. NULL variables have no current value.

The following form of concatenation can also be used to create unique names by appending an incremented counter to a
constant name.

&( THIS WILL BE ' RUN ' TOGETHER &)

Produces

 THISWILLBE RUN TOGETHER

In the following, one is added to &VCOUNT and the word "NAME-n", where "n" is the current value in &VCOUNT (with
leading zeros suppressed), is substituted.

&SET &VCOUNT = &VCOUNT + 1
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&( NAME- &VCOUNT &)

Concatenation can be used to add characters to the current value of a variable, as in:

&SET &VWORD = &( &VWORD &VCHAR &)

Words that are substituted directly from a concatenation prohibit a nested macro call. Thus, concatenation can be used
to substitute a word which would typically cause an embedded call to another macro without making this call. The word is
placed in a concatenation as shown:

&( WORD &)

Other uses of this form of concatenation are to remove quotes and to create a single word from multiple words for use in
&NOTE and &ACCT directives.

A terminating punctuation character within a concatenation loses its identity as a terminating punctuation character. The
following example shows a procedure header incorrectly output:

&SET &VCOUNT = &VCOUNT + 1

&A &( NAME- &VCOUNT . &)

To create the procedure header correctly, move the terminating punctuation character outside the concatenation following
the Close Concatenation Delimiter.

&SET &VCOUNT = &VCOUNT + 1

&A &( NAME- &VCOUNT &) .

&(Q ... &)

This form of the concatenation is used to create a single nonnumeric literal from one or more separate items.

Format:

&(Q expression &)

• &(Q
Indicates the Open Concatenation Delimiter.

• expression
Consists of all words between the Open Concatenation Delimiter, "&(Q", and the Close Concatenation Delimiter, "&)".
The resulting item, unlike that of &(...&), is bounded by quotes.
The expression consists of one or more words, symbolic operands, literals, and variables. Variables which contain
blanks also retain blanks within concatenated words. NULL variables contain no value. For variables, the current
value is used in forming the concatenation. For symbolic operands, only the first word of the current value is used.
Quotation marks bounding embedded literals are removed before concatenation, but any blanks that are contained
within quotation marks are retained.

• &)
Indicates the Close Concatenation Delimiter.

Example

The maximum size of the resulting item is 130 characters including the bounding quotes. If the resulting item exceeds 130
characters in length, it causes a Translator diagnostic and the item is truncated from the right to 130 characters.
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&(Q THIS WILL BE RUN TOGETHER IN QUOTES &)

Produces

'THISWILLBERUNTOGETHERINQUOTES'

&(E ... &)

This form of the concatenation is used only as the sending item in an &EQU directive to string together multiple words into
a single operand while retaining the integrity of each word.

Format:

&(E expression &)

• &(E 
Indicate the Open Concatenation Delimiter.

• expression  
Consists of all words between the Open Concatenation Delimiter, "&(E", and the Close Concatenation Delimiter, "&)".
The expression consists of one or more words, symbolic operands, literals, and variables. For symbolic operands and
variables, the current value is used in forming the concatenation.

• &) 
Indicates the Close Concatenation Delimiter.

Notes: Unlike the &( and &(Q formats, all words in the current value of a symbolic operand are used in forming the
concatenation.

Examples

In the following example,

&EQU &1 &(E NAME OF MASTER &) 

Places the qualified data-name NAME OF MASTER in a symbolic operand.

This form of the concatenation does not remove quotation marks. For example:

&EQU &1 &(E 'A B C' &)

Results in the nonnumeric literal, 'A B C', becoming the current value of &1, and is equivalent to:

&EQU &1 'A B C'

The "&(E" form of concatenation can be used to build and store a string of words in a symbolic operand in the form of a
qualified name, a subscripted name, or both while retaining the integrity of the individual words which form the name.

&SET &VNAME = 'A' 

&EQU &1 &(E &VNAME OF B &)

Places the words "A OF B" in &1.
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Macro Model Programming
Directives, directive expressions, constructs, logical destinations, substitution words, and variable definitions all constitute
macro programming language.

General Format

A "directive" is a special word, embedded within a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLmacro model, which causes the
Translator to take explicit action but does not appear in the output. A directive is similar in function to a COBOL verb which
defines the action to be taken by a COBOL program. Directives always begin with an ampersand (&).

A "directive expression" is a series of words, beginning with a directive, which defines explicit Translator action. A directive
expression is similar in function to a COBOL statement.

Types of Directives

The following functional categories of directives described in this group of articles are:

• Branching directives
• Constructs which include selection and repetition directives
• Data manipulation directives
• Input directives
• Out-of-line generation which includes auxiliary, COBOL, general purpose, and ending directives
• Message directive
• Condition code directive
• Clock directive
• Accounting directive
• Formatting directives
• Data structure analysis directives
• Sub-program directives

Conditions
The definition of conditional expressions includes simple conditions and combined conditions.

Simple Conditions

Simple conditions include relation conditions, state conditions, and Boolean conditions.

Relational Conditions

The relation condition compares the current values of two items.

Format:

              Simple Relation Condition

 

{&Vname-1       }            {&Vname-2       }

{&n-1           }            {&n-2           }

{concatenation-1} relational {concatenation-2}

{literal-1      } operator   {literal-2      }

{&n'attribute-1 }            {&n'attribute-2 }
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                             {NULL           }

• &Vname-1, -2
Identifies the name of a nonnumeric or numeric variable.

• &n-1, -2
Identifies a symbolic operand &0 through &15, including &. If a symbolic operand is specified, only the first word of its
current value is used in the comparison.

• concatenation-1, -2
Identifies a construction within a macro model which combines one or more words into a single word.

• literal-1, -2
Identifies a character string that can be a nonnumeric literal, hexadecimal literal, or numeric literal (see the Glossary).

• &n'attribute-1, -2
Identifies a symbolic operand attribute with "n" having a numeric value of 0-15.

• NULL
Represents "no value."

• relational operators
Are the symbols for less than "<", equal to "=", greater than ">". In addition the following abbreviations are supported:
"LT" less than 
"LE" less than or equal to 
"EQ" equal to "NE" not equal to 
"GE" greater than or equal to 
"GT" greater than

The inclusion of the preceding word NOT can negate any relational operator.

Notes: 

• If both items are numeric, a numeric comparison is done; otherwise, a nonnumeric comparison is done.
• If an item is a nonnumeric literal or a symbolic operand with a nonnumeric literal value, bounding quotes are ignored in

the comparison.
• If the items are not the same length, the shorter one is expanded with trailing spaces or leading zeros, as appropriate

to the class of the comparison.

Examples:

The following relational expressions are valid simple relational conditions.

&1'U NOT = 'U'

&Vname EQ NULL

&1 NE '.'

State Conditions

The state condition is used to determine the "at end" state of an &SCAN-type directive.

Format:

                   Simple State Condition 

   

[NOT] ENDSCAN

• NOT
Identifies the false state.

• ENDSCAN
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Specifies a keyword that can be specified in both simple and combined conditional expressions to determine the "at
end" state of an &SCAN-type directive.

NOTE
Code the ENDSCAN test directly after the &SCAN-type directive to shelter against errors where &0 is not
available for processing.

Example

The macro in the following example MOVEs SPACES to a group item and MOVEs ZEROS to each numeric elementary
item of that group.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLInput

      .

      .

      .

   SP INIT &1(Q) :

      MOVE SPACES TO &1

      &REPEAT

            &SCAN &1 &1

      &UNTIL ENDSCAN

            &IF &0'U GE '0'

                MOVE ZEROS TO &0

            &ENDIF

      &ENDREP

      .

      .

      .

  DATA   DIVISION.

      .

      .

      .

   01 CUSTOMER-RECORD.

      02  NAME          PICTURE X(30).

      02  ADDRESS       PICTURE X(30).

      02  CITY          PICTURE XX.

      02  ZIP           PICTURE 9(5).

      02  ACCOUNT-INFO  USAGE COMPUTATIONAL-3.

         03 PREVIOUS-BAL PICTURE S9(5)V99.

         03 CURRENT-BAL PICTURE S9(5)V99.

      .

      .

      .

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      .

      .

      .

      INIT CUSTOMER-RECORD.

      .

      .

      .

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLOutput
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MOVE SPACES TO CUSTOMER-RECORD

MOVE ZEROS TO ZIP 

MOVE ZEROS TO PREVIOUS-BAL MOVE ZEROS TO CURRENT-BAL 

Boolean Conditions

The following conditional expression can determine the true (&Bname) or false (NOT &Bname) state of a Boolean
variable.

Format:

                   Boolean Condition

 

[NOT] &Bname

• NOT 
Indicates the false state.

• &Bname
Identifies the name of a Boolean variable.

Example

&LOCAL &B-FIRST-TIME = TRUE 

      .

      .

      .

&IF &B-FIRST-TIME

      &SET &B-FIRST-TIME = FALSE 

             .

             .

             .

ENDIF 

Combined Conditions

A combined condition is formed by combining simple conditions with the logical connectives &AND or &OR.

Format:

                    Combined Condition

 

simple-condition [  [&OR simple-condition]... ]

                 [  [&AND simple-condition]...] 

• simple-condition
Specifies a relation, state, or Boolean condition.

• &OR
Specifies a directive that "separates" sets of simple conditions.

• &AND
Specifies a directive that "connects" simple conditions.

NOTE
&ORs and &ANDs cannot be intermixed in a single combined condition.
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Examples

&1'T EQ 'S' &OR &1'T EQ 'V' &OR &1'T EQ 'A'

     

&B-EDIT-OK &AND NOT &B-PREVIOUS-ERRORS

      

&B-PREVIOUS-WORD-TO &AND &1'T = 'L'

Logical Destinations - Reference
A "logical destination" is a user-defined name for a location in a macro model. The user
can control which portions of a macro model are used during a macro call via branch directives &GO and &DO. Thus, the
output of a macro call can be generated conditionally or in some sequence other than that in which the macro was written.
The nonsequential points to which the Translator branches are called destinations.

As a class, logical destinations are defined only within the macro models and are never substituted.

The occurrence of a logical destination in a macro model represents the definition of that logical destination, unless the
destination specified occurs within a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLdirective expression. There are two classes of
logical destinations - "tags" and "labels."

Format:

{&Tname} 

{&Lname}

• &Tname
Indicates a tag that is known only to the macro model in which it appears. A tagname must be a maximum of 30
contiguous alphanumeric characters, inclusive of the leading characters "&T", and exclusive of punctuation and
parentheses.

• &Lname
Indicates a label known to all models of all macros within a region. A label name must be a maximum of 30 contiguous
alphanumeric characters, inclusive of the leading characters "&L", and exclusive of punctuation and parentheses.

Notes:

• Branching from the model of a Word- or Prefix-type macro into the model of a String-type macro should be avoided
because Translator results are unpredictable. The word "&LOCAL" cannot be used as a label.

• If the same tag is defined more than once in a macro model or the same label is defined more than once in a region,
the Translator displays a diagnostic.

• The Translator predefines a special tag, "&T$", as a tag beyond the end of the macro model, and the user cannot
define it. &TS$ is used to branch out of a macro, ending the call to that macro.

• Tags and labels can be defined in Area A or Area B of macro models. The same logical location can be known by more
than one name by defining multiple tags, labels, or both consecutively.

• Many directives and directive expressions are supported only within the models of String-type macros. As a result,
transfer from the models of Word-type and Prefix-type macros to the models of String-type macros can yield
unpredictable results. We recommend that you define and reference global labels only within the models of String-type
macros.

NOTE

More information:

• Directives Retained for Compatibility
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Example

Labels and tags are most often used to define macro subroutines, as when subdividing a complex macro model for
functional clarity, as follows.

SP    prototype :

      &LOCAL variable definitions

      &DO &T-VALIDATE-OPERANDS

      &DO &T-GENERATE-CODE

      &GOBACK

 &T-VALIDATE-OPERANDS

     .

     .

     .

     &EXIT &T-GENERATE-CODE . . . &EXIT

Labels that are contained within many supplied and supported macro sets begin with the characters "&L@" by convention.
User-defined labels that do not contain the "@" character, therefore, are protected from inadvertently duplicating labels in
supplied macro sets.

Line Output
Line output is used to output a complete line without more formatting.

Format:

L[text]

• L[text]
Indicates to output a complete line without more formatting. L appears in the continuation column (column 7).
Lines within a macro model with an L in the continuation column (column 7) are passed to the output without
reformatting except:
– The text is shifted left so that the position immediately following the continuation column (column 7) becomes

column 1 on the output.
– Their current values replace any numeric and nonnumeric variables, with appropriate columnar adjustment

when the current value is longer or shorter than the variable name.

Notes:

• The maximum size of the output line is 110 positions. If substitution of variable values causes the line to expand
beyond column 110, the expanded line is truncated after column 110, or, if directed to 80-column output, after column
80.

• Line output directed to the output COBOL program (not &ANTE, &POST, &AUXN, or &AUX) has columns 1-6. When
blank, the sequence number overlays it and truncates after column 72.

• Line output directed out-of-line to &ANTE, &POST, &AUXN, or &AUX is not eligible for resequencing in columns
1-6 or inclusion of identification in 73-80. In addition, Line output records directed to &ANTE, &POST, or &AUX and
containing either ** or */ in columns 1-2 are directed only to the Listing File. The ** defines a comment line and */
causes a page eject when displayed on the Listing File.

• The line is examined from the left to the right. Whenever the character string &V (not necessarily preceded by a space)
is encountered, it is assumed to be the beginning of a variable name. The variable name is built by concatenating the
&V with the first character to the right of the V. If the character to the right of the character last concatenated is greater
than or equal to A, it is concatenated to the name and the process is repeated. When a character less than A is found,
the name built by the concatenation process is examined to see if it conforms to the rules for a variable name. If the
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name does conform, a search is made for a matching known variable. If no match is found, or the name does not
conform, a diagnostic is issued, and output from this macro can be incorrect. If a match is found, the current value of
the variable is substituted for the variable name in the Line output.

• The first character of a variable name that is used in Line output can be an alphabetic, numeric, or special character.
All other characters must be alphabetic or numeric. Alphabetic and numeric characters placed immediately to the right
of a variable name can cause errors or incorrect translation, and, therefore, should be concatenated into the variable
before executing the Line output. A variable containing a special character in other than the position immediately
following &V cannot be used in Line output.

• Unlike other output, concatenation is not performed in Line output nor is current value substituted for any symbolic
operand (or attribute). These must be &SET into a variable prior to the variable being output.

• Quotes have no special meaning in Line output; no attempt is made to examine the line for nonnumeric literals.
• Because the Line output text begins in column 8 and ends at column 72 (becoming columns 1-65 in the output), to

output beyond column 65 requires variables containing current values large enough to carry the output line out to the
desired position. The current value of such variables can consist of "multiple words" by building them up through a
series of concatenations.

• Words found in Line output are not subject to "reparsing" or macro nesting.
• Line output to the DATA DIVISION does not cause attributes to be built for any item defined on that line.
• The compiler-directing statements EJECT, SKIP1, SKIP2, and SKIP3, COBOL comment records, and blank lines must

be substituted via Line output.
• Symbolic operand storage variables cannot be used in Line output.
• A variable defined with multiple occurrences cannot be used in Line output.
• The subscript for a multiple defined variable is not recognized because the open parenthesis ( is less than A.

Subscripts are not allowed in line output.

Examples

In this example, the macro computes the size of Working-Storage (including inter-record slack bytes) and generates a
comment specifying this size.

WP      DIVISION :

        DIVISION &LOCAL &VWORK = 0 9(7)

        &LOCAL &VSIZE = 0 9(7)

        &REPEAT

            &SCAN WORKING-STORAGE WORKING-STORAGE

        &UNTIL ENDSCAN

            &IF &0'R = 0

                &IF &0'L = '01' &OR &0'L = '77'

                    &SET &VWORK = &0'S + 7

                    &SET &VWORK = &VWORK /8

                    &SET &VWORK = &VWORK * 8

                    &SET &VSIZE = &VSIZE + &VWORK

                &ENDIF

             &ENDIF

        &ENDREP

        &DATAW

L        * WORKING-STORAGE SIZE IS &VSIZE BYTES

        &END

The number of spaces between words in Line output is always maintained. Thus, if "&VA word" appears in such a line
with a single blank between "VA" and "word", the output will also have a single space regardless of the size of the current
value of &VA. To achieve consistent columnar alignment, it is often necessary to ensure that variables always contain a
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current value of maximum size. This method can be achieved by "padding" the variable with blanks by concatenating the
variable with a blank literal as follows:

       .

       .

       .

       &LOCAL &VA X(6)

       .

       .

       .

       &SET &VA = &( &VA ' ' &)

       .

       .

       .

   L        &VA 

        .

        .

        . 

Branching Directives
Branching directives allow for unconditional branching to logical destinations and unconditional termination.

&GO

The &GO directive allows an unconditional branch to a specified point in either the same or another macro model. The
&GO directive expression is equivalent in function to the COBOL "GO TO" statement.

Format:

&GO {&Tname}

    {&Lname}

• &GO
Indicates a directive for unconditionally branching to a logical destination.

• &Tname
Indicates a tag that is known only to the macro model in which it appears.

• &Lname
Indicates a label that is known to all models of all macros within a region.

Example

The following example indicates that the macro model execution continues with the model word after the tag "&TDONE".

&GO &TDONE

&GOBACK

The &GOBACK directive causes an unconditional termination of the macro model processing. The &GOBACK directive is
similar in function to the COBOL "GOBACK" statement.

Format:
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&GOBACK

• &GOBACK
Indicates a directive for unconditionally terminating the macro in which it appears.

Example

Labels and tags are most often used to define macro subroutines, as when subdividing a complex macro model for
functional clarity. The &GOBACK is then used to terminate macro execution after the subroutines have been involved, but
before their definitions, as follows.

SP      prototype :

        &LOCAL variable definitions

        &DO &T-VALIDATE-OPERANDS

        &DO &T-GENERATE-CODE

        &GOBACK        /* GETS OUT OF THE MACRO

 &T-VALIDATE-OPERANDS

     .

     .

     .

     &GOBACK           /* GETS OUT OF THIS ROUTINE AND MACRO

     .

     .

     .

     &EXIT

 &T-GENERATE-CODE

    .

    .

    .

    &EXIT

&GOBACK can further be used in labeled or tagged subordinate routines to exit not only from the subroutine but also from
the invoking macro.

&DO

The &DO directive allows an unconditional branch to a logical destination.

Format:

&DO {&Tname}

    {&Lname}

• &DO
Indicates a directive for unconditional branching to a logical destination until &EXIT or &GOBACK are detected in the
branched-to model statements. &DO can be coded only in a String macro model.

• &Tname
Indicates a tag known only to the macro model in which it appears.

• &Lname
Indicates a label that is known to all models of all macros within a region.

Notes:

• The &DO directive can execute a segment of code in a macro model "out-of-line." This directive expression is similar
in function to a COBOL "PERFORM" statement. When the &DO is executed, the macro call continues from the
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destination that is specified by name, and returns to the word immediately following the latest outstanding &DO
directive expression when an &EXIT directive is encountered.

• An &DO can appear within code executed by another &DO. Such nesting can continue for 32 levels.
• If the code executed by an &DO contains branches to multiple destinations, multiple &EXIT/&GOBACK directives can

be required to end the &DO.

Example

Labels and tags are mostly used to define macro subroutines, as when subdividing a complex macro model for functional
clarity. &DO is then used to invoke the subroutines. &EXIT ends each subroutine and returns control following the invoking
&DO, as follows.

SP     prototype :

       &LOCAL variable definitions

       &DO &T-VALIDATE-OPERANDS

       &DO &T-GENERATE-CODE

       &GOBACK

 &T-VALIDATE-OPERANDS

     .

     .

     .

     &EXIT

 &T-GENERATE-CODE

     .

     .

     .

     &EXIT

&EXIT

The &EXIT directive returns control to a model statement following an &DO.

Format:

&EXIT

• &EXIT
Specifies a directive that returns control to a model statement following an &DO. &EXIT can be coded only in a String
macro model.

NOTE
If no &EXIT/&GOBACK directive is encountered before reaching the end of a macro model that is entered with
an &DO, a diagnostic is generated. Processing continues as though an &EXIT has been encountered. An &EXIT
directive can be executed at any time by any macro and acts as a NULL directive unless an &DO is active.

Example

Labels and tags are mostly used to define macro subroutines, as when subdividing a complex macro model for functional
clarity. &DO is then used to invoke the subroutines. &EXIT ends each subroutine and returns control following the invoking
&DO, as follows

SP      prototype :

        &LOCAL variable definitions

        &DO &T-VALIDATE-OPERANDS
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        &DO &T-GENERATE-CODE

        &GOBACK

  &T-VALIDATE-OPERANDS

      .

      .

      .

      &EXIT

  &T-GENERATE-CODE 

      .

      .

      .

      &EXIT 

Constructs - Reference
"Constructs" are combinations of directives that define the logic and scope of selection and repetition functions.

These constructs are consistent with the control structures of modern structured programming practice that ensure a
single entry and single exit for each logical function.

In all cases, these constructs begin with an explicit directive which is logically paired to an explicit ending directive. For
example, &IF begins a construct which selects between two logical paths. An &ENDIF terminates the &IF construct. Extra
directives and directive expressions are explicitly defined in the construct syntax to define alternate logical paths, and so
on. For example, &ELSE defines the beginning of the false path of an &IF construct.

More constructs, directives, and substitution words can be placed within the scope of a construct, and are acted on when
the logical path of the construct is executed.

 

Selection Directives

Selection constructs are used to decide between two (&IF) and multiple (&SELECT) alternate actions.

The following topics are covered:

&IF/&ELSE/&ENDIF

The &IF construct selects between two logical paths, and does comparisons and conditional branching. &ENDIF
terminates it.

Format:

 &IF condition

      process-1

[&ELSE

      process-2]

 &ENDIF

• &IF
Indicates a directive that identifies the physical and logical beginning of the &IF construct.

• condition
Indicates a simple or combined condition.

• process-1, -2
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Indicates one or more Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLdirectives, constructs, substitution words, or can be omitted.
• &ELSE

Indicates a directive that identifies the false path as a result of one or more truth tests in the condition.
• &ENDIF

Indicates a directive that identifies the physical and logical end of the &IF construct. &ENDIF terminates only the most
recently unterminated &IF construct.

Logic:

If the condition is true, processing continues with process-1. If the condition is not true, processing continues with process-
2.

Example

The following processes a symbolic operand containing a numeric or nonnumeric literal, or determines an error.

&IF &1'T NOT = 'L' &OR &1'U = 'F' 

    &DO &T-SYNTAX-ERROR

&ELSE

    &IF &1'U = 'Q'

        &DO &T-NON-NUMERIC

    &ELSE

        &DO &T-NUMERIC

    &ENDIF

&ENDIF

 

&SELECT/&WHEN/&ENDSEL - Format 1

The &SELECT construct provides a multipath decision capability that is based on the value of a single selection subject.
&ENDSEL terminates it. This format is similar to the classic structured CASE statement. &SELECT consists of three parts:

• A heading specifying the type of test that follows
• A body containing a series of tests followed by the action to be taken when the test is true, and
• Optional postscripts specifying actions when none or any of the tests are true, or all are false

Format:

 &SELECT select-subject

 &WHEN select-object [&OR select-object] ...

      process-1

[&WHEN select-object [&OR select-object] ...

      process-2]...

[&WHEN OTHER

      process-3]

[&WHEN ANY

      process-4]

 &ENDSEL 

• &SELECT
Indicates a directive that identifies the physical and logical start of the &SELECT construct.

• select-subject
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Indicates a symbolic operand (&n), nonnumeric or numeric variable (&Vname), or attribute (&n'attribute).
• &WHEN

Indicates a directive that identifies an occurrence of the select-object. &WHEN defines the beginning of a logical path
that is executed when a select-object is equal to a select-subject.

• select-object
Indicates a symbolic operand (&n), nonnumeric or numeric variable (&Vname), attribute (&n'attribute), literal,
concatenation, or NULL which represents "no value" (&Vname is empty). The select-subject and select-object must be
of the same class (numeric or nonnumeric).

• &OR
Indicates a directive that connects optional select-objects.

• process-n
Indicates one or more directives, constructs, substitution words, or can be omitted.

• &WHEN OTHER
Indicates a directive that specifies process-3 is executed only if no select-object equals the select-subject.

• &WHEN ANY
Indicates a directive that specifies process-4 is executed when one of the select-objects is equal to the select-subject.

• &ENDSEL
Indicates a directive that terminates the &SELECT construct.

Logic:

When a select-object is equal to the select-subject, the subsequent process is executed and control passes either to the
&WHEN ANY, if specified, and process-4 is executed, or to the next executable model statement following the &ENDSEL.
If no select-object is equal to the select-subject and if the &WHEN OTHER postscript is specified, process-3 is executed.
If there is no match and the &WHEN OTHER postscript is not specified, control passes to the next executable model
statement after &ENDSEL.

Example

The following example compares the Type attribute of a symbolic operand:

&SELECT &1'T

&WHEN 'V' &OR 'S'

    &DO &TVERB-STRING-PROCESSING

&WHEN 'A'

    &DO &TAREA-A-PROCESSING

&WHEN 'N'

      &DO TNOTE-PROCESSING

&WHEN OTHER

      &DO &TWORD-PROCESSING

&ENDSEL 

&SELECT/&WHEN/&ENDSEL - Format 2

This &SELECT construct is a more general version of the &SELECT construct, and an &ENDSEL terminates it.
&SELECT consists of three parts:

• A heading specifying the type of test that follows
• A body containing a series of tests followed by the action to take when the test is true
• Optional postscripts specifying actions when none or any of the tests are true, or all are false.

Format:
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 &SELECT

 &WHEN condition-1

process-1

[&WHEN condition-2

process-2]...

[&WHEN OTHER

      process-3]

[&WHEN ANY

     process-4]

 &ENDSEL 

• &SELECT
Indicates a directive that identifies the physical and logical start of the &SELECT construct.

• &WHEN
Indicates a directive that defines the beginning of a logical path that is executed when the corresponding condition is
true.

• condition-n
Indicates a simple or combined condition.

• process-n
Indicates one or more directives, constructs, substitution words, or can be omitted.

• &WHEN OTHER
Indicates a directive that specifies process-3 is executed only if no condition is true.

• &WHEN ANY
Indicates a directive that specifies process-4 is executed if one of the conditions is true.

• &ENDSEL
Indicates a directive that terminates the &SELECT construct.

Logic:

When a condition is true, the appropriate process is executed and control passes either to the &WHEN ANY, if specified,
and process-4 is executed, or to the next executable model statement following the &ENDSEL. If none of the conditions
are true and the &WHEN OTHER postscript is specified, process-3 is executed. If none of the conditions are true and the
&WHEN OTHER postscript is not specified, control passes to the next executable model statement following &ENDSEL.

Example

The following example illustrates that the order in which conditions are specified can be critical:

&SELECT

&WHEN &1'T = 'V' &AND &1 = '.'

    &DO &TPERIOD-PROCESSING

&WHEN &1'T = 'V' &OR &1'T = 'S'

    &DO &TVERB-STRING-PROCESSING

&WHEN &1'T = 'A'

    &DO &TAREA-A-PROCESSING

&WHEN &1'T = 'N'

    &DO &TNOTE-PROCESSING

&WHEN OTHER

    &DO &TWORD-PROCESSING

&WHEN ANY

    &DO &TEXIT

&ENDSEL 
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Repetition Directives

Repetition constructs are used to repeat a logical path until a condition is satisfied.

The following topics are covered:

&REPEAT/&ENDREP

The &REPEAT construct provides an inline looping structure, and &ENDREP terminates it.

Format:

 &REPEAT

    [process-1]

[&UNTIL condition]

     [process-2...]

 &ENDREP 

• &REPEAT
Indicates a directive that identifies the physical and logical beginning of the looping structure.

• process-n
Indicates one or more directives, constructs, substitution words, or can be omitted.

• &UNTIL
Indicates a directive that tests the condition, and terminates the &REPEAT construct when the condition is true.

• Condition
Indicates a simple or combined condition.

• &ENDREP
Indicates a directive that terminates &REPEAT.

Logic:

Using &REPEAT, processing proceeds until the condition is tested. If the condition is true, control passes to the next
executable model statement following the &ENDREP. If the condition is not true, process-2 is executed and control returns
to process-1. This loop is repeated until the condition is true. Multiple &UNTIL clauses can be specified.

Example

The following example illustrates an &GET loop. The loop continues to &GET/&STOW and process words until the end of
the statement. Here the condition is defined as a verb, Area A indicator, or a String macro-name.

&REPEAT

    &GET &1

&UNTIL &1'T = 'V' &OR &1'T = 'A' &OR &1'T = 'S'

    &STOW

    &SELECT &1'T

    &WHEN 'N'

         &DO &TNOTE-PROCESSING

    &WHEN 'L'

         &DO &TLITERAL-PROCESSING

    &WHEN OTHER

         &DO &TWORD-PROCESSING

    &ENDSEL

&ENDREP 
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&ESCAPE

The &ESCAPE directive terminates unconditionally any &REPEAT...&ENDREP construct.

Format:

&ESCAPE

• &ESCAPE
Indicates a directive that when executed within an &REPEAT...&ENDREP, causes the innermost &REPEAT in which it
occurs to terminate. Control passes directly to the next executable statement after the corresponding &ENDREP.

Example

The following example illustrates an &GET loop. The loop continues to &GET/&STOW and process words until the end of
the statement. Here the condition is defined as a verb, Area A indicator, or a String macro-name.

&REPEAT

     &GET &1

     &IF &1'T = 'V' &OR &1'T = 'A' &OR &1'T = 'S'

          &ESCAPE

     &ENDIF

     &STOW

     &SELECT &1'T

     &WHEN 'N'

           &DO &TNOTE-PROCESSING

     &WHEN 'L'

           &DO &TLITERAL-PROCESSING

     &WHEN OTHER

           &DO &TWORD-PROCESSING

     &ENDSEL 

&ENDREP 

Data Manipulation Directives
Data manipulation directives are those that modify the contents of numeric and non-numeric variables and symbolic
operands.

&SET - Format 1

The &SET directive initializes the left operand to the value of the right operand.

 Format: 

                      {&Vname-2     }

                      {&n           }

      &SET &Vname-1 = {concatenation}

                      {literal      }

                      {&n'attribute }

                      {NULL         }

•  &SET
 Indicates a directive that stores a value in a variable.

•  &Vname-1 
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Indicates the name of an alphanumeric or numeric variable that is initialized to the value of the right operand.
•  =

Indicates the required separator.
•  &Vname-2 

Indicates the name of an alphanumeric or numeric variable.
•  &n 

 Indicates an initialized symbolic operand &0 through &15.
•   concatenation 

 Indicates a construction which combines one or more words into a single word. Concatenation can be &( ... &), an
"ordinary" concatenation, or &(Q ... &), a "literal" concatenation.

•   literal 
Indicates a character string which can be an alphanumeric, hexadecimal (see the Glossary in Appendix A), or numeric
literal.

•  &n'attribute 
Indicates a symbolic operand attribute where "n" represents a numeric value of 0-15.

•  NULL
 Represents "no value" (that is, &Vname is empty). Only valid when &Vname is an alphanumeric variable.

 Notes:  

• &Vname is initialized left to right.
• When the initialization value is longer than &Vname, the rightmost excess characters are truncated.
• When &Vname is numeric, the initialization value:

– Cannot be NULL,
– Must be numeric, and
– Can contain an optional leading sign (+ or -).

• When &Vname is numeric and the initialization value is alphanumeric, the following Translator diagnostic results:
N04 NON-NUMERIC DATA IN &SET OR &IF

• When &Vname is a numeric or nonnumeric variable and the initialization value does not contain quotes, only the first
word is retained, regardless of the number of words in the initialization value. 

• When &Vname is a numeric or nonnumeric variable and the initialization value contains quotes:
– All words between the quotes are retained, but
– The bounding quotes themselves are not retained.

• When &Vname is a symbolic operand storage variable:
– The initialization value must be a symbolic operand and
– All words and any bounding quotes are retained.

• All variables retain their current contents until altered by a &SET or &SETR.

Examples

In the following statements, &VNUMBER assumes the value of the Size attribute of symbolic operand &1.

&LOCAL &VNUMBER 9(7)

&SET &VNUMBER = &1'S 

In the following example, an ordinary concatenation is used and the result of &VALPHA is AB.

&LOCAL &VALPHA X(2) 

&SET &VALPHA = &( A B &) 

In the following example, a literal concatenation is used and the result of &VALPHA is AB.

&LOCAL &VALPHA X(2)
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&SET &VALPHA = &(Q A B &) 

&SET - Format 2

The &SET directive initializes the left operand to an algebraically correct, arithmetic result for the two right operands. The
right operand values must be numeric; leading signs (+ and -) are optional.

 Format: 

                {&Vname-2       } {+} {&Vname-3       }

                {&n-1           } {-} {&n-2           }

&SET &Vname-1 = {concatenation-1} {*} {concatenation-2}

                {literal-1      } {/} {literal-2      }

                {&n'attribute-1 }     {&n'attribute-2 } 

•  &SET
Indicates a directive that stores a value in a variable.

•  &Vname-1 
Indicates the name of an alphanumeric or numeric variable that is initialized to the arithmetic result.

•  =
Indicates the required separator.

•  &Vname-2 
Indicates the name of an alphanumeric or numeric variable.

•  &n-1 
Indicates an initialized symbolic operand &0 through &15.

•   concatenation-1 
Indicates a construction within a macro model which combines one or more words into a single word. Concatenation
can be a string or literal concatenation.

•   literal-1 
Indicates a character string that can be an alphanumeric, hexadecimal, or numeric literal (see the Glossary in
Appendix A).

•  &n'attribute-1 
Indicates a numeric symbolic operand attribute where "n" represents a numeric value of 0-15.

•  +, -, *, /
Represents addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, respectively.

•  &Vname-3 
Indicates the name of a numeric variable.

•  &n-2 
Indicates an initialized symbolic operand &0 through &15.

•   concatenation-2 
Indicates a numeric concatenation.

•   literal-2 
Indicates a numeric character string.

•  &n'attribute-2 
Indicates a numeric symbolic operand attribute.

 Notes:  
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• &Vname is initialized right to left.
• When the initialization value is longer than &Vname, the leftmost excess characters are truncated.
• Leading zeros are suppressed. A positive result is unsigned.
• Division yields an integer result. The largest positive value is 99,999,999,999 (11 digits).
• The largest negative value is -9,999,999,999 (10 digits and a sign).
• The following Translator diagnostic occurs when either of the right operands is alphanumeric or NULL:

N04 NON-NUMERIC DATA IN &SET OR &IF

Example:

In the following statements, &VNUMBER assumes the value of the Size attribute of symbolic operand &3 minus 1.

&LOCAL &VNUMBER 9(7)

&SET &VNUMBER = &3'S - 1

Creating an arithmetic result larger than the maximum size of a variable causes the leftmost digit positions of the result to
be truncated.

&LOCAL &VN 9

&SET &VN = 9

&SET &VN = &VN + 1

The result of &VN + 1 is 10; however, because &VN is only large enough to contain one character (integer), the leftmost
digit position is truncated, initializing &VN to 0.

&SET - Format 3

The &SET directive initializes the left operand to the value of the right operand. The beginning character position of the
right operand is determined by the "character shift" operator %.

Format:

                {&Vname-2       }   {&Vname-3       }

                {&n-1           }   {&n-2           }

&SET &Vname-1 = {concatenation-1} % {concatenation-2}

                {literal-1      }   {literal-2      }

                {&n'attribute-1 }   {&n'attribute-2 }

                {NULL           } 

• &SET
Indicates a directive that stores a value in a variable.

• &Vname-1
Indicates the name of an alphanumeric or numeric variable that contains the contents of the right operand as a result
of a move.

• =
Indicates the required separator.

• &Vname-2 
Indicates the name of an alphanumeric or numeric variable.

• &n-1
Indicates an initialized symbolic operand &0 through &15.

• concatenation-1
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Indicates a construction within a macro model which combines one or more words into a single word. Concatenation
can be an ordinary or literal concatenation.

• literal-1
Indicates a character string that can be an alphanumeric, hexadecimal (see the Glossary), or numeric literal.

• &n'attribute-1
Indicates a symbolic operand attribute where "n" represents a numeric value of 0-15.

• NULL
Represents "no value" (that is, &Vname is empty). NULL is only valid when &Vname is an alphanumeric variable.

• %
Indicates the character shift operator.

• &Vname-3
Indicates a % operand that represents the name of a numeric variable.

• &n-2
Indicates a % operand that represents an initialized symbolic operand &0 through &15.

• concatenation-2
Indicates a % operand that represents a numeric concatenation.

• literal-2
Indicates a % operand that represents a numeric character string.

• &n'attribute-2
Indicates a % operand that represents a numeric symbolic operand attribute.

• NULL
Represents "no value" (that is, &Vname is empty). NULL is only valid when &Vname is an alphanumeric variable.

• %
Indicates the character shift operator.

• &Vname-3
Indicates a % operand that represents the name of a numeric variable.

• &n-2
Indicates a % operand that represents an initialized symbolic operand &0 through &15.

• concatenation-2
Indicates a % operand that represents a numeric concatenation.

• literal-2
Indicates a % operand that represents a numeric character string.

• &n'attribute-2
Indicates a % operand that represents a numeric symbolic operand attribute.

Notes:

• &Vname is initialized left to right.
• When the initialization value is longer than &Vname, the rightmost excess characters are truncated.
• When &Vname is alphanumeric:

– • &Vname is initialized NULL when the % operand is beyond the length of the initialization value.
• &Vname is initialized to a single space when the % operand is 0 or a negative value.
• When &Vname is numeric:

– The initialization value cannot be NULL and must be numeric.
– A leading sign (+ or -) is optional.
– The % operand must be greater than 0 and less than or equal to the length of the initialization value.

• The following Translator diagnostic occurs when:
– The % operand is alphanumeric or NULL.
– &Vname is a numeric variable and the initialization value is alphanumeric or NULL.
– &Vname is a numeric variable and the % operand is 0, negative, or greater than the length of the initialization value.
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N04 NON-NUMERIC DATA IN &SET OR &IF

Examples

In the following statements, the character "C" is stored in &V2.

&LOCAL &V1 X(5)

&LOCAL &V2 X

&SET &V1 = 'ABC'

&SET &V2 = &V1 % 3

The following &SET expressions are logically equivalent.

&LOCAL &VX X

&SET &VX = &VY

&SET &VX = &VY % 1

&SET - Format 4

The &SET directive initializes the left operand to one word of the right operand. The "word shift" operator # uses the
integer value to its right (must be greater than 0) as the determining word shift for the value to its left. The result is one
word to which the left operand is initialized.

 Format: 

                         {&Vname-2     }

                         {&n-2         }

&SET &Vname-1 = {&n-1} # {concatenation}

                {NULL}   {literal      }

                         {&n'attribute } 

•  &SET
Indicates a directive that stores a value in a variable.

•  &Vname-1 
Indicates the name of an alphanumeric or numeric variable that is initialized to the resulting value (one word) of the
right operand.

•  =
Indicates the required separator.

•  &n-1 
Indicates an initialized symbolic operand &0 through &15.

•  NULL
Represents "no value" (that is, &Vname is empty). NULL is only valid when &Vname is an alphanumeric variable.

•  # 
Indicates the word shift operator.

•  &Vname-2 
Indicates a # operand that represents the name of a numeric variable.

•  &n-2 
Indicates a # operand that represents an initialized symbolic operand &0 through &15.

•   concatenation 
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 Indicates a # operand that represents a construction within a macro model which combines one or more words into a
single word. Concatenation must be numeric and can be an ordinary or literal concatenation.

•   literal 
Indicates a # operand that represents a numeric character string.

•  &n'attribute 
Indicates a # operand that represents a symbolic operand attribute.

 Notes:  

• &Vname is initialized left to right.
• When the initialization value is longer than &Vname, the rightmost excess characters are truncated.
• When &Vname is alphanumeric:

– &Vname is initialized NULL when the # operand is beyond the last word of the initialization value.
– &Vname is initialized to a single space when the # operand is 0 or a negative value.

• When &Vname is numeric:
– The initialization value cannot be NULL and must be numeric.
– A leading sign (+ or -) is optional.
– The # operand must be greater than 0 and less than or equal to the length of the initialization value.

• The following Translator diagnostic occurs when:
– The # operand is alphanumeric or NULL.
– &Vname is a numeric variable and the initialization value is alphanumeric or NULL.
– &Vname is a numeric variable and the # operand is 0, negative, or greater than the length of the initialization value.

N04 NON-NUMERIC DATA IN &SET OR &IF

Examples

In the following statements, assuming &1 contains A OF B, the word "OF" is stored in &VWORD.

&LOCAL &VWORD X(30) &SET &VWORD = &1 # 2

Below, the following &SET expressions are logically equivalent.

&SET &VX = &1

&SET &VX = &1 # 1

&SET - Format 5

The &SET directive alters the truth value of a Boolean variable.

 Format: 

&SET &Bname = {TRUE }

 {FALSE}

•  &SET
Indicates a directive that is used to modify the truth value of the subject Boolean variable.

•  &Bname 
Indicates the name of a Boolean variable.

•  =
Indicates the separator (required).

•  TRUE 
•  FALSE

Alters the Boolean variable to either the "true" or "false" state.
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NOTE

 More information: 

•  Boolean (TRUE/FALSE) Control Variables 
•  Boolean Conditions 

Example
&LOCAL &B-FIRST-TIME = TRUE . . . &IF &B-FIRST-TIME &SET &B-FIRST-TIME = FALSE . . . &ENDIF 

&EQU

The &EQU directive sets the current value of a symbolic operand (&n-1) to the value of item-2.

Format:

                  {&Vname-2     }

                  {&n-2         }

      &EQU &n-1 = {concatenation}

                  {literal      }

                  {&n'attribute }

                  {NULL         }

• &EQU
Indicates a directive that sets the current value of a symbolic operand to value of item-2.

• &n-1
Indicates a symbolic operand &1 through &15.

• &Vname
Indicates the name of a nonnumeric, numeric, or symbolic operand storage variable.

• &n-2
Indicates a symbolic operand &0 through &15.

• concatenation
Indicates a construction within a macro model which combines one or more words into a single word. The value can
also be the "&(E" form of concatenation described in Concatenation.

• literal
Indicates a character string that can be a nonnumeric, hexadecimal (see the Glossary), or numeric literal.

• &n'attribute
Indicates a symbolic operand attribute with "n" having a numeric value of 0-15.

• NULL
Represents "no value."

Notes:

• The &EQU directive is useful for:
– Establishing a current value in a symbolic operand
– Modifying the contents of a symbolic operand, and
– Restoring the current value of a symbolic operand storage variable to a symbolic operand

Examples

Assuming &0 contains NAME OF MASTER, the following example places NAME OF MASTER in &V-OPERAND, &1 and
&2, too.
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    .

    .

    .

&LOCAL &V-OPERAND S

&SET &V-OPERAND = &0

&EQU &1 &0 &EQU &2

&V-OPERAND

The following example places the qualified data-name NAME OF MASTER in a symbolic operand.

&EQU &1 &(E NAME OF MASTER &)

&SETR

The &SETR macro directive initializes a user-defined macro variable to the current value of a Translator Special Register.

The macro variable can be an &EXTERN, &GLOBAL, &LOCAL variable. Its definition must have a picture. The reference
to the macro variable can be subscripted. Once initialized, the macro variable can be evaluated to determine the
significance of the register setting.

Translator Special Register Names can only be used with the &SETR macro directive. The functions of the 20 Translator
Special Registers are divided as follows:

• Nine registers return the value of the Translator options.
• Six provide information about the text being processed.
• Five provide the date, time, Translator return code, access to the Input Exit Interface area, and the address of the next

available Attribute Table Entry.

Notation Example

&SETR &Vname = REGISTER-NAME

The 20 Translator Special Registers are listed in this table.

Special Register Name Macro Picture Description
ADDRESS 9(5) Next available attribute table entry
COND 9(4) Current Translator return code
COPY 9(1) Translator OPTION COPY
DATE X(8) Current date
DDID 9(4) Translator OPTION DDID
DEPTH 9(2) Translator OPTION DEPTH minus 10
ID X(8) Identification Area Content
INVDEC 9(1) Translator OPTION INVDEC and

DECIMAL-POINT IS
IXIT X(128) Translator Input Exit return area
LINE 9(6) Translator Input line number
NOTE X(2) Translator Note type
OPSYS X(1) Translator OPTION DIALECT Operating

System
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PGM X(8) PROGRAM-ID program name.
PSTAT X(4) Translator OPTION PSTAT
PVER 9(4) Translator OPTION PVER
SEQ X(6) Sequence Number Area
XPGM X(8) Translator OPTION IXIT
STATUS 9(1) Source or type of input record
TIME X(8) Current time
VAR X(30) Translator OPTION VAR

The COPY, DDID, DEPTH, INVDEC, OPSYS, PSTAT, PVER, XPGM, and VAR Translator Special Registers all return a
Translator Option value. The value is either the default established for the option or the value established by an option
statement.

The ID, LINE, NOTE, PGM, SEQ, and STATUS Translator Special Registers all return information about the source text
being processed. All these registers except PGM are dynamic. Their values change constantly as a result of the macro
processing.

PGM reflects the name of each program when the source test consists of nested programs. However, once the name has
been captured, it remains unchanged until the end of the program.

Of the remaining Translator Special Registers, DATE, TIME, and COND are operating system-specific.

ADDRESS relates to use of the Attribute Table. IXIT is meaningful only when the &CALL directive is used to interface with
an Input Exit subprogram.

Each special register is described in the following table. Some descriptions include a table of return values. These return
values, which are shown as nonnumeric literals, do not include the apostrophes as part of the code value.

All values that special registers returned are character values, but those returning exclusively numeric values have a
numeric macro picture (9). The value is zero suppressed and left justified. The numeric macro pictures always return a
numeric value with potentially the maximum length shown in the picture.

A character macro picture (X) implies that the return value can be either numeric or character code values. If a numeric
value is a possible return value, it has leading zeros. The NOTE special register returns left-justified 1-character and 2-
character codes.

Special Register Name Macro Picture Description
ADDRESS 9(5) Next Available Attribute Table Entry

Returns an integer value for the next
available entry in the Attribute Table.
Address is useful in a $-LEVEL macro
because, after macro processing
completes, it is the address of the data
item definition being processed. Address
is also useful when you are using the
Attribute Table to store information that is
meaningful to the macro processing but
will not necessarily become part of the
generated program.
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COND 9(4) Current Translator Return Code
Returns an integer for the current
value of the Translator's return code.
The &FLAG, &COND, and &NOTE macro
directives and the Translator Advisory,
Warning, and Error Messages can increase
this value. The Translator's return code
is incremental. The value always shows
the highest value that any of the macro
directives or messages established and
cannot be set to a lower value.

COPY 9(1) Translator OPTION COPY
Returns an integer value for the COPY
option setting, which the default setting or
a setting that is established by an OPTION
statement can establish. Possible values
are:
• 0 OPTION COPY=PASSIVE
• 1 OPTION COPY=ACTIVE
• 2 OPTION COPY=IGNORE

DATE X(8) Current Date
Returns a character value for the current
date in the form MM/DD/YY. MM is the
month; DD is the day, and YY is the year.

DDID 9(3) Translator OPTION DDID
Returns an integer for the value specified
by the DDID option (applicable to Datacom
Datadictionary conventions).

DEPTH 9(2) Translator OPTION DEPTH (minus 10)
Returns an integer for the value specified
by the DEPTH option.

ID X(8) Identification Area Content
Returns a character value for the contents
of the Identification Area (positions 73-80)
of the current input record, except when the
current input record is a -INC statement.
If the input record is a -INC statement, the
value is retrieved from the previous input
line.

INVDEC 9(1) Translator OPTION IVDEC and DECIMAL
POINT IS
Returns an integer value for the setting
of the INVDEC option and the presence
of 'DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA' in the
source text. Possible values are:
• 0 NOINVDEC or DECIMAL POINT IS

COMMA is not present.
• 1 INVDEC or DECIMAL POINT IS

COMMA is present.

IXIT X(128) Translator Input Exit return area
Returns a character value for the contents
of the Input Exit return area after the
completion of the most recent &CALL to the
Input Exit.
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LINE 9(6) Translator Input Line Number
Returns an integer for the Translator Input
Listing line number for the current input
line, except when the current line is a -
INC statement. If the current line is a -INC
statement, the value is retrieved from the
previous line.
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NOTE X(2) Translator Note Type
Indicates a character value that returns
a 1-character or 2-character code. This
code identifies the Symbolic Operand Type
Attribute of the word that is typed as a Note
(that is, &n'T = 'N'). Possible codes are
listed here.
• 'A' &ACCT macro directive
• 'B' Blank lines
• 'C' CICS statements (OPTION

PRESERVE=CICS must be specified)
• 'D' Debugging lines (cc7 = D) 'DP'

&DSTOP macro directive 'DS'
&DSTART macro directive

• 'E' Translator enabled comment
(OPTION ENABLED must be specified).

• 'F' &B, &INDENT, &OUTDENT,
&SETTAB, &GOTAB, and &MARGIN
macro directives

• 'L macro Line output
• 'MK' &MARKER macro directive
• 'N'

– COBOL comments (cc7 = *)
– AUTHOR, INSTALLATION, DATE-

WRITTEN,
– DATE-COMPILED, SECURITY, and

REMARKS paragraphs
– COBOL NOTE statements
– Paragraphs with the COMMENT and

XCOM options specified
– *$MCT and *$NOMCT Translator

Directing Statements
– Any text between *$MCT and *

$NOMCT Translator Directing
– Statements

• 'S' Spacing controls (EJECT, SKIP1,
SKIP2, SKIP3) or -INC

• '0' &END macro directive
• '1' &ANTE macro directive
• '2' &ENV macro directive
• '3' &DATAF macro directive
• '4' &DATAWS macro directive
• '5' &DATAW macro directive
• '6' &DATAWX macro directive
• '7' &DATAL macro directive
• '8' &DATAR macro directive
• '9' &DATA macro directive
• '10' &PROCS macro directive
• '11' &PROC macro directive
• '12' &PROCX macro directive
• '13' &POST macro directive
• '14' &AUX macro directive
• '15' &POINT macro directive
• '18' &DUMMY macro directive
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OPSYS X(1) Translator OPTION DIALECT Operating
System
Returns a one-character code that is the
second character of the DIALECT option.
Both characters of this option are available
in the Reserved Variable &VDIALECT. The
value for OPSYS is:
• 'O' for OS (z/OS) Operating System

PGM X(8) PROGRAM-ID Program name
Indicates a character value consisting of
the first 8 characters of the comment entry
following the PROGRAM-ID paragraph
header in the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

PSTAT X(4) Translator OPTION PSTAT
Returns a character value for the value
specified in the PSTAT option (applicable to
Datacom Datadictionary conventions).

PVER 9(4) Translator OPTION PVER
Returns an integer value for the value
specified in the PSTAT option (applicable to
Datacom Datadictionary conventions).

SEQ X(6) Sequence Number Area
Returns a character value for the contents
of the Sequence Number Area (positions
1-6) of the current input record, except
when the current input record is a -INC
statement.

XPGM X(8) Translator OPTION IXIT
Returns an integer value for the IXIT option.
The IXIT option is the name of the Input
Exit subprogram.

STATUS 9(1) Source or Type of Input Record
Indicates an integer value that identifies
the source or type of the current input line.
Values are:
• 0 Normal input
• 1 COPY or -INC statement
• 2 COPY or -INC text

TIME X(8) Current Time
Indicates a character value for the current
time. Time is given in the form HH:MM:SS.
HH is the hour; MM is the minute, and SS is
the second.

VAR X(30) Translator OPTION VAR
Indicates a character value for the VAR
option. The VAR option is a user-defined
value 1-30 characters in length.

&PIC

The &PIC directive analyzes a picture-string and returns three words (type, display size, decimal point location) to a
symbolic operand.
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Format:

&PIC &n-1     {&n-2  }

              {&Vname}

• &PIC
Indicates a directive that is used for picture-string analysis. The directive can be used in the model of a Word, Prefix, or
String macro for any division.

• &n-1
Indicates a symbolic operand &1 through &15 which contains the results of the analysis as three words:

• 1.
Type is the first word that is returned in &n-1 and is a nonnumeric literal. The following items are the types and picture
clauses:
– 'E'

Group data item
– 'R'

Report item
– 'X'

Nonnumeric '0' floating-point
– '2'

Signed numeric
– '9'

Unsigned numeric

• 2.
Display size is the second word that is returned in &n-1, and is an 8-digit numeric literal representing the display size of
the picture. Contains all leading zeros, which are not suppressed.

• 3.
Decimal point location is the third word that is returned in &n-1, and is a 5-digit signed numeric literal representing the
decimal point location as denoted by the Point data attribute. Contains all leading zeros, which are not suppressed.

• &Vname
Indicates the name of a nonnumeric or numeric variable that contains the picture-string to be analyzed.

• &n-2
Indicates a symbolic operand &1 through &15 that contains the picture-string to be analyzed.

Notes:

• The USAGE, and other items, of the data item containing the picture that is analyzed is not considered.
• If an invalid picture is analyzed, illegal characters are ignored and the results are unpredictable. Under such

circumstances, it is possible to have a size of 00000 returned as the second word.

Example

The following macro illustrates the use of the &PIC directive to analyze the parts of a PICTURE clause in the DATA
DIVISION.

SD      PICTURE &1 :

            &GLOBAL &VTYPE X

            &GLOBAL &VSIZE 9(8)

            &GLOBAL &VPOINT 9(5)

            &DO &LP

            &GOBACK
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        &LP

            &PIC &2 &1

            &SET &VTYPE = &2

            &SET &VSIZE = &2 # 2

            &SET &VPOINT = &2 # 3

            &EXIT

SD      PICTURE IS &1 :

            &DO &LP   

Input Directives
Input directives are used to analyze word sequences and to copy text into generated sources from String-type macro
models.

&GET/&STORE/&STOW

The &GET, &STORE, and &STOW directives are used to acquire words following a String-type macro call.

Format:

              [&STORE]

&GET &n   . . [&STOW ]

• &GET
Indicates a directive that places a copy of the next word into a symbolic operand. &GET can be coded only in a String
macro model.

• &n
Indicates a symbolic operand &1 through &15.

• &STORE
Indicates a directive that removes the single word last acquired using an &GET from the input stream.

• &STOW
Indicates a directive that removes the word acquired using an &GET from the input stream, including any associated
qualifier,subscripts/indexes, or both and stores the entire item in a symbolic operand.

Notes:

• During an &STOW, if a COBOL comment is encountered while the Translator is searching for a potential qualifier,
subscript, or index, the search ends and the Translator treats the symbolic operand as though no modifier were
defined. (This result can cause the next line to be read.)

• Following an &GET, until an &STORE or &STOW is executed, only a copy of the input word is in &n. The word remains
in the input stream.

• A successive &GET cannot be issued within the macro model until the current operand is &STOREd or &STOWed.
• If no &STORE or &STOW is issued by the time of exit from the macro model, the word that is obtained by the last

&GET remains in the input stream.
• If the word matches a Word or Prefix prototype for the current division, the input word causes a nested macro call. The

first substitution word from the nested macro is passed to the symbolic operand as though it were in the input stream.
• If the word matches the name of the String-type prototype, the input word does not cause a call to the String macro,

and the Type attribute of &n (&n'T) is set to 'S'.
• If the item acquired by the &GET is not a qualified name, a subscripted name, or both, there is no difference between

the results of &STORE and &STOW. A comma or semi-colon acquired by &GET...&STOW/&STORE is bypassed.
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&GET Acquiring Words That Do Not Appear in the Source

Three conditions cause the &GET directive to acquire words that do not appear in the source. The specific conditions
under which these dummy words are acquired are itemized here.

Copied/Included Input

If the next word to be "acquired" by &GET begins a COBOL COPY statement or a LIBRARIAN -INC command, the word
that is acquired by the &GET depends on the translate-time options specified.

• COBOL COPY
If the COPY option is specified, &GET acquires the copied text as though it were in the input stream and does not
acquire the COPY statement. If the Translator cannot retrieve the library text for a COPY in the DATA DIVISION, a
period is returned.
If the COPY option is not specified, &GET acquires only the COPY statement and not the associated text.

• LIBRARIAN -INC
If the -INC option is specified and if the LIBRARIAN -INC command is subordinate to a *$LIBED statement from the
primary input file, the &GET acquires the included text as though it were from the input stream and does not acquire
the -INC command.
If the -INC option is not specified and/or the -INC command is not subordinate to a *$LIBED statement from the
primary input file, &GET acquires only the -INC command and not the associated text.

For example, given the following source library member named WKLIB:

01      WORK-AREA.

        02 WORK-KEY. . .

        .

        .

        .

        02 WORK-END PIC X.

Successive &GET...&STORE/&STOW of the input statements:

  01    WORK-RECORD COPY WKLIB.

        .

        .

        .

With the COPY option specified, acquires the following current values, Type attributes, and &SETR...STATUS values:

Current Value Type Status
01 L 0
WORK-RECORD Blank 0
. V (period after WORK-AREA) 2
02 L 2
WORK-KEY Blank 2
...
02 L 2
WORK-END Blank 2
PIC Blank 2
X Blank 2
. V 2
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Next input word Word type 0

NOTE
The preceding examples are based on the 1968 ANSI COBOL standard for COPY statements. The 1974 ANSI
COBOL COPY requires slightly different source and/or library syntax.

Area A

An &GET for a word appearing in Area A first acquires a dummy word with Type attribute 'A'. After an &STORE/&STOW, a
subsequent &GET is required to obtain the actual word in Area A.
For instance, logic to successively &GET and &STORE/&STOW the following statements:

          .

          .

          . 

          GO TO READ-INPUT.

     SUBROUTINE-X.

          .

          .

          .

Acquires the current values and Type attributes:

Current Value Type
GO V
TO Blank
READ-INPUT Blank
. V
Dummy A (AREA A indicator)
SUBROUTINE-X Blank
. V

Out-of-line from Nested Macro Calls

An &GET for a nested Word or Prefix macro which generates out-of- line code acquires a dummy word with Type attribute
'N', representing the out-of-line directive executed.
For instance, given the following Prefix-type macro:

PP     SET= :

           MOVE '1' TO &

           &DATAWS

 77 & PIC X.

        &END

logic to successively &GET and &STORE/&STOW the statements:

IF JOE EQUAL '0' SET=JOE GO TO ...
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acquires the current values and Type attributes:

Current Value Type
IF V
JOE Blank
EQUAL Blank
'O' L
MOVE V
'I' L
TO Blank
JOE Blank
Dummy N (out of line & DATAWS)
Dummy A (AREA A indicator)
77 L
JOE Blank
PIC Blank
X Blank
. V
Dummy N(out-of-line&END)
GO V
TO Blank

Example

SP      LIST &1(S) :

        &REPEAT

            .

            .

            .

          (Macro-code to process &1, either as received

           from the prototype or obtained by &GET.)

            .

            .

            .

            &GET &1

        &UNTIL &1'T = 'V'

            &OR &1'T = 'S'

            &OR &1'T = 'A'

            &STOW

        &ENDREP

In the preceding example, if a verb or period (Type attribute 'V'), a word that matches a String macro-name (Type attribute
'S'), or an Area A indicator (Type attribute 'A') is acquired by the &GET, the &STOW is not executed. The macro is
terminated. The word causing macro termination becomes the next word input to MetaCOBOL+. In all other cases, the
&STOW is executed. Any qualifiers, subscripts/indexes, or both that follow the word that is acquired by the &GET also
are moved to &1. All words that are acquired by the &STOW are removed from the input stream. &ENDREP terminates
&REPEAT.
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Assume the following input stream:

LIST FIELD-A FIELD-B OF REC-A.

The words "LIST FIELD-A" match the prototype, and "FIELD-A" becomes the value of &1. After processing "FIELD-A",
the &GET moves "FIELD-B" to &1. Because &1 has the value of a data-name, it fails the Type tests for verb/period, String
name, and Area A indicator. The &STOW is executed, adding the qualifier "OF REC- A" to &1 and removing "FIELD-B OF
REC-A" from the input stream. After processing "FIELD-B OF REC-A", the &GET acquires the word "." which remains in
the input stream, matches the verb/period test, and the macro is ended.

& COPY

The &COPY directive copies text into the generated source program.

Format:

           {word         }

           {&Vname       }

 &COPY     {&n           }

           {literal      }

           {concatenation}

• &COPY
Indicates a directive that is valid in the model of a String macro only and causes text from a COPY library to output.
The operands described here must conform to the COBOL rules for member (z/OS) names, and must name the library
member to copy. In z/OS, SYSLIB and its concatenations are searched for the named member.

• word
Indicates a constant member name to copy.

• &Vname
Indicates the name of a non-numeric variable containing the name of the member to copy.

• &n
Indicates a symbolic operand &0 through &15. The first word of the current value is the member name.

• literal
Indicates a character string that can be a non-numeric literal containing the member name.

• concatenation
Indicates a construction within a macro model which combines one or more words into a single member.

Notes:

• After reaching the end of the member, macro processing resumes at the point immediately following the &COPY
directive expression.

• If the word following &COPY is enclosed in quotes, the quotes are stripped. Only the first eight characters of the
resulting word are used as the member name.

• The &COPY text is treated as program text. If &COPY text contains data definitions, attributes are stored. The only
Translator-directing statement that is recognized within &COPY text is *$n.

• Any outstanding &GET without an intervening &STORE/&STOW causes an error when an &COPY is executed.

Example

The following macro can direct a copy member name to the Working-Storage Section of the PROCEDURE DIVISION.

SP     SAVE &1 :
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           &DSTART

           &DATAW

           &COPY &1

           &END

           &DSTOP

Out-Of-Line Directives
Out-of-line directives are used to redirect the source or generated text to a location different from the point at which
the macro call occurred. This type of redirection begins when an out-of-line directive is executed. The source text
COBOL division is "saved" and the current COBOL division is updated to the division associated with the directive.
In effect, when the divisions are different, the macros for the current division are deactivated and the macros in the
division that is associated with the directive are activated. Text (words) output after the directive matches word and prefix
macros that are active in the current COBOL division. Even though divisions might have changed, Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLremains sensitive to source text division headers.

Once a directive is executed, generated or source text is diverted to the out-of-line work file for its processing during the
"merge" phase. When more than one "text segment" is created for a single location, the merge result depends on the
order in which the text segments were created. The initial segment will merge first, followed by the next segment, and so
on, until there are no more segments to be merged, for a given location.

Typically, out-of-line processing ends when another out-of-line directive is executed or the macro terminates. Diversion of
generated text to the out-of-line work file is discontinued and the source text COBOL division (and macros) is restored.
However, if a &NOEND directive is executed before macro termination, out-of-line processing continues. The source text
COBOL division is not restored until an &END directive is executed.

COBOL Out-Of-Line Directives

Two directives place text before or after the generated program. Also, 11 directives place text at predefined locations
within the generated program. COBOL division headers must exist in the source text to support these locations. Text
that is directed to any location that does not exist appears on the LOST TEXT report and causes Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLto terminate with a return code of 12.

Both types of directives are listed as follows in order by destination:

• &ANTE
Places text ahead of the generated COBOL program. At least one COBOL division header must be present in the
source text. The text is printed in the OUTPUT listing and included at the beginning of the PUNCHF file. Because this
text is not within the program, you might want to use "Line Output" to ensure that it is formatted correctly. The OUTPUT
listing line prints a maximum of 110 characters; only the first 80 characters are included in the PUNCHF file. By placing
asterisks (**) in the first two positions of your "Line Output", the line on the OUTPUT listing prints, but is excluded from
the PUNCHF file. By placing an asterisk and stroke (*/) in the first two positions, a page ejection of the OUTPUT listing
occurs, and the line from the PUNCHF file is excluded.

• &ENV
Places text at the end of the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. The ENVIRONMENT DIVISION header must be present in
the source text. The text appears following the final paragraph header of the division. 

• &DATAF
Places text at the end of the FILE SECTION. The DATA DIVISION header must be present in the source text. The
merge phase inserts a FILE SECTION header if it has been omitted.

• &DATAWS
Places text at the beginning of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. The DATA DIVISION header must be present in
the source text. The merge phase inserts a WORKING-STORAGE SECTION header when it has been omitted.

• &DATAW
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Places text at the end of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. The DATA DIVISION header must be present in the
source text. The merge phase inserts a WORKING-STORAGE SECTION header when it has been omitted.

• &DATAWX
Places text after any text directed to &DATAW. If text was not directed to &DATAW, this directive places text at the end
of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. The DATA DIVISION header must be present in the source text. The merge
phase inserts a WORKING-STORAGE SECTION header when it has been omitted.

• &DATAL
Places text at the end of the LINKAGE SECTION. The DATA DIVISION header must be present in the source text. The
merge phase inserts a LINKAGE SECTION header when it has been omitted.

• &DATAR
Places text at the end of the REPORT SECTION. The DATA DIVISION header must be present in the source text. The
merge phase inserts a REPORT SECTION header when it has been omitted.

• &DATA
Places text at the end of the DATA DIVISION. The DATA DIVISION header must be present in the source text. The text
appears at the end of the last section of the division. The merge phase does not create any SECTION header.

• &PROCS
Places text at the end of the current procedure SECTION. The PROCEDURE DIVISION header must be present in
the source text. The text appears at the end of the SECTION within which the macro was called, or at the end of the
first section of the PROCEDURE DIVISION when the macro was called within a division other than the PROCEDURE
DIVISION.

• &PROC
Places text at the end of the PROCEDURE DIVISION. The PROCEDURE DIVISION header must be present in the
source text. The text appears at the end of the last or only SECTION of the division.

• &PROCX
Places text after any text directed to &PROCS or &PROC. If text was not directed to &PROCS or &PROC, this
directive places text at the end of the PROCEDURE DIVISION. The PROCEDURE DIVISION header must be present
in the source text. The text appears after any text directed to &PROCS for the last section of the PROCEDURE
DIVISION, or after any text directed to &PROC.

• &POST
Places text after the generated COBOL program. At least one COBOL division header must be present in the source
program. The text is printed in the OUTPUT listing and included at the end of the PUNCHF file. Because this text will
not be within the program, you might want to use "Line Output" to ensure that is formatted correctly. The OUTPUT
listing line will print a maximum of 110 characters; only the first 80 characters are included in the PUNCHF file. By
placing asterisks (**) in the first two positions of your "Line Output", the line on the OUTPUT listing prints, but is
excluded from the PUNCHF file. By placing an asterisk and stroke (*/) in the first two positions, a page ejection of the
OUTPUT listing occurs, and the line from the PUNCHF file is excluded.

AUXILIARY Out-Of-Line Directives

Two directives place text in the AUXILIARY File, Listing, or both.

• &AUX
Places text in the AUXILIARY Listing and File. Because this text is not within the program, you might use "Line Output"
to ensure that it is formatted correctly. The AUXILIARY Listing line will print a maximum of 110 characters; only the
first 80 characters are included in the AUXILIARY File. By placing asterisks (**) in the first two positions of your "Line
Output", the line on the OUTPUT Listing prints, but is excluded from the AUXILIARY File. By placing an asterisk
and stroke (*/) in the first two positions, a page ejection of the OUTPUT Listing occurs. The line is excluded from the
AUXILIARY File.

• &AUXN
Places text in the AUXILIARY File. Because this text is not within the program, you might use "Line Output" to
ensure that it is formatted correctly. Although "Line Output" has a maximum length of 110 characters, only the first 80
characters are included in the AUXILIARY File.
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Exclude Directive

One directive can exclude source or generated text from the generated program.

Format:

&DUMMY

• &DUMMY
Excludes text from the generated program and places it into a nonexistent "Dummy" section of the DATA DIVISION.
&DUMMY changes the current division. &DUMMY is most useful when used with the &DSTART directive to create
entries in the TDS Attribute Table.

General Purpose Out-Of-Line Directives

Two directives are used for "marking" unique locations within the generated program, the AUXILIARY Listing, and the
AUXILIARY File, and "pointing" text to these "marked" locations.

&MARKER

The &MARKER directive marks a location where text can be pointed.

Format:

&MARKER {literal }

        {variable}

• &MARKER
Establishes a location within the generated text, the source text, or within text being directed to the AUXILIARY Listing
or File, to which text can be pointed with the &POINT directive.

• literal
Indicates a numeric literal with a value of 0 - 4999.

• variable
Indicates the name of a variable with a value of 0 - 4999.

NOTE
The same &MARKER can be placed in two or more locations. This placement causes the text that is directed by
the matching &POINT to be duplicated in more than one location.

&POINT

The &POINT directive places text after a corresponding &MARKER.

Format:

&POINT {literal }

       {variable}

• &POINT
Places text after a &MARKER which has been assigned the same number.

• literal
Indicates a numeric literal with a value of 0 - 4999.

• variable
Indicates the name of a variable with a value of 0 - 4999.
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Notes:

• &POINT does not change the current division. When using this directive to place code into a different division, it is
advisable to precede it with an &ENV, &DATA, or &PROC directive. This method changes the division and permits
macros in the destination division to process the generated code. This method might not be essential, but consider it
when using this directive to place data definitions in the DATA DIVISION. See &DSTART, which is also useful in this
situation.

• An &POINT can be issued before its matching &MARKER. Multiple &POINTs can be directed to the same &MARKER;
text is placed in the output in the order issued.

• When a &POINT directive refers to an undefined &MARKER, the text prints in the LOST TEXT report. The text
does not appear in the generated output.

Example

The following macros cause generation of "CLOSE file-name-1 file-name-2..." before the STOP RUN statement, where
each file-name is defined in a SELECT statement in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

SE     SELECT &1 :

           SELECT &1

           &PROC

           &POINT 999

           &1

           &END

SP     STOP RUN :

           CLOSE

           &MARKER 999

           STOP RUN

End Directive

One directive is for explicitly terminating out-of-line text generation.

Format:

&END

• &END
Ends out-of-line text generation and restores the COBOL division when the original out-of-line directive changed it.

Example

SE     SELECT &1 :

           SELECT &1

           &PROC 

           &POINT 999

           &1

           &END

SP      STOP RUN :

            CLOSE

            &MARKER 999

            STOP RUN
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Continue Directive

One directive is for continuing out-of-line text generation after macro termination.

Format:

&NOEND

• &NOEND
Continues out-of-line text generation after the macro terminates. This process causes the source text following the
original macro call to be directed to an out-of-line destination. If the out-of-line directive changed the COBOL division, it
remains changed when the macro terminates.

Example

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLstructured programming macros permit relocation of PROCEDURE DIVISION code
between START DATA and END DATA to the end of WORKING-STORAGE by macros similar to the following example:

SP     START DATA :

            &DSTART

            &DATAW

            &NOEND

SD     END DATA :

       &END

       &DSTOP

The END DATA macro is assigned to the DATA DIVISION.

 

Message Directive (&NOTE)
The message directive displays macro-defined messages on the INPUT & DIAGNOSTICS listing, the OUTPUT listing, or
both. The &NOTE directive displays a macro-defined message.

Format:

         {&Vname       }

   &NOTE {&n           }

         {concatenation}

         {literal      }

• &NOTE
Indicates a directive that causes the operand to be printed as part of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL message N99.
The "text" is a maximum of 64 characters long, including bounding quotes. Extra characters are truncated. The &NOTE
directive expression can appear in the model of a Word, Prefix, or String definition.

• &Vname
Indicates the name of a nonnumeric or numeric variable.

• &n
Indicates a symbolic operand &0 through &15.

• concatenation
Indicates a construction within a macro model that combines one or more words into a single word.

• literal
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Indicates a character string that can be a nonnumeric literal, hexadecimal literal, or numeric literal (see the Glossary).

Notes:

• Only the first word of the current value of a symbolic operand is used. Thus, if a symbolic operand represents a
qualified name, a subscripted name or both, only the first word of the name appears in this message.

• A user diagnostic message can be output from a macro model with the &NOTE directive expression. This message
appears on the INPUT Listing, the OUTPUT Listing, or both depending on the NOTE option (see Print Notes and Flags
in the Translate-time Options).

• Execution of &NOTE sets the tentative condition code to 4. The &NOTE directive output is not canceled by the
NOLISTIN and NOLISTOUT translate-time option or by the *$NOLIST Translator-directing statement.

• When a NULL variable is output (&NOTE &V@VARIABLE), an apostrophe prints as the NOTE text, indicating no
value.

Examples

The following example prohibits the use of SORT by issuing an &NOTE:

WP      SORT : SORT

             &NOTE 'USE OF SORT NOT ALLOWED'

To introduce a variable word into a fixed text message, use the concatenation as follows:

             &NOTE &( 'FILE ' &VFILE ' DELETED' &) 130

Condition Code Directive (&COND)
The condition code directive is used to set a tentative condition code. The &COND directive defines the MetaCOBOL
Translator Condition Code.

Format:

&COND {&Vname }

      {literal}

• &COND
Indicates a directive that defines the tentative condition code to be passed from the Translator. The &COND directive
that is executed with the highest value determines the ultimate completion code unless an &NOTE, &FLAG, or the
Translator itself generates a higher code number.
Condition codes that the Translator generates include:
– 0

No diagnostics generated.
– 4

The highest level diagnostic is a macro-generated &FLAG or &NOTE
– 8

The highest level diagnostic is Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL WARNING.
– 12

The highest level diagnostic is aDatacom Support for MetaCOBOL ERROR or Syntax Checker ERROR
– 16

A Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL FATAL ERROR has occurred. The step is terminated before the completion of
the generation of an output source program.

• &Vname
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Indicates the name of a numeric variable in the range from 0 through 255 (higher values are truncated).
• literal

Indicates a numeric literal (see the Glossary).

Example:

         . 

         .

         . 

    &NOTE 'MNM01E - THIS IS BAD ERROR'

    &COND 16

         .

         .

         .

Clock Directive (&CLOCK)
The clock directive is useful for determining the efficiency of macro code. The &CLOCK directive displays elapsed
translate-time when used with the CLOCK option.

Format:

&CLOCK

• &CLOCK
Indicates a directive that, if specified with the CLOCK translate- time option when executing, displays a message on
the INPUT & DIAGNOSTICS listing showing the elapsed translation time (see Display Elapsed Time in Translate-
time Options). By placing this directive in various macros, it is possible to find where, in the macro set, large amounts
of time are being used and where a loop is being excessively repeated. If the CLOCK translate-time option is not
specified, the &CLOCK directive is ignored.

NOTE
This directive is operative under z/OS only. Under MS-DOS, it is ignored. The NOLISTIN translate-time option
and the *$NOLIST Translator-directing statement do not affect the &CLOCK directive.

Example

The following "times" a macro loop.

       .

       .

       .

   &REPEAT &UNTIL condition

       &CLOCK 

       .

       .  (other processing) . 

       .  

   &ENDREP
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Accounting Directive (&ACCT)
The accounting directive is useful for logging MetaCOBOL macro use and for tracking application progress. The &ACCT
directive creates an Accounting File record the first time this explicit directive is executed in a macro.

Format:

      {word         }

      {&Vname       }

&ACCT {&n           }

      {concatenation}

      {literal      }

• &ACCT
Indicates a directive that creates an Accounting File record. Subsequent executions of the same &ACCT directive in
the same execution of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL are ignored.
The Accounting File is a separate Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL output data set consisting of 80-byte records in
the format:
– 2-5

ACCT
– 7-44

First 38 characters of operand text excluding bounding quotes (extra characters are truncated)
– 46-53

Current date
– 55-64

Identification (from PROGRAM-ID; blank if no entry in program)
– 66-80

Programmer (first word from AUTHOR; blank if no entry in program)
• word

Indicates a contiguous character string, not exceeding 30 characters.
• &Vname

Indicates the name of a nonnumeric or numeric variable.
• &n

Indicates a symbolic operand &0 through &15.
• concatenation

Indicates a construction within a macro model which combines one or more words into a single word.
• literal

Indicates a character string that can be a nonnumeric literal, hexadecimal literal, or numeric literal (see the Glossary).

NOTE
For more information, see the Using topics.

Example

The following example creates a record on the Accounting File to indicate the use of 'MACROSET', the name of the macro
set including this macro.

SP     $PDE :

           &ACCT 'MACROSET'
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Formatting Directives
Formatting directives permit the macro programmer to alter or enhance normal Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL output
formatting.

&A

The &A directive forces a word output from the model of a macro to begin in Area A (column 8).

Format:

&A

• &A
Indicates a directive that is passed through the Translator as a "dummy" word. When the Source Generation segment
of the Translator receives a dummy Area A word, it immediately outputs the previous line and prepares to align the
subsequent output word at column 8 of a new line. The dummy word itself is not output. Further, if no macros are
loaded containing &INDENT/&OUTDENT directives, a period is forced at the end of the previous line.

NOTE
Consecutive Area A indicators that are passed to the output routine do not cause a series of blank lines. All Area
A indicators after the first are ignored until a word is placed in the output line.

Example

WD -WS : &A WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

Using &A allows greater model coding flexibility and is more compact than the following method. The following method
begins the word in Area A of the macro model. This method is equivalent to &A but requires two records:

 WD    -WS :

   WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

&B

The &B directive cancels an Area A indicator, forces the next word to begin a new output record in Area B (columns
12-72), or both.

Format:

&B

• &B
Indicates a directive that cancels an Area A indicator, forces the next word to begin a new output record in Area B
(columns 12-72), or both. If an Area A indicator does not immediately precede the &B directive, the current contents
of the previous output line are output immediately. The &B directive prepares to place the subsequent output word in
Area B of a new line. The directive &B itself is never output.

NOTE
Consecutive &B directives that are passed to the output routine do not cause a series of blank lines. All &B
directives after the first are ignored until a word is placed in the output line.
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Although the &B directive means that the next word output begins on a new line in Area B, it does not otherwise override
the formatting rules in effect at translation time.

Example

As an example of &B usage, consider formatting the COBOL "GO TO...DEPENDING ON" statement. Have each
procedure-name in the list placed on a separate line. The following GOSTACK macro uses &B to control such output
formatting.

Input

SP        GOSTACK &1 : GO TO

          &GET &2

          &REPEAT &UNTIL &2'T NE ' '

            &STOW

            &B &2

            &GET &2

          &ENDREP

          &B &( 'DEPENDING ON' &) &1 

  .

  .

  .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

  .

  .

  .

     GOSTACK X1 PARA-A PARA-B PARA-C PARA-D.

  .

  .

  .

Output

 .

 .

 .

PROCEDURE DIVISON.

 .

 .

 .  GO TO

     PARA-A

     PARA-B

     PARA-C

     PARA-D

     DEPENDING ON X1.

 .

 .

 .

&SETTAB

The &SETTAB directive defines a tab register as being the equivalent to an absolute or relative column position.
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Format:

&SETTAB treg = col 

• &SETTAB
Indicates a directive for defining a tab register.

• treg
Indicates a tab register A0 through A15 for an absolute tab, or R0 through R15 for a relative tab.

• =
Indicates the separator (required).

• col
Indicates an integer or variable representing a column position 0 through 72.

Notes:

• The default values of all tab registers are 0, causing no change in automatic formatting rules.
• The &SETTAB directive can be "generated" out-of-line to control formatting of code based on the longest name in a

series, the MOVE statement with the longest sending operand, and so on.

Example

Assume that all CALL operands are to be aligned vertically under the first, relative to the indentation of the CALL verb.

Input

SP         CALL &1 USING &2(S) :

           CALL &1 USING &2

           &LOCAL &V-INDENT 9(2)

           &SET &V-INDENT = 12 + &1'N

           &SETTAB R0 = &V-INDENT

           &REPEAT

               &GET &2

           &UNTIL &2'T NE ' '

              &STOW

              &B

              &GOTAB R0

              &2

           &ENDREP 

               .

               .

               .

           CALL SUBRTN USING A B C.

                .

                .

                .

Output

                . 

                .

                .

            CALL SUBRTN USING A

                              B
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                              C.

                .

                .

                .

&GOTAB

The &GOTAB directive forces the following word to begin at an absolute or relative column position corresponding to the
value of the "treg".

Format:

&GOTAB treg 

• &GOTAB
Indicates a directive that applies only to the word following it.

• treg
Indicates a tab register A0 through A15 for an absolute tab, or R0 through R15 for a relative tab.

Notes:

• Relative column position is computed relative to the current left margin established by the automatic formatting or by
the &INDENT/&OUTDENT commands.

• If the &GOTAB cannot be satisfied on the current line, the current line is output. The &GOTAB is attempted on the next
line. The word can be left-shifted when it would cross into column 73.

• The default values of all tab registers are 0. A value of 0 in the referenced tab register causes &GOTAB to be ignored.
A value for the column of fewer than eight causes &GOTAB to be ignored. A value for the column of more than 72
causes the next word to be right-justified on a new line.

Example

Assume that all CALL operands are to align vertically under the first, relative to the indentation of the CALL verb.

Input

SP     CALL &1 USING &2(S) :

       CALL &1 USING &2

       &LOCAL &V-INDENT 9(2)

       &SET &V-INDENT = 12 + &1'N

       &SETTAB R0 = &V-INDENT

       &REPEAT

           &GET &2

       &UNTIL &2'T NE ' '

           &STOW

           &B

           &GOTAB R0

           &2

       &ENDREP 

           .

           .

           .

       CALL SUBRTN USING A B C.

           .
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           .

           .

 

Output

        .

        .

        .

    CALL SUBRTN USING A 

                      B

                      C.

        .

        .

        .

 

&MARGIN

The &MARGIN directive sets the value of the current left margin at an absolute or relative column position corresponding
to the value of the "treg". &MARGIN has no immediate effect as it controls the spacing of subsequent continuation lines.

Format:

&MARGIN treg 

• &MARGIN
Indicates a directive that applies only to the new line following it. Any automatic or &INDENT/&OUTDENT format
control cancels &MARGIN.

• treg
Indicates a tab register A0 through A15 for an absolute tab, or R0 through R15 for a relative tab.

Notes:

• Relative column position is computed relative to the current left margin established by the automatic formatting or by
the &INDENT/&OUTDENT commands.

• The default values of all tab registers are 0. A value of 0 in the referenced tab register causes &MARGIN to be ignored.
A value for the column of fewer than eight causes &MARGIN to be ignored. A value for the column of more than 72
causes the next word to be right-justified on a new line.

Example

Assume that all CALL operands are to align vertically under the first, relative to the indentation of the CALL verb.

Input

SP     CALL &1 USING &2(S) :

       CALL &1 USING &2

       &LOCAL &V-INDENT 9(2)

       &SET &V-INDENT = 12 + &1'N

       &SETTAB R0 = &V-INDENT

       &MARGIN R0

       &REPEAT
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           &GET &2

       &UNTIL &2'T NE ' '

           &STOW

           &B

           &2

       &ENDREP 

           .

           .

           .

       CALL SUBRTN USING A B C.

           .

           .

           .

Output

            .

            .

            .

    CALL SUBRTN USING A 

                      B

                      C.

            .

            .

            .

&INDENT/&OUTDENT

The &INDENT directive controls PROCEDURE DIVISION indentation and overrides all automatic PROCEDURE
DIVISION formatting rules. The &OUTDENT directive causes cancellation of the most recently issued &INDENT directive.

Format:

&INDENT

&OUTDENT

• &INDENT
Indicates a directive that can be issued only from String macros invoked during PROCEDURE DIVISION translation.
Each &INDENT directive causes the indention of the subsequent output line by a single level of indentation. If the
indentation so specified exceeds the maximum level of indentation that is defined for PROCEDURE DIVISION
formatting, indentation is to the maximum level defined. The maximum level remains until sufficient &OUTDENT
directives are issued to bring indentation to the left of the maximum level defined.

• &OUTDENT
Indicates a directive that can be issued only from String macros invoked during PROCEDURE DIVISION translation.
If the indentation so specified is to the left of column 12, alignment to column 12 occurs until sufficient &INDENT
directives are issued to cause indentation to the right of column 12.

Notes:
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• The &INDENT and &OUTDENT directives are used with formatting to position the next Area B output line.
• A word output in Area A resets indentation to column 12 until issuance of a subsequent &INDENT or &OUTDENT

directive.
• If an &INDENT directive, &OUTDENT directive, or both is encountered during the macro loading, all PROCEDURE

DIVISION formatting must be under String-type macro control. &B directives are used to cause placement of the
subsequent output word on a new line. &INDENT and &OUTDENT directives are used to control indentation.

Example

The following example is similar to the structured programming formatting macros.

Input

SP     IF :

       IF

       &INDENT

SP     ELSE :

       &OUTDENT

       &B

       ELSE

       &B

       &INDENT

SP     ENDIF :

       &OUTDENT

       &B

       &ENDIF

SP     $-VERB :

       &GET &1

       &IF &1 NOT = '.'

         &B

       &ENDIF 

       .

       .

       .

IF   A = B MOVE C TO D ELSE MOVE D TO C ENDIF 

       .

       .

       .

Output

       .

       .

       .

       IF A = B

            MOVE C TO D

       ELSE

            MOVE D TO C

       ENDIF 

       .

       .

       .
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Data Structure Analysis Directives
Data structure analysis directives are used to analyze the relationships between data items.

&SCAN

The &SCAN directive retrieves data-names in order of definition.

Format:

      { &Vname-1    } { &Vname-2   }

&SCAN { &n-1        } { &n-2       }

      { section-1   } { section-2  }

• &SCAN
Indicates a directive that retrieves the data-names, attributes, and structural relationships of items in the output source
program DATA DIVISION.

• &Vname-1, -2
Indicates the name of a nonnumeric variable.

• &n-1, -2
Indicates a symbolic operand &1 through &15. &0 cannot be specified in the &SCAN directive expression. &0 has a
value only after execution on an &SCAN, &SCANC, &SCANF, or &SCANI.

• section-1, -2
Indicates the section-names File, Working-Storage, Linkage, Communication, or the pseudosection PROCEDURE.
&SCAN also returns DATA DIVISION section headers, the pseudosection PROCEDURE, FDs, SDs, and CDs. Such
items have a size attribute of 0 and a level attribute of ' ' for section and pseudosection headers, and a Level attribute
of '00' for FDs, SDs, and CDs.
The Report Section and its subordinate items are not returned to &0 by the &SCAN.

Notes:

• The purpose of the &SCAN directive is to acquire individually data items within a contiguous range (the processing
scope) in the DATA DIVISION while processing the PROCEDURE DIVISION. Item-1 is the "from" item, beginning
the range of items to be acquired from the DATA DIVISION. Item-2 is the "thru" item, ending the range of items to be
acquired from the DATA DIVISION. Both item-1 and item-2 may refer to the same data item.

• The model must be coded as a processing loop. Each time that the same &SCAN is encountered in the loop, the
next consecutive data-name in the DATA DIVISION becomes the current value of the special symbolic operand &0,
which can be referenced in the model coding to access the result of the &SCAN execution. The &0 coding indicates
what to do with the data item returned from the &SCAN execution. The list of items which are passed consecutively
to &0 starts with item-1 and ends with the last elementary item of item-2, excluding all FILLER and level-88 items, but
including level-66 items. After the specified &SCAN list is exhausted, the last execution of this &SCAN directive sets
the ENDSCAN state condition to the true state and &0 is not available (the "at end" condition).

• The specification of item-1 may contain a subscript which is returned in &0 on the first execution of the &SCAN (that is,
the first execution of the &SCAN directive expression will place item-1 in &0). If the specification of item-2 includes a
subscript, &SCAN ignores the subscript. All values that are assigned to &0 by the &SCAN directive expression, except
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item-1, contain all qualifiers connected by the word "IN" if the data-name is not unique. If unique, no qualifiers are
returned in &0.

• If item-2 is defined sequentially before item-1 in the DATA DIVISION, execution of the macro model terminates and a
diagnostic message is produced.

• Do not initiate an &SCAN until the previous &SCAN, &SCANC, or &SCANI is "closed" by reaching the end of the
&SCAN, &SCANC, or &SCANI list or executing an &SCANX directive. An &SCAN cannot be nested within the loop of
another &SCAN, &SCANC, or &SCANI.

• Items subordinate to a COPY or -INC are available to the &SCAN even if the COPY or -INC option is not specified,
even though the subordinate items do not appear in the output program.

• An &SCAN of a DATA DIVISION section does not return the items that are generated out-of-line to the DATA DIVISION
even if &DSTART is active. However, an &SCAN explicitly naming the pseudosection PROCEDURE or an item
generated out-of-line to the DATA DIVISION while &DSTART is active does return such an item. The pseudosection
PROCEDURE contains all items generated out-of-line to the DATA DIVISION while &DSTART is active, in the order of
generation.

Example

The macro in the following example MOVEs SPACES to a group item and MOVEs ZEROS to each numeric elementary
item of that group.

Input

      .

      .

      .

 SP   INIT &1(Q) :

      MOVE SPACES TO &1

      &REPEAT

          &SCAN &1 &1

      &UNTIL ENDSCAN

          &IF &0'U GE '0'

              MOVE ZEROS TO &0

          &ENDIF

      &ENDREP

      .

      .

      .

  DATA DIVISION.

      .

      .

      .

  01  CUSTOMER-RECORD.

      02  NAME           PICTURE X(30).

      02  ADDRESS        PICTURE X(30).

      02  CITY           PICTURE XX.

      02  ZIP            PICTURE 9(5).

      02  ACCOUNT-INFO   USAGE COMPUTATIONAL-3.

        03 PREVIOUS-BAL PICTURE S9(5)V99.

        03 CURRENT-BAL PICTURE S9(5)V99.

      .

      .

      .
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  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      .

      .

      .

      INIT CUSTOMER-RECORD. 

      .

      .

      .

Output

      MOVE SPACES TO CUSTOMER-RECORD

      MOVE ZEROS TO ZIP

      MOVE ZEROS TO PREVIOUS-BAL

      MOVE ZEROS TO CURRENT-BAL. 

&SCANA

The &SCANA directive retrieves data item names for a specified TDS relative address.

Format:

       {&Vname }

&SCANA {&n     } 

       {literal} 

• &SCANA
Indicates a directive for retrieving a data item name for a specified TDS relative address.

• &Vname
Indicates the name of a nonnumeric variable containing a TDS relative address.

• &n
Indicates a symbolic operand &1 through &15 containing a TDS relative address.

• literal
Indicates a character string that can be a nonnumeric literal, hexadecimal literal, or numeric literal (see the Glossary)
containing a TDS relative address.

Notes:

• Execution of this directive returns the data name, including all qualifiers, corresponding to the TDS relative address in
&0.

• When no data-name exists for the TDS relative address, the ENDSCAN state condition is set true and &0
is unavailable (the "at end" condition). Execution of an &SCANX is not necessary as it is with other forms of &SCAN.

Example

To "scan" all of TDS:

&LOCAL &V99999 9(5)

&SET &V99999 = 0

&REPEAT

    &SET &V99999 = &V99999 + 1

    &SCANA &V99999
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&UNTIL ENDSCAN

    &SELECT &0

    &WHEN . . .

        .

        .

        .

   &ENDSEL

&ENDREP

&SCANC

The &SCANC directive retrieves the condition-name of &n and places the condition-name in &0.

Format:

&SCANC &n 

• &SCANC
Indicates a directive that retrieves the condition-names associated with the referencing items in the output source
program DATA DIVISION.

• &n
Indicates a symbolic operand &1 through &15.

Notes:

• This directive expression can be executed in a loop. The first and subsequent executions of this expression return
the first and subsequent condition-names in &0 associated with the data item identifier in &n. This directive can be
executed repeatedly. If the definition of the data item that is named in &n does not contain a subordinate level-88 item
or the directive is executed more times than there are condition-names that are associated with the identified data-
name, the ENDSCAN state condition is set true and &0 is not available (the "at end" condition).

• Execution of &SCANX subsequent to the execution of &SCANC ends the processing of the current list of condition-
names when the "at end" branch has not terminated it.

• An &SCANC cannot be executed while an &SCANI is outstanding, but can be executed within the processing scope of
an &SCAN.

• Items subordinate to a COPY or -INC, which do not appear in the output source program only because the COPY or -
INC translate-time option is not specified, are available to the &SCANC.

Example

DATA DIVISION 

01   TRANSACTION-TYPE           PIC X.

     88 ADD-TRANSACTION         VALUE 'A'. 

     88 DELETE-TRANSACTION      VALUE 'D'.

     88 UPDATE-TRANSACTION      VALUE 'U'.

 

Given the previous data item, TRANSACTION-TYPE, the following example could be used to retrieve the subordinate
level-88 condition-names.

&EQU &1 'TRANSACTION-TYPE'

&REPEAT

    &SCANC &1
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&UNTIL ENDSCAN

    &SELECT &0

    &WHEN 'ADD-TRANSACTION' 

        .

        .

        .

    &WHEN 'DELETE-TRANSACTION'

        .

        .

        .

    &WHEN 'UPDATE-TRANSACTION'

        .

        .

        .

    &ENDSEL

&ENDREP

&SCANF

The &SCANF directive retrieves the next higher data-name in the data hierarchy from &n, and places the name in &0.

Format:

&SCANF &n 

• &SCANF
Indicates a directive that retrieves the parent of a data item in the output source program DATA DIVISION.

• &n
Indicates a symbolic operand &0 through &15.

Notes:

• If &n is a subordinate data item, the name of the next higher group item containing it is returned in the special symbolic
operand &0. If &n is an index-name, the name of the first data item defining the index is returned in &0. If &n is a
condition-name, the name of the data item to which the condition-name is associated is returned in &0. If &n is not
subordinate to another data item and is not an index- or condition-name, the ENDSCAN state condition is set true and
&0 is not available (the "at end" condition).

• &SCANF does not return section names.
• Items subordinate to a COPY or -INC, which do not appear in the output program only because the COPY or -INC

option is not specified, are available to the &SCANF.

Example

To acquire successively higher levels in a data hierarchy, an &SCAN-type directive must first prime &0 where &n is
specified as &1 through &15. Once primed, successive &SCANFs using &0 are used to loop through the hierarchy.

&REPEAT

    &SCANF &1

&UNTIL ENDSCAN &OR &0'L = '00'

    &EQU &1 &0

&ENDREP
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&SCANI

The &SCANI directive retrieves indexes of &n and places index-names in &0.

Format:

&SCANI &n 

• &SCANI
Indicates a directive that retrieves the index-names declared for referencing items in the output source program DATA
DIVISION.

• &n
Indicates a symbolic operand &1 through &15.

Notes:

• This directive expression can be executed in a loop. The first and subsequent executions of this expression return
the first and subsequent indexes in &0 associated with the data item named in &n. This directive can be executed
repeatedly. If the definition of the data item that is named in &n does not contain an "INDEXED BY---" phrase or the
directive is executed more times than there are indexes named in the phrase, the ENDSCAN state condition is set true
and &0 is not available (the "at end" condition).

• Execution of &SCANX after the execution of &SCANI ends the processing of the current list of indexes when the "at
end" branch has not terminated it.

• An &SCANI cannot be executed while an &SCANC is outstanding, but can be executed within the processing scope of
an &SCAN.

• Items subordinate to a COPY or -INC, which do not appear in the output source program only because the COPY or -
INC translate-time option is not specified, are available to the &SCANI.

Example

The following macros "prime" and "increment" the index associated with a data item or a common subscript, as
appropriate.

SP    $PRIME &1 :

          &SCANI &1

          &IF ENDSCAN

              MOVE 1 TO COMMON-SS

          &ELSE SET &0 TO 1

          &ENDIF

   

   

SP    $INCR &1 :

          &SCANI &1

          &IF ENDSCAN

              ADD 1 TO COMMON-SS

          &ELSE

              SET &0 UP BY 1

          &ENDIF

&SCANX

The &SCANX directive terminates &SCAN, &SCANC, and &SCANI directive expressions, and resets those expressions to
be executed again.
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Format:

&SCANX

• &SCANX
Indicates a directive for terminating &SCAN, &SCANC, or &SCANI. Once the &SCANX is issued, &0 is no longer
available. If the last item in &0 is to be used after execution of the &SCANX, store it in variables or equated to another
symbolic operand.
If no &SCAN, &SCANC, or &SCANI is outstanding, execution of an &SCANX has no effect.

Example

The following logic can be used to obtain the first record-name that is associated with a file-name, but proceed no further
down the data structure.

       .

       .

       .

   &IF &1'L = '00'

       &REPEAT

           &SCAN &1 &1

       &UNTIL ENDSCAN

           &IF &0'L = '01'

              &EQU &2 &0

              &SCANX

              &ESCAPE

            &ENDIF

       &ENDREP

   &ENDIF

      .

      .

      .

&DSTART/&DSTOP

The &DSTART directive defines the start of data attribute building for data item definitions directed out-of-line, and is
terminated by &DSTOP.

Format:

{&DSTART} 

{&DSTOP }

• &DSTART
Indicates a directive that defines the start of data attribute building for a data item definition that is directed out-of-line.

• &DSTOP
Indicates a directive that terminates &DSTART.

Notes:

• &DSTART and &DSTOP are not, in themselves, out-of-line directives. They define the start and end of data attribute
building for any items directed out-of-line to the DATA DIVISION. Items generated out-of-line to the DATA DIVISION
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while &DSTART is active are available for any attribute testing and the &SCAN-type directives can acquire them.
Executing &DSTOP cancels &DSTART.

• Passing incomplete data hierarchies to the DATA DIVISION under &DSTART can result in invalid attributes, misleading
attributes, or both and item relationships.

• Once initiated, &DSTART remains active until terminated by &DSTOP, even if a macro error occurs. Execution of an
&DSTOP with no outstanding &DSTART is ignored.

Example

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL structured programming macros permit relocation of data descriptions following
the PROCEDURE DIVISION statement START DATA to the end of Working-Storage, and make the items subject to
attribute analysis and scanning. The END DATA macro stops out-of-line generation and data attribute building.

SP  START DATA :

        &DSTART

        &DATAW

        &NOEND

      

SD  END DATA :

        &END

        &DSTOP

Input Exit Facility
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Input Exit Facility allows:

• Passing input to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL from nonstandard sources
• Processing by subprograms of MetaCOBOL input

The following sections describe:

• Invoking an input exit program
• Parameters that interface the input exit program and Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
• Effecting this interface in Assembler and COBOL
• Using ADRXIXIT, an input exit loader that enables up to ten input exit programs to be invoked in a single translation

 

Invoke an Input Exit Program
Three steps are required to execute input exit programs successfully:

• Specify the IXIT= translate-time option
• Invoke the subprogram with an *$CALL translator-directing statement or an &CALL directive expression
• Satisfy the z/OS operating system requirements

The following topics are covered:

IXIT= Translate-Time Option

The IXIT= translate-time option identifies the input exit program to the Translator. IXIT has the following format:

Format:
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IXIT=module-name

• IXIT
Can be abbreviated as IX. If the IXIT= translate-time option is not specified, no input exit program can be invoked.

• module-name
Indicates the 1-8 character name of an input exit load module.

*$CALL and &CALL

The *$CALL translator-directing statement invokes an input exit program. *$CALL can be used to invoke an input exit
program that retrieves macros or source records that cannot be retrieved with *$COPY, *$LIBED, or *$LIBET.

The &CALL directive invokes an input exit program from within a String-type macro. A macro that invokes an input exit
program with &CALL can continue or terminate a translation depending on the value of a parameter returned to it from the
input exit program. The input exit program also can return data to the invoking macro without returning data to Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL as primary input.

*$CALL Statement

Format:

*$CALL word [commentary]

• *
Must be placed in the continuation column (column 7).

• Word
Is a character string of 1 to 56 characters that is passed to the input exit program. Specify the word either as a
contiguous character string or as a nonnumeric literal enclosed in apostrophes or quotation marks. The input exit
program defines the contents of the character string. Even if the input exit program requires no data, a character string
must be specified.

• Commentary
Can be any text that is typically placed within a comment record, but it must be separated from the word by at least
one space. However, the *$CALL statement cannot be continued to the next record and can be specified in the
Primary Input File only. If records passed to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL with the *$CALL statement contain
*$COPY, *$LIBED, *$LIBET, *$COL, or *$CALL translator-directing statements, they are treated as commentary.
COBOL COPY statements, however, are processed.

Note: Input source that is retrieved with *$CALL matches String, Word, and Prefix macros. However, &CALL cannot be
used concurrently with *$CALL.

Example

Consider the following example where FETCH is an input exit program that verifies and retrieves the macro set
DBMACROS identified in the *$CALL statement.

OPTION IXIT=FETCH 

    .

    .

    .

*$CALL DBMACRO

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

    .

    .
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    . 

&CALL Directive

The &CALL directive invokes an input exit program from within the model of a String-type macro.

Format:

             {word         }

             {&Vname       }

       &CALL {&n           } 

             {literal      }

             {concatenation} 

• word
Indicates a character string of 30 characters or less.

• &Vname
Indicates a numeric or nonnumeric variable.

• &n
Indicates any symbolic operand from &1 through &15, or &0. If &n contains multiple words, only the first operand is
passed to the input exit program.

• concatenation
Indicates a construction within a macro model that combines one or more words into a single word. Specify it in the
"&(" form.

• literal
Indicates a numeric or nonnumeric literal. If the operand is defined as a nonnumeric literal, delimiting quotation marks
are not passed to the input exit program.
The &CALL parameters -- word, &Vname, &n, literal, or concatenation — represent the data that is passed to the
input exit program and must be 1-128 characters in length. The input exit program defines the contents. The &CALL
operand is required even when the input exit program does not require any parameters.

Notes: 

• An &GET must be resolved with an &STOW or &STORE directive before executing an &CALL.
• The macro executing &CALL cannot process the primary input (if any) returned by the input exit. Word- and Prefix-type

macro calls, however, process this input.
• Translator-directing statements that are encountered within input that is obtained with &CALL are treated as

comments. Conventional COBOL COPY statements are ignored in input obtained by an &CALL.

&SETR Directive

On the completion of a call, the input exit program can return up to 128 characters of data to a MetaCOBOL macro. This
character-string is acquired by the following &SETR directive expression.

Format:

&SETR &Vname = IXIT

• &Vname
Indicates a nonnumeric variable of up to 128 characters in length.
For example, a String macro using &CALL can pass database access statements that are encountered in the
MetaCOBOL input to an input exit program which, in turn, verifies that any references to dataviews, records, or field
names are defined in the database. On the basis of a control value that is returned by the input exit program, the
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macro can respond by issuing a warning message, placing extra statements in the output, setting the condition code,
or both.

Example

The following example illustrates a macro that checks for the presence of valid database control information. The input
exit program 'CHECKCB' is invoked with an &CALL to determine the presence of information known as 'DBCTLBLK'. If
'DBCTLBLK' is present, the input exit program returns 'OK' and the macro terminates. Otherwise, a warning message is
issued and the condition code is set to 16.

OPTION IXIT=CHECKCB

        .

        .

        .

     SP   CHECK FOR &1 :

               &LOCAL &VRETURN XX

               &CALL &1

               &SETR &VRETURN = IXIT

               &IF &VRETURN = 'OK' &T$

               &NOTE &( 'WARNING - ' &1 ' CONTROL MISSING' &)

               &COND 16

       .

       .

       .

      PROCEDURE DIVISION.

       .

       .

       .  

           CHECK FOR DBCTLBLK 

       .

       .

       .

An alternative would be to have the input exit program issue the message and set the condition-code directly.

Operating System Considerations

Under z/OS, the input exit program must be available in STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or LINKLIB. The module name that is
specified in the IXIT= translate-time option is the module-name for loading the input exit program.

For more information about using Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL under z/OS, see the Using topics. 

Input Exit Call Parameters
This section identifies and describes the data passed between Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL and the input exit
program.

1. Call Work area: This area is used to communicate data between Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL and the input exit
program. The area consists of the following fields:
a. A binary halfword (2 bytes) containing the length of the parameter data.
b. Up to 128 characters of the data specified in the *$CALL translator-directing statement or the &CALL directive. This

field is left-aligned and variable in length. (The input exit program can also use this field to return data to a macro.)
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2. Card Image: An 80-byte card image returned to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL by the input exit program. This
record can contain input to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL or a diagnostic message. (The input exit program
specifies the contents of this field with the interface status field, which is described here later.)

3. Input Exit Control Block: This 4-byte area consists of the following three fields.
a. Input Exit Program Status: a 1-byte field set by the input exit program to indicate whether Datacom Support for

MetaCOBOL is to return control to the input exit program. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL checks the byte,
which can contain the following values:
Y indicates that the MetaCOBOL Translator is to return control to the input exit program.
N indicates that the input exit program has completed the services requested of it (i.e., the "at end" condition).
If neither Y nor N is specified, N is assumed.

b. Interface Status: A one-byte field that is set 1) by Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL when it calls the input exit
program and 2) by the input exit program when it returns control to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL.
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL places the following values in this field before calling the input exit program:
* indicates that a *$CALL translator-directing statement has invoked the input exit program.
& indicates that an &CALL directive has invoked the input exit program.
Z indicates that Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is terminating. The first two call parameters (that is, 1 and
2 preceding) are unaddressable by the Input Exit And Facility and are not processed by Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL. The input exit program must complete final housekeeping, such as closing files that are used by the
input exit program.
If the interface status is * or &, the input exit program must place one of the following values in the interface status
field before returning control to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL. These values identify the contents of the card
image containing the data returned by the input exit program:
P  the card image contains an input record for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL to process that is also to be
printed on the Input listing.
R the card image contains an input record for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL to process that is only printed
when the LISTALL translate-time option is specified
D the card image contains the text of an advisory message defined by the input exit program in the first 64 bytes.
The message is assigned number "H79"
F  the card image contains the text of a FATAL ERROR message in the first 40 bytes. Datacom Support
for MetaCOBOL performs a final call to the input exit with the one-byte control character set to 'Z' (see the
preceding explanation of Z). The message is assigned number "H78".
N the card image data contains no data.

c. Return Code: If the interface status field contains a D, this field can contain a binary halfword with a value of 0-255,
which is assigned to the advisory message. This value becomes the condition code for a translation, unless the
condition code is set to a higher value by Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL or by a macro.

COBOL and Assembler Interface Conventions
The interface between Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL and the input exit program uses the parameters described in
Input Exit Call Parameters. The interface conventions for Assembler and COBOL programs are outlined in this section.

COBOL Interface Conventions

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL uses standard IBM COBOL linkage conventions to invoke an input exit program.
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL requires simply that parameters are defined in the Linkage Section and that
the program contains an ENTRY or PROCEDURE DIVISION statement USING parameter. For example, the
following example represents the minimum parameters that are required to support the input exit interface in COBOL:

LINKAGE SECTION.

01 WORKAREA.

   02 WORKAREA-LENGTH              PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.
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   02 WORKAREA-BUFFER              PIC X(128). 

01 CARD-IMAGE                      PIC X(80).

01 IXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK. 

   02 IXIT-PROGRAM-STATUS          PIC X.

   02 IXIT-INTERFACE-STATUS        PIC X.

   02 IXIT-RETURN-CODE             PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

      .

      .

      .

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING           WORKAREA

                                   CARD-IMAGE

                                   IXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK.

      .

      .

      .

For more information about the input exit call parameters, see Input Exit Call Parameters.

When the input exit program is called, if IXIT-INTERFACE-STATUS contains either a '*' or '&', the input exit program can
return a record or message to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL by moving the contents of the record or message in
CARD-IMAGE and setting the proper field in IXIT-INTERFACE-STATUS.

Before returning control to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL, the input exit program must indicate whether Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL is to return control to the input exit program. This is done by moving 'Y' or 'N' into IXIT-
PROGRAM-STATUS.

When IXIT-INTERFACE-STATUS contains a 'Z', the input exit program must perform final housekeeping. The input exit
program cannot ask that Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL return control, and it cannot return data in the CARD-IMAGE
or WORKAREA-BUFFER fields.

Input Exit Example

The following program is an input exit program written using Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Structured Programming
Language. The purpose of this program is to surround CICS macros encountered in the source input with the *$NOMCT
and *$MCT translator-directing statements. In this way, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL ignores any CICS macros
in the input source program, because *$NOMCT and *$MCT, respectively, cause Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL to
ignore and process input source statements.

This input exit program is invoked with *$CALL, and it does not require any parameters. The CALL-CONTROL module
checks the interface status parameter IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS to verify that the input exit has been invoked with *
$CALL only. If not, the call is terminated; i.e., 'N' is moved to the status parameter IXIT-CB-PROGRAM-STATUS, which
specifies that Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is not to return control to the input exit program. If the input exit program
is invoked with &CALL, a diagnostic message is returned to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL and the condition code for
the translation is set to 16.

The PROCESS-VALID-CALL module performs end-of-file processing. The PROCESS-RECORD module determines
which of the low-level modules -- LOOK-FOR-DFH, PROCESS-DFH, or PROCESS-MCT -- are performed, based on the
value of STATUS-OF-INPUT.

In the module LOOK-FOR-DFH, the program searches each record in the file Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL-INPUT
for the character string "DFH". If a match is found, a record containing *$NOMCT is moved to column 7 of the IXIT-CARD-
IMAGE field.

PROCESS-DFH passes macro-level CICS statements that are continued to the next line as input to Datacom Support
for MetaCOBOL through the IXIT-CARD-IMAGE field. This paragraph continues processing until the last line of the DFH
macro is detected.
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Control is passed to PROCESS-MCT after PROCESS-DFH has processed the last DFH record. This module moves *
$MCT to column 7 of the IXIT-CARD-IMAGE, which is passed to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL. PROCESS-MCT
then resets the STATUS-OF-INPUT to "PROCESSING COBOL" so that processing will continue with the LOOK-FOR-DFH
module when control is returned to the input exit program.

After one of the low-level modules is performed, control returns to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL so that it can retrieve
the record moved into the IXIT-CARD-IMAGE field. If 'Y' has been moved into IXIT-CB-PROGRAM-STATUS, the input
exit program is reentered in the top-most module (CALL-CONTROL), and if an end-of-file condition does not exist, control
returns to the module referenced by STATUS-OF-INPUT.

*$LIBED SPP

         IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

         PROGRAM-ID. IXITCICS.

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         CONFIGURATION SECTION.

         SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

         OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

         INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

         FILE-CONTROL.

             SELECT CA-METACOBOL-INPUT ASSIGN TO UT-S-SYSIXIT.

         DATA DIVISION.

         FILE SECTION.

         FD  CA-METACOBOL-INPUT      RECORDING MODE F

                                     BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS

                                     LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD

                                     DATA RECORD IS

CA-METACOBOL-INPUT-RECORD.

       01 CA-METACOBOL-INPUT-RECORD.

          02 FILLER              PIC X(71).

          02 DFH-CONTINUATION    PIC X.

          02 FILLER              PIC X(8).

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       01  FLAG                  RECORD-AVAILABLE IS FALSE.

       01 FLAG                   FIRST-CALL IS TRUE.

       01 STATUS-OF-INPUT        PIC 9 VALUE 1.

          88 PROCESSING-COBOL    VALUE 1.

          88 PROCESSING-DFH      VALUE 2.

          88 PROCESSING-MCT      VALUE 3.

       LINKAGE SECTION.

       01  IXIT-WORKAREA.

           02 IXIT-WORKAREA-LENGTH     PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

           02 IXIT-WORKAREA-BUFFER.

              03 IXIT-WORKAREA-BYTE    OCCURS 128 PIC X.

      01 IXIT-CARD-IMAGE               PIC X(80).

      01 IXIT-CB.

         02 IXIT-CB-PROGRAM-STATUS     PIC X.

         02 IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS   PIC X.

         02 IXIT-CB-RETURN-CODE        PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

    /

     PROCEDURE DIVISION USING    IXIT-WORKAREA

                                 IXIT-CARD-IMAGE

                                 IXIT-CB

   * 
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          CALL-CONTROL.

              SELECT FOR IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS

              WHEN '*'

                 DO PROCESS-VALID-CALL

              WHEN '&'

                 MOVE 'N' TO IXIT-CB-PROGRAM-STATUS

                 MOVE 'D' TO IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS

                 MOVE '&CALL NOT SUPPORTED BY IXITCICS'

TO IXIT-CARD-IMAGE

                 MOVE 16 TO IXIT-CB-RETURN-CODE

              WHEN NONE ARE SELECTED

                 MOVE 'N' TO IXIT-CB-PROGRAM-STATUS

                 MOVE 'N' TO IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS

              ENDSELECT GOBACK

 

         / 

         PROCESS-VALID-CALL.

             IF RECORD-AVAILABLE

                DO PROCESS-RECORD

             ELSE

                IF FIRST-CALL

                   OPEN INPUT CA-METACOBOL-INPUT

                   SET-FALSE FIRST-CALL

                ENDIF

                READ CA-METACOBOL-INPUT

                IF END

                   CLOSE CA-METACOBOL-INPUT

                   SET-FALSE RECORD-AVAILABLE

                   SET-TRUE FIRST-CALL

                   MOVE 'N' TO IXIT-CB-PROGRAM-STATUS

                   IF PROCESSING-COBOL

                      MOVE 'N' TO IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS

                   ELSE

                      MOVE 1 TO STATUS-OF-INPUT

                      MOVE 'P' TO IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS

                      MOVE ' *$MCT' TO IXIT-CARD-IMAGE

                   ENDIF

                ELSE

                   SET-TRUE RECORD-AVAILABLE

                   DO PROCESS-RECORD

                ENDIF

             ENDIF 

         /

 

  

 

             PROCESS-RECORD.

                 SELECT FIRST ACTION

                 WHEN PROCESSING-COBOL

                    DO LOOK-FOR-DFH

                 WHEN PROCESSING-DFH

                    DO PROCESS-DFH

                 WHEN PROCESSING-MCT
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                    DO PROCESS-MCT

                 ENDSELECT

 

             /

              LOOK-FOR-DFH.

                  START DATA

                  01 SEARCH-BLOCK.

                     02 SEARCH-BYTE         PIC X(1) OCCURS 22 INDEXED BY

      SX. 

                  01 KEYWORD-BLOCK.

                     02 KEYWORD-AREA.

                        03 KEYWORD-DFH       PIC X(3).

                        03 FILLER            PIC X(69).

                     02 KEYWORD-TABLE        REDEFINES KEYWORD-AREA.

                        03 KEYWORD-BYTE      PIC X(1) OCCURS 22 INDEXED BY

 

      KX.

 

                  END DATA

                  MOVE CA-METACOBOL-INPUT-RECORD TO SEARCH-BLOCK

                  MOVE SPACES TO KEYWORD-BLOCK

                  SET SX TO 1

                  SET KX TO 1

                  LOOP VARYING SX FROM 1 BY 1 THRU 22

                     IF SEARCH-BYTE (SX) NOT NUMERIC AND

                        SEARCH-BYTE (SX) NOT = SPACE

                     OR SEARCH-BYTE (SX) = SPACE AND

                        KEYWORD-DFH = 'DFH'

                        MOVE SEARCH-BYTE (SX) TO KEYWORD-BYTE (KX)

                        SET KX UP BY 1

                     ENDIF

                  UNTIL KEYWORD-DFH = 'DFH' AND KX > 4

                  ENDLOOP

                  IF KEYWORD-DFH = 'DFH' AND

                     SX < 22

                     MOVE 2 TO STATUS-OF-INPUT

                     MOVE '      *$NOMCT' TO IXIT-CARD-IMAGE

                     SET-TRUE RECORD-AVAILABLE

                  ELSE

                      MOVE CA-METACOBOL-INPUT-RECORD TO IXIT-CARD-IMAGE

                      SET-FALSE RECORD-AVAILABLE

                  ENDIF 

                  MOVE 'Y' TO IXIT-CB-PROGRAM-STATUS

                  MOVE 'P' TO IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS

          /

          PROCESS-DFH.

              MOVE 'Y' TO IXIT-CB-PROGRAM-STATUS

              MOVE 'P' TO IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS

              MOVE CA-METACOBOL-INPUT-RECORD TO IXIT-CARD-IMAGE

              IF DFH-CONTINUATION = SPACE

                 MOVE 3 TO STATUS-OF-INPUT

              ENDIF

              SET-FALSE RECORD-AVAILABLE 
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         /

          PROCESS-MCT.

              MOVE 'Y' TO IXIT-CB-PROGRAM-STATUS

              MOVE 'P' TO IXIT-CB-INTERFACE-STATUS

              MOVE ' *$MCT' TO IXIT-CARD-IMAGE

              MOVE 1 TO STATUS-OF-INPUT

              SET-TRUE RECORD-AVAILABLE

Mainframe COBOL Usage

The MetaCOBOL Translator is not written in COBOL. A COBOL input exit that the translator called initiates a COBOL run
unit marking the input exit as the main module. To prevent the translator from marking the input exit as the main module,
an ASSEMBLER routine must be written that calls one of the COBOL library subroutines before passing control to the
COBOL program.

The name of the COBOL library subroutine to be named in the SRADDR external address is ILBOSET0 for z/OS. This
ASSEMBLER module and the COBOL program can be link-edited into one executable module. Name this module CSECT
and place it on the ENTRY link-edit control statement.

The following example is suggested as a model routine.

xxx       CSECT               CSECT NAME OF USER CHOICE

          USING *,15 

          TM    FLAG,FIRST

          BO    ENTER          BR NOT FIRST ENTRY

          OI    FLAG,FIRST     CLOSE GATE

          STM   14,12,12(13)   SAVE ENTRY (CA-METACOBOL+) REGISTERS

          LA    14,SAVE        TEMPORARY REGISTER SAVE AREA

          ST    13,8(13)       CHAIN

          ST    14,4(14)        ... IT

          LR    13,14

          SR    1,1            NO PARAMETERS ON CALL

          L     15,SRADDR      

          BALR  14,15          LINK TO COBOL UTILITY SUBPROGRAM

          L     13,4(13)

          LM    14,12,12(13)   RESTORE CA-METACOBOL+ REGISTERS

ENTER      L    15,PGMADDR

          BR    15              BRANCH TO COBOL PROGRAM

PGMADDR   DC    V(zzz)          VCON OF COBOL PROGRAM ENTRY

SRADDR    DC    V (yyyyyyyy)    VCON OF COBOL SR TO SET 'CALLED' SWITCH

SAVE      DS    18F FLAG

          DC    X'00'

FIRST     EQU   X'01'

          END   xxx             CSECT NAME OF USER CHOICE

Assembler Interface Conventions

The MetaCOBOL Translator uses standard IBM register and linkage conventions to call an input exit program. The input
exit program must save general-purpose registers on entry and must restore them on exit.

On entry to the input exit program, the following rules apply:
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• Register 1 contains the address of the list of the fullword parameter addresses,
• Register 13 contains the address of an 18-fullword register save area,
• Register 14 contains the address of the return point in Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL, and
• Register 15 contains the address of the entry point of the input exit program.

The three interface parameters that are described in Input Exit Call Parameters are addressed in the following manner.
The address that is contained in register 1 points to three fullword addresses, which are respectively the address of the
130-byte call workarea, the 80-byte card image returned to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL, and the 4-byte input exit
control block. The high-order bit of the third fullword is set 'on' to designate the end of the parameter address list.

When the input exit program is called, if the interface status byte (the second byte of the input exit control block) contains
a '*' or '&', the input exit program can return a record or message to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL by placing the
contents of the record or message in the card image and returning the proper control character in the interface status
byte. The input exit program must also indicate whether Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is to return control to the input
exit program by placing a 'Y' or 'N' in the subprogram status byte. That is, the first byte of the input exit control block.

ADRXIXIT
If you must call more than one input exit program in a single translation, specify IXIT=ADRXIXIT. ADRXIXIT is a Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL input exit program that manages up to ten input exit programs.

ADRXIXIT performs a load and branch to a "destination" input exit program on the first call from Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL. ADRXIXIT branches to the same input exit program on subsequent calls.

NOTE
ADRXIXIT is required when calling COBOL input exit programs on the PC.

The name of the destination input exit is specified in the first 8 bytes of either &CALL or *$CALL. For example, to load the
input exit program ADRPSB, specify:

&CALL &('ADRPSB ' destination-exit-parameters &)

Sometimes you require more than ten input exit programs for a single translation. In this case, specify '--CANCEL'
immediately before the name of the input exit program you want to delete. For example, to delete the program 'ADRPSB',
specify:

&CALL &('--CANCELADRPSB ' &)

 

 

 

Glossary
The following terms and definitions are considered to be standard within Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL.

• Active Division
This term has three definitions.
First, the four 'Active Division' codes that are placed in Area A of a macro definition are:
I IDENTIFICATION

E ENVIRONMENT

D DATA

P PROCEDURE
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Second, the Active Division is determined by the COBOL source text division being processed. A COBOL division
header or an abbreviation must be present in the source text to establish it as active. The abbreviations are $ID, $ED,
$DD, $PD.
Third, when an 'Out of Line' macro directive is used, the Active Division can change if the directive specifies a division
other than the current Active Division. This adjustment remains in effect until one of the events listed below occurs. If
one of the following events occurs, the original COBOL source text Active Division is restored:
– Another directive specifying a different division is executed
– The macro terminates
– The &END macro directive is executed
If the &NOEND directive is used, an Active Division established by a macro directive remains in effect after the
macro is terminated. The Active Division established in this manner remains in effect until another 'Out of Line' macro
directive or the &END directive is executed

• Alphabetic character
Alphabetic characters are the sets 'A' through 'Z' and 'a' through 'z'.

• Area A
COBOL defines columns 8-11 as Area A. Only the first word beginning in Area A is considered an Area A word.
Another word on the same line as the Area A word is considered an Area B word.

• Area A indicator
During translation, an 'Area A indicator' is placed in front of a source text word or macro model word constant found in
Area A. This indicator causes the Area A word to be placed in Area A of the output.

• Area B
COBOL defines columns 12-72 as Area B. Any word within these columns is considered an Area B word. Any word
after the first word in Area A is also considered an Area B word.

• Character
A letter, digit, or symbol is a character. Major classifications of characters are:
– Alphabetic: A through Z and a through z.
– Numeric: the digits 0 through 9.
– Punctuation: comma, semicolon, period, and colon.
– Sign: plus (+) and minus (-) signs.
– Special characters: these are neither alphabetic nor numeric, that is, *, %, and so on

• Comment lines
Any line with an asterisk or slash in the Indicator Area is a comment. These lines can contain special codes or
commands to control Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL, such as Translator directing statements.

• Constructs (control structures)
are combinations of macro directives that define the logic and scope of selection and repetition.

• Continuation column
(see Indicator Area)

• Current value
is the actual value of a macro variable or symbolic operand. This value can have been taken from the input or assigned
through processing.

• Data item definition
is any sentence in the DATA DIVISION beginning with a level number and ending with a period. A definition can
include the name of the item and all attribute clauses needed to describe it.

• Data-name
is a word that defines a data item in the DATA DIVISION. The word must have at least one alphabetic character.

• Directive
is a special word, coded in a macro model, that starts a Translator action. This word does not appear in the output.
A directive functions like a COBOL verb that defines an action to be taken by a COBOL program. A directive always
begins with an ampersand (&).

• Directive expression
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is a series of words, beginning with a directive, that defines explicit Translator action. A directive expression functions
like a COBOL statement.

• Division header
COBOL division headers begin in Area A. The following words, if they begin in Area A, are recognized as Division
Headers:
DATA DIVISION           IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION    PROCEDURE DIVISION

ID DIVISION PROCEDURE   DIVISION USING...

$DD                     $ID

$ED                     $PD

• Event
An event is a task that occurs during translation and is designated by a macro name. When an event occurs, a
predefined "Event Macro Name" causes a macro-guided task to be performed. An event is inherent to the source text.
There is no matching text. The seven Event Macro Names and the events they cause are described below.
– $-LEVEL

is in the DATA DIVISION before a level number preceded by a sentence or header ending with a period. Level
numbers 01 and 77 coded in Area A are also preceded by an Area A indicator.

– $DDE
occurs at the end of the DATA DIVISION. DATA and PROCEDURE DIVISION headers must be present in the
source text.

– $DDX
has the same conditions as the $DDE event but only occurs after any $DDE macro has ended.

– $PDE
occurs at the end of the source text or the end of a nested program. A division header for the next program must
exist.

– $PDX
has the same conditions as the $PDE event but only occurs after any $PDE macro has ended.

– $-PROC
occurs in the PROCEDURE DIVISION and is prompted by any word coded in Area A.

– $-VERB
occurs in the PROCEDURE DIVISION and is initiated by any verb or period ending a header or sentence. If a verb
is coded in Area A, the $-PROC macro takes precedence over $-VERB.

• Execute time
The run time of a COBOL program after translation, compilation, and link-editing.

• Figurative constants
consist of the user-defined names for symbolic characters, as defined within COBOL, and the reserved names for
manifest constants. The reserved names are:
HIGH-VALUE SPACE

HIGH-VALUES    SPACES

LOW-VALUE ZERO

LOW-VALUES     ZEROES

QUOTE           ZEROS

QUOTES

• Floating point literal
is a literal with a mantissa and an exponent, both of which can have a leading sign. The mantissa can be 1-16 digits
in length and must include a decimal point. An E followed by an optional sign and one or two digits represents the
exponent.

• Generated program text
is the program text produced by a translation. It is usually a complete COBOL program.

• Hexadecimal literal
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in a macro model, is a string of 1-128 pairs of hexadecimal digits bounded by pairs of single or double quotation marks,
e.g., ""Cl"" or ''C1''. Each digit pair represents one EBCDIC character.
The digits can be 0-9 or A-F inclusive. The first quote must be preceded by a space or margin, and the last quote
must be followed by a space, margin, or terminating punctuation character. Macro assembly converts the literal to
a nonnumeric literal. A hexadecimal literal is valid anywhere a nonnumeric literal is valid. Continuation rules are the
same for hexadecimal and nonnumeric literals.
Within a COBOL program, a hexadecimal literal can be defined as a string of 1-160 pairs of hexadecimal digits. The
digits can be 0-9, A-F, or a-f inclusive. Single or double quotation marks preceded by an X bind the literal, e.g., X"C1"
or X'C1'. This literal is valid anywhere a nonnumeric literal is valid. Continuation rules are the same for hexadecimal
and nonnumeric literals. The initial delimiter (X" or X') cannot be split across lines.

• Identification Area
COBOL defines columns 73-80 as the 'Identification Area'. It is used for brief comments or consistent identification
throughout the source program.

• Identifier
is a unique data-name. The data-name can be made unique by using qualifiers, subscripts, or both.

• Indicator Area
is column 7. It specifies:
– The continuation of words or nonnumeric literals from the previous line to the current line.
– Treatment of the text as documentation (comments). An asterisk indicates a comment.
– Page breaks. A forward slash (/) indicates a page break.
– Debugging lines.

• Keyword
is a constant that can be used in a string macro prototype after the macro-name. The following compiler directing
words cannot be specified as keywords in string macro prototypes:
*CBL      REMARKS

CBL       SKIP1

*CONTROL  SKIP2

CONTROL   SKIP3

EJECT     TITLE

NOTE

A keyword can be defined as a literal.
• Label

is a logical destination defined within a macro model. It takes the form of "&Lname" and can be coded in Area A or
Area B of the model. A label must be unique within the macro region in which it is defined. It can be referenced by
macro directives in other models.

• Level indicator
The words FD, SD, RD, and CD are level indicators. They identify a specific type of file or a position in the data
hierarchy.

• Level number
is an integer in the DATA DIVISION immediately following either a period or a period and an Area A indicator.

• Literal
(See Figurative constant, Hexadecimal literal, Nonnumeric literal, and Numeric literal)

• Logical destination
are special words in a macro model that precede directive expressions and replacement words and declare a place.
If specified within a directive expression, the logical destination is referenced, and it names the location to which a
transfer of control can be made.

• Macro
is the equation of a macro prototype to a macro model. A macro can generate output statements through direct
substitution or through conditional, logical analysis.

• Macro call
is the execution of a macro model. The execution can be initiated by:
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– A match of the macro prototype from the input stream
– A word substituted from another macro model
– An event

A completed macro call removes any matching word or words from the text.
• Macro definition

A complete macro definition is formed by the explicit definition of a macro type, active division, macro prototype, and
macro model.

• Macro loading
is the reading and assembling of macros in preparation for translation.

• Macro model
is the specific translation action executed upon recognition of a source word, syntax pattern, word prefix, or event that
matches the corresponding macro prototype. When the macro model is omitted, any text matching the prototype is
removed.

• Macro name
is the first or only word of a macro prototype. The following rules must be observed when creating macro names:
– A macro name cannot exceed 30 characters.
– A prefix macro name cannot exceed 29 characters.
– The arithmetic operators asterisk (*) and forward slash (/) can only be specified as one-character prefix macro

names.
– A literal cannot be a macro name.
– The words NOTE and REMARKS are only available to macros when the COMMENT option is not specified.
– The word COPY is available only when the COPY option is PASSIVE or IGNORE.
– The following compiler directing words are never available to macros:

*CBL      EJECT

CBL       SKIP1

*CONTROL  SKIP2

CONTROL   SKIP3

EJECT

• Macro prototype
is completed by the explicit definition of a single word, a partial word, a series of words, or an event. The macro's
active division codes, the Macro prototype, words and events in the input stream, and words output by other macros
determine when the macro model executes.

• Macro set
A group of macros designed to process a COBOL program. Macro sets can be independent or interdependent.

• Macro type
The five macro types and their codes are:
– P Prefix macro
– S String macro
– U Unverb macro
– V Verb macro
– W Word macro
An unverb macro allows you to exclude one or more verbs from the list of words that your compiler recognizes as
verbs.
Code the macro type in the Indicator Area (column 7).

• Margin A
(See Area A)

• Margin B
(See Area B)

• Model
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(See Macro model)
• Nest level

The level at which a macro executes in a series of "nested macro calls" is its "nest level." A nested macro call is a
macro definition invoked by a macro call embedded in another macro. Nine nested macro calls are supported. A tenth
attempt to invoke a macro causes an error. Only one prefix macro can be present in a series of nested macro calls.

• Nonnumeric literal
is a constant of 1-160 characters and spaces bound by apostrophes or quotation marks. Nonnumeric literals that are
bound by quotation marks (") or single apostrophes (') are equally acceptable in the same source text. The QUOTE
and APOST options define how literals are bound in the generated text.

• Numeric character
is a character 0-9.

• Numeric literal
is a constant 1-18 digits in length. A numeric literal can contain a sign character as the leftmost character and a
decimal point.

• Procedure header
PROCEDURE DIVISION, DECLARATIVES, and END DECLARATIVES are procedure headers.

• Procedure name
is a paragraph name or section name in the PROCEDURE DIVISION. When referenced, a procedure name must be
unique. It can be made unique by adding a section name qualifier.

• Prototype
(see Macro prototype)

• Punctuation character
COBOL specifies the following punctuation characters: colon, comma, equal sign, parenthesis, period, semicolon, and
space.

• Qualifier
is a unique name hierarchically superior to a nonunique data-name or paragraph name. To reference a nonunique
name, follow the name with either IN or OF and the qualifying name. Paragraph names can have only one qualifier, the
section name in which the paragraph is defined. Data-names can have more than one qualifier.

• Region
An initial macro region is implied. The arbitrary subdivision of multiple macro sets by this *$REGION Translator
directing statement creates an additional macro region. Ten regions are supported. Regions prevent identical variable
names and label names in different macro sets from conflicting when the combined macro sets execute in different
regions of the same translation.

• Reserved variables
There are 11 predefined, external, nonnumeric variables. These reserved variables are: &VUPSI1 through &VUPSI8,
&VSOURCE, &VTARGET, and &VDIALECT. These variables cannot be specified within &EXTERN, &GLOBAL, or
&LOCAL directives or as the receiving item in an &SET or &SETR directive.

• Sequence Number Area
is located in columns 1-6 in a COBOL program. Use this area to label a source statement line. Any character can be
coded in this area.

• Sign character
is a plus (+) or minus (-) sign.

• Space
is one or more contiguous blanks (hexadecimal 40).

• Source program text
is the program text to be processed by translation. It is usually a complete COBOL program.

• Special character
is any character other than an alphabetic or numeric character or a space.

• Subscript
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Acceptable macro variable subscripts are: numeric literals, character variables with a numeric value, numeric
variables, and a reserved variable with a numeric value. Subscripted variables can be used anywhere a variable is
allowed except in the &PIC and &SETTAB directives and line output.

• Substitution word
in a macro model, is a symbolic or constant word substituted directly or indirectly into the generated output.

• Symbolic operand
is the macro notation & or &n, where "n" is 0-15. This notation represents the current value determined by words from
the input stream, source item acquisition (&GET), or initialization (&EQU).

• Tag
is a logical destination defined within a macro model. Tag takes the form of "&Tname" and can be coded in Area A or
Area B of the model. A tag must be unique within the macro model in which it is defined. Tag cannot be referenced by
macro directives in other macro models.

• TDS relative address
is the address of an entry in the TDS Table (Attribute Table). Each entry in the TDS table has a serial number. This
number is the address or position of the entry in the table. Each data-name in the generated program can have an
entry in the table. One method of accessing the data in the table is using the TDS relative address.

• Terminating punctuation character
is a punctuation character followed by a space, margin, or right parenthesis.

• Translation
is the modification, expansion, and analysis of standard COBOL or other input to produce COBOL output as
determined by macros, options, and translator directing statements.

• Translate-time
is the time during which translation is taking place.

• Variable
• is a named storage area available to macros.
• Word

is a string of some characters fitting one of the following descriptions:
– Integer
– Numeric literal.
– Nonnumeric literal.
– Terminating punctuation character.
– Parenthesis
– Picture character string
– Colon
– Contiguous character string fewer than 30 characters bound by a space, margin, or terminating punctuation

character. The string cannot contain an embedded space, quotation mark, or punctuation character. Such words
can be a verb, reserved word, data-name, or procedure name.

Procedure Documentor (MPD)
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Procedure Documentor (MPD) is a COBOL program that aids in macro set
debugging and maintenance. The input to the MPD can be any macro set or series of macros (procedure set). The output
from the MPD is a series of reports. The first two reports are always produced, and are entitled RUN-TIME OPTIONS and
MACRO SET LISTING.

More reports can be activated or suppressed by execute-time parameters. The parameters can be specified in any
sequence, and activate the optional reports shown in the following list:

Parameter Optional Report Name
VXREF EXTERNAL/GLOBAL VARIABLE CROSS-REFERENCE
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LXREF GLOBAL LABEL CROSS-REFERENCE
LOCAL= LOCAL VARIABLE/TAG CROSS-REFERENCE
DLIST NOTES & FLAGS
INDEX MACRO INDEX
SWD SPECIAL WORD DIRECTORY

An additional parameter, ID=, provides macro set identity to be displayed in all report headings.

The remainder of these articles describes the various reports and parameters, provides MPD installation and operating
instructions, and explains execute-time diagnostics, causes, and corrective action.

All report examples are shown in the sequence in which displayed by the MPD.

MPD Execute-time Parameters and Reports
The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Procedure Documentor reads one or more macro sets as input and produces two
standard reports. More cross- referencing and indexing reports are optional, and the execute-time parameters control
them.

The various MPD execute-time parameters and reports are described in subsequent paragraphs. The example macro
set documented is relatively short for ease of explanation. The value of the MPD is most obvious, of course, when
documenting a procedure set that is larger.

ID= Parameter

The ID= parameter provides the MPD with macro set identification that is printed at the top of each report page. The
parameter is:

Format:

ID=procedure-name

• ID=
Indicates the keyword. If the ID= parameter is not specified, no macro set name is included in the reports.

• procedure-name
Indicates the macro set name, and can be specified as from 1 to 8 alphabetic and numeric characters.

Standard Reports

The two standard reports that are always produced are the RUN- TIME OPTIONS and MACRO SET LISTING reports.

The RUN-TIME OPTIONS report lists all options in effect during an MPD execution. A sample report follows:

CA-METACOBOL+ PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR V9.R2 - RUN-TIME OPTIONS

INDEX   DLIST   LXREF   VXREF   SWD  ID=MPDDEMO   LOCAL=ALL

**SPECIAL WORD DIRECTORY INVOKED FOR:

&A

&EXIT

&DO

The various options that are listed are explained in subsequent paragraphs. The SPECIAL WORD DIRECTORY lists
user-defined words for which the MPD is to search and cross-reference.
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The MACRO SET LISTING is the listing of all input. Each input line is assigned a unique, sequential line number for cross-
referencing and indexing purposes. The page heading lines include the identity of the macro sets, the date and time of
run, and a page number. A sample report follows:

 

CA DATACOM METACOBOL SUPPORT  PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR - MACRO SET LISTING MPDDEMO   09/18/16

100847        PAGE 1

   LINE        CARD IMAGE

 

  000001            SI $$EXTERN :

  000002               &EXTERN &B@FILE-SECTION-FOUND    = FALSE

  000003               &EXTERN &B@WORKING-STORAGE-FOUND = FALSE

  000004               &GLOBAL &V@FILENAME(10) X(30)

  000005           &L@FS

  000006               &IF&IF &B@FILE-SECTION-FOUND

  000007                  &NOTE &( 'FILE SECTION PREVIOUSLY GENERATED' &)

  000008           &ELSE

  000009              &SET &B@FILE-SECTION-FOUNG = TRUE

  000010              &A FILE SECTION.

  000011           &ENDIF

  000012           &EXIT

  000013          &L@WS

  000014              &DO &L@FS

  000015              &IF &B@WORKING-STORAGE-FOUND

  000016                 &NOTE &( 'WORKING-STORAGE PREVIOUSLY GENERATED' &)

  000017              &ELSE

  000018                 &SET &B@WORKING-STORAGE-FOUND = TRUE

  000019                 &A WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

  000020              &ENDIF 

  000021              &EXIT 

  000022           &L@LS 

  000023              &LOCAL &BLINKAGE-SECTION-FOUND = FALSE

  000024              &DO &L@WS 

  000025              &IF NOT &BLINKAGE-SECTION-FOUND 

  000026                 &SET &BLINKAGE-SECTION-FOUND = TRUE 

  000027                 &A LINKAGE SECTION.

  000028              &ENDIF

  000029              &EXIT

  000030            SD -FS: &DO &L@FS 

  000031            SD FILE SECTION. : &DO &L@FS 

  000032            SD -WS : &DO &L@WS 

  000033            SD WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. : &DO &L@WS

  000034            SD -LS : &DO &L@LS 

  000035            SD LINKAGE SECTION. : &DO &L@LS 

  000036            SD $DDX : &DO &L@WS 

  000037            SE SELECT &1 : SELECT &1 

  000038                   &LOCAL &VINDEX 99 

  000039                   &SET &VINDEX = &VINDEX + 1 

  000040                   &IF &VINDEX > 10 

  000041                      &DO &TOUTPUT-NOTE 

  000042                   &ELSE 

  000043                      &SET &V@FILENAME(&VINDEX) = &1 
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  000044                   &ENDIF 

  000045                   &GOBACK 

  000046               &TOUTPUT-NOTE 

  000047                   &NOTE &) 'FILE NAME ' &1 ' NOT INCLUDED' &) 

  000048                   &EXIT

VXREF Parameter and External/Global Variable Cross-Reference Report

The VXREF parameter activates the External/Global Variable Cross-Reference report. The parameters are:

Format:

{VXREF  }

{NOVXREF}

• VXREF
Activates the report. This value is the default.

• NOVXREF
Suppresses the report.

Example

CA DATACOM METACOBOL SUPPORT PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR - PROCEDURE ANALYSIS    MPDDEMO     09/18/16

100847    PAGE 1

EXTERNAL/GLOBAL VARIABLE CROSS-REFERENCE

 

VARIABLE                                                 LINE *-----REFERENCES------* 

NAME                           PIC   OCCUR               DEF. *---------------------*

 

E &B@FILE-SECTION-FOUND        X       1          F        000002 000006 000009

E &B@WORKING-STORAGE FOUND     X       1          F        000003 000015 000018 

G &V@FILENAME                  X      30  10               000004 000043

E &VDIALECT                    X       2                   000000 

E &VSOURCE                     X       1                   000000

E &VTARGET                     X       1                   000000

E &VUPSI1                      X       1                   000000

E &VUPSI2                      X       1                   000000

E &VUPSI3                      X       1                   000000 

E &VUPSI4                      X       1                   000000

E &VUPSI5                      X       1                   000000

E &VUPSI6                      X       1                   000000

E &VUPSI7                      X       1                   000000

E &VUPSI8                      X       1                   000000

The External/Global Variable Cross-Reference report includes, from left to right:
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• The character "E" (for External) or "G" (for Global)
• The variable name
• The variable picture
• The number of occurrences, if specified
• The characters "V" (for a variable with initial value specified), "T" (for a Boolean variable set true), or "F" (for a Boolean

variable set false)
• The line number on which the variable is defined
• The line numbers of all references to the variable

All reserved external variable names (&VDIALECT, &VSOURCE, and others) are cross-referenced on the External/Global
Variable Cross-Reference report.

References to all variable names that are undefined are listed on the External/Global Variable Cross-Reference report
followed by the word "*****UNRESOLVED*****".

If the input macro set includes one or more *$REGION Translator-directing statements, a separate External/Global
Variable Cross-Reference report is produced for each region. The region number is included in the heading.

LXREF Parameter and Global Label Cross-Reference Report

The LXREF parameter activates the Global Label Cross-Reference report. The parameters are:

Format: 

{LXREF  }

{NOLXREF}

• LXREF
Activates the report. This value is the default.

• NOLXREF
Suppresses the report.

Example

CA DATACOM METACOBOL SUPPORT PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR - PROCEDURE ANALYSIS    MPDDEMO     09/18/16

100847    PAGE 1

GLOBAL LABEL CROSS-REFERENCE

 

LABEL                            LINE *--------------REFERENCES-----------------* 

NAME                             DEF. *-----------------------------------------*

&L@FS                                 000005 000014 000030 000031

&L@LS                                 000022 000034 000035 

&L@WS                                 000013 000034 000032 000033 000036

The Global Label Cross-Reference report includes, from left to right:

• The label name
• The line number on which the label is defined
• The line numbers of all references to the label

References to all undefined label names are listed on the Global Label Cross-Reference report followed by the word
"*****UNRESOLVED*****".

If the input macro set includes one or more *$REGION Translator- directing statements, a separate Global Label Cross-
Reference report is produced for each region. The region number is included in the heading.
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LOCAL Parameter, Local Variable and Local Tag Cross-Reference Reports

The LOCAL= parameter activates the Local Variable Cross-Reference and Local Tag Cross-Reference reports. The
parameter is:

Format:

LOCAL = {ALL       }

        {macro-name}

• ALL
Activates the reports for all macros.

• macro-name
Activates the reports for the macro named. This value is the default.

If the LOCAL= parameter is specified, the NOVXREF and NOLXREF parameters must not be specified.

Local Variable Cross-Reference Example

CA DATACOM METACOBOL SUPPORT PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR - PROCEDURE ANALYSIS  MPDDEMO  09/18/16  100847  PAGE 1

LOCAL VARIABLE CROSS-REFERENCE- 000001 $$EXTERN

 

 

VARIABLE                                        LINE *----------------REFERENCES----------------* 

NAME                        PIC    OCCUR        DEF. *------------------------------------------* 

 

&BLINKAGE-SECTION-FOUND     X        1           F   000023 000025 000026

 

CA-METACOBOL+ PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR - PROCEDURE ANALYSIS MPDDEMO 09/18/91 100847 PAGE 1

LOCAL VARIABLE CROSS-REFERENCE - 000037 SELECT

 

VARIABLE                                        LINE *---------------REFERENCES---------------* 

NAME                     PIC      OCCUR         DEF. *----------------------------------------* 

&VINDEX                   9         2                000038 000039 000039 000040 000043

The  Local Variable Cross-Reference report heading includes the macro-name and line on which the macro is defined. In
the body, the report includes from left to right:

• The variable name
• The variable picture
• The variable number of occurrences, if specified
• The character "V" (for variable with initial value specified), "T" (for Boolean variable set true), and "F" (for Boolean

variable set false)
• The line number on which the variable is defined
• The line numbers of all references to the variable

If the input macro set includes one or more *$REGION Translator-directing statements, the region number is included in
the heading.

Local Tag Cross-Reference Example

CA-METACOBOL+ PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR - PROCEDURE ANALYSIS    MPDDEMO     09/18/16  

100847    PAGE 1
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LOCAL TAG CROSS-REFERENCE- 000037 SELECT

 

 

VARIABLE                            LINE *----------------REFERENCES----------------* 

NAME                                DEF. *------------------------------------------* 

 

&TOUTPUT-NOTE                            000046 000041

The Local Tag Cross-Reference report heading includes the macro-name and line number on which the macro is defined.
In the body, the report includes, from left to right:

• The variable name
• The line number on which the tag is defined
• The line number of all references to the tag

References to all tag names that are undefined are listed on the Local Tag Cross-Reference report, followed by the word
"*****UNRESOLVED*****".

If the input macro set includes one or more *$REGION Translator-directing statements, the region number is included in
the heading.

DLIST Parameter and Notes & Flags Report

The DLIST parameter activates the NOTES & FLAGS report. The parameters are:

Format:

{DLIST  }

{NODLIST}

• DLIST
Activates the report. This value is the default.

• NODLIST
Suppresses the report.

Example

CA DATACOM METACOBOL SUPPORT PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR - PROCEDURE ANALYSIS  MPDDEMO   09/18/16  

100847    PAGE 1

NOTES & FLAGS

 

          NOTE TEXT                                                 LINE

 

&( 'FILE SECTION PREVIOUSLY GENERATED' &)                          000007

&( 'WORKING-STORAGE PREVIOUSLY GENERATED' &)                       000016

&( 'FILE NAME ' &1 ' NOT INCLUDED' &)                              000047

The Notes & Flags report includes, from left to right:

• The diagnostic message — the contents of the diagnostic word (&NOTE) or the macro-name (&FLAG);
• The line number on which the &NOTE or &FLAG is defined.
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INDEX Parameter and Macro Index Report

The INDEX parameter activates the Macro Index report. The parameters are:

Format:

{INDEX  }

{NOINDEX} 

• INDEX
Activates the report. This value is the default.

• NOINDEX
Suppresses the report.

Example

CA DATACOM METACOBOL SUPPORT PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR - PROCEDURE ANALYSIS  MPDDEMO    09/18/16  

100847    PAGE 1

MACRO INDEX

 

TYPE DIV           NAME                        LINE

 

S    I       $$EXTERN                       000001

S    D       $DDX                           000036

S    D       -FS                            000030 

S    D       -LS                            000034

S    D       -WS                            000032

S    D       FILE                           000031

S    D       LINKAGE                        000035

S    E       SELECT                         000037

S    D       WORKING-STORAGE                000033

The Macro Index report includes, from left to right:

• The macro type code
• The division codes
• The macro-name (in alphanumeric sequence)
• The region number in which defined, if regionalized
• The line number on which the macro is defined.

SWD Parameter and Special Word Directory Report

The SWD parameter activates interpretation of a special word list and the Special Word Directory report. The parameter
is:

Format:

SWD                    (for MVS)

SWD activates the special word function. If not specified, no special word processing is done. A maximum of 25 special
words can be cross-referenced during a single MPD execution. No word can exceed 30 characters in length.
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Example

CA DATACOM METACOBOL SUPPORT PROCEDURE DOCUMENTOR - PROCEDURE ANALYSIS    MPDDEMO        09/18/16  

100847    PAGE 1

SPECIAL WORD DIRECTORY

 

WORD

 

&A                          000010 000019 000027

&DO                         000014 000024 000030 000031 000032 000033 000034

000035 000036 000041

&EXIT                       000012 000021 000029 000048

The SPECIAL WORD DIRECTORY report includes, from left to right: the user-defined special words (in alphabetic
sequence); the line numbers of all references to each word. If no reference to a special word is found, the message
"***NO OCCURRENCES FOUND" is displayed in the reference column.

For more information, see MVS MPD Operating Procedures.

 

MVS MPD Operating Procedures
The z/OS Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Procedure Documentor operating procedures are explained here. The MPD
program is available on the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL installation tape in the target load library.

The following JCL is required to execute the MPD under z/OS.

     //stepname  EXEC  PGM=MPDname[,PARM='parameters']

     //STEPLIB    DD    DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

     //SYSPRINT   DD    SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=121

     //SYSOUT     DD    SYSOUT=A

     //SORTWK01   DD    UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=((TRK,40),,CONTIG)

     //SORTWK02   DD    UNIT=(SYSDA,,,SEP=SORTWK01),

     //                 SPACE=((TRK,40),,CONTIG)

     //SORTWK03   DD    UNIT=(SYSDA,,,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02)),

     //                 SPACE=((TRK,40),,CONTIG)

     //SORTLIB    DD    DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

   [ //SYSWORD    DD    *[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]     ]

   [ parameters                           ]    ]

     //SYSIN      DD     *[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]

     

     (--Macro Set Input--)

     /*

SYSIN input can be read directly from card input through the normal system READER, from a sequential tape or from
a sequential or partitioned source library. The BLKSIZE must be specified in multiples of that shown for the SYSPRINT
data set, and for the SYSIN and SYSWORD data sets if input from an unlabeled file. The MPD accepts parameters via the
PARM= field of the EXEC statement.

The SWD parameter requires specification of the SYSWORD data set for input of the special word list. The SYSWORD
data set consists of the special words desired punched in columns 1-72 and separated by commas. Any word followed
by a space terminates special word loading. For example, the parameters that are used in the sample reports could be
specified and activated by a default as follows:
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//stepname EXEC PGM=MPDname,PARM='ID=MPDDEMO,LOCAL=ALL,SWD'

.

.

.

//SYSWORD DD *

&A,&EXIT,

&DO

//SYSIN. . . 

MPD Execute-time Diagnostics
Unlike Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL, the MPD does a minimum of macro syntax checking. The following list is the
possible diagnostics from MPD. Diagnostics that are issued during the processing of an input line cause the parsing of
that line to terminate. Processing continues with the next line.

• MPD00E-****INVALID RECORD TYPE****
A record has been returned from the sort with an invalid type code. The text of the record is printed under this
message and MPD processing is terminated.

• MPD01E-CONTINUED LITERAL NOT FOUND
A new macro or Line output directive was encountered while looking for continuation of a literal. Review code
preceding the appearance of this error message for the exact location of problem.

• MPD02W-COLON NOT FOUND
A colon could not be found in the first record of a macro prototype. Normal processing continues from the error
message line.

• MPD03E-INCOMPLETE CONCATENATION
A new macro or Line output statement was encountered while looking for the "&)" end of a concatenation. Review the
code preceding the appearance of this message for the exact line causing the error.

• MPD04E-WORD FOLLOWING EXTERN/GLOBAL/LOCAL MUST BEGIN WITH &V
The word following an &EXTERN, &GLOBAL or &LOCAL did not begin with the characters &V. Processing continues.

• MPD05E-MISSING RIGHT PAREN
While processing a variable definition with an index, the right parenthesis was not found. Processing continues.

• MPD06E-CONTINUED CONCATENATION OR LITERAL NOT FOUND
A macro definition was found before the termination of a concatenation or literal. Review the lines preceding the error
message for the exact location of the syntax error. Normal processing continues from the error message line.

• MPD07E-LOCAL VARIABLE TABLE FULL
More than 100 local variable definitions have been encountered in the macro being processed. Processing continues,
but subsequent local variables are not processed. (To increase the table size, review the Working-Storage entries for
LOC-VARIABLE-AREA and LOC-VARIABLE-TABLE.)

• MPD08E-MORE THAN 9 *$REGIONS FOUND
More than 9 *$REGION Translator-directing statements were found in the procedure set. Processing continues, with all
code following the first occurrence of this message attributed to REGION 9.

• MPD11W-MORE THAN 25 WORDS SPECIFIED
In processing the SWD list, a 26th word is encountered. Processing continues with first 25 words specified only.

• MPD12W-WORD EXCEEDS 30 BYTES
When processing the SWD list in the SYSWORD or OPTION card, a word of more than 30 bytes is found. Processing
of words is terminated and the MPD continues with any words loaded before this message.
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Macro Debugging
The testing and debugging of MetaCOBOL macros and macro sets is similar to testing and debugging of problem
programs written in any language. Macro set debugging parallels integrated systems testing, where individual macros or
programs must interrelate within the entire macro region or system.

These articles discuss many of the techniques and facilities for macro debugging. They include interpretation of test
results, development of special-purpose debugging aids, and use of the MetaCOBOL macro debugging aid feature.

Normal processing disciplines which apply to macro writing, such as careful definitions of the problem to be solved,
pseudo coding, and desk checking, are beyond the scope of these articles. Also not covered is interpretation of
MetaCOBOL Translator diagnostics. A thorough description of a cause and corrective action for each diagnostic is
detailed in Translator Diagnostics articles.

Following each test of a MetaCOBOL macro or macro set, the results must be analyzed for MetaCOBOL diagnostics and
logical errors. The STATISTICS listing indicates the presence or absence of Translator errors and warnings. Correct all
errors, if possible, before further logical analysis of test results.

Following correction of Translator errors, MetaCOBOL input and output must be examined to ensure correct translation.
A thorough analysis of the Listing File cab correct many common errors. Others can require more testing under control of
user-defined or Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL debugging aids.

Interpretation of Test Results
The following sections provide checklists for analysis of many common logical errors.

No Apparent Call to a Macro

The cause of a failure to match source to a macro prototype is typically:

• Failure to load the macro
• P, S, or W type code not in column 7
• Improper division codes in columns 8-11
• Improper macro-name, such as NOTE
• Type code inconsistent with a macro prototype
• Improper spelling of prototype keywords or source words
• Incorrect symbolic operand qualification in a String-type macro prototype
• Specification of keywords OF, IN, or parentheses after a qualified symbolic operand in a String-type macro prototype
• An identical macro prototype is defined elsewhere in the macro set
• A Prefix-type macro alters a Word- or String-type macro-name or a String macro keyword
• A Word-type macro invalidates a String-type macro-name or alters a keyword. For example, the following String-type

macro is never called because a Word-type macro removes the word CONTAINS:

WD CONTAINS :

SD BLOCK CONTAINS &1 ...

• The appropriate COBOL division header does not precede the source words.
• A Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL reserved word has been improperly specified as a qualified symbolic operand.

For example, the following MOVE macro cannot be called because KEY is a COBOL reserved word, and therefore,
cannot be an identifier or literal:

 SP MOVE &1(S,L) TO &2(S) :

 .

 .
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 .

    MOVE KEY TO REF-CODE ...

• Improper specification of the source words within a COBOL NOTE, comment, or literal.

Improper Area Alignment

The cause of an improper Area A word alignment is typically:

• A source or model substitution word inadvertently beginning in column 8 through 11 
• An &A directive being inadvertently executed in a macro model 

The cause of an improper formatting of an Area A word within Area B is typically:

• Source and model substitution words which do not force Area A alignment
• Improper execution of an &B directive 
• Inadvertent &STORE or &STOW of an Area A indicator that is, &n'T = 'A') 

Incomplete Substitution

The cause of an incomplete substitution is typically:

• Failure to include constant or symbolic substitution words in the macro model.
• Improper transfer to control around model substitution words.
• Substitution to the wrong output location, indicating a logical error in out-of-line substitution.
• Out-of-line substitution to a nonexistent location, resulting in generation of the LOST OUT-OF-LINE listing.
• Incomplete translation of the "logical" macro prototype. That is, the String-type macro prototype and all words to be

acquired using &GET/&STORE/&STOW logic. Typically, a portion of the "logical" prototype remains in the generated
COBOL. The improper and premature determination of the logical terminating word causes this situation.

Generated COBOL Out of Order

Whenever major portions of the generated COBOL program are out of order, the cause is typically:

• Out-of-line substitution remains active following macro model execution due to an executed &NOEND directive. No
subsequent macro call has reset the &NOEND.

Improper Terminating Period Substitution

The cause of a substitution of an unnecessary and unwanted period in the COBOL output is typically:

• An unnecessary period following a source statement
• An inadvertent period following a constant or symbolic substitution word
• An inadvertent period following a directive or directive expression. For example, the following &SET directive

expression does not include the period, which is translated as a substitution word:

&SET &VX = &VX + 1.

Consecutive Period Substitution

The cause of consecutive terminating periods in the generated COBOL output is typically:
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• Improper substitution of a concatenation construction or variable containing a terminating period, resulting in loss or
identity of the period as a separate word.

Garbled Word Subsitution

The cause of an incomprehensive or garbled substitution words in the generated output is typically:

• An improperly specified concatenation construction
• Improperly initialized symbolic substitution words that are referenced in a concatenation construction or substituted

directly.
• Inadvertent reference to the wrong variable name in a Line output record

Improper Out-of-line Format

The cause of an improper out-of-line format is typically:

• Failure to specify &ENV, &DATA, or &PROC where out-of-line substitution crosses division boundaries using an
&POINT directive expression (that is, &DATA &POINT... and others)

• Substitution using &ANTE or &POST by other than Line output records

Lost Out-of-line Words

The cause of out-of-line substitution words appearing in the LOST OUT-OF-LINE listing is typically:

• A missing division header in the source
• A division header substituted out-of-line
• Failure to drop an &MARKER

MetaCOBOL Translator in a Loop

Logical errors can cause the MetaCOBOL Translator to loop continuously. The cause of condition is typically:

• A closed loop in a macro model, with no provisions for exit
• A closed loop in a macro model, with the improper testing of a counting variable. For example, the following loop in

logic never exits because &VX overflows from 9 to 1 and, therefore, never is greater than 9.

     .

     .

     .

 &LOCAL &VX 9

 &SET &VX = 1

 &REPEAT &UNTIL &VX > 9

     .

     .

     .

     &SET &VX = &VX + 1

&ENDREP 

    .

    .

    .

• An "&SCANF &n" loop, where "&n" is never updated to reflect the previous parent in the data structure.
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Data-name Undefined

The cause of a data-name undefined can be a missing period on an item that is previously defined in the DATA DIVISION.

User-defined Macro Debugging Aids
Following logical analysis of test results, it is sometimes necessary to verify macro calls, current values of symbolic
words, and other conditions which are difficult to debug at the source level. &NOTE directives and Line output records are
essential tools which the macro writer can use to define the necessary debugging aids.

Macro Call Verification

&NOTE directives are the simplest means for verifying macro calls. For example, a $-LEVEL macro does not appear to
be processing certain data item definitions. The results that are displayed on the INPUT & DIAGNOSTICS listing indicate
that the event which calls the $-LEVEL macro — a period preceding a numeric literal — is disabled following a group item
definition. This indicates that the third word, if a period, is removed from the source, as illustrated:

MetaCOBOL Input Listing

              SD   $-LEVEL :

                        &GET &1

                        &STOW

                        &1

                        &NOTE &( 'LEVEL ' &1 ' CALLED' &)

                   .

                   .

                   .

               DATA DIVISION.

                   .

                   .

                   .

               WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

               01 RECORD-A.

      ****NOTE N99 LEVEL 01 CALLED

                 02 ITEM-02.

                  03 ELEM-03 PIC X.

      ****NOTE N99 LEVEL 03 CALLED

                   .

                   .

                   . 

Current Value Verification

The &NOTE directive and Line output records can be used to display the current values of symbolic words for logical
verification. For example, a Word-type macro can be defined to dump the current contents of global variables when that
word is used as a substitution word, as follows:

MetaCOBOL Input Listing

WI      $$GLOBAL :

             &GLOBAL &VA X(30)
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             &GLOBAL &VB 9(2)

W       @DEBUG :

             &NOTE &( '&VA=' &VA &)

             &NOTE &( '&VB=' &VB &)

W       DIVISION :

                 DIVISION

                 @DEBUG

        S   $PDX :

          @DEBUG

          . 

          .

          .

          IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

****NOTE N99 &VA =

****NOTE N99 &VB = 0 

           .

           .

           .

          ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

****NOTE N99 &VA = XYZ

****NOTE N99 &VB = 21 

           .

           .

           .

****NOTE N99 &VA = ABC

****NOTE N99 &VB = 40 

When developing complex macro sets involving tables of interrelated variables, plan the development of such debugging
aids. Original test results thus provide debugging information to enhance logical analysis.

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Debugging Aid Facility
A macro debugging aid facility is a part of the MetaCOBOL Translator and can be used to trace logical macro errors. The
macro writer must define both the extent and level of logical tracing to activate the debugging aid.

Define Macros to Trace

Two Translator-directing statements must be inserted in the macro set to define the macros to trace.

Format:

{*$TRACE  }

{*$NOTRACE}

• *$TRACE
Indicates a command in columns 7-13 that specifies to trace all subsequent macros until detection of an *$NOTRACE
command in columns 7-15.

• *$NOTRACE
Indicates a command that terminates *$TRACE.

NOTE
These statements are ignored when the translate-time option TRACE= is not specified.
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TRACE= (the Translate-time Option)

Macro debugging can be invoked for all macros defined between *$TRACE and *$NOTRACE commands by specifying
the TRACE= translate-time option.

Format:

TRACE=[D] [G] [S] [T]

• TRACE=D
Specifies all "Nnn" class Translator diagnostics (as defined in Translator Diagnostics), including NOTE and FLAG
diagnostics, display an extra message. That message indicates the macro line number that caused the diagnostic,
provided the macro being executed is subject to tracing. The format of the message is:

 #### TRACE- DIAGNOSTIC IN MACRO LINE #nnnn

• TRACE=G
Specifies that all source words acquired using an &GET directive expression display a message. The message
indicates the macro line number containing the &GET, the Type attribute, and the word that is acquired, provided the
macro being executed is subject to tracing. The format of the message is:

#### TRACE- &GET IN MACRO LINE #nnnn 't' @word@

• TRACE=S
Specifies that all data items that are acquired by a &SCAN-type directive expression display a message. The message
indicates the macro line number containing the directive and the name of the data item that is acquired, provided the
macro being executed is subject to tracing. The format of the message is:

           {&SCAN }

#### TRACE-{&SCANC}

           {&SCANF} IN MACRO LINE #nnnn @word@

           {&SCANI}

• TRACE=T
Specifies that each executed transfer of control displays a message. The message indicates that macro line number
containing the transfer, provided the macro being executed is subject to tracing. The format of the message is:

       #### TRACE- TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #nnnn

NOTE
The operands of the TRACE= option can be specified in combination and in any order (for example,
TRACE=TGDS).

Diagnostic Tracing

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL ERRORs, WARNINGs, NOTEs, and FLAGs are numbered diagnostics, as listed in the
Translator Diagnostics. For example, all ERRORs and WARNINGs representing macro syntax errors and displayed during
macro loading are encoded "Cnn", where nn is the number of the diagnostic. Other classes of diagnostics are displayed
during the option analysis, memory management, input parsing, and macro translation executions.

Diagnostics encoded "Nnn", including NOTEs and FLAGs, are displayed during macro execution and represent conditions
in macro logic. Because this category of diagnostics is displayed following a source statement, but actually represents a
condition in a macro, it is often difficult to determine which macro statement caused the diagnostic during translation. The
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TRACE=D option is included to provide the necessary correlation between N-class diagnostics and the macro statements
which cause them.

As an example of TRACE=D debugging, assume that a complex $-LEVEL macro produces the diagnostic "N04 NON-
NUMERIC DATA IN &SET OR &IF" in the source DATA DIVISION. Logical analysis of the $-LEVEL macro cannot isolate
the &SET or &IF directive expression which has caused the error. The following example uses the TRACE=D option to
determine the macro statement number:

MetaCOBOL Input Listing

0050        *$TRACE 

0051        SD $-LEVEL :

             .

             .

             .

0090              &SET &VX = &VY + 1

             .

             .

             .

0120        *$NOTRACE

             .

             .

             .

0400         DATA DIVISION.

0401         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

0402         77 R-COUNT PIC S9(5)V99 COMP-3 VALUE +0.

**** ERROR N04 NON-NUMERIC DATA IN &SET OR &IF

#### TRACE- DIAGNOSTIC IN MACRO LINE #0090

            .

            .

            .

The preceding example indicates that executing line 0090 causes the error to occur. Either &VY contains a nonnumeric
current value or &VX is defined as nonnumeric.

&GET Tracing

Continued source acquisition by &GET and &STORE/&STOW directives in String-type macro models is often difficult
to debug. The primary reason for this difficulty is because the words passed to macro translation from input parsing
are not readily apparent from an examination of the source statement. Remember that Word- and Prefix-type macros
can be expanded when acquired by the &GET, and that certain dummy words, such as the Area A indicator, can be
detected. Improper termination testing can result in a premature exit from the macro or a runaway &GET/&STOW loop
which continues through end-of-input and produces the "H91 READ PAST END OF INPUT" diagnostic as a FATAL
ERROR. The TRACE=G option is a convenient method for examining the actual words obtained by the &GET directive
expression. The TRACE=G option can be used to isolate the cause of improper &GET and &STORE/&STOW termination,
inability to call a String-type macro, or a runaway source acquisition loop.

As an example, assume that a BLOCK CONTAINS String-type macro is not called in a complex macro set. An FD macro
can be written to determine the cause and to ignore all other String-type macro calls, as follows:

MetaCOBOL Input Listing

0010      WD   CONTAINS :
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             .

             .

             .

0400      SD   BLOCK CONTAINS &1 RECORDS :

             .

             .

             .

0600      *$TRACE

0601      SD   FD :

0602           FD  &REPEAT 

0603                   &GET &1

0604                   &STOW

0605                   &1

0606               &UNTIL &1'T = 'V' &AND &1 = '.'

0607               &ENDREP

0608     *$NOTRACE

           .

           .

           .

0900     FD   MASTER-FILE

#### TRACE-     &GET IN MACRO LINE #0603 ' ' @MASTER-FILE@

0901          BLOCK CONTAINS 10 RECORDS

#### TRACE-     &GET IN MACRO LINE #0603 'S' @BLOCK@

#### TRACE-     &GET IN MACRO LINE #0603 'L' @10@

#### TRACE-     &GET IN MACRO LINE #0603 ' ' @RECORDS@

Notice in the preceding example that the Type attribute of the word BLOCK is 'S' for a String-type macro-name, instead of
'V' for a DATA DIVISION verb, and that the word CONTAINS is not acquired, because the Word-type macro on line 0010
removes it. The BLOCK CONTAINS macro, therefore, cannot be called.

&SCAN-type Directive Tracing

Data structure analysis using &SCAN-type directives is often difficult to determine when code is generated conditionally
for only some items. When no code is generated, it might not be apparent exactly what data items were acquired.

As an example of TRACE=S debugging, assume a $PDE macro is supposed to generate code. The code is to clear table
items in Working-Storage but is not generating any code. The following example uses the TRACE=S option to determine
when all Working-Storage is being acquired:

MetaCOBOL Input

              .

              .

              .

0499           *$TRACE

0500           SP $PDE :

0501              &REPEAT

0502                  &SCAN WORKING-STORAGE WORKING-STORAGE

0503              &UNTIL ENDSCAN

              .

              .

              .

0600              &ENDREP
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              .

              .

              .

0900           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

0901           01 COUNTERS USAGE COMP-3.

0902              02 COUNTER-1 PIC S9(5) VALUE +0.

              .

              .

              .

#### TRACE- &SCAN IN MACRO LINE #502 @WORKING-STORAGE@

#### TRACE- &SCAN IN MACRO LINE #502 @COUNTERS@

Because no items beyond COUNTERS appear in the TRACE listing, the &SCAN must be terminating prematurely. To do
this termination, there must be a branch out of the &SCAN loop in the $PDE macro.

Transfer-of-Control Tracing

Logical transfers to control within macro models are often difficult to analyze and debug, especially when the MetaCOBOL
Translator is looping continuously in an undetermined macro model. The TRACE=T option is the most convenient
technique for determining the location of such logical errors.

As an example, assume Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is looping continuously during translation of the DATA
DIVISION. The following example indicates that the closed loop is in the &REPEAT construct in the $-LEVEL macro. The
variable &VX is not large enough.

MetaCOBOL Input Listing

0300           *$TRACE

                 .

                 .

                 .

0400           SD  $-LEVEL :

0401               &LOCAL &VX 9

                 .

                 .

                 .

0459               &REPEAT

0460                  &SET &VX = &VX + 1

0461               &UNTIL &VX > 9

0462               &ENDREP

0463               &SET &VX = 0

                 .

                 .

                 .

0600           *$NOTRACE

                 .

                 .

                 .

0700            WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

0701            77 ITEM-A PIC X.

#### TRACE-          TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #0410

#### TRACE-          TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #0417

#### TRACE-          TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #0440
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#### TRACE-          TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #0463

#### TRACE-          TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #0463

#### TRACE-          TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE #0463

                      (previous line repeats until job is cancelled)

When control is transferred during tracing, the TRACE directive displays the line number of the first macro code line that
is not executed as a result of the transfer. The TRACE directive does not display the line number of the macro code to
which control has been transferred.

The following shows an example of this processing in a case situation. Lines 00007, 00015, 00020, 00023, and 00029
were not the lines displayed by the TRACE directive, even though they were the lines to which control was transferred.

MetaCOBOL Input Listing

00001       *$TRACE

00002       SP   TEST-TRACE :

00003            EQU &9 'B' 

00004            &SELECT

00005              &WHEN &9 EQ 'A'

00006                &NOTE &( 'At the WHEN "A" condition' & <-- * see below

00007              &WHEN &9 EQ 'B'

00008                &NOTE &( 'At the WHEN "B" condition' &)

00009              &WHEN &9 EQ 'C' <------------------------ * see below

00010                &NOTE &( 'At the WHEN "C" condition' &)

00011              &WHEN &9 EQ 'D'

00012               &NOTE &( 'At the WHEN "D" condition' &)

00013              &WHEN &9 EQ 'E'

00014                &NOTE &( 'At the WHEN "E" condition' &)

00015              &WHEN ANY

00016                &NOTE &( 'At the WHEN ANY condition' &)

00017              &WHEN OTHER         <------------------------ *see below

00018                &NOTE &( 'At the WHEN OTHER condition' &)

00019        &ENDSEL

00020        &IF &9 EQ 'A'

00021          &NOTE &( 'At IF &9 EQ "A"' &) <------------ * see below

00022        &ENDIF

00023        &IF &9 EQ 'B'

00024          &NOTE &( 'At IF &9 EQ "B"' &)

00025        &ENDIF

00026        &IF &9 EQ 'C'

00027          &NOTE &( 'At IF &9 EQ "C"' &) <------------ * see below

00028        &ENDIF

00029        &GOBACK

00030        PROCEDURE DIVISION.

00031             TEST-TRACE.

#######               TRACE-     TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE # 00006

******* NOTE    N99   At the WHEN "B" condition

#######               TRACE-       TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE # 00009

******* NOTE    N99   At the WHEN ANY condition

#######               TRACE- TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE # 00017 

#######               TRACE- TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE # 00021 

******* NOTE    N99   At IF &9 EQ "B"

#######               TRACE- TRANSFER IN MACRO LINE # 00027
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00032            GOBACK.

The marked lines are not executed because a transfer of control takes place on the lines immediately preceding them. For
example, line 6 is not executed because a transfer of control takes place when line 5 is executed. Similarly, line 9 is not
executed because a transfer of control takes place when line 8 is executed.

When a transfer of control takes place, more than one line might not be executed. Line 5 transfers control to line 7;
therefore, line 6 is not executed. However, line 8 transfers control to line 15, so lines 9-14 are not executed.

Directives Retained for Compatibility
The macro language of MetaCOBOL has evolved and improved over time. Often, improvements represent a better way
to accomplish a logical task, providing a preferred method. In a few instances, the old form remains in the language for
compatibility purposes, but we no longer recommend them for the development of modern macros.

These articles contain descriptions of the unpreferred old forms.

&FLAG - Retained
The &FLAG directive displays a macro-name.

 Format: 

&FLAG

•  &FLAG
Indicates a directive which allows the user to generate an MCT diagnostic message from a macro model. This
message appears on the Input & Diagnostics listing, the Output listing, or both depending on the NOTE option (see
the Using topics).

NOTE
The &FLAG directive output is not canceled by the NOLISTIN and NOLISTOUT translate-time options or by the
*$NOLIST Translator-directing statement. Execution of this directive sets the tentative condition code to 4.

Example

 The &FLAG causes the name of the current macro to be printed as part of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLmessage
N98, as follows:

WP EXHIBIT :

   &FLAG

   EXHIBIT 

    .

    .

    . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    . 

    .

    .

    EXHIBIT FIELD-A

***** FLAG N98 EXHIBIT 

In this Word-type definition, the &FLAG causes the first word of the prototype (EXHIBIT) to appear within a diagnostic
message. The remainder of the model (EXHIBIT) replaces each occurrence of the word EXHIBIT in the source program
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
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&IF - Retained
The &IF directive does comparisons and conditional branching.

 Format: 

 {&Tname}

&IF condition {&Lname}

              {&T$   }

•  &IF
 Indicates a directive which is similar in function to the COBOL "IF" statement.

•  condition
Indicates a simple or combined condition.

•  &Tname
Indicates a tag that is known only to the macro model in which it appears.

•  &Lnamewhe
Indicates a label known to all models of all macros within a region.

•  &T$
Indicates a predefined tag representing the end of the macro where it appears. The tag is used to branch out of a
macro, ending the call to that macro. The user cannot define it.

NOTE
If the condition is true, macro processing continues at the specified destination name or the macro is terminated
(&T$). If the condition is false, the macro call continues consecutively, even if the specified destination is
undefined.

 Example: 

&SET &VWORK = &1'D + &1'S

&IF &VWORK > 80 &TGO

In the preceding example, if the sum of the displacement and size of &1 exceeds 80, a branch to &TGO is made and the
macro call continues from that point, otherwise, the macro call continues at the next model word.

&JUMP/&JEND - Retained
The &JUMP directive does conditional transfer of control with the destination list based on the value in &Vname. &JEND
terminates &JUMP.

 Format: 

             {&Tname-1} {&Tname-2}

&JUMP &Vname {&Lname-1} {&Lname-2} ... &JEND

             {&T$     } {&T$     is}

•  &JUMP
Indicates a directive that is similar in function to the COBOL "GO TO...DEPENDING ON..." statement.

•  &Vname
Indicates the name of a numeric variable.

•  &Tname
Indicates a tag that is known only to the macro model in which it appears.

•  &Lname
Indicates a label known to all models of all macros within a region.

•  &T$
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Indicates a predefined tag representing the end of the macro where it appears. The tag is used to branch out of a
macro, ending the call to that macro. The user cannot define it.

•  &JEND
 Indicates a directive that ends the destination list.

 Notes:  

• A list of logical destinations is included in the &JUMP directive expression. When executed, the macro call continues at
the nth destination in the list. The n is the current value of &Vname.

• Sometimes, the value of the variable is less than 1 or greater than the number of logical destinations in the list. In this
case, a diagnostic is issued and processing of the current macro is terminated. Therefore, a valid value must be placed
in the variable &Vname before the &JUMP is executed.

Example

In the following, action to be taken in the $-LEVEL macro depends on the current DATA DIVISION section.

WD FILE :

       &GLOBAL &VSECTION 9 

       &SET &VSECTION = 1

   . 

   . 

   . 

WD WORKING-STORAGE :

        &SET &VSECTION = 2 

   . 

   .

   .

WD LINKAGE :

       &SET &VSECTION = 3 

   . 

   .

   . 

SD $-LEVEL :

   .

   .

   .   &JUMP &VSECTION

            &T$

            &TA

            &TB &JEND

   .

   .

   . 

&SCAN - Retained
The &SCAN directive retrieves data-names in order of definition and places data-names in &0.

 Format: 

      {&Vname-1 } {&Vname-2 } {&Tname}

&SCAN {&n-1     } {&n-2     } {&Lname}

      {section-1} {section-2} {&T$   }

For more information about the preferred form of the &SCAN directive, see &SCAN.
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•  &Tname 
Indicates a tag that is known only to the macro model in which it appears.

•  &Lname 
Indicates a label known to all models of all macros within a region.

•  &T$
Indicates a predefined tag representing the end of the macro where it appears. The tag is used to branch out of a
macro, ending the call to that macro. The user cannot define it.

NOTE
This form of the &SCAN automatically branches to the logical destination specified when no subordinate items
are available in the defined range of data items (the "at end" condition).

&SCANC - Retained
The &SCANC directive retrieves the condition-name that is associated with &n and places the condition-name in &0.

 Format: 

          {&Tname}

&SCANC &n {&Lname}

          {&T$   }

For more information about the preferred form of the &SCANC directive, see &SCANC.

•  &Tname
Indicates a tag that is known only to the macro model in which it appears.

•  &Lname
Indicates a label known to all models of all macros within a region.

•  &T$
Indicates a predefined tag that represents the end of the macro in which it appears. The tag is used to branch out of a
macro, ending the call to that macro. The user cannot define it.

NOTE
This form of the &SCANC automatically branches to the logical destination specified when no more condition-
names are associated with &n (the "at end" condition).

&SCANF - Retained
The &SCANF directive retrieves one of the following items and places the name in &0.

• The next higher data-name
• The data-name defining an index
• The data-name that is associated with a condition-name 

Format:

          {&Tname}

&SCANC &n {&Lname}

          {&T$   }

For more information about the preferred form of the &SCANF directive, see &SCANF.

• &Tname
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Indicates a tag that is known only to the macro model in which it appears.
• &Lname

Indicates a label known to all models of all macros within a region.
• &T$

Indicates a predefined tag representing the end of the macro where it appears. The tag is used to branch out of a
macro, ending the call to that macro. The user cannot define it.

NOTE
This form of the &SCANF automatically branches to the logical destination specified when there are no more
parents in the data hierarchy (the "at end" condition).

&SCANI - Retained
The &SCANI directive retrieves the index-names that are associated with &n and places index-names in &0.

 Format: 

 {&Tname}

&SCANI &n {&Lname}

          {&T$   }

For more information about the preferred form of the &SCANI directive, see &SCANI.

•  &Tname
 Indicates a tag that is known only to the macro model in which it appears.

•  &Lname
 Indicates a label known to all models of all macros within a region.

•  &T$
Indicates a predefined tag that represents the end of the macro in which it appears. The tag is used to branch out of a
macro, ending the call to that macro. The user cannot define it.

NOTE
This form of the &SCANI automatically branches to the logical destination specified when no more index-names
are associated with &n (the "at end" condition).

Program Development Reference
The Datacom/DB Facility extends the COBOL programming language by providing full integration with Datacom
Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary is a simple, but powerful Data Manipulation Language (DML) that provides
access to Datacom/DB from COBOL programs. Datacom Datadictionary also provides complete support for set-at-a-time
or record-at-a-time processing.

High-level statements request Datacom/DB services with statements that are easy to write and easy to read. The
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator turns these statements into equivalent Datacom/DB parameters, work
areas, request areas, and CALL statements. The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Translator produces conventional
COBOL.

This section provides the syntax for all Datacom/DB Facility constructs and statements. The statements are organized
alphabetically under the program division in which they are coded.

Identification Division - PD
PROGRAM-ID Paragraph
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During the translation step, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL logs in to Datacom Datadictionary when the first Datacom
Datadictionary DATAVIEW Statement is located. The program-name, which is coded following the PROGRAM-ID
statement, must be defined as a program entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.

Format:

PROGRAM-ID. program-name.

• program-name
Specifies any valid 1-character to 8-character COBOL program name. The program-name must be defined to Datacom
Datadictionary if the program use Datacom Datadictionary dataviews.

NOTE
The DATE-PRECOMP and PRODUCT-ID fields of the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence for the
program-name are updated with the current date and $DL, respectively. When the entity-occurrence is in PROD
status, these fields are not updated.

Example:

PROGRAM-ID. PAYROLL.

Environment Division - PD
DATACOM SECTION

The DATACOM SECTION statement contains information relating to the translation of batch or online Datacom/DB Facility
programs. The statement also provides optional information concerning Datacom/DB Facility listings.

Format:

DATACOM SECTION. 

   [MONITOR IS CICS] 

   [PRINT {GEN } ] 

   [     {NOGEN} ] 

   [ID-AREA IS id-area-identifier].

• MONITOR
Specifies the data communications monitor to be used with the application program. The MONITOR clause is invalid in
a batch environment.

• CICS
Specifies that the IBM CICS is the data communications monitor used by this application.

• PRINT
Specifies the Datacom/DB Facility listing option.

• GEN
Specifies that generated Data Division code is to appear on the Input Listing.

• NOGEN
Specifies that generated code is not to appear on the Input Listing. This value is the default.

• ID-AREA
Specifies the name of the user-defined program identification area. This clause is required for Datacom/DB. The
name is also required if DBNTRY is used as the entry point.

• id-area-identifier
Is a 1-30 character COBOL data-name of the ID-AREA located in the Data Division.
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NOTE
The following statements are invalid in a program when the MONITOR IS clause is coded in the DATACOM
SECTION: LOCATE/READ SEQUENTIAL LOCATE/READ PHYSICAL.

Example:

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

DATACOM SECTION. 

   ID-AREA IS PROGRAM-ID-AREA. 

   . . . 

DATA DIVISION. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

01 PROGRAM-ID-AREA. 

   02 FILLER VALUE 'DLPROB1'    PIC X(7).   

   02 FILLER                PIC X(25).  

Data Division - PD
The DATAVIEW Statement

The DATAVIEW Statement generates data areas that contain the formatted request for Datacom/DB services and the
data returned by Datacom/DB. For the Datacom Datadictionary formats of the DATAVIEW Statement, Datacom Support
for MetaCOBOL generates a request area, workarea, and element list. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL uses the
DATAVIEW statements to generate request areas and element lists with VALUE clauses in the Working-Storage Section.
If the DATAVIEW Statement is coded in the Linkage Section, these areas are generated without VALUE clauses and are
initialized before the execution of a statement.

The DATAVIEW Statement has three formats. Each format corresponds to the type of dataview and type of access used.

• Format 1:
Selects a Datacom Datadictionary dataview for the set-at-a-time processing. You identify the Datacom
Datadictionary name of the dataview the program requires. 

• Format 2:
Selects a Datacom Datadictionary dataview for the record-at-a-time processing. You identify the Datacom
Datadictionary dataview and the method that is used to search the tables. 

• Format 3:
Selects a Datacom Datadictionary dataview for the physical sequential processing. You specify the Datacom
Datadictionary dataview used to read sequentially a data area in its physical sequence from block one through the
end. 

The clauses within the formats for Datacom Datadictionary dataviews can be entered in any order.

DATAVIEW Format 1 - Set-at-a-time
This format of the DATAVIEW Statement specifies the Datacom Datadictionary dataview used by the FOR Statement.
Various data-areas are generated for the set-at-a-time dataview.

DATAVIEW dataview-name 

   [DATADICTIONARY NAME IS dd-dataview-name] 

   

   [TEST-VERSION IS {LAST } ]

   [       {version-number} ] 
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   [PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal']

   [DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION [IS data-name]] .

• DATAVIEW
Identifies the keyword that begins the DATAVIEW Statement.

• dataview-name
Identifies the 1-30 character valid COBOL name of the dataview. The first 15 characters of the dataview-name must be
unique within a program.

• DATADICTIONARY
begins the DATADICTIONARY clause. It can be abbreviated as DD or DICTIONARY.

• dd-dataview-name
Identifies a valid Datacom Datadictionary dataview entity-occurrence name.

• TEST VERSION
Specifies the version of the dataview as TEST. When this clause is not used, the dataview defaults to PROD status.

• LAST
Identifies the last test version, that is, the version with the highest number. LAST is the default. LAST can also be
specified as LATEST.

• version-number
Identifies a 1-3 digit numeric identifying the TEST-VERSION.

• PREFIX
Identifies a data-name prefix to be used in the generation of uniquely named work areas for the dataview.

• data-name-prefix-literal
The 1-5 character alphanumeric literal prefix. The literal value must be a valid COBOL data-name, with the exception
that the last character of the prefix can be a hyphen.

• DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION
Supplies the database identification (DBID). The name can also be abbreviated as DBID and DATA-BASE-ID. When
only the keyword DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION is coded, the DBID is retrieved from Datacom Datadictionary.
– data-name

Identifies an alphanumeric COBOL data-name identifying the desired database. When data-name is coded, it must
contain a valid DBID at run time. (Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL generates the MOVE statement to move data-
name to the request area.) The DBID is required if SYNONYM=YES is specified in the User Requirements Table.

Notes:

If the DATADICTIONARY NAME IS clause is omitted, dataview-name must be the Datacom Datadictionary dataview
name.

The dataview-name can be the dd-dataview-name or a programmer-chosen name. The advantages of using a name that
is chosen by the programmer are:

• The programmer name can be more meaningful in the context of the program.
• Multiple DATAVIEW statements that actually reference the same Datacom Datadictionarydataview can be used.

Therefore code dataview-name and dd-dataview-name if dd-dataview-name is insufficient or if more than one DATAVIEW
Statement is required for a single Datacom Datadictionary dataview.

If the first 15 characters of two dd-dataview-names are identical, select unique dataview-names and code the
DATADICTIONARY NAME IS clause. This situation can occur when accessing Datacom/DB 7.5 or later.

Example:

In the following example, ENROLLMENT is the dataview name used in the COBOL program. ENR-1 is the actual name of
the dataview in the Datacom Datadictionary.

DATAVIEW ENROLLMENT 
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   DICTIONARY NAME IS ENR-1 

   TEST-VERSION IS LAST 

   DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION IS DBID-AREA.

DATAVIEW Format 2 - Record-at-a-time
The record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement is required for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL statements that access
a database using Datacom/DB record-at-a-time processing.The statement generates a request area, workarea, and
element list, which are used in the access.

DATAVIEW dataview-name 

   [DATADICTIONARY NAME IS dd-dataview-name]

   

   [TEST-VERSION IS {LAST } ] 

   [       {version-number} ] 

   

   [PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal'] 

   

   ACCESS IS [GENERIC] {KEY IS } 

               {KEYS ARE} dd-key-name [dd-key-name]...  

   

   [DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION [IS data-name]] .

• DATAVIEW
Identifies the keyword that begins the DATAVIEW Statement.

• dataview-name
Identifies the 1-30 character valid COBOL name of the dataview. The first 15 characters of the dataview-name must be
unique within a program.

• DATADICTIONARY
Begins the DATADICTIONARY clause. This name can also be abbreviated as DD or DICTIONARY.

• dd-dataview-name
Identifies a valid Datacom Datadictionary dataview entity-occurrence name.

• TEST VERSION
Specifies the version of the dataview as TEST. When this clause is not used, the dataview defaults to PROD status.

• LAST
Identifies the last test version, that is, the version with the highest number. LAST is the default. LAST can also be
specified as LATEST.

• version-number
Identifies a 1-3 digit numeric identifying the TEST-VERSION.

• PREFIX
Identifies a data-name prefix to be used in the generation of uniquely named work areas for the dataview.

• data-name-prefix-literal
Identifies a data-name prefix to be used in the generation of uniquely named work areas for the dataview. The 1-5
character alphanumeric literal prefix. The literal value must be a valid COBOL data-name, with the exception that the
last character of the prefix can be a hyphen.

• ACCESS
Specifies whether a specific table or multiple (generic) tables are searched. ACCESS IS GENERIC KEY IS dd-key-
name means that access is by key without restriction to table. This form is used to establish position in the database
index. ACCESS KEY IS dd-key-name means that a specific table is searched.
– DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION
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Supplies the database identification (DBID). The name can also be specified as DBID and DATA-BASE-ID. When
only the keyword DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION is coded, the DBID is retrieved from Datacom Datadictionary. The
DBID is required if SYNONYM=YES is specified in the User Requirements Table. DBID is also required for CICS
programs.

• data-name
Identifies an alphanumeric COBOL data-name identifying the desired database. When data-name is coded, it must
contain a valid DBID at run time. (Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL generates the MOVE statement to move data-
name to the request area.)

Notes:

• The FOR Statement cannot specify a dataview with a record-at-a-time format.
• The record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement can specify whether a single table (specific search) or multiple tables

(generic search) are searched.
• For a generic search, the presence or absence of the DBID clause affects which tables are searched. If the DBID

clause is not specified, all table names for the first DBID specified in the URT are searched. If the DBID clause is
specified, only the table names that are listed in the URT for the specified DBID are searched.

Examples:

In the following example, STUDENT is the dataview name used in the COBOL program. STD-1 is the actual name of the
dataview in the Datacom Datadictionary. Multiple tables are searched, and the search key is STDID.

DATAVIEW STUDENT 

   DICTIONARY NAME IS STD-1 

   ACCESS IS GENERIC KEY IS STDID.

In the following example, COURSE is the dataview name used in the COBOL program. CRS-1 is the actual name of the
dataview in the Datacom Datadictionary. A specific table is searched, and the search key is COURSE-KEY.

DATAVIEW COURSE 

   DICTIONARY NAME IS CRS-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS COURSE-KEY.

DATAVIEW Format 3 - Physical Sequential
The physical sequential format is used with the LOCATE PHYSICAL and READ/OBTAIN PHYSICAL statements to access
data by physical block reads. A key definition is not required for physical sequential access.

Format:

DATAVIEW dataview-name 

   [DATADICTIONARY NAME IS dd-dataview-name]

   

   [TEST-VERSION IS {LAST } ] 

   [       {version-number} ] 

   

   [PREFIX IS 'data-name-prefix-literal'] 

   ACCESS IS PHYSICAL 

   [DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION [IS data-name]] .

• DATAVIEW
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Identifies the keyword that begins the DATAVIEW Statement.
• dataview-name

Identifies the 1-30 character valid COBOL name of the dataview. The first 15 characters of the dataview-name must be
unique within a program.

• DATADICTIONARY
Begins the DATADICTIONARY clause, which can also be specified as DD or DICTIONARY.

• dd-dataview-name
Identifies a valid Datacom Datadictionary dataview entity-occurrence name.

• TEST VERSION
Specifies the version of the dataview as TEST. When this clause is not used, the dataview defaults to PROD status.

• LAST
Identifies the last test version, that is, the version with the highest number. LAST is the default. LAST can also be
specified as LATEST.

• version-number
Identifies a 1-3 digit numeric identifying the TEST-VERSION.

• PREFIX
Identifies a data-name prefix to be used in the generation of uniquely named work areas for the dataview.

• data-name-prefix-literal
Identifies a data-name prefix to be used in the generation of uniquely named work areas for the dataview. The 1-5
character alphanumeric literal prefix. The literal value must be a valid COBOL data-name, with the exception that the
last character of the prefix can be a hyphen.

• ACCESS IS PHYSICAL
Indicates that the dataview is used with the LOCATE PHYSICAL and READ PHYSICAL statements. A key definition is
not required for physical access.
– DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION

Supplies the database identification (DBID). It can also be specified as DBID and DATA-BASE-ID. When only the
keyword DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION is coded, the DBID is retrieved from Datacom Datadictionary.

• data-name
Identifies an alphanumeric COBOL data-name identifying the desired database. When data-name is coded, it must
contain a valid DBID at run time. (Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLgenerates the MOVE statement to move data-
name to the request area.)

Notes:

• The physical sequential format cannot be referenced with the FOR Statement.
• See the LOCATE PHYSICAL and READ PHYSICAL statements for more information about the physical sequential

processing.

Example:

In the following example, the Datacom Datadictionary dataview STD-1 is designated for physical access in the application
program. STUDENT is the dataview name coded in the application program.

DATAVIEW STUDENT DICTIONARY 

   NAME IS STD-1 

   ACCESS IS PHYSICAL.

Procedure Division - PD
Use the left navigation pane or the following links to view the parts of the Procedure Division used in Program
Development.
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ABEND
The ABEND statement terminates the program by causing a user abend with a user-specified return code.

Format:

ABEND literal {DUMP  } 

              {NODUMP}    

• literal
Indicates a 5-character literal or 1-to-4-digit numeric literal that identifies the ABEND return code.

• DUMP
Produces a dump when the abend is generated.

• NODUMP
Does not produce a dump. NODUMP is the default.

Example:

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   . . . 

   ABEND 'U4095'. 

   ABEND 4095 DUMP. 

   ABEND 'ABND1' NODUMP.

CLOSE
The CLOSE statement is issued after processing is completed for the user requirements table. As with the OPEN
statement, CLOSE is required when processing with a URT specifying OPEN=USER.

Format:

CLOSE

Example:

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   ENTER-DATACOM-DB. 

   OPEN. 

   FOR EACH STUDENT RECORD 

    WHERE (STD1-STUDENT-SEX EQ 'M') 

    COUNT IN TOTAL-MALES 

     DISPLAY STUDENT-MAJOR 

    WHEN END 

     DISPLAY 'NUMBER OF MALE STUDENTS =>', 

TOTAL-MALES. 

   CLOSE. 

   GOBACK.

DELETE
The DELETE statement deletes a record and and its corresponding index key values.

Format:
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DELETE dataview-name

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined in the Data Division.

• Prerequisite Statements:
FOR (with the HOLD clause)
READ AND HOLD
READ AND HOLD PREVIOUS
READ NEXT AND HOLD WITHIN RANGE
READ NEXT DUPLICATE AND HOLD
READ PHYSICAL
READ SEQUENTIAL

Notes:

• Before a record can be deleted, the record must be read with exclusive control, and the table from which the record is
deleted must be defined in the User Requirements Table as a table which can be updated.

• A DELETE can fail even when a record has been successfully held under exclusive control. This failure is true when
the DELETE is issued from a CICS program. If a DELETE fails, error processing can destroy the prerequisites on
which a subsequent FOR, LOCATE NEXT, or READ NEXT statement depends. To prevent an error from destroying
the prerequisites, save the request area before the DELETE and restore it afterwards.

Example:

DATA DIVISION. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION

   . . . . 

DATAVIEW ENROLLMENT 

   DICTIONARY NAME IS DD-ENR-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS STDYC. 

   . . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   READ AND HOLD ENROLLMENT 

    WHERE STDYC = '1214552222MATH101' 

   DELETE ENROLLMENT

ENTER-DATACOM-DB
Use the ENTER-DATACOM-DB statement for batch processing only. In CICS, the CICS Service Facility opens the User
Requirements Tables.

Format:

ENTER-DATACOM-DB

Notes:
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• When an application program is a subroutine of Datacom/DB at run time, the ENTER-DATACOM-DB statement is
required. This statement provides the entry point ('DBMSCBL') that the Datacom/DB URT uses to transfer control to
the program. Also, specify ENTRY BEGIN in the link-edit step for programs that are subprograms to the URT.

• If an application program is the main program and the Datacom/DB URT functions as a subprogram at run time,
OPEN=USER must be specified in the URT. In addition, one or more URTs must be opened and closed by the program
(see the OPEN and CLOSE statements.)

Example:

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   ... 

   ENTER-DATACOM-DB.

FOR Statements
The FOR Statement allows data selection that is based on multiple criteria and can order the set of records before
returning them to the application program. After the set has been processed, processing can continue with the WHEN
END, WHEN ERROR, and WHEN NONE clauses.

FOR statements have two formats:

• Format 1 is for programs using conventional COBOL.
• Format 2 is for programs using the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Structured Programming Facility.

Notes:

• FOR statements are only valid for the set-at-a-time processing. When FOR Statement processing terminates, the
resources that are required to build the set of records matching the selection criteria are released. Exclusive control for
the last set is released when it is in effect.

• The FOR Statement can be nested in a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Structured Programming Facility program.
The FOR statement cannot be nested in a conventional COBOL program.

• Sometimes the FOR Statement is used with conventional COBOL, and a GO TO statement is executed subordinate to
a WHERE, WHEN END, WHEN ERROR, or WHEN NONE clause. In this case, the programmer must use the FREE
SET statement to release resources.

FOR Statement Format 1 - Conventional COBOL

FOR {EACH  {                       } }     

    {FIRST {record-count-identifier} }

    {ANY   {record-count-literal   } } 

    {      {                       } } 

   

    dataview-name {RECORD } 

                  {RECORDS}   

    

    [WHERE (condition)]

   

   [HOLD {RECORD } ]

   [     {RECORDS} ] 

   [               ] 

   

   [COUNT IN retrieval-count-identifier]  
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   [ORDER [UNIQUE] RECORDS ON                 ]

   [ { [          ]                     }     ] 

   [ { [ASCENDING ]                     }     ]

   [ { [DESCENDING] dataview-identifier } ... ]

    

    [imperative-statement-1] ... 

   

   [WHEN END                    ]

   [ imperative-statement-2 ... ] 

   

   [WHEN ERROR                  ] 

   [ imperative-statement-3 ... ] 

   

   [WHEN NONE                   ] 

   [ imperative-statement-4 ... ] . 

NOTE
A period is required to terminate the FOR Statement.

• EACH
Means that every record matching the selection criteria is to be retrieved for processing.

• FIRST
Means that the first n records from the ordered set matching the selection criteria are to be retrieved. If the ORDER
Clause is omitted, the FIRST or ANY clause selects the same set of records. If the ORDER BY clause is coded
with FOR FIRST n RECORDS, all records matching the selection criteria are identified, sorted, and then up to n are
retrieved.

• ANY
Means that any n records matching the selection criteria are to be retrieved. If the ORDER Clause is omitted, the
FIRST or ANY clause selects the same set of records. When FOR ANY n RECORDS is coded, n records matching the
selection criteria are identified, sorted, and returned for processing.

• record-count-identifier
For the FIRST and ANY clauses, the record counter can be a data item, which cannot be defined within the dataview
referenced by the FOR Statement. Do not include a count identifier when the EACH clause is specified.

• record-count-literal
For the FIRST and ANY clauses, the record counter can be a numeric literal specified as a non-zero positive integer.
Do not include a count literal when the EACH clause is specified.

• dataview-name
Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary dataview (from Format 1 of the DATAVIEW Statement).

• WHERE
Specifies the selection criteria a record must satisfy to be retrieved by the FOR Statement.

• (condition)
Indicates a COBOL complex condition enclosed in parentheses. CLASS, SIGN, and CONDITION-NAME conditions
are excluded. AND and OR can be used to relate simple conditions (subject, relation, object); NOT can be used to
negate a condition or relation. For more information about the WHERE condition, See the following Note.

• HOLD RECORD(S)
Assigns exclusive control. Code this clause if records are to be updated or deleted.

• COUNT IN
Returns a count of the number of records satisfying the selection criteria.

• retrieval-count-identifier
Indiates a numeric data-item in which the record count is placed.

• ORDER...RECORDS ON
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Specifies the sequence in which records are retrieved.
• UNIQUE

Means that only the first record of a group of duplicate records is to be retrieved.
• ASCENDING

Means the upward ordering of retrieved records. This ordering can be repeated for multiple fields and is the default.
• DESCENDING

Means the downward ordering of retrieved records. This ordering can be repeated for multiple fields.
• dataview-identifier

Indicates a data-item defined in the dataview workarea.
• imperative-statement-1

Indicates a statement executed for each record returned without error.
• WHEN END

Precedes the statements to be executed at the end condition.
• imperative-statement-2

Indicates executed when all records have been retrieved, after which the FOR Statement releases temporary indexes
and exclusive control and terminates.

• WHEN ERROR
Precedes the procedural statements to be executed when there is an error condition. To determine an error condition,
examine the DB-STATUS-CODE fields (DB-CBS-ERROR-CODE) for a CBS return code. For more information about
FOR Statement error processing. see the Note.

• imperative-statement-3
Indicates executed when an error condition has been detected, regardless of whether any records have been
retrieved. The FOR Statement then releases temporary indexes and exclusive control and terminates. FOR Statement
processing can resume if the error indication is cleared by setting the generated field dataview-name-ERROR-CODE
field equal to spaces. Processing then resumes with the next record when one exists.

• WHEN NONE
Precedes the statements to be executed when no records satisfy the selection criteria.

• imperative-statement-4
is executed when there are no records to retrieve, after which the FOR Statement releases temporary indexes and
exclusive control and terminates.

• . (period)
A period (.) terminates the FOR Statement. For more information about terminating the FOR Statement, see the Notes.

NOTE
With conventional COBOL, to nest FOR statements, use the PERFORM...THRU statement.

If the FOR Statement is used with conventional COBOL, and a GO TO statement is executed subordinate to a WHERE,
WHEN END, WHEN ERROR, or WHEN NONE clause, release resources with the FREE SET statement.

WHERE  condition :

A subject must be the data-name of a field in the dataview workarea; an object can be a data-name, literal, figurative
constant, or an arithmetic expression. The object must be compatible with its subject.

When an object is a data item within the same dataview, the object must have the same PICTURE and USAGE
characteristics as the subject.

When the object is not defined within the dataview that the FOR Statement references, compatibility is determined by
conforming to the rules for COBOL data movement.

Relation                        (and Short Forms)

 

IS EQUAL TO                     (IS = TO, EQ)
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IS LESS THAN                    (IS < THAN, LT)

IS GREATER THAN                 (IS > THAN, GT)

IS NOT EQUAL TO                 (IS NOT = TO, NE)

IS NOT LESS THAN                (IS NOT < THAN, NL)

IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO     (> OR =, NL, GE)

IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN     (= OR >, >=, =>)

IS NOT GREATER THAN             (IS NOT > THAN, NG)

IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO        (< OR =, NG, LE)

IS EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN        (= OR <, <=, =<)

The WHEN clauses are mutually exclusive and optional. The FOR Statement terminates if the terminating condition (END,
ERROR, or NONE) occurs. If WHEN NONE is omitted and there are no records to process, the WHEN END clause is
executed.

FOR Statement Error Processing

Use the group data item DB-STATUS-CODE to report FOR Statement errors. DB-STATUS-CODE contains the error
information for the most recent database call and is accurate for a given FOR Statement during WHEN END or WHEN
ERROR processing only.

DB-STATUS-CODE is initialized as follows:

01 DB-STATUS-CODE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(21) VALUE 'CBS DATAVIEW STATUS: '.

   02 DB-DATAVIEW-NAME PIC X(30) VALUE SPACE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '.

   02 DB-SL-NUMBER PIC X(06) VALUE SPACE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '. 

   02 DB-DL-FOR-STATUS PIC X(02) VALUE SPACE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '. 

   02 DB-ERROR-CODE PIC X(02) VALUE SPACE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '. 

   02 DB-CBS-ERROR-CODE PIC X(03) VALUE SPACE.

The DB-STATUS-CODE fields are:

• DB-DATAVIEW-NAME
Identifies the dataview used by the FOR Statement.

• DB-SL-NUMBER
Indicates the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLsequence number.

• DB-DL-FOR-STATUS
Contains an error code for the following FOR Statement error conditions. When a FOR Statement nesting error occurs,
DB-DL-FOR-STATUS is initialized with NE to indicate a nesting error; this error results when concurrent access of the
same dataview by more than one FOR Statement is attempted. When a FOR FIRST/ANY error occurs, DB-DL-FOR-
STATUS is set to FA; this error occurs when the value of the record-count-identifier has become negative.

• DB-ERROR-CODE
Contains the Datacom/DB return code. This field contains 14 when an end-of-file condition exists or when no records
were found. When a Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) error occurs, DB-ERROR-CODE is set to 91. DB-CBS-
ERROR-CODE contains the CBS error code when DB-ERROR-CODE = 91. For more information about return codes,
see Datacom/DB Return Codes.

FOR Statement Termination

If you are coding nested FOR statements, certain fields under the group items dataview-name-STATUS-DATA and
dataview-name-REQUEST-AREA--where dataview-name is designated by the programmer in the DATAVIEW Statement--
are tested during error processing. As a general rule, the fields within these group items should not be modified by your
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program. Because they are used internally during FOR Statement processing, altering the STATUS-DATA and REQUEST-
AREA fields during execution of the FOR Statement causes unpredictable results.

An exception to this rule is when it has been determined that processing can continue after a FOR Statement error
occurs. Typically, the FOR Statement terminates when any error occurs. It is possible to continue processing after an error
when the field dataview-name-ERROR-CODE is reset to spaces.

This approach is a useful response to CBS error 103. The description for this error is:

invalid data in record field; e.g., binary zeros in packed field

When the error is CBS error 103, an error procedure can evaluate or edit the record content and determine whether the
FOR terminate or continues. If you want the FOR processing to continue, dataview-name-ERROR-CODE must be cleared
to spaces by a statement in the WHEN ERROR clause.

When FOR Statement processing terminates, the resources that are required to build the set of records matching the
selection criteria are released. Exclusive control for the last set that is retrieved is released when it is in effect.

Example:

Provide a total of all male students and display those students with GPAs that are greater than 2.0:

77 TOTAL-MALES PIC 9(05) 

. . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   ENTER-DATACOM-DB. 

   OPEN. 

   FOR EACH STUDENT RECORD 

    WHERE (STUDENT-SEX EQ 'M') 

    COUNT IN TOTAL-MALES 

    IF STUDENT-GPA > 2.0 

    DISPLAY STUDENT-NAME STUDENT-MAJOR 

    ENDIF 

   WHEN END 

    DISPLAY 'NUMBER OF MALE STUDENTS =>', TOTAL-MALES. 

   CLOSE. 

   GOBACK.

FOR Statement Format 2 - Structured COBOL

FOR {EACH  {                      }  } 

   {FIRST {record-count-identifier}  }

   {ANY   {record-count-literal   }  }

   

   dataview-name {RECORD }                      

                 {RECORDS}  

    

   [WHERE (condition)]  

                           

   [HOLD {RECORD } ]       

   [     {RECORDS} ]  

                                                  

   [COUNT IN retrieval-count-identifier]  
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   [ORDER [UNIQUE] RECORDS ON                 ]       

   [ { [          ]                     }     ]       

   [ { [ASCENDING ]                     }     ]      

   [ { [DESCENDING] dataview-identifier } ... ]      

   [ { [          ]                     }     ]   

                                                            

         [process-1] ...      

                            

   [WHEN END         ]       

   [    process-2 ...]  

                                                         

   [WHEN ERROR       ]       

   [    process-3 ...]  

                                                         

   [WHEN NONE        ]      

   [    process-4 ...]  

                              

 ENDFOR 

• EACH
Indicates that every record matching the selection criteria is to be retrieved for processing.

• FIRST
Indicates that the first n records from the ordered set matching the selection criteria are to be retrieved. If the ORDER
Clause is omitted, the FIRST or ANY clause selects the same set of records. If the ORDER BY clause is coded with
FOR FIRST n RECORDS, records matching the selection criteria are identified, sorted, and then up to n are retrieved.

• ANY
Indicates that any n records matching the selection criteria are to be retrieved. If the ORDER Clause is omitted, the
FIRST or ANY clause selects the same set of records. When FOR ANY n RECORDS is coded, n records matching the
selection criteria are identified, sorted, and returned for processing.

• record-count-identifier
For the FIRST and ANY clauses, the record counter can be a data item, which cannot be defined within the dataview
referenced by the FOR Statement. Do not include a count identifier when the EACH clause is specified.

• record-count-literal
For the FIRST and ANY clauses, the record counter can be a numeric literal specified as a non-zero positive integer.
Do not include a count literal when the EACH clause is specified.

• dataview-name
Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary dataview (from Format 1 of the DATAVIEW Statement).

• WHERE
Specifies the selection criteria a record must satisfy to be retrieved by the FOR Statement.

• (condition)

Indicates a COBOL complex condition enclosed in parentheses. CLASS, SIGN, and CONDITION-NAME conditions are
excluded. AND and OR can be used to relate simple conditions (subject, relation, object); NOT can be used to negate a
condition or relation. For more information about the WHERE condition, see the Note.

• HOLD RECORD(S)
Assigns exclusive control. Code this clause if records are to be updated or deleted.

• COUNT IN
Returns a count of the number of records satisfying the selection criteria.

• retrieval-count-identifier
Indicates a numeric data-item in which the record count is placed.

• ORDER...RECORDS ON
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Specifies the sequence in which records are retrieved.
• UNIQUE

Indicates that only the first record of a group of duplicate records is to be retrieved.
• ASCENDING

Indicates the upward ordering of retrieved records, which can be repeated for multiple fields. This value is the default.
• DESCENDING

Indicates the downward ordering of retrieved records, which can be repeated for multiple fields.
• dataview-identifier

Indicates a data-item defined in the dataview workarea.
• process-1

Indicates a statement executed for each record returned without error.
• WHEN END

Precedes the statements to be executed at the end condition.
• process-2

Executes when all records have been retrieved, after which the FOR Statement releases temporary indexes and
exclusive control and terminates.

• WHEN ERROR
Precedes the procedural statements to be executed when there is an error condition. To determine an error condition,
examine the DB-STATUS-CODE fields (DB-CBS-ERROR-CODE) for a CBS return code. For more information about
FOR Statement error processing, see the Note.

• process-3
Executes when an error condition has been detected, regardless of whether any records have been retrieved. The
FOR Statement then releases temporary indexes and exclusive control and terminates. FOR Statement processing
can resume if the error indication is cleared by setting the generated field dataview-name-ERROR-CODE field equal to
spaces. Processing then resumes with the next record, if one exists.

• WHEN NONE
Precedes the statements to be executed when no records satisfy the selection criteria.

• process-4
Executes when there are no records to retrieve, after which the FOR Statement releases temporary indexes and
exclusive control and terminates.

• ENDFOR
Terminates the FOR Statement. For more information about terminating the FOR Statement, see the Note.

Note:

WHERE  condition :

A subject must be the data-name of a field in the dataview work area; an object can be a data-name, literal, figurative
constant, or an arithmetic expression. The object must be compatible with its subject.

When an object is a data item within the same dataview, the object must have the same PICTURE and USAGE
characteristics as the subject.

When the object is not defined within the dataview that is referenced by the FOR Statement, compatibility is determined
by conforming to the rules for COBOL data movement:

Relation                        (and Short Forms)

 

IS EQUAL TO                     (IS = TO, EQ)

IS LESS THAN                    (IS < THAN, LT)

IS GREATER THAN                 (IS > THAN, GT)

IS NOT EQUAL TO                 (IS NOT = TO, NE)
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IS NOT LESS THAN                (IS NOT < THAN, NL)

IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO     (> OR =, NL, GE)

IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN     (= OR >, >=, =>)

IS NOT GREATER THAN             (IS NOT > THAN, NG)

IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO        (< OR =, NG, LE)

IS EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN        (= OR <, <=, =<)

 

The WHEN clauses are mutually exclusive and optional. The FOR Statement terminates if the terminating condition (END,
ERROR, or NONE) occurs.

If WHEN NONE is omitted and there are no records to process, the WHEN END clause is executed.

FOR Statement Error Processing:

Use the group data item DB-STATUS-CODE to report FOR Statement errors. DB-STATUS-CODE contains the error
information for the most recent database call and is accurate for a given FOR Statement during WHEN END or WHEN
ERROR processing only.

DB-STATUS-CODE is initialized as follows:

01 DB-STATUS-CODE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(21) VALUE 'CBS DATAVIEW STATUS: '.

   02 DB-DATAVIEW-NAME PIC X(30) VALUE SPACE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '.

   02 DB-SL-NUMBER PIC X(06) VALUE SPACE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '. 

   02 DB-DL-FOR-STATUS PIC X(02) VALUE SPACE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '. 

   02 DB-ERROR-CODE PIC X(02) VALUE SPACE. 

   02 FILLER PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '. 

   02 DB-CBS-ERROR-CODE PIC X(03) VALUE SPACE.

The DB-STATUS-CODE fields are:

• DB-DATAVIEW-NAME
Identifies the dataview used by the FOR Statement.

• DB-SL-NUMBER
Indicates the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLsequence number.

• DB-DL-FOR-STATUS
Contains an error code for the following FOR Statement error conditions. When a FOR Statement nesting error occurs,
DB-DL-FOR-STATUS is initialized with NE to indicate a nesting error; this error results when concurrent access of the
same dataview by more than one FOR Statement is attempted. When a FOR FIRST/ANY error occurs, DB-DL-FOR-
STATUS is set to FA; this error occurs when the value of the record-count-identifier has become negative.

• DB-ERROR-CODE
Contains the Datacom/DB return code. This field contains 14 when an end-of-file condition exists or when no records
were found. When a Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) error occurs, DB-ERROR-CODE is set to 91. DB-CBS-
ERROR-CODE contains the CBS error code when DB-ERROR-CODE = 91. Refer to the table in Appendix E for a
complete list of Datacom/DB return codes.

FOR Statement Termination

If you are coding nested FOR statements, certain fields under the group items dataview-name-STATUS-DATA and
dataview-name-REQUEST-AREA--where dataview-name is designated by the programmer in the DATAVIEW Statement--
are tested during error processing. Generally, your program must not modify the fields within these group items. Because
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they are used internally during FOR Statement processing, altering the STATUS-DATA and REQUEST-AREA fields during
execution of the FOR Statement causes unpredictable results.

An exception to this rule is when it has been determined that processing can continue after a FOR Statement error occurs.
Typically, the FOR Statement terminates when any error occurs. It is possible to continue processing after an error if the
field dataview-name-ERROR-CODE is reset to spaces.

This approach is a useful response to CBS error 103. The description for this error is:

invalid data in record field; e.g., binary zeros in packed field

When the error is CBS error 103, an error procedure can evaluate or edit the record content and determine if the FOR
should terminate or continue. If the FOR processing should continue, dataview-name-ERROR-CODE must be cleared to
spaces by a statement in the WHEN ERROR clause.

When FOR Statement processing terminates, the resources that are required to build the set of records matching the
selection criteria are released. Exclusive control for the last set that is retrieved is released when it is in effect.

Example:

Provide a total of all male students and display those students with GPAs that are greater than 2.0:

77 TOTAL-MALES PIC 9(05) 

. . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   ENTER-DATACOM-DB. 

   OPEN. 

   FOR EACH STUDENT RECORD 

    WHERE (STUDENT-SEX EQ 'M') 

    COUNT IN TOTAL-MALES 

    IF STUDENT-GPA > 2.0 

    DISPLAY STUDENT-NAME STUDENT-MAJOR 

    ENDIF 

   WHEN END 

    DISPLAY 'NUMBER OF MALE STUDENTS =>', TOTAL-MALES. 

   CLOSE. 

   GOBACK.

FREE Statements
The FREE statement releases records held with exclusive control. The FREE statement has three formats:

FREE ALL

The FREE ALL statement releases exclusive control of all records held in a table for the specified dataview.

Format:

FREE ALL dataview-name

• dataview-name   Indicates a valid dataview defined with a DATAVIEW Statement

Prerequisite Statements:

READ AND HOLD
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READ AND HOLD PREVIOUS

READ [NEXT] AND HOLD WITHIN RANGE

READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] AND HOLD

NOTE
This statement cannot be used with the set-at-a-time dataview.

Example:

The dataview ENROLLMENT is released from exclusive control:

DATA DIVISION. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

    . . . 

DATAVIEW ENROLLMENT 

DICTIONARY NAME IS DD-ENR-1 

   ACCESS KEYS ARE STDYC STDYR. 

   . . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   . . . 

   READ AND HOLD ENROLLMENT 

   . . . 

   FREE ALL ENROLLMENT

FREE LAST

The FREE LAST statement releases control of the last data record held for the specified dataview.

Format:

FREE LAST dataview-name

• dataview-name   Indicates a valid dataview that is defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statements:

READ AND HOLD

READ AND HOLD PREVIOUS

READ [NEXT] AND HOLD WITHIN RANGE

READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] AND HOLD

READ PHYSICAL

READ SEQUENTIAL

Example:

The dataview ENROLLMENT is released from exclusive control.

DATA DIVISION. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

   . . . 

DATAVIEW ENROLLMENT 
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   DICTIONARY NAME IS DD-ENR-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS STDYC. 

   . . . 

. 

. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   . . . 

   READ AND HOLD ENROLLMENT 

   . . . 

   FREE LAST ENROLLMENT

FREE SET

The FREE SET statement releases the resources acquired for a dataview with the set-at-a-time processing. This release
includes set definition, temporary indexes, and release of the last record that is retrieved, if exclusive control is in effect.
The statement is used when transferring control out of the FOR Statement.

Format:

FREE SET dataview-name

• dataview-name   Indicates a valid dataview that is defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statement:

FOR

Example:

The resources that are acquired for the STUDENT-INFO dataview are released when one of the student records within
the set have the last name of SMITH. Note the EXIT statement.

DATAVIEW STUDENT-INFO 

   DATADICTIONARY IS DD-STD-1. 

   . . . 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   . . . 

FOR EACH STUDENT-INFO 

   WHERE (STD-GPA < 2.0) 

   HOLD RECORD 

   IF STD-LNAME ='SMITH' 

    FREE SET STUDENT-INFO 

    EXIT 

   ELSE 

    DELETE STUDENT-INFO 

   ENDIF 

ENDFOR

LOCATE Statements
The LOCATE statement searches a Datacom/DB index for a key entry that matches a specified key value. The
statement establishes position in the index when a matching key is found. (Position in the index is established whenever
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a LOCATE or READ statement is successfully executed.) The LOCATE statement cannot be used to reference a set-at-a-
time dataview.

The LOCATE statement does not retrieve a record. To retrieve records for the application program, use the READ
statement.

LOCATE AT

LOCATE AT positions a dataview at the position of another dataview.

Format:

LOCATE dataview-name-1 AT dataview-name-2

• dataview-name-1
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

• dataview-name-2
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statements:

LOCATE AT

LOCATE NEXT [DUPLICATE/KEY]

LOCATE PREVIOUS

LOCATE WHERE

LOCATE [NEXT] WITHIN RANGE

READ [AND HOLD]

READ [AND HOLD] PREVIOUS

READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] [AND HOLD]

READ [NEXT] [AND HOLD] WITHIN RANGE

NOTE
The request area field dataview-name-RA-STATUS-CODE is set to 98 when one of the key-names in the
locating dataview is not the same as the located dataview. The field is set to 99 when the table names that are
specified in the dataviews are not identical.

Example:

A generic index search is performed with the EMPLOYEE dataview to locate the record with a key value that equals the
input file number. If the search is successful, the PAYROLL dataview is positioned at the EMPLOYEE record.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS EMP-1 

   ACCESS IS GENERIC KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER.

DATAVIEW PAYROLL 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS PAY-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER.

    . . . 

   LOCATE EMPLOYEE 

    WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EQUAL INPUT-FILE-NUMBER 
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   IF ENROLLMENT-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

    LOCATE PAYROLL AT EMPLOYEE 

   . . .

LOCATE NEXT

LOCATE NEXT locates the next index entry. LOCATE NEXT is a record-at-a-time statement.

Format:

LOCATE [NEXT] [DUPLICATE] 

              [KEY      ] dataview-name  

• DUPLICATE
Indicates that the next sequential entry containing the same key value is located. DUP is a valid abbreviation.

• KEY
Indicates that the LOCATE NEXT statement locates the next sequential key-value in the index.
If KEY is omitted, the next sequential entry in the index is returned, even if it is not the same key-value.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statements:

LOCATE AT

LOCATE NEXT [DUPLICATE/KEY]

LOCATE PREVIOUS

LOCATE WHERE

READ [AND HOLD]

READ [AND HOLD] PREVIOUS

READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] [AND HOLD]

NOTE
Depending on the format of the DATAVIEW Statement and the setup of the user requirements table, generic or
specific table searches can be implemented. For more information about generic and specific searches, see the
record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement.

Examples:

The EMPLOYEE record with a key value that equals the input file number is located. The LOCATE NEXT statement then
determines whether a record with a duplicate key value exists.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   ACCESS KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   LOCATE EMPLOYEE 

    WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EQUAL INPUT-FILE-NUMBER 

   IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES

    LOCATE NEXT DUPLICATE EMPLOYEE
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LOCATE NEXT WITHIN RANGE

LOCATE NEXT WITHIN RANGE locates the next record key value within the current range that matches or is greater than
the current key value. The statement is a record-at-a-time statement and is valid for Datacom/DB 7.5 or later.

Format:

LOCATE NEXT dataview-name WITHIN RANGE

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statement:

LOCATE WITHIN RANGE

Example:

The EMPLOYEE record with a key value nearest or matching LOW-NUMBER is located. The records falling within the
range of key values are then displayed.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS EMP-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   LOCATE EMPLOYEE WITHIN RANGE 

    WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER IS LOW-NUMBER THRU 

HIGH-NUMBER 

   LOOP 

   WHILE ENROLLMENT-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

    DISPLAY EMPLOYEE 

    LOCATE NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN RANGE 

   ENDLOOP

LOCATE PHYSICAL

The LOCATE PHYSICAL statement establishes the tablename and element list to set the start of a data area for physical
block reads. By using LOCATE PHYSICAL with READ PHYSICAL, a data area can be read in its physical sequence from
the first block through the end.

Format:

LOCATE PHYSICAL [AND HOLD] dataview-name

• AND HOLD
Indicates a clause that places exclusive control over the data area.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement. The dataview that is coded in the LOCATE
PHYSICAL statement must be defined with Format 3 of the DATAVIEW Statement; the ACCESS IS PHYSICAL clause
is required.

Notes:
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• Physical sequential processing is the faster technique for retrieving a large volume of data.
• The physical sequential statements reduce index processing by retrieving data using the physical block reads. This

technique retrieves large amounts of data efficiently (for example, for copying a Datacom/DB area to a VSAM file.)

Example:

The EMPLOYEE dataview is located and read with physical sequential processing.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS EMP-1 

   ACCESS IS PHYSICAL. 

   . . . 

   LOCATE PHYSICAL AND HOLD EMPLOYEE 

   READ PHYSICAL EMPLOYEE

LOCATE PREVIOUS

LOCATE PREVIOUS establishes position at the record key value preceding the current key value.

Format:

LOCATE PREVIOUS dataview-name

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statements:

LOCATE AT

LOCATE NEXT [DUPLICATE/KEY]

LOCATE PREVIOUS

LOCATE WHERE

READ [AND HOLD]

READ [AND HOLD] PREVIOUS

READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] [AND HOLD]

NOTE
A record key value must be successfully located before issuing LOCATE PREVIOUS. Use a LOCATE statement
or a READ statement to locate a value. When a record key matching or less than the requested value cannot be
located, a return code of 14 is returned in the field dataview-name-RA-STATUS-CODE.

Example:

An online transaction lists employee records, 20 records per screen, by the employee number. To browse through the
records, the operator enters f or b lines to skip forward or backwards, respectively. The following example shows how
LOCATE PREVIOUS can be used to scroll back one screen:

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS EMP-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER. 

   . . . 
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SCROLL-BACKWARD. 

   LOOP 20 TIMES 

    LOCATE PREVIOUS EMPLOYEE 

    IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL '14' 

       LOCATE EMPLOYEE                        Locate first record 

         WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EQUAL '00000'  if there are less 

   ENDLOOP                                    than 20 records to  

    .                                         the front of the    

    .                                         table   

    . 

DISPLAY-SCREEN. 

   READ EMPLOYEE 

   LOOP VARYING LINE-COUNT FROM 1 BY 1 THRU 20 

    MOVE CORR TOTAL-EMPLOYEE-DATA TO SCREEN (LINE-COUNT) 

    READ NEXT EMPLOYEE 

   LEAVE WHEN EMPLOYEE-STATUS-CODE EQUAL '14' 

   ENDLOOP 

LOCATE SEQUENTIAL

LOCATE SEQUENTIAL positions a dataview on a key-value in the index greater than or equal to the key-value specified
and establishes the key as the starting position for a subsequent READ SEQUENTIAL statement. This statement is valid
for batch programs only.

Format:

LOCATE SEQUENTIAL dataview-name 

          {'db-key-name-literal'}     

    WHERE { dd-key-name         } >= {'key-value-literal'  }  

          { KEY-VALUE           }    { key-value-identifier} 

• SEQUENTIAL
Fixes position on a key value in the index that is greater than or equal to the key value specified and establishes the
key as the starting position for a succeeding OBTAIN SEQUENTIAL statement. SEQ is a valid abbreviation.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

• WHERE
Identifies the qualifier for the requested access.

• db-key-name-literal
Indicates a 2-character to 5-character literal that specifies the Datacom/DB key name.

• dd-key-name
Indicates the valid Datacom Datadictionary key name of the dataview to be accessed.

• KEY-VALUE
Identifies the subject qualifier as the first key specified in the DATAVIEW Statement.

• key-value-identifier
Indicates a user-defined data item containing the key value to be located.

• key-value-literal
Indicates a user-defined data item containing the key value to be located.

Notes:

• One of the following operators can be specified as the relational operator in the condition of the WHERE Clause:
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                          GREATER THAN OR EQUAL

                          GE 

                          >=

• Depending on the setup of the DATAVIEW Statement and the User Requirements Table, generic or specific table
searches can be implemented. For more information, see DATAVIEW Format 2 - Record-at-a-time.

• The advantage of sequential retrieval is that it is faster than random retrieval. However, specify native keys and
reorganize the database periodically to reduce data segmentation.

Example:

The LOCATE/READ SEQUENTIAL statements are used to increase the current rate for each record by ten percent.
This example assumes that the parameters UPDATE=YES and AUTODXC=YES (default) are specified in the User
Requirements Table.

DATAVIEW PAYROLL 

   ACCESS KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   LOCATE SEQUENTIAL PAYROLL

    WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER >= '00000'        Locate first record     

   LOOP                         in table    

    READ SEQUENTIAL PAYROLL 

   UNTIL PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL '19'  End of table for    

    MULTIPLY CURRENT-RATE BY .1 

            READ SEQUENTIAL     

        GIVING CURRENT-RATE     

    UPDATE PAYROLL 

   ENDLOOP

LOCATE WHERE

This format of the LOCATE statement establishes position at the specified key in the index or at the first key in the index
that is greater than, equal to, or less than the specified key-value.

Format:

LOCATE dataview-name

         {'db-key-name-literal'} {<=} {                     }   

   WHERE { dd-key-name         } {>=} {'key-value-literal'  }    

         { KEY-VALUE           } {= } { key-value-identifier}    

• dataview-name
Identifies a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

• WHERE
Identifies the qualifier for the requested access.

• db-key-name-literal
Identifies a 2-5 character literal that specifies a valid Datacom/DB key name.

• dd-key-name
Identifies a valid Datacom Datadictionary key name of the dataview to access.

• KEY-VALUE
Identifies the subject qualifier as the first key specified in the DATAVIEW Statement.

• key-value-identifier
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Identifies a user-defined data item containing the key value to locate.
• key-value-literal

Identifies a user-defined data item containing the key value to locate.

Notes:

• Specify one of the following relational operators in the condition of the WHERE Clause: 
EQUAL 

= 

GREATER THAN OR EQUAL 

GE 

>= 

=> 

LESS THAN OR EQUAL 

LE 

<= 

=<

• Depending on the setup of the DATAVIEW Statement and URT, generic or specific table searches can be
implemented. For more information, see DATAVIEW Format 2 - Record-at-a-time.

Example:

The EMPLOYEE record with a key value nearest or matching LOW-NUMBER is retrieved. The records falling within the
range of key values are then deleted.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS EMP-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   READ AND HOLD EMPLOYEE 

    WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER >= LOW-NUMBER 

   LOOP 

   WHILE ENROLLMENT-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

    DELETE EMPLOYEE 

    READ NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN RANGE 

   ENDLOOP

LOCATE WITHIN RANGE

LOCATE WITHIN RANGE locates a record key value within the specified range that is nearest or matching the specified
key value. The statement is a record-at-a-time statement and is valid for Datacom/DB 7.5 or later.

Format:

LOCATE dataview-name WITHIN RANGE

 

        {'db-key-name-literal'}     

WHERE   { dd-key-name         } IS { ident1 } THRU { ident2 }   

        { KEY-VALUE           }    { 'lit1' }      { 'lit2' }    

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

• WITHIN RANGE
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Specifies a range of key values. The WHERE Clause specifies the range of desired key values.
• WHERE

Identifies the qualifier for the requested access.
• db-key-name-literal

Indicates a 2-character to 5-character literal that specifies a valid Datacom/DB key name.
• dd-key-name

Indicates a valid Datacom Datadictionary key name of the dataview to access.
• KEY-VALUE

Identifies the subject qualifier as the first key specified in the DATAVIEW Statement.
• key-value-identifier

Indicates a user-defined data item containing the key value to locate.
• key-value-literal

Indicates a user-defined data item containing the key value to locate.
• ident1

Indicates the beginning value of the range. The value must be defined within the program and must conform to the
format of the key to be compared.

• lit1
Indicates a literal that marks the beginning value of the range. The value must be defined within the program and must
conform to the format of the key to compare.

• ident2
Indicates the ending value of the range. The value must be defined within the program and must conform to the format
of the key to be compared.

• lit2
Indicates a literal that marks the ending value of the range. The value must be defined within the program and must
conform to the format of the key to be compared.

NOTE
Depending on the setup of the DATAVIEW Statement and URT, generic or specific table searches can be
implemented. Refer to the record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement description for more information.

Example:

The EMPLOYEE record with a key value nearest or matching LOW-NUMBER is located. The records falling within the
range of key values are then displayed.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS EMP-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   LOCATE EMPLOYEE WITHIN RANGE 

    WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER IS LOW-NUMBER THRU

HIGH-NUMBER 

   LOOP 

   WHILE ENROLLMENT-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

    DISPLAY EMPLOYEE 

    LOCATE NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN RANGE 

   ENDLOOP

LOG Statements
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BACKOUT LOG

The BACKOUT LOG statement causes the reversal of all transactions for this task back to the last stable state.

Format:

BACKOUT LOG

Notes:

• The Datacom/DB logging option does not require or depend on any logging statements in your program. Therefore use
BACKOUT LOG only when you have a special need to reverse changes made by the program to the database.

• BACKOUT LOG may be used only when the logging option has been generated in the Master List and when the URT
used by the task is defined for a transaction backout. It is otherwise ignored.

Example:

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    . . . 

   BACKOUT LOG

CHECKPOINT LOG

The CHECKPOINT LOG statement causes a checkpoint record to be written to the log area. The checkpoint record
implies the task has completed all work successfully.

Format:

CHECKPOINT LOG io-area-identifier

• io-area-identifier
Specifies a programmer-coded I/O area located in the Data Division. This area contains the checkpoint record, 8 bytes
of data, which is to be written to the log area.

Notes:

• For CICS programs, the CICS Service Facility checkpoints the task before the end of the CICS task. CHECKPOINT
LOG is not necessary, but you can issue when there is a special need to implement checkpoint processing.

• For batch programs that issue many maintenance commands, a backout can take a long time. Issuing CHECKPOINT
LOG can limit the size of the transaction backout.

• CHECKPOINT LOG might only be used when the logging option has been generated in the Master List. It is ignored,
otherwise.

Example:

Below, CHECKPOINT LOG is issued for every 100 records that have been updated.

01 LOG-IOAREA. 

   05 LOG-ID PIC X(06) VALUE 'TESTPGM'. 

   05 LOG-NO PIC 9(03) VALUE 0. 

   . . . 

UPDATE-RECORDS. 

   READ AND HOLD EMPLOYEE 
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    WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EQUAL INPUT-EMP-ID 

   IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

    ADD 1 TO UPDATE-COUNTER 

    IF UPDATE-COUNTER > 100 

        ADD 1 TO LOG-NO CHECKPOINT  

        LOG LOG-IOAREA  

        DISPLAY ' PROCESSED ' LOG-IOAREA    

        MOVE ZEROS TO UPDATE-COUNTER    

    ENDIF 

   ENDIF

READ LOG

READ LOG retrieves records previously written to the Datacom/DB log area by the task with WRITE LOG.

Format:

READ LOG ioarea-identifier

• ioarea-identifier
Specifies a programmer-coded I/O area located in the Data Division. This area contains the length of the data read
from the first 4 bytes, followed by the data itself.

Prerequisite Statement:

WRITE LOG

Notes:

• READ LOG might only be used when the logging option has been generated in the Master List. READ LOG is ignored
if the logging option has not been generated.

• The Datacom/DB logging option does not require or depend on any logging statements in your program. Therefore
use READ LOG only when you have a special need to read data that is written to the log area with the WRITE LOG
statement.

Example:

DATA DIVISION. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

    . . . 

01 EMP-INFO. 

   . . . 

LOGGING. 

   WRITE LOG EMP-INFO 

   READ LOG EMP-INFO 

   DISPLAY EMP-INFO

WRITE LOG

WRITE LOG writes records to the Datacom/DB log area.

Format:
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WRITE LOG ioarea-identifier

• ioarea-identifier
Specifies a programmer-coded I/O area located in the Data Division. This area contains the length of the data read
from the first 4 bytes, followed by the data itself.

Notes:

• WRITE LOG might only be used when the logging option has been generated in the Master List. WRITE LOG is
ignored if the logging option has not been generated.

• The Datacom/DB logging option does not require or depend on any logging statements in your application program.
Therefore, use WRITE LOG only when you have a special need to write data to the log area.

Example:

DATA DIVISION. 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

   . . . 

01 EMP-INFO.

   . . . 

   WRITE LOG EMP-INFO

OPEN
If processing with the extended options entry point or a URT specifying OPEN=USER, the OPEN statement is required.
The OPEN statement opens the user requirements table prior to issuing other commands.

The OPEN statement is issued before any other. The CLOSE statement is issued when processing for the URT is
complete.

Format:

OPEN

Example:

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

   ENTER-DATACOM-DB 

   OPEN 

   FOR EACH STUDENT RECORD 

    WHERE (STD1-STUDENT-SEX EQ 'M') 

    COUNT IN TOTAL-MALES 

        DISPLAY STUDENT-MAJOR   

    WHEN END 

        DISPLAY 'NUMBER OF MALE STUDENTS =>', TOTAL-MALES   

   CLOSE 

   GOBACK.

READ Statements
READ is a record-at-a-time statement that retrieves records for the application program. Depending on which
READ construct you use, you can retrieve records that are currently located, retrieve a record whose key value has been
specified explicitly, or scroll through the database.
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Records can be read with exclusive control so that only one task might be deleted or updated. Because requests for
exclusive control of a record that is already held for update must wait until the release of that record, use exclusive control
for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive control at one time is
specified in the Master List.

The READ statement has seven formats:

• READ [WHERE]
Retrieves the currently located record or the record whose key value meets the WHERE condition.

• READ NEXT
Retrieves the next record whose key value is greater than or equal to the current key value.

• READ NEXT WITHIN RANGE
Retrieves the next record within the current range of key values.

• READ PHYSICAL
Retrieves the next physical record.

• READ PREVIOUS
Retrieves the next record whose key value is less than the current key value.

• READ SEQUENTIAL
Retrieves the next sequential record (fast batch technique for retrieving records sequentially).

• READ WITHIN RANGE
Retrieves the record within the specified range of key values.

READ WHERE

READ [WHERE] retrieves the currently located record or the record satisfying the WHERE condition.

Format:

READ [AND HOLD] dataview-name

 

[       {'db-key-name-literal'} {<=} {'key-value-literal'   } ]     

[ WHERE { dd-key-name         } {>=} { key-value-identifier } ]     

[       { KEY-VALUE           } {= } {'record-id-literal'   } ]     

[       { ID                  } {  } { record-id-identifier } ]     

[       { BLOCK               } {  } {'block-id-literal'    } ] 

[       {                     } {  } { block-id-identifier  } ] 

• READ
Indicates the keyword that begins the READ statement. OBTAIN is a synonym for READ.

• AND HOLD
Specifies exclusive control of a record.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

• WHERE
Specifies a condition for record retrieval. The condition identifies a subject that is less than or equal to, equal to, or
greater than or equal to an object. For more information, see the following note.

• 'db-key-name-literal'
Indicates a 2-character to 5-character Datacom/DB key name.

• dd-key-name
Indicates a valid key name that has been related to the desired dataview in Datacom Datadictionary.

• KEY-VALUE
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Indicates the first key specified in the ACCESS clause of the DATAVIEW Statement.
• ID

Specifies the record identifier.
• BLOCK

Specifies the block.
• key-value-identifier

Indicates a programmer-defined data item containing the desired key value.
• 'key-value-literal'

Indicates a programmer-defined data literal containing the desired key value.
• record-id-identifier

Indicates a programmer-defined data item containing the desired record-ID value.
• 'record-id-literal'

Indicates a programmer-defined data literal containing the desired record-ID value.
• block-id identifier

Indicates a programmer-defined data item containing the desired block-ID value.
• 'block-id-literal'

Indicates a programmer-defined data literal containing the desired block-ID value.

Prerequisite Statements:

1. For READ without the WHERE Clause:
LOCATE NEXT [DUPLICATE] [KEY]
LOCATE PREVIOUS
LOCATE [WHERE]
LOCATE WITHIN RANGE

2. For READ WHERE None

Notes:

• Specify one of the following operators as the relational operator in the WHERE condition:

EQUAL

= 

GREATER THAN OR EQUAL 

GE 

>= 

=> 

LESS THAN OR EQUAL 

LE 

<= 

=< 

The GREATER THAN OR EQUAL relational operator is valid for programs accessing Datacom/DB 7.5 or later.
• Both specific and generic table searches can be implemented when the WHERE condition is coded in the READ

statement. For more information, see the Record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement.

Example:

In the following example, the STUDENT-GPA of the STUDENT-ENROLLMENT dataview is updated with NEW-
STUDENT-GPA of the STUDENT-TRANS-FILE.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 

PROGRAM-ID. 

STUDUPDT. 

   . . . 
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ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

   . . . 

DATACOM SECTION. 

   ID-AREA IS ID-AREA-X. 

DATA DIVISION. 

FILE SECTION. 

FD STUDENT-TRANS-FILE 

   LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD. 

01 STUDENT-TRANS-RECORD.

   05 STUDENT-TRANS-NUMBER      PIC X(9).   

   05 STUDENT-TRANS-NAME            PIC X(15).  

   05 STUDENT-TRANS-GPA             PIC 9V99.   

   05 FILLER                    PIC X(53).  

WORKING STORAGE SECTION. 

   01 ID-AREA-X VALUE 'STUDUPDT'        PIC X(32).  

DATAVIEW STUDENT-ENROLLMENT 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS STD-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS STUDENT-ID. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

MAIN-PROCESS. 

   ENTER-DATACOM-DB 

   START DATA 

   77 FLAG MORE-TRANSACTIONS IS TRUE. 

   END DATA 

   LOOP 

    READ STUDENT-TRANS-FILE 

        AT END SET-FALSE MORE-TRANSACTIONS  

        IF END  

            SET-FALSE MORE-TRANSACTIONS     

        ENDIF   

   WHILE MORE-TRANSACTIONS 

    LOCATE STUDENT-ENROLLMENT 

        WHERE STUDENT-ID = STUDENT-TRANS-NUMBER     

    IF STUDENT-ENROLLM-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

        PERFORM UPDATE-STUDENT-ENROLLMENT   

    ENDIF 

   ENDLOOP 

   GOBACK 

UPDATE-STUDENT-ENROLLMENT. 

   READ AND HOLD STUDENT-ENROLLMENT 

   MOVE STUDENT-TRANS-GPA TO STUDENT-GPA 

   UPDATE STUDENT-ENROLLMENT 

READ NEXT

READ NEXT reads either the next data record in sequence or the next data record with the same key value (READ NEXT
DUPLICATE). Position must be established in the database before this statement can be processed successfully.

Format:

READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] [AND HOLD] dataview-name
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• READ
Indicates the keyword that begins the READ statement. OBTAIN is a synonym for READ.

• DUPLICATE
Indicates the next data record that has the same key value. DUP is an abbreviation for DUPLICATE.

• AND HOLD
Specifies exclusive control of a record.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statements:

LOCATE AT

LOCATE NEXT [DUPLICATE/KEY]

LOCATE PREVIOUS

LOCATE WHERE

READ [AND HOLD] WHERE

READ [AND HOLD] PREVIOUS

READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] [AND HOLD]

READ [AND HOLD] [NEXT] WITHIN RANGE

Example:

The records matching the input employee number are deleted from the table containing records of the dependents of each
employee.

DATAVIEW DEPENDENT 

   KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   READ AND HOLD DEPENDENT 

    WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EQUAL INPUT-NUMBER 

   LOOP 

    DELETE DEPENDENT 

   WHILE DEPENDENT-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

    READ NEXT DUPLICATE AND HOLD DEPENDENT 

   ENDLOOP

READ NEXT WITHIN RANGE

READ NEXT WITHIN RANGE retrieves the next record with a key value matching or greater than the current key value.

Format:

READ [AND HOLD] NEXT dataview-name WITHIN RANGE

• READ
Indicates the keyword that begins the READ statement. OBTAIN is a synonym for READ.

• AND HOLD
Specifies exclusive control of a record.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.
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Prerequisite Statements:

LOCATE AT

LOCATE NEXT [DUPLICATE/KEY]

LOCATE PREVIOUS

LOCATE [NEXT] WITHIN RANGE

LOCATE WHERE

READ [AND HOLD] WHERE

READ [AND HOLD] PREVIOUS

READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] [AND HOLD]

READ [AND HOLD] [NEXT] WITHIN RANGE

NOTE
This statement is valid for Datacom/DB 7.5 or later.

Example:

In the following example, records within a range of student IDs are deleted.

DATAVIEW STUDENT-ENROLLMENT 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS STD-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS STUDENT-ID. 

   . . . 

   LOCATE STUDENT-ENROLLMENT WITHIN RANGE 

    WHERE STUDENT-ID IS '666666666' THRU '777777777' 

   LOOP 

    READ AND HOLD NEXT STUDENT-ENROLLMENT WITHIN RANGE 

    IF STUDENT-ENROLLM-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

        DELETE STUDENT-ENROLLMENT   

    ELSE 

        ESCAPE  

    ENDIF 

   ENDLOOP

READ PHYSICAL

The READ PHYSICAL statement reads data areas by physical block. The dataview to read must be specified with Format
3 of the DATAVIEW Statement and must have been set with the LOCATE PHYSICAL statement.

Format:

READ PHYSICAL dataview-name

• READ
Indicates the keyword that begins the READ statement. OBTAIN is a synonym for READ.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statements:
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LOCATE PHYSICAL [AND HOLD]

READ PHYSICAL

NOTE

LOCATE and READ PHYSICAL represent a faster technique for retrieving a large volume of data. This is
because they reduce index processing by retrieving data using physical block reads. Thus this technique
retrieves large amounts of data efficiently. For example, for copying a Datacom/DB area to a VSAM file within a
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Datacom/DB Facility program.

Example:

The EMPLOYEE dataview is located and read with physical sequential processing.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS EMP-1 

   ACCESS IS PHYSICAL. 

   . . . 

   LOCATE PHYSICAL AND HOLD EMPLOYEE 

   READ PHYSICAL EMPLOYEE

READ PREVIOUS

READ PREVIOUS (for Datacom/DB or later) retrieves the record preceding the current key value. Position must be
established in the database before this statement can be processed successfully.

Format:

READ [AND HOLD] PREVIOUS dataview-name

• READ
Indicates the keyword that begins the READ statement. OBTAIN is a synonym for READ.

• AND HOLD
Specifies exclusive control of a record.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statements:

LOCATE AT

LOCATE NEXT [DUPLICATE/KEY]

LOCATE PREVIOUS

LOCATE [NEXT] WITHIN RANGE

LOCATE WHERE

READ [AND HOLD]

READ [AND HOLD] PREVIOUS

READ NEXT [DUPLICATE] [AND HOLD]

READ [AND HOLD] [NEXT] WITHIN RANGE

Notes:
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• In comparison with the forward processing statements, READ PREVIOUS uses more CPU time. More I/O is also
required during block transition.

• READ PREVIOUS also releases control of the previous record that is read for update when specifications in the User
Requirements Table (AUTODXC=YES and UPDATE=YES) require it to do so.

Example:

An adjustment is added unilaterally to each employee PAYROLL record. READ PREVIOUS is used to process the
PAYROLL records from the last to the first by descending employee number.

DATAVIEW PAYROLL 

   KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   READ AND HOLD PAYROLL 

    WHERE PAYROLL-NUMBER EQUAL '99999' 

   LOOP 

    ADD ADJUSTMENT TO EMP-YTD-PAY 

    UPDATE PAYROLL 

    DISPLAY EMP-NAME ' ' 

         EMP-YTD-PAY    

    READ AND HOLD PREVIOUS PAYROLL 

   UNTIL PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL '14' Record not found 

   ENDLOOP

READ SEQUENTIAL

READ SEQUENTIAL retrieves records from a table sequentially, starting at a key established in a previous LOCATE
SEQUENTIAL or READ SEQUENTIAL statement.

Format:

READ SEQUENTIAL dataview-name

• READ
Indicates the keyword that begins the READ statement. OBTAIN is a synonym for READ.

• SEQUENTIAL
Indicates that the next record in a table is to be retrieved. SEQ is an abbreviation for SEQUENTIAL.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

Prerequisite Statement:

LOCATE SEQUENTIAL

READ SEQUENTIAL

Notes:
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• This statement is valid for batch programs only.
• If the URT parameter UPDATE=YES, READ SEQUENTIAL obtains exclusive control of a record automatically. If the

URT parameter AUTODXC=YES, exclusive control is released automatically when a subsequent UPDATE or DELETE
statement is processed.

• For fastest sequential retrieval, specify the native key in the ACCESS clause of the DATAVIEW Statement for the
dataview accessed by READ SEQUENTIAL.

• A LOCATE SEQUENTIAL must  precede the first READ SEQUENTIAL for a table.

Example:

The LOCATE/READ SEQUENTIAL statements are used to increase the current rate for each PAYROLL record by ten
percent. This example assumes that the parameters UPDATE=YES and AUTODXC=YES (default) are specified in the
User Requirements Table.

DATAVIEW PAYROLL 

   ACCESS KEY IS EMPLOYEE-NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   LOCATE SEQUENTIAL PAYROLL 

    WHERE EMPLOYEE-NUMBER >= '00000' Locate first record 

   LOOP                     in table    

    READ SEQUENTIAL PAYROLL 

   UNTIL PAYROLL-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL '19' End of table for 

    MULTIPLY CURRENT-RATE BY .1        READ SEQUENTIAL  

                    GIVING CURRENT-RATE     

    UPDATE PAYROLL 

   ENDLOOP

READ WITHIN RANGE

READ WITHIN RANGE retrieves a record with a key value within the specified range. The statement is a record-at-a-time
statement and is valid for Datacom/DB 7.5 or later.

Format:

READ [AND HOLD] dataview-name WITHIN RANGE

 

        {'db-key-name-literal'}     

WHERE   { dd-key-name         } IS { ident1 } THRU { ident2 }   

        { KEY-VALUE           }    { 'lit1' }      { 'lit2' }

• READ
Indicates the keyword that begins the READ statement. OBTAIN is a synonym for READ.

• AND HOLD
Specifies exclusive control of a record.
– db-key-name-literal 

Indicates a 2-character to 5-character literal that specifies a valid Datacom/DB key name.
– dd-key-name 

Indicates a valid Datacom Datadictionary key name of the dataview to access.
– KEY-VALUE 

Identifies the subject qualifier as the first key specified in the DATAVIEW Statement.
– key-value-identifier 
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Indicates a user-defined data item containing the key value to locate.
– key-value-literal 

Indicates a user-defined data item containing the key value to locate.
– ident1 

Indicates the beginning value of the range. The value must be defined within the program and must conform to the
format of the key to be compared.

– lit1 
Indicates a literal that marks the beginning value of the range. The value must be defined within the program and
must conform to the format of the key to compare.

– ident2 
Indicates the ending value of the range. The value must be defined within the program and must conform to the
format of the key to be compared.

– lit2 
Indicates a literal that marks the ending value of the range. The value must be defined within the program and must
conform to the format of the key to be compared.

NOTE
Depending on the setup of the DATAVIEW Statement and URT, generic or specific table searches can be
implemented. Refer to the record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement description for more information.

Example:

In the following example, all records in the range that is specified in the WHERE Clause are deleted.

DATAVIEW STUDENT-ENROLLMENT 

   DATADICTIONARY NAME IS STD-1 

   ACCESS KEY IS STUDENT-ID. 

   . . . 

   LOOP 

    READ AND HOLD STUDENT-ENROLLMENT WITHIN RANGE 

        WHERE STUDENT-ID IS '666666666' THRU '777777777'    

    IF STUDENT-ENROLLM-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

        DELETE STUDENT-ENROLLMENT   

    ELSE 

        ESCAPE  

    ENDIF 

   ENDLOOP

RECONSTRUCT Statement
The Dynamic RQA is built by coding a RECONSTRUCT Statement in the COBOL program, as shown here. This
statement is coded in the PROCEDURE DIVISION logically preceding the associated FOR Statement.

The RECONSTRUCT Statement lets you dynamically resolve the Request Qualification Area with information that
becomes available only at program execution time.

Format:

RECONSTRUCT REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA

   

     FOR DATAVIEW dataview-name
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     USING QUALIFICATION EXPRESSION FOUND IN data-name

 

• dataview-name
Identifies the name of the DATAVIEW associated with the FOR Statement in your Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL program.

• data-name
Identifies the name of the data area in your COBOL program. The data-name contains a Qualification Statement
Image (QSI) that specifies the criteria for ordering and selecting records. The QSI can have a WHERE Clause, an
ORDER Clause, or both.

NOTE
A DATAVIEW named on a RECONSTRUCT Statement can have only one FOR Statement associated with it.No
restriction exists on the number of RECONSTRUCT Statements naming the same DATAVIEW.

For more information about using the RECONSTRUCT Statement, see Dynamic Request Qualification Area.

REWRITE
REWRITE modifies data elements in a specified table. REWRITE is a synonym for UPDATE.

Format:

REWRITE dataview-name

   FROM alternate-work-area-identifier

• dataview-name
Specifies a Datacom/DB dataview located in the Data Division.

• FROM
Specifies an alternate workarea.

• alternate-work-area-identifier
Identifies a user-defined name for an alternate Datacom/DB workarea or record description.

Prerequisite Statements:

FOR (with the HOLD clause)

READ AND HOLD

READ AND HOLD PREVIOUS

READ NEXT AND HOLD WITHIN RANGE

READ NEXT DUPLICATE AND HOLD

READ PHYSICAL

READ SEQUENTIAL

Notes:
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• Before a record can be updated with REWRITE, it must be read with exclusive control.
• The master key for a record can only be changed if the Datacom/DB Directory Master Key is defined to allow updating.

If a table is defined to disallow changes in the Master Key value, an attempt to update the Master Key results in a
Datacom/DB return code of 11.

• A REWRITE might fail even when a record has been successfully held under exclusive control. This failing is
true when the REWRITE is issued from a CICS program. If a REWRITE fails, error processing might destroy the
prerequisites on which a subsequent FOR, LOCATE NEXT, or READ NEXT statement depends. To prevent an error
from destroying the prerequisites, save the request area before the REWRITE and restore it afterwards.

Example:

The EMPLOYEE records are changed to reflect the new addresses provided from an input file.

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   ACCESS KEY IS NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   READ AND HOLD EMPLOYEE 

    WHERE NUMBER EQUAL INPUT-NUMBER 

   IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE EQUAL SPACES 

    MOVE INPUT-NEW-ADDRESS TO EMPLOYEE-ADDRESS 

    REWRITE ENROLLMENT 

   ELSE 

    DISPLAY "NO EMPLOYEE RECORD FOUND FOR " 

INPUT-RECORD 

   ENDIF 

   . . .

SKIP
SKIP positions to the nth record within a record set. SKIP is a set-at-a-time statement and is valid for Datacom/DB 10.0 or
later.

Format 1:

SKIP dataview-name {FORWARD  } <BY> dataname/literal <RECORDS> 

                   {BACKWARD }    

Format 2:

        {FIRST} dataview-name <RECORD>  

SKIP TO {LAST } 

        {SAME } 

• SKIP
Indicates the keyword that begins the SKIP statement.

• SKIP TO
Identifies the keywords that begin the SKIP TO statement.

• dataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW statement.

• FORWARD - BACKWARD
Identifies the direction to SKIP in the format 1.

• BY
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Indicates an optional keyword.
• dataname/literal

Specifies the number of records to SKIP for format 1.
• RECORD(s)

Indicates an optional keyword.
• FIRST LAST SAME

Indicates the record to SKIP for format 2.

SET TEST OPTIONS
The SET TEST OPTIONS statement sets the test option switch for diagnostic execution.

Format:

SET TEST OPTIONS {=       } {''hex-literal''    }   

                 {EQUAL TO} {figurative-constant}    

• hex-literal
Specifies a string of two hexadecimal digits (0-F) bounded by pairs of apostrophes. The two digits represent one
hexadecimal character. The two-digit representation is converted during translation to the proper one-character binary
configuration.
– ''40''

Means to dump the Master List area, which includes all buffers, at the end of each request.
– ''02''

Means to dump each request to read or write a data item, to expand the buffer, or to gain or release exclusive
control.

– ''42''
Combines the above requests.

• figurative-constant
Specifies one of the COBOL fixed data-names:
ZERO
ZEROS
ZEROES
SPACE
SPACES
HIGH-VALUE
HIGH-VALUES
LOW-VALUE
LOW-VALUES

Example:

The Master List area is dumped when a read for exclusive control fails for a reason other than the end-of-file condition.

. . . 

READ AND HOLD EMPLOYEE 

   WHERE NUMBER EQUAL INPUT-NUMBER 

IF EMPLOYEE-RA-STATUS-CODE NOT EQUAL SPACES OR '14' 

   SET TEST OPTIONS EQUAL TO ''42'' 

   READ AND HOLD EMPLOYEE 

    WHERE NUMBER EQUAL INPUT-NUMBER 

   SET TEST OPTIONS EQUAL TO ZERO 
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ENDIF

WRITE
WRITE adds records to a table.

Format:

WRITE dataview-name FROM alternate-work-area-identifier

• WRITE
Indicates the keyword that begins the WRITE statement. INSERT is a synonym for WRITE.

• Idataview-name
Indicates a valid dataview defined with the DATAVIEW Statement.

• FROM
Specifies an alternate workarea.

• alternate-work-area-identifier
Indicates a user-defined name for an alternate Datacom/DB workarea or record description.

Notes:

• If the table in which the record is to be added is defined to disallow records with duplicate Master Key values, an
attempt to add a record with a Master Key value that already exists is rejected with a Datacom/DB error code of 10.

• Not all elements in a record need be added. Datacom/DB  fills elements of the record that is not specified in the
request with spaces, so be sure to initialize numeric fields. If specific key values are to be added to the index with the
record, include the key in the elements being added.

• If a WRITE fails, error processing might destroy the prerequisites upon which a subsequent statement depends. To
prevent an error from destroying the prerequisites, save the request area before the WRITE and restore it afterwards.

Example:

A new record is added to the employee table:

DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

   ACCESS KEY IS NUMBER. 

   . . . 

   WRITE EMPLOYEE 

    FROM WS-NEW-EMPLOYEE-RECORD

MetaCOBOL Statements and Datacom/DB Commands
The first table lists Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL statements and their associated Datacom/DB commands. The
second table lists Datacom/DB commands and their associated Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL statements.

Datacom/DB Command listed by Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL statement.

MetaCOBOL Statement Datacom/DB Command
BACKOUT LOG LOGTB
CHECKPOINT LOG LOGCP
DELETE DELET
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ENTER-DATACOM-DB ENTRY 'DBMSCBL'
FOR SELFR, SELNR, SELPR
FREE ALL RELFL
FREE ALL SETS SELPA
FREE LAST RELES
FREE SET SELPR
INSERT ADDIT
LOCATE LOCKX, LOCKY, LOCKL
LOCATE NEXT LOCNX
LOCATE NEXT DUPLICATE LOCNE
LOCATE NEXT KEY LOCNK
LOCATE NEXT WITHIN RANGE LOCNR
LOCATE PHYSICAL GSETP
LOCATE PREVIOUS LOCBR
LOCATE SEQUENTIAL GSETL
LOCATE WITHIN RANGE LOCKR
OBTAIN REDKY REDKG REDID REDLE REDKL
OBTAIN AND HOLD RDUKY RDUKG RDUID RDULE RDUKL
OBTAIN NEXT REDNX
OBTAIN NEXT AND HOLD RDUNX
OBTAIN NEXT DUPLICATE REDNE
OBTAIN NEXT DUPLICATE AND HOLD RDUNE
OBTAIN PHYSICAL GETPS
OBTAIN SEQUENTIAL GETIT
READ RDUKY RDUKG RDUID RDULE RDUKL
READ AND HOLD RDULE RDUKL
READ AND HOLD PREVIOUS RDUBR
READ AND HOLD WITHIN RANGE RDUKR
READ LOG LOGLB
READ NEXT REDNX
READ NEXT AND HOLD RDUNR
READ NEXT AND HOLD RDUNX
READ NEXT DUPLICATE REDNE
READ NEXT DUPLICATE AND HOLD RDUNE
READ NEXT WITHIN RANGE REDNR
READ PHYSICAL GETPS
READ PREVIOUS REDBR
READ SEQUENTIAL GETIT
READ WITHIN RANGE REDKR
REWRITE UPDAT
SET TEST OPTIONS TEST
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UPDATE UPDAT
WRITE ADDIT
WRITE LOG LOGIT

MetaCOBOL statement listed by Datacom/DB command

Datacom/DB Command MetaCOBOL Statement
ADDIT INSERT, WRITE
DELET DELETE
ENTRY 'DBMSCBL' ENTER-DATACOM-DB
GETIT READ/OBTAIN SEQUENTIAL
GETPS READ/OBTAIN PHYSICAL
GSETL LOCATE SEQUENTIAL
GSETP LOCATE PHYSICAL
LOCBR LOCATE PREVIOUS
LOCKR LOCATE WITHIN RANGE
LOCKL, LOCKX, LOCKY LOCATE
LOCNE LOCATE NEXT DUPLICATE
LOCNK LOCATE NEXT KEY
LOCNR LOCATE NEXT WITHIN RANGE
LOCNX LOCATE NEXT
LOGCP CHECKPOINT LOG
LOGIT WRITE LOG
LOGLB READ LOG
LOGTB BACKOUT LOG
RDUBR READ AND HOLD PREVIOUS
RDUKR READ AND HOLD WITHIN RANGE
RDUKY RDUKG RDUID RDULE RDUKL READ/OBTAIN AND HOLD
RDUNE READ/OBTAIN NEXT DUPLICATE AND HOLD
RDUNR READ NEXT AND HOLD WITHIN RANGE
RDUNX READ/OBTAIN NEXT AND HOLD
REDBR READ PREVIOUS
REDKR READ WITHIN RANGE
REDKY REDKG REDID REDLE REDKL READ/OBTAIN
REDNE READ/OBTAIN NEXT DUPLICATE
REDNR READ NEXT WITHIN RANGE
REDNX READ/OBTAIN NEXT
RELES FREE LAST
RELFL FREE ALL
SELFR, SELNR, SELPR FOR
SELPA FREE ALL SETS
SELPR FREE SET
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TEST SET TEST OPTIONS
UPDAT REWRITE/UPDATE

Generated Names
These articles contain a description of all data-names generated by the MetaCOBOL+ Datacom/DB Facility. The
generated code for these statements is shown following a detailed description of a corresponding input statement.

Generated Dataview Areas
The DATAVIEW statements generate these data-names. These generated data areas are used internally by the Datacom/
DB Facility and your program must not change them.

The following topics are covered in this section:

Set-at-a-time Dataview

The following are the generated data-names for the set-at-a-time dataview (Format 1).

01 dataview-name-GROUP. 

   02 dataview-name-STATUS-DATA 

    03 dataview-name-STATUS             PIC X(02).  

    03 dataview-name-ERROR-CODE         PIC X(03).  

    03 dataview-name-ERROR-NUMBER REDEFINES 

    dataview-name-ERROR-CODE            PIC 9(03).  

    03 dataview-name-DECODE-ERROR       PIC 9(04) COMP.     

    03 dataview-name-ERROR-WA REDEFINES 

    dataview-name-DECODE-ERROR.

        04 FILLER               PIC X(01).  

        04 dataview-name-DECODE-WA      PIC X(01).  

   02 dataview-name-USER-ID             PIC X(32).  

   02 dataview-name-REQUEST-AREA. 

    03 dataview-name-RA-FUNCTION        PIC X(05).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-FILE            PIC X(03).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-KEY-NAME        PIC X(05).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-STATUS-CODE         PIC X(02).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-UPDATE          PIC X(01).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-CBS-ERROR REDEFINES 

    dataview-name-RA-UPDATE             PIC X(01).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-DBID            PIC X(02).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-DBID-HW REDEFINES 

    dataview-name-RA-DBID           PIC 9(04) COMP.     

    03 dataview-name-RA-RESERVED1       PIC X(22).  

    03 dataview-name RA-COUNT           PIC 9(08) COMP.     

    03 dataview-name-RA-RESERVED2       PIC X(32).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-KEY-VALUE       PIC X(180).     

   02 dataview-name-WORKAREA. 

    03 ELEMENT-element-1-name. 

        04 element-1-name.  

    03 ELEMENT-element-2-name. 

        04 element-2-name.  

   02 dataview-name-ELEMENT-LIST 
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    03 dataview-name-EL-element-1-name  PIC X(05).  

    03 dataview-name-EL-element-2-name  PIC X(01).  

01 DB-STATUS-CODE. 

   02 FILLER                        PIC X(21) VALUE `CBS DATAVIEW   

   STATUS: '. 

   02 DB-DATAVIEW-NAME              PIC X(30) VALUE SPACE.  

   02 FILLER                        PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '.  

   02 DB-SL-NUMBER                  PIC X(06) VALUE SPACE.  

   02 FILLER                        PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '.  

   02 DB-DL-FOR-STATUS              PIC X(02) VALUE SPACE.  

   02 FILLER                        PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '.  

   02 DB-ERROR-CODE                 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACE.  

   O2 FILLER                        PIC X(03) VALUE ' - '.  

   02 DB-CBS-ERROR-CODE                 PIC X(03) VALUE SPACE.  

01 UIB-USER-INFORMATION-BLOCK. 

   02 FILLER                        PIC X(04) VALUE SPACE.  

   02 UIB-REGION                    PIC X(01) VALUE SPACE.  

   02 UIB-SYSTEM-ID                 PIC X(03) VALUE '$DL'.  

   02 FILLER                        PIC X(01) VALUE ' - '.  

   02 UIB-PROGRAM-NAME              PIC X(08) VALUE 'program-name'.     

   02 FILLER                        PIC X(01) VALUE '('.    

   02 UIB-VERSION                   PIC X(03) VALUE `001'.  

   02 FILLER                        PIC X(01) VALUE ')'.    

   02 UIB-STATEMENT-NUMBER          PIC X(06) VALUE SPACE.  

   02 UIB-DATE-TIME-STAMP               PIC S9(05) COMP-3 VALUE     

   'date-time-stamp'.

Datacom Datadictionary Information Specific to Datacom/DB Only

NOTE
The information about Datacom Datadictionary in the following paragraphs applies only to Datacom/DB.

When Datacom Datadictionary builds a COBOL copybook, (which happens automatically during the Datacom Support
for MetaCOBOL processing of the Datacom/DB Facility), it has two sources of information for generating each COBOL
name for elements and fields. First, the COMPILER-NAME attribute is checked. If the attribute is nonblank, the attribute
value is used as the COBOL name. If the attribute is blank, the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name is used
as the COBOL name. Failure to assign elements and fields a COMPILER-NAME value in the Datacom Datadictionary can
result in a duplicate COBOL data name conflict between the element name (04-level data item name) and a field name
(05-level or higher). The conflict arises when the element's Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name is the same
as a field's Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name. To resolve the conflict, the Database Administrator must add
a COMPILER-NAME value to the element. This allows the field name to remain unchanged.

DATAVIEWs are used by both Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL and Ideal. However, assigning a COMPILER-NAME
value is strictly a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL consideration. Ideal programs do not use the COMPILER-NAME
values when processing a DATAVIEW.

Record-at-a-time Dataview

The following data names are generated for a record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement. If the DATAVIEW Statement is
coded in the Linkage Section, these areas are generated without VALUE clauses and therefore are not initialized.

01 dataview-name-GROUP. 

   02 dataview-name-REQUEST-AREA. 

    03 dataview-name-RA-FUNCTION            PIC X(05).  
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    03 dataview-name-RA-FILE                PIC X(03).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-KEY-NAME            PIC X(05).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-STATUS-CODE             PIC X(02).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-UPDATE              PIC X(01).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-DBID                PIC X(02).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-RECORD-ID           PIC X(07).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-RESERVED            PIC X(51).  

    03 dataview-name-RA-KEY-VALUE. 

        04 dataview-name-RA-LONGEST-KEY         PIC X(length of longest key).   

        04 FILLER                   PIC X(180-length of longest key).   

    03 dataview-name-dbkeyname-RA-L-KEY REDEFINES 

    dataview-name-RA-KEY-VALUE. 

        04 dataview-name-dbkeyname-RA-KEY       PIC X(length of dbkeyname) USAGE DISPLAY.   

        04 FILLER                   PIC X(180-length of longest key).   

    03 dataview-name-RA-EOR-VALUE           PIC X(180).     

    03 dataview-name-dbkeyname-RA-H-KEY REDEFINES 

    dataview-name-RA-EOR-VALUE. 

        04 dataview-name-RA-EOR             PIC X(length of dbkeyname) USAGE DISPLAY.   

        04 FILLER                   PIC X(180-length of longest key).   

   02 dataview-name-WORKAREA. 

    03 ELEMENT-element-1-name. 

        04 element-1-name.  

        . . .   

   02 dataview-name-ELEMENT-LIST. 

    03 dataview-name-EL-element-name-n PIC X(05). 

    03 dataview-name-EL-SEC-element-name-n PIC X(01). 

    . . . 

    03 dataview-name-EL-END PIC X(05) VALUE SPACE.

Physical Sequential Dataview

The request area for the physical sequential dataview (Format 3) is identical to that of the record-at-a-time dataview. No
key-value area is generated for the physical sequential dataview.

Dataview Data-Names
The following information provides a short description of the dataview data names.

• dataview-name-dbkeyname-RA-L-KEY PIC X(length of dbkeyname)
A group data item redefining the beginning value of a specified range of key values.

• dataview-name-dbkeyname-RA-H-KEY PIC X(length of dbkeyname)
A group data item redefining the end value of a specified range of key values.

• dataview-name-dbkeyname-RA-KEY PIC X(length of dbkeyname)
A data item containing the beginning value of a specified range of key values.

• dataview-name-DECODE-ERROR PIC 9(04) COMP
A data item containing the DB or CBS error code.

• dataview-name-DECODE-WA PIC X(01)
A data item defining an area containing the DB or CBS error code.

• dataview-name-ERROR-CODE PIC X(03)
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A data item containing the DB or CBS error code. If the value is 91, the numeric code for the CBS error is found in
dataview-name-RA-CBS-ERROR. If the error is a DB error or "end of file" condition, see the dataview-name-RA-
STATUS-CODE.

• dataview-name-ERROR-NUMBER PIC 9(03)
A data item containing the sequence or line number of the error from theDatacom/DB Facility input listing.

• dataview-name-ERROR-WA PIC X(01)
A data item defining an area containing the sequence or line number of the error from the Datacom/DB Facility input
listing.

• dataview-name-EL-element-name-n PIC X(05)
The data-name of the element to be retrieved or processed by the database system.

• dataview-name-ELEMENT-ddict-name
A group item heading the TOTAL-dataview-name-DATA, which contains fields that make up the dataview.

• dataview-name-ELEMENT-LIST
A data item containing the actual data elements to be retrieved from the database. Can be used for record-at-a-time
processing.

• dataview-name-GROUP
A group data item containing the DATAVIEW request area and element list. Can be used for record-at-a-time
processing.

• dataview-name-RA-CBS-ERROR PIC X(01)
A data item containing the CBS error code for the request area when the DB error code is 91.

• dataview-name-RA-COUNT PIC 9(08) COMP
A data item containing the number of records matching the selection criteria.

• dataview-name-RA-DBID PIC X(02)
A data item containing the binary database literal specified in the DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION clause. Can be used
for record-at-a-time processing.

• dataview-name-RA-DBID-HW PIC 9(04) COMP
A data item defining the area containing the DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION clause.

• dataview-name-RA-EOR PIC X(length of longest key)
A data item defining the end of the specified range of key values.

• dataview-name-dbkeyname-RA-EOR-VALUE PIC X(180)
A group data item containing the value of the end of the specified range of key values.

• dataview-name-RA-FILE PIC X(03)
A data item containing the name of the table to be accessed. Can be used for record-at-a-time processing.

• dataview-name-RA-FUNCTION PIC X(05)
A data item containing the function code parameter for CALLs to Datacom/DB. Can be used for record-at-a-time
processing.

• dataview-name-RA-KEY-NAME PIC X(05)
The data-name of the key as defined in the database control file. Can be used for record-at-a-time processing.

• dataview-name-RA-KEY-VALUE PIC X(180)
A data item containing the value of the Datacom/DB key to be searched.

• dataview-name-dbkeyname-RA-LONGEST KEY PIC X(length of longest key)
A group data item containing the value of the longest Datacom/DB key to be searched.

• dataview-name-RA-RECORD-ID PIC X(06)
A data item containing the physical record ID of the data record located. Can be used for record-at-a-time processing.

• dataview-name-RA-RESERVED PIC X(51)
A data item containing Datacom/DB system information. Do not modify it. Can be used for record-at-a-time processing.

• dataview-name-RA-RESERVED1 PIC X(22)
A data item containing Datacom/DB system information. Do not modify it.

• dataview-name-RA-RESERVED2 PIC X(32)
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A data item containing Datacom/DB system information. Do not modify it.
• dataview-name-RA-STATUS-CODE PIC X(02)

A data item containing the status of a request when there is a DB error or "end of file" condition. Can be used for
record-at-a-time processing.

• dataview-name-RA-UPDATE PIC X(01)
A data item containing the exclusive control status. Can be used for record-at-a-time processing.

• dataview-name-REQUEST-AREA
A data-name defining an area used to interpret requests and to access the database. Can be used for record-at-a-time
processing.

• dataview-name-STATUS PIC X(02)
A data item defining a FOR nesting error (NE) or a FIRST/ANY specification of a non-positive integer (FA).

• dataview-name-STATUS-DATA
A group data item containing the dataview status area for decoding CBS error codes. For an illustration of the actual
generated code, see Set-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement.

• dataview-name-USER-ID PIC X(32)
A data item containing the user identification area.

• dataview-name-WORKAREA
A group data item defining a user-supplied input/output area. Can be used for record-at-a-time processing.

Other Generated Data-Names
DATACOM/DB and CBS Error Codes

• DB-STATUS-CODE
A group data item containing Datacom/DB and/or CBS error codes. This area is generated once in the Working
Storage Section.

• DB-DATAVIEW-NAME PIC X(30)
A data item that contains the name of the dataview.

• DB-SL-NUMBER PIC X(06)
A data item that contains the sequence or line number of the WHEN ERROR clause error from the Datacom/DB
Facility input listing.

• DB-DL-FOR-STATUS PIC X(02)
A data item that contains either spaces or the Datacom/DB Facility run-time error code NE when there is a FOR
nesting error which can only be discovered at execution, or FA when there is a FIRST/ANY identifier error.

• DB-ERROR-CODE PIC X(02)
A data item that contains the DB error code. When there is a Datacom/DB nesting error, this data contains spaces.

• DB-CBS-ERROR-CODE PIC X(03)
A data item that contains any DB error and the CBS error code when the DB error is 91. Otherwise, the CBS error
code is zero. When there is a Datacom/DB nesting error, this data item contains spaces.

User Information Block

An initialized User Information Block (UIB) is required for a Datacom/DB access utilizing the CBS interface. The first 5
bytes of the UIB are not used, including UIB-REGION, by the Datacom/DB Facility.

The UIB serves as a unique identifier at run time. It identifies the updating task and gives the line number of the invoking
FOR Statement in the PXX report. If you provide an initialized UIB, the translate-time option UPSI1=N will disable the
generation of the UIB and its initialization.

• UIB-SYSTEM-ID PIC X(03)
A data item that identifies the system to Datacom/DB.

• UIB-PROGRAM-NAME PIC X(8)
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A data item that contains the Program-ID.
• UIB-VERSION PIC X(03)

A data item that contains the version number of the program.
• UIB-STATEMENT-NUMBER PIC X(6)

A data item that contains the statment number of the FOR Statement being executed.
• UIB-DATE-TIME-STAMP PIC S9(5) COMP-3

This data item assures a unique UIB. It is intialized to the following at translation: The first byte contains the least
significant character of the current day, and the remaining bytes contain the current time. A data item containing the
date and time of the access.

• UIB-USER-ID PIC X(3)
A data item that can be used to activate set-at-a-time diagnostics.

• UIB-CBS-DIAGNOSTICS REQUESTED
A condition-name indicating that the value '$$$' may be used to request set-at-a-time diagnostics.

FOR Statement Areas

• FOR-cn-REQUEST-Q-AREA
A group data item containing the RQA for the FOR Statement.

• FOR-cn-RQA-LENGTH PIC 9(04)
A data item containing the length of the FOR Statement request area.

• FOR-cn-RQA-COUNT PIC 9(04)
A data item containing the count of request area sections.
– cn

An integer that represents an occurence number of a FOR Statement during translation.
– n

An integer that represents the occurrence of the selection criteria or ordered-by sequence keys.

ORDER SECTION

 FOR -cn- RQA-OS-HEADER    PIC X(12)   

A data item containing "ordered by" sequence from the ORDER BY clause.

un-subscripted ordered-by sequence key

 FOR-cn-RQA-OS-ENTRY-n    PIC X(18)   

subscripted ordered-by sequence key

 FOR-cn-RQA-OS-EKH-n        PIC X(08)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-OS-EKO-n        PIC 9(04)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-OS-ERM-n        PIC X(06)   

PARAMETER SECTION

 FOR-cn-RQA-PS-HEADER    PIC X(12)   

A data item containing the "parameter section" for the FIRST, ANY, COUNT, and UNIQUE clauses.

COUNT parameter entry

 FOR-cn-RQA-PS-COUNT        PIC X(13)   

FIRST parameter entry

 FOR-cn-RQA-PS-FIRSTH    PIC X(03)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-PS-FIRSTN    PIC 9(09)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-PS-FIRSTM    PIC X(01)   
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ANY parameter entry

 FOR-cn-RQA-PS-ANYH        PIC X(03)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-PS-ANYN        PIC 9(09)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-PS-ANYM        PIC X(01)   

UNIQUE parameter entry

FOR-cn-RQA-PS-UNIQ PIC X(01)

SELECTION SECTION

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-HEADER    PIC X(12)   

A data item containing the "selection criteria" derived from the WHERE Clause.

-Comparison-

data-name versus data-name relation entries

un-subscripted data-names

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-E-n        PIC X(35)   

subscripted data-names

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-ESH-n        PIC X(12)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-ESO-n        PIC 9(04)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-ESL-n        PIC 9(04)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-EOH-n        PIC X(07)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-EOO-n        PIC 9(04)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-EOL-n        PIC 9(04)   

subscripted subject

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-ESH-n        PIC X(12)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-ESO-n        PIC 9(04)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-ERM-n        PIC X(19)   

subscripted object

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-EH-n        PIC X(27)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-EOO-n       PIC 9(04)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-EOL-n       PIC 9(04)   

-Comparison-

data-name vs literal, non-dataview data-name, or arithmetic expression

un-subscripted subject

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-E-n        PIC X(25)   

subscripted subject

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-ESH-n      PIC X(12)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-ESO-n      PIC 9(04)   

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-ER-n       PIC X(09)   

object value

 FOR-cn-RQA-SC-E-V-n        PIC 'literal'   
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Program Service Statements

• UTILITY-RA-DBID PIC X(01)
A data item containing the binary database literal specified in the DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION clause.

• UTILITY-RA-FILE PIC X(03)
A data item containing the name of the table to be accessed.

• UTILITY-RA-FUNCTION PIC X(5)
A data item containing the function code parameter for CALLs to Datacom/DB.

• UTILITY-RA-KEY-NAME PIC X(05)
The data-name of the key as defined in the database control file.

• UTILITY-RA-KEY-VALUE PIC X(360)
A data item required by Datacom/DB.

• UTILITY-RA-RECORD-ID PIC X(07)
A data item containing the physical record ID of the data record located.

• UTILITY-RA-RESERVED PIC X(51)
A data item containing Datacom/DB system information. It must not be modified.

• UTILITY-RA-STATUS-CODE PIC X(02)
A data item containing the status of a request to Datacom/DB.

• UTILITY-REQUEST-AREA
A data-name defining an area used to interpret requests and access the database. A UTILITY request is used on
functions that do not reference a date field.

Miscellaneous Working Storage

• ZZ-DLDB
The group item under which all Datacom/DB program storage data items are placed.

• ZZ-DLDB-ABEND-CODE PIC X(05)
A data item containing the abend code issued with an ABEND command.

• ZZ-DLDB-ABEND-DUMP PIC X(06)
A data item containing an indicator (DUMP or NODUMP) for Datacom/DB to abend with or without providing a dump.

• ZZ-DLDB-ABEND-REQUEST
The group item containing the required Datacom/DB parameter areas used when an ABEND command is specified.

• ZZ-DLDB-DBID PIC X(01)
A data item containing the database identification when a DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION clause is used in a
DATAVIEW being referenced in a database management statement. It is the low-order byte of the COBOL addressable
half-word.

• ZZ-DLDB-HW-DBID PIC X(04)
A data item containing the database identification when a DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION clause is used in a
DATAVIEW being referenced in a database management statement. It is the COBOL addressable half-word.

Reserved Words - Datacom/DB
In addition to the words reserved by COBOL, the following are reserved words in the Datacom/DB Facility.
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• ABEND
• ACCESS
• ACCESSED
• ALL
• AND
• ANY
• ANY-FILE
• ASCENDING
• AT
• BACKOUT
• BLOCK
• CHECKPOINT
• CICS
• CLOSE
• COUNT
• DATA-BASE-ID
• DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION
• DATA-VIEW
• DATAVIEW
• DATACOM
• DATACOM/DB
• DATADICTIONARY
• DBID
• DD
• DELETE
• DESCENDING
• DICTIONARY
• DUMP
• DUP
• DUPLICATE
• EACH
• ELEMENT
• ELEMENTS
• END
• ENDFOR
• ENTER-DATACOM-DB
• EQUAL
• ERROR
• FILE
• FIRST
• FOR
• FREE
• FROM
• GEN
• GENERIC
• HOLD
• ID
• ID-AREA
• INSERT
• KEY
• KEYS
• KEY-VALUE
• LAST
• LATEST
• LOCATE
• LOG
• LOW-VALUES
• MONITOR
• NAME
• NEXT
• NODUMP
• NOGEN
• NONE
• OBTAIN
• OPEN
• OPTIONS
• ORDER
• ORGANIZATION
• PHYSICAL
• PREFIX
• PREVIOUS
• PRINT
• RANGE
• READ
• RECORD(S)
• REWRITE
• SECTION
• SEQ(UENTIAL)
• SELECT
• SAME
• SET
• SPACES
• TEST
• TEST-VERSION
• UNIQUE
• UPDATE
• USAGE
• WHEN
• WHERE
• WITHIN
• WORKAREA
• WRITE
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Translate-Time Diagnostics
This article lists the diagnostics issued by the Datacom/DB Facility. The diagnostics assume the format:

DLBA

nnnc

• DLBA
Indicates the prefix for diagnostics issued by the Datacom/DB Facility.

• nnn
Indicates the number of the diagnostic.

• c
Indicates the severity code:
– A

Indicates an advisory message.
– E

Indicates an error message. The source program requires at least one modification.
– F

Indicates a fatal error message. Processing ends.
– W

Indicates a warning message. Some automatic change must be reviewed.

DLBA001E
"identifier-1" IS INVALID SYNTAX IN "identifier-2"

Reason:

The displayed identifier-1 is invalid syntax.

Action:

Review the appropriate documentation, modify the syntax, and try again.

DLBA002E
DUPLICATE "identifier-1" ARE INVALID

Reason:

The displayed identifier-1 cannot appear more than once.

Action:

Review the appropriate documentation, modify the syntax, and try again

DLBA003E
EXPECTING "identifier-1"; FOUND "identifier-2"

Reason:

The displayed identifier-2 is an invalid element.

Action:
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Review the appropriate documentation, modify the syntax, and try again.

DLBA004E
INVALID SYNTAX IN EXEC CICS STATEMENT

Reason:

The statement is invalid, either because no function is specified or the END-EXEC clause is missing.

Action:

Review the appropriate IBM CICS documentation, modify the syntax, and try again.

DLBA006W
"identifier-1" FIRST CHARACTER MUST BE ALPHABETIC

Explanation:

The displayed identifier-1 is invalid: the first character must be alphabetic.

Action:

Modify the name of identifier-1, verify that the first character is alphabetic, and try again.

DLBA007W
"identifier-1" MUST CONSIST ONLY OF NUMERIC OR ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS

Explanation:

The displayed identifier-1 is invalid because it contains at least one character that is neither numeric nor alphabetic.

Action:

Modify the name of identifier-1, verify that the first character is alphabetic and that the rest are either numeric or
alphabetic, then try again.

DLBA011E
"identifier-1" IS AN UNDEFINED DATAVIEW

Explanation:

The displayed identifier-1 is an undefined dataview. A spelling error might have caused this message.

Action:

Verify the spelling of identifier-1 against the spelling of the dataview name, and make sure it is correct. If needed, modify
the spelling of identifier-1 and try again.

DLBA015W
THE "identifier-1" OBJECT DECIMAL LOCATION DIFFERS FROM THE SUBJECT

Reason:

The key-value subject in the dataview definition differs from the displayed comparand object, identifier-1.

Action:
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Review the specification in the dataview definition, modify the value of the key-value subject or the value of identifier-1,
and try again.

DLBA016W
THE "identifier-1" PICTURE TYPE IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE SUBJECT TYPE

Reason:

The key-value subject in the dataview definition differs from the displayed comparand object, identifier-1.

Action:

Review the specification in the dataview definition, modify the value of the key-value subject or the value of identifier-1,
and try again.

DLBA017W
THE OBJECT OF COMPARISON "operand-1" IS LARGER THAN THE SUBJECT

Reason:

The key-value subject in the dataview definition differs from the displayed comparand object, operand-1.

Action:

Review the specification in the dataview definition, modify the value of the key-value subject or the value of operand-1,
and try again.

DLBA018E
THE "CA-DATACOM/DB statement" REQUIRES A KEY-NAME TO BE SPECIFIED IN THE DATAVIEW

Reason:

The displayed Datacom/DB statement requires a key-name specification in the dataview definition.

Action:

Check each reference to the dataview for compatibility. Verify that you have included a valid ACCESSED BY clause in the
dataview and that the key-name is correctly spelled.

DLBA019E
THE "CA-DATACOM/DB statement" REQUIRES A FILE-ID TO BE SPECIFIED IN THE DATAVIEW

Reason:

The displayed Datacom/DB statement requires a file-ID specification in the dataview definition.

Action:

Check each reference to the dataview for compatibility. Verify that you have included a valid FILE clause in the dataview.

DLBA020E
"identifier-1" IS INVALID FILE ORGANIZATION FOR THE DATAVIEW

Reason:
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The displayed identifier-1 is an invalid value.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation. If necessary, re-specify the table organizations and try again.

DLBA021E
THE "CA-DATACOM/DB statement" REQUIRES A VALID "identifier-1" TO BE SPECIFIED IN THE "WHERE"
QUALIFIER

Reason:

The displayed identifier-1 is an invalid value.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, modify the specification, and try again.

DLBA022E
THE COMMAND "identifier-1" IS INVALID FOR ONLINE EXECUTION UNDER "identifier-2"

Reason:

You cannot sequentially access a Datacom/DB table when the MONITOR statement specifies identifier-2.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation. Either determine an alternate method for procedure specification or delete the
MONITOR statement, and try again.

DLBA023E
"identifier-1" IS INVALID COMMAND SYNTAX FOR ACCESS TO A "identifier-2" FILE

Reason:

The displayed file type, identifier-2, is invalid.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, verify that you correctly specify the file type, and try again.

DLBA024E
DATAVIEW IS MISSING A REQUIRED "identifier-1"

Reason:

The dataview definition is missing the displayed element, identifier-1.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, verify that you correctly specify identifier-1 in the dataview definition, and try again.

DLBA025E
"ACCESSED BY" CLAUSE IS MISSING A REQUIRED "identifier-1"

Reason:
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The ACCESSED BY clause in the dataview definition is missing the displayed element, identifier-1.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, verify that you correctly specify identifier-1 in the ACCESSED BY clause in the
dataview definition, and try again.

DLBA027E
THE "identifier-1" KEY NAME IS UNDEFINED IN THE "identifier-2" DATAVIEW

Reason:

The displayed key name, identifier-1, was not defined in the dataview definition. A spelling error might have caused this
message.

Action:

Verify the spelling of identifier-1 keys specified in the ACCESSED BY clause of the identifier-2 dataview. Correct any
spelling errors, and try again.

DLBA028E
THE "CA-DATACOM/DB statement" REQUIRES A WORKAREA IDENTIFIER TO BE SPECIFIED IN THE DATAVIEW

Reason:

The displayed Datacom/DB statement was not specified with a WORKAREA clause.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, modify the specification, and try again.

DLBA029E
ELEMENT-SECURITY-CODE MISSING CLOSING RIGHT PARENTHESIS ")"

Reason:

The ELEMENT-SECURITY-CODE lacks a closing right parenthesis.

Action:

Modify the specification, and try again.

DLBA030E
"operand" IS AN INVALID RELATIONAL OPERATOR FOR THE "identifier-1" FUNCTION

Reason:

You specified an invalid relational operator for the displayed identifier-1 function.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation. Specify a valid relational operator for the function, and try again.

DLBA031W
"identifier-1" IS OUTSIDE THE MINIMUM/MAXIMUM RANGE OF "identifier-2/identifier-3" FUNCTION
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Reason:

The value of identifier-1 does not fall within the proper range.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, modify at least one of the specifications, and try again.

DLBA032A
USING "literal" AS THE QUALIFIER SUBJECT

Reason:

The literal key will be used in the dataview when KEY-VALUE is the subject on the procedure qualifier.

Action:

No action is required.

DLBA033E
THE "CA-DATACOM/DB statement" CAN NOT BE TRANSLATED BECAUSE THE PREVIOUS DATAVIEW
STATEMENT DID NOT END PROPERLY WITH A PERIOD

Reason:

The displayed identifier-1 function cannot execute because the dataview definition does not end with . (a period).

Action:

Put a . (period) on the end of the DATAVIEW or TERMINAL-VIEW statement preceding the identifier-1 specification.
Resubmit the job.

DLBA035E
"identifier-1" DATAVIEW HAS NO DEFINED ELEMENT LIST

Reason:

The displayed identifier-1 dataview definition is invalid because it does not contain an element list.

Action:

Review documentation on the DATAVIEW format, modify the specification, and try again.

DLBA036E
INVALID RELATIONAL OPERATOR SEQUENCE

Reason:

You specified an invalid relational operator.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation. Specify a valid relational operator for the function, and try again.

DLBA038E
"identifier-1" IS AN INVALID COMMAND FOR ACCESSING A "identifier-2" FILE
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Reason:

You cannot access the displayed file type, identifier-2, with a identifier-1 command.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, verify that you correctly specify the file type, and try again.

DLBA040E
MORE THAN "identifier-1" "identifier-2" SPECIFIED

Reason:

The value of identifier-2 cannot be greater than the value of identifier-1.

Action:

Re-specify at least one of the values. Make sure that the value of identifier-2 is less than or equal to the value of
identifier-1.

DLBA041E
EXPECTING "identifier-1" IDENTIFIER; FOUND "identifier-2"

Reason:

At least one specification is invalid.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation, review syntax, and re-specify at least one of the statements. Resubmit the job.

DLBA042E
EXPECTING "identifier-1" IDENTIFIER BUT THE DLDB STATEMENT PREMATURELY ENDED

Reason:

At least one specification is invalid.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation, review syntax, and re-specify at least one of the statements. Resubmit the job.

DLBA044E
NUMERIC "identifier-1" IDENTIFIER

Reason:

The displayed identifier-1 is defined as having a non-numeric value.

Action:

Modify the value, verify that the value is non-numeric, and resubmit the job.

DLBA045E
NON-NUMERIC "identifier-1" IDENTIFIER
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Reason:

The displayed identifier-1 is defined as having a numeric value.

Action:

Modify the value, verify that the value is numeric, and resubmit the job.

DLBA047A
"identifier-1" GREATER THAN MAXIMUM OF "identifier-2" CHARACTERS

Reason:

The named identifier-1 is longer than identifier-2 characters, which may cause truncation or reference problems.

Action:

Rename identifier-1. Make sure that the number of characters in identifier-1 is less than or equal to the numeric value of
identifier-2.

DLBA050A
"identifier-1" CLAUSE IS INVALID WITH A/AN "identifier-2" FUNCTION

Reason:

The named identifier-1 clause cannot be used with the identifier-2 function, for example, WHEN ERROR cannot be used
with with the record-at-a-time DATAVIEW Statement.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation, and review syntax. Change or modify at least one of the specifications and resubmit
the job.

DLBA051E
THE COMMAND "identifier-1" FUNCTION IS MISSING A REQUIRED "identifier-2" CLAUSE

Reason:

The named identifier-1 function is invalid because it is missing the identifier-2 clause.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review syntax. Add, change, or modify at least one of the specifications and
resubmit the job.

DLBA057E
PROCEDURE DIVISION HEADER MISSING

Reason:

The Procedure Division header is missing.

Action:

Type in a header for the Procedure Division, and resubmit the job.
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DLBA058E
ID-AREA MUST BE SPECIFIED IN THE DATACOM SECTION FOR USE WITH THE {OPEN|CLOSE} FUNCTION

Reason:

The DATACOM SECTION requires an ID-AREA clause if the OPEN or CLOSE function is used.

Action:

Review syntax. If you plan to use an OPEN or CLOSE function in the DATACOM SECTION, make sure you include an ID-
AREA clause. Resubmit the job.

DLBA059A
"identifier-1" IDENTIFIER IS UNDEFINED IN THE PROGRAM

Reason:

The named identifier-1 identifier is undefined. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL cannot perform source verification.

Action:

Verify the specification of identifier-1, and verify its location in the TCA-TWA.

DLBA062E
"identifier-1" IDENTIFIER MUST BE "identifier-2" CHARACTERS LONG

Reason:

The number of characters in identifier-1 is not equal to the value displayed in identifier-2.

Action:

Rename identifier-1. Make sure that the number of characters in identifier-1 is equal to the numeric value of identifier-2.

DLBA084E
"identifier-1" MAY NOT BE A LITERAL

Reason:

The named identifier-1 is invalid because it is a literal. A valid value is a literal.

Action:

Modify the specification of identifier-1, and resubmit the job.

DLBA085E
"identifier-1" MAY NOT BE AN IDENTIFIER

Reason:

The named identifier-1 is invalid because it is an identifier. A valid value is a literal.

Action:

Modify the specification of identifier-1, and resubmit the job.
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DLBA091E
A DATAVIEW CAN BE CODED ONLY IN THE {FILE|COMMUNICATION|REPORT|NO SECTION} SECTION

Reason:

At least one dataview section was entered into an invalid location in the program.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation, and review the sections into which dataview definitions can be coded. After you
retype the specification into a valid location, delete the old specification, and resubmit the job.

DLBA092E
THE COMMAND "command" IS INVALID FOR USE WITH A DATAVIEW DEFINED FOR GENERIC ACCESS

Reason:

The format of the command accessing the dataview cannot reference a dataview specified for generic access.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, choose a different command or modify the dataview definition, and try again.

DLBA093E
THE COMMAND "command" IS INVALID FOR USE WITH A DATAVIEW DEFINED FOR PHYSICAL ACCESS

Reason:

The format of the command accessing the dataview cannot reference a dataview specified for physical access. For
physical access, the dataview definition must contain the ACCESS IS PHYSICAL clause, and a user-defined dataview
must contain the FILE IS file-literal clause.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, choose a different command or modify the dataview definition, and try again.

DLBA094E
THE COMMAND "command" STATEMENT IS INVALID FOR USE WITH A DATAVIEW DEFINED FOR PHYSICAL
ACCESS

Reason:

Only the following Datacom/DB statements are valid when used with a dataview in a physical search:

FOR

LOCATE PHYSICAL

OBTAIN PHYSICAL

READ PHYSICAL

Action:

Review documentation on the DATAVIEW format, modify the specification, and try again.
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DLBA101E
{FILE-ID|KEY NAME|PREFIX} IS INVALID FOR DATAVIEW "dataview-name"

Reason:

Either the table-ID, key name, or the prefix is invalid.

Action:

Review documentation on the DATAVIEW format, modify the specification, and try again.

DLBA104E
DATAVIEW "dataview-name" IS NOT RELATED TO PROGRAM "program-ID"

Reason:

Either the program-ID is incorrect or the program entity-occurrence status and relationship are undefined. The program-
ID must be defined as PROD or TEST in the Datacom Datadictionary and related to each dataview definition referenced in
the program by the relationship name pgm-dvw-use.

Action:

Enter a valid program-ID, and resubmit the job.

DLBA105E
definition FOR DICTIONARY DATAVIEW "dataview-name" NOT DEFINED. [CANNOT GENERATE {WORKAREA|
ELEMENT-LIST}]

Reason:

One of the following is not defined:

DATAVIEW ELEMENT(S)

FIELD(S)

RECORD(S)

FILE(S)

AREA(S)

DATABASE

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, modify the Datacom Datadictionary definition or the reference, and try again.

DLBA111E
DATAVIEW "dataview-name" RELATED TO MORE THAN ONE RECORD

Reason:

The displayed dataview-name is incorrectly related to more than one record.

Action:

Review Datacom Datadictionary definitions, and change the status of all unnecessary files or records to HIST (history).
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DLBA117E
COPYBOOK FOR DATAVIEW "dataview-name" UNDEFINED

Reason:

The COBOL definition for a field is not defined. The dataview exists but the corresponding COBOL code for the fields in
the dataview are not defined.

Action:

Review appropriate documentation, either modify the Datacom Datadictionary COPYBOOK for the dataview workarea or
the COBOL code, and try again.

DLBA118E
CORRECTED LEVEL NUMBER FOR DATAVIEW "dataview-name" WORKAREA EXCEEDS 49

Reason:

The value of at least one level number was invalid: a valid value cannot be greater than 49.

Action:

Review record descriptions and group items within affected records, make appropriate modifications, and try again.

DLBA119W
PREFIXED DATA-NAME FOR DATAVIEW "dataview-name" WORKAREA CAUSES TRUNCATION

Reason:

Either the prefix is more than five characters long, or the prefix and the dataview-name are more than 30 characters long.
In the first case, the prefix is truncated; in the second, the whole dataview-name is truncated.

Action:

If the prefix, including the hyphen, is longer than five characters, use the DATAVIEW Statement's PREFIX IS clause to
define a shorter prefix. If the dataview-name and its prefix are longer than 30 characters, re-specify the dataview-name.

DLBA131E
INVALID COMBINATION OF CLAUSES FROM BOTH DICTIONARY AND USER-DEFINED DATAVIEW

Reason:

At least one clause in the dataview definition is invalid because it can only be specified for another type of dataview
definition.

Action:

See the DATAVIEW Statement syntax for the Datacom Datadictionary or user-defined format. Modify the dataview
definition, and resubmit the job.

DLBA134E
CA DATADICTIONARY DATAVIEWS REQUIRE SPECIFICATION OF AN ID-AREA CLAUSE IN THE DATACOM
SECTION

Reason:
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The ID-AREA clause is invalid.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation on the CA DATACOM SECTION statement for information on the ID-AREA clause.
Modify the specification, and resubmit the job.

DLBA135E
DATACOM SECTION ID-AREA UNDEFINED

Reason:

The ID-AREA clause does not exist. For Datacom/DB, this clause is required in the DATACOM SECTION statement.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation on the DATACOM SECTION statement for information on the ID-AREA clause. Add
the specification, and resubmit the job.

DLBA136E
ACCESS CLAUSE NEEDED IN DATAVIEW "dataview-name" TO BE REFERENCED WITH A "CA DATACOM/DB-
statement" STATEMENT

Reason:

An ACCESS clause is missing. This clause is required when a dataview is used with Datacom Datadictionary Facility
statements such as LOCATE, OBTAIN, or READ.

Action:

Enter a valid ACCESS clause, and resubmit the job.

DLBA137E
DATAVIEW "dataview-name" INVALID FOR USE WITH "set-at-a-time-statement"

Reason:

At least one clause is invalid.

Action:

Refer to the description of the set-at-a-time dataview definition, change or modify the definition, and resubmit the job.

DLBA138W
DATAVIEW "dataview-name" REFERENCED BY A "CA DATACOM/DB-statement" CANNOT BE UPDATED.

Reason:

A Datacom/DB WRITE, REWRITE, INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement is referencing a dataview whose Datacom
Datadictionary attributes denote that updates are not allowed.

Action:

Contact your Datacom Datadictionary system administrator to see if the update-intent attribute can be changed.
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DLBA139E
"WITHIN RANGE" CLAUSE IS INVALID SYNTAX FOR THE "verb" STATEMENT

Reason:

The WITHIN RANGE clause in invalid when used with the displayed verb. LOCATE [AND HOLD] or READ/OBTAIN [AND
HOLD] are the only statements that can use this clause.

Action:

Refer to the description of the verb change or modify the verb specification, and resubmit the job.

DLBA141E
INVALID DBID SPECIFICATION FOR USE WITH CA DATADICTIONARY/USER-DEFINED DATAVIEW

Reason:

The specification for the DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION clause in the dataview definition is invalid. You cannot specify a
numeric value.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation on the DATAVIEW Statement for information on the DATA-BASE-IDENTIFICATION
clause. Modify the specification, and resubmit the job.

DLBA142E
INVALID TEST-VERSION OPERAND SPECIFIED

Reason:

The version number for a dataview definition is invalid. A valid value is a number from 0 through 999.

Action:

Modify the specification, and resubmit the job.

DLBA150A
CA-DATADICTIONARY SIGNON SUCCESSFUL FOR DBID "nnn"

Reason:

The specified DATADICTIONARY was accessed.

Action:

No action is required.

DLBA151A
PROGRAM "program-name" DEFINED TO DATADICTIONARY REQUESTED: STATUS "status" VERSION "nnn"
RETURNED: STATUS "status" VERSION "nnn"

Reason:

Attributes of the program-entity-occurrence have been updated in the DATADICTIONARY.

Action:
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No action is required.

DLBA153A
DATAVIEW "data-view name" HAS BEEN INHIBITED FROM EXECUTION SINCE DATADICTIONARY SHOWS reason

The "reason" is any one of four reasons describing a missing relationship in the dictionary:

• NO RELATIONSHIP BEYOND RECORD ENTITY OCCURRENCE.
• NO RELATIONSHIP BEYOND TABLE ENTITY OCCURRENCE.
• NO RELATIONSHIP BEYOND AREA ENTITY OCCURRENCE.
• THE RELATED DATABASE ENTITY OCCURRENCE FAILS A STRUCTURE VERIFICATION TEST.

Reason:

Access to the specified DATAVIEW will not be executable.

Action:

Consult your database administrator.

DLBA155A
RQA RESOLUTION STATISTICS:

Reason:

This advisory diagnostic is followed by a series of lines showing the efficiency of the RQA resolution for numeric fields.

Action:

None required.

DLBA166E
DATAVIEW "dmataview-name" IS CODED USING A DISCONTINUED SYNTAX

Reason:

At least one syntax statement is no longer supported.

Action:

If you need to translate a user-defined DATAVIEW Statement that contains the discontinued syntax, include the UPSI3=U
translate-time option, and resubmit the job.

DLBA204F
MACRO SET SPP MUST BE LOADED BEFORE DLM

Reason:

If you plan to use both the Structured Programming Facility (SPF) and the Datacom/DB Facility, load the SPP macro set
for SPF before you load the macro sets for Datacom/DB Facility.

Action:

Make sure the SPP macro set is loaded before the DLM macro set, then continue.
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DLBA205F
MACRO SET SPP NOT LOADED; FOUND SPP "verb"

Reason:

If you plan to use both the Structured Programming Facility (SPF) and the CA-DATACOM/DB Facility, load the SPP macro
set for SPF before you load the macro sets for Datacom/DB Facility.

Action:

Make sure the SPP macro set is loaded before the DLM macro set, then continue.

DLBA221F
PSTAT OPTION SPECIFIES AN INVALID STATUS

Reason:

The PSTAT=value option was specified with an invalid value. A valid value is a 1- through 4-character alphanumeric
specification that defines the disposition of the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence, for example, PROD or TEST.

Action:

Refer to appropriate documentation, modify the PSTAT=value option, and resubmit the job.

DLBA222F
CA-DATADICTIONARY DBID "nnn" INVALID

Reason:

The DBID=nnn translate-time option specification is invalid. A valid value for nnn is 0 through 999. The default is 000.

Action:

Modify the DBID=nnn option, and resubmit the job.

DLBA223F
PROGRAM "program-name" OR VERSION "xxx" OF PROGRAM "program-name" NOT DEFINED IN
DATADICTIONARY

Reason:

Datacom Datadictionary requires a valid reference. This is a program entity-occurrence with the same name as the
program-ID to be defined with TEST or PROD status.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate documentation, and specify the entity-occurrence. For a program with TEST status, a version
number is required. Resubmit the job.

DLBA241F
CA-DATADICTIONARY FATAL ERROR "error-code"

Reason:

A fatal error occurred during a translation. The error-code is generated during an attempt to access Datacom
Datadictionary.
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Action:

For more information about the error-code, see the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facilities documentation. If you
cannot correct the error, report this problem to Broadcom Support.

DLBA242F
SIGNON TO CA-DATADICTIONARY VIA ADRXDDON HAS FAILED. REVIEW PRODUCT INSTALLATION/LINK-EDIT
FOR ADRXDDON

Reason:

A fatal error occurred during an attempt to log on to Datacom Datadictionary.

Action:

Review the product installation/link-edit for ADRXDDON. If the error recurs, report this problem to Broadcom Support.

DLBA243F
SIGNON TO CA-DATADICTIONARY NOT ATTEMPTED. NECESSARY PROGRAM-ID PARAGRAPH NOT RECEIVED

Reason:

A fatal error has occurred. The PROGRAM-ID paragraph is either missing or invalid.

Action:

Review the appropriate documentation, add or modify the PROGRAM-ID paragraph, and resubmit the job. If the error
recurs, report this problem to Broadcom Support.

DLBA251F
MARKERS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE CA-DATACOM/DB TRANSLATION EXCEEDS MAXIMUM

Reason:

The number of FOR statements and dataviews is greater than the value of the marker limit.

Action:

Review the appropriate documentation, reduce the number of dataview definitions or FOR statements, and resubmit the
job.

DLBA261F
INTERNAL MACRO PROCESSING ERROR submessage

Reason:

An internal error has occurred. One of the following submessages was generated:

INVALID INPUT EXIT CALL SEQUENCE

INVALID ERROR CODE "nn" FROM INPUT EXIT "subroutine-name"

INVALID OBJECT TYPE DESIGNATION

ELEMENT NAME CANNOT BE LOCATED

Either the input exit sequence is invalid or an invalid error number was received from the input exit routine.
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Action:

Review the syntax of the IXIT=value JCL parameter or translate-time option. Specify a valid value, and resubmit the job. If
the error recurs, report this problem to Broadcom Support.

DLBA262F
INVALID RETURN VALUES FOR CALL TO INPUT EXIT "subroutine-name"

Reason:

The IXIT=ADRXIXIT option is absent or mis-specified.

Action:

Review the syntax of the IXIT=value JCL parameter or translate-time option. Specify IXIT=ADRXIXIT, and resubmit the
job. If the error recurs, report this problem to Broadcom Support.

DLBA311E
FOUND UNEXPECTED "identifier-1" FOLLOWING "identifier-2"

Reason:

The displayed identifier-1 is part of a FOR Statement; it is invalid only because it is out of sequence. The displayed
identifier-2 is a word or phrase in a WHERE, COUNT, ORDER, or HOLD clause.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation, and review syntax. Change or modify the specification, and try again.

DLBA312E
FOUND UNPAIRED {LEFT|RIGHT} PARENTHESIS

Reason:

The WHERE Clause in the FOR Statement is missing at least one parenthesis.

Action:

If necessary, review the appropriate documentation. Modify the specification, and try again.

DLBA313E
INVALID COMPOUND RELATIONAL OPERATOR

Reason:

You specified an invalid relational operator in the WHERE Clause in the FOR Statement.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Specify a valid relational operator for
the WHERE Clause, and try again.

DLBA314E
FOUND INVALID OR UNDEFINED "word" IN WHERE CLAUSE
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Reason:

You specified an invalid word operator in WHERE Clause in the FOR Statement.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Modify the WHERE Clause, and try
again.

DLBA316E
FOUND "identifier-1" CLAUSE WHICH HAS NO CORRESPONDING "FOR" STATEMENT

Reason:

A WHEN END or WHEN ERROR clause does not belong to a FOR Statement. An error in FOR processing might have
occurred.

Action:

See the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Modify the FOR Statement or the
clause, and try again.

DLBA342E
"identifier" CANNOT BE USED IN ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION

Reason:

Non-numeric fields are invalid in the FOR Statement's WHERE Clause arithmetic expression.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Specify a valid, numeric identifier
for the WHERE Clause, and try again.

DLBA343E
"identifier" IS INVALID "description" FOR DATAVIEW "dataview-name"

Reason:

The dataview specified in the FOR Statement is not compatible with either the subject or the object specified in the
WHERE Clause. The displayed identifier is a unique occurrence of a data-name. The displayed description can be: the
retrieval-count-identifier in a COUNT clause; a subject in a WHERE Clause condition; a field in an ORDER Clause.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Specify a valid identifier, and try
again.

DLBA344E
OBJECT "identifier-1" HAS INCOMPATIBLE {USAGE|FIELD SIZE|DECIMAL LOCATION|SIGN} WITH SUBJECT
"identifier-2"

Reason:

The subject and object are not compatible.

Action:
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Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Specify a valid identifier, and try
again.

DLBA345E
{INVALID|EXTRANEOUS|INSUFFICIENT} SUBSCRIPTS/INDEXES FOUND FOR IDENTIFIER "identifier"

Reason:

Incorrect subscripts or indexes are specified for the displayed identifier, which is in the FOR Statement's WHERE Clause.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Modify the specification, and try
again.

DLBA346E
FOR STATEMENT NESTING LIMIT OF "limit" EXCEEDED

Reason:

FOR Statement nesting levels now exceeds the displayed limit. By default, the limit is 9.

Action:

If you require more than 9 nesting levels, call Broadcom Support.

DLBA347E
"identifier" CANNOT BE USED AS A RECORD COUNT IDENTIFIER FOR DATAVIEW "dataview-name"

Reason:

The record count identifier cannot be subordinate to the dataview referenced by the FOR Statement, and the identifier
must have a value greater than zero.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Specify a valid record count
identifier, and try again.

DLBA381E
{SUBJECT|OBJECT} TABLE CANNOT ACCOMMODATE ANOTHER ENTRY; LIMIT OF "limit" IS ABOUT TO BE
EXCEEDED

Reason:

The number of subjects and objects in the FOR Statement's WHERE Clause exceeds the displayed limit on the number of
conditions. By default, the limit is 20.

Action:

If you require more than 20 conditions, call Broadcom Support.

DLBA382E
"condition" EXCEEDS MAXIMUM LIMIT
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Reason:

The Request Qualification Area (RQA) generated by the FOR Statement's WHERE or ORDER Clauses exceeds either
the maximum length of 363 bytes or the maximum limit of 160 keys.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. If the WHERE Clause generated
the error, reduce the number of conditions in the WHERE Clause. If the ORDER Clause generated the error, reduce the
number of keys in the ORDER Clause.

DLBA383E
ERROR ON CALL TO INPUT EXIT ADRXCOND IXIT LINE = "ADRXCOND 'function' RETURNS ERROR "error-code"

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Write down the displayed function and error-code, then report this problem to Broadcom Support.

DLBA391E
INVALID {CLASS|SIGN} CONDITION TEST

Reason:

You specified an invalid condition test in the FOR Statement's WHERE Clause. The statement supports COBOL relation
conditions - subject, relation, object - but CLASS and SIGN conditions are not supported.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Modify the specification, and try
again.

DLBA392E
INVALID CONDITION-NAME TEST

Reason:

You specified an invalid condition test in the FOR Statement's WHERE Clause. The statement supports COBOL relation
conditions - subject, relation, object - but CONDITION-NAME tests are not supported.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Modify the specification, and try
again.

DLBA393E
INVALID USE OF EDITED FIELDS

Reason:

You specified an invalid field in the FOR Statement's WHERE Clause. The statement does not support edited picture
fields.

Action:
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Refer to the appropriate documentation, and review the syntax of the FOR Statement. Modify the specification, and try
again.

DLBA394E
CONDITIONAL STATEMENT "cobol-statement" CODED WITHIN A FOR CONSTRUCT SUPPORTED ONLY IN
CONJUNCTION WITH STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING - REVIEW SP OPTION

Reason:

Some constructs used with the FOR Statement require you to use the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Structured
Programming Facility:

IF

SEARCH

ON SIZE ERROR

ON OVERFLOW

INVALID KEY

AT END

NO DATA KEY

AT END-OF-PAGE

Action:

If you plan to use any of these constructs, make sure you use the Structured Programming Facility in conjunction with the
Datacom/DB Facility.

DLBA410E
NUMBER OF "FOR" STATEMENTS IN THIS PROGRAM EXCEEDS EXPECTED MAXIMUM OF nn

Reason:

More FOR Statements than expected have been coded in the program.

Action:

Contact your Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL system administrator.

DLBA411E
DATAVIEW dataview-name HAS BEEN SPECIFIED IN MORE THAN ONE "FOR" STATEMENT. ITS USE IN A
RECONSTRUCT STATEMENT IS INVALID

Reason:

The named DATAVIEW cannot be used in a RECONSTRUCT Statement because it has been used in two or more FOR
Statements. Only one FOR Statement can be used for a DATAVIEW referenced in a RECONSTRUCT Statement.

Action:

If the correct DATAVIEW was specified in the RECONSTRUCT Statement, remove all but one FOR Statement for the
DATAVIEW.
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DLBA423E
MORE THAN MAXIMUM NUMBER OF nn RECONSTRUCT STATEMENTS FOUND

Reason:

More RECONSTRUCT Statements than expected are coded in the program.

Action:

Contact your Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL system administrator.

DLBA424E
DATAVIEW dataview-name IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

The named DATAVIEW is not defined in your program.

Action:

Check the spelling of the DATAVIEW in the RECONSTRUCT Statement. If it is spelled correctly, define it in the Data
Division.

DLBA425E
DATAVIEW dataview-name IS INCAPABLE OF SET-AT-A-TIME ACCESS. CANNOT BE SPECIFIED ON A
RECONSTRUCT STATEMENT.

Reason:

Only DATAVIEWs without the ACCESS clause use a Request Qualification Area.

Action:

Check the spelling of the DATAVIEW in the RECONSTRUCT Statement.

DLBA426E
FIELD field-name SPECIFIED AS QUALIFICATION EXPRESSION ON RECONSTRUCT STATEMENT IS UNDEFINED.

Reason:

The name of the field specified as the qualification expression of the RECONSTRUCT Statement is undefined.

Action:

Check the spelling of the field in the RECONSTRUCT Statement. If the spelling is correct, define the field in the Data
Division.

DLBA492E
DYNAMIC RQA RESOLUTION INTERNAL ERROR. UNABLE TO RESOLVE dataview-name ASSOCIATED WITH FOR
STATEMENT NUMBER nn.

Reason:

A significant error was encountered while parsing the RECONSTRUCT Statement.

Action:
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Contact the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL system administrator.

DLBA493E
DYNAMIC RQA RESOLUTION INTERNAL ERROR. UNEXPECTED NAME FOUND ON LEVEL-03 WORKAREA
DATANAME "dataname".

Reason:

A significant error was encountered while parsing the RECONSTRUCT Statement.

Action:

Contact the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL system administrator.

DLBA495E
DYNAMIC RQA RESOLUTION INTERNAL ERROR. UNABLE TO RESOLVE SECURITY CODE FOR ELEMENT
"element-name"

Reason:

A significant error was encountered while parsing the RECONSTRUCT Statement.

Action:

Contact the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL system administrator.

H78
PROCESSING TERMINATED - SEE ABOVE MESSAGES

Reason:

An error has occurred in the input exit to Datacom Datadictionary. Messages are displayed above this one.

Action:

Check the preceding messages, make all necessary modifications, and resubmit the job.

Datacom/DB Return Codes
After request processing is completed, Datacom/DB return codes are placed in the 2-digit return code field of one of the
following locations:

• dataview-name-RA-STATUS-CODE (the Datacom/DBB request area), which is part of the expanded dataview.
• DB-ERROR-CODE (the generated field), which is in WORKING-STORAGE after the dataview expansion is finished.

A one-byte hexadecimal error subcode is placed in relative byte 38 of the request area to aid in problem determination,
especially for return code 13.

Code Reason
" " (blank space) Processing completed without error
01 Invalid request command
02 Invalid table name
03 Invalid key name
04 Invalid record ID
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05 Table not open - check Multi-User Facility status
06 Table not open for update
07 Data area full
08 Index full
09 Request not preceded by prerequisite request
10 Duplicate Master Key not allowed
11 Master Key has been modified - update was rejected
12 Special deleted record
13 Internal error - check the one-byte error subcode in relative byte

38 of the request area, and report this problem to Broadcom
Support.

14 No record found or no key found
16 Exclusive control interlock
17 Input/Output error
18 Exclusive Control Duplicate
19 End of Table for GETIT, End of area for GETPS
20 Control area key/element buffer too small
21 Error in compress/expand routine
22 Element name not found
23 Element security code violation
24 Exclusive control events exceeded
25 Invalid database ID
26 Insufficient control area buffer space
27 GETIT block size too small
28 Log area block size too small
29 EOF during LOGLB command
30 Table not open for this command
31 Key length inconsistency
36 User view not open
37 Invalid address
38 Previous logging area
39 Cannot process old request
40 Task save area extension too small
41 Not enough extra buffers in Master List
42 Not enough sequential extensions in Master List
43 No valid index
46 Table already open for update
47 Cannot open DB
51 Invalid mix of jobs including DB utilities
52 Recovery file OPEN/CLOSE failure
54 Insufficient open table buffer space
55 Bad user requirements table
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56 Bad Master List
57 Bad RWTSA address - a missing OPEN/CLOSE clause can

generate this return code.
58 Table not loaded
60 DB cannot open the log area
63 Bad device type
65 DD statement missing
66 Multi-volume open failure
67 CXX interlock
68 Multi-User Facility (MUF) is not up
69 Table has no current index
70 Block length too small
72 Invalid data area control block
74 z/OS open allocation area
76 Open error
78 FBA block or extent error
79 CXX is wrong release
80 CA-DATACOM/D-NET error
81 CA-DATACOM/D-NET error (detected by Datacom/DB)
82 DB SVC program PSW-KEY error
83 SVC integrity error
84 Multitasking error
85 Insufficient tasks
86 The Multi-User Facility (MUF) abended
87 Security violation during open
88 Database has been disabled
91 Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Facility error - refer to the

following section on Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Return
Codes.

92 Set selection interrupt
93 Attempt to position past end/beg-of-set

Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Error Codes
If Datacom/DB generates a return code of 91 in the DB-ERROR-CODE field, check DB-CBS-ERROR-CODE for one of
the following values:

Code Reason
91 Temporary CBS index not found
92 Invalid relational operator in the RQA
93 Invalid field to element relation
94 Sort order not A or D
95 Invalid ordered-by field CLASS
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96 Invalid CLASS in condition-operand-1
97 Invalid CLASS in condition-operand-2
98 Invalid zoned field, QA length
99 Duplicate S section
100 Duplicate K section
101 Invalid section type
102 At least one Datacom/DB record contains errors
103 This Datacom/DB record contains data errors
104 Invalid logical operator in the RQA
106 Invalid zoned field in qualification area
107 Invalid Compound Boolean Selection command
108 Invalid packed literal in qualification area
109 Invalid operand lengths
110 Undefined element
111 RWTSA overflow
112 SELECT ended because of too many failures
113 SELECT ended because MAX records already in set
120 Invalid data type
121 Invalid sign field
123 Invalid string operator
124 Sign invalid with character data
125 Invalid contains scope
129 Undefined parameter name
130 Error in parameter specification
132 Records accepted interrupt interval reached
133 Records rejected interrupt interval reached
134 Start I/O interrupt interval reached
136 CBSBFR too small
137 ORDER-BY clause too long

Dynamic Request Qualification Area
In the FOR Statement, the programmer specifies the criteria for selecting and ordering records. These criteria are then
resolved during translation into a Request Qualification Area (RQA). An RQA is a formatted data definition in a COBOL
program indicating selection and ordering criteria to Datacom/DB. In other words, the selection and ordering criteria are
converted into a "fixed" RQA specified at translate-time.

In contrast, The dynamic RQA enables the programmer to resolve the selection criteria at run-time based on information
provided by the user of the program. This topic describes how to set up Datacom/DB COBOL programs to take advantage
of the Dynamic Request Qualification Area (RQA) Resolution Utility. This utility allows the programmer to select and sort
records based on run-time user responses.

Features of Dynamic RQA

The two main features of Dynamic RQA are the MCTXDRRU Utility and the Qualification Statement Image (QSI).
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• MCTXDRRU Utility
The MCTXDRRU Utility is a run-time module which interprets a Qualification Statement Image and from it constructs
the corresponding Datacom/DB Request Qualification Area. The object module MCTXDRRU is provided with Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL at installation time. MCTXDRRU must be included when you link-edit your program.

• Qualification Statement Image
The Qualification Statement Image is a statement that specifies the criteria for selecting and ordering records. It may
have an ORDER Clause, a WHERE Clause, or both. These clauses are similar to the ORDER and WHERE Clauses
used in the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL FOR Statement.
Each time the user requests information, the MCTXDRRU Utility is invoked and a new RQA is built. More information
about the utility and the QSI is provided later.

Processing Overview

FOR Statement

The FOR Statement causes a Request Qualification Area to be built for the call to Datacom/DB. The qualification for
records is specified in the WHERE clauses, ORDER clauses, or both. The Request Qualification Area is resolved during
the MetaCOBOL translation.

The only variation of the FOR Statement that can be used with Dynamic RQA is FOR EACH. Using any other variation
results in an error.

RECONSTRUCT Statement

The Dynamic RQA is built by coding a RECONSTRUCT Statement in the COBOL program, as shown here.

RECONSTRUCT REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA

   FOR DATAVIEW dataview-name

   USING QUALIFICATION EXPRESSION FOUND IN data-name

This statement is coded in the PROCEDURE DIVISION logically preceding the associated FOR Statement. The
statement generates some MOVE and CALL statements to invoke the MCTXDRRU utility. The MCTXDRRU utility
resolves the specified Qualification Statement Image into a Request Qualification Area used by the FOR Statement.

The RECONSTRUCT Statement can resolve dynamically the Request Qualification Area with information that becomes
available only at program execution time.

This statement builds some data areas in WORKING-STORAGE for communicating with the utility.

NOTE
A DATAVIEW named on a RECONSTRUCT Statement can have only one FOR Statement associated with it.
There is no restriction on the number of RECONSTRUCT Statements naming the same DATAVIEW.

Request Qualification Area

The newly created Request Qualification Area is placed in the same location as the one created by the FOR Statement,
and the FOR Statement continues to use this area in the call to Datacom/DB.

WARNING

Warning for Runtime! Because the newly created RQA can be much larger than the area generated by the
original FOR Statement, the COBOL programmer should append an RQA expansion area to the DATAVIEW
to accommodate a larger RQA. Failure to include this extra area compromises the integrity of the data areas
following the DATAVIEW Statement once a call is made to the Dynamic RQA Resolution Utility. Example:
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DATAVIEW dataview-name.

   02 FILLER PIC X(200).

MCTXDRRU Utility

When called by the COBOL program at runtime, the MCTXDRRU Utility interprets a Qualification Statement Image and
from it constructs the corresponding RQA for Datacom/DB. The MCTXDRRU utility must be link-edited with the program
that uses it.

An RQA of a DATAVIEW defined at translate-time by a FOR Statement is destroyed when you use the Dynamic RQA
Feature.

Activity and Return Codes

After the Dynamic RQA Utility is invoked, Activity and Return Codes are returned to the program. These codes indicate
whether the Dynamic RQA was successfully created. See Section F.4 for more information.

Qualification Statement Image
The Qualification Statement Image (QSI) specifies the criteria for selecting and ordering records in the RECONSTRUCT
Statement. The QSI can have either or both of two clauses:

• The QSI WHERE Clause indicates the record selection criteria
• The QSI ORDER Clause specifies the order in which selected records are to be returned

These QSI WHERE and ORDER Clauses are similar to the WHERE and ORDER Clauses of the Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL FOR Statement. Differences are discussed further in this section.

This image must be previously coded in the COBOL program or constructed by the COBOL program during execution.

Qualification Statement Image Format

The format of the QSI conforms to two concepts familiar to the Datacom/DB COBOL programmer. First, the statement is
free-form in that the statement components might be separated by one, many, or no spaces. Second, the QSI statement's
WHERE and ORDER Clauses are modeled after the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL FOR Statement's WHERE and
ORDER Clauses.

The QSI is contained in a COBOL data area which is inspected and interpreted by the Dynamic RQA Resolution Utility.
The QSI can have any number of leading blanks, trailing blanks, or both. All characters within the data area that are not
part of a WHERE or ORDER Clause should be blank.

The major difference between a QSI WHERE or ORDER Clause and a Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL FOR Statement
WHERE or ORDER Clause is that the FOR Statement clause is coded in the Procedure Division while the QSI clause is
specified in a Data Division field. Other slight differences are noted where appropriate in this section.

QSI WHERE Clause

The QSI WHERE Clause indicates the selection criteria for records to be retrieved. The clause begins with the word
"WHERE" and is followed by one or more selection conditions enclosed in parentheses. A WHERE Clause can indicate
only one simple condition or several simple conditions joined by conjunctions. In the RECONSTRUCT Statement, the
WHERE Clause image is contained in the data name referenced by the following clause:

USING QUALIFICATION EXPRESSION FOUND IN data-name
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Simple Condition

A simple condition is composed of a subject, a relational operator, and an object:

Subject

Each subject must be the name of a field in the work area of the corresponding DATAVIEW.

Relational operators

Relational operators can be:

• < less than
• <= less than or equal
• = equal
• ^= not equal -- the caret (^) represents the logical "not" character. See the Note that follows.
• >= greater than or equal
• > greater than
• ~ string present
• ^~ string absent -- the caret (^) represents the logical "not" character. See the Note that follows.

NOTE
On mainframe terminals, the logical "not" character is located above the 6. If you are using a mainframe
terminal, press the key for the logical not character instead of the caret. On the PC keyboard, press the key for
the caret.

These operators are slightly different from those operators used in the FOR Statement. The FOR Statement allows the
use of the words EQUAL, LESS THAN, and others.

Objects

There are three types of objects:

• DATAVIEW object
The name of another field in the work area of the corresponding DATAVIEW.

• literal object
A value that is enclosed in apostrophes and has the same length and format as the subject field.
The bounding apostrophes for a literal object have no implication on the value contained between them. Numeric
and alphanumeric objects alike are enclosed this way. The method of comparison is determined by the attributes of
the subject field. For example, if the Usage Clause of the subject is defined as COMP-3, then the object must be in
packed-decimal format.
This syntax is slightly different from the syntax for the FOR Statement, which accommodates a literal value or a data
name as the object. To achieve the same result as specifying a data name in the WHERE Clause of a FOR Statement,
the programmer must insert the value of the data name between the bounding apostrophes of the QSI.

• string object
A value that is enclosed in apostrophes and is shorter than the length of the subject field. A string object can only
follow a 'string present' or 'string absent' relational operator. If the first character is not the beginning apostrophe, it
will be regarded as a mask character to be used in string matching, and the next character must be the beginning
apostrophe.

Compound Condition

A compound condition is a series of simple conditions joined by conjunctions. Conjunctions can be:

• Ampersand (&) - for AND
• Vertical Bar (|) - for OR
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These conjunctions differ slightly from the FOR Statement counterpart which uses the words AND and OR. The
ampersand (&) and vertical bar (|) characters were chosen because neither can be used in a COBOL data name.

Because the vertical bar character does not appear on the PC keyboard, the vertical broken bar character (|) is also
accepted to indicate OR. In addition, the words AND and OR can be used in place of their respective ampersand and
vertical bar characters, but if used, each must be preceded by a space.

The Qualification Statement Image is free-form; it does not require subjects and objects to be separated by spaces from
relational operators or conjunctions. This free form provides both a way to keep the conjunction to one character and a
way for the conjunction to be next to a preceding DATAVIEW object and subsequent subject with no intervening spaces.

Also unlike the FOR Statement counterpart, a compound condition in a QSI WHERE Clause cannot indicate implied
subjects. Moreover, the compound condition must not require normalization.

QSI Order Clause

The ORDER Clause indicates the order in which the selected records are to be retrieved. The clause begins with the word
"ORDER" and is followed by the names of one or more DATAVIEW fields enclosed in parentheses. When more than one
field is specified, commas or spaces can be used to separate the fields.

A preceding order indicator can accompany each field. This indicator is specified as the letter A or D enclosed in
parentheses to indicate ascending or descending order. The default is ascending.

(A) - ascending

(D) - descending

The ASCII or EBCDIC collating sequence determines the order of the data, whichever is in effect at execution. These
order indicators are slightly different from those indicators used in the ORDER Clause of the FOR Statement. In the FOR
Statement, the words "ascending" and "descending" cannot be abbreviated. They must be spelled out.

In the RECONSTRUCT Statement, the ORDER Clause image is contained in the data name referenced by the following
clause:

USING QUALIFICATION EXPRESSION FOUND IN data-name

Build a Dynamic RQA
The FOR Statement causes an RQA to be built for the call to Datacom/DB. The qualification for records is specified in the
WHERE clauses, ORDER Clauses, or both. The RQA is resolved during the MetaCOBOL translation.

The RECONSTRUCT Statement lets you dynamically resolve the RQA with information that becomes available only at
program execution time.

To build the utility, perform the following steps.

Step 1

Define a data-name containing a QSI. Use the format:

01 dataname PIC X(nn).

• nn
Is the length of the Picture Clause.
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Step 2

Move a valid value for a QSI into this data-name. The QSI can have a WHERE Clause, an ORDER Clause, or both. The
order of the clauses is not important.

Blank spaces are essential only if they are needed to pad the object of a WHERE Clause to the exact length of its subject.
For more information, see WHERE Clause. For more information, see ORDER Clause.

Step 3

Define the DATAVIEW in your program and provide an RQA expansion area. Use the format shown below for your code.

DATAVIEW dataview-name.

   02 FILLER PIC X(nnn).

Step 4

Code the RECONSTRUCT Statement using the following format. Then code a FOR EACH Statement to access the
records from the Datacom/DB database. Immediately following the RECONSTRUCT Statement, be sure to include logic
for checking the RETURN-CODE, as indicated here.

RECONSTRUCT REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA

   FOR DATAVIEW dataview-name

   USING QUALIFICATION EXPRESSION FOUND IN dataname

. 

IF RETURN-CODE IS GREATER THAN 0 THEN... 

. 

. 

. 

FOR EACH dataview-name...

A RETURN-CODE of zero indicates that the Dynamic RQA was successfully created. If the RETURN-CODE is not zero,
see Verify the Status of Dynamic RQA for diagnostic codes.

Verify the Status of Dynamic RQA
At runtime, the Dynamic RQA Resolution Utility scans the QSI and builds the corresponding Datacom/DB Request
Qualification Area. The utility also passes back to the caller the following information:

• A RETURN-CODE in the COBOL RETURN-CODE special register
• An activity status code
• The QSI parsing pointer value

The activity status code is found in a field defined by the RECONSTRUCT Statement as:

02 dataview-DYN-RQA-CODE PIC S9(04) COMP.

An additional value, the QSI parsing pointer value, is passed back to the program in a field defined by the
RECONSTRUCT Statement as:

02 dataview-DYN-RQA-PNTR PIC S9(04) COMP.
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RETURN-CODE

The RETURN-CODE is either 00 or 08.

• 00
Indicates that the dynamic RQA has been successfully built. The activity status code and parsing pointer value also
have values of 00.

• 08
Indicates that the Dynamic RQA Utility did not reconstruct the RQA. The first four bytes of the RQA are set to '0004' to
ensure its failure. (Datacom/DB fails the request with a CBS error code 91, subcode 98.) This safeguard is provided in
case the activity status code is not checked and the FOR Statement is allowed to execute. Examine the activity code
and parsing pointer value to help correct the error.

Activity Status Code

The activity status code is 00 when the return code is 00. The code otherwise contains a value from 01 through 4095.

• 00
Indicates that the return code is 00, and that a complete RQA has been built.

All Other Codes

The following activity codes that are found in dataview-DYN-RQA-CODE indicate problems resolving the RQA.

Parsing Problems

4012 - Item found is not a valid QSI Clause

4011 - No clauses found (QSI is all blank)

4009 - Where Duplicate WHERE Clause

4008 - Order Duplicate ORDER Clause

4005 - Where No WHERE Clause initiating left parenthesis

4004 - Order No ORDER Clause initiating left parenthesis

38nn - Where Specified subject exceeds 30 characters

37nn - Where Specified DATAVIEW object exceeds 30 characters

36nn - Where String object starting quote not found

34nn - Where Invalid relational operator

33nn - Where Invalid conjunction

32nn - Order Specified order-by field GT 30 characters

31nn - Order Invalid ascending/descending indicator

29nn - Where WHERE Clause length exceeds QSI at conjunction

28nn - Where WHERE Clause length exceeds QSI at object

27nn - Where WHERE Clause length exceeds QSI at relat operator

26nn - Where WHERE Clause length exceeds QSI at subject

25nn - Order ORDER Clause length exceeds QSI at nth field

 

Resolution Problems

19nn - Order order-by field not in DATAVIEW table

18nn - Where subject field not in DATAVIEW table

17nn - Where DATAVIEW object field not in DATAVIEW table

16nn - Where Literal object length not same as subject

14nn - Where String object length exceeds subject

13nn - Where String object specified has length 0

09nn - RQA size exceeded on this predicate
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QSI Parsing Pointer Value

The QSI parsing pointer value has a value of 00 when the return code and activity code are also 00, but otherwise it
indicates the current character position within the QSI that was active at the time of a diagnostic. This value can be helpful
in debugging.

Sample Dynamic RQA

Objective 1

Code a program that uses a Dynamic RQA to search the employee database for employees who live in Houston, TX.

Step 1

Define a data-name containing a QSI. Call the data-name PERSONNEL-SELECTION-CRITERIA.

01 PERSONNEL-SELECTION-CRITERIA     PIC X(80).  

PERSONNEL-SELECTION-CRITERIA is to have a value of:

Only essential blank

spaces
are included. These blank spaces are essential because the defined length of EM-CITY-ADDRESS is 15 characters.

Step 2

Define a DATAVIEW named "PERSONNEL" in your program and provide an RQA expansion area. Use the format shown
here for your code.

DATAVIEW PERSONNEL.

   02 FILLER                PIC X(200). 

Step 3

Code the following RECONSTRUCT Statement and the FOR EACH Statement. The fields in the FOR EACH Statement
are defined by a DATAVIEW in Datacom/DB. Immediately following the RECONSTRUCT Statement, be sure to include
logic for checking the RETURN-CODE, as indicated here.

RECONSTRUCT REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA

   FOR DATAVIEW PERSONNEL

   USING QUALIFICATION EXPRESSION

   FOUND IN PERSONNEL-SELECTION-CRITERIA

. 

IF RETURN CODE IS GREATER THAN 0 THEN... 

. 

.

FOR EACH PERSONNEL
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   DISPLAY EM-IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER 

    EM-IDENTIFICATION-NAME 

    EM-STREET-ADDRESS 

    EM-CITY-ADDRESS 

    EM-STATE-ADDRESS 

    EM-ZIP-CODE-LOC

A RETURN-CODE of zero indicates that the Dynamic RQA was successfully created. If the RETURN-CODE is not zero,
see Verify the Status of Dynamic RQA for diagnostic codes.

Objective 2

Modify the code above to use a Dynamic RQA to search the employee database for employees who live in either
Massachusetts or Georgia. Retrieve the records in descending alphabetical order according to employee last name.

Only one modification to the code is necessary. Redefine the value of data-name to be:

WHERE(EM-STATE-ADDRESS='MA'|EM-STATE-ADDRESS='GA')ORDER((D)EM-IDENTIFICATION-NAME)

NOTE
We added the OR indicator (|), the ORDER Clause, and the descending (D) code.

Online Programming Language Reference
These articles provide an introduction to the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Online Programming Language (OPL) and
a detailed description of all the OPL headers and statements. Familiarity with COBOL, CICS, and BMS maps is assumed.

What is OPL?
The Online Programming Language (OPL) is an extension to the COBOL programming language. OPL consists of
statements for pseudoconversational CICS transactions. OPL statements are coded in the Identification Division,
Environment Division, Data Division, and Procedure Division of a COBOL program. The following example shows the
overall structure of an OPL program.

This topic contains the following information:

OPL Example

     IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

     PROGRAM-ID. 

        program-name.

     TRANSACTION-ID. 

        CICS-transaction-id.

     ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

           ...

     DATA DIVISION.  

    [MAP SECTION.]

    [MAP DEFINITION statements...]

    [RESPONSE DEFINITION statement]

    [GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION.] 

    [WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.]

    [CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION.]

          ... 
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     PROCEDURE DIVISION.

           ...

        OPL data-manipulation-statements...

          ...

OPL provides high-level statements for the CICS transaction processing in syntax that is concise, easy-to-read, and easy-
to-code. MetaCOBOL translates these statements into the equivalent BMS panel I/O areas and command-level CICS
statements. The result, or output, of the translation is conventional COBOL that is passed to the CICS precompiler.

An OPL programmer must be familiar with CICS and must have a working knowledge of the COBOL programming
language.

Notes:

• The use of SECTIONs is prohibited in an OPL program. The Procedure Division header must be immediately followed
by a paragraph name.

• The use of nested programs in an OPL application is prohibited.
• OPL does not support BMS partitions or BMS paging.

Benefits

While CICS applications abound, CICS application programming is nonetheless an acquired skill. Creating an effective,
efficient COBOL and command-level CICS program is a complex, error-prone, and time consuming task. Much of the
inherent complexity of such a program lies in its requirement to manipulate CICS. The CICS programmer must give
careful consideration to the terminal I/O, storage management, database access, and transaction boundaries.

OPL offers a simple solution to this complex problem. By creating an OPL program consisting of conventional COBOL
and OPL statements, both the program and the time that is required to create it are greatly reduced. The MetaCOBOL
translator using a batch job execution translates an OPL program. During translation, an OPL program generates all the
COBOL and command-level CICS statements necessary to perform the following tasks:

• Terminal I/O processing
• Storage management
• Database access
• Transaction boundary crossing

In short, OPL frees the programmer from many CICS environmental concerns. OPL enables the experienced programmer
to avoid some of the complications of COBOL and command-level CICS programming. The less experienced programmer
also benefits from OPL, not only as a productivity tool, but as a learning tool. By using OPL, the programmer is able
to program using proper structured design and makes fewer costly mistakes. The OPL programmer works at a higher
conceptual level. Consequently, the program logic matches the perceived job to be done.

OPL Processing Overview
At the foundation of MetaCOBOL is the Translator. The Translator is a general purpose, COBOL-oriented macro
processor that can be customized, by its macro language, to solve a broad range of problems. The macro language
enables the creation of specialized macro sets, which are designed to solve specific COBOL programming problems.
These macro sets can be user written or supplied by Broadcom. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL is distributed with two
OPL macro sets:

• OPLPS
Provides for structuring of the input program source, preparing the input source for pseudoconversational code
generation.

• OPL
Provides for translation of high-level OPL statements into conventional COBOL and command-level statements, as
described in
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– Identification Division - OPL
– Map Section - OPL
– Data Division - OPL

To understand the development of an OPL program, review the steps involved in creating, translating, compiling, and link
editing an OPL program.

First, the OPL program must be created and stored in a file. An editor is used to create the program and save it the
desired file (for example, an z/OS partitioned data set, or a Librarian master file). For more information about writing an
OPL program, see the Online Programming Language topics. The creation of any necessary physical and symbolic BMS
maps is a corequisite of this step.

Second, the program must be translated, compiled, and link-edited. This process is accomplished with a batch job which
performs the following steps:

1. Executes the MetaCOBOL Translator specifying the OPLPS macro set.
2. Executes the MetaCOBOL Translator specifying the OPL macro set. This step translates the high-level OPL

statements into COBOL and command-level CICS statements.
3. Executes the IBM CICS precompiler, copying in any copybooks, or BMS symbolic maps, from the copybook source

library (generally SYSLIB).
For Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL DML programs containing SQL statements, executes the Datacom/DB
precompiler.

NOTE
For more information about DL programs, see the Program  Development Datacom/DB articles.

COBOL Support

1. Executes the IBM COBOL compiler, producing object code for the next step.
2. Executes the IBM linkage editor, producing an executable load module (z/OS) and storing it in a CICS accessible load

library (z/OS).

Finally, the CICS Program Control Table (PCT) and Program Properties Table (PPT) are updated with information
associating the program and map set to a CICS transaction.

NOTE
For more information, see the Using topics.

OPL and Other Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Services
OPL is one component in the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL collection of the COBOL programming tools. These
tools can be used independently of one another, however, many of them provide complementary services. The OPL
programmer can benefit from the following Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL services:

The Datacom/DB Facility

The Datacom/DB Facility provides a simple but powerful Data Manipulation Language (DML) to access Datacom/DB from
COBOL programs. OPL is fully compatible with DML (for example, a COBOL program can contain both OPL and DML
statements).

NOTE
For more information about DL programs, see the Program Development Datacom/DB articles.
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Keyword Expansion

Keyword expansion is a feature of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL that generates a template of a data description or a
procedure statement. The template is generated by entering a keyword at the beginning of a program line and pressing a
PF key. After the template is generated, it is completed by typing the appropriate information.

 

Identification Division - OPL
This article describes the statements coded in the Identification Division of an OPL program. The Identification Division
header, the TRANSACTION-ID statement, and the PROGRAM-ID statement are required for Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL translation.

PROGRAM-ID Statement

OPL requires the PROGRAM-ID statement.

Format:

    PROGRAM-ID. program-name.

• program-name
Specifies a 1-character to 8-character valid COBOL program-id.

TRANSACTION-ID Statement

The TRANSACTION-ID statement is used to identify the CICS transaction-id. OPL requires the CICS transaction-id to
generate the CICS statements necessary for crossing transaction boundaries. The TRANSACTION-ID statement is
required.

Format:

    TRANSACTION-ID. cics-transaction-id.

• cics-transaction-id
Specifies the 1-character to 4-character CICS transaction ID. The ID must be defined as a transaction to CICS.

Example

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

    PROGRAM-ID.

         TESTPGM.

    TRANSACTION-ID.

         TS01.

The PROGRAM-ID and CICS TRANSACTION-ID must correspond to definitions in the CICS Program Control Table
(PCT) or to the equivalent definition using Resource Definition Online (RDO).
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Map Section - OPL
These articles describe the statements that you can code in either the Data Division or Environment Division of an OPL
program. The map section names each panel that an OPL program is to transmit and defines responses for those panels.

MAP SECTION Header
The MAP SECTION header is an OPL extension of ANSI COBOL. The header is not required. Its purpose is to document
the program. You can place the MAP SECTION statement in the Environment Division or the Data Division of the
program.

Format:

    MAP SECTION.

MAP DEFINITION Statement
MAP DEFINITION statements are used to name each panel that a program is to transmit. At least one MAP DEFINITION
statement is required when the program is to transmit any map. The program. The MAP DEFINITION statement can be
placed in the Environment Division or the Data Division of the program.

OPL automatically copies the copybook for the BMS map from the SYSLIB into WORKING-STORAGE; therefore, do not
code a COPY statement for the BMS map.

OPL does not support the use of the BMS BASE parameter OPL. OPL assumes that WORKING-
STORAGE allocated storage automatically.

The MAP DEFINITION also provides a way to associate a help map to a map or a field in a map. A help map must be
named by the MAP DEFINITION statement for its corresponding map. That is, a help map must not be defined with its
own MAP DEFINITION statement. No copybook is used by OPL for help maps, and no data can be returned from a help
map into an OPL program. HELP maps can be smaller than the screen, allowing help maps to be used as pop-up help
windows.

By default, a help map overlays the currently displayed map. Any portion of the current map that is not overlaid by the help
map remains displayed on the screen. To clear the current map and display only the help map, use the ERASE operand of
the MAP DEFINITION statement.

You can use the Keyword Expansion keyword .MAPDEF, .MAP, or .MD for this statement.

Format:

     MAP DEFINITION

     NAME IS mapname-1 [MAPSET IS mapset-name-1]

    [HELP IS mapname-2 [MAPSET IS mapset-name-2] ERASE]

    [VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS procedure-name-1]

    [MESSAGE-FIELD IS field name-1]

    [FIELD field name-2

        [HELP IS mapname-3 [MAPSET IS mapset-name-3] ERASE]

        [VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS procedure-name-2]

        [MESSAGE-FIELD IS field name-3]...].

• mapname-1 mapname-2 mapname-3
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Specifies a 1-character to 7-character unique map name. The map name is required and must be specified before any
other clause of the MAP DEFINITION statement.

• mapset-name-1 mapset-name-2 mapset-name-3
Specifies the 1-character to 7-character mapset name. The mapset must contain the associated map name. The
mapset name is required only if it differs from the map name.

• procedure-name-1 procedure-name-2
Specifies the 1-character to 30-character unique, valid COBOL procedure name defined in the Procedure Division.

NOTE
A procedure cannot be used in a validation procedure for more than one field or map

• field name-1 field name-2 field name-3
Specifies the 1-character to 7-character BMS field name defined for the associated map name. A field name is
required only to assign field-level help, field-level messages, or field-level validation procedures.

Example 1

In this example, the map and mapset name are assumed to be the same. Also, no OPL automatic processing is desired
for help maps, field or map validation, or the display of error messages.

    MAP SECTION.

    MAP DEFINITION 

        NAME IS MAPAAAA.

Example 2

This example uses several mapsets. Each of the three help maps is in its own mapset, which has the same name as the
help map.

    MAP SECTION.

    MAP DEFINITION 

        NAME IS AAAA MAPSET IS MAPAAAA 

        HELP IS HLPAAAA 

        MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGAAAA

        VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS EDIT-AAAA 

        FIELD FLD1

           HELP IS HLPFLD1 

           VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS EDIT-FLD1 

           MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSG1

        FIELD FLD2 

           HELP IS HLPFLD2 

           VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS EDIT-FLD2 

           MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSG2.

Example 3

This example uses a single mapset that is named MULTMAP, which contains all the maps used by this program.

    MAP SECTION.

    MAP DEFINITION 

        NAME IS MAINMAP MAPSET IS MULTMAP 

        HELP IS MAINHLP MAPSET IS MULTMAP 
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        MESSAGE-FIELD IS MAINMSG 

        VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS MAIN-EDIT 

        FIELD KEY01

            HELP IS KEY1HLP MAPSET IS MULTMAP 

            VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS KEY01-EDIT

RESPONSE DEFINITION Statement
The RESPONSE DEFINITION statement is used once in an OPL program to specify common responses to terminal
attention and function keys for all maps transmitted by the program. The RESPONSE DEFINITION statement is
optional. Depending on the processes that are specified in the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement, OPL generates
the appropriate logic for processing map events as part of both TRANSMIT statement code generation and HELP map
processing.

Unless the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement indicates otherwise, CLEAR results in a return to CICS, and PA keys
refresh the screen image.

The RESPONSE DEFINITION statement applies to every TRANSMIT statement in the program. The RESPONSE
DEFINITION statement can be placed in the Environment Division or the Data Division of the program.

You can use the Keyword Expansion keyword .RESPONSEDEF, .RESPDEF, or .RD for this statement.

Format:

RESPONSE DEFINITION 

 WHEN condition-1 [OR condition-2...]

     process-1 

[WHEN condition-3 [OR condition-4...]

     process-2...]

[WHEN OTHER process-3].

• condition-1 condition-2 condition-3 condition-4
Specifies one of the following conditions: PF1 through PF24, PA1 through PA3, CLEAR, or ENTER. The logical
operator, OR, can be used to connect conditions PA1-PA3 and CLEAR, or any of PF1-PF24. OTHER, if specified, must
be coded as the last WHEN clause.

• process-1 process-2 process-3
Specifies one of the following values:
– CONTINUE

Processing continues with a CICS RECEIVE MAP function and proceeds to the statement following the TRANSMIT
statement.

– DISPLAY 'message'
The specified message is displayed in the map-level MESSAGE-FIELD defined in the RESPONSE DEFINITION
statement and the panel is redisplayed. Any data that is entered in the panel is retained. The 'message' text must
not exceed the length of the MESSAGE-FIELD defined in the RESPONSE DEFINITION.

– ERASE
The screen is refreshed with the original image of the map.

– GOBACK
Control is returned to CICS. A termination message is displayed on an unstructured screen.

• HELP [RETURN-KEY IS KEY]
Processing continues with a TRANSMIT of the appropriate help map as named in a MAP DEFINITION statement. If
the cursor is positioned anywhere on a field for which a help map is named, then that help panel is displayed. If a help
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map is not specified for the field, or the cursor is not positioned on a field, the help map that is named for the current
map is transmitted. If a help map is not specified for either the field or the map, the current screen is redisplayed.

NOTE

When a help map is displayed as a result of the HELP process being specified in the RESPONSE
DEFINITION statement, a RETURN event is required to return control to the current map. That is, a user
viewing a help map must press a key that is defined as RETURN-KEY to return to the original display. Any
data that is typed into that map before the HELP is retained by the OPL program.

If this optional definition is omitted, the key that is defined for GOBACK is used to return from help.
• REFRESH

Refreshes the screen to its state before the TRANSMIT.
• VALIDATE

Processing continues with a CICS RECEIVE MAP function and proceeds as follows:
– The MAP VALID condition is set.
– If specified for fields in the map definition, validation procedures are performed.
– If specified for the map definition, validation procedures are performed.
– If one or more validation procedures detect an invalid condition, the map is retransmitted.
– If no validation procedures have been named for the current map, or an invalid condition is not detected, processing

continues with the statement following the TRANSMIT statement.
Validation can also be programmed in the Procedure Division with the VALIDATE statement.

In summary, GOBACK exits the OPL program. CONTINUE and VALIDATE, with no invalid condition detected, continue
with the statement following the TRANSMIT statement. ERASE, HELP, REFRESH, and VALIDATE, with an invalid
condition, and DISPLAY continues according to the RESPONSE DEFINITION until a GOBACK, a CONTINUE, or an
accepted VALIDATE causes the end of the TRANSMIT.

Notes:

• We recommend explicit specification of REFRESH, CONTINUE, or GOBACK for emergency situations when
VALIDATE is coded for one or more conditions. An inadvertent or incorrect MAP INVALID condition can cause an
infinite loop unless an escape is coded with a REFRESH, a CONTINUE, or a GOBACK.

• Only the RETURN-KEY definition is valid for help maps. When a help map is displayed, pressing this key erases the
help map and redisplays the current map. Any other key, regardless of how it is defined, redisplays the help map.

Example 1

If no RESPONSE DEFINITION statement is coded, the following statement is generated.

    RESPONSE DEFINITION  

    WHEN CLEAR 

        GOBACK 

    WHEN PA1 OR PA2 OR PA3 

        REFRESH  

    WHEN OTHER 

        CONTINUE

Example 2

    RESPONSE DEFINITION 

    WHEN PF3 OR PF15 

        GOBACK 

    WHEN CLEAR 
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        ERASE 

    WHEN PA1 OR PA2 OR PA3 

        REFRESH 

    WHEN ENTER 

        VALIDATE 

    WHEN OTHER     

        DISPLAY 'INVALID KEY WAS DEPRESSED'.

Notes:

• Regardless of how many maps are defined, only one RESPONSE DEFINITION can be coded per program.
• To define a PF key to perform different functions for different maps, we recommend that the PF key is defined as

CONTINUE in the RESPONSE DEFINITION and that the program use conventional methods to test for specific PF
keys following the relevant TRANSMIT statements. The following sample OPL program demonstrates such a case. For
map 'ABCD', PF3 is defined as GOBACK, for map 'QRST', PF3 is defined as a TRANSFER.

    RESPONSE DEFINITION 

    WHEN PF1 OR PF13 

        HELP  

    WHEN PF3

        CONTINUE

        . 

        . 

        . 

        .

    TRANSMIT MAP 'ABCD'  

    IF PF3

        GOBACK

        . 

        . 

        .

    TRANSMIT MAP 'QRST' 

    IF PF3 

        TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSACTION-ID BLTR.

Data Division - OPL
These articles describe the statements coded in the Data Division of an OPL program. OPL provides for transaction
storage, terminal storage, and temporary storage. Storage areas are saved and restored automatically.

NOTE
The OPL statements described in Map Section - OPL can also be coded in the Data Division.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION Header

WORKING-STORAGE in an OPL program functions as it does in a batch COBOL program. Any values that are placed in
WORKING-STORAGE are automatically saved in main storage and automatically restored for future access, even across
transaction boundaries.

Working storage is implemented by OPL as a temporary storage queue defined only to the current program. The OPL
program manages the storage and retrieval of WORKING-STORAGE so it is always available for use. The WORKING-
STORAGE SECTION header is not required.
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Format:

    WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

    01  data...

Valid level numbers are 01 through 48, 66, 77, and 88.

NOTE
All WORKING-STORAGE data is combined into a single temporary MAIN storage record with a key of term-
id followed by 'MCTW'. The combined WORKING-STORAGE data cannot exceed 32,767 bytes. WORKING-
STORAGE is written before the TRANSMIT and retrieved after the TRANSMIT. A TRANSFER CONTROL or
GOBACK deletes it.

GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION Header

GLOBAL-STORAGE is based on CICS temporary storage. GLOBAL-STORAGE is accessible to every program and
transaction executed at the same terminal. It is retained until a DELETE GLOBAL-STORAGE statement is executed. Data
in this area can be passed between programs or accessed by the same program on subsequent calls. Each GLOBAL-
STORAGE area has a name. A program can access more than one global area.

The GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION header is required only if GLOBAL-STORAGE is desired. Each 01 level in the
GLOBAL-STORAGE section represents a separate CICS temporary storage record identified by the storage name and
terminal ID (a four character user-id and four character terminal id). The record remains accessible to other OPL programs
until a DELETE GLOBAL-STORAGE statement is executed. The STORAGE NAME IS clause specifies a name that is
used to generate the temporary storage record name. If a storage type is not specified, it is saved in MAIN storage.

Notes:

• Each GLOBAL-STORAGE record is read from temporary storage when the OPL program first receives control from
CICS. All GLOBAL-STORAGE data is then combined into a single temporary storage record. When a TRANSMIT
occurs, this combined record is written to MAIN storage (regardless of STORAGE TYPE) before sending the
associated map. It is retrieved from MAIN storage when the map is received. The queuename for the TRANSMIT
global record is the term-id followed by 'MCTG'. The combined GLOBAL-STORAGE data cannot exceed 32,767 bytes.

• When a TRANSFER CONTROL or GOBACK is encountered, each GLOBAL-STORAGE 01-level record is written to
MAIN or DISK storage (as specified by STORAGE TYPE) with a queuename of 'stor-name' (as specified) followed
by term-id. Other OPL programs to which control is transferred can read these records, simply by matching the 'stor-
names' specified by STORAGE NAME.

• GLOBAL-STORAGE persists across GOBACK and TRANSFER CONTROL. Therefore, take care to use global data
only for situations when such transfers are anticipated.

• GLOBAL-STORAGE is deleted from temporary storage queues only by an explicit DELETE GLOBAL-STORAGE
statement in the Procedure Division. OPL deletes WORKING-STORAGE automatically when the program executes an
OPL TRANSFER CONTROL or GOBACK.

Format:

    GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION.

    01  identifier      STORAGE NAME IS stor-name

                       [STORAGE TYPE IS MAIN/DISK].

        02  data...

• identifier
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Specify the 1-character to 30-character COBOL name.
• stor-name

Specify the 1-character to 4-character name used to generate the temporary storage record name.

Example

    GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION.

    01 XY01-TRANSACTION-PARM STORAGE NAME IS 'XY01'

       05 XY01-PARM-MMDDYY PIC 9(6)

       05 XY01-PARM-CODE PIC X(2)

In the preceding example, a transaction plans to transfer control to one of several transactions (for example, XY01, XY02,
and so on). Transaction XY01 expects to receive a date and a product code. When the program performs the transfer
control statement, OPL writes out any global storage records, thereby making data available to other transactions.

CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION Header

The CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION header contains definitions of constant data that the program does not alter. This
statement is optional. Data items that are coded following the CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION header are placed in
the generated WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. Storage for the CONSTANT-STORAGE section is not saved during
a transmit. Data can be moved into CONSTANT-STORAGE, but the values are lost when a transmit occurs. After a
transmit, all values in CONSTANT-STORAGE are set to their initial values.

Format:

    CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION. 

    01 

data... VALUE 'value-literal'.

Procedure Division - OPL
The high-level terminal I/O and program control statements of OPL correspond to BMS functions and command-level
CICS services. They can be coded anywhere in the Procedure Division, including within conditional statements. These
statements are compatible with Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL COBOL/DL statements.

NOTE
The use of SECTIONs is prohibited in an OPL program. The Procedure Division header must be immediately
followed by a paragraph name.

Condition Names
The Procedure Division of an OPL program can contain OPL condition-names for function keys. The OPL macros
translate these condition-names into equivalent EIBAID EQUAL DFHxxx' statements. The following table is a list of the
condition-names and their corresponding COBOL translation:

Condition-name Translation
PF1 through PF24 EIBAID EQUAL DFHPFnn

PA1 through PA3 EIBAID EQUAL DFHPAn

CLEAR EIBAID EQUAL DFHCLEAR
ENTER EIBAID EQUAL DFHENTER
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Input:                IF PF3

                   TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSACTION-ID 'ABCD'   

 

Output:        IF EIBAID EQUAL DFHPF3

                  TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSACTION-ID 'ABCD'  

NOTE
For simplicity, the translation of the TRANSFER CONTROL statement is not shown here.

DELETE GLOBAL-STORAGE Statement
The DELETE GLOBAL-STORAGE statement is used to delete an area that is previously specified in the GLOBAL-
STORAGE section of the program.

You can use the Keyword Expansion keyword .DELETEGLOBAL, .DELETEGBL, or .DELGBL for this statement.

Format:

 DELETE GLOBAL-STORAGE [NAME IS stor-name]

• stor-name
Specifies a 1-character to 4-character name as identified in the GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION of the program. The
name is required only when more than one 01-level record is named in the GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION.

DISPLAY Statement
The DISPLAY statement is used to initialize a message field before the next map transmission. The DISPLAY statement
has two formats.

The first format must be coded in a VALIDATION PROCEDURE. The message text is moved into the MESSAGE-FIELD
associated with the field or map for which the VALIDATION PROCEDURE is named. A MESSAGE-FIELD must be
specified for the map or field in the MAP DEFINITION statement.

The second format must be coded in the Procedure Division. This format requires the map name or field name for which
the message is to be displayed.

You can use the Keyword Expansion keyword .DISPLAY or .DIS for this statement.

Format 1:

DISPLAY 'message-text'/message-identifier

Format 2:

DISPLAY 'message-text'/message-identifier FOR mapname/field name

• 'message-text'
Specifies any alphanumeric literal enclosed by quotes. If the message text is longer than the destination message field,
it is truncated from the right.

• message-identifier
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Specifies any COBOL data name. The name must be defined in the WORKING-STORAGE, GLOBAL-STORAGE,
or the CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION. If the message identifier is longer than the destination message field, it is
truncated from the right.

• mapname
Species the 1-character to 7-character map named in a MAP DEFINITION statement.

• field name
Specifies either a 1-character to 7-character BMS field name or a COBOL data name which corresponds to a BMS
field name defined for an associated map. If duplicate field names occur in multiple maps, the BMD map name can
qualify the field name.

Format 1 Example

    DATA DIVISION

    MAP DEFINITION 

        NAME IS AAAA 

        VALIDATION PROCEDURE IS CHECK-MAP 

        MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSG AAA.

        . 

        . 

        .  

    PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

       . 

       . 

       .

    CHECK-MAP.

       IF FLD-1 EQUAL FLD-2

            SET MAP INVALID 

            DISPLAY 'FIELD-1 MUST NOT EQUAL FIELD-2'.

Format 2 Example 

    DATA DIVISION.

    MAP DEFINITION 

        NAME IS AAAA 

        MESSAGE-FIELD IS MSGAAAA.

        . 

        . 

        .

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE. 

           DISPLAY 'Enter password' FOR AAAA.

           TRANSMIT 'AAAA' 

           GOBACK.

SET ALARM Statement
The SET ALARM statement can set the terminal to sound the audible alarm when the next map is transmitted. SET
ALARM OFF is the initial default and stays in effect until a SET ALARM ON statement is executed. Conversely, a SET
ALARM ON statement remains in effect for all subsequent TRANSMIT statements until a SET ALARM OFF statement
executes.

The Keyword Expansion keyword for this statement is .SETALARM.
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Format:

          [ON  ]

SET ALARM [OFF ]

SET ATTRIBUTE
The SET ATTRIBUTE statement is used to alter the attributes of a field or fields for the next transmission of the map.

You can use the Keyword Expansion keyword .SETATTRIBUTES, .SETATTRS, or .SETATTR for this statement.

Format:

 SET ATTRIBUTE[S] attribute-1 [attribute-2...]

   ON field name-1 [field name-2...]

• attribute-1 attribute-2...
Specifies one or more of the following attributes:
– PROTECTED (or PROTECT)
– UNPROTECTED (or UNPROTECT)
– SKIP
– NUMERIC
– LOW (or NORMAL)
– HIGH (or BRIGHT)
– INVISIBLE (or DARK)
– MDT (or RECEIVE)

• field name-1 field name-2...
Specifies a 1-character to 7-character BMS field name or a COBOL data name which corresponds to a BMS field
name defined for an associated map. If duplicate field names occur in multiple maps, the BMS map name can qualify
the field name.

Example:

    PROCEDURE DIVISION. MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE. 

        SET ATTRIBUTE PROTECT

            ON FLD1 OF AAAA 

        TRANSMIT 'AAAA' 

        GOBACK.

NOTE
If conflicting attributes are specified (for example, SET ATTRIBUTE PROTECT UNPROTECT), the last one
specified is used. Conflicting attributes are PROTECT/UNPROTECT or HIGH/LOW/INVISIBLE.

SET COLOR Statement
The SET COLOR statement is used to alter the COLOR attribute of a field or fields for the next transmission of the map.

The Keyword Expansion keyword for this statement is .SETCOLOR.

Format:

SET COLOR 
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color

      ON field name-1 [field name-2...]

• color
Specifies one of the following colors:
– BLUE
– RED 
– GREEN
– PINK
– TURQUOISE 
– YELLOW 
– WHITE 
– DEFAULT (or NEUTRAL)

• field name-1 field name-2...
Specifies either a 1-character to 7-character BMS field name or a COBOL data name that corresponds to a BMS field
name defined for an associated map. If duplicate field names occur in multiple maps, BMS map name can qualify
the field name.

Example

    PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

    MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE. 

       SET COLOR BLUE

        ON FLD1 OF AAAA 

       TRANSMIT 'AAAA' 

       GOBACK.

SET CURSOR Statement
The SET CURSOR statement is used to position the cursor for the next transmission of a map. The SET CURSOR
statement manages a program flag that determines, at the point of transmit, whether cursor positioning is required. The
flag is cleared after each transmit. Therefore, another SET CURSOR statement is required when explicit cursor control is
desired before the next transmit. If used, the SET CURSOR statement overrides the initial cursor attribute defined in the
map, and any symbolic cursor positioning.

You can use the Keyword Expansion keyword .SETCURSOR, .SETCSR, or .SETCUR for this statement.

Format:

              [HOME         ]  

              [field name   ]

SET CURSOR AT [SAME POSITION]

              [SAME FIELD   ]

• HOME
Specifies a position of row 0, column 0 on the terminal.

• field name
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Specifies either a 1-character to 7-character BMS field name or a COBOL data name that corresponds to a BMS field
name defined for an associated map. If duplicate field names occur in multiple maps, the BMS map name can qualify
the field name.

• SAME POSITION
Specifies that the cursor remains in the same position for the next transmission of the map.

• SAME FIELD
Specifies that the cursor is placed at the beginning of the field the cursor is positioned on for the next transmission of
the map.

Example

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE.

        SET CURSOR AT FLD1 OF AAAA

        TRANSMIT 'AAAA'

        GOBACK.

SET ERASE Statement
The SET ERASE statement is used to set internal parameters for the next TRANSMIT. SET ERASE ON is the initial
default and stays in effect until a SET ERASE OFF statement is executed.

The Keyword Expansion keyword for this statement is .SETERASE.

Format:

          [ON  ]

SET ERASE [OFF ]

SET HIGHLIGHT Statement
The SET HIGHLIGHT statement alters the extended attributes of a field or fields for the next transmission of the map.

You can use the Keyword Expansion keyword .SETHIGHLIGHT, .SETHIGH, or .SETHI for this statement.

Format:

SET HIGHLIGHT attribute-1 [attribute-2...]

    ON field name-1 [field name-2...]

• attribute-1attribute-2...
Specifies one or more of the following attributes:
– BLINK
– REVERSE
– UNDERSCORE (or UNDERLINE)

• field name-1field name-2...
Specifies either a 1-character to 7-character BMS field name or a COBOL data name that corresponds to a BMS field
name defined for an associated map. If duplicate field names occur in multiple maps, the BMS map name can qualify
the field name.
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Example

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE.

        SET HIGHLIGHT UNDERLINE

            ON FLD1 OF AAAA

        TRANSMIT 'AAAA'

        GOBACK.

SET MAP Statement
The SET MAP statement is used with the map or field VALIDATION PROCEDUREs to initialize and set the flag controlling
the error state of the map last transmitted. SET MAP VALID makes the MAP-VALID condition-name TRUE. SET MAP
INVALID makes the MAP-VALID condition-name FALSE.

NOTE
SET MAP applies to all maps in a program.

The Keyword Expansion keyword for this statement is .SETMAP.

Format:

        [INVALID]

SET MAP [VALID  ] 

Example

    VALIDATE-FLD1.

        IF FLD1 EQUAL '1' OR '2' OR '3' OR 'X'

            SET MAP VALID 

            DISPLAY SPACES

        ELSE 

            SET MAP INVALID 

            DISPLAY 'VALID ENTRIES ARE 1, 2, 3, OR X'.

Notes:

• When VALIDATE is specified in the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement, SET MAP VALID is implicitly executed before
the execution of any field or map validation procedure.

• When the VALIDATE statement is specified in the PROCEDURE DIVISION, the program must set and test the MAP-
VALID condition-name to determine whether the map data is valid, and whether to retransmit the map.

TRANSFER CONTROL Statement
The TRANSFER CONTROL statement may be used to transfer to another program or transaction, or to transfer control
back to CICS (synonymous with GOBACK).

The Keyword Expansion keyword for this statement is .TRANSFER.

Format:

                    [program-name           ]
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TRANSFER CONTROL TO [CICS                   ]

                    [TRANSACTION-ID trans id]

• program-name
Specifies any 1- to 8-character program name. The transferring program terminates and execution continues with the
specified program.

• trans-id
Specifies any 1- to 4-character valid CICS transaction-id. The transferring program terminates and execution continues
with the program associated with the specified transaction.

• CICS
The transferring program terminates and sends a completion message on an unformatted screen. Control is returned
to CICS. Transferring control to CICS is equivalent to GOBACK.

Example 1

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE. 

        DISPLAY 'Enter password' FOR AAAA.

        TRANSMIT 'AAAA'

        . 

        . 

        .

        TRANSFER CONTROL TO CICS.

Example 2

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE 

        TRANSMIT MENU 

        IF CHOICE EQUAL '1'

           TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSACTION-ID ABCD. 

        IF CHOICE EQUAL '2'

           TRANSFER CONTROL TO TRANSACTION-ID QRST.

        IF CHOICE EQUAL '3'

           TRANSFER CONTROL TO PROG14B. 

        IF CHOICE EQUAL 'X'

           TRANSFER CONTROL TO CICS. 

        GOBACK.

NOTE
GLOBAL-STORAGE is written to CICS temporary storage queues. The working data temporary storage queue
is deleted.

TRANSMIT Statement
The TRANSMIT statement is used to send and receive the screen. At least one map must be identified with a MAP
DEFINITION statement coded in the ENVIRONMENT or Data Division. If more than one MAP DEFINITION statement
exists in the program, specify the map to transmit on the TRANSMIT statement.

During the TRANSMIT process, the PFn, PAn, CLEAR, and ENTER keys perform whatever process was assigned to
them by the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement of the program.

You can use the Keyword Expansion keyword .TRANSMIT or .TR for this statement.
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Format:

             ['mapname'      ]

TRANSMIT MAP [map-identifier ]

• 'mapname'
Required only when more than one MAP DEFINITION statement exists in the Data Division. Specify the 1-character to
7-character map in a MAP DEFINITION statement, which is enclosed in quotes.

• map-identifier
Specifies any valid COBOL data name defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION, GLOBAL-STORAGE
SECTION, or CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION. Must be assigned the value of a map name that is defined on a MAP
DEFINITION statement included in the program. If the map identifier contains an invalid value at the time of transmit,
the transaction terminates with an error message on an unformatted screen. These messages are documented in OPL
Diagnostic Messages.

Example 1

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE. 

       TRANSMIT 'AAAA' 

       GOBACK.

Example 2

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE. 

        MOVE 'AAAA' TO MAP-NAME 

        TRANSMIT MAP-NAME 

        GOBACK.

Notes:

• The TRANSMIT statement cannot be coded in a VALIDATION procedure.
• The action that is taken during TRANSMIT is defined in the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement.
• GLOBAL-STORAGE and WORKING-STORAGE are written to temporary storage and automatically restored.

VALIDATE Statement
The VALIDATE statement is used to invoke the procedures named in the MAP DEFINITION statement. At least one
VALIDATION PROCEDURE must be named in the MAP DEFINITION statement for the desired map. This procedural
form of the VALIDATE statement is provided as an alternative to the non-procedural form coded in the RESPONSE
DEFINITION statement. This form allows the program complete control over which data is edited and the order in which
the edit is performed.

The VALIDATE statement should be coded in conjunction with SET MAP VALID and SET MAP INVALID statements.
Validation procedures can set the INVALID flag or reset it to VALID as necessary. Unlike VALIDATE processing in
RESPONSE DEFINITION, invalid maps will not be retransmitted until validated. Instead, the program must test the MAP
VALID/MAP INVALID condition and explicitly execute a transmit.

There are two formats of the VALIDATE statement. The first, VALIDATE MAP, invokes the validation procedure(s)
named for a specific map. The second, VALIDATE FIELD, invokes validation procedure(s) for one or more specific
fields. If the VALIDATE MAP statement is coded, procedures for fields are invoked in the order of their occurrence in the
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MAP DEFINITION statement, followed by the VALIDATION PROCEDURE named for the map. If the VALIDATE FIELD
statement is coded, only procedures named in the MAP DEFINITION statement for the specified fields are invoked.

The Keyword Expansion keywords for the VALIDATE FIELD statement are .VALIDATEFIELD, .VALIDATEF and .VALFLD.
The keywords for the VALIDATE MAP statement are .VALIDATEMAP, .VALIDATEM, and .VALMAP.

Format 1:

VALIDATE MAP 'mapname'

• 'mapname'
Specifies the 1- to 7-character map name, named in a MAP DEFINITION statement, enclosed in quotes. Required only
when more than one MAP DEFINITION statement exists in the Data Division.

Format 2:

VALIDATE FIELD[S] field name-1 [field name-2...]

• field name-1 field name-2
Specifies either a 1-character to 7-character BMS field name or a COBOL data name which corresponds to a BMS
field name defined for an associated map. The associated MAP DEFINITION statement must contain a VALIDATION
PROCEDURE for the specified field name. If duplicate field names occur in multiple maps, the BMS map name can
qualify the field name.

Example 1

    PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    MAIN-LINE-ROUTINE. 

        TRANSMIT 'AAAA' 

        VALIDATE 'AAAA' 

        GOBACK.

Example 2

    PERFORM WITH TEST AFTER

    UNTIL MAP-VALID 

        TRANSMIT SET MAP 

        VALID VALIDATE FLD-1 

        IF STATE = 'TX'

            VALIDATE FLD-2 

        ELSE

            VALIDATE FLD-3 

        END-IF 

        VALIDATE FLD-4

    END-PERFORM

NOTE
The VALIDATE statement cannot be coded in a VALIDATION procedure.
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Reserved Words
In addition to the words reserved by COBOL, the following are reserved words in OPL.

ALARM READ
ATTRIBUTE REFRESH
ATTRIBUTES REQUIRED
BLINK RESPONSE
BLUE REVERSE
BRIGHT SKIP
CICS STORAGE
CLEAR TRANSACTION-ID
COLOR TRANSFER
CONSTANT-STORAGE TRANSMIT
CURSOR TURQUOISE
DARK UNDERLINE
DEFINITION UNDERSCORE
DISK UNPROTECT
END-FOR UNPROTECTED
FIELD VALIDATION
FIELDS WHITE
GLOBAL-STORAGE YELLOW
GREEN  
HELP  
HIGHLIGHT  
HOME  
INVISIBLE  
LOW  
MAIN  
MAP  
MAPSET  
MDT  
MESSAGE-FIELD  
NAME  
NEUTRAL  
NORMAL  
PA1, ... PA3  
PF1, ... PF24  
PINK  
PROTECT  
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Keywords for OPL Statement Templates

Data Division

The following keywords are for Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL Online Programming Language (OPL) statement
templates. They are available for programs with the Online Monitor attribute of CICS and designated as using the Online
Programming Language.

.DISPLAY .MAP .RESPDEF

.DIS .MD .RD

.MAPDEF .RESPONSEDEF  

Procedure Division

The following keywords are for command-level CICS statement templates. They are available for programs with an online
monitor attribute of CICS and designated as using the Online Programming Language.

.DELETEGLOBAL .SETCOLOR .VALIDATEMAP

.DELETEGBL .SETHIGHLIGHT .VALIDATEM

.DISPLAY .SETHIGH .VALMAP

.DIS .SETHI .VALIDATEFIELD

.SETALARM .SETCURSOR .VALIDATEF

.SETERASE .SETCSR .VALFLD

.SETMAP .SETCUR  

.SETATTRIBUTES .TRANSFER  

.SETATTRS .TRANSMIT  

.SETATTR .TR  

Generated Data-Names
The following data-names are generated by OPL and are therefore reserved.
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• M--ALARM-OPTION
• M--ATTRIBUTE-CONSTANTS
• M--BLINK
• >M--BLUE
• M--COLOR-CONSTANTS
• >M--COMMAREA-LEN
• M--COMMAREA-LENGTH
• >M--CURRENT-DEPTH
• >M--CURSOR-FLAG
• M--CURSOR-POSITION
• >M--DEFAULT
• M--DFHCOMMAREA
• M--DFHCOMMAREA-LEN
• M--DFHCOMMAREA-LENGTH
• M--DUMMY
• M--ERASE-OPTION
• M--ERROR-MSG-AREA
• M--ERROR-MSG-AREA-2
• M--ERROR-MSG-ID
• M--ERROR-MSG-TEXT
• M--ERROR-PGM-NAME
• M--ERROR-RETURN-CODE
• M--EVALUATE-SUBJECT-nnnn-nnn
• M--fieldname-END-POSITION
• M--fieldname-START-POSITION
• M--FIELD-SUBSCRIPT
• M--FILLER
• M--FILLER-L
• M--GLOBAL-STORAGE
• M--GLOBAL-QUEUE-LENGTH
• M--globalname-GBL-QUEUE-LEN
• M--globalname-GBL-QUEUE-LENGTH
• M--globalname-GBL-QUEUE-NAME
• M--globalname-GBL-QUEUE-TERMID
• M--GREEN
• M--HELP-OPTION
• M--HELPOPT-fieldname
• M--HELPSET-fieldname
• M--HELP-CONTROL
• M--HELP-fieldname
• M--HELP-MAP
• M--HELP-MAPSET
• M--HIGHLIGHT-CONSTANTS
• M--INDEX-nn
• M--MAP-ADDRESS
• M--MAP-FIELD-PARAMETERS
• M--MAP-NAME
• M--MAP-NAMES
• M--MAPNAME
• M--mapname-FIELD-HELP-OPTION
• M--mapname-HELP-OPTION
• M--mapname-CURSOR-POSITION
• M--mapname-FIELDS
• M--mapname-FIELD-COUNT
• M--mapname-FIELD-END
• M--mapname-FIELD-HELP
• M--mapname-FIELD-HELP-INFO
• M--mapname-FIELD-HELP-MAP
• M--mapname-FIELD-HELP-MAPSET
• M--mapname-FIELD-HELP-TABLE
• M--mapname-FIELD-INFO
• M--mapname-FIELD-NAME
• M--mapname-FIELD-POSITIONS
• M--mapname-FIELD-START
• M--mapname-FIELD-TABLE
• M--mapname-HELP
• M--mapname-HELP-INFO
• M--mapname-HELP-MAPSET
• M--mapname-QUEUE-LEN
• M--mapname-QUEUE-LENGTH
• M--MAPSET-NAME
• M--MODULE-NAME
• M--MSG-AREA
• M--MSG-INFORMATION
• M--MSG-LEN
• M--OPL-MAP-INFO
• M--PERFORM-SUBSCRIPT-nn
• M--PERFORM-DEPTH
• M--PERFORM-STATE
• M--PGM-NAME
• M--PINK
• M--PROT
• M--PROT-BRT
• M--PROT-BRT-MDT
• M--PROT-DRK
• M--PROT-DRK-MDT
• M--PROT-MDT
• M--QUEUE-LENGTHS
• M--RED
• M--RETURN-CODE
• M--REVERSE
• M--SBA-ADDR
• M--SBA-BYTE
• M--SBA-NUMERIC
• >M--SBA-ORDER
• M--SBA-ORDER-CODE
• M--SCREEN-CONTROL
• M--SCREEN-QUEUE-NAME
• M--SCREEN-QUEUE-TERMID
• M--SKIP
• M--SKIP-BRT
• M--SKIP-BRT-MDT
• M--SKIP-DRK
• M--SKIP-DRK-MDT
• M--TRANSACTION-MSG-AREA
• M--TURQUOISE
• M--UNDERSCORE
• M--UNPROT
• M--UNPROT-BRT
• M--UNPROT-BRT-MDT
• M--UNPROT-DRK
• M--UNPROT-DRK-MDT
• M--UNPROT-MDT
• M--UNPROT-NUM
• M--UNPROT-NUM-BRT
• M--UNPROT-NUM-BRT-MDT
• M--UNPROT-NUM-DRK
• M--UNPROT-NUM-DRK-MDT
• M--UNPROT-NUM-MDT
• M--USER-DFHCOMMAREA
• M--VALID
• M--WHITE
• M--WORKING-QUEUE-LEN
• M--WORKING-QUEUE-LENGTH
• M--WORKING-QUEUE-NAME
• M--WORKING-QUEUE-TERMID
• >M--WORKING-STORAGE-RECORD
• M--WS-COMMAREA
• M--WS-MAPNAME
• M--WS-PGM-NAME
• M--YELLOW
• MAP-INVALID
• MAP-VALID
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OPL Diagnostic Messages
These articles list and describe the messages that OPL program translation or OPL program execution can generate.

The format of the OPL messages is:

OPLnnnc 

Where:

• OPL
Indicates the prefix for diagnostics issued by OPL.

• nnn
Indicates the number of the diagnostic.

• c
Indicates the severity code:
– A

Indicates an advisory message.
– E

Indicates an error message. The source program requires at least one modification.
– F

Indicates a fatal error message. Processing ends.
– W

Indicates a warning message. Some automatic change must be reviewed.

OPLPS and DLMPS Macro Diagnostics
The following messages can be generated during a translation with either the OPLPS or DLMPS macro set.

NOTE
For more information about diagnostics specific to the DML language statements, see Program Development
Reference.

OPL001E

"identifier" IS INVALID IN THIS CONTEXT.

Action: The specified exception clause (AT END, ON SIZE ERROR, and so on) is not valid after the immediately
preceding verb. Review the syntax for the preceding VERB and correct the source.

OPL002E

STRUCTURE STACK FULL.

Action: More than 99 levels of nested constructs are specified. Place constructs which are beyond this nesting capacity in
separate paragraphs and PERFORM them.

OPL003W

COBOL VERB EXPECTED, FOUND "identifier".

Action: A COBOL verb was expected, such as after an ELSE, and none was found. Review the syntax for the current
construct and correct the source.

OPL004W

INVALID 'NEXT SENTENCE'.
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Action: NEXT SENTENCE is only valid in the IF and SEARCH constructs and must not be part of a compound statement.
Consider using CONTINUE rather than NEXT SENTENCE. Otherwise, review the syntax of the current construct and
correct the source.

OPL005E

INVALID STRUCTURE.

Action:  A clause or END-verb statement is found that does not correspond to any outstanding construct. Review the
syntax for the current construct and correct the source.

OPL006W

UNTERMINATED STRUCTURE.

Action: A structure with no END-verb or period is found at the end of a paragraph or at the end of the program. A period
is assumed. Supply the proper END-verb(s) or a period to terminate the structure.

OPL007E

INVALID PERFORM SYNTAX.

Action: Invalid syntax in a PERFORM statement is found. Review the syntax for the PERFORM statement and correct
the source.

OPL008E

MORE THAN 9 NESTED EVALUATES.

Action: OPL can only handle 9 nested EVALUATE statements. Place one or more EVALUATEs, which are beyond the
nesting capacity of OPL in separate paragraphs and PERFORM them.

OPL009E

MORE THAN 9 EVALUATE SELECTION SUBJECTS SPECIFIED.

Action: OPL can only handle 9 EVALUATE selection subjects. Change the program logic so that a maximum of 9
EVALUATE selection subjects are specified.

OPL010E

PARAGRAPH NAME MUST FOLLOW PROCEDURE DIVISION HEADER.

Action: Insert a paragraph name for your mainline routine immediately following the PROCEDURE DIVISION header.

OPL011E

INVALID ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION.

Action: An invalid arithmetic expression is found as an EVALUATE selection subject or object. Review the syntax for an
arithmetic expression and correct the source.

OPL012E

INVALID EVALUATE WHEN CLAUSE.

Action: An EVALUATE WHEN clause either has invalid syntax for one of the selection objects or the number of selection
subjects and selection objects do not match. Review the syntax for an EVALUATE WHEN clause and correct the source.

OPL013E

INVALID EVALUATE SYNTAX.

Action: A WHEN clause does not immediately follow the last EVALUATE selection subject. Review the syntax for the
EVALUATE statement and correct the source.

OPL014A
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A SELECTION SUBJECT ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION MAY LEAD TO UNEQUAL COMPARE IF THE RESULT
REQUIRES MORE THAN 5 PLACES OF DECIMAL PRECISION.

Action: To implement an arithmetic expression as an EVALUATE selection subject, OPL computes the expression into a
temporary data item with PICTURE S9(12)V9(5). If this is not sufficient to hold the resulting values, unpredictable results
can occur. If the size is not sufficient to hold the result, COMPUTE the expression into a temporary data item before the
EVALUATE statement then specify the EVALUATE with the temporary data item as a selection subject rather than the
expression.

OPL015E

IMPERATIVE STATEMENT MUST FOLLOW WHEN.

Action: Review the syntax for the EVALUATE statement and correct the source.

OPL016E

GO TO STATEMENTS ARE PROHIBITED.

Action: Structure the code with modules which can be PERFORMed. Eliminate all "GO TO" statements.

OPL017E

MARKERS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE TRANSLATION EXCEEDS MAXIMUM.

Action: Due to the number of PERFORM and SEARCH statements in the program, the marker limit has been exceeded.
Reduce the number of these statements in your program.

OPL018E

THE USE OF SECTIONS IS PROHIBITED IN AN OPL PROGRAM.

Action: Structure the code with modules that can be PERFORMed. Remove all SECTION headers in the PROCEDURE
DIVISION.

OPL019A

DATA DIVISION HEADER MISSING.

Action: Code a Data Division header.

OPL020A

UNMATCHED "scope-terminator".

Action: Verify the syntax of the preceding structures and eliminate the unnecessary terminator.

OPL Macro Diagnostics
The following messages can be generated during a translation with the OPL macros.

NO OPL ERRORS FOUND

Action: None.

OPL101W

LEVEL NUMBER EXCEEDS MAXIMUM OF 48.

Action: OPL increments level numbers coded in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of the program. Therefore the
highest level number should not exceed 48. Decrement items at level 49 to level 48 or lower.

OPL102E

MARKERS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE OPL TRANSLATION EXCEEDS MAXIMUM.
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Action: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

OPL103E

"identifier-1" IS INVALID SYNTAX IN "identifier-2" SKIPPING TO NEXT RECOGNIZABLE PHRASE, CLAUSE, OR
STATEMENT.

Action: Examine the syntax for the statement indicated by identifier-2 and correct program source.

OPL105E

EXPECTING "identifier-1" IDENTIFIER, FOUND "identifier-2".

Action: Review the syntax for the preceding verb or statement and correct program source.

OPL106E

EXPECTING "identifier" IDENTIFIER, BUT THE OPL STATEMENT PREMATURELY ENDED.

Action: Review the syntax for the preceding verb or statement and correct program source.

OPL107E

DUPLICATE "identifier" CLAUSES ARE INVALID.

Action: Remove the incorrect duplicate clause.

OPL108E

"identifier-1" GREATER THAN MAXIMUM OF "identifier-2" CHARACTERS.

Action: Correct the specification of identifier-1 so that it is not longer than the length indicated by identifier-2.

OPL109E

"mapname" COPYBOOK DOES NOT CONTAIN DATANAME "mapnameI".

Action: Verify the copybook for the indicated map. If necessary, rerun the BMS utility for generating a DSECT.

OPL110A

NO MAPS WERE DEFINED FOR THIS PROGRAM.

Action: If a map is to be transmitted by the program using the TRANSMIT statement, then a map must be identified with
the MAP DEFINITION statement. Otherwise, no action is required.

OPL111E

"identifier-1" CANNOT BE TRANSLATED BECAUSE THE PREVIOUS MAP DEFINITION STATEMENT DID NOT END
PROPERLY WITH A PERIOD.

Action: End the preceding identifier-1 statement with a period.

OPL113E

"mapname" MAP IS NOT DEFINED IN THE PROGRAM.

Action: The indicated map has not been identified in the program. Include a MAP DEFINITION statement for the
indicated map.

OPL114E

fieldname" FIELD IS NOT DEFINED.

Action: The indicated field name is not found in the copybook for any map defined for the program. Either correct the
spelling of the field name or name the field in the appropriate map.

OPL115E
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"identifier" DATANAME IS NOT DEFINED IN THE PROGRAM.

Action: The indicated data name is not found in the copybook for any map defined for the program. Either correct the
spelling of the data name, provide the data name for a FIELD and regenerate the copybook, or otherwise include the data
name in the copybook for the map.

OPL116E

"identifier" FIELD IS NOT UNIQUE AND MUST BE QUALIFIED.

Action: The same field name is defined for more than one map for the program. Qualify the field name with the map
name. The map name can be 1 through 7 characters. If you have two fields that are named FIELD A, you can qualify them
as FIELD A OF MAP A and FIELD A OF MAP B.

OPL117E

"identifier" DATANAME HAS NO CORRESPONDING MAP FIELD.

Action: The indicated data name does not correspond by start position and length with any field defined in a map record.
Review the copybook containing the data name, verify the data name, and correct the record layout.

OPL118E

A MAP MUST BE SPECIFIED BECAUSE MORE THAN ONE MAP IS DEFINED FOR THE PROGRAM.

Action: Specify a 1-character to 7-character map name for all TRANSMIT, VALIDATE, and SET CURSOR statements.

OPL119E

"identifier" DATANAME IS NOT DEFINED.

Action: The indicated data name is not found in the corresponding map copybook. Correct the options that are specified
for map attributes and regenerate the map.

OPL120E

HELP PANEL NAME HAS NOT BEEN SPECIFIED.

Action: To use HELP in the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement, help maps must be named in the MAP DEFINITION
statement. Include at least one HELP clause in the map definition statement.

OPL121E

MAP NAME MUST BE UNIQUE.

Action: Provide a unique map name for each map definition statement.

OPL122E

MAP NAME MUST PRECEDE identifier.

Action: Place the NAME IS clause of the MAP DEFINITION statement so that it precedes the indicated clause.

OPL123E

MAP NAME MUST BE SPECIFIED.

Action: Include a NAME IS clause on each MAP DEFINITION statement.

OPL124E

NUMBER OF MAP DEFINITION STATEMENTS EXCEEDS MAXIMUM OF 20.

Action: Either limit the number of MAP DEFINITION statements in your program to 20, or contact Broadcom Support for
instructions on how to extend the limit in the OPL macros.

OPL125E
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DUPLICATE RESPONSE DEFINITION STATEMENTS ARE INVALID.

Action: Remove all but one RESPONSE DEFINITION statement in the program.

OPL126E

"OTHER" CANNOT BE USED IN A COMPOUND CONDITION.

Action: WHEN OTHER cannot be used with any other condition. Separate other conditions in a separate WHEN clause.

OPL127E

"identifier" WAS PREVIOUSLY CODED IN A RESPONSE CONDITION.

Action: Remove the duplicate specification for the indicated condition in the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement.

OPL128E

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS MUST PRECEDE THE "WHEN OTHER" CLAUSE.

Action: Move the WHEN OTHER clause to the end of the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement.

OPL129E

PA KEY AND CLEAR CANNOT BE USED IN A COMPOUND CONDITION WITH PF KEYS OR ENTER.

Action: Separate the conditions PA1 through PA3 and CLEAR from PF1 through PF24 and ENTER into different WHEN
clauses of the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement.

OPL130E

ONLY ONE RESPONSE PROCESS MAY BE SPECIFIED.

Action: Remove all but one process from the WHEN clause on the indicated line of the RESPONSE DEFINITION
statement.

OPL131A

THE RESPONSE DEFINITION STATEMENT IS INCOMPLETE AND WILL BE IGNORED.

Action: Review the syntax of the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement and correct the program source.

OPL132E

HELP MAPS ARE NOT DEFINED FOR MAP "mapname".

Action: To use HELP in the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement, you must name the help maps in the map definition
statement. Include at least one HELP clause in the MAP DEFINITION statement for the indicated map.

OPL133E

THE RESPONSE DEFINITION MUST INCLUDE A DESIGNATED KEY FOR RETURN.

Action: To use HELP in the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement, a condition must be included for the RETURN process.
Include this specification in the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement.

OPL134W

THE PRECEDING VALIDATION PROCEDURE "identifier" DOES NOT CONTAIN A SET MAP INVALID STATEMENT.

Action: Include a SET MAP INVALID statement somewhere in the indicated procedure paragraph.

OPL135W

THE VALIDATION PROCEDURE "identifier" IS NOT DEFINED.

Action: Include a paragraph for the indicated validation procedure, or remove the corresponding VALIDATION
PROCEDURE clause from the MAP DEFINITION statement.
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OPL136E

THE NUMBER OF VALIDATION PROCEDURES EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF 99.

Action: Limit the number of VALIDATION procedures to 99 or fewer.

OPL137E

A VALIDATION PROCEDURE MUST NOT CONTAIN A TRANSMIT STATEMENT.

Action: Remove the TRANSMIT statement from the scope of the VALIDATION procedure paragraph.

OPL138E

A VALIDATION PROCEDURE MUST NOT CONTAIN A VALIDATE STATEMENT.

Action: Remove the VALIDATE statement from the scope of the VALIDATION procedure paragraph.

OPL139W

A VALIDATION PROCEDURE WAS NOT SPECIFIED FOR FIELD "fieldname".

Action: A VALIDATE FIELD statement is coded for the indicated field and a VALIDATION PROCEDURE has not
been specified for it. Include, in the MAP DEFINITION statement, a FIELD definition which includes a VALIDATION
PROCEDURE clause.

OPL140E

A VALIDATION PROCEDURE MUST BE UNIQUE.

Action: Provide a unique name for each VALIDATION PROCEDURE specified in the MAP DEFINITION statements.

OPL141A

MESSAGE TEXT FOR FIELD "fieldname" WILL BE TRUNCATED ON THE RIGHT.

Action: Either decrease the length of the message text or increase the size of the message field.

OPL142E

DESTINATION FOR MESSAGE, "identifier", IS NOT A VALID FIELD OF MAP "mapname".

Action: Verify the destination field name and correct the program source.

OPL143E

DESTINATION FOR MESSAGE, "identifier", HAS NO DESIGNATED MESSAGE FIELD.

Action: Include in the MAP DEFINITION statement a MESSAGE-FIELD clause for the indicated field or map.

OPL144E

MESSAGE IDENTIFIER "identifier" IS UNDEFINED.

Action: Include somewhere in the WORKING-STORAGE, GLOBAL-STORAGE, or CONSTANT-STORAGE SECTION, a
definition of the indicated data item.

OPL145E

INVALID CONTEXT FOR THIS FORMAT OF THE DISPLAY STATEMENT.

Action: Either include a designation of the field or map for which the message is intended, or move the DISPLAY
statement to a VALIDATION PROCEDURE paragraph.

OPL146E

THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GLOBAL-STORAGE ITEMS HAS BEEN EXCEEDED.
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Action: Either limit the number of GLOBAL-STORAGE areas in your program to 20, or contact Broadcom Support for
instructions on how to extend the limit in the OPL macros.

OPL147E

THE RECORD NAME IS MISSING FOR THIS GLOBAL-STORAGE AREA.

Action: Follow each 01 level number in the GLOBALSTORAGE section with a valid COBOL data name up to 30
characters.

OPL148E

STORAGE NAME IS INVALID.

Action: Review the syntax for the STORAGE NAME IS clause of the GLOBAL-STORAGE section and correct program
source.

OPL149E

STORAGE TYPE IS INVALID.

Action: Review the syntax for the STORAGE TYPE IS clause of the GLOBAL-STORAGE section and correct program
source.

OPL150E

STORAGE NAME IS MISSING FOR "identifier".

Action: Include a STORAGE NAME IS clause for each 01 level item in the GLOBAL-STORAGE section.

OPL151E

STORAGE NAME IS REQUIRED.

Action: Include a NAME IS clause for each DELETE GLOBAL-STORAGE statement.

OPL152E

GLOBAL-STORAGE HAS NOT BEEN DEFINED WITH THE NAME "identifier".

Action: Verify the STORAGE NAMEs of each 01 level item in the GLOBAL-STORAGE SECTION. Correct the name
specified on the DELETE GLOBAL-STORAGE statement in the program source.

OPL153E

A "identifier" STATEMENT MUST BE CODED IN THE IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

Action: Review the syntax for the identified statement and correct program source.

OPL154A

MULTIPLE "identifier" STATEMENTS ARE INVALID, STATEMENT IGNORED.

Action: Remove the identified duplicate statement in the program source.

OPL155W

PROCEDURE DIVISION HEADER IS MISSING; NO PROCEDURE DEFINED FOR THIS PROGRAM.

Action: Code a Procedure Division.

OPL156E

"identifier" EXCEEDS MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LENGTH OF 32767 BYTES.

Action: Reduce the size of the indicated area.

OPL157A
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NO MESSAGE FIELD WAS SPECIFIED FOR MAP "map name".

Action: If desired, specify the MESSAGE-FIELD clause on each MAP DEFINTION statement.

OPL158E

CONDITION SPECIFIED IS TOO LONG TO PROCESS BEGINNING WITH "identifier".

Action: Code conditions beginning with the indicated key on a separate WHEN clause in the RESPONSE DEFINTION
statement.

OPL159A

NO VALIDATION PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED FOR MAP "map name".

Action: Include specification of one or more VALIDATION PROCEDURES in the indicated MAP DEFINITION statement.

OPL160E

STORAGE NAME "identifier" IS NOT UNIQUE.

Action: Provide a unique name in each STORAGE NAME clause on every GLOBAL-STORAGE record.

OPL161E

"process" IS RESTRICTED FOR "identifier" PROCESSING.

Action: Do not specify HELP or VALIDATE for the CLEAR key process, and do not specify VALIDATE for any PA key
process. Review the RESPONSE DEFINITION statement syntax.

OPL162W

"CONTINUE" PROCESS SPECIFIED FOR "identifier" PROCESS, BUT NO MAP WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR
PROCESSING.

Action: None required.

OPL Run-time Diagnostics
An OPL program at run time can generate the following messages.

transid transaction completed

Action: None. The message indicates the normal completion of the executed transaction.

transid transaction msg: OPL901E map mapname not defined to program

Action: A TRANSMIT statement has been executed but does not refer to a valid map as named on a MAP DEFINITION
statement. Verify and assign a valid map name to the map identifier specified in the TRANSMIT statement.

transid transaction msg: OPL902E mapset-name unavailable

Action: The indicated mapset is either not defined or is disabled in the CICS System Definition file. Define, enable, and
install the mapset so that the mapset information is stored in the CICS PPT.

transid transaction msg: OPL903E module mapset-name not found

Action: Assemble and link edit the BMS macros for the indicated mapset. Include the load library in the DFHRPL DD in
the active CICS system.

transid transaction msg: OPL904E module mapset-name does not contain requested mapset

Action: Verify the load module with the indicated name. If necessary, reassemble and link edit the BMS map macros for
the indicated mapset.

transid transaction msg: OPL905E module mapset-name does not contain the requested map
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Action: Verify the load module with the indicated name. If necessary, reassemble and link edit the BMS map macros for
the indicated mapset.

transid transaction msg: OPL906E MAP mapname out of sync, too few fields

Action: Verify the copybook for the indicated map. If necessary, regenerate the copybook from the BMS macros and
retranslate the program.

transid transaction msg: OPL907E MAP mapname out of sync, too many fields

Action: Verify the copybook for the indicated map. If necessary, regenerate the copybook from the BMS macros and
retranslate the program.

Translation Requirements
These articles describe the MetaCOBOL OPL macro sets, JCL for performing OPL program translation, and the JCL file
requirements.

NOTE
For more information about translate-time options, source file concatenation, condition codes, and memory
usage, see the Using topics.

MetaCOBOL translates OPL programs into standard COBOL. Then the CICS Command-Level Processor translates
the output source program and a standard IBM COBOL compiler compiles it. Input to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL
consists of:

• Translate-time options that modify MetaCOBOL translation
• Macro set desired for a translation
• Copybooks which represent the maps transmitted by a program
• OPL source program

Input can be provided directly from the Primary Input File, from source libraries or Librarian or Panvalet master files.

The OPL Macro Sets
An OPL program must be translated twice. Two macros sets (OPLPS and OPL) are provided with Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL for OPL translation. They are:

• OPLPS
Restructures the source code of the input program, as required for pseudo conversational source code generation.

• OPL
Translates the high-level statements in the OPL language.

Depending on whether the OPL program also contains DML statements, the DLM macro set is specified with OPLPS for
the first execution of the MetaCOBOL Translator. OPLPS should be specified before DLM. If the Structured Programming
Language is going to be used, then the SP macro should be specified first. The OPL macro set is always specified for the
second execution of the Translator.

Translation Under MVS

z/OS File Requirements

The following list contains the applicable z/OS DDnames with a brief description of their use.

• ACCT
Accounting File; required when accounting data is generated.

• AUX
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Auxiliary File; required when auxiliary data is punched or written as an output data set with the &AUX and &AUXN
directives.

• CARDF
Primary Input File; required. This file contains the input translate-time options, macros, and source program.

• CYCLE
LibrarianTape Master Cycle Control File; required when the input contains *$LIBET statements and the Librarian tape
master is under cycle control (also see MASTIN).

• FE
Out-of-Line Work File; required.

• FM
In-Line Work File; required.

• LSTIN
Listing File; the printer file for the Input, Output, Statistics, Auxiliary, and Lost Text Listings.

• MASTER
Librarian or Panvalet Disk Master Input File; required when the input contains *$LIBED statements.

• MASTIN
Librarian Tape Master Input File; required when the input contains *$LIBET statements (also see CYCLE).

• PUNCHF
Generated COBOL Output File; required when the DECK option is specified.

• RELOAD
Precompiled Macros; required when precompiled macros are to be retrieved. This DD statement must reference a
sequential data set with a logical record length of 80 bytes that contains the desired pre-compiled macros.

• SYSLIB
COBOL Source Library Input; required when the input contains *$COPY or COBOL COPY statements.

NOTE

More COBOL source library files can be required when the library-name option of the COPY statement (OS/
VS 74 standard) is used.

• SYSTERM
Terminal Output; required when the TERM option is specified.

• UNLOAD
Precompiled Macros; required for storing precompiled macros. This DD statement must define an existing sequential
data set or member of a partitioned data set that contains the precompiled macros. The data set or member must have
a logical record length of 80 bytes and must be large enough to contain the unloaded macros.

z/OS JCL Example

The following JCL procedure example is provided as a guide for executing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL in an z/
OS environment. The SYSOUT class and BLKSIZE (in multiples of sizes shown), SPACE, and UNIT parameters can be
altered. Optional JCL statements appear in brackets.

//METACBL PROC META=mctpgm,

CA Datacom MetaCOBOL Support Prog. Name

// STEPLIB='mct.load.lib', Load

Library Name

// COBOL=NULLFILE, COBOL

Output

// AUX=NULLFILE,

Auxiliary Output

// COPYLIB='copy.libr', COPY
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Library

// LIBMSTR='mct.lib.mast', Disk CA

LIBRARIAN Master

// TERM=NULLFILE, Terminal

Data Set

//MCT EXEC PGM=&META

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&STEPLIB,DISP=SHR

//LSTIN DD SYSOUT=A,

// DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=605)

//PUNCHF DD UNIT=SYSDA,

// SPACE=(TRK,100),

// DCB=BLKSIZE=400,

// DISP=(,PASS)

//AUX DD DSN=&AUX,

// UNIT=SYSDA,

// SPACE=(TRK,20),

// DCB=BLKSIZE=400,

// DISP=(,PASS,DELETE)

//SYSLIB DD DSN=&COPYLIB,DISP=SHR

//MASTER DD DSN=&LIBMSTR,DISP=SHR

//SYSTERM DD DSN=&TERM,

// UNIT=SYSDA,

// SPACE=(TRK,20),

// DCB=BLKSIZE=80,

// DISP=(,PASS,DELETE)

 //FE DD UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(20,10)),

 // DCB=BLKSIZE=1480

 //FM DD UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(20,10)),

 // DCB=BLKSIZE=1480

[//UNLOAD DD DSN=user.maclib,               ]

[// UNIT=SYSDA,                             ]

[// SPACE=(TRK,10),                         ] 

[// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000),   ]

[// DISP=(KEEP,DELETE)                      ]

[//RELOAD DD DSN=user.maclib,DISP=(SHR)     ]

 // PEND

 //STEP1 EXEC MCTCBL[,PARM='options']

 //CARDF DD *[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]

   [OPTION MetaCOBOL translator options]

        *$COPY OPLPS

    source program

          .

          .

          .

 //STEP2 EXEC METACBL[,PARM='options']

 //CARDF DD *[,DCB=BLKSIZE=80]

  [OPTION MetaCOBOL translator options]

       *$COPY OPL

 // DD DSN=*.STEP1.MCT.PUNCHF,DISP=(OLD)

 /*
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
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The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
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such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
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